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Versteigerungsfolge – Auction Schedule
Wir freuen uns, Sie in unserem Auktionssaal zu begrüßen:
We are looking forward to welcome you in our auction hall:

VERSTEIGERER – AUCTIONEER: Christoph Gärtner
DONNERSTAG

8. Februar 2018 / THURSDAY 8th February 2018
9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am BANKNOTES Worldwide A - S

FREITAG

9. Februar 2018 / FRIDAY 9th February 2018
9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am BANKNOTES Worldwide T - Z & collections

MONTAG

1 - 1.994

1.996 - 2.732

13.00 Uhr | 1.00 pm BANKNOTEN Deutschland | BANKNOTES Germany

3.000 - 3.685

15.00 Uhr | 3.00 pm NUMISMATIK � MÜNZEN | NUMISMATICS � COINS

4.000 - 4.840

19. Februar 2018 / MONDAY 19th February 2018
9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am ASIEN | ASIA
14.00 Uhr | 2.00 pm Special Auction „MALAYA“ - Malaiische Staaten

DIENSTAG

5.000 - 8.275
8.300 - 10.779

20. Februar 2018 / TUESDAY 20th February 2018
9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am THEMATIK | THEMATICS

11.000 - 12.900

9.30 Uhr | 9.30 am ÜBERSEE | OVERSEAS: A - Z
13.00 Uhr | 1.00 pm FLUG-, ZEPPELIN- & SCHIFFSPOST WELTWEIT

13.000 - 14.848

13.30 Uhr | 1.30 pm EUROPA | EUROPE: A - N

15.500 -

15.000 - 15.469

16.00 Uhr | 4.00 pm EUROPA | EUROPE: O - Z
MITTWOCH

21. Februar 2018 /

WEDNESDAY

21st February 2018

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am ALTDEUTSCHLAND | GERMAN STATES
10.30 Uhr | 10.30 am DEUTSCHES REICH
12.30 Uhr | 12.30 pm DT. AUSLANDSPOSTÄMTER | KOLONIEN - SUDETENLAND
14.00 Uhr | 2.00 pm DT. BESETZUNG WK II - KZ- LAGERPOST
15.00 Uhr | 3.00 pm DEUTSCHLAND nach 1945 - DDR | GERMANY after 1945 - GDR
16.00 Uhr | 4.00 pm BERLIN - BUNDESREPUBLIK DEUTSCHLAND
17.00 Uhr | 5.00 pm ANSICHTSKARTEN | PICTURE POSTCARDS
DONNERSTAG

22. Februar 2018 / THURSDAY 22nd February 2018

SAMMLUNGEN
COLLECTIONS

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am ÜBERSEE | OVERSEAS: A - Z
14.00 Uhr | 2.00 pm FLUG- UND ZEPPELINPOST, SCHIFFSPOST
14.15 Uhr | 2.15 pm THEMATIK | THEMATICS
15.00 Uhr | 3.00 pm EUROPA | EUROPE: A - O
17.30 Uhr | 5.30 pm EUROPA | EUROPE: P - Z

FREITAG

23. Februar 2018 / FRIDAY 23rd February 2018

SAMMLUNGEN
COLLECTIONS

9.00 Uhr | 9.00 am NACHLÄSSE, WUNDERKARTONS & Nachtrag
12.30 Uhr | 12.30 pm DEUTSCHLAND vor 1945 | GERMANY before 1945
15.30 Uhr | 3.30 pm DEUTSCHLAND nach 1945 | GERMANY after 1945
17.00 Uhr | 5.00 pm LITERATUR| VARIA

U1: lot 5.289 | U2: lot 5.154 | U3: lot 5.504, 5.642, 6.016, 6.037, 6.496, 6.503, 8.017, 8.172 | U4: lot 5.951, 7.352

asia
Einzellose | single lots

Sollte es in unseren Print- oder Online-Katalogen bei einzelnen Losen zu Abweichungen zwischen Bild
und Losbeschreibung kommen (z.B. unterschiedliche Ausrufspreise oder die Losbeschreibung passt
nicht zur Abbildung), so gelten die Angaben der Losbeschreibung als verbindlich.
Given that in our print- and online-catalogues lot-numbers have differences between the image and
lot description (f.e. starting prices are different or the picture does not fit with the corresponding
description), the data of the lot description has to be regarded as valid.

BITTE BEACHTEN: Das Aufgeld beträgt seit der 38. Auktion 23,8%.
ATTENTION: Since the 38th Auction the premium is 23,8%.

Besichtigung der Auktionslose – Viewing Hours
Nutzen Sie die Chance schon weit vor der Auktion, aber auch während der Versteigerungstage alle
Auktionslose ausführlich in unseren Geschäftsräumen in Bietigheim-Bissingen zu besichtigen.
Take the chance to intensively view all auctions lots at an early date or during the auction days at our
premises in Bietigheim-Bissingen.
Montag - Freitag
Monday - Friday

5. - 9. Februar 2018
February 5 - 9, 2018

9.00 - 18.00 Uhr
9.00 am - 6.00 pm

Samstag / Sonntag
Saturday / Sunday

10. - 11. Februar 2018
February 10 - 11, 2018

9.00 - 16.00 Uhr
9.00 am - 4.00 pm

Montag - Freitag
Monday - Friday

12. - 16. Februar 2018
February 12 - 16, 2018

9.00 - 18.00 Uhr
9.00 am - 6.00 pm

Samstag / Sonntag
Saturday / Sunday

17. - 18. Februar 2018
February 17 - 18, 2018

9.00 - 16.00 Uhr
9.00 am - 4.00 pm

Montag - Freitag
Monday - Friday

19. - 23. Februar 2018
February 20 - 23, 2018

8.00 - 20.00 Uhr
8.00 am - 8.00 pm

Termine außerhalb der angegebenen Zeiten sind nach vorheriger Absprache möglich.
Private Viewing by appointment.

Messen 2018 – Exhibitions / Shows 2018
2. - 4. Februar 2018 | February 2 - 4, 2018
World Money Fair Berlin

3. - 5. Mai 2018 | May 3 - 5, 2018

www.worldmoneyfair.de

www.briefmarkenmesse-essen.de

9. - 11. Februar 2018 | February 9 - 11, 2018
ASDA FLORIDA WINTER SHOW 2018

17. - 20. Mai 2018 | May 17 - 20, 2018
NABA Lugano 2018

www.americanstampdealer.com

www.luganophila.ch

14. - 17. Februar 2018 | February 14 - 17, 2018
Spring Stampex London 2018

27. - 31. Mai 2018 | May 27 - 31, 2018

www.thephilatelictraderssociety.co.uk

www.israelphilately.org.il/en

1. - 3. März 2018 | March 1 - 3, 2018
Int. Briefmarken-Börse München / Numismata 2018

20. - 21. Juli 2018 | July 20 - 21, 2018
YORK STAMP & COIN FAIR

www.messe-sindelﬁngen.de / www.numismata.de

www.stampshows.net

23. - 25. März 2018 | March 23 - 25, 2018
Singapore International Coin Fair

15. - 18. August 2018 | August 15 - 18, 2018

www.sgcoinfair.com

6. - 8. April 2018 | April 6 - 8, 2018

Spring PAPER MONEY FAIR Valkenburg
www.papermoney-maastricht.eu

Treﬀen Sie uns Persönlich!
Meet us Personally!

Int. Briefmarken-Börse Essen 2017

ISRAEL 2018

PRAGA 2018
CG as Philatelic Partner & Oﬃcial Auctioneer
www.praga2018.cz

21. - 24. September 2018 | September 21 - 24, 2018

MACAU 2018
www.macau2018.org.mo

KATALOGÜBERSICHT | CATALOGUE INDEX
Asien - Asia
ÜBERSICHT (Losnummern und Gebiete)
OVERVIEW (lots and collection areas)

Seite

4-5

MARKENTEIL (Einzelmarken)
STAMPS (single stamps)

Seite

7 - 12

ABBILDUNGEN (Belege, Einheiten, Briefstücke etc.)
PICTURE PAGES (covers, units, piece of letter etc.)

Seite

13 - 216

LOSBESCHREIBUNGEN
LOT DESCRIPTIONS

Seite

218 - 378

ALLGEMEINE VERSTEIGERUNGSBEDINGUNGEN
GENERAL AUCTION CONDITIONS

Seite

380 - 381

BESICHTIGUNGSFORMULAR
VIEWING FORM

Seite

389 - 390

VERSTEIGERUNGSAUFTRAG
BID FORM

Seite

391 - 392

Abbildungen | Picture Pages

Text | Text Pages

HIGHLIGHTS

ABU DHABI
Abu Dhabi

Los 5.000 - 5.003

DUBAI
Dubai

Los 5.522 - 5.629

ADEN
Aden

Los 5.004 - 5.028

FRANZ. INDIEN
French India

Los 5.630 - 5.641A

Los 5.026 - 5.028

FRANZ. INDOCHINA
French Indochine

Los 5.642 - 5.886

Los 5.029 - 5.046

FUDSCHAIRA
Fujeira

Los 5.887 - 5.921

MANAMA
Manama

Los 5.041 - 5.046

GEORGIEN
Georgia

Los 5.922 - 5.925

AFGHANISTAN
Afghanistan

Los 5.047 - 5.060

HOLYLAND
Holy Land

Los 5.925A - 5.943

ALAWITEN-GEBIET
Alaouites

Los 5.061 - 5.064

ANNAM+TONGKING
Annam+Tongking

Los 5.065 - 5.065A

INDIEN
India

Los 6.047 - 6.344

ARMENIEN
Armenia

Los 5.066 - 5.070

INDONESIEN
Indonesia

Los 6.345 - 6.366

ASERBAIDSCHAN
Azerbaijan

Los 5.071 - 5.077

IRAK
Iraq

Los 6.367 - 6.415

BAHRAIN
Bahrain

Los 5.078 - 5.098

IRAN
Iran

Los 6.416 - 6.471

BANGLADESCH
Bangladesh

Los 5.099

ISRAEL
Israel

Los 6.472 - 6.489

BATUM
Batum

Los 5.100 - 5.107

JAPAN
Japan

Los 6.490 - 6.672

BHUTAN
Bhutan

Los 5.108 - 5.112

JEMEN
Yemen

Los 6.673 - 6.766

BURMA
Birma

Los 5.113 - 5.127

JORDANIEN
Jordan

Los 6.767 - 6.819

CEYLON/SRI LANKA
Ceylon/Sri Lanka

Los 5.128 - 5.147

KAMBODSCHA
Cambodia

Los 6.820 - 6.833

CHINA
China

Los 5.148 - 5.433

KASACHSTAN
Kazakhstan

Los 6.834 - 6.836

CHINA-TAIWAN
Chine-Taiwan

Los 5.434 - 5.451B

KATAR
Quatar

Los 6.837 - 6.860

UPPER YAFA
Upper Yafa
ADSCHMAN
Ajman

CHINA (PRC)
China (PRC)
COCHINCHINA
Cochin-China

4

LANDHONGKONG
Los Ausruf
€ Kong
Hong
|

Los 5.944 - 6.046

LAND
|
Los
Ausruf
€
KIRGISIEN
Los 5.452 - 5.519

Los 6.861 - 6.863

Los 5.520 - 5.521

Los 6.864 - 6.894

Kyrgyzstan
KOREA
Korea

asia
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KUWAIT
Kuwait

Los 6.895 - 6.961
8.243 - 8 275

SYRIEN
Syria

Los 7.730 - 7.965

LABUAN
Labuan

Los 8.416 - 10.518

TANNU-TUWA
Tannu-Tuwa

Los 7.966 - 7.969

LAOS
Laos

Los 6.962 - 6.978

THAILAND
Thailand

Los 7.970 - 8.173

LIBANON
Lebanon

Los 6.979 - 7.311

TIBET
Tibet

Los 8.174 - 8.191

MACAU
Macao

Los 7.312 - 7.326

TIMOR
Timor

Los 8.192 - 8.193

MANDSCHUKO
Mandchukuo

Los 7.327 - 7.342

TRANSKAUKASIEN
Transcaucasian Federation

Los 8.194

MONGOLEI
Mongolia

Los 7.343 - 7.358

NEPAL
Nepal

Los 7.359 - 7.372

UMM AL KAIWAIN
Umm al Qiwain

Los 8.196

NIEDERL. INDIEN
Netherlands Indies

Los 7.373 - 7.387

USBEKISTAN
Uzbekistan

Los 8.197

OMAN
Oman

Los 7.388 - 7.398

VEREINIGTE ARABISCHE EMIRATE
United Arab Emirates

Los 8.198 - 8.199

PAKISTAN
Pakistan

Los 7.399

VIETNAM
Vietnam

Los 8.200 - 8.242

PALÄSTINA
Palestine

Los 7.400 - 7.426

PHILIPPINEN
Philippines

Los 7.427 - 7.447

PORTUG. INDIEN
Portug. India

Los 7.448 - 7.462

RAS AL CHAIMA
Ras al Khaima

Los 7.463 - 7.518

RIU-KIU INSELN
Ryukyu Islands

Los 7.518A - 7.520

SAUDI-ARABIEN
Saudi Arabia

Los 7.521 - 7.669A

HEDSCHAS
Hedschas

Los 7.521 - 7.575

NEDSCHD
Nedschd
SCHARDSCHA
Sharjah

LANDTURKMENISTAN
Los Ausruf
€
Turkmenistan
|

Los 8.195

LAND
|
Los
Ausruf €
Los 7.576 - 7.621
Los 7.670 - 7.729

asia
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international – professional – successful

“SELL YOUR COLLECTION
WHERE IT SELLS BEST!“
Christoph Gärtner

Give me a call:
+49-(0)7142 -789400

Contact me by mail:
c.gaertner@auktionen-gaertner.de

Take the chance to present your consignment in an excellent auction. If you have any further question concerning the details such as
insured shipment, pick-up service or transport – we are always pleased to be at your service.

MARKEN Asien / STAMPS Asia

5065A | 120 €

5132 | 800 €

5159 | 150 €

5165A | 100 €

5271 | 150 €

5067 | 160 €

5068 | 200 €

5134 | 1.600 €

5139 | 500 €

5160 | 300 €

5166 | 100 €

5154 | 2.500 €

5162 | 800 €

5167A | 500 €

5272 | 150 €

5100 | 4.700 €

5073 | 300 €

5164 | 300 €

5168 | 1.200 €

5274 | 200 €

asia

5221 | 600 €

5275 | 200 €

5104 | 80 €

5157 | 150 €

5165 | 2.200 €

5225 | 1.300 €

5276 | 250 €

7

MARKEN Asien / STAMPS Asia

5504 | 1.000 €

5497C | 100 €

5650 | 150 €

5958 | 900 €

6099 | 300 €

6116 | 180 €

6202 | 400 €

8

5839 | 200 €

5634 | 100 €

5846 | 100 €

5964 | 500 €

5865 | 100 €

5965 | 180 €

6108 | 500 €

6110 | 300 €

6119 | 180 €

6122 | 50 €

6203 | 150 €

6204 | 300 €

asia

5637 | 100 €

5640 | 150 €

5953 | 400 €

5957 | 650 €

5973 | 320 €

6114 | 200 €

6131 | 150 €

6205 | 500 €

5984 | 320 €

6115 | 220 €

6137 | 80 €

6207 | 100 €

MARKEN Asien / STAMPS Asia

6208 | 100 €

6305 | 120 €

6233 | 90 €

6309 | 750 €

6246 | 100 €

6318 | 100 €

6303 | 120 €

6341 | 80 €

6474 | 80 €

6491 | 100 €

6475 | 300 €

6498 | 100 €

6479 | 120 €

6499 | 60 €

6495 | 5.000 €

6531 | 400 €

asia

6304 | 100 €

6492 | 150 €

6493 | 700 €

6496 | 5.000 €

6497 | 850 €

6556 | 60 €

6685 | 130 €

9

MARKEN Asien / STAMPS Asia

6709 | 180 €

6772 | 180 €

6773 | 180 €

6984 | 180 €

7015 | 130 €

10

6710 | 180 €

6767 | 450 €

6895 | 80 €

6992 | 200 €

7023 | 150 €

7063 | 250 €

7067 | 180 €

7116 | 700 €

7154 | 130 €

6901 | 80 €

6994 | 70 €

7012 | 250 €

7029 | 130 €

7069 | 250 €

7202 | 130 €

asia

6771 | 180 €

6915 | 2.000 €

7014 | 180 €

7052 | 500 €

7074 | 900 €

7076 | 500 €

MARKEN Asien / STAMPS Asia

7096 | 250 €

7261 | 80 €

7110 | 250 €

7262 | 100 €

7345 | 500 €

7375 | 160 €

7407 | 1.650 €

7458 | 100 €

7274 | 60 €

7376 | 400 €

7205 | 60 €

7293 | 100 €

7391 | 500 €

7519 | 500 €

7395 | 180 €

7520 | 160 €

7294 | 60 €

7401 | 570 €

7526 | 90 €

Digital Catalogues
All catalogues available on DVD in
original layout with full-text search.
Order: graﬁk@auktionen-gaertner.de

7540 | 120 €

7552 | 400 €

7553 | 250 €

asia
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MARKEN Asien / STAMPS Asia

7554 | 200 €

7737 | 100 €

7803 | 130 €

7940 | 50 €

7973B | 200 €

7973C | 100 €

8121 | 120 €
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7573 | 130 €

7642 | 200 €

7738 | 100 €

7748 | 200 €

7804 | 130 €

8122 | 170 €

7792 | 350 €

7825 | 80 €

7966 | 200 €

7973F | 100 €

7654 | 200 €

7907 | 60 €

7971 | 850 €

7973H | 500 €

8224 | 1.600 €

asia

7972 | 180 €

7973J | 200 €

7978 | 1.500 €

8225 | 1.600 €

7973A | 80 €

7985 | 140 €

8226 | 4.000 €

Abu Dhabi / Aden / Adschman

5004 | 130 €
5001 350 €
|

5005 | 700 €

5003 90 €
|

5006 | 230 €
5007 | 350 €

5014 | 270 €
5010 240 €
|

5015 | 180 €

5020 | 220 €

5018 | Gebot

5023 | 130 €

5028 | 180 €

asia

5029 | 140 €
13

Adschman

5031 | 140 €

5034 | 120 €

stamp -auctions.de
You will find everything about our
current auction, for such as complete
collections in high resolution or the
catalogues for download.

5036 | 80 €
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5037 | 100 €

asia

Adschman

5038 | 400 €

5039 | 200 €

Digital Catalogues
All catalogues available on DVD in
original layout with full-text search.
Order: graﬁk@auktionen-gaertner.de

5043 | 170 €

5044 | 300 €

5041 | 400 €

asia
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Adschman / Afghanistan / Alawiten-Gebiet

5047 | 1.800 €

5052 | 1.400 €

5048 | 800 €

All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

5055 | 150 €

5057 | 140 €

5062 | 50 €
5061 | 200 €

5058 | 100 €
16

5063 | 150 €

asia

5064 | 150 €

Annam und Tongking / Armenien / Aserbaidschan (Azerbaydjan) / Bahrain

5065 | 150 €

5066 | 160 €

5069 | 2.000 €

5070 | 600 €

5071 | 80 €
All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

5074 | 80 €

5077 | 200 €
5075 | 180 €
5087 | 110 €

5090 | 150 €

5093 | 100 €

asia

5094 | 130 €
17

Bahrain / Batum / Bhutan / Birma

5101 | 280 €
5096 | 180 €

5098 | 450 €

5102 | 180 €

5105 | 400 €

5106 | 800 €

stamp -auctions.de
You will ﬁnd everything about our
current auction, for such as complete
collections in high resolution or the
catalogues for download.

Consignments for our Auctions are
welcome at any time. Do not hesitate to
contact our professional team.
If you prefer cash payment – OUTRIGHT
PURCHASE is always possible!

5108 | 300 €
18

5110 | 300 €

asia

5114 | 300 €

Birma / Ceylon

5116 | 2.500 €
5119 | 170 €

5118 | 200 €
5122 | 250 €

5120 | 150 €
5126 | 600 €

5125 | 550 €
5127 | 550 €

5121 | 800 €

5128 | 1.200 €

5129 | 250 €

5133 | 450 €

asia
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Ceylon

5135 | 650 €

5130 | 200 €

5137 | 300 €

5136 | 800 €

5137A | 500 €

5138 | 240 €

5140 | 100 €

5146 | 200 €

5141 | 250 €
20

asia

Ceylon / China

5142 | 100 €

5147 | 180 €
5143 | 140 €

5150 | 400 €

5151 | 150 €
5148 | 2.000 €

5152 | 200 €

ex. 5149 | 3.500 €

5155 | 8.000 €

asia

21

China

5161 | 1.250 €

5156 | 4.000 €
5158 | 1.800 €

5167 | 650 €
5169 | 100 €

5163 | 2.400 €

5170 | 340 €

5173 | 150 €

5176 | 100 €
22

5171 | 100 €

5172 | 100 €

5175 | 600 €
5174 | 100 €

5177 | 150 €

asia

5178 | 100 €

China

5179 | 120 €

5180 | 150 €
5181 | 350 €

5182 | 200 €
5184 | 150 €

5183 | 120 €

5185 | 300 €

5186 | 400 €

5187 | 2.800 €

5188A | 750 €
5188 | 2.600

€

5190 | 100 €

5189 | 400 €

5191 | 300 €

asia

5192 | 400 €
23

China

5193 | 300 €

5194 | 750 €

5195 | 340 €

5196 | 1.000 €

5196A | 750 €

5197 | 450 €

5200 | 100 €

Digital Catalogues
All catalogues available on DVD in
original layout with full-text search.
Order: graﬁk@auktionen-gaertner.de

5199 | 250 €
5198 | 500 €

5201 | 100 €
24

5202 | 400 €

asia

5203 | 250 €

China

5205 | 650 €
5204 | 200 €

5206 | 240 €

5207 | 100 €

5208 | 100 €

5209 | 800 €

5210 | 300 €

5211 | 1.300 €

5212 | 500 €

5213 | 100 €

5214 | 100 €
5215 | 100 €

5216 | 550 €

5217 | 200 €

asia

5218 | 250 €
25

China

5222 | 200 €
5219 | 100 €

5220 | 1.900 €

5223 | 500 €

5224 | 100 €

5226 | 100 €

5227 | 500 €

5229 | 900 €

5228 | 150 €

5230 | 150 €
26

5231 | 100 €

asia

5232 | 100 €

China

5233 | 100 €
5237 | 1.400 €

5239 | 150 €
5235 | 110 €

5240 | 500 €

5238 | 150 €

5243 | 70 €
5242 | 300 €
5241 | 500 €

5244 | 100 €

5245 | 50 €

asia

5245A | 100 €
27

China

5246 | 100 €

5248 | 100 €

5247 | 600 €

5249A | 100 €

5250A | 900 €

5250 | 600 €

5250B | 2.000 €

5250C | 100 €

5253 | 100 €

5257 | 240 €

5259 | 450 €
5258 | 400 €

5260 | 100 €
28

5261 | 1.250 €

asia

5262 | 160 €

China

5267 | 150 €
5266 | 1.300 €
5263 750 €
|

5269 | 150 €
5270 | 120 €

5268 | 150 €

5273 | 7.000 €
5277 | 1.000 €
5278 | 100 €

5279 | 100 €
5281 | 190 €

5280 | 150 €

5283 | 80 €

5283A | 100 €

asia

5284 | 1.000 €
29

China

5285 | 200 €

5286 | 400 €

5285A | 100 €

5289 | 4.000 €
5287 | 400 €

5288 | 500 €
5292 | 300 €
5290 | 100 €

5291 | 3.500 €

5294 | 350 €

5296 | 2.500 €

5295 | 800 €

5296A | 5.000 €
30

5297 | 110 €

asia

5298 | 500 €

China

5299 | 600 €

5300 | 100 €
5301 | 100 €

5304 | 100 €

5302 | 100 €
5303 | 350 €

5305 | 1.000 €

5307 | 1.500 €
5306 900 €
|

5310 | 1.200 €

5308 | 900 €
5309 | 100 €

5311 | 1.100 €

5312 | 150 €

asia

5313 | 300 €
31

China

5314 | 600 €

5315 | 100 €

5316 | 250 €

5319 | 200 €
5318 | 150 €

5322 | 100 €
5317 | 120 €
5321 | 1.000 €

5320 | 100 €

5325 | 200 €

5323 | 250 €
5324 | 200 €

5326 | 60 €
32

5327 | 100 €

asia

5328 | 100 €

China

5330 | 60 €

5331 | 150 €

5329 | 100 €

5333 | 1.400 €
5333A | 500 €
5332 | 100 €

5335 | 160 €

5336 | 200 €
5334 | 250 €

5338 | 50 €

5339 | 70 €
5337 | 100 €

5339A | 100 €

5340 | 300 €

asia

5341 | 100 €
33

China

5343 | 330 €

5344 | 1.000 €

5345 | 2.000 €

5346 | 160 €

5347 | 150 €

5348 | 400 €

5349 | 400 €

5350 | 150 €
5351 | 140 €

5358 | 500 €

5353 | 130 €
5356 | 150 €

5359 | 200 €
34

5361 | 800 €

asia

5362 | 200 €

China

5363 | 600 €

5365 | 350 €

5366 | 450 €

5367 | 400 €

5368 | 1.300 €

5367A | 800 €

5369 | 750 €

5372 | 800 €

5370 | 280 €

5371 | 200 €

5373 | 600 €

5374 | 150 €

asia
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China

5376 | 100 €

5378 | 600 €
5377 280 €
|

5379 | 300 €
5380 | 600 €

5381 | 110 €

5383 | 2.300 €
5385 | 60 €

5382 600 €
|

36

5386 | 150 €

5387 | 150 €

5388 | 110 €

5390 | 300 €

5391 | 300 €

5392 | 340 €

asia

China

5395 | 500 €

5393 | 200 €
5394 | 80 €

5397 | 250 €
5398 | 200 €

5396 | 350 €

5400 | 280 €

5402 | 600 €

5401 | 200 €

5403 | 280 €

5404 | 280 €

5406 | 700 €

asia

37

China

5405 | 450 €

5407 | 280 €

5408 | 280 €

5409 | 160 €

5410 | 800 € all stamps with perﬁns

5411 | 600 €

5413 | 100 €
5412 | 600 €

All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

5414 | 500 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

5415 | 500 €
38

5416 | 150 €

asia

5418 | 350 €

China

5420 | 110 €
5421 | 650 €

5422 | 950 €

5426 | 320 €

5425 | 120 €
5424 | 180 €

5427 | 800 €

5429 | 180 €

5428 | 270 €

5430 | 400 €

5431 | 200 €

asia

5434 | 250 €
39

China

5433 | 600 €

5435 | 250 €

5436 | 200 €

5438 | 110 €

5442 | 90 €

5444 | 60 €

5448 | 200 €

5443 | 60 €

5451A | 1.000 €

5451B | 1.000 €

5449 | 160 €
40

asia

5452 | 100 €

China

5456 | 100 €
5454 | 80 €

5455 | 1.500 €

5460 | 300 €

5461 | 60 €

5460B | 120 €
5461B | 280 €

5461A | 240 €

5462 | 300 €

5464 | 60 €

5466 | 180 €

5467 | 500 €

asia

41

China

5468 | 140 €

5470 | 900 €

5469 | 500 €

5471 | 100 €

ex. 5472 | 400 €

5473 | 100 €

5474 | 100 €

5475 | 100 €
42

5478 | 220 €

asia

China

5476 | 150 €

5479 | 450 €

5480 | 100 €

5482 | 190 €

ex. 5481 | 500 €

ex. 5483 | 100 €

5485 | 160 €

5484 | 180 €

5487 | 3.000 €

5491 | 100 €
5489 | 250 €
5488 | 100 €

5492 | 100 €

5496 | 500 €

asia

5497A | 800 €
43

China

5499 | 2.000 €

5500 | 100 €

5501 | 100 €

5505 | 600 €

5506 | 800 €

5502 | 100 €

5503 | 100 €

5507 | 350 €

5508 | 100 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

5509 | 100 €
44

5510 | 100 €

asia

5511 | 100 €

China / Cochinchina / Dubai

5514 | 150 €
5512 | 100 €

5513 | 100 €

5515 | 100 €

5517 | 1.300 €

5516 | 100 €

5518 | 100 €

5519 | 100 €

asia

5522 | 250 €
45

Dubai

5520 | 1.500 €

5521 | 700 €

5523 | 120 €

5525 | Gebot

5533 | 150 €

5534 | 220 €

5536 | 140 €

5529 | 100 €

5537 | 300 €

5541 | 80 €

5542 | 100 €

5539 | 500 €
46

asia

Dubai

5546 | 100 €

5548 | 90 €

5549 | 100 €

5550 | 120 €
5552 | 60 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

5554 | 100 €

5553 | 80 €

5557 | 100 €

5559 | 100 €

5560 | 80 €

5562 | 90 €

5564 | 100 €

5568 | 270 €

5570 | 100 €

asia

5573 | 100 €
47

Dubai

5578 | 100 €

5581 | 120 €

5577 | 100 €

5585 | 180 €
5584 | 90 €
5583 | 100 €

5587 | 100 €

5591 | 50 €

5597 | 100 €

5599 | 100 €

5604 | 120 €

5605 | 60 €

5586 | 180 €

5594 | 100 €

5602 | 120 €
48

asia

Dubai / Französisch-Indien

5610 | 80 €

5608 | 100 €

5612 | 80 €

5618 | 100 €

5625 | 80 €

5620 | 80 €

5630 | 150 €

5631 | 600 €

5633 | 100 €

5635 | 150 €

5629 | 100 €

5632 | 650 €

5636 | 150 €

5638 | 200 €

5639 | 500 €

asia

49

Französisch-Indien / Französisch-Indochina

5641 | 200 €

5642 | 2.200 €
5641A | 600 €

5644 | 150 €

5646 | 120 €

5648 | 100 €

5651 | 350 €

5653 | 110 €

5649 | 150 €

5656 | 100 €
5655 | 140 €

5654 | 200 €

5657 | 150 €
50

5658 | 200 €

asia

5659 | 150 €

Französisch-Indochina

5662 | 120 €
5660 | 110 €

5661 | 200 €

5663 | 150 €
5666 | 1.900 €
5665 | 1.100 €

5667 | 110 €
5670 | 330 €
5669 | 100 €

5671 | 110 €

5673 | 100 €
5672 | 1.100 €

5675 | 100 €

5676 | 100 €

asia

5679 | 110 €
51

Französisch-Indochina

5681 | 110 €

5682 | 100 €

5685 | 150 €

5684 | 200 €

5688 | 160 €
5686 | 150 €

5693 | 100 €
5691 | 110 €

5689 | 150 €

52

5695 | 200 €

5696 | 500 €

5698 | 110 €

5702 | 100 €

asia

5697 | 160 €

5703 | 250 €

Französisch-Indochina

5705 | 200 €

5706 | 160 €

5704 | 100 €

5711 | 200 €

5712 | 350 €

5708 | 110 €

5713 | 110 €

5720 | 100 €

5719 | 240 €

5723 | 240 €

5725 | 160 €

5728 | 150 €

5729 | 200 €

5730 | 150 €

5718 | 100 €

asia

53

Französisch-Indochina

5735 | 100 €

5737 | 160 €

5739 | 160 €

5746 | 160 €

5748 | 150 €
5766 | 110 €

5753 | 150 €

5758 | 110 €

5760 | 200 €

5752 | 150 €
54

5759 | 150 €

asia

5761 | 120 €

Französisch-Indochina

5767 | 150 €

5768 | 150 €

5769 | 240 €

5776 | 200 €

5775 | 200 €

5783 | 160 €

5787 | 140 €

5771 | 160 €

5780 | 200 €

5800 | 200 €

5801 | 200 €

5795 | 150 €

5805 | 140 €

5809 | 100 €

asia

5811 | 1.500 €
55

Französisch-Indochina

5814 | 160 €

5816 | 240 €

5820 | 240 €

5821 | 330 €

5823 | 240 €

5825 | 200 €

5813 | 600 €

5817 | 240 €

5822 | 150 €

5827 | 150 €

5829 | 150 €
56

5828 | 700 €

asia

Französisch-Indochina

5835 | 100 €
5832 | 100 €

5837 | 400 €
5830 | 80 €

5838 | 400 €
5843 | 100 €
5836 | 800 €

5841 | 240 €

5840 | 100 €

5847 | 150 €

5848 | 1.000 €
5845 | 120 €

5849 | 150 €

5850 | 200 €

asia

5851 | 300 €
57

Französisch-Indochina

5852 | 80 €

5854 | 300 €

5855 | 200 €

5858 | 150 €

5853 | 350 €

5859 | 100 €

5856 | 160 €

5861 | 120 €

5861A | 800 €

58

5867 | 100 €

5870A | 1.000 €

5862 | 250 €

5869 | 200 €

asia

5868 | 240 €

Französisch-Indochina / Fudschaira

5871 | 160 €
5873 | 200 €

5874 | 240 €

5876 | 150 €

5877 | 3.000 €

5875 | 150 €

5879 | 200 €

5878 | 240 €

5880 | 200 €
5881 | 190 €

5883 | 240 €

5885 | 100 €

asia

5887 | 80 €
59

Fudschaira

ex. 5891 | 450 €

ex. 5888 | 250 €

5895 | 200 €

ex. 5892 | 450 €

5897 | 200 €

5899 | 200 €

ex. 5893 | 450 €
60

asia

Fudschaira / Georgien

5900 | 200 €

5901 | 1.400 €

5902 | 200 €

5910 | 130 €

5903 | 150 €

5919 | 180 €

ex. 5914 | 220 €

5923 | 120 €

asia

61

Georgien / Holyland

ex. 5922 | 150 €

5925 | 80 €

5924 | 280 €

62

5925A | 500 €

5926 | 600 €

5926A | 200 €

5927A | 300 €

5927B | 100 €

5929 | 100 €

5930 | 240 €

5931 | 450 €

5932 | 130 €

asia

Holyland / Hongkong

5932A | 300 €

5933 | 380 €

5934 | 200 €

5937 | 140 €
5937B | 300 €
ex. 5937A | 300 €

5939 | 180 €
5938 | 250 €

5937C | 300 €

5941A | 200 €

5941 | 500 €
5940 | 170 €

5942 | 150 €

5943 | 250 €

asia

5944 | 3.000 €
63

Hongkong

5948 | 280 €
5945 | 600 €

5949 | 550 €

5952 | 150 €

5946 | 450 €

5950 | 5.000 €

5951 | 8.000 €

5954 | 280 €

5955 | 400 €

5960 | 300 €

5961 | 400 €

5963 | 500 €

5966 | 350 €

5959 | 200 €

5962 | 300 €
64

asia

Hongkong

5967 | 200 €
5971 | 200 €

5969 | 150 €

5972 | 1.000 €

5974 | 100 €

5975 | 750 €

5976 | 750 €
5977 | 240 €

5981 | 150 €

5979 | 450 €

5982 | 110 €

5980 | 350 €

5985 | 240 €

5986 | 450 €

asia

5987 | 450 €
65

Hongkong

5988A | 100 €

5992 | 100 €

5996 | 100 €

5997 | 120 €

5988 | 100 €

5995 | 100 €

5999 | 200 €

6000 | 350 €
5998 | 160 €

6002 | 100 €

6001 | 200 €

6004 | 400 €
66

ex. 6003 | 150 €

6005 | 4.000 €

asia

6006 | 600 €

Hongkong

6008 | 180 €

6009 | 150 €

6007 | 200 €

6011 | 350 €

6012 | 900 €

6010 | 350 €

6015 | 280 €

6020 | 600 €

6016 | 3.300 €

6017 | 280 €

6024 | 90 €
6026 | 280 €

6027 | 280 €

6028 | 200 €

asia

6030 | 350 €
67

Hongkong

6034 | 100 €

6031 | 280 €
6033 | 1.200 €

6035 | 100 €

6038 | 350 €
6037 | 3.500 €

6039 | 100 €
6041 | 160 €

6040 | 280 €

6042 | 160 €
6043 | 90 €

6045 | 800 €
68

6047 | 280 €

asia

6044 | 250 €

6048 | 6.500 €

Indien

6052 | 500 €

6049 | 300 €

6050 | 240 €

6055 | 500 €

6053 | 100 €

6054 | 2.000 €
6059 | 280 €

6056 | 400 €
6057 | 400 €

6069 | 500 €
6061 | 300 €

6063 | 200 €

6070 | 400 €

6072 | 150 €

asia

6073 | 2.500 €
69

Special Auction MALAYA
19th February 2018 | The Auction starts at 2pm
here are some examples out of our special catalogue

8419 | 1.000 €

8420 | 1.000 €

8421 | 700 €

8425 | 200 €

8422 | 1.000 €

8429 | 800 €

8426 | 1.000 €

8423 | 1.500 €

8428 | 200 €

8431 | 1.000 €

8430 | 200 €

8433 | 200 €

8432 | 200 €

8434 | 150 €

8436 | 80 €
70

8427 | 400 €

8437 | 300 €

asia

8435 | 800 €

10432 | 160 €

8438 | 500 €

8441 | 1.000 €

8439 | 250 €

8440 | 200 €

8442 | 800 €

8443 | 5.500 €

8447 | 1.000 €

8444 | 400 €

9478 | 300 €

10440 | 400 €
10434 | 150 €

9479 | 1.000 €

10433 | 300 €

10442 | 750 €

asia

71

Indien

6075 | 500 €

6074 | 600 €
6077 | 150 €

6078 | 500 €

6081 | 500 €
6082 | 600 €

6082B | 1.300 €

6085 | 150 €

6082A | 400 €
72

asia

Indien

6087 | 200 €

6088 | 1.500 €

6086 | 120 €

6090 | 200 €

6089 | 800 €
6091 | 150 €

6094 | 200 €
6093 | 1.000 €
6092 | 1.500 €

Upcoming auction
June 12 - 15, 2018

6097 | 600 €

6095 | 150 €
6096 | 1.000 €

6098 | 1.000 €

6100 | 600 €

asia

6101 | 500 €
73

Indien

6103 | 800 €
6102 | 1.000 €

6104 | 1.000 €

6106 | 500 €
6105 | 1.000 €
6107 | 400 €

6111 | 1.000 €
6109 | 150 €

6112 | 500 €

6117 | 500 €

6113 | 800 €

6120 | 1.000 €
74

6118 | 1.000 €

6121 | 100 €

asia

6123 | 150 €

Indien

6124 | 200 €
6126 | 500 €
6125 | 1.000 €

6127 | 800 €

6128 | 500 €

6129 | 500 €

Consignments for our Auctions are
welcome at any time. Do not hesitate to
contact our professional team.

6130 | 130 €

If you prefer cash payment – OUTRIGHT
PURCHASE is always possible!

6132 | 200 €

6135 | 100 €
6134 | 130 €

6138 | 130 €

6141 | 600 €

6140 | 500 €

6136 | 200 €

asia

75

Indien

6142 | 350 €

6143 | 100 €

6139 | 500 €

6148 | 160 €

6151 | 450 €
ex. 6146 | 200 €

6153 | 1.000 €
6155 | 180 €
6152 | 100 €

6156 | 400 €
76

6159 | 100 €

asia

6160 | 150 €

Indien

6163 | 650 €

6162 | 200 €

6168 | 800 €

6178 | 180 €
6172 | 600 €

6174 | 150 €

6181 | 100 €
6179 | 150 €

6180 | 200 €

6187 | 120 €
ex. 6185 | 300 €
6186 | 60 €

6188 | 500 €

6189 | 400 €

asia

6190 | 240 €
77

Indien

6192 | 80 €
6193 | 150 €
6191 | 130 €

6197 | 200 €
6194 | 350 €

6195 | 80 €

6201 | 150 €

6206 | 500 €

6209 | 10.000 €

6212 | 200 €
6211 | 200 €

6210 | 4.000 €

6213 | 200 €
78

6217 | 2.000 €

asia

6218 | 2.500 €

Indien

6219 | 900 €

6220 | 300 €

6221 | 2.000 €

ex. 6223 | 6.000 €

6225A | 10.000 €

6225 | 800 €

6227 | 150 €

asia

79

Indien

6229 | 120 €

6226 | 600 €

6234 | 350 €

6236 | 130 €

6237 | 350 €

6240 | 900 €

6242 | 130 €
6241 | 130 €

6245 | 200 €
80

6244 | 500 €

6247 | 1.500 €

asia

6249 | 700 €

Indien

6256 | 100 €

6258 | 350 €

6251 | 100 €

6260 | 350 €

6261 | 100 €

6259 | 350 €

6265 | 200 €
6262 | 150 €

6263 | 110 €

6271 | 200 €
6267 | 100 €

6268 | 450 €

6273 | 180 €

6274 | 200 €

asia

6275 | 180 €
81

Indien

6277 | 300 €

6279 | 100 €

6278 | 400 €

6280 | 100 €
6282 | 100 €

6283 | 2.700 €
6284 | 2.750 €

6285 | 350 €

6287 | 550 €

6286 | 1.500 €

ex. 6288 | 2.000 €

6289 | 600 €
82

asia

Indien

6294 | 800 €

6293 | 300 €

Digital Catalogues
6290 | 170 €

6295 | 150 €

All catalogues available on DVD in
original layout with full-text search.
Order: graﬁk@auktionen-gaertner.de

6297 | 100 €

6296 | 100 €

6298 | 250 €

6299 | 300 €

asia

6301 | 400 €
83

Indien

6302 | 300 €
6306 | 100 €
6307 | 150 €

6308 | 100 €

6310 | 300 €

6311 | 100 €

6313 | 120 €

6314 | 300 €

6316 | 150 €

6317 | 100 €

6312 100 €
|

6315 | 150 €

6319 | 200 €
84

6320 | 100 €

asia

6322 | 200 €

Indien / Indonesien

6324 | 300 €
6323 | 160 €
6325 | 100 €

6328 | 120 €

6327 | 150 €

6333 | 100 €

6334 | 200 €

6337 | 150 €
6339 | 400 €

6342 | 100 €

6344 | 200 €
6352 | 100 €

6346 | 2.000 €

6345 | 1.000 €

6348 | 600 €

asia

85

Indonesien / Irak

6353 | 100 €

6355 | 240 €

6368 | 800 €

6366 | 2.000 €

6367 | 150 €

6371 | 100 €
86

6369 | 800 €

6372 | 110 €

asia

6373 | 400 €

Irak

ex. 6370 | 300 €

6375 | 500 €

6377 | 580 €

Gebot = minimum bid 20 €

All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

6374 | 80 €

6413 | 200 €

asia

6414 | 100 €
87

Irak

6384 | 400 €

6381 | 320 €

6391 | 280 €

6395 | 520 €
88

asia

Irak / Iran

6405 | 580 €

6407 | 640 €

6410 | 800 €

6415 | 1.500 €

6416 | 600 €

asia

89

Iran

6417 | 120 €

6418 | 1.500 €
6420 | 500 €

6419 | 6.000 €
6423 | 80 €
6422 | 100 €

6427 | 350 €

6426 | 80 €

6428 | 1.000 €

6431 | 100 €
6430 | 300 €

6433 | 100 €
90

6432 | 600 €

6436 | 750 €

asia

6437 | 450 €

Iran

6438E | 300 €

6438B | 300 €

6440 | 200 €

6445 | 120 €
6441 | 100 €
6443 | 100 €

6446 | 250 €

6448 | 100 €

6447 | 100 €

6449 | 350 €

6451 | 450 €

6452 | 150 €

asia

91

Iran

6454 | 150 €
6455 | 200 €

6463 | 80 €

6458 | 350 €

6457 | 120 €

6463A | 1.500 €

6465 | 300 €

6465A | 2.500 €
92

6465C | 1.000 €

asia

Iran / Israel / Japan

6466 | 130 €

6467 | 240 €

6469 | 100 €

6470 | 1.300 €

6465B | 500 €

6468 | 100 €

stamp -auctions.de

6471 | 1.300 €

You will ﬁnd everything about our
current auction, for such as complete
collections in high resolution or the
catalogues for download.

6473 | 120 €

6480 | 880 €

6487A | 600 €

6481 | 200 €

6487 | 400 €

6490 | 500 €

6494 | 900 €

asia

93

Japan

6500 | 2.400 €
6501 | 400 €
6502 | 3.500 €

6503 | 4.000 €

6504 | 1.500 €

6505 | 70 €

6507 | 150 €

6506 | 200 €
6508 | 700 €

6510 | 160 €

6509 | 2.000 €
6511 | 160 €

6512 | 200 €
94

6513 | 400 €

asia

6515 | 300 €

Japan

6517 | 160 €
|

6516 800 €

6518 | 200 €

6519 | 110 €

6521 | 110 €
6520 | 150 €

6523 | 160 €

6524 | 450 €
6525 | 300 €

6529 | 150 €
6527 180 €
|

6533 | 200 €

6530 | 450 €

6535 | 100 €

asia

6536 | 170 €
95

Japan / Japanische Post in China

6538 | 300 €

6541 | 100 €

6540 | 600 €

6545 | 100 €
6543 | 950 €

6544 | 700 €

6549 | 100 €

6547 | 120 €

6555 | 850 €

6546 | 250 €

6552 | 220 €
6551 | 150 €

6558 | 250 €
96

6564 | 300 €

asia

6566 | 200 €

Japanische Post in China / Japanische Post in Korea

6567 | 100 €

6569 | 400 €

6571 | 650 €

6572 | 100 €

6573 | 100 €
6574 | 110 €

6575 | 100 €

6577 | 180 €

6579 | 600 €

6580 | 350 €

6581 | 200 €

6582 | 800 €

6584 | 200 €

6585 | 80 €

6587 | 700 €

asia

97

Japanische Post in Korea / Japanische BesetzungWK II

6590 | 1.300 €
6589 | 700 €

6588 | 350 €

6593 | 200 €

6592 | 3.600 €
6591 | 1.200 €

6596 | 100 €

6594 | 100 €
6595 | 500 €

6599 | 350 €

98

6597 | 240 €

6598 | 100 €

6600 | 800 €

6601 | 240 €

asia

6602 | 1.300 €

Japanische BesetzungWK II

6604 | 180 €

6605 | 180 €

6607 | 1.600 €

6608 | 600 €

6610 | 700 €

6611 | 800 €

6613 | 500 €

6614 | 350 €

6616 | 330 €

6617 | 180 €

6603 | 2.000 €

6606 | 400 €

6609 | 450 €

6612 | 1.600 €

6615 | 450 €

asia

99

Japanische BesetzungWK II / Japan

6621 | 600 €
6619 90 €
|

6618 | 350 €

6622 | 100 €

6624 | 300 €
6627 | 140 €

6625 | 200 €

6628 | 130 €

6626 | 1.500 €

6631 | 250 €

6629 | 900 €

6632 | 200 €
100

6630 | 600 €

6634 | 280 €

asia

6635 | 150 €

Japan / Lagerpost Tsingtau

6636 | 100 €

6637 | 1.200 €
6638 | 650 €

6639 | 80 €

6642 | 270 €

6641 | 180 €

6643 | 270 €

6645 | 180 €

6646 | 180 €

6650 | 180 €

6648 | 130 €
6653 | 1.300 €

6651 | 100 €

6652 | 100 €

asia

6654 | 120 €
101

Japan / Jemen

6657 | 330 €
6656 400 €
|

6655 | 900 €

6661 | 280 €
6660 | 150 €
6659 | 110 €

6664 | 200 €

6665 | 450 €

6663 | 300 €

6669 | 200 €
6670 | 100 €
6666 | 250 €

6671 | 350 €
102

6672 | 60 €

asia

6673 | 250 €

Jemen

6674 | 250 €

6686 | 180 €

6679 | 100 €

6687 | 350 €

6688 | 220 €

6691 | 350 €

6693 | 400 €

6695 | 100 €

6699 | 220 €

asia

103

Jemen

6698 | 180 €

6700 | 60 €

6702 | 200 €

6701 | 150 €

6703 | 250 €

6706 | 500 €
104

asia

Jemen

6708 | 400 €
6707 | 4.500 €

6715 | 140 €

6711 | 100 €

6717 | 250 €

6714 | 200 €

6720 | 160 €

6716 | 160 €

6721 | 200 €

asia

105

Jemen

6719 | 2.800 €

6723 | 160 €

6724 | 700 €

6726 | 200 €

6727 | 100 €

6728 | 100 €
6729 | 350 €

6730 | 300 €
106

6731 | 80 €

asia

Jemen

6740 | 1.300 €

6732 | 350 €

6733 | 140 €

6742 | 100 €

6743 | 200 €

stamp -auctions.de
You will ﬁnd everything about our
current auction, for such as complete
collections in high resolution or the
catalogues for download.

6744 | 250 €

asia

107

Jemen

6745 | 70 €

6746 | 100 €

6747 | 100 €

6750 | 100 €

6748 | 700 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

6752 | 140 €

6754 | 120 €
108

6755 | 150 €

asia

6756 | 80 €

Jemen / Jordanien

6761 | 150 €

6757 | 80 €

6759 | 100 €

6765 | 120 €
6763 | 160 €

6764 | 160 €

6775 | 600 €

6768 | 130 €

6774 | 1.200 €

6776 | 180 €

6779 | 120 €

asia

6780 | 650 €
109

Jordanien

6783 | 220 €
6781 | 180 €

6784 | 90 €

6803 | 220 €

6787 | 70 €

6806 | 450 €
110

asia

Jordanien

6792 | 100 €

6807 | 750 €

6795 | 90 €

6810 | 100 €

6809 | 120 €
6808 | 350 €

6813 | 80 €

6814 | 60 €

6816 | 600 €

6819 | 200 €

6812 | 100 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

6815 | 250 €

asia

111

Jordanien / Kambodscha

6818 | 130 €

Digital Catalogues
All catalogues available on DVD in
original layout with full-text search.
Order: graﬁk@auktionen-gaertner.de

6822 | 200 €

6821 | 110 €

6823 | 300 €

6824 | 240 €

6825 | 240 €

6826 | 140 €

6827 | 200 €
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6828 | 220 €

asia

Kambodscha / Kasachstan / Katar

6829 | 110 €

6833 | 60 €

6834 | 100 €

6837 | 100 €

6841 | 60 €

6843 | 150 €

asia

113

Katar

6838 | 220 €

6848 | 180 €

6844 | 150 €

6849 | 220 €

6846 | 220 €

6851 | 180 €

6854 | 220 €
114

6858 | 750 €

asia

6860 | 80 €

Katar / Kirgisien / Korea

|

6853 | 250 €

6863 | 200 €

6861 | 200 €

6865 | 800 €

6868 | 1.300 €

asia

6866 | 1.600 €
115

Korea

6869 | 800 €

6870 | 3.500 €

6871 | 120 €

6872 | 280 €

6874 | 800 €

116

6875 | 800 €

6876 | 240 €

6877 | 450 €

6878 | 900 €

6879 | 350 €

6880 | 330 €

6881 | 800 €

asia

Korea / Korea-Nord / Korea-Süd / Kuwait

6883 | 100 €

6884 | 250 €

6882 | 300 €

6886 | 2.000 €

6887 | 2.800 €
6885 | 250 €

6888 | 160 €

6889 | 120 €

ex. 6890 | 100 €

6891 | 300 €
6892 | 1.400 €
6894 | 150 €

6896 | 120 €

6897 | 100 €

asia

6899 | 120 €
117

Kuwait

6903 | 100 €

6904 | 150 €

6902 | 200 €

6910 | 220 €
6906 | 100 €

6909 | 100 €

6913 | 140 €
6911 | 170 €

6912 | 150 €

6916 | 2.500 €
118

6914 | 60 €

asia

6917 | 2.500 €

Kuwait

6919 | 600 €
6918 | 1.500 €

6920 | 1.500 €

6922 | 1.200 €

6923 | 5.000 €

6925 | 400 €

asia

119

Kuwait

6927 | 900 €

6924 | 1.000 €

6926 | 1.000 €

6930 | 1.000 €
6928 750 €
|

6929 | 400 €

6931 | 200 €

6933 | 600 €

6932 | 1.500 €

6935 | 600 €

6934 | 300 €
120

6938 | 750 €

asia

Kuwait

6936 | 750 €

6939 | 1.200 €

6940 | 500 €

6943 | 100 €

6944 | 500 €

ex. 6945 | 500 €

asia

121

Kuwait

6941 | 700 €

6942 | 300 €

6946 | 400 €

6948 | 750 €
122

asia

Kuwait

6950 | 600 €

6951 | 600 €

6953 | 300 €

ex. 6954 | 1.500 €

6958 | 800 €

asia

123

Kuwait / Laos

6960 | 90 €

6957 | 800 €

6959 | 1.500 €

6961 | 350 €

6962 | 1.000 €
6963 | 700 €

6964 | 1.000 €

6967 | 160 €
124

6965 | 250 €

6966 | 700 €

6968 | 1.200 €

6969 | 160 €

asia

Laos / Libanon

6971 | 330 €

6970 | 200 €

6973 | 120 €

6975 | 100 €
6974 | 100 €

6977 | 100 €

6978 | 250 €

6979 | 270 €

6981 | 270 €

asia

125

Libanon

6980 | 100 €

6983 | 150 €

6985 | 250 €

6989 | 300 €

6990 | 800 €

6988 | 500 €

6995 | 130 €

6991 | 700 €
6993 | 130 €

6999 | 100 €

126

|

6997 180 €

6998 220 €

7001 | 80 €

7002 | 500 €

|

asia

7003 | 250 €

Libanon

7004 | 180 €

7006 | 1.100 €

7005 | 350 €

7010 | 150 €

7011 | 130 €

7016 | 500 €

7008 | 180 €

7018 | 500 €

7017 | 200 €

asia

127

Libanon

7020 | 130 €

7021 | 150 €
7019 | 80 €

7022 | 100 €

7024 | 300 €

7026 | 200 €

7025 | 180 €

7028 | 500 €
7027 200 €
|

128

asia

Libanon

7030 | 400 €

7031 | 400 €

Consignments for our Auctions are
welcome at any time. Do not hesitate to
contact our professional team.
If you prefer cash payment – OUTRIGHT
PURCHASE is always possible!

All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

7032 | 250 €

7036 | 200 €

7033 | 300 €

7037 | 80 €

asia

129

Libanon

Digital Catalogues
All catalogues available on DVD in
original layout with full-text search.
Order: graﬁk@auktionen-gaertner.de

stamp -auctions.de
You will ﬁnd everything about our
current auction, for such as complete
collections in high resolution or the
catalogues for download.

7034 | 300 €

7035 | 350 €

7039 | 80 €

7040 | 300 €

7038 | 350 €
130

7041 | 100 €

asia

Libanon

7044 | 400 €

7042 | 600 €
7047 | 180 €

7045 | 250 €
7043 | 600 €

7051 | 100 €

7055 | 150 €

7059 | 300 €

7060 | 400 €

asia
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Libanon

7062 | 120 €

7064 | 900 €

7066 | 400 €

7070 | 100 €

7061 | 250 €

7065 | 900 €

7073 | 250 €

7071 | 120 €

7072 | 150 €
7078 | 300 €

7075 | 2.000 €

7080 | 1.300 €

7079 | 300 €
132

7081 | 250 €

7077 | 900 €

asia

Libanon

7084 | 250 €

7085 | 100 €
7088 | 90 €

7091 | 350 €
7089 | 60 €

7090 | 450 €

7092 | 200 €

7095 | 1.800 €

7099 | 400 €

7097 | 55.000 €

7100 | 500 €

7103 | 12.000 €

asia
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Libanon

7098 | 1.500 €

7104 | 3.000 €

7105 | 6.000 €

7106 | 1.500 €

All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

7107 | 3.500 €

7108 | 2.500 €

7109 | 700 €

7117 | 800 €
134

7111 | 450 €

asia

Libanon

ex. 7113 | 500 €

ex. 7114 | 1.300 €

7118 | 700 €

7121 | 80 €

7123 | 150 €

7124 | 700 €

asia

135

Libanon

7126 | 220 €

7129 | 90 €

7130 | 100 €

7131 | 350 €

7133 | 800 €

7134 | 800 €

7137 | 350 €

7138 | 470 €

7144 | 700 €
136

asia

Libanon

7142 | 100 €

ex. 7145 | 800 €

7146 | 200 €

Consignments for our Auctions are welcome at any
time. Do not hesitate to contact our professional team.
If you prefer cash payment – OUTRIGHT PURCHASE is
always possible!

7147 | 350 €

7148 | 300 €

7150 | 80 €

7149 | 180 €

7151 | 200 €

7157 | 600 €

asia

137

Libanon

7156 | 150 €

Digital Catalogues
7152 200 €
|

All catalogues available on DVD in
original layout with full-text search.
Order: graﬁk@auktionen-gaertner.de

stamp -auctions.de
You will ﬁnd everything about
our current auction, for such
as complete collections in high
resolution or the catalogues for
download.

7159 | 600 €

138

7161 | 600 €

7162 | 200 €

7164 | 600 €

7166 | 600 €

7168 | 600 €

7172 | 600 €

7175 | 600 €

7176 | 100 €

7177 | 600 €

asia

Libanon

7179 | 600 €

7182 | 600 €

ex. 7183 | 900 €

7187 | 200 €
7185 | 600 €

7186 | 200 €

7188 | 1.800 €

7189 | 1.800 €

7190 | 5.500 €

7192 | 5.500 €
7193 | 200 €
7195 | 600 €

7197 | 600 €

7199 | 600 €

asia

7207 | 100 €
139

Libanon

7210 | 800 €

7201 | 440 €

7214 | 800 €

7224 | 300 €

7212 | 800 €

7217 | 800 €

7221 | 150 €

7230 | 80 €
7231 | 60 €

7232 | 250 €
140

7234 | 60 €

asia

7235 | 300 €

Libanon

7236 | 350 €

7238 | 70 €

7240 | 200 €

7246 | 400 €
7245 200 €
|

7242 | 200 €

7252 | 70 €

7247 | 60 €

7249 | 300 €

7254 | 250 €

7259 | 100 €

7253 | 300 €

7263 | 100 €

7264 | 100 €

asia

7273 | 220 €
141

Libanon

7278 | 160 €

7269 | 150 €

7275 | 100 €

7281 | 250 €
7283 | 70 €

7279 | 120 €

7287 | 100 €
7284 | 80 €

7289 | 150 €
142

7285 | 100 €

7295 | 150 €

asia

7296 | 100 €

Libanon / Macau

7298 | 70 €

7302 | 80 €
7299 | 270 €

7306 | 250 €
7304 | 80 €

7305 | 400 €

7309 | 150 €

7307 | 250 €

7308 | 250 €

7314 | 750 €

7312 | 600 €

7313 | 900 €

7315 | 400 €

7316 | 500 €

asia

7318 | 250 €
143

Macau / Mandschuko (Manchuko)

7320 | 150 €

7322 | 100 €

7319 | 80 €

7324 | 400 €

7325 | 100 €

7323 | 350 €

7328 | 450 €

7326 | 500 €

7327 | 100 €

7331 | 200 €
7329 | 100 €

7332 | 100 €
144

7330 | 300 €

7333 | 350 €

asia

7334 | 250 €

Mandschuko (Manchuko) / Mongolei

7336 | Gebot

7337 | 110 €

7335 | 230 €

7339 | 100 €

7343 | 5.000 €

7338 | 270 €

7342 | 580 €
7349 | 8.000 €
7340 | 250 €

7348 | 500 €

7344 | 1.000 €

7346 | 250 €

7347 | 250 €

asia

7341 | 500 €

7350 | 250 €
145

Mongolei / Nepal

7352 | 10.000 €

7351 | 500 €

7354 | 250 €

7353 | 5.000 €

7359 | 100 €

7358 | 90 €
7360 | 800 €

7362 | 600 €

7361 | 400 €

7355 | 180 €
146

7365 | 800 €

asia

7364 | 8.000 €

Nepal / Niederländisch-Indien

ex. 7369 | 200 €

7366 | 2.000 €

7370 | 150 €

7371 | 100 €

7374 | 2.300 €

7373 | 250 €

asia

147

Niederländisch-Indien / Oman

7378 | 120 €

7379 | 110 €

7377 | 900 €

7383 | 160 €

7382 | 500 €

7380 | 270 €

7388 | 240 €

7387 | 180 €

7381 | 400 €

7386 | 1.100 €

7384 | 1.300 €
148

7392 | 4.000 €

asia

Oman / Pakistan / Palästina

7389 | 90 €

7393 | 1.000 €

7390 | 600 €

7399 | 120 €
7394 | 900 €
7396 | 150 €

7402 | 130 €
7400 | 120 €
7400A | 700 €

7411 | 240 €

7406 | 800 €
7405 | 150 €

7412 | 270 €

7414 | 200 €

asia

7418 | 270 €
149

Palästina / Philippinen

7421 | 80 €

7422 | 80 €

7424A | 700 €

7427 | 1.500 €

7428 | 220 €
7425 | 1.900 €

7431 | 450 €
7435 | 450 €

7429 | 270 €

7437 | 110 €

7436 | 280 €

7442 | 240 €
150

7438 | 100 €

7445 | 150 €

asia

7446 | 240 €

Portugiesisch-Indien / Ras al Khaima

7448 | 100 €

7449 | 100 €

7453 | 80 €

7450 | 110 €
7456 | 80 €

7461 | 80 €

7465 | 90 €

7471 | 90 €

7460 | 400 €

7475 | 130 €

7481 | 100 €

asia

7482 | 180 €
151

Ras al Khaima

7490 | 180 €

7480 | 130 €

7495 | 180 €

7501 | 100 €
152

asia

Ras al Khaima

7503 | 220 €

7498 | 90 €

ex. 7506 | 220 €

7518 | 150 €

7512 | 180 €

asia

153

Riukiu / Saudi-Arabien

7518A | 300 €

7522 | 200 €

7523 | 100 €

7525 | 100 €

7521 | 500 €

7528 | 100 €

7527 | 150 €

7530 | 150 €

7529 | 150 €

7531 | 100 €
154

7533 | 100 €

asia

7535 | 130 €

Saudi-Arabien

|

7534 | 450 €

7536 | 250 €

7537 | 600 €

7538 | 800 €

asia

155

Saudi-Arabien

7544 | 1.000 €

7539 | 600 €

7546 | 450 €
156

7548 | 350 €

asia

Saudi-Arabien

7541 | 300 €

7549 | 600 €

7555 | 300 €

7542 | 300 €

7556 | 500 €

7557 | 300 €

Upcoming auction
June 11 - 15, 2018

7558 | 90 €

7562 | 90 €

7560 | 120 €

7559 | 100 €

asia

157

Saudi-Arabien

7565 | 5.000 €

All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

7564 | 1.500 €

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

7568 | 250 €

7563 | 450 €
158

asia

Saudi-Arabien

7572 | 450 €

7569 | 180 €

7577 | 700 €

7566 | 330 €

7576 | 700 €

7579 | 800 €

asia

7581 | 80 €
159

Saudi-Arabien

7580 | 500 €

7578 | 400 €

7582 | 500 €

7583 | 300 €
160

7584 | 500 €

asia

7585 | 300 €

Saudi-Arabien

7586 | 300 €

7587 | 150 €

7588 | 1.000 €

7589 | 1.500 €
7590 | 100 €

7591 | 200 €

7592 | 1.000 €
7593 | 500 €

7595 | 200 €

7594 | 200 €

7597 | 500 €

7596 | 800 €

7598 | 1.000 €

7599 | 500 €

asia

7601 | 200 €
161

Saudi-Arabien

7600 | 300 €

7603 | 200 €

7602 | 400 €

7604 | 1.000 €

7605 | 100 €

7607 | 300 €
162

asia

Saudi-Arabien

7606 | 800 €

7608 | 600 €

7611 | 400 €

7609 | 1.000 €

7610 | 600 €

7612 | 700 €

asia

163

Saudi-Arabien

7619 | 600 €
7613 | 1.000 €

7614 | 200 €

7615 | 500 €

7616 | 600 €

All single lots and selected parts of collections are pictured in full size on:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de
7616A | 200 €

7617 | 90 €
164

7620 | 400 €

asia

7618 | 100 €

Saudi-Arabien

7622 | 2.000 €
All single lots and selected parts of
collections are pictured in full size on:

www.auktionen-gaertner.de

7623 | 200 €

7621 | 500 €

7623A | 1.250 €

7624 | 500 €

7629 | 500 €

asia

165

Saudi-Arabien

7626 | 700 €

7627 | 200 €

7628 | 100 €
7630 | 500 €

7631 | 600 €
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7632 | 500 €

asia

Saudi-Arabien

7635 | 400 €

7633 | 600 €

7634 | 100 €

7636 | 80 €

7640 | 500 €

7638 | 90 €

asia

167

Saudi-Arabien

7639 | 500 €

7643 | 300 €

stamp -auctions.de
You will ﬁnd everything about our
current auction, for such as complete
collections in high resolution or the
catalogues for download.

7644 | 100 €

7641 | 130 €

7645 | 90 €

7646 | 90 €

7648 | 1.000 €
168

7647 | 150 €

7650 | 800 €

asia

Saudi-Arabien

7653 | 280 €
7651 | 800 €

7655 | 600 €

7656 | 300 €

7659 | 800 €

7657 | 400 €

asia

169

Saudi-Arabien / Schardscha

7658 | 500 €

7661 | 150 €

7662 | 150 €

7663 | 400 €

7664 | 1.500 €

7665 | 1.200 €

7666 | 1.500 €

7667 | 2.000 €
7668 | 400 €

7669 | 2.000 €
170

7670 | 200 €

asia

7669A | 100 €

Schardscha

7671 | 100 €

7673 | 200 €

7675 | 180 €

Digital Catalogues
All catalogues available on DVD in
original layout with full-text search.
Order: graﬁk@auktionen-gaertner.de

7674 | 250 €

7679 | 250 €

7676 | 180 €

asia

171

Schardscha

7677 | 2.800 €

7685 | 150 €

7678 | 120 €

7684 | 80 €

7683 | 180 €

7686 | 200 €

7687 | 200 €
172

7688 | 200 €

asia

7689 | 180 €

Schardscha

ex. 7691 | 400 €

7693 | 100 €

ex. 7692 | 500 €

7694 | 100 €

7695 | 220 €

7697 | 350 €

7696 | 220 €

7698 | 350 €

7699 | 240 €

7700 | 380 €

7701 | 380 €

asia

7706 | 200 €
173

Schardscha

7702 | 100 €

7708 | 100 €

7707 | 250 €

7709 | 200 €

7710 | 250 €

7712 | 250 €

7718 | 220 €

7715 | 350 €

7720 | 500 €
174

7719 | 180 €

7721 | 60 €

ex. 7722 | 200 €

asia

Schardscha / Syrien

7725 | 220 €

7726 | 1.300 €

7729 | 100 €

7731 | 400 €

7736 | 500 €

7730 | 270 €

7734 | 200 €

7735 | 100 €

asia

7733 | 250 €
175

Syrien

stamp - auctions.de
You will ﬁnd everything about our
current auction, for such as complete
collections in high resolution or the
catalogues for download.

7741 | 400 €
7743 | 130 €

7740 | 90 €

7749 | 90 €
7746 | 200 €

7751 | 250 €

7756 | 220 €
7752 | 250 €
7755 | 200 €

176

7759 | 450 €

7760 | 500 €

7764 | 80 €

7765 | 80 €

7766 | 900 €

7767 | 900 €

asia

Syrien

7773 | 70 €

7770 | 130 €

7769 | 110 €
7768 | 1.100 €

7774 | 200 €

7771 | 2.200 €
7776 | 220 €

7777 | 1.300 €

7778 | 100 €

asia

177

Syrien

7779 | 150 €

7783 | 100 €

7780 | 100 €

7784 | 80 €

7785 | 60 €

7789 | 90 €

7791 | 150 €

7786 | 100 €

7795 | 90 €

7798 | 150 €

7800 | 900 €
178

7781 | 130 €

asia

Syrien

7799 | 90 €

7802 | 180 €

7805 | 200 €

7807 | 700 €

7813 | 1.500 €

7808 | 1.400 €

asia

179

Syrien

7809 | 400 €

7812 | 100 €

7814 | 600 €

7816 | 1.300 €

7817 | 1.300 €

7822 | 900 €

ex. 7821 | 700 €
180

asia

Syrien

7823 | 2.200 €

7824 | 450 €

7826 | 300 €

7827 | 500 €

7828 | 1.000 €

ex. 7829 | 900 €

7830 | 500 €

asia

7831 | 700 €
181

Syrien

7832 | 450 €

7834 | 130 €

7836 | 500 €

7838 | 500 €

7835 | 450 €

7840 | 500 €

7841 | 500 €

7839 | 150 €

7843 | 250 €
182

asia

Syrien

7842 | 1.000 €

7847 | 800 €

7845 | 80 €

ex. 7850 | 250 €

7851 | 120 €

ex. 7855 | 500 €

7853 | 800 €

7854 | 130 €

asia

7856 | 100 €
183

Syrien

7857 | 100 €

7858 | 350 €

7861 | 450 €

ex. 7862 | 900 €

7863 | 60 €

7866 | 200 €
184

7867 | 150 €

asia

7868 | 350 €

Syrien

7871 | 120 €

7872 | 350 €

7873 | 2.500 €

7875 | 500 €

7874 | 2.500 €

7877 | 500 €

7876 | 2.800 €

asia

185

Syrien

7879 | 500 €

7882A | 500 €
7882 | 500 €

7886 | 220 €

7883 | 220 €

7892 | 100 €

7888 | 100 €
186

7887 | 200 €

asia

Syrien

7894 | 80 €

7897 | 100 €

7899 | 100 €

7903 | 180 €

7905 | 350 €

7911 | 130 €

7908 | 180 €

7913 | 220 €

7916 | 300 €

asia

7917 | 400 €
187

Syrien

7914 | 350 €

7918 | 220 €
7927 | 100 €
7925 60 €
|

Consignments for our Auctions are
welcome at any time. Do not hesitate to
contact our professional team.
If you prefer cash payment – OUTRIGHT
PURCHASE is always possible!

7930 | 350 €
188

7935 | 180 €

asia

Syrien

7937 | 180 €
7943 | 60 €

7954 | 120 €

7944 | 900 €

Digital Catalogues

7955 | 60 €

All catalogues available on DVD in
original layout with full-text search.
Order: graﬁk@auktionen-gaertner.de

Upcoming auction

7956 | 60 €

June 12 - 15, 2018

7958 | 100 €

7961 | 250 €

asia

7963 | 140 €
189

Syrien / Tannu-Tuwa

7964 | 250 €

7959 | 450 €

7967 | 1.500 €

7965 | 220 €

7969 | 200 €

7970 | 100 €

7970B | 100 €
7970C | 80 €

7970A | 100 €

7973 | 500 €
190

7973D | 400 €

asia

7973E | 100 €

Thailand

7973G | 300 €

7974 | 100 €

7975 | 1.200 €

7977 | 160 €

7979 | 300 €

7976 | 1.200 €

7982 | 1.100 €
7980 | 100 €

7981 | 400 €

7983 | 300 €

7984 | 1.000 €

asia

7986 | 100 €
191

Special Auction MALAYA
19th February 2018 | The Auction starts at 2pm
here are some examples out of our special catalogue

8748 | 200 €

192

8750 | 300 €

8752 | 1.000 €

8754 | 1.000 €

8756 | 300 €

9061 | 100 €

8424 | 100 €

8749 | 500 €

8751 | 400 €

8753 | 1.000 €

8755 | 300 €

9065 | 400 €

8757 | 300 €

9062 | 500 €

9063 | 1.000 €

asia

9064 | 400 €

9066 | 500 €

9064A | 500 €

9067 | 150 €

9069 | 300 €

9068 | 500 €

9070 | 300 €

9072 | 400 €

9071 | 1.000 €

9073 | 1.200 €

9074 | 700 €

9075 | 2.600 €

9217 | 2.000 €

asia

193

9216 | 250 €
9185 | 200 €

9215 | 300 €

9220 | 300 €

9218 | 250 €

9219 | 400 €

9222 | 500 €

9223 | 900 €

9291 | 500 €

9292 | 600 €
194

9221 | 200 €

9224 | 100 €

9701 | 300 €

9295 | 100 €

asia

9702 | 200 €

9225 | 100 €

9293 | 220 €

9294 | 200 €

9700 | 100 €

9704 | 100 €

9705 | 150 €

9703 | 500 €

9706 | 100 €

10463 | 1.300 €

9707 | 500 €

9709 | 300 €

9708 | 250 €

10572 | 400 €

asia

10717 | 100 €
195

Thailand

7987 | 350 €

7991 | 300 €

7990 | 2.800 €

7988 | 800 €

7992 | 250 €

7993 | 500 €

7994 | 800 €

7995 | 200 €
196

7997 | 800 €

asia

Thailand

7999 | 140 €
7996 | 120 €

7998 | 150 €

8002 | 100 €

8000 | 300 €

8001 | 330 €

8005 | 100 €
8004 | 160 €
8003 400 €
|

8007 | 100 €
8008 | 400 €
8006 200 €
|

8009 | 200 €

8010 | 80 €

asia

8011 | 100 €
197

Thailand

8014 | 160 €

8012 | 100 €

8013 | 150 €

8015 | 160 €

8016 | 1.100 €

8019 | 1.300 €

8017 | 3.000 €

8020 | 1.300 €

8018 | 400 €
198

asia

Thailand

8021 | 150 €

8022 | 100 €

8023 | 200 €

8025 | 80 €

8026 | 100 €
8028 | 200 €

8027 | 100 €

8030 | 400 €

8029 | 400 €

8031 | 100 €

8033 | 170 €

asia

8034 | 240 €
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Thailand

8035 | 240 €

8036 | 100 €

8037 | 100 €

8040 | 100 €

8039 | 300 €
8041 | 150 €

8044 | 110 €

8045 | 200 €
8043 | 330 €

8046 | 140 €
200

8048 | 100 €

asia

8051 | 1.200 €

Thailand

8052 | 1.200 €

8049 | 110 €

8050 | 200 €

8053 | 3.500 €

8054 | 2.800 €

asia
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Thailand

8057 | 2.300 €
8056 | 2.500 €

8059 | 1.000 €
202

8061 | 2.300 €

asia

Thailand

8062 | 800 €

8063 | 2.800 €

8066 | 2.500 €

8064 | 650 €

asia
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Thailand

8069 | 1.000 €

8067 | 3.000 €

8071 | 2.500 €
204

8073 | 3.000 €

asia

Thailand

8077 | 1.100 €

8078 | 1.500 €

8079 | 300 €

8081 | 1.000 €

8084 | 500 €

8085 | 200 €

8086 | 110 €

8087 | 200 €

8090 | 160 €

8096 | 160 €

8075 | 1.000 €

8082 | 240 €

8089 | 120 €

asia
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Thailand

8104 | 60 €

8106 | 90 €

8114 | 60 €

8117 | 160 €

8099 | 80 €

8111 | 330 €

8124 | 120 €
8123 | 900 €
8118 | 500 €

8126 | 600 €

8125 | 350 €

8127 | 60 €
206

8125A | 200 €

8128 | 160 €

asia

8129 | 800 €

Thailand

8132 | 80 €

8134 | 1.000 €

8136 | 240 €

8139 | 4.000 €

8140 | 2.000 €

8141 | 400 €

8142 | 500 €

8143 | 500 €

8144 | 200 €

8146 | 500 €
8148 | 600 €

8147 | 400 €

8149 | 80 €

8150 | 450 €

asia

8151 | 100 €
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Thailand / Tibet

8152 | 100 €

8155 | 400 €

8162 | 100 €

8153 | 100 €

8154 | 140 €

8156 | 150 €

8160 | 100 €

8163 | 3.000 €

8164 | 160 €

8172 | 8.000 €

8173 | 100 €

8170 | 100 €

8174 | 600 €
208

8176 | 100 €

asia

8177 | 300 €

Tibet / Timor / Transkaukasien

8178 | 500 €

8180 | 100 €

8175 | 450 €

8185 | 100 €

8183 | 100 €
8182 | 500 €

8187 | 100 €

8190 | 100 €

8192 | 1.200 €

8194 | 100 €

8186 | 600 €

8191 | 100 €

asia
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Turkmenistan / Umm al Qaiwain / Usbekistan / Vereinigte Arabische Emirate / Vietnam-Nord (1945-1975)

8196 | 90 €

8197 | 120 €

8195 | 400 €

8198 | 1.000 €

8200 | 700 €

8201 | 200 €

8202 | 200 €
210

8203 | 200 €

asia

8204 | 3.500 €

Vietnam-Nord (1945-1975)

8207 | 240 €

8208 | 300 €

8205 | 1.400 €

8209 | 300 €

8210 | 500 €

8211 | 300 €

8214 | 240 €
8212 | 300 €

8213 | 160 €

8215 | 400 €

8216 | 300 €

asia

8216A | 100 €
211

Vietnam-Nord (1945-1975) / Vietnam-Nord / Vietnam-Süd (1951-1975)

8217 | 800 €

8218 | 300 €

8219 | 300 €

8220 | 240 €
8222 | 200 €

8221 | 400 €

8223 | 80 €

8227 | 80 €
Consignments for our Auctions are
welcome at any time. Do not hesitate to
contact our professional team.

8228 | 160 €

If you prefer cash payment – OUTRIGHT
PURCHASE is always possible!

8229 | 100 €
212

8230 | 100 €

asia

8233 | 500 €

Vietnam-Süd (1951-1975) / Vietnam-Süd / Vietnam

8238 | 800 €

8239 | 1.100 €
8236 | 160 €

ex. 8242 | 160 €

8240 | 240 €

8241 | 400 €

asia

213

Kuwait

8246 | 750 €

8243 | 500 €

8252 | 1.500 €
214

8250 | 1.000 €

asia

Kuwait

8269 | 750 €

8255 | 3.000 €

8258 | 1.500 €

8264 | 500 €

8275 | 750 €

asia

215

Kuwait
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WICHTIGE INFORMATION
Zum 1. Januar 2014 wurde die Umsatzsteuer für Sammlungsobjekte wie Briefmarken und Münzen von 7% auf 19%
erhöht.
Deshalb bieten wir in unseren Auktionen inzwischen den
überwiegenden Teil der Lose differenzbesteuert an. Bei diesen Losen wird weder für den Zuschlag noch für das Aufgeld
Umsatzsteuer gesondert berechnet, da wir als Auktionshaus
die anfallende Umsatzsteuer bei Lieferungen in Deutschland
und innerhalb der EU tragen.
Seit der 29. Auktion können wir nun auch viele Lose differenzbesteuert anbieten, für die zuvor 19 % Umsatzsteuer
erhoben werden musste. Hierbei handelt es sich um Lose,
die in die EU eingeführt worden sind. Die mit dem Import
verbundenen Kosten in Höhe von 7 % des Zuschlags müssen
wir an Sie weiterberechnen ( = Importspesen, die Bestand-

BIS 31.12.2013
Alle Lose
Regelbesteuert 7 %
Zuschlag

1.000,00 €

Aufgeld 20 %

200,00 €

teil des Kaufpreises sind). Diese Importspesen werden auch
dann berechnet, wenn das gekaufte Los exportiert wird. Alle
Lose dieser Art sind im Katalog mit einem Plus hinter der
Losnummer (Beispiel: 4839 +) gekennzeichnet.
Nur Lose mit einem Punkt hinter der Losnummer (Beispiel:
3412 ●) unterliegen der Regelbesteuerung von derzeit 19 %,
so dass wir hier Umsatzsteuer für Zuschlag und Aufgeld
berechnen müssen (entfällt bei Export).
Bei allen Losen ohne Kennzeichnung (● oder +) werden nur
Zuschlag und Aufgeld berechnet – keine Umsatzsteuer
oder Importspesen!
Welche Auswirkungen dies für Sie als Bieter hat, wird an den
folgenden Beispielen für ein Los, das mit 1.000,- € zugeschlagen wird, deutlich:

ZURZEIT
Lose ohne Markierung
Differenzbesteuert
Zuschlag
Aufgeld 23,8 %

1.000,00 €
238,00 €

Lose mit +
Differenzbesteuert
mit Importspesen 7 %
Zuschlag
Aufgeld 23,8 %
7 % Import

1.200,00 €
7 % Ust.

84,00 €

SUMME

1.284,00 €

1.238,00 €

SUMME

1.238,00 €

1.000,00 €
238,00 €

Nur bei Losen mit •
Regelbesteuert 19 %
Zuschlag
Aufgeld 23,8 %

238,00 €

70,00 €
1.308,00 €

SUMME

1.000,00 €

1.308,00 €

1.238,00 €
19 % Ust.

235,22 €

SUMME

1.473,22 €

A

Hieraus wird ersichtlich, dass Sie die mit Differenzbesteuerung angebotenen Lose rund 3,6 % günstiger erwerben
können als vor dem 1.1.2014.

A

Für alle Lose, die in ein umsatzsteuerliches Drittland ausgeführt werden, wird weiterhin keine Umsatzsteuer
berechnet.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION – FOR EC CUSTOMERS MAINLY
Since January 1st, 2014 the German VAT for collectibles like
stamps and coins was increased from 7% to 19%.
Therefore, we now offer the majority of our lots under margin
system. No tax at all will be charged on top neither on the
hammer price nor on the buyer’s premium for these lots and
the Christoph Gärtner Auction Company pays and transfers
the VAT.
Starting with the 29th auction we now can offer many lots
under margin system for which we previously had to charge
19 % VAT. These are lots which have been imported into the
EC. The costs of the import amount 7 % of the hammer price

A
A

which we have to charge you ( = import expenses, part of the
buying price). The import expenses are also invoiced if the
lots will be exported. All lots of this kind are marked by a plus
after the lot number (ie 4839 +).
Lots marked in the catalogue by a point after the lot number
(ie 3412 ●) are charged under normal VAT rate of 19 % if the
lot is not exported (not charged when exported).
For all lots without any mark (● or +) only hammer price
and buyer’s premium will be charged - no VAT or import
expenses will be added!

By implementation of the margin system purchasing of relevant lots will be 3,6% cheaper now for EC buyers.
Lots purchased in order to be carried out to Non-EC-Countries are exempted from taxation as before.

BITTE BEACHTEN

PLEASE NOTICE

Erklärung zu Abbildungen
und Losbeschreibungen

Explanation to pictures
and lot descriptions

Sollte es in unseren Print- oder Online-Katalogen bei einzelnen
Losen zu Abweichungen zwischen Bild und Losbeschreibung kommen (z.B. unterschiedliche Ausrufspreise oder die Losbeschreibung passt nicht zur Abbildung), so gelten die Angaben der Losbeschreibung als verbindlich.

Given that in our print- and online-catalogues lot-numbers have
differences between the image and lot description (f.e. starting
prices are different or the picture does not fit with the corresponding description), the data of the lot description has to be regarded as valid.

Die Katalogwertangaben in EURO (€) beziehen sich, sofern nicht
anders angegeben, auf den jeweils aktuellen MICHEL-Katalog
zum Zeitpunkt der Katalogbearbeitung. Ausländische Spezialwerke sind gegebenenfalls zitiert.

The catalogue value stated in EURO (€) is based, unless otherwise
stated, on the actual MICHEL catalogue at the time of our catalogue compilation. In some cases, specialised foreign catalogues
may also be quoted.

Sammlungslose werden grundsätzlich „wie besehen“ versteigert.
Die Beschreibungen erfolgten nach bestem Wissen und Gewissen.
Reklamationen sind bei Sammlungslosen ausgeschlossen.

Collection lots are “sold as seen“. The lot descriptions are made in
the best will and conscience and do not guarantee any characteristics. Collections lots are excluded from complaints.

Abkürzungen bei der Losbeschreibung

Abbreviations at the lot desciption

Bei den Losbeschreibungen vor der Losnummer verwenden
wir folgende Abkürzungen:

At the lot numbers in the lot description we use following
abbreviations:

P = PRINT / diese Lose sind im Katalog bebildert
W = WEB / Abbildungen zu diesen Sammlungen sind
online unter www.auktionen-gaertner.de vorhanden,
diese Lose sind nicht im Katalog abgebildet

P = PRINT / these lots are pictured in the catalogue
W = WEB / you will find pictures of these collections
online on: www.auktionen-gaertner.de

Die Buchstaben in Klammern am Ende der Beschreibung
weisen auf die Art der Aufbewahrung des Loses hin:
A = Album
S = Schachtel

K = Karton
T = Tasche

M = Mappe

The different letters you will find in brackets after the
description are indicating the size and packing of the lot:
A = binder
S = box

K = big box
T = envelope

M = folder

Abkürzungen bei den Abbildungen

Abbreviations at the pictures

Bei den Abbildungen vor der Losnummer verwenden wir
folgende Abkürzung:

At lot numbers below the pictures we use following
abbrevation:

ex. = EXEMPLARISCH / bei diesen Losen wird nur ein Teil des
Loses abgebildet, die restlichen Bilder finden Sie online

ex. = EXEMPLARILY / these lots are not completely pictured,
you will find more pictures online

Asien Einzellose Los 5.000 - 8.275

Montag, 19. Februar 2018, Beginn der Versteigerung ab 9.00 Uhr

Asia Single lots Lot 5.000 - 8.275

Monday, 19th February 2018, the auction starts at 9.00 am
ABU DHABI
5000•
P 5001•
5002•
P 5003•

12/14 (4)

**

160,-

1967, Definitives, 100f. to 1d., five top values each as plate block from the lower left corner of the
sheet, unmounted mint. Rare multiples!
33/37 (4)

**

350,-

1968, 2nd Anniversary Assumption of Power, complete set of four values as blocks of four,
unmounted mint. Rare units!
45/48 (4)

**

1972 (ca.), airletter 30 F./20 F. w. variety, orange colour shifted downward, unused mint.

GA

70,90,-

1965, Falconing, complete set of three values as block of four, unmounted mint. Rare units!

ADEN

siehe auch 6234, 6235, 6236, 6237, 6238, 6239, 6240, 6241,
6242, 6273, 7390, 7627, 8003, 10458, 12443, 13275

P 5004•

1849 Small stampless cover from Aden to France via Suez bearing red rect. framed “ADEN/Paid
(8as)“ h/s in red + rate in m/s, red Marseilles '31 Oct 49' ship landing d/s and black 'PURIFIE AU
LAZARETT/MALTE“ transit cds on front, and with Alexandria '21 Oct 49' transit cds as well as '2 Nov
49' Pontivy arrival cds on the reverse. There was an outbreak of plaque in Egypt, where the letter went
overland from Suez - Canal did not open until 1869 - hence via Malta. (Ex S.V. Bek-Pedersen coll.)

b

130,-

P 5005

1893, registered telegram envelope from “Eastern Telegraph Company“ at ADEN to the Govenor of
Reunion. The telegram was registered with “ADEN REG AU 24 93“ postmark at Aden GPO, then
given to a french ship on the MARSEILLES-REUNION line as statet by french shipmark on the
backside. Very scarce item, fewer than 10 of these covers have been recorded. The envelope is
folded vertical and horizontal.
SG 91, 103

b

700,-

P 5006

1898. Registered envelope addressed to France bearing India SG 84, ½a green and SG 95, 4a
sage green tied by 'B' obliterator with circular 'R' hand-stamp and Aden/Reg on reverse 'Jl 27' with
French entry cachet on face and Paris receiver on reverse '8th Aout'. Attractive item.

b

230,-

P 5007

1901. Envelope written from Perim Island addressed to Hanoi, French Indo-China bearing Indio SG
103, 2a 6p green (pair, left one with folded corner) tied by Aden date stamp routed via Singapore
on the “Chusan“ with 'Penang To Singapore' marine sorter, Haiphong transit and Hanoi receiver '7th
Aout' on reverse. Lovely item of destination mail.

b

350,-

5008•

1907: Printed advertising envelope (shortened) from HOTEL DE L'EUROPE in ADEN (with picture on
face and detailed offer of I. Benghiat Son on the reverse) to Pera, Constantinople via Suez, franked
by India KEVII. ½a. and 1a. pair for full 2½a. rate, tied by “ADEN/25 JU 07“ cds (Proud KD24 in use
1.6.07 to 13.8.08 only), and part of arrival cds on reverse. A fine, scarce and most attractive
advertising envelope from Aden.

b

90,-

5009•

1908, “ADEN SE 22 07“ transit on Germany UPU card 10 Pf. “Frankfurt 12.09.07“ to ship passenger
then fwd. w. two line “NOT ON BOARD / BOMBAY“, blue crayon “return Germany“ w. “ADEN 25 JA
08“ back in Frankfurt Feb. 16 1908.

GA

90,-

P 5010

1916. Envelope (stains) addressed to the United States bearing India SG 170, 2a6p ultramarine
tied by Aden Camp date stamp with hand-struck ‘Passe dby Censor , Aden’ in violet on face routed
via Aden with ‘Opened by Censor label’ tied by Aden transit ‘20th Aug 16’. Scarce Aden censor only
in use 8 months, this the latest recorded.

b

240,-

5011

1917 (ETHIOPIA). Picture post card (small bends) written from Cornelius, Org. addressed to Ethiopia
bearing Washington lc green tied by Cornelius, Org. roller l30th Jun' routed via Aden with transit
'6/10' and circular 'Passed Censor/Aden/No A 156' censor cachet in red with Harrar receiver
'14/10'. Very fine item of censored mail and destination.

Ak

100,-

5012•

1923 Illustrated 'Aden Tobacco Company' cover sent registered to Denmark via London, franked on
reverse by India KGV. 2a.(x3) all tied by “ADEN/REG./28 FE/23“ cds, red London '12 March' transit
cds and Nykjøbing '14.3.23' arrival cds alongside, and with “R 524/ADEN H. O.“ Reg. label on face.
The cover with a small part missing at top right (opened roughly) but still a most attractive envelope
and a scarce registered cover to Denmark.

b

90,-

5013•

1937 Registered cover from Aden-Camp to Toronto, CANADA franked by Dhows 3½a. and 8a. tied
by “ADEN-CAMP/REG./6 APR 37“ cds, Reg. label and “E“ h/s in red alongside, Toronto '27 Apr 37'
arrival cds on the reverse. The Reg. label somewhat toned otherwise fine.
7, 8

b

70,-

asia
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P 5014•

1939-48 KGV. 14a. sepia & light blue, vertical strip of three all perforated SPECIMEN, with lower
sheet margin and plate number “1“, mint never hinged, very weak toning, fine. THE LARGEST 24 (SG 23a)
SPECIMEN MULTIPLE THAT CAN EXIST - A GREAT RARITY AMONG ADEN STAMPS.
Spec.(x3)

SPEC

270,-

P 5015

1942. Envelope addressed to London bearing Yemen Yvert 13, 6b violet-blue tied by Sanaa date
stamp with 'Opened by Censor/PC 22' label tied by framed 'Passed Censor/By/No 9/Aden' handstamp in violet. Nice item of censored mail via Aden.

b

180,-

5016•

1946: Cover from the P.M.G. Aden (Aden P&T Dept. envelope) to the Controller of Posts, Dodecanese,
B.M.A. franked by 1939 1a. and 1946 2½a. tied by “ADEN/17 OCT 46“ cds (Proud KD38), and on
the reverse with “RODI EGEO/26.11.46“ Rhodos cds = 40 Days! Cover slightly creased, fine. A
scarce post-WWII cover and a scarce destination.
18, 30

b

70,-

5017•

1948, Royal Silver Wedding 10r. mauve block of six from lower left corner, mint never hinged, SG.
£ 240 ++
SG. 31 (6)

**

1951/1953, two registered picture postcards with interesting franking to Austria

Ak

70,Gebot

P 5018

ex 37/60

Start

ADEN - KATHIRI STATE OF SEIYUN

siehe auch 11716, 11717, 12056, 12057, 12485

5019•

1942, definitive 5r. 'Mosque entrance in Tarim' block of ten from lower right corner with plate
numbers '1' and imprint 'THOMAS DE LA RUE & COMPANY. LIMITED. LONDON', mint never hinged,
SG. £ 380 ++
SG. 11 (10)

**

90,-

P 5020•

1966, Sultan Hussein 5c. dark brown with BLACK bilingual overprint 'SOUTH ARABIA 5 FILS' in a
block of 18 from lower margin with imprint 'Thomas de la Rue & Company. Limited. London', Mi. €
2.160,-- +
55 var. (18)

**

220,-

5021•

1966, definitives stamps with bilingual opt. SOUTH ARABIA + new denominations and additional
opt. for FOOTBALL WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP LONDON, complete set of 7 values in blocks of ten from
lower margin with imprints 'THOMAS DE LA RUE & COMPANY. LIMITED. LONDON', fine used (CTO)
with full gum, unusual and attractive blocks, Mi. € 240,-- ++
77/83 (10)

g

70,-

5022•

1967, Personalities of 20th century with rare BLACK overprint, set of eight values (excl. 65f. on 99/107 black
1s.25c.) as blocks of four (50f. on 1s. four single stamps) unmounted mint.
ovp. (4) ex

**

90,-

1967, Famous personalities 65f. on 1sh25c. stamp with additional black opt. 'SEP 1966 / WORLD
PEACE / LYNDON JOHNSON / LUDWIG ERHARD' block of six from lower left corner, mint never
hinged and scarce, stamp unpriced in Michel!
103 I (6)

**

130,-

P 5023•

ADEN - QU’AITI STATE IN HADHRAMAUT
siehe auch 12279

5024•

1966, definitive 10f. on 15c. green with red bilingual opt. 'SOUTH ARABIA' and additional RED but
INVERTED opt. '1874-1965 WINSTON CHURCHILL' block of four from upper left corner, mint never
hinged
66 var. (4)

**

90,-

5025•

1967, Stamp Exhibition STAMPEX London complete set of seven stamps showing different rare
stamps incl. Mauritius, inverted centres etc. IMPERFORATE with missing Sultan printing (in four
stamps a mini-foto of the Sultan is affixed) and punch hole affixed into official folder of the printer 98/104 B
with violet hs. on reverse, scarce and unusual (T)
proof

*

130,-

ADEN - STATE OF UPPER YAFA
5026•

1967, Definitives 5f. to 500f., complete set of ten values, sheets of 25 with plate number “1A“ and
traffic lights, unmounted mint. (M)
1/10 (25)

**

50,-

5027

1967, Football Championship stamps with INVERTED opt. in green and blue for the Olympic Winter 74/81 A var.
Games in Grenoble complete perforated set in blocks of four, mint never hinged and very scarce! (4)

**

130,-

P 5028

1967, Football Championship stamps with INVERTED opt. in green and blue for the Olympic Winter
Games in Grenoble complete IMPERFORATED set in blocks of four, mint never hinged and very 74/81 B var.
scarce!
(4)

**

180,-

ADSCHMAN / AJMAN

siehe auch 11070, 11071, 11248, 11386, 11390, 11400, 11401, 11402, 11403, 11403A, 11404,
11405, 11406, 11450, 11451, 11452, 11511, 11512, 11764, 11766, 11767, 11768, 11769,
11770, 11898, 11969, 11970, 11971, 11991, 11992, 12024, 12077, 12079, 12080, 12151,
12317, 12344, 12350, 12351, 12352, 12353, 12695, 12696, 12697, 12808, 12809

P 5029

1965, definitives 'Indigenous fauna' 15np. Arab horse and 25np. Regal angelfish both in horizontal
strips of three printed together in nine imperforate COMPOSITE PROGRESSIVE PROOFS with gutter
between, mint never hinged, very scarce and attractive thematic item!
63/64 proof

**

140,-

5030

1965, definitives 'Indigenous fauna' 25np. Regal angelfish and 35np. Dromedary both in horizontal
strips of three printed together in nine imperforate COMPOSITE PROGRESSIVE PROOFS with gutter
between, mint never hinged, very scarce and attractive thematic item!
64/65 proof

**

140,-

P 5031

1965, definitives 'Indigenous fauna' 50np. fish (Pomacanthodes maculosius) and 75np. Greek
tortoise both in horizontal strips of three printed together in nine imperforate COMPOSITE
PROGRESSIVE PROOFS with gutter between, mint never hinged, very scarce and attractive thematic
item!
66/67 proof

**

140,-
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5032

1965, definitives 'Indigenous fauna' 75np. Greek tortoise (Testudo graeca) and 1r. Jewel cichlid
(Hemichromis bimaculatus) both in horizontal strips of three printed together in nine imperforate
COMPOSITE PROGRESSIVE PROOFS with gutter between, mint never hinged, very scarce and
attractive thematic item!
67/68 proof

**

140,-

5033

1970 (5.1.), Apollo programme complete set of seven special imperforate miniature sheets used on
two registered airmail covers (one ms. affixed on reverse + additional two perf. single stamps) from
AJMAN to White Plains/USA with arrival cds. (2.2.1970) on reverse, philatelic but very scarce covers
with small blemishes (M)
497/503 ms

b

70,-

1970 (21.10.), Apollo and Gemini programmes complete set of 16 special imperforate miniature
sheets used on four registered airmail covers from AJMAN to White Plains/USA with arrival cds.
(6.11.1970) on reverse, philatelic but very scarce covers (M)
593/608 ms

b

120,-

1970 (5.8./3.10.), Apollo and Gemini programmes complete set of 20 perforated stamps in setenant blocks of eight (2) and two pairs (2) used on three registered airmail covers from AJMAN to
White Plains/USA with arrival cds. on reverse and additional stamp on reverse of two covers,
philatelic but very scarce (M)
593/612 A

b

70,-

P 5036

1970 (6.7./3.10.), Apollo and Gemini programmes complete set of 20 imperforate stamps in setenant blocks of eight (2) and two pairs (2) used on three registered airmail covers from AJMAN to
White Plains/USA with arrival cds. of 15th Oct. 1970 on reverse of one cover, philatelic but very
scarce covers (M)
593/612 B

b

80,-

P 5037•

1971, OLYMPIC GAMES SAPPORO '72, bobsled, (Chamonix 1924) - 9 items; progressive single die proof
for the 30Dh-nomination with yellow frames shifted to the right, partly wide margined, 9 stamps. (T)
762

**

100,-

P 5038•

1971, CELEBRITIES - 6 items; collective single die proofs for the set in crossed gutter pairs with gold
and black shifted to the right, blue frames, with non-accepted images of Churchill, Eisenhower,
Kennedy and Glenn, 24 stamps. (T)
781/92

**

400,-

P 5039•

1971, CELEBRITIES, Napoleon Bonaparte - 8 items; progressive plate proofs for the 70Dhnomination in blocks of four, margined at upper side, margins partly imprinted with name of the
celebrity, 32 stamps.
782

**

200,-

5040•

1971, CELEBRITIES, Alan B. Shepard - 8 items; progressive plate proofs for the 75Dh-nomination in
blocks of four, margined at upper side, margins partly imprinted with name of the celebrity, 32
stamps.
783

**

200,-

P 5034
5035

Start

ADSCHMAN - MANAMA / AJMAN - MANAMA

siehe auch 11167, 11210, 11389, 11392, 11393, 11394, 11395, 11396, 11397, 11398, 11399,
11407, 11408, 11409, 11410, 11758, 11759, 11760, 11761, 11762, 11763, 11852, 11967,
11968, 12078, 12082, 12315, 12347, 12348, 12349, 12354, 12355, 12356, 12357, 12551,
12552, 12553, 12743, 12744

P 5041•

1971, SOCCER WORLD CUP CHAMPIONSHIPS - 8 items; collective, progressive plate proofs (vertical
strips of three) for the single blocks of the nominations 20Dh, 40Dh and 60Dh (landscape formats),
24 stamps. (M)
262/64

**

400,-

5042•

1971, SOCCER WORLD CUP CHAMPIONSHIPS - 2 items; collective single die proofs for the set in a
vertical strip of three (landscape formats) with gold, black and blue shifted to the left and in a
horizontal strip of three (portrait formats) with gold, black and blue shifted downwards, all single
dies with text and frames in yellow, country names and nominations in magenta, 6 stamps. (T)
262/67

**

140,-

P 5043•

1971, GREAT OLYMPIC CHAMPIONS, Joe Frazier - 8 items; progressive plate proofs for the single
stamp's souvenir sheet (nomination: 5 Ris), 8 stamps. (M)
644

**

170,-

P 5044•

1971, SOCCER WORLD CUP CHAMPIONSHIPS - 9 items; progressive single die proofs for the
souvenir sheet with black shifted downwards, backgrounds of stamp and vignette in gold, frame in
black and country name in yellow, cut at lower side therefore sheets not complete, 9 stamps. (M) Bl. 57

**

300,-

5045•

1972, FAMOUS FOOTBALLER - 1 item; collective single die proof for the set (block of six) with gold
shifted strongly to the left, black frames shifted very slightly to the right, 6 stamps. (T)
718/23

**

100,-

5046•

1972, BIRDS - 1 item; collective single die proof for the set with gold shifted to the left, text and
nominations in magenta, background in blue, 8 stamps (Yvert 39/43, A38/40) (T)
1040/47

**

140,-

1879 stampless cover to DETROIT USA (Apr 7 backstamp), ms. return of “No. 1302 Lce. Corpl.
A. Fleet 70th Regiment“ [70th (Surrey) Regiment of Foot, Kandahar column], manuscript
approval “W. Barnaby Lieut & Act. Adjt./For Officer Cdg. 70th Regiment,“ backstamps of Sukkur
(Feb 7), Quetta (Feb 8), Bombay (Feb 21) and New York (Apr 4), on front red 22 MR 79 LONDON
PAID (apparently applied as a courtesy by the British Post Office as normally the soldier’s
privilege rate does not apply to non-British countries), front and back separated and rejoined,
edge scuffs, very rare Second Afghan War usage to the United States, particularly interesting
that the free franking privilege was extended to a non-British county, most likely unique, VG.

b

1.800,-

1879 (March), Afghanistan Second War, cover to Peshawar Field Force/“F No.8“ First Phase: Kabul
Field Force (March 1879); please see photo where a detailed description can be found on the
album page. (M)

b

800,-

AFGHANISTAN
P 5047•

P 5048•

asia
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Start

5049•

1879 (Nov), Afghanistan Second War, cover/REGISTERED FIELD P.O. handstamp Second Phase:
Kabul front (November 1879); please see photo where a detailed description can be found on the
album page. (M)

b

200,-

5050•

1879 (Dec), Afghanistan Second War, cover/8TH THE KING'S REGIMENT Peiwar Khotal Second
Phase: Kurram Front (December 1879); please see photo where a detailed description can be
found on the album page. (M)

b

200,-

5051•

1880's: Six native covers (one back only) all franked 1 abasi (various colors) of 1881/1884
circulars. (M)

b

220,-

P 5052•

1897, 25c stationery envelope addressed in French “To His Royal Highness, Emir of Affghanistan,
at Caboul, Affghanistan,“ cancelled by partial TJILATJAP Oct 23 squared-circle d.s., three
BANJOEMAS bkstps (Oct 24, Nov 2, Nov 4), this long delay no doubt related to blue crayon five-line
notation in Dutch regarding the letter, mentioning Emir, note that no Afghan franking was applied,
probably due to the nature of the addressee, scattered light tone spots, extraordinary, Fine.

GA

1.400,-

5053•

1909-25 “QUETTA UNPAID“: Four covers to India via the southern Chaman-Quetta route but franked
only with Afghan adhesives (w/o the necessary Indian stamps), consequently with Chaman Postage
Due handstamps (1a. or 2a.) and with different “QUETTA UNPAID“ datestamps, i.e. 1909 cover to
Quetta with oval h/s in green, 1910 cover with oval h/s in VIOLET (a rarity), 1911 cover with
octagonal h/s in green, and 1925 cover with octagonal h/s in black, in somewhat mixed condition.
An interesting quartet including the rare “Quetta Unpaid“ in violet.

b

130,-

5054•

1924-30: Three pre-UPU and one UPU period covers to GERMANY, with 1) 1924 cover to Berlin
franked Afghan 1921 20p. and Indian KGV. 1a.(x3, one missing) tied by Peshawar cds, with arrival
cds, 2) March 1928 cover from the German Legation in Kabul franked 1927 15p. and 30p. and
Indian KGV. 1a. strip of three tied Peshawar cds, 3) 1927 60p and 15p on cover from Kabul to
Munich also franked by Indian KGV. 2a. and 1a. tied by Landikhana cds, and UPU cover 1930 from
Kabul franked by 1929 10p., 25p. and 30p., and with black/yellow German airmail label (crossed
out). An interesting quartet around the 1st April 1928 when Afghanistan became member of the UPU.

b

180,-

P 5055

1926, 20 P., 30 P. (double perforation in right margin) canc. oval intaglio of Lindikhana on incoming
cover from Germany, 25 Pfg. franking “STUTTGART 5.2.26“ to Kabul, on reverse transit “LINDIKHANA
2 MAR 26“ and vernacular Kabul arrival.

b

150,-

1934 Registered cover from Farah to ITALY via Kabul (6 Feb 34), the southern Chaman-Quetta route
to Karachi, and via Brindisi to Pedara (4.3.34 arrival cds), franked on back by 1932 60p. indigo and
15p. brown tied by bilingual “20 JAN 34/FARAH“ cds in violet and Kabul transit cds. Cover with
minor imperfections due to opening but still good. A scarce registered cover from western Afghan
Farah, and a very scarce destination.
243, 237

b

90,-

P 5057•

1934 cover to Dedham Mass. franked with on reverse 1934 25p strip of three tied by KABOUL
cds's, forwarded to Taylor's Island Maryland, franked with USA 1c tied by DEDHAM MASS. duplex,
printed bilingual “Hotel de Kabul“, some faults and creases, remarkable usage, VG.

b

140,-

P 5058

1938, two registered covers from “KABOUL“ with large units of 2 Pl. black on reverse to “CourtMarshall Office“ in Doorn/Holland, the administration office of the exiled german emperor Wilhelm
II. in the Netherlands.

b

100,-

1924 4p blue stationery card to Germany cancelled by oval native datestamp, manuscript “Germany
over India“ and franked with India ½a pair & single tied by Peshawar City datestamps, message in
German, small edge faults and vertical crease, scarce combination, Fine.

GA

1963. Printing sheet consisting of 4 postcards 50p green. Little tear and crease. (M)

GA

140,50,-

5056•

AFGHANISTAN - GANZSACHEN
5059•
5060

ALAWITEN-GEBIET
P 5061

1924. Rougly opened, slightly shortend stampless envelope addressed to Paris cancelled by Tresor
et Postes/611 date stamp '12th Jan 24' with circular 'Etat des Alaouites/Direction Sante, Hygiene
& Assistance Publique' in violet and hand-stamp 'Le Direction de L 'Hygiene & Assistance/Publique
de L 'Etat Des Alaouites' endorsed 'Medicen Major de Ia Depot S.P. 611' with Paris receiver on
reverse. The Alawite State was a French Mandate Territory formed by the break up of the Ottoman
Empire after WW1. As of 1918 France occupied both Lebanon and Syria but with the growing unrest
to French rule the Alawite State was born, faults.

b

200,-

P 5062•

1925, Syria definitive 0,10pia. dark violet four singles with OVERPRINT VARIETIES incl. double opt.
(2 types), inverted opt. and the 4th with 2nd opt. on gum side, MNH and a nice specialist lot!
26 var. (4)

**

50,-

P 5063•

1926, Flight cover “TARTOUS - DAMASCUS“, dated 14/7/1926, franked with air mail set of four
values, arrival mark Damas 15/7/26 on reverse, flap missing, fine and scarce
39-42

f

150,-

P 5064•

1926, Flight cover “TARTOUS - DAMASCUS“, dated 24/5/1926, franked with air mail set of four
values, transit Rayak 25/5/26 and arrival mark Damas 25/5/26 on reverse, vertical crease and
shortened at right, fine and scarce
43-46

f

150,-

*/(*)

150,-

ANNAM UND TONGKING
P 5065•

222

1889, Allegory stamps of french Colonies complete set of three with handstamp 'A - T' and new
denomination, mint hinged (1 on 2c. and 5 on 10c.) or unused without gum (1 auf 4 C.), all values
with old signatures, very scarce set! Mi. € 1.200,-- for hinged stamps
4/6

asia

Lot
P 5065A

Cat-No.
1888, 1 C. on 2 C. red/brown unused with double overprint “A & T 1“.

1 DD

Start
*

120,-

ARMENIEN

siehe auch 6428

P 5066
P 5067

1900, obviously complete Armenian newspaper franked with Turkish newspaper stamp.
1920, 10 R. on Russian 35 Kop. arms type surcharged with violett “Z“ and additional handstamped
initial. Fine unused.
111 Ib

*

160,-

P 5068

1920, 10 R. on Russian 35 Kop. arms type surcharged with violett “Z“ and additional handstamped
initial. Fine used, soldomly offered.
111 Ib

g

200,-

P 5069

VAN (part of Armenia in 1920): “VAN AVR..1896“, bilingual dater with stretched stars, clear
strike on 1892, 1 pia. on cover to the US with transit and arrival marks; cover bit roughly opened
at top, otherwise very fine. ONLY TWO COVERS OF THIS EXTREMELY RARE CANCELLATION ARE
RECORDED. Isfila catalogue No. 3 “RRR*“ were the other existing cover is illustrated an
described as being unique. A MAJOR RARITY OF ARMENIAN POSTAL HISTORY. Note: in our 31.
auction (2015 lot 48A) we sold the 1905 VAN cover from the Otto Hornung collection which
bears a different postmark type rated in Isfila only as “R“ for 5200 EUR + fees.

b

2.000,-

b

600,-

160,-

ARMENIEN - STEMPEL

ARMENIEN - BESONDERHEITEN
P 5070

1918. Illustrated envelope written from Port Said addressed to Madagascar endorsed 'S.M.'
cancelled 'Tresor et Postes/501' date stamp '2nd Mars 18' endorsed 'Corporal Rabec, Detachment
de Tirailleurs/Malgache du “Caucase“, Port Said, Egypt' with Tamatave/Madagascar arrival '6th
Avril' on reverse. Lovely item from the Armenion Detachment in Port Said (501) with beautiful
illustrated letter. Exhibition item.

ASERBAIDSCHAN (AZERBAYDJAN)
siehe auch 11550, 12900

P 5071

1914, Russia 4 k. red with oval postmark “BAKU 13.3.14“ on Persia postal stationery overpring
card (used as a form) with long text to Germany, fine
Russland 66 A

GA

80,-

5072

1918. Complete set of Russian Occupation of Azerbaijan (17) overprinted 'Occupation Azirbayedjan’,
believed to have been issued by the Russian Troops in Tabriz the Persian part of Azerbaijan at the
time of the British Expedition by General Dunstervile. Once listed by Yvert and SG the stamps are
bogus, not much is known about there providence whether they were originally prepared in the
Transcausasus or Paris. Ex Peter Greenway.

*

200,-

P 5073

1920, 2000 Rbl. stamp with red, handwritten “5“ over the “2“ in “2000“. Not mentioned by the
Michel catalogue. According to the vendor this variety ist mentioned by Dr. Ceresa, Parts 6/7,
Azerbaydjan Volume 4, page 561. Scarce stamp

(*)

300,-

P 5074

1922, 50000r. on 3000r. blue/brown, block of four on reverse of registered cover from “Baku
3.6.22“ to Vienna, Moscow transit 12.6.22 alongside, cover opened at three sides. Certificate
Dr.Derichs (1973)
42 (4)

b

P 5075•
P 5077

1922/23, Azerbaidjan 5000 R. with Russia 1 R. tied “BAKU 6.6.23“ to card 3 M. to Basel/Switzerland.

GA

80,180,-

2005, Europa-Gastronomie kompl. Satz von zwei Werten mit 1.000 M. 'Pilaf' und 3.000 M. 'Gefüllte
Paprikaschoten (Dolmas)' jeweils in UNGEZÄHNTEN PROBEDRUCK-Kleinbögen mit je 10 Marken
auf ungummierten dicken Karton mit rs. Handstempel 'Alex. Matsoukis S.A., Lithographic Printers' 608/09 KB
und hs. Freigabevermerk vom 7.2.2005, attraktiv und selten vermutlich UNIKAT!
proof

(*)

200,-

BAHRAIN

siehe auch 6911, 12165, 12166, 12488, 12489, 12490, 12491, 12492, 12493

5078•

1930's/1975: Three airmail covers to England including cover franked 1934-37 KGV. 2a. and ½a.
with Imperial Airways vignette, cover from the Bahrein Petroleum Co. franked KGV. ½a.(x4) and
KGVI. ½a., and 1975 cover franked by 1966 Bahrein adhesives plus tax stamp.

b

70,-

5079•

1932 Two different First Flight covers from London to Bahrain, both with '30 SP 32' despatch
datestamps (London; Bromsgrove) and '7 OCT 32' Bahrain arrival datestamps, one by Imperial
Airways First Flight England-India (special envelope), the other with “By First Flight/London to
Bahrain./per Indian Airmail“ + airplane cachet in violet, re-addressed back to England.

b

90,-

5080•

1932-39: Four covers from Bahrain to Cutch-Mandvi, India, with 1932 cover franked India (unoverprinted) KGV. 3p. and 1a. tied by killer type (SG Z6) cds, and three airmail covers franked by
optd. KGV. and KGVI. adhesives tied by 'Bahrain Persian Gulf' datestamps and with 'Bhuj-Air' and
arrival datestamps. Covers have been opened somewhat roughly but still a good/fine quartet.

b

5081
5082

1934, 1 Anna 3 Pies registered stationery envelope from India overprintes “BAHRAIN“ very fine unused.

GA

90,140,-

1938-41 KGVI. 1r. grey & red-brown complete pane of 20 with sheet/gutter margins all round, mint
never hinged, fresh and fine. (M)
30 (SG 32)(x20)

**

70,-

5083•

1938-41 KGVI. 15r. (Wmk inverted) and 25r. marginal singles, mint never hinged, very lightly toned, 34 Var., 35 (SG
fine and attractive. (SG £220)
36w, 37)

**

60,-

5084

1938. Air Mail envelope (small part of front missing) addressed to India bearing SG 21, ½a brown
(block of eight) tied by Bahrain/Persian Gulf machine style date stamp. Nice block on cover.

b

100,-

asia
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5085•

1940's: Airmail cover from Awali, Bahrein Island, Persian Gulf to Island Park, L.I., N.Y., USA franked
by KGVI. 1r. corner marginal single and 1a. pair tied by Bahrain '22 OCT' killer type cds, and on the
reverse with '31 OCT' arrival dater. Cover reduced at left otherwise fine, and unusual.
30, 39

b

70,-

5086•

1940's: Three airmail covers from “AWALI, Bahrain Island“ (sender note on back) to New York,
franked with optd. Indian KGVI. definitives and 1948 GB defiinitives, respectively, two covers very
lightly reduced by opening, fine.

b

90,-

1940. Air Mail envelope addressed to England bearing SG 27, 3a 6p blue (4) tied by Bahrain/
Persian Gulf date stamp with 'Opened by Examiner/P.C. 90' censor label tied by boxed 'Crown
censor'. Very fine.

b

110,-

5088•

1941-43, Three censored airmail covers to India with censore strips and triangle handstamps “C14“ (violet), “C-18“ (black) and “C-20“ (black).
20, 24

b

70,-

5089

1941. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to lndia bearing SG 22, ½p green (pair) and SG 23,
1p carmine (block of four) tied by Bahrain double ring with registered label and 'Opened by Censor'
label tied by 'Crown/Passed by Censor/No 16' censor cachet with arrival.

b

100,-

P 5090

1941. Air Mail envelope addressed to the United States bearing Bahrain SG 27, 3a6p blue, SG 31,
12a lake and SG 32, 1r brown and grey (pair) tied by Bahrain/Persian Gulf date stamp with handstruck instructional 'Via Air Mail/India-Auckland & USA' with 'Opened by Censor' label and framed
Crown/Passed by Censor/A/20' censor cachet on face. Fine item.

b

150,-

5091•

1944 Registered and censored cover to Elizabeth, New Jersey, U.S.A. franked by KGVI. 2a., 8a. and 3p.
pair tied by “BAHRAIN/REG./22 AUG 44“ cds, with provisional Reg. label alongside and with censore
strip and “PASSED/DHB/11“ Crown marks, New York transit d/s and arrival cds on the reverse.

b

90,-

5092

1946. Air Mail envelope addressed to India bearing SG 39, ½a purple (block of five) tied by Bahrain
machine style date stamp with adjacent Bombay arrival. Very fine.

b

100,-

P 5093

1948. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Bombay bearing SG 52, 1a on 1d pale red (3) and
SG 54, 2a on 2d pale orange (strip of three) tied by Bahrain double ring with m/s 'R' and hand-struck
'Bahrain' with framed 'Airmail' hand-stamp and Bombay arrival. Scarce registered hand-stamp.

b

100,-

P 5094•

1955, Overprints on GB “Castles“, three values each as block of four, unmounted mint (some
uneven perfs) Rare multiples!
96/98 (4)

**

5095•
P 5096•

CHARITY TAX STAMPS 1973, 5f. light blue, complete (folded) sheet of 50 stamps, unmounted mint. (M) 2 A (50)

**

130,50,-

1976/1980, Definitives “Emir Sheikh Isa bin Salman Al Khalifa“, 300f. to 3d., six values complete
each as marginal blocks of four from the upper right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint. Rare 256/59 (4),
multiples!
296/97 (4)

**

180,-

5097•

1976, Concorde First Flight Bahrain-London, souvenir sheet with four diagonal black SPECIMEN
overprints.
Bl. 1 specimen

**

450,-

P 5098•

1976, Concorde First Flight Bahrain-London, souvenir sheet with four diagonal red SPECIMEN
overprints.
Bl. 1 specimen

**

450,-

**

60,-

P 5087

BANGLADESCH

siehe auch 11148, 11252, 11253, 11843, 11844, 12025

5099

1999/2000, 5 different issues mnh varieties, imperforated, missing colours or missing inscriptions,
all in vertical pairs

BATUM
P 5100

1919, postcard stamps 35 Kop. on 4 Kop. arms type unused without gum as always, well
centered, fresh, v.f. Only few stamps (probably 78 as on P2) received this surcharge and were
affixed on stationery cards. A rarity in any condition. Signed twice on back.
A 10, SG P 1

(*)

4.700,-

P 5101

1919, 5 and 10 Kop first issue on overprinted with 35 Kop. surcharge as on the postcard stamps.
No adress, just cto BATUM.
SG 1,2, P

GA

280,-

P 5102•

1920: 25r. on 10k. on 7k. blue with Batum ovpt. in blue, horiz. block of eight, mint never hinged,
bottom left stamp with a cut into/almost through lower left corner, other stamps fine, the corner 37b (SG 30a)
stamp at top right with a small natural paperfold. (SG from 7x90 = £630)
(x8)

**

5103•
P 5104
P 5105

1920, 25 R on 10 K on 7 K overprint “British Occupation“ on block of four, partially seperated vertically 37b (4)

**

P 5106

1918, BATUM 1 (Coles-Walker no.1, Type B2) on postcard “Gymnase des filles“ with attractive 20
Para rose and 10 Para gereen franking to Constantinople with arrival mark Istanbul on reverse and
on front, tiny toned, light boxed Istanbul censor mark, cancellation rarity of Batumi, very attractive
showpiece!

1920, 15 R. violett unused bearing the overprint variety “BPITISH“ instead of “BRITISH“

SG 51a

(*)

1920, 1 R. pale-blue mounted on russian arms type stat. card cancelled BATUM 25.3.20

14 (4)

b/v

180,70,80,400,-

Ak

800,-

d

120,-

BATUM - STEMPEL

BATUM - BESONDERHEITEN
5107

224

1918, TURKISH OCCUPATION, 5 Para on 1 Pia. on piece with turkish cancellation of Batum.
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BHUTAN

siehe auch 11211, 11212, 11469, 11470, 11719, 11720, 11721, 11722, 11771, 11772, 11773,
11774, 11950, 11965, 12134, 12135, 12318, 12415, 12416, 12427, 12464, 12571, 12577, 12578

P 5108•

1964, OLYMPIC GAMES TOKYO, stone throwing - 7 items; progressive plate proofs in 6-color-print for
the 2Ch. nomination in strip of 3, with sheet margins at the top, 21 stamps, unique. (Scott# 24) (T) 31

**

300,-

5109•

1964, OLYMPIC GAMES TOKYO, boxing - 7 items; progressive plate proofs in 6-color-print for the 5Ch.
nomination in strip of 3, some wrinkles, with sheet margins at the top, 21 stamps, unique. (Scott# 25) 32

**

300,-

P 5110•

1964, OLYMPIC GAMES TOKYO, stone throwing - 7 items; progressive plate proofs in 6-color-print for
the 15Ch. nomination in strip of 3, with sheet margins at the top, 21 stamps, unique. (Scott# 26) (T) 33

**

300,-

5111•

1964, OLYMPIC GAMES TOKYO, boxing - 7 items; progressive plate proofs in 6-color-print for the
33Ch. nomination in strip of 3, with sheet margins at the top, 21 stamps. (Scott# 27) (M)
34

**

300,-

5112•

1964, OLYMPIC GAMES TOKYO, soccer - 7 items; progressive plate proofs in 6-color-print for the
2Nu. nomination in strip of 4, with sheet margins at the top, 21 stamps. (Scott# 29) (T)
36

**

350,-

BIRMA / BURMA / MYANMAR

siehe auch 5131, 5761, 6244, 6247, 6248, 6249, 6250, 6252,
6253, 6281, 6282, 6591, 6592, 8152, 8986, 10693, 13279

5113

1913. Envelope addressed to 'Logan Road, Ygang, Burma' bearing Straits Settlements SG 153, 3c
red tied by Penang double ring '14th July 13', routed via Tavoy '29 July' and Mergui/Dep '4th Aug'
with hooded 'Mergui/Due As' and charged '½a', endorsed 'Try Paung' and forwarded via Moulmein/
Ungaid '11th Aug' with arrival Paung/Thaton '12th Aug' and returned via Rangoon '7th Sept' to
Bombay '26 ' Sept' with framed 'Inconnu/Not Known' and returned to Singapore with oval 'Dead
Letter Office/Singapore' '22nd Oct 13' on face. A much travelled item in Burma.

b

150,-

P 5114•

1927, Vintcent experimental flight Rangoon - Penang, violett boxed “RANGOON-PENANG FIRST AIR
MAIL APRIL 1927“ on horizontal pair India 1 a. brown on cover with adjacent cds. “RANGOON 31.
MAR.27“ to Penang with arrival mark, cover and stamp with faults and spots, rare, only 26 covers kown

b

300,-

5115•

Incoming Mail: 1933, India Official stamps 3 ps. slate and pair 1/2 a. green used on O.H.M. cover
from “JHANSI 20.DEC.33“ to a Major Burma Rifles with arrival mark from Mandalay and Fort
Dufferin, re-directed with boxed “REEXPEDIE“ and “FORT DUFFERIN DUE“ mark to London with
postage due stamp 1 d. carmine cancelled cds. “LONDON 22.JA.34“ and finally forwarded to
Berkhamested

b

80,-

P 5116

1938, NASIK ESSAYS (Design ‚G‘) for 1938-40 1r, 2r, 5r and 10r, colors as adopted, frame as
issued 1r and 2r but showing smaller head of King with Indian orders, perforated on wmkd
paper as issued, part o.g. (5r) or without gum, 2r and 10r with slight faults but a most attractive
and very rare ‚set‘!
Nasik Essays

(*)/*

2.500,-

5117•

1940/1947 (ca.), two fiscal documents bearing different Court Fee KGVI stamps ms. cancelled,
some faults nevertheless an attractive and unusual pair (M)

b

400,-

P 5118

1940, 2 R. pair and 8 A. tied “RANGOON G.P.O. 25 NO 40“ to reverse of censored air mail cover via
Hong Kong to Rochester NY w. DEC 23 arrival. Rate is 2 R. 2 A. 6 p. per 1/2 oz plus 3 A. registration,
route by CNAC via Chungking to HK and by California Clipper to USA.

e

200,-

P 5119

1941. Registered envelope (creased, vertical fold) headed 'The Creat Eastern Life Assurance
Company' addressed to Singapore bearing SG 20, 6p blue, SG 22, 1a brown (9) and SG 24, 2a
carmine tied by Rangoon double ring 'Dec 20 41' with Registered label and framed 'Crown/Passed/
DHA/2b' censor cachet with hand-struck 'Service Suspended/returned to sender' on face and redirected to Calcutta with boxed 'D.L.O. Calcutta/26 May 42'. Singapore fell to the Japanese on the
15th Feb 1942, a nice item of service suspended mail. (T)

b

170,-

P 5120•

1942. Stampless Air Mail envelope from Maymyo, Field Post Office headed 'On His Majesty's
Service' addressed to 'The Commandant Paymaster, Middle East Forces, Jerusalem, Palestine'
cancelled by Base P.O./Burma double ring '8th Apr 42' on reverse, with framed '418/F.S./Free'
handstamp and 'Unit/Censer/Stamp/17' in violet on face with framed 'Crown/Passed/DHC 14'.
Very nice cover from Maymyo to Palestine.

b

150,-

P 5121•

1944, Death Railway, special “Heiho“ (military workers) double card with triangular “HEIHO / FREE
/ RANGOON“ marking used within Burma to staff of Mori-10394 butai, censormark in vermilion
“Inoue“, reply part adhering unused, see Tsuchiya book, only 5-6 recorded, very rare.

GA

800,-

P 5122

1945. Registered Air Mail Indian postal stationery envelope 'three annas postage one anna and a
half' blue ancelled by 'F.P.O. No 70' date stamp '30th April 45' with matching Provisional label,
addressed to London with circular 'Unit Censor/F 87' on face. Scarce Field Post Office from Meiktila
in Burma, written by a liberated P.O.W. from the Japanese Occupation of Siam and Burma. A rare
item. [FIELD POST OFFICE No. 70 raised at Secunderabad, India in April 1942 . Assigned to the
19th Infantry Division. Service inn Burma began at Tamu in November 1944. Set up at Thaungdet
(December 1944 ), Onbauk (January 1945), Kyaukmyaung (February 1945) and Meiktila (April
1945). F.P.O. then moved south to Toungoo at end of April during final advance on Rangoon. Letter
handled in penultimate days of its operations at Meiktila. Very unusual use of a pre-war India Posts
registered envelope from Meiktila. Service letters normally written on pre-printed air mail letter
cards , carried free of charge by air. Use of this envelope indicates writer newly liberated from
Japanese occupation (no rank, name or service number on cover). F.P.O. was only means of getting
letter out of country . Letter was still subject to military censor.]

GA

250,-

asia
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5123

1946. Set of TELEGRAPH STAMPS “Peacock“. Seven values: 1A, 2As, 8As, 12As, 1R, 2Rs and 10Rs.
Mint, NH.

**

450,-

5124

1947 Interim Government: Two good overprint varieties on two Rangoon local covers, with ovpt. in
Type 18a (first character transposed to last position) on pair 6p. violet along with 1½a. on '20 May 72, 73 Var. (SG
48' cover, and pair 9p. with INVERTED ovpt., along with 1a. on '30 Oct 47' cover. A fine match pair. 69a, 70a) a.o.

b

80,-

P 5125

1952. Set of TELEGRAPH STAMPS “Peacock“ overprinted. Seven values: 1A, 2As, 8As, 12As, 1R,
2Rs and 10Rs. Mint, NH.

**

550,-

P 5126

1954. Set of TELEGRAPH STAMPS “Peacock“ overprinted. Nine values: 1pya, 5pyas, 10pyas,
25pyas, 50pyas, 75pyas, 1kyat, 2kyats and 10kyats. Mint, NH.

**

600,-

P 5127

1954, Set of TELEGRAPH STAMPS “Peacock“ overprinted and surcharged. Seven values: 6Ps,
13Ps, 50Ps, 75Ps, 1K, 2Ks and 10Ks. Mint, NH. (75Ps thin spot)

**

550,-

1835. Pre-stamp envelope written from Colombo dated ‚12th Nov 1835‘ addressed to ‚c/o
Messer‘s Sindt & Colqahun & Co, (London) Nantes, France‘, rated ‚19‘ in m/s, sent on the
British packet “Mary Anne“ with framed ‚India Letter/Falmouth‘ in red (Robinson In 1), London
transit ‚10 May 36‘ and charged ‚2/4‘ and ‚3/4‘ for ‚triple‘ letter charge with circular French
entry cachet ‚Angleterre Par Calais‘ in red (van der Linden 181) and Nantes receiver ‚9th June
36‘ on reverse charged ‚34‘ in m/s on face. Early mail from Ceylon to France is scarce.

b

1.200,-

P 5129

1845, MY 9, a heavily criss-cross written entire, a practice to avoid excess paper which results
excess weight and postage, from KANDY via Galle to London with KANDY SHIP LETTER cds. (M)

b

250,-

P 5130

1849, MAY 9th, entire letter to ABERDEEN, Scottland showing “KANDY STEAMER LETTER“ cds and
arrival double arc cds ABERDEEN AU 12 1849 (M)

b

200,-

5131

1849, JUNE 22, entire letter to AKYAB, Burma via Calcutta, showing “GALLE SHIP LETTER“ cds and
“CALCUTTA STEAMER LETTER“ on reverse. (M)

b

200,-

P 5132

1857-59 QV 4d. dull rose used, with complete to wide margins around and fresh, watermark star,
white paper, central thin and repaired with top left and part of the lower corners added, a very
scarce stamp, 2012 RPS certificate. (Mi. 7.000 €)
SG 4

g

800,-

P 5133•

1857-59 QV 6d. purple-brown and 8d. brown both used, with complete to wide margins around and
fresh, the 8d. with a tiny split at top otherwise fine. Both with 2017 B.P.A. certificate. (Mi. 2400 €) 6y, 7y (SG 6, 7)

g

450,-

P 5134

1859, 4d. dull rose, full to large margins all around, neatly oblit. by oval barred mark, some
slight unobstrusive toning. SG £4500, Michel 7.000,- €.
SG 4

g

P 5135
P 5136•

1870, attractive mixed franking with 1 Shilling lilac and 1 d blue from COLOMBO to Scottland.

b

1.600,650,-

1873. Envelope addressed to Ceylong bearing French 'Siege de Paris' Yvert 37, 25c blue (pair) and
Yvert 38, 40c orange (pair) tied by '2316' in dotted lozenge with adjacent Menton date stamp '4th
Avril 73', boxed 'PD' endorsed 'via Brindisi' with transit and Galle/Paid and Colombo/Paid receiver
in red 'Ap 28' on reverse. Very fine.

b

800,-

P 5137•

1873. Part cover addressed to Ceylon bearing Italy Yvert 19, 40c rose, Yvert 23, 20c blue and Yvert
24, 20c orange tied by '2080' in dotted square with adjacent Bassano date stamp '14th Oct' and
boxed 'PD' routed via Padova with Galle/Paid and Colombo arrival 'No 9' on reverse in red. Lovely
three colour franking to Ceylon. Rare.

CEYLON / SRI LANKA

siehe auch 5845, 6070, 6193, 8639, 10670, 11009, 11010, 11012, 13094

P 5128•

SG 71,63

d/b

300,-

1879, 8 C on 2 C violet QV postal stationery card, with ovp “Union Postale Universelle“, “Universal
Postal Union - Ceylan“ and surcharged “Naples/Marseilles/or/Southampton./8 cents.“, tied by
duplex “COLOMBO PAID / A“, AP.3 80, sent will full message to London. Edge of stationery with
stamp cut out but reassembled carefully. Very rare stationery card !
H&G 2

GA

500,-

P 5138

1880. Envelope addressed to France bearing SG 124, 8c orange-red (pair) tied by 'B' obliterator
with adjacent Galle/Paid 'Aug 1' date stamp sent by French paquebot with octagonal 'Poss. An. Paq.
Fr. N No 1' date stamp in red (Salles 1931) with French entry cachet and Rochefort arrival on
reverse. Stains. Lovely item of French Maritime mail with scarce French paquebot in red.
SG 124 (2)

b

240,-

P 5139•

1885: 5 C. on 32 C. slate, overprint inverted, used, trimmed perforation at left, signed Richter. A
scarce stamp!
SG 155 a

g

500,-

P 5140

1890. Envelope addressed to France bearing SG 195, 5c dull purple (4) and SG 197, 15c olive (2)
tied by Anuradhapura/Paid date stamp routed via Colombo with 'Modane a Paris' ambulant and
Drome receiver. Attractive franking.

b

100,-

P 5141

1892. Ceylon postal stationery envelope 'Five Cents' grey upgraded with SG 203, two cents on 4c
rose (5) tied by '6' in numeral with Moratuwa/Paid date stamp addressed to Paris with Colombo
transit and Paris/Etranger French entry cachet in blue. Superb item to France.

GA

250,-

P 5142

1893. Reply Post Card 2c blue (faults/vertical fold) upgraded with SG 241, 3c on 4c rosy-mauve
tied by '71' numeral with adjacent Wattegama date stamp addressed to England with Railway/Post
Office transit and Eastbourne arrival on face.

GA

100,-

P 5143

1895, registration envelope 15 C./2 C. uprated 10 C./20 C. tied duplex “A + COLOMBO REGISTERED
NO 25 95“ to Leipzig/Germany and fwd. internal, transit Naples on reverse.

GA

140,-

5144

1903/1904, QV 6 C. letter card as well as 2 1/2 Cent “District letter envelope both with additional
Edward VII and Victoria franking. Nice pair, very fine, philatelic use.

GA

60,-

P 5137A•
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5145•

1943 Aerogramme etc.: First Airgraph form for service personnel, with two imprints KGVI. 10c grey,
unused, with traces of cross-fold, fine. (Ex Kasper coll.) (M)
Rodrigo #1

GA

140,-

P 5146

1944, postal stationery Aigraph with five times KGVI. 10 c. blue, used with long text (dated 10th.
July, addressed to Bangalore, folded, otherwise very fine, rare

GA

200,-

P 5147•

1946, AIR LETTER KGVI 10c. four impressions in pale blue on white paper with inside printed
company 'Oriental Philatelic Trading Co.' fine unused with very minor blemishes, scarce item!
Rodrigo 5
Rod. 5

GA

180,-

CHINA

siehe auch 5666, 5976, 6253, 6647, 7323, 7331, 7346, 7347, 7348, 7350, 8008, 10688, 10739

P 5148•

1837, Canton to London, rare routing via St. Helena: entire folded letter dated „Canton June 15
1837“ and endorsed inside „p. Bencoolen, via St. Helena“ w. on reverse boxed vermilion
„Forwarded by / Joa. W. Alsop, Jr.“, endorsed “Pr. St. Andrews“ at bottom left, on reverse boxed
„LIVERPOOL SHIP LETTER“, manuscript “3/2“ due rating and London arrival „A 18 DE 1837“.
From Wetmore & Co. to William Wetmore care Messrs. Morrison Cryder London, letter concerns
trading matters and sailing information. Early Canton cover with unusual routing taking 6
months to arrive via Cape of Good Hope and St. Helena, spectacular. (M)

b

2.000,-

P 5149•

1857-58 Correspondence from and to James Emmett on board H.M.S. “Niger“ at CANTON RIVER
and in Hongkong (late 1857), with three envelopes, two of them to England franked by GB 1d.
adhesives for inland rate to Lancashire and one to China, and four letters describing the
situation in Canton at that time including several interesting details, plus typewritten and
handwritten duplicates, plus further information as scetch map of Canton region or picture of
the “Neptun“ etc. (M)

b

3.500,-

5149A•

1870s (approx.), so called Imperial China Essay of 3 Cand. in red on white gummed paper,
reported by Cmdr. H. F. Boker in “The China Clipper“ Vol. XX, p.7 of 1955. Detailed information
included, as is.

*

1.000,-

P 5150•

1878, large dragon thin paper, a horizontal right-margin pair, mint lightly hinged, three perf pairs
separated between at top and stabilized by hinge, still fine. Attractively centered margin pair.
(Michel 1140 €)
1I (2)

*

P 5151
P 5152

1878, large dragon 1 Ca (crease)., 5 Ca. resp. small dragon 6 Ca. each canc. black seal “Shanghai“. 1, 3, 6

g

400,150,-

1878/82, large dragon 1 Ca., 3 Ca. (tiny thin on reverse, 5 Ca. (2, one toning and RC), all used inc.
large seal Entai (Chefoo), Michel cat. ca. 1370.-.
1/3-ex

g

200,-

5153

1878/95, “CHINA POSTAGE STAMPS“, page (290x370 mm) with 17 forgeries mounted from
dragons to dowager, inc. three black flag republic imitations, page two folds (not affecting stamps)
but complete. (M)

100,-

P 5154•

1882, large dragon large margins 5 Ca., appears unused no gum, several violet and two black
freckles, top 3mm tear, as is (Michel cat. 12.000.-)
3II

(*)

2.500,-

P 5155

1882, large dragon thick paper 3 Ca. brownish red canc. seal “Shanghai“ on small cover w. on
reverse “CUSTOMS SHANGHAI OCT 20 86“, in combination with France 25 C. bistre on straw
(slight rubbing at top) canc. “Shang-hai/Chine 20 OCT 86“, to London (Nov. 29 arrival), transits
red TPO “Modane à Paris“ and TPO “Paris à Calais“ 29 NOV 86“ on reverse, somewhat unevenly
opened, not affecting stamps, very fine. Chan 8.
2III + France

b

8.000,-

P 5156

1882, cover from Peking to Paris/France and fwd. internal, blue “I.G. OF CUSTOMS SEP 7 82“,
“CUSTOMS TIENTSIN SEP 9 82“, vermilion “CUSTOMS SHANGHAI SEP 15 82“ in combination
with France, type sage, 15 C. green (5) resp. 25 C. tied “SHANG-HAI 15 SEPT 82“, french entry
daters of Sept. 29, part of back cut-out.

b

4.000,-

P 5157•

1883, large dragon thick paper 3 Ca. red, used, bottom imperf. or straight edge, backed tear (Mi.
cat. 350.-)
2III

g

150,-

P 5158

1891, boxed vermilion “To Pay“ on cover to German embassy Peking, incoming from Germany
w. 20 Pf. tied “HANNOVER 19.11.91“. On reverse datestamps of german p. o. “KDPA SHANGHAI
26/2 91“, “CUSTOMS SHANGHAI DE 28 91“ and blue “CUSTOMS PEKING JAN 13 92“.

b

1.800,150,300,-

P 5159
P 5160
P 5161

1894, Dowager 12 Ca. orange brown, unused mounted mint (Michel cat. 500.-).

14a

*

1894, Dowager 24 Ca. carmine, unused mounted mint (Michel cat. 900.-)

15a

*

1894, Dowager 3 Ca. tied blue seal “Tientsin“ to reverse of small envelope (file bend at left) w.
blue customs dater “DEC 1 1895“ alongside, via “CUSTOMS SHANGHAI DEC 5 1895“, in
combination w. France 25 C. “SHANG-HAI 8 DEC 95“ to Paris/France w. Jan. 10 arrival on reverse. 9b + France

b

P 5162•
P 5163•

1897, 2 c. on 2 Ca. green, showing variety “shifted and therefore bisected overprint“, mint o.g.

18 II var.

*

1897, non-seriff 10 C./12 Ca., 2 1/2 mm, tied pa-kua w. on reverse large dollar “SHANGHAI 18
APR 98“ in combination with Hong Kong, 10 C./30 C. greyish green tied “SHANGHAI C AP 9 98“
to small cover to Sweden and fwd., on reverse transits Hong Kong, Frinnaryd and arrival 24IIIb +
Karlsberg May 23, also senders hs. oval violet “China Inland Mission 13 Apr 1898 Hankow“.
HK53IIb

b

P 5164

1897, 30 C./24 Ca. scarlet, roman 3 mm, unused mounted mint (Michel cat. 900.-)

*

asia
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P 5165A•
P 5166
P 5167•

Cat-No.

Start

1897 ½c. surcharge on re-drawn Dowager Empress 3ca. bright orange-yellow, Perf 11½-12,
variety “½“ only 0.5mm below Chinese characters, pane 2, Pos. 19, unused without gum, small
internal split at upper right on reverse and in left margin, few shortened perfs, fresh colour and A28 Var., (SG
fine appearance. A RARITY OF CHINESE IMPERIAL POST. B.P.A. certificate (2017) (SG £6800) 86a, Chan 82c)

(*)

1897, red revenues large 1 C. type I, used large dollar Shanghai (Michel cat. 250.-).

29I

g

2.200,100,-

1897, red revenue 2/cents used brown customs dater “MAY 10 1897“, probably Canton (Michel
cat. 300.-)
31

g

100,-

1897, coiling dragon Tokyo printing 4 C. brown tied larged dollar „PEKING 14 MAR 98“ to ppc
(colour litho market, ed. Hirsbrünner&Co.) in combination w. HK QV 2 C. pair canc. „SHANGHAI MR
31 98“ (also ms. ink security note by sender), also large dollar „SHANGHAI 30 MAR 98“, via „HONG 38 + HK
KONG F AP 7 98“ to Berlin/Germany and fwd. internal
35c (2)

Ak

1897, red revenues large 4 C./3 C., unused mounted mint (Michel cat. 2400.-)

32I

*

1897, wild geese $5, iimperforated with watermark, no gum, proof (CSS 112c)

46 Pr.

(*)

650,500,1.200,-

1898, coiling dragon 1/2 C. (pair), 1 C. (3), 2 C. (3) tied bisected bilingual “SHANGHAI 25 JUL 01“
to cover (part on reverse) in combination w. french offices 25 C. tied “SHANG-HAI 31 JUIL 01“ also
same day China imperial transit dater, to Hohenfilzen/Tyrolia, Austria. Backflap incomplete.
47/49-ex

b

100,-

P 5170•

1898, coiling dragon ½ C. (2), 1 C. (4), 2 C. (3) and 4 C. brown tied oval bilingual „PEKING NOV 22
1901“ to registered ppc (Tientsin views, ed. E. Lee) in combination w. french office 10 C. tied
„SHANGHAI“ to Bdydzow/Bohemia, card corner faults not affecting stamps.
47/50-ex

Ak

340,-

P 5171•

1898, coiling dragon 1 C. single franks: tied black pa-kua to name card size cover w. “SHANGHAI
LOCAL POST H JU 21 99“ alongside to c/o Melchers & Co. local. And tied blue pa-kua to ppc (horserace stadium) from “TIENTSIN 21 JUN 99“ to “CHEFOO 23 JUN 99“. Nice album page.
48 (2)

b

100,-

P 5172•

1898, coiling dragon 1 C., 4 C. and 5 C. tied two strikes bisected bilingual “KIUKIANG 25 JAN 01“
in combination w. french offices 25 C. tied “SHANG-HAI 28 JANV 01“ to small size cover to Munich/
Bavaria w. March 3 backstamps on reverse.
48, 49, 51

b

100,-

P 5173•

1898, coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. (2) and 5 C. tied bisected bilingual “TATUNG 20 NOV 01“ in
combination w. french offices 25 C. tied “SHANG-HAI 22 NOV 01“ to small size cover to Salzburg/
Austria, on reverse Shanhghai chinese p.o. transits and Dec. 28 arrival.
48, 49 (2), 51

b

150,-

P 5174•

1898, coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C., 4 C., 5 C. tied bisected bilingual “SHANGHAI 28 JAN 01“ to cover in
combination w. french offices 25 C. tied “SHANG-HAI 28 JANV 01“ to Frankfurt/Germany w. March 48/51 +
2 backstamp, creases and unevenly opened, printed return of “Astor House/Shanghai“.
France

b

100,-

P 5175•

1898, coiling dragon 5 C. salmon block-4 canc. bisected bilingual “KIUKIANG 21 DEC 00“ in
combination w. french offices 50 C. tied “SHANG-HAI 27 DEC 00“ ro registered cover to Munich/
Germany, on reverse transit Shanghai, french mail steamer and Muenchen arrivals of 20 Jan 01. 51b (4) etc.

b

600,-

P 5176•

1898, coiling dragon 10 C. tied by bisected bilingual “CHEFOO 6 DEC 00“ “ in combination w. french
offices 25 C. tied “SHANG-HAI 12 DEC 00“ to small size cover to Fredericia/Denmark, on reverse 52 + French
transit french mail steamer “LIGNE N No. 1 13 DEC 00“ and Jan. 17 arrival.
offices

b

100,-

P 5177•

1898, coiling dragon 10 C., a horizontal interleaving-paper pair tied by bisected bilingual “SHANGHAI
15 FEB 01“ in combination w. french offices 25 C. vertical pair tied “SHANG-HAI 20 FEVR 01“ to
small size registered cover to c/o Austrian Lloyd, Trieste/Austria. Unclear french mail steamer 52 (2) +
octogonal dater on reverse.
French Offices

b

150,-

P 5178•

1898, coiling dragon 10 C., a horizontal pair tied by bisected bilingual “HANKOW 7 DEC 01“ in
combination w. french offices 25 C. horizontal pair tied “SHANG-HAI 11 DEC 01“ to cover to London,
chinese imperial p.o. Shanghai transit 11 Dec. on reverse envelope reduced at left and filing bend, 52 (2) +
both not affecting stamps.
French off.

b

100,-

P 5179•

1898, coiling dragon 10 C. tied by bisected bilingual “SHANGHAI 16 DEC 99“ in combination w.
french offices 25 C. tied “SHANG-HAI 18 DEC. 99“ to small size illustrated cover Dresden/Germany 52 + French
w. arrival on reverse, no backflap, a charming cover.
Offices

b

120,-

P 5180•

1898, coiling dragon 10 C., a vertical pair tied by bisected bilingual “SHANGHAI 3 MAY 00“
respective bold “R“, in combination w. french offices 50 C. “SHANG-HAI 11 MAY 00“ to small size
registered cover to Bordeaux/France w. 25 June backstamp on reverse, also senders hs. “CARL 52 (2) +
IMBECK / PEKING“.
French offices

b

150,-

P 5181•

1898, coiling dragon 10 C. pair tied bisected bilingual „HANKOW 12 JAN 00“ to reverse of registered
cover in combination w. french offices 50 C. tied „SHANGHAI 10 JANV 00“ to Lyons/France, on 52 (2) +
reverse imperial „SHANGHAI“ and Paris transit and Feb. 24 arrival.
French offices

b

350,-

P 5182

1898, coiling dragon 10 C. (vertical pair) tied “SHANGHAI 11 SEP 99“ in combination w. Hong Kong,
QV 10 C. lilac on red tied boxed seriffed “I.P.O.“ and “SHANGHAI SP 12 99“ to small cover to
Germany, on reverse transit “HONG KONG SP 14 99“ and arrival “NITZWALDE 16/10 99“, cover
unevenly opened at left but complete, tear/faults
52 (2) + HK

b

200,-

P 5183

1898, coiling dragon 2 C. vertical pair tied “PEKING 22 APR 00“ to ppc “PEKIING“ in combination
w. french offices 10 C. tied “SHANG-HAI 2 MAI 00“, transt french mail steamer “No. 7 3 MAI 00“ to
Germany w. arrival “BREMERHAVEN 5 6 00“.

Ak

120,-

P 5167A•
P 5168
P 5169•
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P 5184

1898, coiling dragon 1 C. block-4 canc. bisected bilingual “SHANGHAI 17 OCT 00“ on ppc (chinese
mounted official entering Yamen) in combination w. french offices 10 C. tied Shanghai french office
same date to Germany w. arrival “WEINGARTEN 22 NOV 1900“.

Ak

150,-

P 5185

1899. Multi view Picture post card of 'Chefoo' addressed to Germany bearing Chinese Imperial Post
SG 110, 2c red (pair) tied by Chefoo date stamp '24thn May 99' routed via the Imperial and British
Post Officies Shanghai with Hong Kong SG 33, 2c carmine (pair) tied by Shanghai date stamp 'May
29' and tied by boxed Chefoo 'IPO' with Annaberg receiver on face. Nice item of mail from Chefoo.

b

300,-

P 5186

1899. Picture post card (corner crease) to France bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 49, 4c brown
tied by Peking date stamp routed via Shanghai bearing Hong Kong SG 33, 2c carmine (pair) tied by
Shanghai date stamp with I.P.O. Tie Print, sent via the Imperial Post Office with Hong Kong transit
and forwarded on French paquebot with octagonal 'Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 3' date stamp and Vosges
arrival in France. Very nice combination.

b

400,-

P 5187•

1899. Envelope addressed to New York bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 113, 10c green tied
by ‚Pa Kua‘ in brown on reverse with matching Wuhu dollar chop in brown on face ‚28 Jan 99‘
routed via the Japanese Office Shanghai bearing Japan ‚Koban‘ SG 120, 10c orange-brown tied
by Shanghai/I.J.P.O. date stamp ‚2nd Feb‘ with Shanghai dollar shop forwarded via Yokohama
‚8/2‘ with San Francisco ‚Feb 28‘ and Habius arrival ‚Mar 6th‘ on reverse. Lovely mixed franking
with Imperial Dater from Wuhu paying the 10 cents rate for mail overseas to UPU countries.

b

2.800,-

P 5188

1899. Red Band envelope addressed to Nam Dinh, Tonkin bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG
111, 4c chestnut tied by Lungchow dollar chop. Scarce item paying the Foreign rate to French
lndo-China.

b

2.600,-

P 5188A•

1899, incoming card Germany 10 Pf. “CREFELD 12.5.99“ to Hankow, transits Shanghai DPO (two
types), Shanghai and Hankow imperial p.o., uprated coiling dragon, 1898, 5 C. tied “HANKOW 16
JUN 99“ and marked in red “return Germany“ with 4 July arrival.

GA

750,-

P 5189

1900. Envelope addressed to Canada bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 113, 10c green tied by
Peking date stamp '19 Mar' routed via the Imperial and Japanese Post Office Shanghai bearing
Japanese Post Office SG 10a, 5s yellow (pair) tied by Shanghai/I.J.P.O. date stamp '23/3' routed via
Yokohama and San Francisco with Owen Sound arrival 'Ap 23 00' on reverse. Lovely combination.

b

P 5190
P 5191•

1901, 7-country franking from “TIENTSIN 11 MAY 01“ on unadressed card form.

b

400,100,-

1901, 8-nations cover real used, registered from german p.o. “SHANGHAI 2/11 01“ to Alexandria/
Egypt, backstamps HK, Colombo, Suez and arrival Alexandria Dec. 2, signed Bothe BPP.

b

300,-

P 5192

1901. Envelope (creased, vertical fold at right) endorsed 'Corps Expeditionnaire de Chine' addressed
to France bearing Imperial Chinese Post SG 113, 10c green tied by Tientsin date stamp in blue '13
Apr', routed via the Imperial and British Post Offices Shanghai bearing Hong Kong SG 35, 5c blue
(pair) tied by Shanghai date stamp 'April 20' with Paris receiver '29th May' on reverse. Very rare item
from the French Detachment in the Boxer Campaign.

b

400,-

P 5193

1901. News-Band wrapper front addressed to 'The Chinese World, San Francisco’ bearing Chinese
Imperial Post SG 109, 1c ochre (pair) tied by Shanghai date stamp mixed with Japanese Post Office
SG 6a, 2s yellow-green tied by Shanghai/I.J.P.O. date stamp '19th Nov 1901. Scarce mixed franking
paying the News-Paper rate to the United States.

b/d

300,-

P 5194

1901. Envelope (small traces, vertical fold and corner crease) addressed to France headed
'Apostolique de Pekin et Tche-Ly-Nord' bearing Imperial China SG 114, 20c claret tied by oval Pekin
date stamp routed via Shanghai bearing French China SG 12, 50c carmine tied by French Post
Office 'Shang-Hai/Chine' double ring with arrival on reverse. Very fine and rare combination.

b

750,-

P 5195

1901. Envelope addressed to England bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 113, 10c green tied by
Chinkiang date stamp '10th Nov' routed via the Imperial and British Post Offices Shanghai bearing
Hong Kong SG 59, 10c blue tied by Shanghai date stamp 'Nov 11th' and Banbury arrival on reverse.
Nice combination from Chinkiang.

b

340,-

P 5196•

1902, coiling dragon 10 C. tied bisected bilingual „SAMSHUI 10 OCT 04“ to three-tier ppc
„Panorama of Hong Kong“(ed. Kruse&Co., Hong Kong) via „CANTON“ resp. Canton french p.o. to
France w. arrival „ST. DIE 10 NO 04“, endorsed „Imprimé“ (printed matter), a most unusual usage. 55

Ak

1.000,-

P 5196A•

1902, coiling dragon 1 C. single frank tied by oval “Great Ching Post Office / Shuntehfu“ to cover to
the director of french p. o. Peking, printed return of “IMPERIAL RAILWAYS OF CHINA / Line PekingHankow / Construction service / Northern works / part comprising Paoting to Yellow river“, amazing.
- This oval fancy marking seems to be recorded 1902/03 only.
60

b

750,-

1902, coiling dragon 1 C. (pair) tied oval „Great Ching p.o./Shuntehfu“ to cover to head of french
p.o. Peking, on reverse oval bilingual arrival „PEKING 23 OCT 02“, cover unevenly opened but
stamps not affected.
60 (2)

b

450,-

P 5198

1902, coiling dragon 2 C. pair tied bisected bilingual “NANKING 4 OCT 04“ via french office “SHANGHAI 6 OCT 04“ to Lisbon/Portugal, marked triangular “T“ and blue crayon “70“, portoguese dues 30 61 (2);
R., 40 R. affixed canc. oval “LISBOA CENTRAL 12 NO 04“. A rare combination.
Portugal

Ak

500,-

P 5199

1902, coiling dragon 4 C. brown tied “HANKOW 9 OCT 03“ to ppc w. transit “SHANGHAI 12 OCT 03“
in combination w. russian offices 2 C. (pair) tied “XANHAI 12 X 03“ to ppc (Soochow creek) to
Germany w. arrival “HEIDE 5.11.03“.
62

Ak

250,-

P 5197•

asia
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P 5200•

1902, coiling dragon 10 C. tied tombstone „Chowtsun/post office“ in combination with Kiautschou
10 Pf. tied TSINGTAU 3/3 03“ to cover to Leipzig/Germany, on reverse transits blue oval „WEIHSEIN
FEB 28 1903“ resp. bisected „KIAOCHOW 1 MAR 03“ and arrival, printed return of „Shantung 65 + KiautRailway Company“, addressee name cut-out.
schou

b

100,-

P 5201•

1902, coiling dragon 10 C. green tied lunar dater „Tientsin“, also tied by boxed vermilion security
chop in seal style, to small cover via Shanghai french office 1 June 05 to Munich/Germany, backflap
incomplete.
65

b

100,-

P 5202•

1902, carp 20 C. tied bilingual bisected „TANGSHAN 24 FEB 06“ to registered cover to Brussels/
Belgium, on reverse transits lunar dater Chingwangtao, bisected „SHANGHAI“ and arrival Brussels of 1
April, printed return of „The Chinese Engineering and Mining Company Limited / Tongshan“ on backflap. 66

b

400,-

P 5203•

1902, carp 20 C. tied bilingual bisected „TANGSHAN7 MAR 06“ to registered cover to Brussels/
Belgium, on reverse transits lunar dater Chingwangtao, bisected „SHANGHAI“, french mail steamer
„LIGNE N No. 5 16 MAI 06“ and arrival Brussels of 18 April, printed return of „The C. E. & Mining Co.
Ltd. / Tongshan“ on backflap, bit reduced on top
66

b

250,-

P 5204•

1902, carp 50 C., 20 C. tied two strikes bisected bilingual „PEKING 17 NOV 06“ to registered cover
to Potsdam/Germany, Shanghai transit, Potsdam 29 Dec arrival. Printed return of Railway
Administration of Eastern China, Peking section.
66, 68

b

200,-

P 5205•

1902/09, Hsuan Tung 2 C. with coiling dragons ½ C. (4), 2 C. green, 4 C. rown (pair), 5 C. violet tied
bisected bilingual „CHINKIANG 27 DEC 09“ to cover to Versailles/France, n reverse transits
Shanghai and french arrival of Jan. 15, 1910.
79, 73, 75 etc.

b

650,-

P 5206•

1902, coiling dragon 4 C. brown tied clear “YOCHOW 26 MAR 06“ to envelope (crease,toning) to
German Imperial artiellery administration, Tsingtau- On reverse senders hs. “Imperial command
S.M.S. Vorwaerts“ (a gunboat), “SHANGHAI 29 MAR“ and arrival TSINGTAU 3 / 4 06“. Very rare
mark on commercially used cover.

b

240,-

P 5207•

1902, coiling dragon 1 C. tied “TIENTSIN 6 FEB 02“ in combination with french offices 5 C. (2) tied
“TIENTSIN 7 MARS 05“ to ppc (Tsingtau street scene) Paris and returned to sender, MD at french
military hospital and back June 7, s. l. “Voie Suez“.

Ak

100,-

P 5208

1902/05, coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. green, 3 C. green and due 1/2 C. tied three strikes bisected
bilingual “WANHSIEN 20 JUN 11“ via Hankow and Shanghai to Germany and fwd. internal

Ak

100,-

P 5209•

1904, Chungking provisional: 2 C. bisect tied lunar dater “Szechwan Chungking 3 -.6.25“, local
usage, vert. crease, pencil signed Holcombe.
II

b

800,-

P 5210

1904, Chungking provisional, coiling dragon 2 C. bisect tied lunar dater “Szechuan Chungking 3
-.6.23“ to cover to Shanghai w. “SHANGHAI LOCAL POST J AU 25 04“ backstamp.
II

b

300,-

P 5211

1904. Registered envelope (opened for display) addressed to Hanoi bearing Chinese Imperial
Post SG 110, 2c red, SG 111, 4c chestnut and SG 113, 10c green tied by Lungchow date stamp
‘Feb 20‘ with framed ‚R/Lungchow‘ routed via Lang-Son ‚1st Mars‘ with Hanoi arrival ‚2nd
Mars‘. Exhibition item very rare registered mail from Lungchow.

b

1.300,-

P 5212

1905. Registered envelope addressed to France bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 112, 5c salmon
(block of four) tied by Tientsin date stamp with framed hand-struck 'R/Tientsin (China) No', routed
via the Imperial and British Post Office Shanghai with oval 'Registered/ Shanghai B.P.O.' transit on
face (Webb Type R4) and Paris arrival. A rare British Post Officemark on mail originating in China.
Exhibition item.

b

500,-

P 5213•

1908, coiling dragon 10 C. ultra tied boxed bilingual „KULING -.3.12“ to small cover to Switzerland,
transits boxed bilingual „KWEICHANGFU“ -. 3.15“, bisected „KIUKIANG 11 MAY“, Shanghai 18 May
and same date french p.o., vert. crease not affecting stamp.
77

b

100,-

P 5214

1908, 10 C. ultra tied boxed bilingual “PAONING -.8.25“ to small cover via bisected bilingual
“WANHSIEN 2 OCT 11“, Shanghai and Shanghai I.J.P.O. to Worcester/Mass., USA.
77

b

100,-

P 5215•

1908, unfranked ppc (small cornerfault) “burial of emperor Teh-Tsung“ w. on reverse private
bilingual marking “CHINESE (EMPEROR) / FUNERAL“ w. date “Hsuan-Tung 1st year 3rd moon 12th
day“. Sent unpaid and marked big bold “T“ from “TIENTSIN 16 JUN 08“ via Tientsin french p.o. with
triangular framed “T“ mark to Leipzig/Germany and fwd. internal. With a host of markings and blue
crayon tax marks, finally german s. l. “Entlastet“ (due paid).

Ak

100,-

P 5216

1909, 1 C ochre, 5 C lilac and 2 x 10 C ultramarine coiling dragons, 3-color franking on registered
cover with attractive wax-seal from “Vice Consulat de Belgique“ in HARBIN, 13 NOV 09, to Paris in
France. VF condition
60, 75, 77 (2)

b

550,-

P 5217•

1909, 5c. red on insufficiently paid cover from Shanghai Chinese Post via French P.O. 9.2.09
addressed to a French soldier at Tonkin, on reverse transit marks “Haiphong 18.2.“, “Moncay
21.2.“ and “8.3.“, “Quanton 10.3.“ (in total twelve ! different postmarks on reverse), redirected to
Rochefort/France and charged by postage dues, finally sent to Tanarive/Madagascar with arrival
mark 18.7., some inevitable postal wear. Most unusual and rare cover!
64

b

200,-

P 5218

1909, coiling dragon 4 C. brick red tied by german p. o. “NANKING (CHINA)12 2 11 DEUTSCHE
POST“ on ppc to Iserlohn/Germany, dateline Nanking Dec. 11 and message “From the upheaval
area best greetings...“. Opinion Steuer BPP (2017) wo states “written in Nanking during the chinese
revolution with genuine german p.o. Nanking postmark..“, unusual.
74

Ak

250,-
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P 5219•

1909, Hsuan Tung 2 C. pair, 3 C. (2) tied four strikes boxed bilingual „PEKING“ to cover via Siberia
to Liegnitz/Germany.
79 (2), 80 (2)

b

100,-

P 5220•

1909, Hsuan Tung 3 C. (7, inc. strip-6, the single bit overlapping) tied boxed bilingual
„CHUMATIEN -.8.9“ to registered cover via „PEKING -.8.12“ to Paris/France, on reverse transit
french p.o. „PEKIN 15 SEPT 10“ and Sept. 29 arrival, bottom shortened
80 (7)

b

1.900,-

P 5221•

1912, commercial press ovpt. 1 C., basic stamp variety “top right chinese character 'one' broken“,
unused mounted mint first mount LH (Chan 153C)
95 var.

*

600,-

P 5222•

1912, 1 C. commercial press ovpt. w. Yuan Shi-kai 3 C. on ppc, marked in blue as invalid as having
been posted at “TSINGTAU 5.5.13“ to Hannover/Germany, red tax dater of “HANNOVER 18.5.13
PORTO“ and blue crayon 1 (Pf.) to be collected, amazing.
95, 138

Ak

200,-

P 5223•

1912, Customs press ovpt. 1 C. (vertical pair), 2 C., 3 C., 4 C. (2), 5 C. violet tied “TIENTSIN 14 MAY
12“ to cover (“registered“ note ddeleted) via Tientsin french office to Paris/France. Early usage.
95/99-ex

b

500,-

P 5224•

1912, commercial press ovpt. 2 C., 3 C. with Waterlow ovpt. 1 C. (3), 3 C. (3) partially on reverse tied 96 (2), 97
boxed bilingual „PEITAIHO 2.8.18“ (Aug. 18, 1913) to registered cover via Siberia to Germany and (2), 110 (3),
fwd. internal w. Aug. 30/31 arrivals. Printed return of Arnold, Karber & Co. Tientin.
112 (3)

b

100,-

P 5225•

1912, commercial press ovpt. 10 C. ultramarine, ovpt. inverted, used boxed bilingual “(SHANG)
HAI 2nd year...“ (Chan 159B)
101K

g

1.300,-

P 5226•

1912, Dr. Sun commemoratives 1 C., 2 C., 3 C. and 5 C. tied „SHANGHAI 31 DEC 12“ to small size
cover via Siberia to Rinteln/Germany, on revese transits a. o. „MOUKDEN“, embossed crest of
„SHANGHAI CLUB“ on backflap.
124/127

b

100,-

P 5227

1913, two registered official covers with 18 C. frankings used “PEKING (1)“, from Inspectorate
General of Customs (large red lacquer seals on reverse) to Kiaochow District Commissioner of 112, 116, 140,
Customs, Tsingtau. KIAOCHOW transits. Interesting mixed frankings. (M)
160

b

500,-

P 5228•

1913, Junk 3 C. (pair), 10 C. tied boxed bilingual PEKING 5.3.25“ to cover via „SHANGHAI 28 MAR
16“ to Elbing/Western Prussia, Germany with british censor tape, also on reverse vertical s. l.
chinese instructional „returned...“, unusual WWI document.
152 (2), 158

b

150,-

P 5229•

1913, junk 10 C., a horizontal pair tied bilingual “HARBIN 23.4.24“ to reverse of registered cover
via “MOUKDEN“ to Czechoslovakia w. May 26/27 arrivals.
158 (2)

b

900,-

P 5230

1914, Express letter stamp 10c green, pale green & yellow green, background 30 lines, mint, NH,
two pin holes on the left. (T)
Chan E9

**

150,-

P 5231•

1914, reaper 20 C. tied bisected bilingual „SHAMEEN 22 MAY 22“ to Germany, on reverse transit
„CANTON“ same day, Bamberg June 30 arrival, faults/rough opened
162

b

100,-

P 5232•

1914, reaper 20 C. tied bisected bilingual „CHANGSHA 8 AUG 21“ to registered cover via Shanghai
Aug. 13 to Ravensburg/Germany w. 28 Sept. backstamp, german currency control marking of
Munich controll office on front.
162

b

100,-

P 5233•

1914, junk 10 C. pair tied two strikes bisected bilingual „CHANGSHA 23 MAY 22“ to registered cover
via Shanghai to Ravensburg/Germany w. 6 Jun backstamp, german currency control label with
Munich tie-mark.

b

100,-

1914, express stamp Chan E9, two used copies: “Chihli.Peking 3 3.6.14“ (June 14, 1914) to Amoy
w. 6.17 arrival resp. boxed “PEKING6 4.11.27“ (Nov. 27, 1915).

g

60,-

b/f

110,-

b

100,-

5234•
P 5235
5236

1920, registered first airmail from SHNGHAI to NANKING franked with 15 Cent airmail with national
emblem and 10 Cent mausoleum.
221,223
1920. Registered envelope (roughly opened) addressed to Denmark bearing SG 269, 1c orange (6)
and SG 271, 3c green (12) tied by 'Tientsin 12' date stamp with framed 'R/Tientsin/Sub No 12'
hand-stamp, endorsed 'via Canada or USA' with Moukden (Manchuria) transit and arrival in
Fredericia, Denmark. Scarce.

P 5237

1921. Lot of 8 vertical strips of 3 “N.P.O. 25th Anniversary“ mounted on UPU album page.
Surcharged in red “Specimen Collection Mauritania“ and in black “Specimen“. UNIQUE! (+ Sc# 243/46
Sinkiang 39/42) (M)
(+) Spec.

P 5238

1923, two preprinted red band cover from the “Cath. Mission Lanchow“ as printed matter with junk
5 c. red-lilac respectively 3 c. and 2 c. cancelled “KAOLAN“ to Germany, tiny spots, otherwise fine 194; 191, 190

P 5239•

1923-26 Hall of Classics $20 blue & brown, horizontal pair and single both cancelled by bilingual
SWATOW datestamps, pair with few short perfs at center otherwise fine. (Mi. from 510 €)
209 (3)

P 5240

1923, vermilion flag-shaped propaganda mark “SUPPORT THE/NATIONALIST GOVERNMENT“ on
cover w. junk 4 C. tied “CANTON 17.12.5“ (Dec. 5, 1928) to Hong Kong, opening faults

P 5241

1923, junk 4 A. olive pair with 6 A. carmine pair tied “SHANGHAI 7.7.31“ to cover to Rostock/
Germany, bold “T“, boxed red “T...ctms“ with ms. 10 ctms, on arrival boxed german “Nachgebühr“
and large blue crayon “10“, North German Lloyd logo on backflap.

P 5242

1923, junk 1 C. block-4 tied Kwangtung agency postmark to reverse of inland cover to “TENGHAI
18.4.3“ (April 3, 1929)

P 5243

1923, postal Kiosk: reaper 20 C. tied “HARBIN 11.3.26/K.1“ to registered cover to Germany w.
march 27 Hamburg backstamp, interesting printed return of Baron Budberg. “Kiosk No. 1“ R-label .

P 5244•

1929, unification 1 C., 4 C. and 10 C. pair tied „SHANGHAI 23.4.29“ to registered cover to Leipzig/ 215, 216,
Germany via Siberia, May 10 backstamp. (T)
217 (2)
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b

500,-

b

500,-

b

300,-

b

70,-

b

100,-
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P 5245

1929, Sun Yat-Sen 1 C. (2), 4 C. (pair) tied four strokes bisected bilingual “NINGPO 3 MAR 29“ to
small cover to Bordeaux/France, via Siberia. Sender staff of maritime customs, Ningpo.

b

50,-

P 5245A•

1931/32, SYS $1 with martyr 30 C. tied “SHANGHAI 14.8.40“ to registered cover with R-label “S.O.
26“ to Museum of Fine Arts/Boston with Sep 24 backstamps.

b

100,-

P 5246•

1932, SYS $2 pair tied „SHANGHAI 5.7.26“ (July 5, 1937) to air mail cover to Rio de Janeiro/Brazil,
by clipper w. s. l. violet „Via Hongkong & by U.S. Air Service“, July 19 arrival on reverse.
244 (2)

e

100,-

P 5247•

1932, Northwest expedition set in vertical pairs plus 25c uprate on reverse canc. „PEIPING 18.2.33“
on registered cover via „SHANGHAI 25.2.33“ to Stockholm/Sweden, sender Sven Hedin to his wife. 246/49 (2)

b

600,-

P 5248•

1933, great wall airmails 25 C., 30 C. and $1 tied “SHANGHAI 26.2.36“ to small size air mail cover
endorsed “Via Hanoi“ with respecitive violet s. l. instructional mark to Belgium, crested emboss of
Hongkong & Shanghai Hotels“ on reverse.

e

100,-

5249•

1938 (4 Jan.) Sancian Island unfranked printed matter envelope to U.S.A. showing origin d.s(4 Jan).
and cachet, with “International Postage Paid/ Canton“ framed d.s.(8 Feb), Rare. (M)

b

100,-

P 5249A•

1940, SYS 10 C. w. martyrs 50 C., 50 C. tied “SHANGHAI 10.2.40“ to “sample without Value“
address part to Lübeck/Germany via Siberia with german censor “Ab“ of Berlin.

d

100,-

P 5250

1940. Air Mail envelope written from 'The China Inland Mission, Langchun, Szechuan, China'
addressed to the 'Editor, Young China, China Inland Mission, London' bearing SG 402, 25c
ultramarine (pair) tied by Langchun vernacular date stamp with boxed chop (control censor) in red,
endorsed 'via North America' routed via Chungking and Kunming (Yunnan) with French Indo-China
'Control Postal' censor label tied by oval 'Ouver/Par/l'Autorite Militaire' routed via Singapore with
Censor tape tied by 'Passed by/Censor 15/Singapore' in violet. Very rare routing and censorship.

b

600,-

P 5250A•

1940, SYS $6.70 franking tied “HANKOW 23.12.40“ to registered air mail cover to Perpignan/France
(unoccupied/Vichy government) by China clipper via Hong Kong and endorsed “via Pacific“. Transits
“SHANGHAI 25.12.40“, Hong Kong blue “AIR TRANSIT 6“ (for clipper mails only) plus boxed violet “3“
on reverse ties HK censor tape, “HONOLULU HAWAII REGISTERED JAN 13 1941“, “NEW YORK 1 18
1941“ and arrival “PERPIGNAN 15 2 41“. Boxed senders has. “Bank of Indochina / 23 Dec 1940 /
Hankow Agency“, nice clipper cover showing all the transit postmarks thanks to its registration.

b

900,-

P 5250B•

1941, SYS $6.80 franking tied “HANKOW 19.7.41“ to registered air mail cover to Toulon/France
(unoccupied/Vichy government) sent by China clipper via Hong Kong, transits “SHANGHAI
20.7.41“, Hong Kong blue “AIR TRANSIT 3“ (for clipper mails only, scarce number) plus boxed
“3“ on reverse, “HONOLULU HAWAII AUG 16 1941 REGISTERED“, “NEW YORK 8 19 1941“ and
arrival “TOULON 5 9 41“. British censor tape. Boxed senders “Bank of Indochina / 18 Jul 1941
/ Hankow Agency“. An attractive and rare clipper cover. We sold in our 26th sale (2013 lot
1191) a less spectacular “AIR TRANSIT 3“ cover (unregistered and for this reason not showing
our various transit postmarks) from Chengting (14.10.1941) to France for 2600 EURO + fees.

b

2.000,-

1940, SYS total $3.20 tied “SHANGHAI 12.7.41“ to air mail cover to Sydney/Australia and fwd.
internal, two line “TO BE FORWARDED BY AIR FROM SINGAPORE“, australian censortape and
delivery “SYDNEY 23 AUG 1941“.

e

100,-

5251

1944, war refugees miniature sheet optd. with new values, mint never hinged, Mi. € 140,-- ++ (for
a hinged sheet)
Bl. 2

**

50,-

5252•

1945, Victory $300 with 1946 $500/3 C. tied “Peiping 22.10.35“ (October 22, 1946) to reverse of
air mail cover to Germany British Occupation Zone with respeciive censor tape and tie-mark.
659, 734

b

50,-

1946, airmail surcharge set on Hong Kong printing inc. the better $53/15 C. tied “SHANGHAI
17.7.46“ to registered airmail cover with uprate on reverse to Wassenaar/Netherlands.
680/84 etc.

b

100,-

5254

1947/58, three covers used to: Siam (printed matter registered), England ($190.000 franking)
resp. PRC to East-Germany (envelope faults). (M)

b

80,-

5255•

1947(Feb 3) Kurt Schoenbek, Shanghai envelope to Dar es Salam at printed matter rate bearing
Opening of National assembly, Nanking $30 (2) [SG 913] tied Shanghai d/s. Extraordinary destination!

b

90,-

5256•

1947, $2000/10 C. resp. $5000/$2, to bottom right corner imprint margin blocks of 10 (2x5),
unused no gum as issued.

(*)

80,-

P 5257•

1948, $300 in red on $500 revenue (69, margin panes of 21 x2, 15 and 12) tied “Honan
Kiangchung 38.5.2“ (May 2, 1949) to reverse of inland cover. Ballpen notations of former owner.
Cover and some stamps faults. An amazing inflation multiple usage.
991b (69)

b

240,-

P 5258•

1948, China Merchant Navigation Co. 75 years $20.000 blue (block-4) with Gold Yuan 1/2 f.
block-4) tied “NANKING 37.10.15“ to reverse of double registered (AR-) cover to Shanghai w. next 842 (4), 876a
day arrival. This particular commemorative issue is very rare on commercially used cover.
(2)

b

400,-

P 5259

1948. Air Mail envelope (opened at three sides) addressed to Shanghai, China bearing Great
Britain SG 475, 1s bistre tied by Selby/York double ring, underpaid with framed 'T' hand-stamp and
bearing on reverse China postage dues SG D924, $2000 purple (13) applied and tied by Shanghai SG D924 (13),
receiver. Lovely item of Inflation mail.
GB SG 475

b

450,-

P 5260

1948, INCOMING MAIL, Germany Allied Occupation, 50 pf numeral single franking on cover from
Heidelberg-Rohrbach, 27.2.48, addressed to Peiping, on reverse arrival mark Peiping and transit
machine cancel Shanghai, on top of cover typewritten label “Unknown, return to sender“. F/VF

b

100,-

P 5261

1949, wild geese 10 C. (unissued), 16 C. imperforated (unissed) and $1/$10, unused no gum
as issued.
1052/55 etc.

(*)

1.250,-

P 5250C•

P 5253
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P 5262•

1949, SYS $100.000 dull bluish green (54, block-40 on reverse and strip-10 resp. block-4 on front)
with $20.000 light green (pair) tied “SHANGHAI 13.5.49“ to air mail cover to London/England, a 972 (54),
stunning franking of the top value of this series. (T)
969 (2)

f

160,-

P 5263•

1949, silver Yuan meter „CANTON / 2 f.“ with silver Yuan SYS 2 C. resp. same ovpt. on fiscals 10 C.,
20 C. (2) tied „Kwangtung Sheklun 38.7.12“ (July 12, 1949) to reverse of cover to Batavia/
Indonesia, printed return of „College of Engineering/Sun Yet Sen University/Canton China“, 1035, 1037 (2),
attractive Silver Yuan cover.
1045

b

750,-

5264•

1949 (10 Mar.) Air registered evelope from Paipo, Canton to Shanghai bearing Dr SYS Gold Yuan
Issue Shanghai San Yi Surcharge $100,$10(8), and Union Press for Gold Yuan$5(1) on back,
cancelled by 4 ““Paipo““ bilingual segmented c.d.s (10 Mar).,The envelope was mailed on the last
day of the old domestic postal rate and registration rate (10 Mar 1949), which had been changed
from $25 to $50 for domestic rate) and from $80 to $150 for registration respectively. Chan
G33,G30,G56.

b

140,-

5265•

1949 Silver Yuan 75th Anniv. of U.P.U. $1 orange-red on registered first day cover, cancelled by
“Canton S.O. No. 8“ bilingual c.d.s. (1.8), very fine. Chan S33.

FDC

80,-

CHINA - PORTOMARKEN
siehe auch 7349, 7351, 7352

P 5266

1932. Registered illustrated envelope (faults/tear at top) headed ‚Nestle and Anglo-Swiss
Condensed Milk Co/Mukden‘ addressed to Shanghai bearing Japan SG 243, 10s blue and SG
252, 4s orange tied by Moukden/I.J.P.O. date stamp in violet with Moukden registered label,
hand-stamped ‚via Dairen‘ with ‚T‘ hand-stamp and bearing Chinese postage dues SG D335, 2c
blue and SG D433, 1c orange tied by Shanghai receiver with Junk 10c blue on reverse paying
the postage due. The Japanese stamps have not been recognized as payment by the Chinese
and so 13 cents postage due applied in Shanghai. Since 1923 , when the Japanese P.O.‘s in
China were closed, the Chinese Govt. wanted those in Manchuria to do the same . This never
took place. Registered · covers from the Japanese office in Moukden to Shanghai - routed via
Dairen - where 13c postage due and was applied in Shanghai. A very rare combination.
Exhibition quality.

b

1.300,-

CHINA - LOKALAUSGABEN / LOCAL POST
P 5267•

1893 (Feb.) Chinese Local Posts: Shanghai, “Postage Paid 1 cent“ stationery envelope to Local,
showing “Local Post/Shanghai“ bilingual double-ring origin h.s. in blue, with matching “Shanghai/
Local Post“ arrival backstamp. Earlier usage.

GA

150,-

P 5268•

Chefoo, stationery, 1894, card 1/2 C. green canc. “LOCAL POST CHEFOO 22 DEC 94“ to french p.
o. Shanghai w. “SHANGHAI H DE 24 94“ arrival on reverse, send from “Kiao-cheo Dec 10th“, via
Chefoo, scarce.

GA

150,-

P 5269•

1899, Chefoo ½ C. canc. half moon bilingual „TSINGTAU CHINA“ in combination w. Kiautschou
forerunner, Germany 10 Pf. tied „TSINTAU 21/4 99“ to red band cover to Itzlingen near Saarburg/
Lothringen, Germany w. June 8 backstamp, vert. crease.

b

150,-

P 5270

Hankow, Dues, 10 C. carmine on rose tied blue “HANKOW C MY 20 96“ to red band cover used local
w. 2nd strike of postmark on reverse.
Porto

b

120,-

P 5271
P 5272
P 5273

1871/72, 1 Ca. blue, official reprint on mesh paper, unused, signed Calves.

Chan LS32

(*)

1871/72, 3 Ca. red brown, official reprint on mesh paper, unused, signed Calves.

Chan LS34

(*)

150,150,-

1865/1866, large dragon 3 Candareens brown, a strip of five, unused no gum as issued, vert. bend
affecting margin of pos. 4, pencil sign Scheller and large dragon 12 Candareens reddish brown, a
full sheet of six, unused no gum as issued, vert. bend between pos. 5-6, pencil sign Scheller (M) 9y (5), 13x (6)

(*)

P 5274
P 5275
P 5276
P 5277•

1871/72, 4 Ca. yellow, official reprint on mesh paper, unused, signed Calves.

Chan LS 35

(*)

1871/72, 6 Ca. olive green, official reprint on mesh paper, unused, slight gum crease, signed Calves. Chan LS 36

(*)

1871/72, 8 Ca. green, official reprint on mesh paper, unused, signed Calves.

(*)

7.000,200,200,250,-

1897, envelope 2 C. canc. grill w. on reverse „SHANGHAI LOCAL POST C JA 14 97“ in combination
w. german offices, forerunner crown/eagle 10 Pf. vertical pair tied two strikes „SHANGHAI
14/1 97“ to Hamburg/Germany w. Feb. 22 arrival on reverse.

GA

1.000,-

P 5278

1898. Envelope (opened for display/small faults) addressed locally bearing Chinese Imperial Post
SG 109, 1c ochre tied by 'Pa Kua' obliterator with Shanghai/Local Post arrival. Very fine item of
domestic mail.

b

100,-

P 5279

1899. Imperial Chinese Post postal stationery card 1c rose written from 'Kashuig' dated '18/2/99'
cancelled by Kiukiang date stamp addressed lo 'Rue de Consulant, Shanghai’ cancelled by
Shanghai/Local Post date stamp. Very fine.

GA

100,-

P 5280•

1923/30, junk 1 C./3 C. (block-15), 5 C., 10 C. tied „Liaoning 19.8.12“ (Aug. 12, 1930) to reverse
of registered cover to Germany via Siberia, printed return of „Netherlands Harbour Works Company 228IIa (15)
Hulutao“, top roughly opened/faults
etc.

b

150,-

CHINA - SHANGHAI

asia
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CHINA - PROVINZAUSGABEN - MANDSCHUREI (1927/29)
siehe auch 5243, 5429, 7343, 7353

P 5281

5282•

P 5283
P 5283A•
P 5284•
P 5285

1927, junk 2 C. large imprint uprated ki-hei 13 C. canc. “PINGKIANG (HARBIN) 19.7.32“ addressed
to former german emperor Willhelm II. in dutch exile via Baron Hejt, long rant in German about
British stealing the colonies and rightfully getting problems with “other races“, by missionary,
vertical bend.

GA

190,-

1927/1930: two registered covers from Harbin to London. (1) 1930 (20 July.), Chinese Provinces
(Kirin and Heilungkiang), Double Registered overweight cover sent from to Harbin to UK, via Siberia,
on front franked with Limited for use in “Ki-Hei“ Overprint on 2nd Peking Print Junk 50c(2) and 20c,
tied by 3 1930.7.20 Harbin Billingual c.d.s's with registration slip (No.480), period commencing
with new rates introduced on 1 July 1930, showing red embossed seal of bank on flap at back.
Chan KH15 and KH17 (rare usage for this issue). (2)1927, Chinese Provinces (Kirin and
Heilungkiang), Registered cover sent from to Harbin to UK, via Siberia, on front franked with Limited
for use in “Ki-Hei“ Overprint on 2nd Peking Print Junk 20c, (Paying correct international registered
rate of 20c) tied by 2 1927 Harbin Billingual c.d.s's (17 Dec) with registration slip (No.17426), Chan KH15,
showing on reverse Russia transit c.d.s and UK arrival d.s. Chan KH15 .
KH17,

b

200,-

1928, two covers with 5 C. pair resp. 4 C. + 7 C. both tied “PAICHUAN“ bilingual daters, via
Manchuouli to Immensee/Switzerland (backstamps),one cover some stains in left margin not
affecting stamps, swiss missionary correspondence.

b

1928, 30 C. tied “MANCHOULI 5.8.19“ to reverse of registered cover to Vienna/Austria.

b

80,100,-

1929. Illustrated ‚Dr. Sun Yat-sen‘ envelope addressed to Switzerland bearing Manchuria
(Heilungkiang) SG 2, 1c orange (2), SG 6, 4c olive and ‚Sun Yat-sen‘ Momorial SG 30, 4c olivegreen tied by Tsitsihar date stamp endorsed ‚via Siberia‘. Very attractive item. Exhibition piece!

b

1.000,-

1929. Envelope addressed to England bearing Manchuria SG 2, 1c orange (3), SG 6, 4c olive (3)
and SG 7, 5c rosy mauve (5) tied by Harbin date stamp endorsed 'via Siberia'. Nice franking paying
the double letter rate. (T)

b

200,-

b

100,-

*

400,-

CHINA - PROVINZAUSGABEN - SINKIANG (1915/45)
P 5285A•

1933, 50 C. tied bilingual “TIHWA (URUMTSI) 22.5.19 (May 19, 1933) to registered cover to Berlin/
Germany, endorsed “Via Tahcheng“ with respective bilingual backstamp “TAHCHENG 22.6.25“ and
Berlin arrival of June 17.

CHINA - PROVINZAUSGABEN - CHINESISCHE POST IN TIBET (1911)
P 5286

1911, 3P./1 C. to 1 R./$1, unused mounted mint, few stain dots, except 2 A., 4 A., 1 R. (Michel cat.
2400.-).
1/10

CHINA - AUSGABEN DER PROVINZEN (1949)
P 5287•

China (Liberated Area): East China, 1950 (13 May) Registered Airmail sent to New York, USA (5.24)
bearing East China People's Post 1949 Shanghai Surcharge on SYS $2000 on $1000 (Block10)
and 1950 Tien An Men 1st printing $200 (2) with 1950 First Surcharge on Chinese postal Service
(Shanghai Dadong Print) $500 (earlier usage), Paying correct international register air rate franking
($20900=$3100 1st 20g+$1270 air+ $5100 register) , cancelled by “Nanking“ dotted rim d.s.(13
May), with Canton transit c.d.s (18 May) and U.S.A arrival d.s, First Notice handstamp, a rare and Yang EC462,
attractive combination usage. Yang EC462, R1. SC4
R1. SC4

b

400,-

P 5288

1950. Air Mail envelope addressed to Netherlands Indies bearing SG CC111, $1200 on $7 bistre
(block of four), SG CC116, $5000 on $370 blue (pair) and SG CC210, $1000 on $20 brown tied by
Hubei date stamp routed via Canton to Surabaya Very fine and scarce item from Hubei Province.

b

500,-

CHINA - GANZSACHEN

siehe auch 5279, 5281, 5672, 5979, 6596, 6598, 6599, 6604, 6621

P 5289

1897, card ICP 1 C. uprated Tokyo print coiling dragon 2 C. resp. coiling dragon 1 C. canc. large
dollar in blue “CHEFOO 16 MAY 98“ in combination w. Japan, 1883, 2 S. carmine horizontal pair
tied “SH(ANGHAI) I.J.P.O.21 MAY 98“ to Germany. Also large dollar “SHANGHAI 20 MAY 98“
transit and bold vermilion “T“ and blue crayon “15 c.“ resp. large “25“, arrival “MENDEN Han 1, 49, 60;
23.6.98“. Underpaid for the required japanese letter rate of 10 sen, spectacular.
Japan 58 (2)

GA

4.000,-

P 5290

1897, card CIP 1 C. uprated coling dragon 1 C., 2 c. tied bisected bilingual “CANTON 17 OCT 01“ in
combination w. Hong Kong QV 4 C. grey tied boxed “I.P.O.“ of Canton and “VICTORIA OC 18 01“ to
Göttingen/Germany w. Nov. 21 arrival. Card creased.
Han 1 etc.

GA

100,-

P 5291

1897, card ICP 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 4 C. tied two strikes large dollar “AMOY 6 AP 99“ in
combination w. Hong Kong, QV 4 C. grey tied boxed “I.P.O.“ and “HONG.KONG APR 10 99“ to
Switzerland w. arrival “BERN 12.V.99“.
Han 1, 50; HK

GA

3.500,-

P 5292•

1897, card CIP 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 2 C. (2) tied two strikes tombstone “Techow/post office“
(Jun. 1 dateline on reverse) via “TIENTSIN 7 JUL 02“, Shanghai and Shanghai french p.o. to Germany
and fwd. internal.
Han 1; 61 (2)

GA

300,-

1897, card ICP 1 C. with coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. canc. blue bisected bilingual “TIENTSIN 29 AUG 01“
used as german field post from “KP FPS of East Asiatic Expedition Corps 29/8“ to Mühlhausen/Elsaß.

GA

80,-

5293
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P 5294

1897, card ICP 1 C. canc. large dollar “PAOTING 6 JUL 01“ with boxed tombstone alongside to
Osterode/Germany (field post usage), on reverse patriotic painting of german war flag, german
national flag and chinese dragon.

GA

350,-

P 5295•

1901. Imperial Chinese Post postal stationery card '1 cent' pink upgraded with Chinese Imperial
Post SG 121, ½c brown (pair) and SG 123, 2c red tied by Nanking date stamp '17th Nov 01'
addressed to Co Galway, Ireland routed via the Imperial and Frend Post Office Shanghai with French
China SG 5, 10c black/lilac tied by Shang-Hai/Chine double ring '18th Nov' on face. A lovely item
addressed to Lady Gregory in Ireland.

GA

800,-

P 5296•

1898, two stationery cards CIP 1 C. with paintings on reverse used „MENGTSZ“, one registered
with uprate 13 C. „13 MAY 05“ via „Yunnan Hokow“and Haiphong/Indochina to Pau/France
(card two sides reduced); and uprated 1 C., 2 C. „8 DEC 05“ endorsed „via Hong Kong“ with
transits of “HOKOW“ on revrse and french and chinese Canton p. o. to „SAMSHUI 1 JAN 06“,
name of addressee rubbed.
Han 2 (2) etc.

GA

2.500,-

P 5296A•

1898, two cards CIP 1 C. with lithographic images from Yunnan province (clay figurines in a
Pagoda at Amichow / beggar on the road) send to NOBEL PRICE LAUREATE ANATOLE
FRANCE(1844-1924) c/o Academie Francaise, Paris. Both uprated coiling dragon 4 C. or 10 C.
and cancelled by lunar dater “Yunnan Amichow -.7.27“. The cards have been sent by “Dr. Ribres
medecin de la société de construction du chemin de fer du Yunnan“ (Yunnan railway construction)
and are dated “A Mi Tcheou 15 Sept 1906“. The interesting contents discuses topics related to
art and literature. THE ONLY RECORDED MAIL SENT FROM CHINA DURING IMPERIAL TIMES TO
A NOBEL PRIZE WINNER. Anatole France (16 April 1844 – 12 October 1924) was a French poet,
journalist, and novelist. He was a successful novelist, with several best-sellers. Ironic and
skeptical, he was considered in his day the ideal French man of letters. He was a member of the
Académie française, and won the 1921 Nobel Prize in Literature “in recognition of his brilliant
literary achievements, characterized as they are by a nobility of style, a profound human
sympathy, grace, and a true Gallic temperament“. France is also widely believed to be the model
for narrator Marcel‘s literary idol Bergotte in Marcel Proust‘s In Search of Lost Time.
Han 2 (2) etc.

GA

5.000,-

P 5297•

1898, card 1 C. CIP cancelled lunar dater “Shantung Weihsien -.1.29“ via same date “Kiaochow“ to
“TSINGTAU / KIAUTSCHOU / 5.3.05“, water coloured painting on reverse
Han. 2

GA

110,-

P 5298

1898, CIP 1+1 C. reply card uprated coiling dragon 2 C. (pair) tied oval bilingual “PEKING FEB 25
01“ in combination w. japanese offices 1 S., 2 S. tied “SHANGHAI I.J.P.O. 7 MAR 01“(chinese
imperial transit 9 MAR) to Nagasaki/Japan, ship MD of german cruiser “Irene“ w. 9 MAR arrival,
then fwd. “Tschifu“, sender MD Dr. Schröder of german navy hospital Peking, reply part enclosed.
Cards show ink stains and bumped corners, commercial usage. Combination usages of reply cards Han 3, Japan
to Japan are very unusual.
offices 2, 3

GA

500,-

P 5299

1898, double card CIP 1 C. question part uprated coiling dragon 1/2 C., 1 C. tied boxed red intaglio
seal style markings (probably private) to “TSINGTAU 29/6 00“.
Han 3m etc,

GA

600,-

P 5300

1898, card CIP 1 C., reply part, canc. “SHANGHAI LOCAL POST D APR 25 07“ used local with messenger
mark, Club Concordia message “April 30th ball cancelled due to insufficient number of participants“. Han 3r

GA

100,-

P 5301

1898, card CIP 1 C. reply part uprated coiling dragon 1/2 C. (pair) 2 C. canc. four strikes bilingual
bisected “KIAOCHOW 29 JAN 03“ resp. same office Jan. 30 to Germany w. arrival “CÖLN 11.3.03“,
painting on reverse, corner crease, sender Puoly Catholic Mission.
Han 3r etc.

GA

100,-

P 5302

1898, card CIP 1 C. question part canc. tombstone “p.o./Paotingfu“ used as german fieldpostcard
w. June 27 1901 dateline; and reply part w. uprate 1 C. and 1/2 C. from January, both from f.p.
station No. 7 (open 2 Nov 1900- 25 July 1901).

GA

P 5303
P 5304

1898/1912, four cards, two commercially used (one RC), two cto “KUWEIYANG“ resp. “KWEIYANG“.

GA

100,350,-

1902, 1 Cent stationery card uprated with 4 C. coiling dragon sent from ICHANG with french
transitmark “SHANG-HAI CHINE 20 NOV 02“ to Rastenburg/Ostpreussen with arrival on 27.12.02.

GA

100,-

P 5305•

1904. Postal stationery Second issue Chinese Imperial Post reply card one cent carmine
written from the ‚Wesleyan Mission, Han-ch‘nan‘ dated ‚26th April 04‘ cancelled by framed
vernacular ‚Tombstone‘ with Hankow transit and Shanghai/Local Post receiver on face ‚May
3rd 04‘. A very fine item.

GA

1.000,-

P 5306•

1905, postal stationery card 1 c. used with violet Russian official negativ cachet via “MUKDEN
16.1.05“ to Moskow with arrival mark, fine, rare combination
Han 2

GA

900,-

P 5307

1907, square dragon double card 1+1 C. green canc. “SHANGHAI LOCAL POST J APR 13 09“
addressed local, reply part adhering unused. Sent by “Club Concordia“ secretary Köppe for April
20 invitation, farewell dinner for Consul General von Buri.
Han 5

GA

1.500,-

P 5308•

1907, card CIP 1 C. light green uprated coiling dragon 1 C. (strip-3) tied boxed dater “Shantung
Wenchang 1.19“ via “PEKING 15 FEB (09)“ to Gelsenkirchen/Germany, painting on reverse, dated
“Wenchang 6 II 09“.

GA

900,-

P 5309

1908 (ca.), card square dragon 1 C. canc. boxed “Kwangtung Hokhashi“ via boxed bilingual
“LAOLUNG“ to “HOYÜNHSIEN“, toning.
1

GA

100,-

P 5310•

1908, card square dragon 1 C. uprated 3 C. green, 10 C. ultra tied bisected bilingual “PEKING
4 APR 12“ as registered UPU card to Munich / Germany, german TPO R-label “From Foreign/by Han. 6 +
TPO 18“, on reverse painting “Three Ladies“, vertical light bend not affecting stamps
73, 77

GA

1.200,-

asia
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P 5311

1908. Third issue coiling Dragon postal stationery- card 1c green written from Mengtsz dated
9th Mars 08 cancelled by Imperial Post Office Mengtsz date stamp addressed to the ‚French
Consulate Yunnan-fu‘. Very rare item of stationery used from Yunnan Province.

GA

1.100,-

P 5312

1908, card square dragon 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. green canc. boxed bilingual
“SHANGHAI“ to Germany (now Denmark) w. arrival “SONDERBURG 13.12.08“ on Alsen island.

GA

150,-

P 5313•

1908, card square dragon 1 C. used as foreign printed matter 2 C. rate: uprated coiling dragon 1 C.
canc. boxed bilingual „(TS)INAN“ via bisected bilingual „PEKING 1 JUL 09“ and „SHANGHAI 8 JUL
09“ to Berin/Germany, „Carte Postale“ deleted and endorsed „Printed Matter“, on reverse printed
ad „German language lections for Chinese“ etc. similiar, to „German Asiatic Society“, violet mark of
Berlin pneumatic (tube) postal system?, unusual.

GA

300,-

P 5314

1908, card square dragon 1 C. question part, uprated coiling dragon 2 C. canc. bisected bilingual
“PAKHOI 19 DEC 11“ to Hong Kong, clear strikes, unusual.

GA

600,-

P 5315•

1908, card square dragon 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. three clear strikes bisected „MOUKDEN
18 SEPT 08“ to Müllheim/Baden, Germany, bottom 2 mm tear and bumped corners, as is.

GA

100,-

P 5316

1910, card square dragon 1 C. uprated coiling dragon 1 C., 2 C. green canc. lunar dater “Kwangtung
Hoyün -.6.29“ via CANTON and SHANGHAI endorsed “via Siberia“ to Switzerland and fwd.

GA

250,-

P 5317

1912/15, flag card 1 C. resp. junk card 1 C. used locally in Shanghai, both with “SHANGHAI LOCAL
POST K“ delivery datestamps, different types: double frame seriffed, single frame non-seriffed.

GA

120,-

P 5318

1915, junk 1 C. uprated junk 3 C. canc. boxed bilingual “LINGKIANG 5.12.14“ via bisected bilingual
“NANCHANGFU 15 DEC 16“ and “SHANGHAI 20 DEC 16“ to Osnabrück/Germany.

GA

150,-

P 5319

1915, card junk 1 c. light green uprated junk 3 C. canc. boxed dater “Kwangtung Hingninghsien“
via “SWATOW 8 JUN 16“, SHANGHAI, TPO “AMBULANT No. 2 PUKOWPU-TIENTSIN“ resp. “AMBULANT
No. 1 PEKING-MOUKDEN“ and “HARBIN II“ to Switzerland “BASEL 26.VII.16“, boxed russian
censormark, bumped corners.

GA

200,-

P 5320•

1915, UPU card 4 S. canc. bilingual „CHUNGKING ..12.29“ via „SHANGHAI 14 JAN 22“ to Beierfeld/
Saxony, Germany. Dec. 28 dateline on reverse.

GA

100,-

P 5321

1915, junk 4 C. canc. boxed bilingual “KAYING 6.4.17“ via “SWATOW 20 AP 17“, “SHANGHAI 1
MAY 17“ and “NAGASAKI 8.5.17“ to Basel Misson Bookshop, Basel/Switzerland. Sent by
german missionary. Endorsed “via San Francisco-Kopenhagen“, but routed via France and
boxed “SAISI PAR / L‘AUTORITÉ MILITAIRE“ (confiscated by the military authorities), rare WWI
condemned usage of China stationery.

GA

1.000,-

P 5322

1920, letter card 3 C. uprated junk 2 C., 5 C. canc. “PAOTINGFU 3 MAY 20“ to Netherlands with July
12 arrival on reverse, one backflap and small part of backside missing.

GA

100,-

P 5323

1925, letter card 3 C. uprated junk 1 C., 3 C. (3), 5 C. (pair) canc. “HARBIN K2 19.5.25“ registered
via “MOUKDEN 20 MAY 25“ to Berlin. “K.2.“ probably refers to a postal Kiosk.

GA

250,-

P 5324

1926, junk 6 C. UPU double card, reply part 6 C. uprated 6 C.carmine for the 12 C. rated canc.
“ODESSA 21 5 31“ to China w. arrival “SHANGHAI 20.6.7“, also Shanghai machine arrival mark of
“7 6 31“. Commercial usage.

GA

200,-

P 5325

1927, junk double card 1+1 C. uprated junk 1/2 C. (pair), 1 1/2 C. (horizontal imprint bottommargin strip-6) and 5 C. (bottom sheet number margin) canc. “TSINGTAU 16.2.24“ registered via
“(MOU)KDEN 27 FE 27“ to Maisach/Germany, reply part attached unused. Sent by Dr. Franke, ship
MD of german motorship “M/S Münsterland“ (s. l. mark on reverse).

GA

200,-

P 5326

1933 (ca.), card junk 1 1/2 C. uprated 1 C./4 C. tied bilingual “HOPOP“ used inland, address
partially erased and slight vert. crease.

GA

60,-

P 5327•

1934, junk 2 C. uprated junk ½ C. canc. boxed rural agency w. „FENGTIEN 23.6.25“ (June 25,
1934) on reverse.

GA

P 5328
P 5329
P 5330

1940 (ca.). Postal stationery 'Reponse' 'Sun Yat-Sen' 12c on 15c orange for Provincial usage.

GA

1940 (ca.). Postal stationery 'Reponse Paye' 'Sun Yat-Sen' 12c on 15c orange for Provincial usage.

GA

100,100,100,-

1941, SYS UPU card 30 C. canc. “SHANGHAI 9.9.41“ 4endorsed “Via Pacific“ to Vienna/Germany,
creases, red german censormark.

GA

P 5331
P 5332

1948, gold yuan $2/$100 (pair) tied “SHANGHAI 4.12.48“ to official airletter form to Rinteln/Germany.

GA

60,150,-

1949, SYS $500 (5), $1000, $5000 tied “SHANGHAI 16.5.49“ to reverse of official airletter form to
Hamburg/Germany, long typewritten text a. o. discussing “8 demands of Communists“ towards 964 (5), 965,
KMT, commercial usage.
967

GA

100,-

b

1.400,-

CHINA - STEMPEL
siehe auch 5195, 5379

P 5333•

236

1897, 6 Dec, Shanghai, cover bearing red PAID mark and black SHANGHAI c.d.s. alongside,
addressed to Hongkong with arrival mark DE 11 97 on reverse, some postal wear/fauts on
reverse but nevertheless rare and attractive. Certificate Hille BPP.
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CHINA - FLUGPOST
siehe auch 5235, 5428

P 5333A

1932: Air Mail cover franked with 30c Air Post and 4c definitive (double rate) cancelled “SHANGHAI
21.10.22“ (1932) sent to Hankow with “HANKOW 26.10.1922“ (1932) arrival. VERY RARE yellow
AIR MAIL LABEL “PAR AVION TERRA ASIA, SHANGHAI“ alongside and also applied on reverse. Very
Fine. WE ONLY KNOW OF TWO COVERS SHOWING THIS LABEL.

b

500,-

CHINA - INCOMING MAIL

siehe auch 5412, 5418, 5830, 6651, 6652, 7326, 8085, 10465

P 5334

Hong Kong, 1899, QV 2 C. tied “HONG KONG E DE 22 98“ to ppc (german protected cruiser “SMS
Kaiserin Augusta“) via large dollar “SHANGHAI 27 DEC 98“ to “TSINTAU 8/1 99“.

Ak

250,-

P 5335

Great Britain, 1900. Great Britain postal stationery envelope (toned) 2½ d grey/blue cancelled by
Glasgow double ring addressed to Wuhu, China routed via Singapore and Hong Kong with marine
sorter 'Singapore To Hong Kong/C' date stamp (Webb No 4) sent on the steamer 'Malta' with British
Post Office Shanghai transit and Imperial Post Wuhu arrival. Very fine item of incoming mail.

GA

160,-

P 5336•

1902/03, Brazil: 400 R. (another stamp fallen off) canc. TPO “4 DEZ. 02“ via “RIO DE JANEIRO 11
DEZ 1902“to catholic mission superior in Tientsin and fwd. to Tsinanfu and other Shantung
destinations and finally to Shanghai. With a host of transit markings inc. Tientsin, Chefoo, Weihsien
(green oval bilingual), Weihsien german p.o., Chinan (violet oval bilingual), Tsingtau german p.o.,
Shanghai local posts. A well travelled cover with uncommon origin, opened out for display.

b

200,-

P 5337

INDIA, 1905. Indian postal stationery one anna on 2a 6p orange cancelled by Bombay date stamp
'11th July' addressed to Canton, China, endorsed 'Per steamer “Malta“ via Hong Kong' with
'Singapore-To-Hong Kong/C' marine sorter 'Jy/21' and Canton arrival 'Jy/27' on reverse.

GA

100,-

P 5338

Spain, 1905, UPU card 10 C. tied octogonal TPO “SAN SEBASTIAN-BILBAO ..9.05“ to Shanghai with
french office and “LOCALPOST C OC 6 05“ arrival.

GA

50,-

P 5339

Germany, 1912, ppc “BERLIN 22.8.12“ to german consulate Chengdu/Szechuan, transits “HANKO“,
“ICHANG 11 FEB 12“ and arrival boxed bilingual “CHENGTU“ on reverse.

Ak

70,-

P 5339A•

1913, Ceylon, KGV 5 C. (5, strip-3 and pair) tied “NAWALAPOTIYA MR 13 13“ to registered cover to
Chinkiang, on reverse transits, Colombo, Shanghai and arrival “CHINKIANG 12 APR 13“, vert. bend
not affecting stamps.

b

100,-

P 5340•

1916, Brazil to Peking transit blocked in Italy due to WWI: 500 R. (RC) tied “S.LEOPOLDO 22 JUL 1916“
to registered cover to Peking/China, transit “GENOVA POSTA ESTERA 23.8.16“ and italian censortape,
on reverse four-line text by censor “Return to sender/because it is forbidden to forward/postage
stamps“ with signature. Two line instructional mark “NON HA CORSO / AL MITTENTE“ (no connection/
return to sender). Back in Brazil “PORTO ALLEGRE 4 OUT 16“ (ties censortape). - Original letter still
enclosed stating “Herewith find enclosed 90 different Brazil stamps...“. Interesting postal war item.

b

300,-

P 5341

Djibouti, 1919. Picture post card 'La Place Menelik' addressed to Hanoi bearing Djibouti Yvert 88, 15c
violet and rose tied by 'Cote des Somalis/Djibouti' double ring '29th Jul' and forwarded from Hanoi to
Yunnan with 'Yunnan-Fou-Chine' receiver '28th Aout'. Nice item of incoming mail to Yunnan. Rare.

b

100,-

5342

1926, Germany 40 Pf. tied “BÖHLAU 6.8.26“ to cover via Siberia to sister Petsch of Berlin Mission,
Namyung/South China, on reverse transits Shanghai, Canton and arrival “NAMYUNG“. Full contents.

b

60,-

CHINA - FREMDE POSTANSTALTEN / FOREIGN OFFICES
siehe auch 5207, 5218, 5877, 5986, 6569, 6570, 6580

P 5343

French Offices, 1867. News-Band wrapper written from Shanghai dated '17th Aug 1867' endorsed
'Circulaire' bearing France “Napoleon“ Yvert 26, 26c red-brown (block of six, damaged) tied by
'5104' in dotted lozenge routed via Suez with 'Paq. Angl V. Suez. Amb. Mars' date stamp '25th Feb
68' in red and Lyon arrival. Damaged but very rare twelve cent circular rate from the French Post
Office in Shanghai.

b

330,-

P 5344

France, 1882, forerunners, type sage envelope 15 C. uprated sage 10 C. canc. “SHANGHAI 21
MARS 82“ to Paris/France and forwarded to Tunis/Tunesia, finally to Constantine/Algeria with
respective backstamps, unusual envelope (part of back flap missing) usage in China and african
destinations.

GA

1.000,-

P 5345

France, 1884, forerunners, type sage 25 C. (12 inc. strip-4 x2) tied “SHANGHAI 12 JANV 84
MARS 82“ to registered cover to France, red entry marking, transit Paris, arrival “BERBUES 18
FEVR 84“, three stamps faults. Amazing multiple frank.

b

2.000,-

P 5346

French Offices, 1896. Envelope addressed to France bearing French China SG 6, 15c blue tied by
'Corr D' Arm. Lig. N P. Fr. No 2' date stamp (Salles 1946) with 'Marine Francaise/Service a la Mer'
cachet in violet routed via Marseille with Draguignan receiver. Scarce item paying the concessionary
military rate.

b

160,-

P 5347

1899/1906, to France: 5 C. tied “LAO-KAI 18 NOV 09“ to small native envelope with mark of origin
“CUSTOMS MENGTSZ ...4 1899“; 5 C. tied bilingual “MONG-TSEU-CHINA 24 NOV. 06“ to ppc via
“LAOKAY“.

150,-

P 5348

French Indochina, 1902, 15 C. tied “LAO-KAI 16 MAI 02“ on small cover to France, originating at
“MENGTSZ 9 MAY 02“, transit “HOKOW 16 MAY 02“, backstamp “HANOI 24 MAI 02“, arrival
“RENNES 2-7 02“.

400,-
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P 5349•

French Offices 1903. Registered envelope (opened at two sides) addressed to Paris, France bearing
French China SG 77, 4c on 10c carmine and SG 80, 10c on 25c blue tied by Tien-Tsin-Chine/Poste
Francaise double ring with boxed 'R' and framed 'AR' handstamp on face with circular 'Corps
D'Occupation de Chine/Le General Commandant' in bue on face, endorsed 'via Siberia'. Superb
item of Advicce of Receipt mail from French Tien-Tsin.

b

400,-

P 5350

French Offices, 1903. Registered mourning envelope (small stains) addressed to France bearing
French China SG 9, 25 black/rose (2, one with faults) tied by 'Fou-Tcheou-Chine/Poste Francaise'
double ring with boxed hand-struck 'R' and Carrin arrival on reverse. Very fine.

b

150,-

P 5351

1906. FRENCH POST OFFICES. Envelope (small faults) addressed to France bearing French China
SG 38, 10c carmine tied by 'Corr. D. Armees/Shanghai' date stamp with cachet 'Marine Francaise
/ Service a la Mer' in violet and Loiret arrival on reverse. Very fine.

b

140,-

5352

1906. French Postal stationery card 10c black cancelled by 'TienTsin-Chine/Poste Francaise' double
ring addressed to 'German 1st East Asiatic lnf. Tien-Tsin' with 'Tientsin/Deutsche Post' arrival. Very fine.

GA

100,-

P 5353

1907. French China postal stationery card 10c red cancelled by Pekin/Corresces Aux Armees date
stamp addressed to France. Very fine and rare military cancel not often seen on stationery.

GA

130,-

5354

French Offices, 1908. Military mail envelope (creased, roughly opened) endorsed 'Corps d'Occupation
de la Chine addressed to 'Sous-Officier aux Tirailleurs Senegalais, Cote Occidentale d'Afrique' bearing
French China SG 77, 4c on 10c carmine tied by Tien-Tsin-Chine/Poste Francaise '16th Juil' with
mililary cachet '16th Regt. D’infanterie du Marine’ on face routed via Dakar/Senegal '21th Aout', St
Louis/Senegal ‘24th Aout' and Upper Niger with Kayes/Ht. Senegal et Niger '30th Aout' and Kati
arrival '1st Sept' with m/s ‘Inconnu 1st Senegalis a St. Louis’ with instructional ‘Retour/A L’Envoyeur’
and routed via Kayes ‘10th Sept’, St. Louis ‘19th Sept’ with Paris ‘7th Oct’ and Tien-Tsin French Post
Office receiver ’25th Oct’ on reverse. Very nice item of destination mail from French China.

b

110,-

5355

French Offices, 1910. Picture post card (corner fault) of 'Temple of Heaven, Peking' addressed to
the 'Consulate for Persia, Isfahan' bearing 'Type Blanc' French China SG 37, 5c green and SG 76, 2c
on 5c green (adhesives toned) tied by 'Tien-Tsin-Chine/Poste Francaise' double ring. Nice mixed
franking and scarce item of destination mail.

b

110,-

P 5356

French Offices, 1911. Envelope addressed to France bearing French China SG 76, 2c on 5c yellowgreen (2) tied by ‘Tien-Tsin-Chine/Poste Francaise' double ring with circular '1st Regiment D'lnfanterie
de Marine' cachet on face, endorsed 'voie Trans-Siberienne' with Lyon receiver on reverse. Superb.

b

150,-

5357

French Offices, 1915. Envelope (roughly opened, toned) headed 'Consulate de France/a FouTcheou' addressed to Paris bearing French China SG 85, 4c on 10c rose tied by 'Fou- Tcheou-Chine/
Poste-Francaise' date stamp ‘9th Aout' with Shanghai/China '14th Aout' transit on reverse with
Paris receiver and forwarded to Vosges. Very fine and rare type from the French Post in Fou-Tcheou.
Ex Desrousseaux.

b

200,-

P 5358

French Offices, Hankow: 15 C., 20 C. tied “HAN.KEOU CHINE 8 FEVR 04“ to registered ppc to
Belgium with 1 MAR arrivals.

Ak

500,-

P 5359

French Offices, 1918. Envelope (soiled) addressed to Paris bearing French China SG 84, 2c on 5c
green (strip of three) tied by ‘Tien-Tsin/Poste Francaise' date stamp '29th Nov' with Shanghai/China
(echoppe) transit '2/12' on reverse endorsed with hand-stamp 'via Canada or America ' in violet on
face. Very fine and rare from the French Post in Tientsin. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

200,-

5360

French Offices, 1919. Envelope (creased) addressed to France bearing French China SG 86, 6c on
15c orange tied by Tien-Tsin-Chine/Poste Francaise' date stamp (Pothion T04) routed via Shanghai
and America. Scarce type from the French Post Office in Tien-Tsin.

b

150,-

P 5361

“PORT ARTHUR 4 / 29.12.1902“ cds (Tchil type 2) on Russian postal stationery card 3 Kop. with
supplementary franking 1 Kop. sent to the RARE DESTINATION TSINGTAU, KIAUTSCHOU, with transit
of the russian post office in China of Chefoo and arrival of Tsingtau. Mail from Port Arthur sent to
the german colony of Kiautschou is only possible from 1898 (founding of Kiautschou) and 1904
(end of the russian period of Port Arthur). This RARE ASIAN DESTINATION was not included in the
Casey, Mitzuhara or Lipschutz collections of Port Arthur. Very fine.
P13

GA

800,-

P 5362

1892, RUSSIAN POST OFFICES. Envelope addressed to 'Doctor Popoff' on the French Navire
“Souvenir d'Azow“ at Hong Kong bearing Yvert 28, 1k orange (5), Yvert 32, 7k blue and Yvert 33,
14k blue and orange tied by date stamp in blue '30/2' with ambulant on reverse '4 Mars', forwarded
to Nagasaki via the Japanese Post Office in China with 'I.J.P.O. Shanghai/Meiji 25' transit double Russia Yv. 28
ring '22/3' and arrival in Nagasaki '23 April on reverse.
(5), 32, 33

b

200,-

P 5363•

Russian Offices 1903. Registered envelope (flap missing) addressed to France bearing Russian
China SG 1, 1k orange (3), SG 2, 2k green, SG 3, 3k carmine, SG 4, 5k purple, SG 5, 7k deep blue
and SG 6, 10k blue tied by Pekin/Pochtov.Kontorta/1 date stamp with circular 'R' hand-stamp and
Pekin registered label with Quimper receiver on reverse. Very attractive franking paying the double
registered rate.

b

600,-

Russian Offices, 1903. Picture post card written from Port Arthur dated '29th Dec 03' addressed to
Nice, France bearing Russia Yvert 41, 4k rose tied by Port Artur/Pochtov Kont/7 date siamp (Tchil
Fig 542). Very nice item of mail from the French Brigade in the commencement to the RussoJapauese War.

b

150,-

5364
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CHINA - BESONDERHEITEN

siehe auch 5875, 5975, 6030, 6250, 6253, 6566, 6571, 6579, 6593,
6597, 6599, 6638, 6663, 6668, 7328, 7342, 8640, 10619, 12229

P 5365

1852. Stampless envelope written from 'Woodcote, Henley' dated 'Mr 23 1852' addressed to
Canton, China cancelled by Henley-On-Tames date stamp in blue with London/Paid, rated '2/3 ' in
m/s and endorsed 'via Marseille' with Hong Kong arrival on’9th May 52' on reverse. Nice item of
mail into Canton with full text.

b

350,-

P 5366

1854. stampless envelope written from Canton dated 'November 10th 1854' addressed to France
with Hong Kong date stamp on reverse and 'Crown/Paid at Hong Kong' in red (Webb Type 11),
charged '2/-', routed via Suez and Marseille with French entry cachet and rated '20' on arrival with
Paris receiver.

b

450,-

P 5367

1857. Stampless envelope dated 'Shanghai 6th Feb 1857' addressed to France cancelled by boxed
'Paid' in red, charged '1/-' in m/s, routed via Hong Kong '12/2' and Marseille with Paris arrival, rated
'8'. Very fine.

b

400,-

P 5367A•

China 2nd opium war, autographed and signed letter (the contents only) by GENERAL
MONTAUBAN(1796-1878), commander and chief of the China expedition and later Count of Palikao,
addressed to the chamberlain of the french imperatrice (wife of Napoleon III) for an announced visit on
July 30,1861. - In 1860, General Charles Cousin-Montauban, comte de Palikao was made COMMANDER
OF THE FRENCH TROOPS IN THE CHINA EXPEDITION, a common enterprise with the British since 1857
(so called 2nd opium war). By September 21, 1860 the combined anglo-french troops dispersed the
Chinese near the Palikao bridge. This lead to the occupation of Peking Oct. 12 and the summer palace
sacking (in retaliation for torturing and murdering of british diplomates in the palace cellars) and the
defeat of the Quing. His conduct of the operations did not escape criticism, but in 1862 he received
from Napoleon III, the title of comte de Palikao (from the Battle of Palikao); The allegation that he had
acquired a vast fortune by the plunder of the Old Summer Palace in Peking seems to have been
without foundation. A rare autograph of one of the key personnalities of the 2nd opium war.

b

800,-

P 5368•

1862 - French Expeditionary Forces. Envelope with contents written from ‚Lieutenant Ferger,
4th Infantry of the Marines, Saigon‘ dated ‚4th Jan 1862‘ addressed to France bearing French
“Napoleon“ Yvert 14, 20c blue (imperf pair) tied by ‚CECA‘ in lozenge with adjacent ‚Corps Exr.
Chine/Bau A‘ date stamp ‚14th Jan 04‘ on face, boxed ‚PD‘, endorsed ‚via Suez‘ with Marseille
a Lyon ambulant and Laval arrival ‚26th Feb‘ on reverse. Lovely item with letter from Bureau A
in Saigon, the Troops establishing the Post Office their in Feb 1861 until the withdrawal of
troops in March 1862.

b

1.300,-

P 5369

1862. Stampless envelope addressed to France dated 'Shanghai 18th June 1862' with Shanghai/C
date stamp on reverse (Webb Type A) routed via Hong Kong Ju 24' cds in blue on reverse (Webb
Type 13) with Anglo-French accountancy 'GB/1f 22 4/1 Oc' in blue on face (Webb Type G) routed via
Suez with 'Poss. Ang. V. Suez/Marseille' French entry cachet in red on face, charged hand-struck '9'
with Paris arrival '16th Aout' on reverse. Webb lists the earliest date known as 23 November 1862
(from Shanghai), the clarity of the accountancy mark and the date '18th June 1862' leads us to
conclude this may well be the earliest recorded use of this accountancy. Exhibition item.

b

750,-

P 5370•

Incoming mail, 1878, Germany, 10 pf. (4) tied “HAMBURG 24 4 78“ to folded envelope to staff of
german consulate Tientsin, on reverse transits “BRINDISI 28 4 78“ and Hong-Singapore Marine
Sorter of MY9, embossed red seal of “ERBSCHAFTSAMT HAMBURG“ (Hamburg inheritance office).

b

280,-

P 5371•

Incoming mail, 1885, UK, envelope QV 1d uprated QV 5d tied “LONDON S.W. MR 5 86“ to “British
Legation Peking“, on reverse transit “SINGAPORE TO HONG KONG B AP2 86“, privated note “Answd.
“April 19“.

GA

200,-

P 5372•

German offices, 1892, forerunner 20 Pf. blue tied “KDPA SHANGHAI 18 II/92“ to cover originating
in Ningpo (bilingual traders seal “GUSTAV KULTZAU NINGPO“ on reverse) to Singapore via “Hong
Kong B NO 22 92“ and fwd. to Hamburg w. Dec. 25 arrival, cert. R. Steuer BPP (1997).
V48b

b

800,-

P 5373•

German offices, forerunners, crown/eagle 20 Pf. blue tied “KDPA SHANGHAI 20/4 93“ endorsed
“Via America“ to Germany, via IJPO Shanghai, “YOKOHAMA 27 IIII 1893“ on reverse w Leipzig arival
of June 2 alongside.
V48

b

600,-

P 5374•

Incoming mail, Italy, card 10 Cs. canc. “GENOVA 23 10 93“ to Shanghai/China w. arrival of german
postal agency “28/11 93“ on reverse.

GA

150,-

5375•

Incoming mail, 1894/95, Great Britain, two covers with full contents to British Legation Peking:
stampless to plenipotentiary Excellency R. O'Connor marked “T“ and blue crayon “10“ but no other
markings, probably not pursued as diplomatic mail; and franked QV 2 1/2 d (torn) to Mrs. O'Connor
with Hong Kong D transit on reverse, both covers faults. An interesting pair with notes and copy of
refering letter by Peter Holcombe dated Nov. 2, 1997. Other unfranked covers to HBM legation are
recorded and the matter appears to be still unsolved.

b

130,-

P 5376

1898, colour picture card “Park with a big pond“ (imprint Hirsbrunner & C. - Shanghai) used wit Kiautschou V
German 10 pfg. red cancelled “TISANTANFORT 29.3.98“ to Germany with arrival mark
47 d

b

100,-

P 5377•

Incoming mail, 1898, Denmark, 10 Oe. tied “KJO(BENHAVEN) 7/7“ to ppc (Thorvaldsens Museum)
to Peking, transit large dollar “TIENTSIN16 AUG 98/Kwwang Hsu 24.6.9“ arrival large dollar
“PEKING“ same day.

Ak

280,-
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P 5378•

Incoming mail, 1899, US Field Post Office Manila: card US 2 C. canc. “MIL. ST. No. 1 MANILA PHIL.
ISLD: FEB 13 99“ to Tsingtau, transit “HONG KOGN C FE 17 99“, british p.o. Shanghai Feb. 24 (on
reverse), arrival “TSINTAU25/2 99“. Very unusual.

GA

600,-

P 5379

1899. Envelope addressed to 'Customs Officer, Tsintau, China' bearing Hong Kong SG 35, Sc blue
tied by Hong Kong date stamp with oval Imperial Post 'Kiaochow' in blue and German Post 'Tsintau/
Kiautschou' receiver on reverse.

b

300,-

P 5380

1899. Envelope (faults,soiled, three sides opend) addressed to France bearing Chinese Imperial
Post SG 109, 1c ochre (pair) tied by framed tombstone routed via Tientsin and Shanghai with Hong
Kong SG 33, 2c carmine tied by Shanghai date stamp 'Dec 27 99' tied by boxed Canton 'IPO'. A
scarce item paying the unopened printed matter rate via Canton.

b

600,-

P 5381•

Incoming mail, 1899, USA 5 C. tied oval killer w. “PLYMOUTH WISC.“ alongside to illustrated hotel
cover to Tsingtau, backstamps SF, USPA Shanghai, german p.o. Shanghai and arrival “TSINTAU 6/8
99“, attractive.

b

110,-

P 5382•

1900, Pechihli, 10 Pf. (2) tied “Imperial German Field Post Station No. 7 4/3“ resp. 20 Pf. tied same
“6/3“ to two covers to Tsingtau with 9/3 01 resp. 15/3 01 backstamps. No. 7 FPO was at Paotingfu
(Nov. 1900-July 1901). Civilian mail was due to postage if posted at FPO, quite unusual Pechichli
usage.
PVc (2), P5d

b

600,-

P 5383

1900. R-Brief mit seltener Mischfrankatur aus Vorläufer und 1. Tsingtau-Ausgabe von “Tsingtau
3.7.00“ nach Postdam mit Nachsendefrankatur 5 Pf Germania Reichspost (min. eckrund) nach
Wilderswyl und Vitznau in der Schweiz. Bedarf. FA Steuer BPP (2015).
V 5 II a, 1 II b

b

2.300,-

5384•

1900 (ca): Guache by the German Painter Anton Hoffmann depicting the Boxer uprising in 1900.
(M)
1900 (ca): Boxeraufstand China mordende Boxerbanden Originalgouache Anton Hoffmann
München (1863-1938) (M)

120,-

P 5385•

1900/1901, French military mail during Boxer Rebellion “Corps Expeditionnaire de Chine“,
stampless cover from Navy Detachment Shanghai with commander's blue cachet and endorsement,
two c.d.s. “CORR.D.ARMEES SHANG-HAI 12 DEC 00“ and “CORPS EXP TONKIN LIGNE N. 7 13 DEC
00“ alongside, addressed to Couchey/Marsannay-la-Côte/France with arrival mark 13 JANV 01 on
reverse, some imperfections/postal wear.

P 5386

1900/01 (ca.), boxer upheaval, two real photos showing beheading scenes with chinese military /
police, small faults

P 5387

1901 (CHINA EXPEDITIONARY FORCE). Envelope written from Tientsin addressed to the 'Base Post
Office, China Field Force, Hong Kong' bearing C.E.F. SG C2, '½ anna green tied by F.P.O. No 4 date
stamp of Tientsin with arrival Base Office/B receiver on reverse. Very fine.
C.E.F. SG C2

b

150,-

P 5388

1901. Stampless envelope written from Shin-Van-Tao dated ‘23rd Jan 1901' addressed to France
endorsed 'Corps Expeditionnaire de Chine' with ‘Marine Francaise/Service a la Mer' double ring
and 'Corps Exp. Tonkin/Ligne No 9' double ring (Salles 1954) with Aube receiver on reverse. Nice
item of mail from the French Troops in Shin-Van-Tao.

b

110,-

5389

1901. Stampless envelope headed 'Mouillage de Tchefou' dated '8th Feb 1901' addressed to
France endorsed 'Corp Expeditionnaire de Chine' with 'Marine Francaise/Service a la Mer' double
ring and Aube receiver on reverse. Nice item of mail from the French Troops anchored at Chefoo.

b

100,-

P 5390•

1901 China Deutsche Seepost Shanghai Tientsin 30.5.“10“ b Jahreszahl verdreht müßte 01 sein
auf russischer Überdruckmarke an Oberst Stephan in Berlin, Absendedatum 28.5.1901 RRR +
Ansichtskarte gleiche Korrespondenz 5.9.1901 aus Japan

b

300,-

P 5391•

1901, french offices 10 C. stationery card canc. “PEKIN“ with coiling dragon 5 C. tied oval “PEKING
APR 15 1901“ used as german field post card w. “S. B.“ boxed hs. and “Imp. FP Station No. 2 27/4“
dater alongside to Halberstadt/Germany.

GA

300,-

P 5392

1901. Registered multi-view picture post card (light corner bends) of Tientsin addressed to Germany
bearing Japanese Post Office in China SG 9a, 4a rosine and SG 13a, 10s blue tied by Tientsin/I.
J.P.O. date stamp in blue with 'R/I.J.P.O. Tientsin' registered label with Hamburg arrival. Scarce use
of Registered post-card from the Japanese Post Office in China.

b

340,-

P 5393•

1901 Feldpostkarte mit chinesischer Zweifarbenfrankatur, Feldpost Nr. 7, Kastenstempel 4.
Ostasiatische Inf. Rgt. Text über Gefecht mit den Boxern in Kuautschang

b

200,-

P 5394

US post offices, 1901, Tientsin military p.o.: US 1 C., 2 C. 5 C. tied “MIL. POSTAL STA. No. 1 TIENTSIN
CHINA JAN 28 1901“ to ppc (Tientsin-Fort.) commercially used to a officers mess in Bautzen/
Germany w. arrival. Nice UPU three-colour frank, card corner crease/bumped.

Ak

80,-

GA

500,-

P 5395

60,150,-

1902: Essay for a postal stationery double card, 10 Pfg red Germania “Deutsches Reich“ with
horizontal overprint “CHINA“ without new value. Printing error “accent“ instead “i-dot“ on the i in
china. Very fresh, unused.
1902 Essay für Doppelkarte 10 Pf Wertstempel Germania mit Inschrift “Deutsches Reich“ mit
waagerechtem Aufdruck “China“ ohne neue Wertangabe und im Aufdruck “China“ über dem “i“ ein
Akzent anstatt ein Punkt, druckfrisch ungebraucht, Borek -.E4
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P 5396•

Incoming mail, Germany, 5+5 Pf. double card used “CÖTHEN 10.1.02“ to Peitang via Tongku, transit
german p.o. “SHANGHAI 16/2 02“, Local Post H and bisected bilingual same day, bisected bilingual
“TIENTSIN“ resp. oval “PEKING FEB 23/24 1902“. Reply part as “Pechihli“ with clear “TONGKU 28
2 02“ back to Germany w. April 9 Cöthen arrival. Signed Bothe BPP resp. Kilian BPP (with 1985
statement “worth three times the normal“). A Pehchihli stationery rarity.
P56I

b

350,-

P 5397

1902. Picture post card (small faults) of 'Main Gate, Vladivostok' addressed to 'Pehan Railway, PaoTing-Fou, China' bearing Russia Yvert 38, 1k orange (4) tied by Vladivostok date stamp routed via
Yingkow (Manchuria) with No 13 Fied Post Office (Newchwang) transit (Tchil Fig 654) with Russian
Post Office Tien-Tsin and oval Imperial Post Peking with framed Pau-Ting-Fou receiver on face.
Lovely item of incoming mail routed via Manchuria.

b

250,-

P 5398•

Incoming mail, 1902, Turkey/Osman Epire, 20 Pia canc. “PERA“ via “COS. GALATA 20 MAI 1902“ to
Pifrement/Imperial German Legation Peking w. arrival oval “PEKING JUN 28 1902“, sender Ismail
Hakki Bey.

GA

200,-

5399

1903, “THE CHINA TIMES“ Vol. 3 No. 47, “Tientsin, Friday, February 27, 1903“, outer pages (1-2,
11-12) with lacquer seal as sent under wrapper (removed), many advertisements, russo-japanese
war news but also relevant postal news viz. “Supplementary Mail“ re. steamers Kwangping and
Yungping on the Tientsin-Chingwangtao line, camera pictorial ad etc. (M)

Gebot

P 5400•

Incoming mail, 1904, Germany, 5 Pf. tied oval TPO “MAINZ-KIRCHHEIMBOLANDEN ZUG 437 4 4
04“ to ppc to “TSINGTAU 13 / 3 4“ and forwarded to Tungchow, transit bisected bilingual “CHINAN
14 MAY 04“ and arrival tombstone “Tungchow/ post office“.

Ak

280,-

P 5401•

Incoming mail, 1904, Turkey/Osman Empire, french offices in Turkey, 2 Pia/50 C. tied
“CONSTANTINOPLE-PERA 30-4 04“ to registered cover to “TSINGTAU 8.7.04“, on reverse transits
Alexandria french p.o., Suez, HK registered, Shanghai lunar dater. Quite unusual origin.

b

200,-

P 5402

1904. Registered 'China Expeditionary Force' postal stationery envelope half anna green upgraded
with SG C5, 2a6p green tied by F.P.O. No 4 date stamp '7th Jul 1904' with adjacent framed handstruck 'F.P.O. No 4' on face written from a 'Veterinary Assistant, British Contingent, Tientsin, China'
addressed to 'The Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation, Calcutta, India' with Calcutta arrival
on reverse '2nd Aug'. A very fine and scarce item of registered mail from the Boxer Campaign.

GA

600,-

P 5403•

Incoming mail, 1905, Turkey/Asutrian offices, 20 P. canc. “ADRIANOPEL 25 5 05“ to Shanghai, then
fwd. to New York, July transits of Shanghai german, imperial chinese, Local Post and japanIncoming
mail, 1905, Turkey/Asutrian offices, 20 P. canc. “ADRIANOPEL 25 5 05“ to Shanghai, then fwd. to
New York, July transits of Shanghai german, imperial chinese, Local Post and japanese p.o., finally
reached NY August 2, corner crease.ese p.o., finally reached NY August 2, corner crease.

GA

280,-

P 5404•

Incoming mail, 1907, PHilippines stationery env.elope 2 C. canc. “ILOILO OCT 29 1907“ to M. Rohde
c/o Excellency Gouverneurs wife, Tsingau marked “15 CTMS/T“ on front but not pursuded, no revere
stransits, Manila, Shanghai res. Local Post Nov. 11 and Tsingtau Nov. 15 arrival, env. corner crease. Sc. U28

GA

280,-

P 5405

1907. Hong Kong postal stationery double reply card 1c green upgraded with SG 62, 1c purple and
brown and SG 63, 2c green cancelled by 'Base Office/ B' date stamp with adjacent 'F.P.O. No 1' date
stamp '6 Au 07' of Tientsin addressed to France, routed via Victoria/Hong Kong '15th Aug' and
forwarded on the French paquebot “Salazie“ from Hong Kong with Besancon arrival '18/9' and
taxed on arrival with hand-struck 'T' on face. A very nice item from the Boxer Unit that remained in
Tientsin after the Campaign.

GA

450,-

P 5406•

1908 - China Eastern Railway Manchuria. Japanese folded postal stationery envelope addressed to
France bearing Russia Yvert 42, 5k lilac (3) tied by oval Vladivostok 264 Kharbin/6 date stamp
'29th Aug' with Paris arrival on reverse '2nd Oct 08'. The envelope opens up to reveal a beautiful po
up flower and butterfly. A rare item from the Manchurian railway. Covers are rare and the 5 kop is
not recorded by Tchiinghirian.

b

700,-

P 5407•

Incoming mail, 1908, Germany, letter card 10 Pf. uprated 10 Pf. “FULDA 22.3.08“ to California/USA
and fwd. to Tsingtau, transits San Luis Obispo, Shanghai and entry marking of American Consulate
Tsingtau, May 9 1908. well travelled card.

GA

280,-

P 5408•

Incoming mail, Mariana Islands, 1908, yacht 10 Pf. tied “SAIPAN 2/11 08“ via “YAP 5/II 08“
(Caroline Islds.) to Tsingtau, transits “HONG KONG 12 DE 08“, “SHANGHAI B.,P.O. DE 17 08“ and
arrival “TSINGTAU 21.12.08“, to staff of Tsingtao dockyard, signed Mansfeld BPP.

b

280,-

P 5409

1909. Envelope (vertical fold, tear,faults) headed 'Ministry des Affaires Etrangeres/au Yunnan'
addressed to Paris bearing lndo-China SG 31, 2c claret (5) mixed with French China SG 34, 15c
brown/azure tied by Yunnan-Fou-Chine double ring '23rd Mai 09' routed via Lao-Kay/Tonkin with
transit '31/5' on reverse. Attractive item from Yunnan Province.

b

160,-

P 5410•

German offices, 1911, 4 C. / 10 Pf. (23, inc. strip-5 and two strips-4) canc. multiple strikes
“SCHANGHAI 6.4.12“ to reverse of registered cover via Siberia to Germany w. arrival “OFFENBACH
23.4.12“. Each stamp perfin “L. S.“ of “L. Soyka, Shanghai“ (imprint and company handstamp on
backflap. The austrian company had branches a. o. in Hankow, Hong Kong (perfin also reported)
and Hamburg/Germany. Unevenly opened and creases, a stunning franking. (M)
40 (23)

b

800,-

P 5411•

Incoming mail, 1912, Bavaria/Germany UPU cards 10 Pf. (2) each canc. “NÜRNBERG“ to missionary
c/o Basel Mission Hong Kong, to Kaying via Swatow, then to Changlok/Kwangtung, various transits.

GA

600,-

P 5412

German Offices, 1914, three line “BY EXPRESS / TIENTSIN-PUKOW / RAILWAY“ in violet on cover w.
offices 2 C./5 Pf (2) tied “SHANGHAI 22/4 14“ to cover via Siberia to Hamburg/Germany.

b

600,-

asia
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P 5413
P 5414•

1914. Postage Paid soldiers war envelope, vertical fold, fine.

b

100,-

German offices, , Tientsin, POW mail, envelope imprinted “SDPDG“ registered “TIENTSIN 17 10 16“
to Frankfurt POW charity office, Krefeld branch, Germany. On reverse transits New York, british
censor label and arrival “CREFELD 19.12.16“.

b

500,-

P 5415•

German offices, , Tientsin, POW mail, envelope imprinted “SDPDG“ of Tientsin german/austrian
POW agency, registered “TIENTSIN 18 4 16“ via “Shanghai U.S. Postal Agency APR 22 1916“ to
Bekecszsaba/Hungary. On reverse transit New York, british censor label and arrival “BEKESCSABA
1916 AUG 2“, marked “inconnu.“ with respective green label and ms. “Retur 1 V-18“ and returned,
New York and british transits.

b

500,-

P 5416•

Incoming mail, 1917, Germany card 7 1/2 Pf. “GRÖMITZ 7.8.17“ endorsed “Kriegsgefangenensendung“
(POW mail) probably to civilian internee Shanghai/China, german censormark, transits “SHANGHAI
B.P.O. DE 14 17“, Shanghai and Shanghai Local Post.

GA

150,-

5417

1918. Prisoner of War folded letter envelope headed 'Prisoners of War' endorsed 'Curt Wollhiem,
Camp 4, Compound 2, Aliens Detention Camp, Knockaloe, I.O.M.' dated '12th Feb 18' addressed to
'Frau Bertha Wollheim, Changsha, Province Hunan, China' with 'Opened by Censor/ P.W. 379' label
on reverse, routed via Siberia and Manchuria with Mukden (Manchuria) ‘9th Apr' and Hankow '12th
Apr' transits and Imperial Post Changsha arrival ‘17th Apr'. The envelope was roughly opened on all
four sides. Very fine item of Prisoner of War Mail from Knockaloe Camp written by a Jewish Internee
to his wife in Changsha, China routed via Manchuria.

b

110,-

P 5418

1918. Censored envelope addressed to Hankow, Hupeh Province, China bearing Philippines SG
287, 10c blue tied by Manila duplex routed via Hong Kong with ‘Opened by Censor/No 1306’ label
and circular ‘PBC’ in violet on face with Imperial Post Shanghai and Tiensin transits and Hankow
arrival. Scarce item of censored mail. H. Ramsey was Vice-Consul of Norway in Hankow.

b

350,-

5419

1918, “American Red Cross China“ 25 c. vignette on cover from “CHEFOO 24.JUN“ with Junk 3 c.
green (3) and 1 c. ochre via Japan with censor label (part on front missing) and cencor mark
“PASSED BY CENSOR 2026“ to USA, sender address “....Tenchowfu, Shantung..“ on front and
complete with letter (pre-printing “...S.S. Shengking...“

b

110,-

P 5420•

1918, incoming mail, Russia, cover w. 15 K. imperf. canc. „Nikolsk-Ussuriisk 28-2-18“to Shanghai/
China, oval postage due marking, arrival “SHANGHAI POSTE RUSSE 9-3-18„

b

110,-

P 5421

1927, March, Shanghai Postal strike /“emergency postal service“ by British Field Post Office, four
covers used to Wiesbaden/Germany and one coupon of the service.

b

650,-

P 5422

1935. Envelope addressed to Chinwangtao, North China bearing Manchuria SG 58, 4/ yellow-olive
(pair) tied by Harbin date stamp (with Manchuria erased) routed via Shanhaikwan and Hopei-Nghiu
(frontier) with Chinwantao receiver with framed instructional 'Postal Communications Resumed/
Taxed' hand-stamp in violet. Rare item sent on the re-opening of the frontier between Manchuria
and North China; Ex-Desrousseau see Livre 5 page 330.

b

950,-

5423

1938 (FRENCH CHINA). Stampless envelope written from Shanghai dated '30th Aug 1938'
addressed to France endorsed 'F.M. ' cancelled by 'Detchement Français de Shanghai/Franchise
Militaire' in violet with military cachet 'Corps d'Occupation de Chine/Le Vaguemestre' in blue and
Rhone arrival on reverse. Very fine.

b

100,-

P 5424•

1938, ZHANJIANG (Fort Bayard / Kwang-Chou-Wan (French LEased Territories), Guangdong
Province/Southern China), airmail cover with franking French P.O. in South China on front and 1937
miniature sheet ovp. KOUANG-TCHEOU on reverse, at first as ship letter from Fort Bayard and
therefore stamped “Paquebot“, landing port canc. HAIHONG 30.05.38, transit mark HAI-PHONG
(with hyphen) 31.05.38, to Paris. Very rare entire!

b

P 5425•
P 5426•

Revenues, 1940s, Cigarette Tax, $2 vermilion, a vertical left margin pair, unused no gum as issued.

(*)

180,120,-

1942, incoming mail, USA, to Shanghai Civilian Internee Camp to former engineer of Wake Island
from “CALDWELL OHIO AUG 14 1942“ via Tokyo Japan Red Cross, US-censortape and boxed red
“Shanghai POW camp/censorship passed“ plus seal of censor, quite unusual.

b

320,-

P 5427

1945. Registered Air Mail Express envelope addressed to Toledo bearing Japanese Occupation
China SG 206, $20 purple and SG 207, $30 slage (2) tied by Tientsin date stamp with matching
registered label with framed hand-struck ‘Express’ in blue and ‘Expres’ label routed via Shanghai
‘22nd Nov’ with Chicago and Toledo arrival ‘Dec 23rd’ on reverse. The Japanese Occupation of the
city lasted until August 15, very rare item with Japanese Occupation stamps still valid 3 months
after the end of the occupation.

b

800,-

P 5428

1945, INTERNEE SPECIAL AIRMAIL, stampless airmail-cover from japanese internment camp for
allied civilians at Lincoln Ave Shanghai to Bournemouth in England, on the frontside violet boxed
“Internee mail free / of postage / Shanghai P.O“ and manuscript “By Special Air Transport“, on reverse
bilingual dater Shanghai. Enclosed is an interesting menu card belonging to a military ration pack.

e

270,-

P 5429

1946, incoming mail, registered air mail cover from Netherlands “AMSTERDAM-BIJENKORF
29.V.46“ to Charbin, endorsed “Via Prag & Moscou“ (= via Siberia), but returned to sender next day
pmkd. “AMSTERDAM-CENT. STATION 30.V.1946“ with a note from the dutch post office stating that
“airmail to Manchuria is not possible. Airmail to China can be sent via Amsterdam and Calcutta“,
but only at a more expensive air rate “of hfl. 1.62“.

e

180,-
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P 5430

1948. Air Mail envelope addressed to Shanghai bearing Germany Michel 70, 12+8 pf. tourquoise,
Mi. 71, 24+16 pf. Red, Mi. 101, 10+5 pf green, and Mi. 106, 10+5 pf green tied by Hamburg date
stamp endorsed 'via Hong Kong' with instructional 'Service Suspended/Return To Sender' in violet
on face. Lovely item of interrupted mail to Shanghai.

b

400,-

P 5431•

Incoming mail, 1949, Jamaica, KGVI 7 Sh. 9d frank tied “KINGSTON JAMAICA REGISTERED MY 17
4(9“) by registered airmail via P14 line, U.S. transits on reverse, arrival “CHUNGKING 9.6.49“.
Unevenly opened and corner fault. (T)
SG 132a etc.

b

200,-

FDC

80,-

GA

600,-

5432•
P 5433

1984, year of the rat, complete booklet pane on FDC with part of booklet cover on reverse,
unadressed. (T)
SB11
Page from the Madagasgar UPU-Archive with 16 postal stationery attached, all cancelled with a red
cancel from Madagascar. (MS)
Blatt vom UPU-Archiv MADAGASCAR mit 16 aufgeklebten Ganzsachen mit rotem Stempel von
Madagaskar entwertet. (MS)
P 15,16

CHINA - TAIWAN (FORMOSA)

siehe auch 6663, 6664, 6666, 6669, 6670, 6671

P 5434

1933 (16.10.), japanese Lake Ashi airmails 8½s. red-brown and 18s. blue used on registered
airmail cover from TAIHOKU (Formosa) to Vienna/Austria, roughly opened on reverse at top Japan 195,
nevertheless a very attractive and scarce cover and usage
197

b

250,-

P 5435

1943. Prisoner of War 2nd Taiwan card (Name & Rank) dated '22/11/1943' headed 'Service Des
Prisonniers de Guerre' addressed to Norwood, London written by Signalman May, Taiwan Prisoner
's Camp with framed 'Taiwan Furyo Shuyosho’ (Taiwan POW Camp) in violet and circular “Nishikawa“
censor seal in red with framed 'Crown/Passed/PW. 7915' censor on arrival. Signalman May was
taken Prisoner by the Japanese with the fall of Singapore Feb 15th 1942' and brought to Taiwan
with 500 hundred other British POW's on the 'Dai Nichi Maru’ at first to 'Taichu Camp No 2’ and later
to Taihoku Camp No 6’. Dennis May was in Camp 3 Heito when he wrote this card. This is the
second card known with the hand-stamp ‘British' applied in the Nationality box. (See Tett volume 5
page 187). Superb.

b

250,-

P 5436

1943. Prisoner of War 1st Taiwan card dated '25/7/ 1943' headed 'Service Des Prisonniers de
Guerre ' addressed to Norwood, London written by Signalman May, Taiwan Prisoner 's Camp with
framed 'Taiwan Furyo Shuyosho' (Taiwan POW Camp) in violet and circular “Nakajima“ censor seal
in red with framed 'Crown/Passed/PW. 3851' censor on arrival. Signalman May was taken Prisoner
by the Japanese with the fall of Singapore Feb 15th 1942' and brought to Taiwan with 500 hundred
other British POW's on the 'Dai Nichi Maru’ at first to 'Taichu Camp No 2’ and later to Taihoku Camp
No 6’ when he wrote this card. Superb.

b

200,-

5437•

1945, 10 S. light blue tied “Kaohsiung 34.12.4“ (Dec. 4, 1945) to cover to Taipeh, Bank of Taiwan
correspondence, earlier usage.
3

b

110,-

P 5438•

1945, 10 S. light blue (private rouletting) tied “Tainan 35.3.20“ (March 20, 1946) to small size
illustrated cover to Taipeh, senders dating still Showa (21st year).
3

b

110,-

5439•

1945, 10 S. light blue, private perforation, tied “Hu-lu-tao 35.4.15“ (Pescadores Islds. April 15,
1946) to cover to Kaohsiung, unusual (T)
3 gez.

b

110,-

5440•

1945, 10 S. light blue tied “Kiayi 34.12.12“ (Dec. 12, 1945) to Taipeh, arrival mark still with
japanese Showa dating, South China Bank correspondence.
3

b

5441•
P 5442•
P 5443•

1945, 10 S. light blue tied “Taipeh 35.6.14“ (June 14, 1946) to cover to Shanghai w. June 20 backstamp. 3

b

1945, 10 S. light blue tied “Tainan 35.5.28“ (May 28, 1946) to cover to Taipeh.

3

b

90,90,90,-

1945, 10 S. light blue, privately rouletted, tied “Jiali 35.2.25“ (Feb. 25, 1946) to cover to Taipeh,
Taiwan province administration.
3

b

60,-

P 5444•

1945, 10 S. light blue, a bottom margin copy with separation line part double-print, tied “Hsinchu
35.5.9“ (May 9, 1946) to cover to Taipeh, from Bank of Taiwan Hsinchu branch to South China Bank
Taipeh branch.
3

b

60,-

5445•

1945, 10 S. light blue (12, two strips of five and pair, one copy touched) and 40 S. violet (strip-3)
tied “Nantou 35.6.26“ (May 26, 1946) tzo registered cover to Taipeh, Bank of South China
correspondence. The bottom copy of the 10 S. pair shows double printing of the overprint. (T)
3 (12), 5 (2)

b

200,-

5446•

1945, 40 S. violet tied “Taichung 34.11.20“ (Nov. 20, 1945) to registered cover to South China
Bank, Taipeh, early usage.
5

b

160,-

5447•

1945, 40 S. violet (2) tied “Tamshui 34.11.20“ (Nov. 20, 1945) to registered cover to Taipeh, South
China bank correspondence, early usage (T)
5 (2)

b

160,-

P 5448•

1945, 50 S. brownish olive (13, inc. strips-3 x2, horizontal strip-4) w. ovpt. martyr 10 C./4 C. (10,
blocks-6 resp. -4) tied “Shishan 35.11.5“ (Nov. 5, 1946) to both sides or registered cover to Taipeh. (T) 6 (13), 16 (10)

b

200,-

P 5449•

1945, 1 Y. olive green tied “Kaohsiung 35.11.9“ (Nov. 9, 1946) to Taipeh, South China Bank
correspondence.
7

b

160,-

1945, 1 Y. olive green (3 inc. pair), 50 S. (bottom margin copy) and 5 S. (right corner-margin block-6)
tied “Kaohsiung 35.11.2“ (Nov. 2, 1946) to registered cover to Taipeh, South China Bank
correspondence. (T)
7 (3), 6, 2 (6)

b

160,-

5450•

asia
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1945, 1 Y. olive green tied “Taipeh (35.8.)10“ (Aug. 10, 1946) to reverse of printed matter envelope
to Tainan w. next day arrival. Printed return of Kuomitang party Taiwan branch.
7

b

110,-

P 5451A•

1946, postal money order stamps $10-$3000 with 23 mm ovpt. “restricted for usage in Taiwan“
in Song style, unused no gum ($10 mounted mint). Believed to be the only known complete mint
set in existence, according to vendor.

*

1.000,-

P 5451B•

1946, postal money order stamps $10-$3000 with 21.5-22 mm blue ovpt. “restricted for usage in
Taiwan“ in kai style, used. Believed to be the only known used set in existence, according to vendor.

g

1.000,-

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK
P 5452•

1950, 1st anniversary $800 tied „CANTON A 1950.7.16“ to cover to Hong Kong, interesting PR of
„Canton New Asia Liquor Store“.
31I

b

5453•
P 5454

1950, $100 / 50 C. geese, clear mirror imprint of surcharge on reverse, unused mint.

(*)

100,50,-

1950, Tien An Men, two small size air mail covers from “PEKING“ via Canton to Switzerland, $3.500
and $13.000 rates.

e

80,-

P 5455

1950/53, five air mail covers with Tien An Men issues inc. four registered to Tangiers/North
Africa and one ordinary air to Denmark.

b

1.500,-

P 5456•

1950/54, Tien An Men $500 (pair) with 1954 $2000 (pair) etc. tied “Hwangaa 54.9.27“ to ppc
(Outer Mongolia Lady) by air mail to Finland, violet route marking“ via Peking and Prague“

Ak

100,-

5457•

1951, air mail $10.000 w. Tien An Men $400, 800 tied “Shanghai branch 80 53.5.28“ to Quantico/
Va., USA. Plus 1954/57, two field post covers inc. w. blue inspection mark.
98, 70 etc.

b

80,-

5458•

1951, 2nd anniversary $100, $200 tied large red commemorative pictorial dater “North China
products exhibition Tientsin 1951.10.5“ to inside of respective folder issued by North China postal
district administration, with interesting national/international postal rate table (special tariffs
include letter rate) on reverse.
122I, 123I

50

90,-

5459

1952, Korea volunteers 2nd anniversary $800 bluish green, violet and reddish brown each block-4 196 (4,
tied “SHANGHAI 54.10.5“ to reverse of airmail cover w. on front Tien An Men 1st print $10.000 and 198/199 (4)
1954 $100 to Amsterdam/Holland, senders address removed and two stamps overlapping.
etc.

e

80,-

5459A•

1955, ancient scientists set in blocks-4 (back slight toning) and s/s #1-4, unused no gum as issued 278/81 (4),
(Michel cat. 356.-)
Bl. 1-4

(*)

80,-

P 5460

1959/72, record harvest block-4 (C60) with bottom-imprint margin etc. tied “CANTON 29
1972.11.12“ to ppc by air mail to France., some tonings.
437/440 etc.

Ak

300,-

5460A•

1960, 3rd congress C81 set in blocks-4, mint never hinged MNH, some gum tonings on reverse, as 551a (4),
is (Michel ca. 640.-).
552 (4)

**

100,-

P 5460B•

1960, Korea liberation C82 set in blocks-4, mint never hinged w. some slight brown spots, as is
(Michel cat. 640.-)
553/554

**/v

120,-

P 5461

1961, table tennis FDC used “Peking“ to Hamburg/Germany (3 mm tear not affecting stamps). And
1973, Panda 43 f. used on ppc “CANTON 1973.11.10“ to Vienna/Austria.

FDC/Ak

60,-

P 5461A•

1961, Mongolia PR 40 years C89 set in blocks-4, 10 f. with imprint margin at right, mint never
hinged MNH, the 8 f. two vals. with slight adhesions, a rare set, as is (Michel cat. 1200.-)
602/03

**/v

P 5461B•
5461C•

1962, revolutionary Cuba S51 set in blocks-4, mint never hinged MNH, scarce (Michel cat. 1400.-) 643/45

**/v

240,280,-

1962, folk dance (I) W49, Albania C96 and old China scientists C92 in NG as issued or MNH
blocks-4 mostly margin or coner margin blocks, C92 10 f. Shen Ko faults in selvedge resp. 10 f. 657/62 (4),
geology 1 stamp part paper adhesions as is (Michel cat. 916.-)
665/74 (4)

**/
(*)/v

150,-

P 5462
5463•

1963, landscapes of Huang Shan mnh, complete set of 16 values. Some stamps with very small
black spots on back.
744/759

**

300,-

1963/67, Huangshan 30 F. with women 8 F. and def. 1 F. canc. “PEKING 1967.5.20“ to air mail
printed matter to Paris/France, cover 9 mm tear in margin not affecting stamps. (M)
758, 935 etc.

b

824/26, 858, 899 etc.

Ak

1966/68, cultural revolution, four stamps, used, the 10 f. with frontside rubbing.

g

90,60,60,-

1967, Yenan talks (W3) set of three on commercially used inland covers, two single franks and one
uprated 2 f. for airmail to Singkiang, all three used in year of issuance. Provenience: Spink Nov.
2003 lot 790.
962/64

b

180,-

P 5467•

1967, thoughts of Mao (W1), set of eleven with two se-tenant strips of five (gold-red one fold,
otherwise non-fold) cto „Kwangtung Canton 1967.11.28“ to cover addressed to Hong Kong,
provenience: Spink Nov. 2003 lot 789 (Michel cat. ca. 2100.-). (T)
966/976

b

P 5468•
P 5469

1967, KPC 46th anniversary set W4, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 700.-).

**

500,140,-

1967, Mao and Lin Piao 10 f. and 18th anniversary 8 F. and eight other stamps (six stamps on
reverse) on airmail pre-printing cover “Ambassade d'Algerie Pekin“ from “PEKING 1969.10.17“ to 992, 994, 977Bern, Switzerland, two stamps on reverse with faults, otherwise fine
979 a.o.

b

500,-

P 5470•

1967, official cover to Lin Piao: Maos poems 10 f. „Guo Moro“ tied „Kiangsu Nanking 24 branch
1968.1.26“ to air mail cover from KPC Kiangsu administration to KPC central /Comrade Lin Piao,
horizontal crease. Provenience: Spink Nov. 2003 lot 795. (T)
1008

b

900,-

P 5464•
5465
P 5466•

1966, attractive franking on front and on reverse on ppc. from Peking to Germany.
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P 5471•

1967, Maos poems W7, 4 f. Liupanshan, a bottom left corner margin sheet number pair with mirror
plate no. „9“, mint never hinged MNH.
Mi-Nr. 996 (2)

**/p

100,-

P 5472•

1967/68, Maos poems (W7) set on fourteen commercially used inland covers inc. one to Hong
Kong. Provenience: Spink Nov. 2003 lot 794. (T)
995/1008

b

400,-

P 5473•

1968, Maos poems (W7), 10 f. “answer to comrade Guo Moruo“ tied “Peking 286 1968.12.29“ to
reverse of air mail cover to Shanghai w. next day arrival. Correct 8 f. + 2 f. air surcharge rate usage. 1008

b

100,-

P 5474•

1968, Maos poems W7, 10 f. Changsha, a top right corner margin sheet number block-4, mint
never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 400.-).
996 (4)

**/v

100,-

P 5475•

1968, Maos poems W7, 4 f. Liupanshan, a bottom right corner margin block-4, mint never hinged
MNH (Michel cat. 400.-).
996 (4)

**

100,-

P 5476

1968, revolutionary stage set W5, cto with full original gum, whitehaired girl pulled perfs, otherwise
faultless (Michel cat. 660.-)
1010/18

g

5477•
P 5478•

1968, revolutionary opera W5 set used cto, original gum (Michel cat. 660.-).

1010/18

g

150,130,-

1968, revolutionary opera (W5) set on nine commercially used inland covers, provenience: Spink
Nov. 2003 lot 792.
1010/18

b

220,-

P 5479

1968, revolutionary opera set W5, mint never hinged, red lantern one pulled perf, otherwise
faultless (Michel cat. 1900.-)
1018/18

**

450,-

P 5480•

1966, aid to Afro-Americans (W9) single tied “1968.8.4“ to inland cover, envelope reduced at right.
Rare franking.
1019

b

100,-

P 5481•

1969, Mao’s directives (W10) set of five single franks on commercially used inland covers,
provenience: Spink Nov. 2003 lot 798.
1020/24

b

500,-

P 5482•

1968, KPC decisions publication W15, a top left imprint margin corner block of 8, mint never
hinged MNH (Michel cat. 800.-)
1028 (8)

**

190,-

P 5483•

1969, Yangtse-bridge resp. “red signal lantern“ sets, six commercially used inland covers (bridge 4
f. fault).
1029/34

b

100,-

P 5484•

1975, registered cover to KPC / comrade Mao Tse-Tung w. 1969 Nanking bridge 10 f. (2) tied 1975.6.1
Hupeh dater to Peking, file hole affecting one stamp. Provenience: Spink Nov. 2003 lot 799.
1032 (2)

b

P 5485
5486

1971, Paris commune set, unused no gum as issued (Michel cat. 550.-).

(*)

180,160,-

**

80,-

P 5487•

1975, Peking local cover w. 4 f. frank to Maos wife c/o KP central comittee; cover from Tientsin
to Mao Tse-Tung himself w. 8 f. frank. Two covers.

b

3.000,-

P 5488•

1978, National Science Conference souvenir sheet, without gum as issued, never hinged (nick/tear
at top). Mi. 700,- €
Bl. 11

(*)

P 5489•
5490•
P 5491•

1978, Horses souvenir sheet, mint never hinged MNH. Mi. 850,- €.

Bl. 12

**

1978, Fying Fairies souvenir sheet, mint never hinged MNH, slight creasing. Mi. 400,- €

Bl. 13

**

100,250,70,-

1978, bridges s/s canc. “Kwangtung Shantu 1979.7.16“ on reverse of registered cover to Hong
Kong (Michel cat. 220.-); also 1964, peonies 4 F./20 F.-ex five values as correct 52 F. airmail rate
“Shanghai 11 1964.9.25“ on cover to Switzerland and fwd. internal, both in-time usages.
Bl. 14

b

P 5492•
5493•
5494•
5495
P 5496•
5497•
P 5497A

1979, Bridge souvenir sheet, mint never hinged MNH. Mi. 450,- €.

Bl. 14

**

1979, Chinese Wall souvenir sheet, mint never hinged MNH, Mi. 200,- €

Bl. 15

**

1979, Chinese Wall souvenir sheet, mint never hinged MNH, Mi. 200,- €

Bl. 15

**

1979, 30 years of P.R.China miniature sheet mint never hinged, Mi. € 150,--

Bl. 18

**

1979, Scientific Youth ('Girl') miniature sheet mint never hinged MNH, Mi. 2.100, - €

Bl. 19

**

1979, Camelia souvenir sheet, mint never hinged MNH. Mi. 300,- €.

Bl. 20

5497B

1070/73
1972/74, four sets and single definitive, margin or corner margin copies, some with imprint or 1117/25,
sheet number, all mint never hinged (Michel cat. 356.-).
1162/67, 1174

**

100,100,50,50,50,500,80,-

1997, China PRC essay “Tang dynasty painting“ without country name or face value, printed with a
printing press sold by the company Goebel located in Darmstadt (Germany) to the Chinese post.
The original sheet of this essay shows in the top margin the 1997 date of impression and the
country name “China“. Goebel was one of the largest manufacturer of printing presses in the world,
the PRC post was one of their customers. This essay design was used to test the machine sold to
China, by its purpose it is quite similar to the 1969 PRC Red Lantern essay (also without face value),
but this 1997 essay is much rarer. We only know of 2 sheets of this essay. Singles from these 2
sheets have sold in the past for 120-200 EURO each. Here is a bloc of 20 in extremely fine mint
never hinged condition.

**

800,-

1997, China PRC essay “Tang dynasty painting“ without country name or face value, printed with a
printing press sold by the company Goebel located in Darmstadt (Germany) to the Chinese post.
The original sheet of this essay shows in the top margin the 1997 date of impression and the
country name “China“. Goebel was one of the largest manufacturer of printing presses in the world,
the PRC post was one of their customers. This essay design was used to test the machine sold to
China, by its purpose it is quite similar to the 1969 PRC Red Lantern essay (also without face value),
but this 1997 essay is much rarer. Here is a bloc of four in extremely fine mint never hinged
condition.

**

400,-
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P 5497C

1997, China PRC essay “Tang dynasty painting“ without country name or face value, printed with a
printing press sold by the company Goebel located in Darmstadt (Germany) to the Chinese post.
The original sheet of this essay shows in the top margin the 1997 date of impression and the
country name “China“. Goebel was one of the largest manufacturer of printing presses in the world,
the PRC post was one of their customers. This essay design was used to test the machine sold to
China, by its purpose it is quite similar to the 1969 PRC Red Lantern essay (also without face value),
but this 1997 essay is much rarer. Here is a single extremely fine mint never hinged example.

**

100,-

5497D

1997, China PRC essay “Tang dynasty painting“ without country name or face value, printed with a
printing press sold by the company Goebel located in Darmstadt (Germany) to the Chinese post.
The original sheet of this essay shows in the top margin the 1997 date of impression and the
country name “China“. Goebel was one of the largest manufacturer of printing presses in the world,
the PRC post was one of their customers. This essay design was used to test the machine sold to
China, by its purpose it is quite similar to the 1969 PRC Red Lantern essay (also without face value),
but this 1997 essay is much rarer. Here is a single extremely fine mint never hinged example.

**
**

100,50,-

5498

2007, 27th stamp poll s/s, mint never hinged MNH.

Bl. 135

CHINA - VOLKSREPUBLIK - PROVINZEN
P 5499•

Central China, Jiangsu-Anhui Border Area, 1946, $50 train imperforated (8, two vertical strips
of 4) tied „Kiangsu Lushi 35.11.10“ (Nov. 10, 1946) to reverse of ordinary express cover (red
label on front) to Shanghai with Oct. 16 arrival, uprated for nationalist area with SYS $100 pair JiAn (8); China
tied „SHANGHAI“ same day, a scarce early combination cover.
671A /2)

b

2.000,-

P 5500•

Central China, 1949, $200, a vertical left corner margin strip-5 tied „SHIKUH (1950).3.27“ to
reverse of air mail cover to Hong Kong, cover file bend at left not affecting stamps.
Mi 100 (5)

b

100,-

P 5501•

Central China, 1949 $5.000, a vertical bottom imprint-margin strip-3 with South China $1.000/$20
tied „Kwangtung Kongmoon 1950.5.6“ to air mail cover via „CANTON 50.5.7“ to USA, top $5.000
corner fault but pasted thus at p.o. as evidenced by postmark.
105 (3), SC 23

b

100,-

P 5502•

Central China, 1949, Wuhan liberation $1000 (top margin sheet number block-10) canc. „Shanghai
Shekmenshilo 1951.8.18“ on reverse of cover (four more stamps probably removed) with on front Mi 133 B (10),
East China, Nanking/Shanghai liberation $100 pair canc. same to San Francisco/USA. (M)
EC 63A (2)

b

100,-

P 5503•

Central China, 1950, $2100/$32 (8, block-4 and strip-4) with East China $300/200 (pair), South
China 1950, $300/$30 tied „KUTSING 1950.4.22“ to reverse of air mail cover to New York/USA. Mi 152 (8) etc.

b

100,-

P 5504•

1932, Sovjet posts, Red Army series 1 C. red, unused no gum as issued, horizontal crease and
1mm tear top right, tiny rubbings/thins on reverse, top left lupe- otherwise large margins, rarity
Cert. Scheibert BPP (2018) - Provenience: Treasure Hunter Public Auction No. 16 #1100 (1991). Yang YSP4.

(*)

1.000,-

P 5505

East China, parcel post, $200/$10-$10.000/$10 with cancels of “Shanghai Russin Stamp Ostchina Paket
Exhibition Temporary Office“.
1-6

g

P 5506
P 5507•

East China, parcel post, $5.000/10 C.-$50.000/$5, unused no gum as issued.

600,800,-

P 5508•

East China, 1949, Mao portrait $2000 green (14 inc. blocks-6, -4 and strip-3) with same $150 Mi 73 (14), 69
(pair) and PRC $200 on red tied „Kiangsu Taichow 1950.6.28“ to reverse of air mail cover to USA. (2) etc.

b

P 5509•
P 5510•

East China, 1949, covers (4) mostly from final series to USA (2), Hong Kong and Hangchow.

b

100,100,-

East China, 1949, Mao portrait $1000 red (block-4) with $100 violet (strip-3) tied „SHANGHAI
10.12.49“ to reverse of express registered air mail cover to San Francisco/USA w. Jan. 18 arrivals. (T) 62 (4), 78 (3)

b

100,-

P 5511•

East China, 1949, 7th anniversary $5 ovpt. „posts“ 5mm, a block-4, with railway/runner $50 tied
„Shantung Chefoo 49.9.5“ to reverse of airmail cover to Peking with „PEIPING (H. O.) 28.9.10“
arrival. The „posts“ ovpt. are uncommon on cover, opening faults
4II (4), 51

b

100,-

P 5512•

North East China, 1949, $5.000 blue (RC) tied clear strike of apted type „Pogshin 49.2.7“ to cover
to Shanghai.
133

b

100,-

P 5513•

North China, Shanxi-Hebei-Shandong-Henan, 1946, 50 C. blue, two covers to Tientsin: normal blue
shade tied „Hopeh ?hsien 35.4.1“ to reverse of cover via „Hopeh Jiaohe 4.5“ to Tientsin; also cobalt
shade (top right touched) tied „Yangtsun 35.10.13“, envelope faults.
35

b

100,-

P 5514•

North China, Shanxi-Quahar-Hebei (Hopeh) area, 1948, $2500 pair with Hebei/Hopeh, 1949,
money order stamp 50 C./$50 pair tied „TIENTSIN 38.3.14“ to reverse of cover to Robert Dollar Jin-Cha-Chi
shipping Co. Shanghai, cover corner torn but complete. An unusual mixed franking. Some western 65A (2), Hebei
staff typed „Tientsin Communist Issue“ and kept as souvenir, luckily.
1 (2)

b

150,-

P 5515•

North China, 1949, Tien-An Men $400 (6, inc. block-4, mostly on reverse) tied „TIENTSIN 1951.2.8“ to
air mail cover to Palembang/Sumatra, sender also applied 5 East China Stamps which where not valid
in the North China postal district and thus not accepted/postmarked, cover opened out for display.
76 (6)

b

100,-

P 5516•

North China, 1949, Tien-An Men $400 horizontal pair tied „Peking agency 25 1950.2.1“ to reverse
of cover to Hopeh province with Feb. 3 arrival
76 (2)

b

100,-

P 5517•

North East China, 1950, Tien An Men $50.000, a full sheet of 100 with margins all around, no
folds along perforation, unused no gum as issued. Pos. 8, 29, 99 etc. thin spots on reverse
probably due to paper structure (Michel cat. 8000.-) (M)
171 (100)

(*)

1.300,-

246

Ostchina Paket 7/10

(*)

East China, parcel post, 1950, $5000/10 C.-$50.000/$5, a horizontal pair set, unused no gum as
issued (Michel cat. 1760.-).
Ostchina 7/10 (*)/p

asia
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P 5518•

North China, Hebei/Hopeh, money order stamp 3 Y./$50 (horizontal pair) tied „TIENTSIN“ to cover
to Shanghai.
Mi 3 (3)

b

100,-

P 5519•

South China 1950, two covers: $1000/$20 tied „Kwangtung Sheklung“ to cover to Macao w. „16
III 50“ backstamp; also $300/$30 (2) w. Central China $100 (vertical right margin pair) tied
„Kwangtung Kaipingpokou 1950.2.26“ to reverse of cover to Hong Kong, this with letter still
enclosed.
23, 19 (2) etc.

b

100,-

1873. Attractive cover (roughly opened, closed tear) from Saigon to Mons, Belgium, franked
with French Colonies General issue Ceres 20 C. blue (strip of three, pair with part of three
adhesives, single with right margin) tied ‚CCH‘ in dotted lozenge alongside ‚Saigon Cochinchine
11 SEPT. 73‘, French entry cachet boxed ‚PD‘ in red and Mons Station arrival ‚17 Oct 73‘.
Fr. Col. 12 (6)

b

1.500,-

1880 French Colonies 25 C blue imperforated strip of three on envelope (tear) sent from “SAIGON
14 NOV 80“ with red “INDO-CHINE PAQ.FR.MODANE 12 DEC 80“ to Franfurt, Germany with b/s French Col.
arrival 14.12.80
31a(3)

b

700,-

COCHINCHINA
P 5520

P 5521

DUBAI

siehe auch 11878, 11879, 11880, 11881, 11882, 11883, 11884, 11885, 11887, 11888, 11944,
11945, 11946, 11947, 11948, 11949, 12042, 12043, 12044, 12045, 12046, 12047, 12048,
12049, 12050, 12051, 12613, 12614, 12619, 12623, 12626, 12627, 12628, 12630, 12632,
12636, 12637, 12640, 12641, 12642, 12643, 12693

P 5522•

1963, definitives complete IMPERFORATED set of 17 values in blocks of nine from margins, mint
never hinged and scarce blocks, Mi. € 1.170,-- +
1/17 B (9)

**

250,-

P 5523•

1963, Hermit crab 1np. with OFFSET of ultramarine-grey frame in an imperf. block of 12 from right
margin, mint never hinged and scarce
1 B var. (12)

**

120,-

5524•

1963, Common cuttlefish 2np. with OFFSET of blue frame in an imperf. block of 9, mint never
hinged and scarce
2 B var. (9)

**

90,-

P 5525•

1963, Banded river snail 3np. with OFFSET of green frame in an imperf. horiz. strip of 3, mint never
hinged and scarce
3 B var. (3)

**

Gebot

5526•

1963, Banded river snail 3np. with DOUBLE PRINT of green frame in an imperf. block of 15 from
upper margin, mint never hinged and scarce
3 B var. (15)

**

150,-

5527•

1963, Edile crab 4np. with OFFSET of carmine-lilac frame in an imperf. block of 9 from lower
margin, mint never hinged and scarce
4 B var. (9)

**

90,-

5528•

1963, Diadema sea urchin 5np. with 2nd printing of violet frame on gum side in a perf. block of 6,
mint never hinged and scarce
5 A var. (6)

**

60,-

1963, Diadema sea urchin 5np. with OFFSET of violet frame in a perf. block of 10 from lower
margin, mint never hinged and scarce
5 A var. (10)

**

100,-

5530•

1963, Diadema sea urchin 5np. with DOUBLE PRINT of violet frame in an imperf. block of 6 from
right margin, mint never hinged and scarce
5 B var. (6)

**

60,-

5531•

1963, Common cuttlefish 20np. with DOUBLE PRINT of brown-red frame in an imperf. block of 4
from left margin, mint never hinged and scarce
8 B var. (4)

**

Gebot

5532•

1963, Common cuttlefish 20np. with OFFSET of brown-red frame in an imperf. block of 8 from right
margin, mint never hinged and scarce
8 B var. (8)

**

80,-

P 5533•

1963, Shaikh Rashid bin Said 10r. with DOUBLE PRINT of black centre in an imperf. block of 10
from upper left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
17 B var. (10)

**

150,-

P 5534•

1963, Shaikh Rashid bin Said 10r. with DOUBLE PRINT of brown-lilac frame in an imperf. block of
15 from upper margin, mint never hinged and scarce
17 B var. (15)

**

220,-

5535•

1963, Shaikh Rashid bin Said 10r. with DOUBLE PRINT of brown-lilac frame in a perf. block of 8
from upper margin, mint never hinged and scarce
17 C var. (8)

**

120,-

P 5536•

1963, Shaikh Rashid bin Said 10r. with DOUBLE PRINT of black centre in a perf. block of 9 from
upper left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
17 C var. (9)

**

P 5537•
5538•

1963, Shaikh Rashid bin Said 10r. PROOF BLOCK OF 15 on medium ungummed paper, scarce and fine! 17 proof (15)

(*)

140,300,-

1963, Shaikh Rashid bin Said 10r. PROOF BLOCK OF 10 on very thick ungummed carton, scarce
and fine!
17 proof (10)

(*)

200,-

P 5539•

1963, Airmail Definitives “Falcon“, 20np. to 1r. imperforate, complete set of eight values, sheets of
50 stamps each, unmounted mint. Mi. 3.750,- €. (M)
18/25 B (50)

**

500,-

5540•

1963, Airmail Definitives “Falcon“, 20np. to 1r. imperforate, complete set of eight values, sheets of
50 stamps each, unmounted mint. Mi. 3.750,- €. (M)
18/25 B (50)

**

500,-

P 5541•

1963, Red Cross Centenary 2np. 'First aid tent' block of eight with heavy SHIFTED HORIZONTAL
PERFORATION into centre of stamps, mint never hinged and a scarce spectacular variety!
27 C var. (8)

**

80,-

P 5542•

1963, Freedom from hunger 40np. (wheat ears and palm) with 2nd printing of orange-red frame on
gum side in a perf. block of 10 from lower right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
51 var. (10)

**

100,-

5543•

1963, Freedom from hunger 40np. (wheat ears and palm) with OFFSET of olive centre in a perf.
block of 10 from lower right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
51 var. (10)

**

100,-

P 5529•
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5544•

1963, Freedom from hunger 40np. (wheat ears and palm) with DOUBLE PRINT of orange-red frame
in a perf. block of 10 from upper right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
51 var. (10)

**

100,-

5545•

1963, Freedom from hunger 40np. (wheat ears and palm) with DOUBLE PRINT of olive centre in a
perf. block of 10 from upper left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
51 var. (10)

**

100,-

P 5546•

1963, Freedom from hunger 1r. (woman with basket) with DOUBLE PRINT of dark green-blue centre
in a perf. block of 10 from right margin, mint never hinged and scarce
53 var. (10)

**

100,-

1964 (3.4.), 40n.p. 'The world united against MALARIA' single use on commercial airmail cover from
Dubai to Passau/Germany, very scarce
45

b

50,-

P 5548•

1964, Death anniversary of John F. Kennedy 75np. with MISSING BLACK COLOUR (national flag and
Kennedy) in an imperf. block of 9 from upper margin, mint never hinged (small gum creases) and scarce 54 B var, (9)

**

90,-

P 5549•

1964, Death anniversary of John F. Kennedy 1r. with MISSING ORANGE-BROWN COLOUR (background
and inscriptions) in an imperf. block of 10 from upper margin, mint never hinged and scarce
55 B var. (10)

**

100,-

P 5550•

1964, Death anniversary of John F. Kennedy 1r. PROOF of dark-brown background with missing national
flag and Kennedy in an imperf. block of 12 from upper right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
55 proof (12)

**

120,-

5551•

1964, Death anniversary of John F. Kennedy 1¼r. with DOUBLE PRINT of black national flag &
Kennedy in a perf. block of 6 from right margin, mint never hinged and scarce
56 A var. (6)

**

60,-

P 5552•

1964, Death anniversary of John F. Kennedy 1¼r. with DOUBLE PRINT of red inscriptions in a perf.
block of 6, mint never hinged and scarce
56 A var. (6)

**

60,-

P 5553•

1964, Death anniversary of John F. Kennedy 1¼r. with OFFSET of red inscriptions in a perf. block
of 8, mint never hinged and scarce
56 A var. (8)

**

80,-

P 5554•

1964, Death anniversary of John F. Kennedy 1¼r. with OFFSET of black national flag & Kennedy in
a perf. block of 10 from upper margin, mint never hinged and scarce
56 A var. (10)

**

100,-

5555•

1964, Death anniversary of John F. Kennedy 1¼r. PROOF of dark-grey background with missing national
flag and Kennedy in an imperf. block of 12 from upper right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
56 proof (12)

**

120,-

5556•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 1np. 'Scout pyramid' with 2nd printing of dark brown
frame on gum side in a perf. block of 9 from upper margin, mint never hinged and scarce
58 var. (9)

**

90,-

P 5557•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 1np. 'Scout pyramid' with DOUBLE PRINT of dark brown
frame in a perf. block of 10 from right margin, mint never hinged and scarce
58 var. (10)

**

100,-

5558•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 1np. 'Scout pyramid' with DOUBLE PRINT of orangebrown centre in a perf. block of 10 from upper left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
58 var. (10)

**

100,-

P 5559•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 1np. 'Scout pyramid' with OFFSET of orange-brown
centre in a perf. block of 10 from right margin, mint never hinged and scarce
58 var. (10)

**

100,-

P 5560•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 2np. 'Trumpeter and scout camp' with DOUBLE PRINT of
brown centre in a perf. block of 8 from lower left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
59 var. (8)

**

80,-

5561•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 2np. 'Trumpeter and scout camp' with OFFSET of brown
centre in a perf. block of 8 from lower right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
59 var. (8)

**

80,-

P 5562•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 2np. 'Trumpeter and scout camp' with DOUBLE PRINT of
red frame in a perf. block of 9 from right margin, mint never hinged and scarce
59 var. (9)

**

90,-

5563•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 2np. 'Trumpeter and scout camp' with 2nd printing of red
frame on gum side in a perf. block of 10 from left margin, mint never hinged and scarce
59 var. (10)

**

100,-

P 5564•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 3np. 'Group of scouts' with OFFSET of red-orange centre
in a perf. block of 10 from lower right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
60 var. (10)

**

100,-

5565•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 3np. 'Group of scouts' with DOUBLE PRINT of blue frame
in a perf. block of 10 from lower right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
60 var. (10)

**

100,-

5566•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 3np. 'Group of scouts' with DOUBLE PRINT of red-orange
centre in a perf. block of 10 from lower left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
60 var. (10)

**

100,-

5567•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 3np. 'Group of scouts' with DOUBLE PRINT of red-orange
centre incl. ONE INVERTED and horizontal shifted in a perf. block of 10 from upper left corner, mint
never hinged and scarce
60 var. (10)

**

150,-

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens PROOFS of three different centres incl. trumpeter and
scout camp in red, group of scouts in brown-olive and scouts with flag in blue-green each in an ex 62/65
imperforate block of six from upper margin, unused without gum, scarce blocks!
proof (6)

(*)

270,-

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 5np. 'Scouts with flag and camp' with DOUBLE PRINT of
dark blue-green centre in a perf. block of 6 from lower left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
62 var. (6)

**

60,-

P 5570•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 5np. 'Scouts with flag and camp' with OFFSET of dark
blue-green centre in a perf. block of 10 from lower left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
62 var. (10)

**

100,-

5571•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 20np. 'Scout pyramid' with OFFSET of brown centre in a
perf. block of 10 from upper left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
63 var. (10)

**

100,-

5572•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 20np. 'Scout pyramid' with DOUBLE PRINT of brown
centre in a perf. block of 10 from upper left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
63 var. (10)

**

100,-

P 5573•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 30np. 'Trumpeter and scout camp' with OFFSET of redorange centre in a perf. block of 10 from right margin, mint never hinged and scarce
64 var. (10)

**

100,-

5547

P 5568•
5569•
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5574•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 30np. 'Trumpeter and scout camp' with DOUBLE PRINT
of red-orange centre in a perf. block of 10 from left margin, mint never hinged and scarce
64 var. (10)

**

100,-

5575•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 40np. 'Group of scouts' with OFFSET of brown-olive
centre in a perf. block of 10 from upper left corner, mint never hinged (small corner crease through
upper right stamp) and scarce
65 var. (10)

**

100,-

5576•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 40np. 'Group of scouts' with DOUBLE PRINT of brownolive centre in a perf. block of 10 from lower right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
65 var. (10)

**

100,-

P 5577•

1964, 11th World Scout Jamboree Athens 40np. 'Group of scouts' with DOUBLE PRINT of violetblue frame in a perf. block of 10 from lower right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
65 var. (10)

**

100,-

P 5578•

1964, Space travel 1np. 'Rocket taking off' with 2nd printing of ROCKET on gum side in a perf. block
of 10 from upper left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
71 A var. (10)

**

100,-

5579•

1964, Space travel 1np. 'Rocket taking off' with 2nd printing of ROCKET on gum side in an imperf.
block of six from upper margin, mint never hinged and scarce
71 B var. (6)

**

60,-

5580•

1964, Space travel with se-tenant 1np. and 5np. 'Rocket taking off' with 2nd printing of ROCKET on 71+75 A
gum side in a perf. block of 10 from upper right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
var. (5)

**

120,-

P 5581•

1964, Space travel with se-tenant 1np. and 5np. 'Rocket taking off' with DOUBLE PRINT of ROCKET 71+75 A
in a perf. block of 10 from upper right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
var. (5)

**

120,-

5582•

1964, Space travel 1np. 'Rocket taking off' with TRIPLE PRINT of ROCKET in a perf. block of 10 from
upper right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
71 A var. (10)

**

100,-

P 5583•

1964, Space travel 1np. 'Rocket taking off' with TRIPLE PRINT of ROCKET in an imperf. block of 10
from upper left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
71 B var. (10)

**

100,-

P 5584•

1964, Ranger 7 / Outer Space Achievements, 1np. to 2r. imperforate, complete set of eight values with
overprint, unmounted mint. Only the riyal values are catalogued/issued with this overprint refers to 71/78 B and 153/55 B

**

90,-

P 5585•

1964, Ranger 7 / Outer Space Achievements, 1np. to 2r. imperforate, complete set of eight values with INVERTED
OVERPRINT, unmounted mint. Only the riyal values are catalogued/issued with this overprint! refers to 71/78 B and 153/55 B

**

180,-

P 5586•

1964, Ranger 7 / Outer Space Achievements, 1np. to 2r. imperforate, complete set of eight values with DOUBLE
OVERPRINT, unmounted mint. Only the riyal values are catalogued/issued with this overprint! refers to 71/78 B and 153/55 B

**

180,-

P 5587•

1964, Space travel 2np. 'Spacecraft' with DOUBLE PRINT of SPACECRAFT in a perf. block of 10 from
lower left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
72 A var. (10)

**

100,-

5588•

1964, Space travel 2np. 'Spacecraft' with DOUBLE PRINT of SPACECRAFT in an imperf. strip of five
from left margin, mint never hinged and scarce
72 B var. (5)

**

50,-

5589•

1964, Space travel 3np. 'Spacecraft' with DOUBLE PRINT of SPACECRAFT in a perf. block of 10 from
lower left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
73 A var. (10)

**

100,-

5590•

1964, Space travel 3np. 'Spacecraft' with DOUBLE PRINT of SPACECRAFT in an imperf. strip of five
from upper right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
73 B var. (5)

**

50,-

P 5591•

1964, Space travel 3np. 'Spacecraft' with 2nd printing of SPACECRAFT on gum side in an imperf.
strip of five from lower right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
73 B var. (5)

**

50,-

5592•

1964, Space travel 4np. 'Two spacecraft' with DOUBLE PRINT of the TWO SPACECRAFT in an imperf.
strip of four from upper left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
74 B var. (4)

**

Gebot

5593•

1964, Space travel 5np. 'Rocket taking off' with 2nd printing of ROCKET on gum side in a perf. block
of 10 from lower left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
75 A var. (10)

**

100,-

P 5594•

1964, Space travel 5np. 'Rocket taking off' with DOUBLE PRINT of ROCKET in a perf. block of 10
from left margin, mint never hinged and scarce
75 A var. (10)

**

100,-

5595•

1964, Space travel 5np. 'Rocket taking off' with 2nd printing of ROCKET on gum side in an imperf.
block of 10 from upper right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
75 B var. (10)

**

100,-

5596•

1964, Space travel 5np. 'Rocket taking off' with TRIPLE PRINT of ROCKET in an imperf. block of 10
from upper right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
75 B var. (10)

**

100,-

P 5597•

1964, Space travel 1½r. 'Spacecraft' with DOUBLE PRINT of SPACECRAFT in a perf. block of 10
from lower left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
77 A var. (10)

**

100,-

5598•

1964, Space travel 2r. 'Two spacecraft' with DOUBLE PRINT of the TWO SPACECRAFT in a perf.
block of 10 from upper left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
78 A var. (10)

**

100,-

P 5599•

1964, 15th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1r. 'Scales of Justice and
flame' with 2nd printing of RED FLAME on gum side in a perf. block of 10 from right margin, mint
never hinged and scarce
102 var. (10)

**

100,-

5600•

1964, 15th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 3r. 'Scales of Justice and
flame' with 2nd printing of RED FLAME on gum side in a perf. block of 8 from upper right corner,
mint never hinged and scarce
103 var. (8)

**

80,-

5601•

1964, Olympic Games Tokyo imperforate, 1np. to 1r., complete set of ten values as plate blocks of
four from the lower right corner of the sheet (20np. slight mark in lower margin), unmounted mint. 129/38 B (4)

**

50,-

P 5602•

1964, Death anniversary of John F. Kennedy 75np. with INVERTED red overprint '22 NOVEMBER' in
an imperf. block of six from left margin, mint never hinged and very scarce
144 B var. (6)

**

120,-

1964, Olympische Spiele, Innsbruck Olympics 1964, four different cards surcharged in red or
black, unused mint

GA

50,-

5603•
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Cat-No.
1964: 1. Registered Airmail cover from Dubai to Hamburg cancelled 15.10.64 bearing Dubai 5np x
3 (Honouring Astronauts) + 1r (Freedom from Hunger).

Start
b

120,-

DUBAI - PORTOMARKEN

siehe auch 12611, 12612, 12615, 12616, 12618, 12620, 12621, 12622,
12624, 12625, 12629, 12631, 12633, 12634, 12635, 12638, 12639

P 5605•

1963, Common cockle 1np. with 2nd printing of green-grey frame on gum side in a perf. block of 6
from left margin, mint never hinged and scarce
1 var. (6)

**

60,-

5606•

1963, Common cockle 1np. with OFFSET of green-grey frame in a perf. block of 6 from left margin,
mint never hinged and scarce
1 var. (6)

**

60,-

5607•

1963, Mussel 2np. with OFFSET of olive-ochre frame in a perf. block of 6 from left margin, mint
never hinged and scarce
2 var. (6)

**

60,-

1963, Mussel 2np. with 2nd printing of olive-ochre frame on gum side in a perf. block of 10 from
left margin, mint never hinged and scarce
2 var. (10)

**

100,-

5609•

1963, Mangrove oyster 3np. with OFFSET of brown-lilac frame in a perf. block of 8 from upper right
corner, mint never hinged and scarce
3 var. (8)

**

80,-

P 5610•

1963, Mangrove oyster 3np. with 2nd printing of brown-lilac frame on gum side in a perf. block of
8 from lower left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
3 var. (8)

**

80,-

5611•

1963, Mangrove oyster 3np. with 2nd printing of green centre (shell) on gum side in a perf. block
of 8 from right margin, mint never hinged and scarce
3 var. (8)

**

80,-

P 5612•

1963, Common cockle 4np. with OFFSET of green frame in a perf. block of 8 from lower right
corner, mint never hinged and scarce
4 var. (8)

**

80,-

5613•

1963, Common cockle 4np. with 2nd printing of green frame on gum side in a perf. block of 8 from
lower right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
4 var. (8)

**

80,-

5614•

1963, Mussel 5np. with OFFSET of orange-red frame in a perf. block of 8 from upper left corner,
mint never hinged and scarce
5 var. (8)

**

80,-

5615•

1963, Mussel 5np. with 2nd printing of orange-red frame on gum side in a perf. block of 8 from
lower right corner, mint never hinged and scarce
5 var. (8)

**

80,-

5616•

1963, Mussel 5np. with DOUBLE PRINT of orange-red frame in a perf. block of 8 from left margin,
mint never hinged and scarce
5 var. (8)

**

80,-

5617•

1963, Mussel 5np. with DOUBLE PRINT of black centre (shell) in a perf. block of 8 from left margin,
mint never hinged and scarce
5 var. (8)

**

80,-

1963, Mussel 5np. with 2nd printing of dark grey centre (shell) on gum side in a perf. block of 10
from upper right corner, mint never hinged (two stamps small tonespots) and scarce
5 var. (10)

**

100,-

5619•

1963, Mangrove oyster 10np. with OFFSET of yellow-olive frame in a perf. block of 8, mint never
hinged and scarce
6 var. (8)

**

80,-

P 5620•

1963, Mangrove oyster 10np. with DOUBLE PRINT of yellow-olive frame in a perf. block of 8 from
right margin, mint never hinged and scarce
6 var. (8)

**

80,-

5621•

1963, Common cockle 15np. with DOUBLE PRINT of violet-blue frame in a perf. block of 4 from
right margin, mint never hinged and scarce
7 var. (4)

**

Gebot

5622•

1963, Common cockle 15np. with 2nd printing of violet-blue frame on gum side in a perf. block of
8 from left margin, mint never hinged and scarce
7 var. (8)

**

80,-

5623•

1963, Common cockle 15np. with DOUBLE PRINT of orange-red centre (shell) in a perf. block of 8
from right margin, mint never hinged and scarce
7 var. (8)

**

80,-

5624•

1963, Mussel 25np. with 2nd printing of dark yellow-green centre (shell) on gum side in a perf.
block of 8 from right margin, mint never hinged and scarce
8 var. (8)

**

80,-

P 5625•

1963, Mussel 25np. with OFFSET of dull brown frame in a perf. block of 8 from lower margin, mint
never hinged and scarce
8 var. (8)

**

80,-

5626•

1963, Mussel 25np. with 2nd printing of dull brown frame on gum side in a perf. block of 8 from
right margin, mint never hinged and scarce
8 var. (8)

**

80,-

5627•

1963, Mangrove oyster 35np. with 2nd printing of grey-blue frame on gum side in a perf. block of 8
from right margin, mint never hinged and scarce
9 var. (8)

**

80,-

5628•

1963, Mangrove oyster 35np. with DOUBLE PRINT of grey-blue frame in a perf. block of 8 from
lower left corner, mint never hinged and scarce
9 var. (8)

**

80,-

1963, Mangrove oyster 35np. with OFFSET of grey-blue frame in a perf. block of 10 from lower right
corner, mint never hinged (two stamps small tonespots) and scarce
9 var. (10)

**

100,-

b

150,-

P 5608•

P 5618•

P 5629•

FRANZÖSISCH-INDIEN

siehe auch 5853, 6256, 6258, 6260, 6286

P 5630•

250

1868, 80c. rose “Eagle“, single franking on lettersheet from Pondicherry to Marseille, oblit. by
losange muet and c.d.s. “INDE PONDICHERRY 22 JANV 68“ alongside, endorsed “par Steamer voie
Suez“, French receiver 18.2. on front/on reverse, lettersheet and stamp (tear) some imperfections,
but rare and attractive!
Fr. Col. 6
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P 5631

1872. Envelope addressed to France bearing French General Colonies Yvert 9, 30c brown (imferf
pair) tied by dotted lozenge with adjacent Inde/Pondichery double ring '2nd Nov 72' endorsed 'Per
Messageries Francaise' with boxed 'PD' and blue octagonal paquebot ‘Col. F. V. Suez Paq. FR/3
Mars 3' with Paris arrival on reverse. Beautiful small envelope bearing the scarce 'Napoleon' French
General Colonies paying the 60c rate via Suez and Brindisi.

b

600,-

P 5632

1876. Envelope addressed to France bearing French General Colonies Yvert 20, 30c brown (3) tied
by ‘Inde’ in dotted lozenge with adjacent Inde/Pondichery double ring ‘18th Feb 76', endorsed 'per
Bombay & Brindisi' with 'Col. Fr. V. Brind. A. Mod' French entry cachet ‘11th Mars 76' on face in red
with Marseille arrival on reverse. Superb cover paying the 90c rate which was in affect from 1st
January 1876 until the French Colonies joined the UPU on July 1st 1876.

b

650,-

P 5633

1898. Envelope (creases) to France bearing Yvert 4, 5c green and Yvert 7, 20c yellow/green tied by
Pondichery lnde double ring routed via Bombay with French entry cachet and Bordeaux arrval on
reverse. Nice franking.

b

100,-

P 5634

1903, 0.10 on 25c. black on rose, fresh colour, mint o.g. previously hinged, signed Brun and Calves.
Maury 19, 425,- €.
21

*

100,-

P 5635

1915/1916, Red Cross, 5c. green/black with “5 +“ overprint in red and black respectively, fresh Maury 45C,
colour, well perforated, mint o.g. with hinge remnant/adhesion marks. 660,- €.
45D

*

150,-

P 5636

1915/1916, Red Cross, 5c. green/black with black “5 +“ overprint inverted and double respectively,
fresh colour, well perforated, mint o.g. with hinge remnant/adhesion marks (stamp with inverted
ovp. shows penetrated paper due to a heavily struck cross, and a tiny toning spot). 830,- €.
Maury 45Da/b

*

150,-

P 5637

1916, Red Cross, 10c. carmine/black showing variety “5 0“ inverted at top of stamp and top half of
sole cross at base, fresh colour, well perforated, mint o.g. hinged. Maury 47
46 var.

*

100,-

P 5638

1916, Red Cross, 10c. carmine/black, horiz. pair showing multiple varieties: “5 + e“ (instead of “5
+ c“) double and one of it inverted at top of stamp, and one “5 + e“ showing “inverted e“ within,
fresh colour, well perforated, mint o.g. hinged. Maury 47b-c-da (combined)
46 var. (2)

*

200,-

P 5639

1922, five different overprint proofs on 15C. violet/black, 0,01 Fr. in black, two 0,02 Fr. in blue and
two 0,05 Fr. in red unused on paper with small shortages. Certificate Scheller “Authentic“ New
discovery unknown until this find!
“INDE - 1922 - Etablissements francais, Essais de surcharges. Yvert no 56 - 1 c. sur 15c. violet et
noir avec surchage noir. Yvert no 57 - 2c. sur 15c. violet et noir: deux timbres avec surchages
diefférentes en bleu. Yvert no 58 - 5c. sur 15c. violet et noir: deux timbres avec surchages
diefférentes en rouge. Authentiques.“
55 - 57 Proof

d

500,-

P 5640

1943, FRANCE LIBRE overprint, double surcharge (in red and in blue) on 20ca. blue/green, fresh
colours, well perforated, neatly oblit., signed Brun, certificate Behr. Yvert 182b, Maury 208IIb, 540,- €+ 184 a/b var.

g

150,-

P 5641

1943, FRANCE TOUJOURS overprints, 1937 World Exhibition 1fa.12ca. and 2fa.12ca. neatly oblit.,
signed. Only 200 issued. Yvert 230AA, 230BB; Maury 183/84, 700,- €++
265/66

g

QUITTANCES BDV 27 + 29/31, used.

g

200,600,-

1889, 5 C./35 C. (10, inc. strip-5 and block-4) tied “HA-NOI 23 MARS 89“ to registered cover
via Hai-Phong and french TPO “MARSEILLE-LYON 8 MARS 89 SPECIALE“ to Stuttgart/
Wurttemberg, Germany w. March 9 backstamp. An exceptional franking, signed Calves.
1 (10)

b

2.200,-

5643

1889. Stampless military mail envelope addressed to France cancelled by Son-Lay/Tonkin date
stamp with undated 'Corps Expedit/Tonkin' and military cachet 'Genie/Place Son-Tay', routed via
Ha-Noi with Seine receiver. Scarce early item of mail from the French Occupation.

b

100,-

P 5644

1890. Stamp-less military mail envelope addressed to Paris headed 'Troupes de L'Indo-Chine'
cancelled by 'Annam/Hue' double ring with 'Hue Cochinchine/Corps Exp' undated circle and 'Place
de Hue/Marche de Langson' military cachet on reverse in violet, routed via Saigon Central/
Cochinchine '4/7' with Paris receiver '4/8' on reverse. Very fine.

b

150,-

1893. Registered envelope (opening faults and vertical crease) to Egypt bearing Indo-China Yvert
13, 50c rose tied by Hanoi-Rec Tonkin double ring with boxed hand-struck 'R' in red, routed via
'Tonquin/Haiphong' with octagonal French paquebot 'Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 5' date stamp (Salles
1924) with Suez and Alexandrie arrival on reverse. Fine item of destination mail.
Yv. 13

b

120,-

P 5646•

1893, fieldpost letter with “TUYEN QUANG 11 JUL 93“ cds sent with french shipmark “CORPS EXP.
TONKIN LIGNE No. 1“ and “CORPS. EXP. TONKIN“ to albi tarn IN fRANCE:

b

120,-

5647

1893. Stampless envelope addressed to Paris endorsed 'Corps D 'Occupation du Tonkin' cancelled
by Phu-Doan double ring '30/8' with undated 'Corps Exped/Tonkin' and military cachet 'Poste de
Dong-Chau/Commandant D'Armes' in blue, routed via Ha-Noi/Tonkin '2/9' on reverse. Very fine
item from the military occupation of Tonkin.

b

110,-

P 5648

1894. Registered envelope (roughly opened) to France bearing lndo-China Yvert 3, 1c black/azure,
Yvert 5, 4c lilac/brown, Yvert 11, 30c brown and Yvert 12, 40c orange tied by Saigon Port
Cochinchine double ring with boxed hand-struck 'R in red, routed via Saigon Central with Rouen
receiver on reverse.

b

100,-

P 5641A

FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA

siehe auch 5217, 5353, 5409, 5424, 6820, 6821, 6822, 6823, 6827, 6829, 6963, 6965, 6966,
6968, 6969, 6970, 6973, 8143, 8153, 8602, 10471, 10472, 12252

P 5642

5645

asia
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P 5649

1894. Registered envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China Yvert 6, 5c green (3), Yvert 7,
10c black/blue, Yvert 8, 15c blue (pair) and Yvert 9, 20c green/yellow tied by Saigon-Port/
Cochinchine double ring with boxed hand-struck 'R' in red with Rouen receiver on reverse. Attractive
four colour franking paying the double letter plus registered rate.

b

150,-

P 5650

1895. Indo-China SG 16, 50c rose cancelled by 'Khong/Cambodge' double ring '30th Juil 1895'. Lovely
item from Khong, Bassac Province, Laos used during the French/Siamese/Laos/Cambodia border
dispute and cancelled 'Khong/Cambodge'. Only recorded on stamp by Dessrousseaux in 1894/5.

g

150,-

P 5651

1895, Netherlands, registered postal stationery envelope 12½c grey upgraded with Yvert 31, 1c
blue/green and Yvert 34, 3c orange (3) tied by S'Grevenhage double ring '18 Mrt' with registered
label addressed to French Indo-Chine routed via Paris and Lyon ambulant with Saigon-Central/
Cochinchine arrival '19 Avril' on reverse. A superb mixed franking Netherlands cover to a wonderful
destination. Exhibition piece.

GA

350,-

5652

1895. Stamp-less military mail envelope addressed to France headed 'Corps Expeditionnaire du
Tonkin' cancelled by 'Hanoi/Tonkin' date stamp with 'Tonkin/Corps Expedit' double ring and military
hand-stamp 'Conseil de Revision Maritime/Annam et Tonkin Hanoi' sent by French paquebot
'Oceanien' with 'Ligne N Paq. Fr No 3' date stamp on reverse and Charente arrival. Very fine.

b

100,-

P 5653

1897. Red Band envelope (roughly opened at right) addressed to Saigon bearing lndo-China SG 11,
15c blue tied by Pnom-Penh/Cambodge double ring with Saigon-Central/Cochinchine arrival.

b

110,-

P 5654

1897. Registered Indo-China postal stationery envelope 15c blue upgraded with Yvert 11, 30c
brown mixed with General French Colonies Yvert 26, 30c brown imperf tied by Saigon Port
Cochinchine double ring with boxed hand-struck registered in red addressed to Pnom-Penh
Cambodia. Very fine quality cover.

GA

200,-

P 5655

1898, Saigon, 15.c Sage on cover oblit. by c.d.s. “CORR D.ARM /LIG.N PAQ.FR.No 6 - 2 JUIL 98“ and
Navy cachet alongside, addressed to Douarnenez/France with arrival mark 2.(?) AOUT on reverse,
some postal wear/marks as to be expected.
Fr. 83

b

140,-

P 5656•

1899, two envelopes each franked with 25 C. allegory sent from PNOMPEN; CAMBODGIA to
Southern India. One stamp missing corner.
10 (2)/10 (2)

b

100,-

P 5657

1899. Postal stationery card 10c black with photographic view on reverse written from Hanoi dated
'4/10/99' and cancelled 'Hanoi a Haiphong/Tonkin' ambulant in red, addressed to Germany with
octagonal French paquebot 'Ligne N Paq Fr. No. 5' date stamp (Salles 1924) sent on the steamer
'Salazie' with Eisenach arrival. Very attractive item.

GA

150,-

P 5658

1900. Registered envelope (faults) to Austria bearing Indo-China Yvert 13, 50c rose tied by Haiphong
Tonkin double ring with boxed 'R' and 'A.R.' hand-stamp for Advice of Receipt. Nice single franking.

b

200,-

P 5659

“CAMPOT CAMBODGE“ cds on 1900 Indochine 5c yellow-green Groupe type franking a PRINTED
MATTER (carte de visite rate) envelope sent to Bordeaux, France. A RARE PRINTED MATTER RATE
cover from CAMBODIA. Very fine.

b

150,-

P 5660

1900. Registered envelope addressed to Algeria bearing Indo-China SG 8, 4c purple/brown (5) and
SG 12, 20c red/green tied by Haiphong/Tonkin double ring with boxed hand-struck 'R', routed via
ltaly with 'Modane a Paris' ambulant in red, Alger receiver and forwarded to Savoie.

b

110,-

P 5661

1901. Registered envelope addressed to Algeria, North Africa bearing Indo-China SG 16, 50c rose
tied by Tonquin/Hai-Phong double ring with boxed 'R' routed via Hong Kong with octagonal French
paquebot 'Ligne N Paq.Fr. No 10' date stamp (Salles 1924), endorsed 'S.S. Hamburg/via Naples'
with Marseille transit and Alger arrival on reverse. Nice single franking.
SG 16

b

200,-

P 5662

1901, 10 C carmine/blue, obviously precancelled with part of cds TOURANE / ANNAM, 24 JAN 05,
on ppc “Environs de Tourane..“, sent via transit Singapore to Bangkok in Thailand. VF condition.
18

b

120,-

P 5663

1901. Stampless envelope written from Paris addressed to the French Expeditionary Force in IndoChina cancelled Paris/Place de la Republique double ring and bearing French General Colonies
postage dues Yvert 20, 15c green (imperf pair with lower right sheet margin) tied by Saigon Central/ Fr. Col. Yv.
Cochinchine double ring and forwarded to Phanthiet. Very fine.
20 (2)

b

150,-

1901. lndo-China postal stationery envelope 5c green cancelled by weak 'Muong-Ngoi/Haut-Laos'
double ring '1/12' with Van-Bu/Tonkin transit '11th Jan' on reverse. Very rare item from Upper Laos.

GA

100,-

P 5665

1902. Envelope addressed to Hanoi, French Indo-China bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 123,
2c red and SG 124, 4c brown tied by Lungchow date stamp ‚27th Feb‘ routed via Lang-Son
bearing Indo-China SG 25, 15c grey tied by Lang-Son/Tonkin double ring ‚28th Feb‘ with Hanoi
arrival ‚1st Mars‘ on reverse. Very rare combination paying the internal domestic rate between SG 123, 124,
Imperial China and French Indo-China.
Fr. Ind. SG 25

b

1.100,-

P 5666

1902. Registered Imperial Chinese Post ‚Red Band‘ envelope addressed to Haiphong bearing
Chinese Imperial Post SG 123, 2c scarlet (3) and SG 125, 5c rose (2) tied by Lungchow date
stamp with hand-struck ‚R‘ routed via Lang-Son/Tonkin bearing French Indo-China SG 15, 40c
red/yellow tied by Lang-Son/Tonkin double ring. Very fine mixed Indo-China combination paying SG 123 (3), 125
the 16c Imperial internal rate and 40c for the Indo-China overseas postage to Haiphong from (2), Fr. Ind.
the Border.
SG 15

b

1.900,-

P 5667

1902. Picture post card of 'Toby the Elephant' addressed to France bearing French Indo-China SG
23, 5c yellow-green (2) tied by Vien-Tiane/Laos undated double ring in blue. Scarce, recorded by
Desrousseaux.

b

110,-

5664

252
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5668

1902. Envelope addressed to Paris bearing lndo-China SG 25. 15c grey tied by Packhoi/Chine
double ring '20th Mars' with Hlaiphong/Tonkin transit '27th Mars’ and Paris receiver '1/5 on
reverse. Scarce item. Ex·Desrousseaux.

b

110,-

P 5669

1902. Registered envelope addressed to Mon-Cay/Tonkin bearing lndo-China SG 15, 40c orange
tied by Haiphong/Tonkin double ring with boxed hand-struck 'R' und Mon-Cay arrival on reverse.
Nice item of registered domestic mail.

b

100,-

P 5670

1902. Stamp-less envelope (vertical fold) addressed to France endorsed 'Corps d'Occupation de
Kang-Theou-Wan’ cancelled by Quang Tcheou indo-Chine Francaise date stamp '30th April 02' with
'Marine Francaise/Service a la Mer' cachet in violet and circular undated 'Corps Exped/Tonkin' with
Plouscat arrival '11th Juin 02' on reverse. Nice item from the French Territory of Kouang-Tcheou.

b

330,-

P 5671

1903. Envelope endorsed 'Corps d'Occupation du Tonkin' addressed to the 'Captain Bonary du
Artillery Colonel, Hanoi' bearing Indo-China SG 25, 15c grey (cornerfault) tied by Cap St Jaques/
Cochinchine double ring '24th Feb' routed via Saigon with Hanoi receiver '4th Mars' on reverse. Very
fine item from the Boxer Campaign paying the 15 cents concessionary rate.
SG 25

b

110,-

P 5672

1903. First Issue Imperial Chinese Post Coiling Dragon 1c rose postal stationery card bearing
Indo-China SG 25, 15c grey tied by Hanoi/Tonkin double ring addressed to ‚I. M. Customs,
Tsingtau, China‘ routed via Victoria/Hong Kong and Shanghai with Kiaochow receiver on face.
Lovely item.

GA

1.100,-

P 5673

1903. Picture post card of 'Kompong-Phe, Pnom-Penh' addressed to Algeria bearing lndo-China SG
23, 5c yellow-green (pair) tied by KompongChnang/Cambodge double ring routed via Pnumpenh
and Saigon/Cochinchine'. Nice item.

b

100,-

5674

1903. Picture post card of 'Native House, Laos' addressed to France bearing lndo-China Yvert 27,
5c yellow green tied by Sambor Cambodge double ring. Scarce cancel from this small village on the
Mekong River.

b

100,-

P 5675

1903. Picture post card of 'Chinese shop, Khone, Laos' addressed to France bearing lndo-China
Yvert 27, 5c yellow green tied by Sambor Cambodge double ring. Scarce cancel from this small
village on the Mekong River.

b

100,-

P 5676

1904 Definitives 5fr. and 10fr., mint lightly hinged, the 5fr. with gutter (numbered “4“) at right, fresh
and fine. (Mi. 480 €)
39-40

*

100,-

5677

1904. Picture post card of 'The Chutes de Khone, Laos' addressed to France bearing lndo-China SG
24, 10c rose/red tied by 'Vapeur No 4/Cochinchine' double ring (Salles 2015). Nice item of mail
posted on the 'Messageries Fluviales' on the Mekong.

b

110,-

5678

1904. Photographie card of 'Palms at Basai Lake' addressed to France bearing lndo-China SG 23,
5c yellow-green (pair) tied by Kompong-Thom/Cambodge double ring '10/6', routed via Pnompenh
'13/6' with Loire arrival. Nice item from Kompong-Thom Province.

b

110,-

P 5679

1904. Picture post card of 'The Festival of the Inauguration of the Royal Pagoda' addressed to
Saigon bearing French Indo-China SG 23, 5c yellow green tied by Krauchmar/Cambodge double
ring '17th Avril' with Saigon Central receiver '21st Avril' on face. Scarce item from this Northern
Mekong town in Upper Cambodia.

b

110,-

5680

1904. Picture post card of 'Mandarin and Annamites, Tonkin' addressed to France bearing IndoChina SG 23, 5c yellow-green tied by Fort Bayard/Indo-Chine Francaise double ring with handstruck 'T' hand-stamp on face in red. Very nice item of under-paid mail.

b

110,-

P 5681

1904. Picture post card of 'Kinh-Luoc village, Tonkin' addressed to France bearing lndo-China SG
23, 5c yellow-green (2) tied by Fort Bayard/Indo-Chine Francaise double ring '4th Fevr' routed via
Haiphong with transit '7th Feb'. Superb.

b

110,-

P 5682

1904. Envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 25, 15c grey tied by 'Langson a
Hanoi/B' date stamp with Hanoi transit and Paris receiver. Very fine. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

100,-

5683

1904. Picture post card of 'Le Grand Chef des Bonzes, Sang-Kreatk' addressed to Algeria bearing
lndo-China Yvert 18, 10c red tied by Kratie/Cambodge double ring routed via Pnompenh and
Saigon. Very fine.

b

100,-

P 5684

1905. Envelope addressed to Saigon bearing French General Colonies postage due Yvert 28, 5c
blue (imperf pair) tied by Saigon Central/Cochinchine double ring with hand-struck 'T' adjacent.
Scarce item of Indo-China postage due mail paying the domestic un-opened letter rate.

b

200,-

P 5685

1905. Stamp-less envelope (opend for display) addressed to the 'Chef de BattailIon, Commandant,
2nd Reg Sept Pagodes' endorsed 'S. M.' cancelled 'Lang-Son/Tonkin' date stamp '11th Aout' with
circular '2nd Reg Tirailieurs Tonkinois/Bataillon/Le Commandant' in blue routed via Phu-LangThuong with Sept-Pagoda arrival '12th Aout', cover turned and returned as wrapper addressed to
Lam with Sept-Pagoda and Lam/Tonkin arrival '19 Aout' with '2nd Regiment' cachet in blue. Unusual
item from the French Occupation.

b

150,-

P 5686

1905. Picture post card of 'Planting Rice’ addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 33. 5c green
(pair) tied by 'Quang Tcheou/Indo-Chine Francaise' double ring '20th Jul’ routed via Haiphong '24th
July’ with Eure et Loir arrival. Nice item. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

150,-

5687

1905. Picture post card of 'Angkor Watt' addressed to Hankow, China bearing French Indo-China SG
24, 10c rose-red tied by Pursat/Cambodge double ring '20 Aout 05' routed via Saigon '24th Aout'
and Victoria/Hong Kong '1st Sept' with British Post Office Hankow receiver. Nice item of destination
mail from Cambodia.

b

100,-

asia
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P 5688

1906. Envelope addressed to the ‘French Post a Packhoi' bearing lndo-China SG 33, 5c green and
SG 36, 20c red/green tied by Haiphong/Tonkin double ring '10th Aout' with Hoi-Hao-Chine transit
'15th Auot’ and Pak-Hoi-Chine '17th Auot’ receiver on reverse. Mail into the Indo-Chinese Post Office
in Packhoi is very rare. Superb. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

160,-

P 5689

1906. Picture post card of 'Elephant Parade' addressed to Krulie, Cambodia bearing /mlo-Cilina
Yvert 27,5c green tied by Kampot/Cambodge ‘12/8’ double ring routed via Hatien Cochinchine
(13/8), Chaudoc (16/8) and Pnum-Penh Cambodge (17/8) with Kratie Cumbodge arrival (1878).
Scarc routing due to the French Occupation in Siam and Cambodia and the Boundary commission
change of borders.

b

150,-

5690

1906. Picture post card of 'Cambodian Statue' addressed to France bearing Indo-China Yvert 27,
5c yellow green tied by Krauchmar Cambodge double ring. Scarce cancel. Only a few postcards
recorded from this small village on the Mekong River.

b

120,-

P 5691

1906. Picture post card of 'La Residence a Po-Tao' addressed to France bearing French Post Office in
Indo-China SG 32, 5c green tied by Kouang-Tcheou-Wan-Chine double ring. Scarce item. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

110,-

5692

1906. Picture post card of 'Ratchabopit Pagoda, Ubon, Siam' addressed to France written from
Ubon, Siam dated '19th September 06', bearing French lndo-China SG 33, 5c green tied by Bassac/
Laos double ring 'Sept 23' routed via Saigon '27th Sept'. Scarce item written on the Thai side of the
Mekong and routed via Laos and lndo-China rather than the Bangkok route.

b

110,-

P 5693

1906. Picture post card of 'Tresor et Cambodge, Phnom Penh' addressed to Saigon, Indo-China
bearing Indo-China Yvert 33, 5c green tied by Stungtreng/Cambodge double ring '17th Nov' with
Saigon-Central arrival.

b

100,-

5694

1906. Picture post card of 'Angkor-Thom ' addressed to France bearing Indo-China Yvert 27, 5c
green tied by Kratie/Cambodge double ring routed via Pnompenh. fine/small stains

b

100,-

P 5695

1907, woman from Cambodia, two color proofs, without declaration of value in the cartridge and
unperforated. Certificate Scheller “Authentic without errors“. New discovery unknown until this find!
(*)

200,-

“INDOCHINE -1907 - TYPE ANNAMITE, Epreuves sur petits feuillets, non dentelés. Sans valeur dans
le cartouche. Cinq couleurs différentes aves centre noir, sur papier teinté. Authentiques et sans
défault.“
47 - 51 Proof

(*)

500,-

1907. Picture post card of 'Betel Plantation, Saigon' addressed to France bearing French Indo-China
SG 33, 5c green tied by 'Vapeur No 3/Cochinchine' double ring (Salles 2015) routed via Saigon with
Rhone arrival. Nice item of mail posted on the 'Messageries Fluviales' on the Mekong.

b

160,-

P 5698

1907. Un-stamped picture post card from Yunan addressed to Annam, lndo-China with hand-struck
'T' hand-stamp and bearing French General Colonies postage due Yvert 18, 5c blue (imperf pair)
applied and tied by Phanrang/Annam double ring. Very fine.

b

110,-

5699

1907. Picture post card of 'Pagoda de Tche-Kam' addressed to France bearing lndo-China SG 34,
10c rose tied by Fort Bayard/Chine date stamp, routed via Haiphong with Nievre arrivel. Scarce
card. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

110,-

5700

1907. Picture post card of 'Bridge des Messageries Maritimes, Saigon' written from Rachgia dated
'5th Dec' addressed to Algeria, North Africa bearing lndo-China SG 34, 10c rose tied by 'Vapeur No
12/Cochinchine' double ring '12!12' routed via Saigon '14/12' with Bone/Constantine arrival '10th
Jan 07'. Fine item. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

110,-

5701

1907. Picture post card of 'Buffalo in the Rice Fields, Laos' addressed to France bearing Indo-China
SG 34, 10c rose tied by 'Khone/Laos' double ring '29/12', routed south down the Mekong to PnomPenh with Pnom-Penh/Cambodge transit. Very rare item of mail from Doll Khone Island on the
Mekong River bordering Laos, Combodia and Thailand.

b

100,-

P 5702

1907. Picture post card of 'The Royal Barge on the Mekong River, Luang-Prabang' addressed to
France bearing lndo-China SG 34, 10c rose tied by 'Khone/Laos' double ring '29/12’, routed south
down the Mekong to Pnom-Penh with Pnom-Penh/Cambodge transit. Very rare item of mail from
Don Khone lsland on the Mekong River bordering Laos, Cambodia and Thailand.

b

100,-

P 5703

1908, 25 C blue together with local issues Mongtseu 10 C red/black and Yunnanfou 1 Fr carmine/ 31, PÄ Südchiblack, mixed franking on registered parcel address from MONG-TSEU-CHINE, 3 DEC 08, to Hanoi. F/VF na 54 IV, 63 VII b/d

250,-

P 5704

1908, blue “POSTE RURALE/NOA-BA-THA/PROVINCE DE HADONG“ on ppc w. on viewside 5 C. tied
“HA DONG THA NA 18 NOV 08“ to France w. Dec. 22 arrival.

Ak

100,-

P 5705

1908. Picture post card of ‘Vietri, Tonkin' addressed to France bearing French Indo-China SG 33, 5c
green (2) tied by Houei Sai/Laos '12 Juil' routed via Luang-Prabang '15 Juil’ and Vien-Tiane on
reverse. Scarce Upper Laos Mekong River village cancel.

b

200,-

P 5706

1908. Envelope addressed to Hanoi bearing Indo-China SG 52, 2c brown and SG 53, 10c blue (pair)
tied by 'Post Rurale/Thai-Ha/Zone Hanoi' double ring in violet with Hanoi receiver on reverse.
Superb item of Rural Post Mail. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

160,-

“INDOCHINE -1907 - TYPE ANNAMITE, Essais de couleur sans valeur dans le cartouche. Deux
couleurs différentes aves centre noir. Authentiques.“
47 - 48 Proof

P 5696

P 5697
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5707

1908. Envelope addressed to Hanoi bearing SG 51, 1c sepia (pair), SG 52, 2c brown (pair) and SG
53, 4c blue tied by 'Poste Rural/Zone Hanoi/Thai-Ha' in violet with adjacent Hanoi/Tonkin double
ring and receiver on reverse. Very fine.

b

110,-

P 5708

1908. Envelope addressed to Hanoi bearing SG 30, 1c olive (pair), SG 31, 2c claret (pair) and SG
32, 4c magenta tied by 'Poste Rural/Zone Hanoi/Hoang-Mai' in violet with adjacent Hanoi/Tonkin
double ring and receiver on reverse. Very fine.

b

110,-

5709

1908. Picture post card 'French Explorer on the Mekong' addressed to France cancelled by Khong/
Laos double ring. Scarce.

b

100,-

5710

1908. Picture post card addressed to France bearing lndo-China SG 33, 5c green tied by Ha-Dong/
Tonkin double ring with 'Poste Rurale/Province de Ha-Dong/Nga-Batha' double ring in blue with
Vesoul arrival. Nice item of Rural Post Mail.

b

100,-

P 5711

1909. Picture post card of ‘Nam-Thi blacksmiths in Yunnan' addressed to Haiphong cancelled by
'Poste Rurale/Thanh-Son/Province de Nghe-An' in black routed via Cau-Giat with 'Poste Rurale/
Caugiat/Province de Nghe- An' transit in blue and Vinh a Hanoi ambulant transit. Scarce to find
double Post Rural cachets on the same card. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

200,-

P 5712

1909, UPU reply card 10 C. uprated Spain 10 C. used “BARCELONA 1 JUL 09“ to Nicaragua via New
York, CORINTO Aug. 4 and MANAGUA Aug 7 transits, Granada arrival, RC and slight toning in left
margin. Very unusual.

GA

350,-

P 5713

1909. Picture post card of 'Village, Haut Laos' addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 33, 5c
green tied by Pac-Hin-Boun/Laos double ring. Very fine.

b

110,-

5714

1909. Picture post card of 'Large Canoes on the Mekong Rapides' addressed to France bearing
French lndo-China SG 33, 5c green tied by Khone/Laos double ring. Very scarce Mekong River
village cancel near the Thai/Cambodia border.

b

110,-

5715

1909. Picture post card of 'Manderin, Dong-Dang' addressed to France bearing lndo-China SG 33,
5c green tied by 'Ha-Dong/Tonkin' double ring with 'Poste Rurale/Province de Ha-Dong/Nga-Ba-Tha'
circular in green and Vesoul arrival. Very fine item of Rural Post from Tonkin.

b

100,-

5716

1910. Picture post card (small faults) of 'Ecole Francaise, Phnom-Penh' written from Takeo,
Cambodia addressed to Algeria, North Africa bearing Indo-China SG 54, 5c green tied by 'Vapeur No
2/Cochinchine' double ring '17th March 10'. Very fine. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

150,-

5717

1910. Picture post card of 'Coc-Leou village, Lao-Kay' addressed to Hanoi cancelled by 'Laokay a
Hanoi/1' ambulant date stamp with Hanoi arrival. Very fine. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

100,-

P 5718

1911. Picture post card of 'La Citadelle, Cairo' addressed to Hanoi, French Indo-China bearing Port
Said Yvert 25, 10c rose tied by Port Said/Egypt date stamp with Poste Rurale/Zone de Hanoi/ThaiHa' arrival. Scarce item of mail into Thai-Ha Rural Post Office.

b

100,-

P 5719

1912. Envelope addressed to Paris bearing French Indo-China SG 34, 10c red tied by Sam-Nua/
Laos double ring '22 Sept' routed via Sonla/Tonkin '26/9' and Hanoi '21/0' on reverse. Very fine
item from Houaphan Province, Northern Laos.

b

240,-

P 5720

1912. Envelope (vertical fold, creased) headed 'Residence Superieure du Tonkin' addressed to Paris
bearing French lndo-China SG 55, 10c scarlet tied by Hung Yen/Tonkin double ring '22nd Avril 12'
with Paris arrival '27 Mai' with framed instructional 'Retour/a L'Envoyeur' on face and forwarded to
Van-Yen, Tonkin with Hung Yen and Hong-Hoa/Tonkin on reverse '7th Juil' arrival. Well travelled item.

b

100,-

5721

1913. Envelope addressed to France cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/Tam-Toa/Province de Nam-Dinh'
double ring routed via Nam-Dinh bearing lndo-China SG 123, 5c red tied by Namdinh/Toukin date
stamp routed via Haiphong with Bordeaux receiver. Lovely item of Rural Post Mail from Tam-Toa
village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

160,-

5722

1913. Picture post card of 'Crossing the river (Attopeu Province)' addressed to Paris bearing IndoChina SG 55, 10c scarlet tied by Khong/Laos double ring. Very fine item from this small Mekong town.

b

110,-

P 5723

1913. Postal stationery envelope 10c red addressed to Paris cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/Thanh-Son/
Province de Ngee-An' double ring with adjacent 'Poste Rurale/Cau-Giat/Province de Ngee-An' double
ring in blue routed via Thanh-Hoa/Annam with 'Vinh a Hanoi/2' ambulant and Hanoi/Tonkin transit
on reverse with Paris receiver. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Thanh-Son village. Ex Desrousseaux.

GA

5724
P 5725

1913, 10 Cent. stat. envelope with blue “POSTE RURAL PROVINCE DE QUANG / FUNG LUAT cancellation.

GA

240,80,-

1915. Envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 55, 10c scarlet tied by Pak Se/Laos
double ring '3/12' routed via Saigon/Cochinchine '17/12' on reverse. Very nice item of mail routed
down the Mekong from this small village. Scarce Pak Se (Done) with the 'Done' gratte.

b

160,-

5726

1915. Stamp-less picture post card of 'Arsenal, Haiphong' addressed to Lang-Son, endorsed
'Correspondance Militaire/Dap-Cau' cancelled by military cachet '50th Regiment/Dap-Cau/Le
Commandant du Detachement' with 'Hanoi a Langson/C' ambulant and Lang-Son/Tonkin receiver.

b

100,-

5727

1916. Picture post card of 'Hunter with Tiger' addressed to Hanoi bearing Indo-China SG 33, 5c
green tied by Tonkin date stamp with adjacent 'Post Rurale/Damphuong/Province de Ha-Dong'
double ring in green. Superb item of Post Rural Mail from Tonkin. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

160,-

1916. Envelope addressed to France cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/Province de Thua-Thien/Lai-An'
double ring in blue bearing Yvert 45, 10c red tied by Hue/Annam double ring. A superb example of
Rural Post Mail.

b

150,-

P 5728
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P 5729

1919. Envelope addressed to Hanoi bearing Indo-China SG 54, 5c green tied by 'Poste Rurale/PhuXuyen/Province de 1Ha-Dong' double ring. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Phu-Xuyen vi/lage
paying the unopened printed matter rate. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

200,-

P 5730

1919. Registered envelope (opening faults) addressed to Bordeaux bearing lndo-China Yvert 53, 4c
blue (pair). SG 56, 15c violet, SG 88, 1c on 5c black and sepia (2) and 'War Orphans' SG 82, 10c
on 15c olive tied by Phom-Penh/Cambodge double ring with hand-struck 'R' and Bordeaux arrival.
Lovely usage from Cambodia.

b

150,-

5731

1919. Postal stationery envelope 10c red with letter dated 'Phuoc-Son/4th Dec' addressed to
Saigon cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/Province de Quang-Tri/Tung-Luat' in violet with adjacent
Quangtri/Annam double ring, routed via Tourane with Saigon Central receiver on reverse. Very fine
item of Rural Post Mail.

GA

140,-

5732

1919. Picture post card of 'Royal Pagoda, Phom-Penh' addressed to France bearing lndo-China SG
54. 10c red and black tied by 'Sisophone/Cambodge' double ring. Nice item.

b

100,-

5733

1919. Envelope (small faults) to France cancelled by 'Poste Rurale TamToa/Province de Nam-Dinh'
bearing Yvert 45, 10c red and grey tied by Nam-Dinh Tonkin double ring, routed via Haiphong. Very
fine item of Rural Post mail.

b

100,-

5734

1920. Red Band envelope (corner fault) addressed to Hanoi bearing lndo-China SG 92, 4c on 10c
red (pair) tied by 'Langson a Hanoi/1' date stamp with Hanoi/Tonkin arrival Very fine. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

100,-

P 5735

1921. Red Band envelope addressed to Hanoi bearing lndo-Chine SG 91, 2c on 5c green (4) tied by
'Hanoi a Langson/G' date stamp with Hanoi/Tonkin arrival. Very fine. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

100,-

5736

Picture post card of 'Wife of Khas Chief, Mao Panh' addressed to France bearing lndo-China SG 95,
10c on 25c blue and grey tied by Xieng-Khouang/Laos double ring '3/11' with Bordeaux arrival
'26/12'. Nice item from Muang Khoun (Xieng-Khouang).

b

100,-

P 5737

1922. Envelope headed 'Vicariat Apostolique' addressed to France cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/PhuXuyen/Province de Ha-Dong' double ring routed via Hanoi bearing Indo-China SG 92, 4c on 10c
scarlet (toned) and SG 93, 6c on 15c violet tied by Hanoi/Tonkin date stamp with Seine arrival on
reverse. Lovely item of Rural Post Mail from Phu- Xuyen village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

160,-

5738

1922. Picture post card of 'The Mekong, Pnom Penh' addressed to France bearing lndo-China SG
94, 8c on 20c black/violet tied by Phong-Saly/Laos octagonal. Very rare cancel from this Northern
Laos Province.

b

120,-

P 5739

1923. Postal stationery envelope 4c orange addressed to Hanoi cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/NgoDong/Province de Nam-Dinh' double ring routed via Lac-Quin/Tonkin with Hanoi arrival on reverse.
Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Ngo-Dong village. Ex Desrousseaux.

GA

160,-

5740

1923. Postal stationery envelope 4c orange addressed to Hanoi cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/PhuNghia/Province de Nam-Dinh' double ring with 'Vinh a Hanoi/1' ambulant on reverse and Hanoi
arrival. Very fine item of Rural Post Mail from Phu-Nghia village. Ex Desrousseaux.

GA

150,-

5741

1923. Postal stationery envelope (toned) 4c orange addressed to Hanoi cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/
Phuc-Nhao/Province de Ninh-Binh’ double ring with 'Vinh a Hanoi' ambulant and Hanoi arrival. Very
fine item of Rural Post Mail from Phuc-Nhao village. Ex· Desrousseaux.

GA

140,-

5742

1923. Postal stationery envelope (shortened at right, toned) 4c orange addressed to Hanoi cancelled
by 'Poste Rurale/Duc-Thang/Province de Bac-Giang' double ring routed via Phulang-Thuong with
Hanoi arrival on reverse. Very fine item of Rural Post Mail from Duc-Thang village. Ex Desrousseaux.

GA

110,-

5743

1923. Postal stationery envelope (traces of aging) 4c orange addressed to Hanoi cancelled by
'Poste Rurale/Kim-Son/Province de Ninh-Binh' double ring routed via Ninh-Binh with Hanoi arrival
on reverse. Very fine item of Rural Post Mail from Kim-Son village. Ex Desrousseaux.

GA

110,-

5744

1924. Envelope (faults) headed 'Comptoir Franco-Laotian/Vientiane/Laos' addressed to France
bearing Indo-China SG 122, 5c carmine tied by 'Vapeur No 19/Cochinchine' double ring '11th Avril
24' (Salles 2015) with Savan-Nakhet/Laos double ring on reverse '12/4' routed via Saigon/
Cochinchine '25/4' with transits on reverse. Fine and rare item of River Boat mail originating in
Laos. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

200,-

5745

1924. Postal stationery envelope 4c orange addressed to Hanoi cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/BimSon/Province de Thanh-Hoa' double ring in blue with adjacent 'Vinh a Hanoi/2’·ambulant and Hanoi
arrival. Superb and rare item of Rural Post Mail from Bim-Son village. Ex Desrousseaux.

GA

160,-

P 5746

1924. Postal stationery envelope (opened on two sides) 4c orange addressed to Hanoi cancelled
by 'Poste Rurale/Van-Trai/Province de Thanh-Hoa' double ring in blue with 'Vinh a Hanoi/C' ambulant
transit and Hanoi arrival on reverse. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Van-Trai village. Ex
Desrousseaux.

GA

160,-

5747

1924. Postal stationery envelope 4c orange addressed to Hanoi cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/YenPhong-Huyen/Province de Bac-Ninh' double ring routed via Bac-Ninh with Hauoi arrival. Superb
item of Rural Post Mail from Yen-Phong-Huyen village. Ex Desrousseaux.

GA

160,-

P 5748

1924. Registered Advertising envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China Yvert 104, 5c rose
and Yvert 106, 6c olive tied by Saravane/Laos double ring ‘16/9' with boxed ‘R' and boxed handstruck 'AR' for Advice of Receipt, routed via PhnomPenh/Cambodge ‘23/9' with Elbeuf arrival
'30/10' on reverse. A very rare item of Advice of Receipt mail routed down the Mekong.

b

150,-
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5749

1924. Postal stationery envelope 4c orange upgraded with Indo-China SG 119, 1c brown tied by
Soairieng/Cambodge double ring addressed to France with Saigon transit on reverse. Nice item of
stationery from Svay-Rieng Province.

GA

100,-

5750

1924. lndo-China postal stationery envelope (minor spots) 15c violet upgraded with Yvert 100, 1c
brown cancelled by 'Poste Rurale Province de Thanh-Hoa/Kai-Prai' in blue with Vinh a Hanoi/c
ambulant date stamp addressed to Hanoi with Tonkin arrival on reverse. Very fine.

GA

100,-

5751

1925. Postal stationery envelope (opened at top and left) 4c orange addressed to Hanoi cancelled
by 'Poste Rurale/Phong-Y/Province de Thanh-Hoa' double ring routed via Thanh-Hoa/Annam with
Hanoi arrival. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Phong-Y village. Ex Desrousseaux.

GA

160,-

P 5752

1925. Registered envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China Yvert 100, 1c brown and Yvert
113, 20c blue tied by Xieng-Khouang/Laos double ring '6/7' with boxed hand-struck 'R', routed via
Hanoi/Tonkin '19/7' with Paris receiver on reverse. Scarce item of registered mail from XiengKhouang Province.

b

150,-

P 5753

1926. Envelope (small faults) addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China Yvert 101, 2c green and
Yvert 102, 3c violet tied by 'Nhatrang Citadele/Annam' double ring in blue/green routed via
Nhatrang with Saigon Central receiver. Very fine and attractive.

b

150,-

5754

1926, parcel bulletin to France with “quittances“ 4 C. brown canc. “PHAN-RANG 28-9 26“, stamp
torn, form faults. (M)

b

80,-

5755•

1927, Bank bill of the 'Chartered Bank of India, Australia & China' at SAIGON for 30,000 straits
dollars to the Bank of Indochina in Singapore, with the scarce Quittances stamp (QUITTANCES ovpt
in black on 2 Piastres Cambodge red /grey) (M)

b

80,-

5756

1927. Envelope addressed to France bearing lndo-China SG 119, 1c brown and SG 123, 5c carmine
tied by Hanoi/Tonkin date stamp with adjacent 'Poste Rurale/Province de Ha-Dong/Phu-Xuyen' in
blue. Very fine item of Rural Post mail.

b

160,-

5757

1927. Postal stationery envelope 4c orange upgraded with lndo-China SG 119, 1c brown addressed
to Hanoi cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/Van-Tri/Province de Thanh-Hoa' routed via Thanh-Hoa/Annam'.
Superb item of Rural Post mail from Thanh-Hoa Province.

GA

110,-

P 5758

1927. Picture post card of 'Angkor-Thom' addressed to France bearing Indo-China Yvert 41, Je
brown/olive and Yunnan 55, 6c on 275c violet tied by Kompong-Thom/Cambodge double ring.
Scarce use of Yunnan stamp in Cambodia.

b

P 5759
P 5760

1928/31, Three better franked (airmail)covers incl. 1x blue “R“ (registration) handstamp. (T)

e

110,150,-

1929. Postal stationery envelope 5c violet addressed to Hanoi cancelled by 'Ke-Bon/Province de
Nghe-An/Poste Rurale' cachet with 'Coba/Province de Nghe-An Poste Rurale' and double ring
'Cahoi/Phuqui-Chauxna' rural cachet with 'Phu-Qui/Annam’ transit and Hanoi receiver. Unrecorded
Post Rural by Desrousseaux and Venot.

GA

P 5761
5762

1929/37, Indochine-Saigon-Burma three better franked registerd covers, all sent by airmail.

e

200,120,-

1929. Envelope (roughly opened at right/faults) addressed to Paris bearing French Indo-China SG
140, 1c orange and SG 144, 5c violet tied by Poste Rurale/Province de Sadec/An-Binh' double ring
routed via Saigon with Paris receiver. Scarce.

b

110,-

5763

1929. Postal stationery envelope 4c orange upgraded with Indo-China SG 140, 1c orange tied by
'Phu-Tho/Tonkin' date stamp with adjacent 'Poste Rurale/Province de Phu-Tho/Nga-Hai' double ring
addressed to Hanoi. Very fine item of Rural Post Mail.

GA

110,-

5764

1929. Envelope (fautls/roughly opened at bottom) addressed to Paris bearing French Indo-China
SG 120, 2c green and black (3) tied by 'Poste Rurale/Province de Giadinh/Can-Giou' double ring
with Paris arrival on reverse. Scarce item of Rural Post mail.

b

100,-

5765

1929. Postal stationery envelope 5c violet addressed to Lang-Son cnacelled by Phu-Ly/Tonkin date
stamp in blue with adjacent ‘Poste Rurale/Phuong-Khe/Province de Ha-Nam’, routed via Hanoi and
Na-Cham. Very fine item of Post Rural mail from Phuong-Khe village. Tropical toning. Ex Desrousseaux.

GA

100,-

P 5766

1930. Envelope (opened for display) addressed to Hanoi, Tonkin bearing Indo-China Yvert 127, 1c
orange (strip of four) tied by Bentre/Cochinchine date stamp, underpaid with 'T' hand-stamp and
bearing Indo-China postage due Yvert 49, 4c blue and brown applied and tied on arrival by Hanoi/
Tonkin date stamp. Nice item of postage due mail.
Yv. 127, 49

b

110,-

P 5767

1930. Registered envelope (faults/adress deleted) addressed to France bearing lndo-China SG
140, 1c orange and SG 144, 5c violet (strip of four) tied by Ninh-Giang/Tonkin date stamp in blue
with registered label and adjacent 'Poste Rurale/Province de Hai-Duong/Qui-Cao' date stamp
routed via Hai-Phong. Attractive item of Registered Rural Post mail.

b

150,-

P 5768

1930. Envelope (corner fault at lower right) addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China SG 141, 2c
green tied by Phanrang/Annam date stamp, underpaid with boxed Tfr/0f 06' hand-stamp in red
with boxed instructional 'Affranchissement / Insuffisant' in red and bearing Indo-China postage due
SG D142, 6c olive green applied and tied on arrival by Saigon/Cochinchine receiver. Superb item of
domestic mail postage due franking.

b

150,-
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P 5769

1931. Envelope addressed to the 'Receiver of Customs, Cantho' bearing Indo-China SG 141, 2c
green tied by 'Poste Rurale/Cai- Von/Province de Cantho' double ring, underpaid with 'T' handstamp and bearing French Indo-China postage due SG D138, 1c buff (strip of four) and SG D/63,
2c grey and green tied by ‘T’ hand-stamp with Cantho arrival. Lovely item of underpaid Rural Post
Mail from Cai-Von village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

240,-

5770

1931. Envelope (vertical fold, creased) addressed to Cantho bearing lndo-China SG 144, 5c violet
tied by 'Poste Rurale/Long-An/Province de Vinh-Long' double ring routed via Vinhloug with Canthow
receiver on reverse. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Long-An village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

160,-

P 5771

1931. Mourning envelope addressed to France bearing French Indo-China SG 116, 1/5c blue, SG
117, 2/5c olive (pair) and SG 144, 5c violet tied by Son-Tay/ Tonkin date stamp with ‘Poste Rurale/
Province de Sontay/ Tay Dang' in violet, routed via Hanoi. Very fine item of Rural Post mail.

b

160,-

5772

1931. Picture poste card of 'Ferry on Mekong River' addressed to Belgium bearing SG 140, 1c
orange and SG 142, 3c indigo tied by Thakhek/Laos date stamp. Very fine.

b

110,-

5773

1931. Envelope addressed to Hanoi bearing SG 144, 5c violet tied by Nam-Dinh/Tonkin date stamp
with adjacent 'Poste Rurale/Province de Nam-Dinh/Tam-Tga' in violet with Hanoi receiver on
reverse. Very fine item of Rural Post Mail.

b

110,-

5774

TONKIN / 26 10 31, Ebf. nach Wien mit rs. insgesamt 5 Marken zu 1.45 Fr., als Luftpostbrief
vorbereitet, jedoch per Schiff befördert mit etlichen Durchgangs- und Ankunftsstempeln, dekorativ

b

50,-

1932. Envelope addressed to Cantho, Cochinchine bearing Indo-China SG 141, 2c green (2) tied by
'Poste Rurale/Province de Nghe-An/Canton de Phu-Qui/Coba' double ring routed via Phu-Qui/
Annam and Vinh, underpaid with 'T' hand-stamp and bearing Indo-China postage dues SG D163, 2c
green/black (strip of 3) applied and tied on arrival by Can-Tho/Cochinchine date stamp. Superb SG 141 (2),
item of Rural Post Mail from Annam.
D163 (3)

b

200,-

P 5776

1932. Envelope addressed to Paris bearing Indo- China SG 147, 8c olive and SG 169, 2c green tied
by 'Poste Rurale/Binh-Thuy/Province Cantho' double ring in red routed via Cantho and Saigon with
Paris receiver on reverse. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Binh-Thuy village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

200,-

5777

1932. Postal stationery envelope 5c violet addressed to Hgan-Hang cancelled by Hai-Duong/Tonkib
date stamp with adjacent ·Poste Rurale/Kesat/Province de Hai-Duoug'. Very fine. Ex·Desrousseaux.

GA

110,-

5778

1932. Envelope (vertical and horiz. fold) written from Phuoc-Hiep addressed to Duc-Pho cancelled
by 'Poste Rurale/Nghia-Quan/Province de Quang-Ngai' double ring on reverse bearing lndo-China SG
175, 5c violet tied by framed 'B.M.' with adjacent Quang-Ngai/Annam date stamp routed via Tourane
and forwarded lo Phumy. Scarce item of Rural Post Mail from Nghia-Quan village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

110,-

5779

1932. Envelope addressed to London bearing lndo-China SG 175, 5c violet (pair) tied by 'Poste
Rurale/Province de Ha-Tinh/Vy-Vien' routed via Ben-Thuy/Annam Very fine.

b

110,-

1933. Air Mail envelope (with content) addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 122, 4c orange
(gutter pair), SG 141, 2c green (gutter block of four) and SG 144, 5c violet (gutter block of four) tied
by 'Poste Rurale/Binh-Thuy/Province de Cantho' double ring in blue routed via Cantho/Cochinchine
with instructional 'Affranch par l'Expediteur' and Paris arrival. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from SG 122 (2), 141
Binh-Thuy village.
(4), 144 (4)

b

200,-

5781

1933. Envelope addressed to Saigon bearing lndo-China SG 175, 5c violet tied by 'Poste Rurale/
Dom-Hau/Province de Tra-Vinh’ double ring routed via Tracu and Travinh with Saigon receiver on
reverse. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Dom-Hau village. Ex· Desrousseaux.

b

160,-

5782

1933. Envelope addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China SG 122, 4c orange and SG 168, 1c sepia
tied by 'Poste Rurale/Loug-Dien/Province de Baria' double ring routed via Baria with Saigon arrival
on reverse. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Long-Dien village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

160,-

P 5783

1933. Air Mail envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 145, 6c scarlet and SG 175,
5c purple (block of ten) tied by 'Poste Rurale/Traonh/Province de Ha-Tinh·double ring routed via
Vinh/Annam and Saigon with boxed 'Saigon-Marseille' with Toulon receiver ou reverse. Superb item
of Rural Post Mail from Truonh village. Rogh opening,creases and tears, missing stamps (?). Et
Desrousseaux.

b

160,-

5784

1933. Picture post card of 'Palais du Government, Hanoi addressed to France bearing Indo-China
SG 170, 3c brown tied by Son-Tay/Tonkin date stamp with adjacent 'Post Rurale/Tay-Dang/Province
de Son Tay' double ring. Very fine item of Rural Post Mail from Son-Tay Province. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

160,-

5785

1933. Air Mail addressed to Paris bearing French Indo-China SG 150, 11c orange (strip of three)
and SG 170, 3c brown tied by 'Poste Rurale/Province de Cantho/Binhthuy' in blue routed via CanTho with boxed 'SaigonMarseille' hand-stamp sent 'via Air Orient' with Paris receiver. Very attractive
and scarce item of Rural Post mail from Annam.

b

150,-

5786

1933. Envelope (small faults/tear at top and right) addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China SG
175, 5c violet tied by 'Poste Rurale/My-Luong/Province de Long-Xuyen' double ring routed via LongXuyen and Cu-Lao-Gieng with Saigon/Cochinchine arrival. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from MyLuong village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

150,-

P 5787

1933. Envelope addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China SG 175, 5c violet tied by 'Poste Rurale/
Bai-Xan/Province de Tra-Vinh' double ring in blue routed via Travinh with Saigon receiver on reverse.
Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Bai-Xan village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

140,-

P 5775

P 5780
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5788

1933. Air Orient envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 210, 66c olive/green tied by
Pakse/Laos date stamp '13/9' with 'Par Avion' label and Saigon transit '18/9' on reverse. Nice
single franking cover from this Mekong town.

b

110,-

5789

1933. Envelope addressed to Saigon, Cochinchine bearing lndo-China SG 175, 5c violet tied by
'Poste Rurale/Bai-Xan/Province de Travinh' in blue routed via Travinh/Cochinchine '6/8' with Saigon
receiver on reverse. Superb item of Rural Post mail from Travinh Province.

b

110,-

5790

1933. Envelope addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China SG 175, 5c violet tied by Poste Rurale/
Thanh-Phu/Province de Bentre’ double ring routed via Moncay with Saigon receiver on reverse. Very
fine item of Rural Post Mail from Thanh-Phu village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

110,-

5791

1933. Envelope (creased, toned) addressed to Hai-Phong bearing France 'Militaire Francaise' Yvert
6, 50c orange/red tied by Binh-Lieu/Tonk.in doublering with military cachet '19th Regiment Mixte
D'Infanterie Colonial/9th Compagnie/Le Captaine Commandant' in violet, routed via Tien-Yen with
Hai-Phong arrival on reverse. Superb.

b

110,-

5792

1933. Envelope addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China SG 175, 5c violet tied by 'Poste Rurale/
Tan-Vin-Hoa/Province de Sadec' double ring (not clear) routed via Sadec with Saigon arrival on
reverse. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Tan-Loc-Dong village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

100,-

5793

1933. Envelope (vertical fold) addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China SG 175, 5c violet tied by
'Poste Rurale/Tan-Dong/Province de Sadec' double ring (not clear) routed via Sadec with Saigon
receiver on reverse. Fine item of Rural Post Mail from Tan-Dong village. Unusual with no Chinese
characters. Ex Desrouneaux.

b

100,-

5794

1934. Envelope (creased) addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China SG 175, 5c violet tied by 'Poste
Rurale/Govap/Province de Gia-Dinh' double ring routed via Gia-Dinh with Saigon arrival on reverse.
Scarce item of Rural Post Mail from Govap village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

150,-

P 5795

1934. Postal stationery cover front 5 c violet (diagonal crease at lower left) addressed to Hanoi
cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/Thanh-Dai/Province de Ha-Dong' routed via Ha-Dong/Tonkin. Superb
item of Rural Post mail from Ha-Dong Province not listed by Desrousseaux.

d/GA

150,-

5796

1934. Postal stationery envelope 5c violet addressed to Saigon cancelled by Bac-Ninh/Tonkin date
stamp with adjacent Poste Rurale/Tieu-Du/Province de Bac-Ninh' with Hanoi transit on reverse.
Very fine. Ex Desrousseaux.

GA

120,-

5797

1934. Indo-China postal stationery envelope 5c violet upgraded with lndo-China Yvert 155, 1c
sepia tied by Kompongthom/Cambodge date stamp addressed to France with Phnompenh and
Saigon transit and Sarthe arrival. Nice item of stationery used in Cambodia.

GA

100,-

5798

1934. Picture post card of 'Salle du Trone, Pnom-Penh' addressed to France bearing French IndoChina SG 122, 4c orange and black tied by Kompongspeu/Cambodge date stamp with Neuilly
arrival on reverse. Very fine.

b

100,-

5799

1935. Air Mail. Indo-China postal stationery envelope 36c red cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/Province
de Thanh-Hoa/Baithuong' routed via Thanh-Hoa/Annam and Saigon addressed to Paris with arrival
on reverse. Scarce item of Rural Post mail on Indo-China stationery.

GA

110,-

P 5800

1936. Registered and Charged envelope addressed to France bearing Funnan-Sen SG 61, 20c on
50c carmine mixed with Indo-China SG 82, 10c on 15c olive, SG 168, 1c sepia and SG 173, 4c
blue-green with unissued 1c on 6c yellow and 12c on 60c blue tied by Pnom-Penh/Cambodge date
stamp with registered label and framed 'Charge' with boxed accountancy on reverse, routed via
Saigon and French paquebot with octagonal 'Kobe a Marseille No 1' date stamp on reverse (Salles
2052) with Bordeaux arrival. A rare item of ‘valeur declared’ mail from Cambodia with stamps
supplied to the U.P. U. but not put on sale in Indo-China. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

200,-

P 5801

1936. Envelope addressed to Cap St Jacques bearing Indo-China SG 175, 5c violet tied by 'Province
de Quang-Ngai/Nghia-My/Poste Rurale' double ring routed via Saigon with boxed slogan
'Consommez le Riz D'lndochine' with Cap St Jacques receiver. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from
Nghia-My village. Scarce Type with Poster Rural at Base only in use 1936 in Annam. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

200,-

5802

1936. Envelope addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 168, 1c brown and SG 175, 5c violet tied
by 'Poste Rurale/Province de Quang-Tri/Vung-Kho' on face with adjacent Quang-Tri/Annam date
stamp routed via Nhatrang with Paris arrival. Lovely item of Rural Post Mail from Annam. Scarcer type.

b

150,-

5803

1936. Picture post card of 'Le Bayon, Angkor' addressed to Marseille bearing Indo-China SG 168,
1c sepia and SG 170, 3c brown tied by Phongsaly/Laos date stamp. Nice item of mail from the
Northern most province.

b

110,-

5804

1937. Envelope (stains) addressed to Cap S't Jacques bearing lndo-China SG 175, 5c violet tied by
'Poste Rurale/Binh-Thuy/Province de Cantho' double ring in violet routed via Cantho with Cap St
Jacques receiver on reverse. Superb item of Rural Post Mail from Binh-Thuy village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

160,-

P 5805

1937. Registered Air Mail envelope bearing Indo-China SG 210, 66c olive and SG 246, 15c blue tied
by Houeisai/Laos date stamp '7/7' with registered label routed via Luang-Prabang '15/7' and
Vientiane/Laos '19th July' with Marne receiver '31/7' on reverse. Lovely item from this Northern
Laos Mekong town.

b

140,-

1938. Envelope (toned) addressed to Thai-binh cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/Hung-Nhan/Province de
Thai-Binh' double ring on face bearing Indo-China SG 175, 5c violet tied by Thai-Binh/Tonkin date
stamp. Very fine item of Rural Post Mail from Nghia-Quan village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

110,-

5806
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5807

1938. Picture post card of 'Meo Tribe Lady, Sam-Neua' addressed to France bearing French lndoChina SG 171, 3c green tied by Xieng Khouang/Laos date stamp. Scarce Upper Laos cancel.

b

100,-

5808

1938. Envelope (vertical fold, toned) addressed to Tonkin bearing Indo-China SG 169, 2c green (3)
tied by 'Vinh a Hanoi' ambulant date stamp with 'Post Rural/Cau-Giat/ Province de Nghe-An’ in
cancel in blue, routed via Hanoi with Cao-Bang arrival. Very fine. Ex: Desrousseaux.

b

100,-

P 5809

1938. Indo-China postal stationery envelope 5c violet upgraded with SG 168, 1 c sepia tied by
Stung-Treng/Cambodge date stamp '11/10' addressed to the 'Bank Franco-Chinese, Hanoi' routed
via Saigon with Hanoi/Tonkin arrival on reverse.

GA

100,-

5810

1938. Stamp-less envelope endorsed 'B.M.C. Shanghai' written from Shanghai addressed to Hanoi
cancelled by '2nd Batallion de Marine du Chine/Francaise Militaire' in violet dated '3rd Dec 1938',
routed via Haiphong with Hanoi arrival.

b

100,-

P 5811

1939, LACAOBA, Tonking: the very rare marking “AGENCE POSTALE LACAOBA 26-5-39 TONKIN“
ties 37 C. Doumier to air mail cover (Air France envelope, vert. bend and corner fault) to Paris,
on reverse transits Haiphong same day, Marseille and arrival “PARIS 2 JUIN 39“.

e

1.500,-

5812

1939. Envelope (horiz. and vertical fold, shortened at left, minor spots) addressed to Tonkin bearing
Indo-China SG 170, 3c brown (pair, toned) tied by 'Poste Rurale/Cau-Giat/Province de Ngee-An'
double ring in blue routed via Hanoi with Cao-Bang/Tonkin arrival on reverse. Superb item of Rural
Post Mailfrom Cau-Giat village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

160,-

P 5813

1941. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to lndia bearing French Indo-China SG 184, 15c blue
and SG 213, $1 black (pair) tied by Saigon/Central date stamp with matching registration label and
handstruck 'Vu par la Douane' signed and dated '27/5', routed via Hanoi, Bangkok and Calcutta
with 'Opened But Uncensored/Passed to Hong Kong for Censorship' censor tape in pink and
'Opened by Censor' label tied by 'Passed by Censor/23' hand-stamp in violet applied in Bombay.
Rare item of censorship with rare lndo-China hand-stamp. See Desrousseux.

b

600,-

P 5814

1942. Envelope (small corner fault) written from Dap-Cau, Tonkin addressed to Yokohama bearing
lndo-China SG 169, 2c green (2) and SG 187, 21c olive tied by Dap-Cau/Tonkin date stamp routed
via Hanoi with Japanese censor label applied on arrival with oval '3' cachet in red. Very fine.

b

160,-

5815

1942. Censored envelope to Hanoi bearing Yvert 155, 1c brown and Yvert 159, 5c violet tied by 'Poste
Rurale Thanh Dai/Province de Ha-Dong' double ring, routed via Ha-Dong with Hanoi arrival and 'Controle
Postal Militaire/A' censor label with opened by Censor oval cachet. Very fine item of Rural Post mail.

b

120,-

P 5816•

1943, Seamen 2 $ + 3,20 $ Courbet single die proof/Epreuve de Luxe/Ministerblock in black of ex 302-12
different issued stamp signed by designer, produced without gum.
Epreuve

(*)

240,-

P 5817•

1943, Seamen 0,50 $ + 1 $ C. Riviere single die proof/Epreuve de Luxe/Ministerblock in black of ex 302-12
non issued stamp signed by designer, produced without gum.
Erpeuve

(*)

240,-

5818•

1943, Seamen 0,05 $ + 0,10 $ Amiral de la Grandiere single die proof/Epreuve de Luxe /
Ministerblock in black of different issued stamp signed by designer, produced without gum.
304 Epreuve

(*)

240,-

5819•

1943, Seamen 0,15 $ + 0,25 $ Doudart de Lagree single die proof/Epreuve de Luxe /Ministerblock
in black of different issued stamp signed by designer, produced without gum.
311 Epreuve

(*)

240,-

P 5820•

1943, Personage 0,20 $ + 0,40 $ Pignea de Behaine single die proof/Epreuve de Luxe /
Ministerblock in green of different issued stamp signed by designer, produced without gum.
314 Epreuve

(*)

240,-

P 5821

1943. Postal stationery envelope 'Marshall Petain' 6c red (small faults) addressed to Hanoi
cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/Thi-Long/Province de Thanh-Hoa' double ring, routed via Thanh-Hoa/
Annam with Hanoi arrival. Very fine item of Post Rural mail from Thi-Long village, a great rarity on
Petain stationery. Ex Desrousseaux.
U

GA

330,-

P 5822

1943, 30 C. (2), 5 C. (4) tied “HAI-PHONG 26-6 1943“ to registered cover to Tokyo/Japan, japanese
censor tape, Bank of Indochina correspondence, company arrival mark Sep. 7

b

150,-

P 5823

1943. “Marshall Petain“ postal stationery envelope 6c red (small faults) addressed to Hanoi
cancelled by 'Laokay a Hanoi/Tonkin' ambulant date stamp '13th Aout' with Hanoi/Bis (censure) and
Hanoi R.P. receiver '19/8'. Rare item of stationery used with Railway cancel. Superb. Ex Desrousseaux.

GA

240,-

1943. “Marshall Petain“ postal stationery envelope 6c red (small faults) addressed to Hanoi cancelled
by 'Haiphong a Hanoi/D' ambulant date stamp '14th Nov' with Hanoi/Bis (censure) and Hanoi R.P.
receiver '15/11'. Rare item of stationery used with Railway cancel. Superb. Ex Desrousseaux.

GA

200,-

1944. Marshall Petain 6c red postal stationery envelope (faults, small part backflap missing)
upgraded with Indo-China SG 315, 2c mauve (pair) tied by Dong-Ha/Annam date stamp addressed
to Hanoi with arrival on reverse.
SG 315 (2)

GA

200,-

1944. Philippe Petain postal stationery envelope (small faults) upgraded with Yvert 159, 5c lilac,
Yvert 243, 1c brown and Yvert 244, 3c bistre tied by Thanh-Hoa/Annam date stamp with receiver
on reverse. Scarce item of stationery used.
U

GA

240,-

P 5827

1944. Envelope (vertical fold) addressed to Hanoi bearing lndo-China SG 319, 10c grey-green
(toned) tied by 'Poste Rurale/Cho-Ben/Province de Ha-Dong' double ring with Hanoi R.P. arrival.
Very fine item of Rural Post Mail from Cho-Ben village with censor during Japanese Occupation. Ex
Desrousseaux.

b

150,-

P 5828

1945, unissueds: 3 C., 15 C. in full sheets of 100, unused no gum (Yvert 63A, 70A, Yvert cat.
3500.-). (M)
I, II

(*)

700,-

5824
P 5825
5826
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P 5829

1946. Stampless Air Mail envelope written from Pakse, Laos dated '28th Avril 46' addressed to
France endorsed 'F.M.’, cancelled by Pastes Aux Armees/X date stamp '7/5' with military cachet
and 'Controle' censor tied by oval 'Ouvert/Par la Autorites de Controle/SAX'. Scarce item from the
French Occupation of Laos.

b

150,-

P 5830

1947, Airmail-letter with cachet “First-Flight Indochine-Chine“ from Saigon-Shanghai with cds
“SAIGON 3 3 47“ and b/s arrival “SHANGHAI 4.3.47“ and sent back to Saigon (arr. 25.3.47)

e

80,-

5831

1950. Registered Air Mail envelope bearing Indo-China SG 195, $1 green and SG 215, $5 violet
tied by Sam-Nua/Laos date stamp with registered label routed via Hanoi/Nord Viet-Nam with Elbeuf
arrival. Very fine.

b

100,-

P 5832

1951. Envelope endorsed 'B.P.M. 719' written from Phnom-Penh addressed to England bearing
France 5f green and 10f violet (2) tied by 'Poste Aux Armees/136' date stamp with 'Bonne Annee'
card inside. Nice item of French Military mail in Combodia after WW2. See Desrousseaux Livre 4.

b

100,-

5833

1953. Stamp-less Military mail envelope (vertical fold, creased, shortened at left) written from
Hung-Yen school addressed to 'S.P. 4027' endorsed 'F.M.' with 'Viet-Nam/Buu-Tram/Hung-Yen'
double ring. Very rare item of Rural Post Mail.

b

110,-

5834

1954. Stampless envelope written from PhomPenh addressed to the French lndia endorsed 'S.P.
67.827' cancelled by 'Poste Aux Armees/T.O.E.' with boxed 'L'indication/du No du B.P.M./ou d'un
Lieu Geographique/est Interdite/Dans les Adresses Militaires'. Nice item of French Military mail in
Cambodia after WW2. See Desrousseaux Livre 4.

b

100,-

P 5835

1963. Air Mail envelope addressed to Paris bearing Laos 91, 9k magenta tied by Vientiane Phonexay
double ring. Scarce cancel.

b

100,-

(*)

800,-

(*)

400,-

(*)

400,-

g

200,-

FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA - DIENSTMARKEN
P 5836

1934, woman from Cambodia, nine different color proofs without declaration of value in the
cartridge and unperforated. Signed Scheller. New discovery unknown until this find!
“INDOCHINE -1934 - Timbres de Service, Essais de couleur, surchargés SERVICE sans valeur dans
le cartouche. Neuf timbres non dentelés, sans gomme.
ex 17 - 32

P 5837

1934, woman from Cambodia, four different color proofs in four different shades of brown , without
declaration of value in the cartridge and unperforated. Certificate Scheller “Authentic without
errors“. New discovery unknown until this find!
“INDOCHINE -1934 - Timbres de Service, Essais de couleur, surchargés SERVICE sans valeur dans
le cartouche. Quatre timbres de nuances différentes. Brun clair - Bistre-olive - Brun - Brun foncé.
Authentiques.“
18 Proof

P 5838

1934, woman from Cambodia, four different color proofs in four different shades of blue , without
declaration of value in the cartridge and unperforated. Certificate Scheller “Authentic without
errors“. New discovery unknown until this find!
“INDOCHINE -1934 - Timbres de Service, Essais de couleur, surchargés SERVICE sans valeur dans
le cartouche. Non dentelés, sans gomme. Quatre timbres vert-bleu de nuances différentes.
Authentiques.“
24 Proof

FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA - PAKETMARKEN
P 5839

1891, 10c. black on lilac surcharged by vermillion handstamp, fresh colour, well perforated, neatly
oblit., signed Brun. Maury 2, 900,- €.
2

P 5840

1902. Post and Telegraph “Colis Postal“ label for Annam-Tonkin and Cochinchine bearing French
General Colones postage due Yvert 19, 10c brown tied by Packhoi Chine double ring '15th Nov 02'.
Very rare use of Postage Due from Packhoi with first type cancel. Ex Desrousseaux.

d

100,-

1905. News-Band wrapper addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China postage due Yvert 2, 5 on 40c
black tied by Saigon Central/Cochinchine double ring with hand-struck ''T' adjacent. Rarely seen
use of Indo-China tax stamp paying the domestic wrapper rate.
Yv. 2

b

240,-

5842

1905. News-Band wrapper addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China postage due Yvert 2, 5 on 40c
black tied by Saigon Central/Cochinchine double ring with hand-struck 'T' adjacent. Rarely seen use
of Indo-China tax stamp paying the domestic wrapper rate.

b

240,-

P 5843

1911. Photographie card 'Route de Phu-Duc' addressed to Viettri, Tonkin cancelled by Gare-Hanoi/
Tonkin double ring, underpaid with 'T' hand-stamp and bearing Indo-China postage due SG D72, 10c
carmine applied and tied on arrival by Viet-Tri/Tonkin double ring. Nice item of postage due mail.

b

100,-

5844

1912. Picture post card of 'La Residence, Yen-Bay' addressed to Tonkin bearing Indo-China SG 54,
5c green and black tied by Yen-Bay/Tonkin date stamp, underpaid with 'T' hand-stamp and bearing
French Indo-China postage due SG D72, 10c carmine applied and tied on arrival by Viet-Thi/Tonkin
double ring. Nice item of postage due mail.

b

100,-

FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA - PORTOMARKEN

P 5841
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P 5845

1916. Picture post card (fmall faults)of 'Native Village, Ceylon' addressed to Combodia bearing
Ceylon SG 343, 6c bright purple tied by Colombo double ring 'June 11', underpaid with 'T' handstamp and bearing French Indo-China postage due SG D72, 10c carmine applied and tied by
Kampot/Cambodge double ring '27th Juin'. Scarce item of Cambodian postage due mail.

b

120,-

P 5846

1919, 2pi. on 5fr. brick with double overprint and blue offset at upper left, unmounted mint (natural
dull gum structure=no fault), signed. Maury 30a, 495,- €.
30 var.

**

100,-

P 5847

1927, 2 C green/gray Pagode, tied by triangular “T“ as postage-due on a French 2 C postal
stationery wrapper with blurred dater addressed to Cantho in Cochinchine. Very unusual !
47

GA

150,-

P 5848

1929. Stampless envelope (small faults) written from ‘St Asiatique Francais Convent, Chiengrai’
addressed to Chiengsin-Kao with ‘T’ hand-stamp and endorsed forwarded to Luang Prabang
bearing on reverse French Indo-China postage dues SG D138, 1c buff, SG D140, 3c violet, SG
D142, 6c olive, SG D163, 2c olive and green and SG D164, 4c chocolate and slate (2) tied by
Luang Prabang receiver ‘6th Jan 1930’. Very rare item of postage due mail from Laos.

b

1.000,-

P 5849

1931. Envelope (vertical and horizontal fold, addressed to the 'Bank of lndo-China, Cantho' bearing
lndo-China SG 118, 3/5c cerise and grey (margin block of four, toned) tied by ‘Poste Rurale/DongThanh/Province de Cantho' double ring, underpaid and bearing French Indo-China postage due SG
163, 2c grey and green tied by Cantho/Cochinchine receiver. Nice item of underpaid Rural Post
Mail from Dong-Thanh village. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

150,-

P 5850

1932. Envelope addressed to Can-Tho bearing lndo-China SG 142, 3c indigo tied by 'Prov. De Nghe
An/Canton de Phu Qui/Coba' double ring routed via Phu-Qui/Annam '20/8', Vinh/Annam '21/8'
and Saigon/Cochinchine '26/8’, underpaid with ‘T' hand-stamp and bearing French Indo-China
postage dues SG D162, 1c slate and red tied by triangular 'Taxe Minimum/5 Cents' hand-stamp in
red with Cantho/Cochinchine arrival on reverse. Very rare item of Rural Post mail.

b

200,-

P 5851

1934. Envelope addressed to Hanoi, French lndo-China bearing Hong Kong SG 101, 2c green and
SG 119, 3c grey tied by Hong Kong double ring, underpaid with 'T' hand-stamp with m7s 'T/37½' in
crayon and bearing French Indo-China postage dues SG D200, 1c orange/yellow (strip of three) and
SG D207, 10c orange/yellow (2) tied by Hanoi/Tonkin receiver. A rare item of postage due mail from
Hong Kong to French China.

b

300,-

P 5852•

1936/1937, cover (faults) from Tasmania 22.12.36 addressed to Japan, redirected to c/o British
Consul Saigon, charged by 28c. postage dues, finally sent to Le Havre and charged by 60c. dues,
some inevitable marks/postal wear. Interesting combination!
64 (2), 71

b

80,-

P 5853

1941. Stampless envelope written from Pondichery, French India addressed to Saigon cancelled by
Inde Francais/Pondichery double ring ‘18/4/41’ routed via Calcutta with ‘Opened by Censor’ tape
tied by framed ‘Passed/Censor’ cachet and Ind-China ’Controle Postal Militaire’ label tied by
‘Ouvert/Par/L’Autorite Militaire’ with circular ‘Controle Postal/Commission C/Indochine’ and
framed ‘Acheminement Autorise/Controle Postal Saigon/Le President’ and signed on face and
bearing French Indo-China postage dues SG D203, 3c orange/red, SG D105, 5c orange/red and
SG D208, 12c orange/red tied by Saigon/Central receiver ‘4th Aout' on reverse. Scarce item.

b

350,-

P 5854

1943, 6 C red single on insufficiently franked cover from Dalat Annam, 27-11, addressed to Hanoi
and taxed with 1931 12 C red/black on yellow together with scarce 1943 6 C rose on yellow
postage-dues. Fine condition.
68, 79 u.a.

b

300,-

1906. Blank picture post card of 'Rue de I'Alger' addressed to France bearing lndo-China SG 6, 1c
black/azure (defective) tied by Kouang-Tcheou-Wan-Chine double ring (cancelled to order). Very
rare postmark from Potao. Few items known.

b

200,-

P 5856

Canton, 1902. Envelope addressed to France bearing Canton SG 4, 5c yellow-green, SG 6, 10c
black/lilac and SG 7, 15c blue tied by Canton double ring '11th Jan' sent on French paquebot with
octagonal Ligne N Paq Fr. No 6 date stamp '13th Jan' (Salles 1924) with Beauvais arrival '10/2' on
reverse. Very attractive franking from Canton. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

160,-

5857

Canton, 1903. Registered envelope (horiz. and vertical fold) addressed to Paris bearing Canton SG
24, 25c blue (3) tied by Canton double ring, endorsed ‘Recommende’ sent by French paquebot with
octagonal Ligue N date stamp and Paris receiver. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

110,-

P 5858

1904. Picture post card 'Duck egg seller' addressed to France written from 'Canton' endorsed
'Division Navale de Mer de Chine' bearing Indo-Chine Post Office SG 1, 1c black and SG 2, 2c brown
(pair) tied by Modane a Paris/D ambulant with 'Marine Francaise / Service a la Mer' cachet. Very
fine. Ex De Desrousseaux.

b

150,-

P 5859

1908, Canton, Definitives “Native Women“, 1c. to 10fr., complete set of 17 values, fresh colours,
well perforated, mint o.g. with hinge remnants, 40c. thin spot. Maury 50/66, 350,- €.
50/66 I

*

100,-

Canton, 1917. Censored envelope (tear at top) addressed to Switzerland bearing Canton Yvert 53, 5c
green (3) and Yvert 54, 10c red tied by Canton/China double ring routed via Shanghai with 'Controle
Postal Militaire' label and oval 'Ouvert/Par L 'Autorite Militaire/108' in violet and Ermatinge receiver.

b

100,-

*/**

120,-

FRANZÖSISCH-INDOCHINA - POSTÄMTER IN SÜDCHINA
siehe auch 5348, 5703, 5758, 5800

P 5855

5860
P 5861
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1901, Alegorie of peace and commerce 1 C. to 5 Fr. as a cancelled set of 15 stamps with the usual
perforations, fine. some are signed. Michel 2.500,- € (Yvert no. 1 - 15)
Hoi-Hao 1 - 16 g/d

800,-

Hoi-Hao, 1905. Registered envelope addressed to Paris bearing Hoihow SG 16, 1c black/azure, SG
17, 2c brown (pair), SG 20, 10c rose and SG 25, 30c cinammon (pair) tied by Hoihao/Ile de Hainam
double ring '3rd Feb' with framed hand-struck ‘R' routed via Haiphong/Tonkin ‘7th Feb' with Paris
arrival '12th Mars 05’. Scarce item paying the double registered rate. Ex Derousseaux.

b

250,-

5863

Hoi-Hao, 1911. Red Band envelope (shortened at left affecting one adhesive) addressed to
Cochinchine bearing Hoihow SG 50, 2c brown and SG 51, 4c blue (pair) tied by Hoi-Hao-Chine
double ring '13th Mai' routed via Saigon and Haiphong/Tonkin '17th Mai' with Rachgia/Cochinchine
'26th Mai' arrival. Scarce item. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

150,-

5864

Hoi-Hao, 1911. Registered envelope (vertical fold) addressed to Langson, Tonkin bearing Hoi-Hao
Yvert 35, 5c green, Yvert 38, 20c brown/green, Yvert 39, 25c blue, Yvert 40, 30c brown, Yvert 41, 35c
black/yellow, Yvert 42, 40c black and Yvert 45, 1f olive tied by Hoi-Hao-Chine double ring '3/5' with
boxed hand-struck 'R', routed via Haiphong/Tonkin '12/5' with Langson receiver '13/5' on reverse.

b

100,-

1904, KOUANG-TCHEOU (General issue), 1fr. light olive-green, fesh colour, well perforated, mint o.g. General issue
with hinge remant/adhesion marks. Maury 38, 425,- €.
26

P 5862

P 5865

*

100,-

Kouang-Tcheou, 1907. Envelope addressed to France bearing SG 5, 10c rose tied by 'Tch'Ong-KingChine' double ring with 'Marine Francaise/Service a la Mer' maritime cachet and Rouen arrival.

GA

110,-

P 5867

1906, KOUANG-TCHEOU, 15c. reddish-brown on bluish-grey, gutter pair with millesime “6“, fresh Kouang-Tchecolour and well perforated, neatly obliterated. Only 118 can exist. Maury 6, 550,- €++
ou 40 III

g

100,-

P 5868

Kouang-Tcheou, 1910. Military mail envelope (traces of aging) addressed to France endorsed
'Correspondance d'Armee’ bearing Chungking SG 38, 10c red tied by Tch'Ong-K'ing-Chine double
ring '6th Mars 10' with 'Marine Francaise/Service a la Mer’ cachet, routed via Han-Keou-Chine/
Poste Francaise ‘18th Mars' and receiver in Gironde on reverse. Scarce item. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

240,-

P 5869

KOUANG-TCHEOU: 1927. Charged envelope (opening faults) to Cho-Ganh Gare bearing Indo-China
Yvert 104, 5c rose, Yvert 115, 1p blue/green and Yvert 116, 2p lilac (2) mixed with Kouang-Tcheou
Yvert 48, 40c on 1f red and black tied by Hanoi Tonkin date stamp with hand-strack 'Charge' and Yv. 48, Fr.,
boxed accountancy on reverse, endorsed 'valeur declare=mille piastres' routed via Minh Binh. Very Ind. 104, 115,
scarce item of 'charged' mail.
116 (2),

b

200,-

Kouang-Tcheou, 1930. Envelope (roughly opened at left) addressed to Cantho cancelled by 'Poste
Rurale/Phuong-Hai/Province de Ha-Dong' double ring routed via Ha-Dong bearing Kwangchow SG
63, 8c olive tied by Ha-Dong/Tonkin date stamp with Hanoi and Saigon transits on reverse with
Cantho arrival. Very fine item of Rural Post Mail from Phuong-Hai village. Ex· Desrousseaux.

b

150,-

1906, Mong-Tzeu. Horizontal pair 50c brown with reverse surcharge on each stamp diagonal
shifted to corner bottom right (= Mongtze at bottom). Gutter on the left with “2“. Unused. Very
rare! (Dallay 16)
Yv 13 (2)

*

1.000,-

P 5871

Mongtseu, 1920. Envelope (small faults) addressed to France bearing Mengtze SG 52, 2/5 on 1c
sepia, SG 53, 4/5 on 2c brown (4) and SG 54, 1 3/5 on 4c blue (4) tied by Mong-Tseu-Chine double
ring. Rare stamps from Mengtze on cover. Es Desrousseaux.

b

160,-

5872

Mongtseu, 1928. Registered envelope (vertical fold, toned, flap partly missing) addressed to Saigon
bearing Canton SG 70, 2c on 5c green mixed with Mongtze SG 56, 4c on 10c red (pair) and Packhoi
SG 55, 4c on 10c red (3) tied by Rachgia/Cochinchine double ring with hand-struck 'R' and boxed
'A.R.' with Saigon arrival on reverse. Very nice Advice of Receipt cover.

b

100,-

P 5873

PAKHOI, 1909. Envelope (toned) addressed to Hanoi, Tonkin bearing Pakhoi SG 29, 75c brown/
orange tied by 'Pak-Hoi-Chine' double ring. Very scarce single franking on cover.

b

200,-

P 5874

TCHONG-KING: 1912. Registered Picture postcard of 'A Hong-Chuan (Red Boat), Upper Yangtse '
addressed to France bearing Tchong-King Yvert 68, 5C GREEN, Yvert 69, 10c red and Yvert 71, 20c
violet tied by Tchong-King-Chine double ring with boxed hand-struck 'R ', routed via the French Post
Office Hankow with 'Han-Keou- Chine/Poste Française' double ring and Longeau receiver in France.
Card with corner faults. Registered postcards from Tchong-King are very scarce.
Yv. 68, 69, 71

Ak

240,-

P 5875

1919, Tschongking 40 C on 1 Fr carmine/black and Mongtseu 80 C on 2 Fr green/black, mixed
franking on registered airmail cover from NINH-BINH / TONKIN, 19.6.36, to Canton in China and
returned due to unknown recipient. F/VF
80 VI, 81 IV

b

150,-

P 5876

Tschongking, 1930. Envelope addressed to France cancelled by 'Poste Rurale/Phuong-Hai/Province
de Ha-Dong' bearing Tchongking SG 59, 12c on 30c chocolate tied by Ha-Dong/Tonkin date stamp
with Ha-Noi transit. Superb item of Rural Post mail from Ha-Dong Province.

b

150,-

P 5877•

1904, Offices in South China, Yunnanfu: CHINE overprint on Indochina 50 C. (2) Groupe type and
“Yunnan-Fou“ ovpt. 1906, 10 C. (2) each tied “YUNNAN-FOU 3 JANV 07“ to VALUE DECLARED cover
insured for 250 francs showing on reverse special BOXED CHARGEMENT handstamp of YunnanFou (mentionning the weight 63gr and the seals) sent to Shanghai and fwd. to Wuchow. Routed via
Indochina with transits Lao-Kay, Haiphong/Tongking, Saigon, french mail steamer “LIGNE N 31
JANV 07“, “SHANGHAI 11 FEB 07“ and arrival “WUCHOW 18 FEB 07“. Addressees name rubbed
and vertical crease not affecting stamps. - PROBABLY THE ONLY RECORDED “VALUE DECLARED“
COVER FROM THE FRENCH POST OFFICE IN YUNNANFU, A MAJOR RARITY OF THE AREA.

b

3.000,-

5866

5870

P 5870A
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P 5878

Yunnan, 1905. Registered envelope (receivers name cut out) to Paris bearing Yunnan Yvert 2, 2c
brown, Yvert 18, 4x Iilac brown, Yvert 8, 25c blue (pair), Yvert 9, 30c brown (pair) and Yvert 10, 40c
orange tied by Yunnan-Fou-Chine double ring with boxed hand-struck registered, endorsed 'via Bhamo'
and sent on the overland route via Burma with Paris arrival on reverse. Scarce stamps on cover.

b

240,-

P 5879

Yunnan, 1908. Registered envelope addressed to Paris bearing Yunnan-Fou SG 33, 1c sepia (5),
SG 34, 2c brown (5), SG 36, 5c green (2), SG 41, 30c brown (4), SG 43, 40c brown, SG 44, 50c
carmine, SG 45, 75, orange and SG 46, 1f lake tied by Yunnan-Fou-Chine double ring '18th Aout'
with framed hand-struck ‘R' routed via Lao-Kay '30/8' and Haiphong/Tonkin '1st Sept' with Paris
receiver '6/10'. Attractive franking. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

200,-

P 5880

Yunnan, 1909. Picture post card of 'Van Nam Phu Chinese' addressed to France bearing YunnanFou SG 56, 7c on 20c violet tied by 'Post Rurale/Phu-Lo/Province de Phucyen' double ring. Scarce
item of Rural Post Mail with Yunnan stamps. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

200,-

P 5881

Yunnan, 1910. Registered envelope (toned and minor faults) to Paris (adress label? fallen off)
bearing Yunnan-Sen Yvert 14, 1f olive and Yvert 15, 5f Iilac tied by Yunnan-Fou-Chine double ring
with boxed hand-struck registered routed via Lao-Kay and Haiphong Tonkin with Paris receiver on
reverse. Rare stamps on cover.

b

190,-

5882

Yunnan, 1913. Envelope addressed to France bearing Yunnan SG 40, 25c blue tied by Yunnan-Fou
-Chine double ring routed via Haiphong/Tonkin with transit on reverse. Very fine. Ex Desrousseaux.

b

110,-

P 5883

Yunnan, 1917. Registered envelope (creased) addressed to England bearing SG 45, 75c orange
and grey tied by 'Yunnan-Fou-Chine' double ring '16/5' with boxed hand-struck 'R', routed via Hanoi/
Tonkin '19/5' with London and Oxford receiver. Rare commercial Registered usage from Yunnan.

b

240,-

5884

Yunnan, 1921. Picture post card of 'Buffalo Train, Yunnan' addressed to France bearing Yunnan
Yvert 50, 2/5c on 1c olive/brown and Yvert 51, 4/5c on 2c brown (2) tied by 'Yunnan-Fou-Chine'
double ring. Scarce surcharge issues on card.

b

100,-

P 5885

1920. Envelope (vertical fold) written from 'Bach-Mai Village' addressed to Algeria, North Africa
bearing Tchong-King Yvert 90, 12c on 30c brown tied by 'Bach-Mai' m/s with adjacent 'Poste Rurale/
Zone de Hanoi/Hoang-Mai' and Hanoi/Tonkin transit on reverse. Nice item of Rural Post mail.

b

100,-

5886

1923. Picture post card of 'Radio Saigon' bearing Canton SG 70, 2c on 5c green (strip of three) tied
by 'Hanoi-Chateau D'Eau/Tonkin' double ring with Saigon arrival. Very fine.

b

100,-

FUDSCHAIRA / FUJEIRA

siehe auch 11122, 11258, 11277, 11447, 11448, 11553, 11730, 11866, 11877, 11891A, 11964,
12016, 12017, 12018, 12019, 12143, 12144, 12152, 12153, 12413, 12474, 12522, 12523,
12524, 12525, 12526, 12527, 12528, 12529, 12530, 12531, 12726, 12727, 12728

P 5887

1965, definitives 'Animals' 2r. Leopard and 3r. Dromedary both in blocks of four printed together in
an imperforate COMPOSITE PROGRESSIVE PROOF with gutter between in black, red and yellow,
mint never hinged with some creases, scarce and attractive (M)
46+47 proof

**

80,-

P 5888•

1967, Butterflies, imperforate issue, 1dh. to 5r., complete set of 27 values each as sheet of 25
stamps, unmounted mint. Very rare units and most attractive! (M)
159/85 B (25)

**

250,-

5889•

1968, Ships, imperforate issue, 15dh. to 5r., complete set of nine values each as sheet of 15
stamps, unmounted mint. Very rare units and most attractive! (M)
234/42 B (15)

**

90,-

5890•

1969, Flowers, perforated issue, 25dh. to 5r., complete set of nine values each as sheet of 24
stamps, unmounted mint. Very rare units and most attractive! (M)
381/89 A (24)

**

70,-

1969, Apollo 11 INVERTED OVERPRINTS (all three types) on golden “APOLLO 10“ overprints, 10dh.
to 5r. imperforate, complete set of nine values as mini sheets of twelve stamps, bearing inverted
combined overprints (four of each type on one sheet), unmounted mint (some natural gum creasing) 399/407 B
UNLISTED, VERY RARE AND ATTRACTIVE! (M)
var. (9)

**

450,-

P 5892•

1969, MOON LANDING, blue overprint on twelve DE LUXE SHEETS of 1967 “One Thousand and One
Nights“ issue, six registered covers from “FUJEIRA 31 DEC 1959“ to Beyrouth with arrival mark
2.1.70 on reverse and one registered cover from “FUJEIRA 25 OCT 1969“ to Germany (seven covers
in total) (M)
186/97

b

450,-

P 5893•

1969, MOON LANDING, golden overprint on twelve DE LUXE SHEETS of 1967 “One Thousand and
One Nights“ issue, six registered covers from “FUJEIRA 31 DEC 1959“ to Beyrouth with arrival mark
2.1.70 on reverse. (M)
186/97

b

450,-

1969, Moon Landing overprints, perf./imperf. issues, three sets of nine values each and both souvenir sheets,
on four unaddressed envelopes, oblit. by hexagonal “FUJEIRA 23 OCT 1969“, (stamps have been applied by
using glue which has caused toning marks) (M)
B 399/407 A/B, Bl. 17 A/B, 408/16, A/I 416 A/B

b

180,-

P 5891•

5894•
P 5895•

1969, SHAKESPEARE, final drawing of nomination 25Dh. “A midsummer night´s dream“, size
10x8cm, artist “F.Llamosas“.
311

200,-

5896•

1969, SHAKESPEARE, final drawing of nomination 50Dh. “Othello, The moor of venice“, size
10x8cm, artist “F.Llamosas“
312

200,-

P 5897•

1969, SHAKESPEARE, final drawing of nomination 75Dh. “Hamlet, Prince of Denmark“, size
10x8cm, artist “F.Llamosas“
313

200,-

5898•

1969, SHAKESPEARE, final drawing of airmail-nomination 2.50R. “All´s well that ends well“, size
10x8cm, artist “F.Llamosas“
317

200,-
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P 5899•

1969, SHAKESPEARE, final drawing of airmail-nomination 5R. “The maming of the shrew“, size
10x8cm, artist “F.Llamosas“
319

200,-

P 5900•

1969, ASTRONAUTICS, final drawing for nomination 10Dh. “Abschußrampe, Saturn Rakete“ on
pasteboard card, size 10,2x8cm (brutto toolsize 18,9x14,7cm), artist “F.Llamosas“ (T)
390

200,-

P 5901•

1969, ASTRONAUTICS, booklet with drawings of the complet set of stamps (9 values), each
stamp size 3,6x5cm, artist “F.Llamosas“ (M)
390/98

P 5902•

1969, ASTRONAUTICS, final drawing for nomination 3R. “Gemini-Rendevous“ on pasteboard card,
size 8x10,2cm (brutto toolsize 14,4x18,5cm), artist “F.Llamosas“ (T)
396

P 5903•

1970, Football World Championship Mexico complete set in imperf. PROOFS affixed into 2 official
folders of 'Kultura Hungarian Trading Company/Budapest' (3 proofs each), unusual and scarce
544/49 proof

(*)

150,-

5904•

1971, Olympic Games Munich, perf./imperf., two se-tenant sheets with five sets each, unmounted
mint. Very rare units and most attractive! (M)
673/77 A/B (5)

**

130,-

5905•

1972, Olympic Games Munich, 10r. Discus Thrower, perforated issue, complete sheet of six stamps,
unfolded, unmounted mint. Very rare unit and most attractive! (M)
A 882 A (6)

**

Gebot

5906•

1972, Olympic Games Munich, 8r. Discus Thrower, perforated issue, complete sheet of six stamps,
unfolded, unmounted mint. Very rare unit and most attractive! (M)
882 A (6)

**

Gebot

5907•

1972, Olympic Winter Games 1924-1972 (Advertisement Posters), 10dh. to 3r., perforated issue,
complete se-tenant sheet of twelve stamps, unfolded, unmounted mint. Very rare unit and most
attractive! (M)
903/14 A

**

Gebot

5908•

1972, Space Exploring, combined imperforate stage proof sheet of 20 stamps, without colours refers to
“Black“ and “Silver“, on gummed paper. Most attractive! (M)
957/76

**

220,-

5909•

1972, Space Exploring, 5dh. to 5r., perforated issue, complete se-tenant sheet of 20 stamps,
unfolded, unmounted mint. Very rare unit and most attractive! (M)
957/76 A

**

Gebot

1972, History of Olympic Games (Advertisement Posters), 1dh. to 5r., complete se-tenant sheet of
20 stamps, stage proof without black and golden colour, unmounted mint (some wrinkling at upper 1040/59 B
margin). Most attractive! (M)
proof

**

130,-

5911•

1972, History of Olympic Games (Advertisement Posters), 1dh. to 5r., perforated issue, complete
se-tenant sheet of 20 stamps, folded, unmounted mint. Very rare unit and most attractive! (M)
1040/59 A

**

Gebot

5912•

1972, 10r. Apollo 16, perforated issue, complete sheet of six stamps, unfolded, unmounted mint.
Very rare unit and most attractive! (M)
1159 A (6)

**

Gebot

5913•

1972, 10r. Apollo 16, imperforate issue, complete sheet of six stamps, unmounted mint. Very rare
unit and most attractive! (M)
1159 B (6)

**

Gebot

1972, Nude Painting (Titian, Picasso, Degas), two sets of six values with four imperforate stage 1258/70
proofs for each stamp incl. final design (48 pieces)
proofs

**

220,-

5915•

1972, Apollo Programs, 15dh. to 4r., coplete set of eleven values with four imperforate stage proofs 1344/1354
each (incl. final design), unmounted mint (44 pieces in total)
proofs

**

250,-

5916•

1972, Walt Disney “One Hundred and One Dalmatians“, perforated issue, complete se-tenant
sheet of 20 stamps, unfolded, some creasing at top margin, unmounted mint. Very rare unit and
most attractive! (M)
1510/29 A

**

Gebot

5917•

1972, Walt Disney “One Hundred and One Dalmatians“, imperforate issue, complete se-tenant
sheet of 20 stamps, unmounted mint. Very rare unit and most attractive! (M)
1510/29 B

**

5918•
P 5919•

1972, souvenir sheet 10r. “Colibri“, two imperf. stage proofs incl. final design, on ungummed paper. Bl. 115 B proof

(*)

Gebot
60,-

1972, 400th Anniversary of Birth of Johannes Kepler, DE LUXE SHEETS, complete set of six values
from “FUJEIRA 29.7.72“ to London, slight postal wear and one cover slight toning spots. (T)
826/31 B

b

180,-

5920•

1972, Apollo 15, perf./imperf., complete sets of five values each and both souvenir sheets, on four 833/37 A/B, Bl.
unaddressed official f.d.c. oblit. “FUJEIRA 31.1.72“ (Michel gives the 21 Jan as first day)
89 A/B

b

130,-

5921•

1972, Olympic Winter Games 1924-1972 (Advertisement Posters), 10dh. to 3r., perforated issue,
complete set of twelve values (two se-tenant blocks of four and two se-tenant pairs) on three registered
airmail covers from “FUJEIRA 29.7.72“ to White Planes/USA with arrival mark 3.8.72 on reverse. (T) 903/14

b

70,-

P 5910•

P 5914•

1.400,200,-

GEORGIEN
P 5922

1910/28, russian period: correspondence of registered covers (2) resp. stationery card (1) to
France, from Tiflis, Santana etc. inc. bilingual markings. Also 1923 cover with 500.000 K. (2), one
more missing. Total 4 items.

b/GA

150,-

P 5923

1923, 350000r. franking (incl. one 20000r. double overprint) on reverse of registered cover
24.5.23 via Moscow to Berlin/Germany and redirected to Braunschweig with arrival mark 6.6.23, 46 (6), 47 (5),
some postal wear/ageing marks. Certificate Dr.Derichs (1973) (T)
48 (4)

b

120,-

P 5924

1923. Registered envelope addressed to Switzerland bearing Georgia Yvert 36, 10000 on 1000r
brown, Yvert 39, 40000 on 5000r green and Yver 46, 3000 on 100r carmine tied by Georgia double
ring with matching registered label and Zürich arrival on reverse. Scarce item of registered mail. (T)

b

280,-

1994, Gesamtgeorgischer Kongress kompletter Satz von zwei Werten jeweils in OberrandViererblocks mit rotem Aufdruck 'SPECIMEN', postfrisch und selten
84/85 spec. (4)

**

80,-

P 5925
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HOLYLAND

siehe auch 6026, 8090

P 5925A

1890, Turkey 20 Para postal stationery card tied by “JERUS“ scarce type with stars, (Coles-Walker
no.3) to Belgium with arrival mark alongside, fine and very scarce

GA

500,-

P 5926•

1895. Registered envelope (vertical tear) addressed to France headed 'Ecole Israelite de Saffed
(Syrie)' bearing Turkey 86, 2p bistre tied by bilingual Safed double ring in black (Coles & Walker 86)
with handstruck framed 'Recommandee' and Paris arrival on reverse. Rare item of registered mail
from Safed in Palestine during the Ottoman Empire period.

b

600,-

P 5926A

1896, Turkey 20 Para postal stationery card tied by violet “KUDÜSTE YAHUDI MAHALLESI POSTA
SUBESI 313“ scarce type with year 313 (1895), (Coles-Walker 21, RR) to Port Said with arrival mark
and boxed “NON RECLAME“ alongside, fine and scarce

GA

200,-

5927•

1899, “BUR. AMB. JERUSALEM-JAFFA 1“ ottoman railway cancellation on cover bearing two pairs
10 Para green to Beyrouth, few toned spots, fine Turkey forerunner!

b

90,-

P 5927A

1899, postcard “Gruss aus Jerusalem“ bearing Turkey 20 Para violet and 1 Pia. greyish blue
performing registered rate and black “JERUSALEM PALESTINE / R / KUDÜS TAAHHÜT“ (Type RC1)
registration mark alongside to Germany with arrival mark alongside, fine and very scarce

Ak

300,-

P 5927B

1899, Turkey 20 Para violet on postcard “Souvenir de Bethleem“ (shortened) tied by black all
arabic “BEYT ÜL LAHM TELGRAF VE POSTAHANESI 1311“ (Coles-Walker 112, RRR) to Switzerland
with arrival mark alongside, fine and scarce

Ak

100,-

5928•

1899-1911, Two picture postcards (Greetings from Bethlehem; Imperial Camp Jerusalem) to
Germany (1899; 1900) and envelope to Beirut 1911 all franked by Turkish definitives tied with
various types of Jerusalem date-stamps, each with arrival dater.

b

80,-

P 5929

1900, “BUR.AMB.JERUSALEM-JAFFA AVR.20“, billingual railway cancel clear on Turkey postal
stationery letter card with text to Stockholm with arrival mark, very fine

GA

100,-

P 5930

1903. Picture postcard written from 'Reinhardt's Hotel, Ramleh' addressed to Ireland bearing
German Levant Yvert 11, 10pa on 5pf green tied by Jaffa Deutsche Post date stamp with adjacent German Levant
boxed 'Aus Ramleh (Palastina)' hand-stamp in violet and Limavady receiver on front. Very attractive. Yv. 11

Ak

240,-

P 5931•

1904, Russian Post in Levant 10 pa. on 2 c. deep green, horizontal strip of 4, strip of 3, vertical pair
(one stamp with faults) and single stamp, tied by violet cds. “JERUSALEM 24.6.1904“ to registered Russ. Post 21
cover with registered label with numeral cancel “595“ to Hersfeld, Germany with arrival mark, scarce x (10)

b

450,-

P 5932•

1904, German Post postal stationery card 20 Para on 10 Pf. red with pharmacy imprint tied by
“JAFFA 27/2/04 DEUTSCHE POST“ cds. and boxed blue “Aus Jerusalem Deutsche Post“ alongside
to Berlin with arrival mark, tiny gum spot, fine

GA

130,-

P 5932A

1905, Postcard from Jericho tied by “BON SAMARITAIN“ bearing 20 Para carmine, showing bilingual
railway cancellation “JAFFA-JERUSALEM 17/11/905“ alongside to England, fine and scarce

Ak

300,-

P 5933

1907. Picture postcard of 'Tabor' written front Nazareth addressed to France bearing Austrian
Levant Yvert 33, 20pa on 10h rose (cornerfault) cancelled by 'Nazareth/22-4-07' hand-stamp in
violet (Tranmer Type 1) routed via the Austrian Post Office Caifa with 'Caifa/Osterreichische Post*
double ring '23/4'. Scarce item only 7p/c recorded by Tranmer.
Austria Yv. 33

Ak

380,-

P 5934

1907. Picture post card of 'Mensa Christi’ written from Nazareth dated '19th Avril' addressed to
France bearing Austrian Levant Yvert 32, 10p on 10k green cancelled by' ‘Nazareth/22.4.07' handstamp in violet (Tranmer Type l), routed via the Austrian Post Office Caifa with 'Caifa/Österreichische
Post' double ring '23/4': Scarce item only 7 post cards recorded by Tranmer.

b

200,-

5935•

1908, JERUSALEM 20.7.-23.7., German stationery envelope (small marks) with additional franking of
French, Italian, Austrian, Russian and Turkish adhesives, each obliterated by corresponding postmark.

GA

50,-

5936•

1909, German Post two single 20 Para on 10 Pf. red tied by “JAFFA 29/11/09 DEUTSCHE POST“
cds. and boxed violet “Aus Jerusalem Deutsche Post“ alongside, fine

b

130,-

P 5937

1912, Turkish P.O. card from “JERICHO“ with violet cds. to USA, very clear cancellation, tiny border
crease, fine and an unusual destination

Ak

140,-

P 5937A

1913-17, Four covers cards showing octogonal bilingual postmarks “KUDÜS-Ü SHERIF“ no.4, 5, 6
& 7, fine and very scarce group (M)

b/GA

300,-

P 5937B

1914, envelope bearing Turkey 2 Pia. green, 1 Pia. blue, 20 Para brown and 10 Para green performing
3 Pia. 30 Para registration rate and black “JERUSALEM PALESTINE / R“ with ms. “725“ violet crayon,
(Type RC2) registration mark and black “A.R.“ alongside (Top half of type AR1), to England with
arrival mark on reverse, part of flap missing and some minor faults, fine and very scarce

b

300,-

P 5937C

1915, postal stationery envelope Turkey 1 Pia. blue used uprated performing 2 Pia. 30 Para
registration rate and black “JERUSALEM PALESTINE / R“ (Type RC2) registration mark and all arabic
censor alongside to Germany with arrival mark on reverse, fine and very scarce (M)

GA

300,-

P 5938•

1915 “GAZA“ bilingual c.d.s. (Coles no.127) on envelope to Germany with several censor marks and
red label, fine and scarce

b

250,-

P 5939•

1915, Turkey Office, postal stationery envelope (small tear) 1 pia. with additional franking 1 pia.
blue as registered cover from “JERUSALEM 2 7.1.15“ with censor mark “double circle with star“ and
straight line “ÜBERPRÜFT“ via Beyrouth to Cologne with arrival mark

GA

180,-
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P 5940

1916, 1 pia. ultramrarine, vertical pair tied by bilingual cds. “SAFED 2...16“ to registered cover
(small faults)via Beyrouth to Frankfurt with arrival mark 1916, 1 Pia. ultramarin, senrechtes Paar
auf Firmen-R-Brief (Moses Barsel) von Safed mit R - Stempel über Beyrouth nach Frankfurt mit
Ankunftsstempel, Pracht, kl. Mgl.
Türkei 248 (2)

b

170,-

P 5941•

1917, “KUDS 2“ all Arabic c.d.s (Bale 886, JERUSALEM 2) on postcard with censor mark to Adana,
fine and very scarce

b

500,-

P 5941A

1917, postcard from Kirkagatch to Jerusalem, addressed to fourth army with transit marks no.44 &
46, vertical fold and some crease, minor faults, Istanbul censor, fine and very scarce

Ak

200,-

P 5942

1918, Postcard written in SAMACH tied by german “DEUTSCHE FELDPOST *** 14/1/18“ cds. and
blue “KGL PREUSISCHE FELD FLIEGER ABTEILUNG“ alongside to Germany, very scarce Turkey &
Palestine fieldpost forerunner!

b

150,-

1918, “CAIFFA 1 - 12/2/18“ bilingual octogonal d.s. (Coles-Walker no.60) on envelope to Berlin
with transit marks Beyrouth and Stamboul on reverse, fine and scarce

b

250,-

1845. Stampless envelope written from Hong Kong dated ‚3rd August 1845‘ addressed to
Scotland, carried by forwarding agent to Singapore with framed ‚Singapore/Paid‘ in red and
oval ‚Forwarded by/Singapore/A.L. Johnston & Co‘ on reverse, routed via London, charged
‚2/3‘ in m/s on arrival at Castle Strathallien and redirected bearing Great Britain Sg 8, 1d
brown tied by ‚84‘ with Crieff receiver on reverse ‚Oc 30 1845‘. An amazing item full of character.

b

3.000,-

P 5945•

1848, “HONG-KONG 29 JA 1848“ on reverse of folded envelope with red boxed “PAID“ endorsed
“via Marseille“ to Berlin/Germany, transits a.o. Strassburg and SBG-GARE, 3/28 delivery. Weight
indicated “1/2 L.“ and various accounting notes.

b

600,-

P 5946

1850. Stampless envelope written from Canton 26th November addressed to London with Hong
Kong transit Nov 29th on reverse, routed via Southampton and rated '1/4' on arrival with London
receiver 'Jan 26' on reverse in red. | 1850. Stamp-less envelope written from Canton 26th
November addressed to London with Hong Kong transit Nov 29th on reverse, routed via Marseille,
charged '6' in m/s for the ship and rated '1/4' on arrival with London receiver 'Jan 29' on reverse in
red. The mail via Marseille arrived three days later than mail sent via Southampton. | A fine pair of
covers posted on the same duy in Canton with the mail via Southampton arriving three days earlier.

b

450,-

5947

1850. Stampless envelope written from Canton 28th October 1850 addressed to Bombay, lndia
sent on the steamer 'Braganza '. Nice destination.

b

170,-

P 5948•

1859, entire folded letter dated HK 4 June 1859 w. “HONG KONG C JU 4 59“ on reverse via
Marseilles to Rheims/France w. July 29 entry marking, Rheims July 31 arrival. Correspondence re.
champagne to Piper & Co.

b

280,-

P 5949•

1859, large type red crowned circle “PAID AT HONG KONG“ w. “HONG KONG 15 FE 1859“ on
reverse on cover endorsed “p. Overland via Trieste“ to Altenburg/Saxonia, Germany and fwd. to
Triptis (March 29/30 arrivals).

b

550,-

P 5950•

1860. Envelope written from London addressed to ‚Rev. C. J. Armistead, “H.M.S. Melville“, Hong
Kong, China‘ bearing Great Britain SG 40, 1d rose-red, SG 45, 2d blue and SG 68, 6d lilac tied
by Leeds/147 duplex ‚Oc 9 60‘ endorsed ‚via Marseille‘ with Hong Kong/C single arc date
stamp (Webb Type 12) and m/s ‚Rec 25 Nov 60‘ on face. Very scarce item paying the prepaid 9d
¼ oz rate via Marseille, Suez and Galle addressed to ‚H.M.S. Melville‘ served from 1817 until
1857 when she was converted to a hospital ship stationed at Hong Kong during the Second
Opium War. the Rev. C.J. Armistead was her ships chaplain during the war. (Very few covers are
known with this very rare Hong Kong cds as a dispatch or receiving cancel. This example the
latest date known in Webb or Proud).

b

5.000,-

P 5951•

1861. Stampless envelope written from Lisbon dated ‚1st Feb 1861‘ addressed to a ‚Portuguese
Marine Officer (General) of the Marine Guard on board the Cruiser “Don Joao 1st“ at Macau via
Hong Kong‘, cancelled by Lisboa double ring ‚1st Feb‘ with oval ‚Pago De Franquia Pelo
Paquette‘ on reverse and rated ‚300‘ (Portuguese first rate step by British Packets via Gibraltar
to Hong Kong), endorsed ‚Par Alexandria‘ with Gibraltar transit ‚Fe 5‘ and instructional ‚PAID/
Postage Accounted For By/Portugal To G.P.O. London‘ in blue on face and Hong Kong arrival ‚Mr
27 61‘ on reverse. Only six examples of this rare mark are recorded this the only example
mentioning ‚Macau‘. Route: Overland to Gibraltar. Then by P&O packet ‚Indus‘ that left Gibraltar
11th February and arrived Alexandria 19th February. Overland to Suez to catch the ‚Nemesis‘
that left for Galle on 22nd and arriving on 9th March. Transferred to the ‚Behar‘ that left on the
10th arriving in Hong Kong on 27th. Superb Exhibition item. Ex Luis Frazo.

b

8.000,-

P 5952•

1862-82: Group of 9 used stamps, cancelled by numeral “B62“ in black or blue, or with pencancellation, few (perf) faults and/or lightly stained/toned but still an interesting group. (SG about ex 4/37 (SG ex
£600)
4/36)

g

150,-

(*)

400,-

P 5943•

HONGKONG

siehe auch 5163, 5167, 5182, 5185, 5186, 5192, 5195, 5290, 5371, 5379, 5425,
5430, 5851, 6524, 7312, 7313, 7314, 7436, 8656, 10444, 10462, 10725, 12792, 13089

P 5944•

P 5953•

1863, 30 c. vermillion, regummed, otherwise fine (Scott Nr. 19)
1863, 30 c. zinnoberrot, ungebraucht mit Neugummi, ansonsten tadellos (Scott Nr. 19)
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P 5954•

1865, QV 8 C. tied “B62“ to entire folded letter to Calcutta w. dateline “22 June 1870“, on reverse
partial HK dater and red “G.P.O. STEAMER LETTER C(A)LCUTTA ...21“.
11

b

280,-

P 5955•

1865, blue anglofrench accounting mark “B 1F 22 4/10 C.“ w. blue “HONG KONG C JY 12 65“ on
reverse fn small cover w. boxed vermilion “VIA MARSEILLES“ to Hamburg/Germany, french port
entry marking, backflap torn but complete.

b

400,-

5956

1866. Stamp-less envelope (roughly opened and spotted) addressed to France with Hong Kong cds
(Webb Type 13) on reverse with 'GB/1f 66c' Anglo-French accountancy (Webb Type N), routed via
Suez with Paris arrival on reverse and rated '10' on arrival.

b

240,-

1876, 28 c. auf 30 C. violett, farbfrisches, ungebrauchtes Exemplar, leichter Bug, geprüft Scheller. SG 21

*

P 5958•
P 5959

1877: 16 C. yellow, mint with large part original gum, signed Pascal Scheller.

*

650,900,-

1879, Postcards stamps, 3c. on 16c. yellow and 5c. on 18c. lilac, unused no gum, some irregular
perfs. SG £725
SG P1/2

(*)

200,-

P 5960

1882, 5 C pale-blue QV, two vertical pairs, each stamp with perfin “M C“ (Melchers & Co.), on
registered cover (amll opening fault) from HONGKONG, JA 3 98, to Paris in France. F/VF
SG 35 (4)

b

300,-

P 5961•

1882/96, QV 2 C. rosine, 4 C. grey, 5 C. ultra and 10 C. lilac on red, a four colour franking tied
“HONG.KONG F FE 12 96“ to registered OHMS cover as 21 C. rate to Budapest/Hungary w. Mar 15
backstamps. Postal service covers to non-official addressees were always due to postage. Dater “F“
here appears over a year later than recorded by Webb (and even 21 months later than recorded by 35c, 36a,
Proud, type D31, 2nd ed. p. 307).
44, 52

b

400,-

P 5962•

OPIUM letter 1886: printed letter from Belilios & Co., HONGKONG, 13th Sept. 1886 with title note
'Per Steamer Taisang', related to decline of Bengal Opium ('... but improved again...') and Malwa
Opium, et al. A very interesting Opium document. (M)

b

300,-

P 5963

1888. Stamp-less envelope (roughly opened) written from the French Consulate in Hong Kong
addressed to France with cachet 'Consulat de France/a Hong Kong' with 'T' hand-stamp sent on the
French paquebot ‘Djemnah' with octagonal 'Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 3' with Marseille arrival '28th Nov'
on reverse and bearing French postage dues Yvert 15, 10c black (2) and Yvert 18, 30c black
applied and tied in Paris. Scarce combination.

b

500,-

P 5964•

1891, $ 1 on 96 c. purple on red, unused, fresh colour, very fine, signed Scheller and Fotoattest
Raybaudi,
1891, 1 $ auf 96 C. lila/rot, Type I, farbfrisches, ungebrauchtes Luxusstück, Fotoattest Raybaudi,
geprüft Scheller.
SG 47

*

500,-

P 5965

1891, 50th Anniversary of Colony 2 c. rose, unused, fresh colour, very fine, signed Dr. Knopke
1891, 2 C. “1841 Hong Kong JUBILEE 1891“ rosa, ungebraucht mit vollem Originalgummi,
farbfrisches Kabinettstück, signiert Dr. Knopke
SG 51

*

180,-

P 5966•

1891/1900, QV 20 C./10 C. and 10 C. ultra tied “HONG KONG F MR 22 01“ to registered cover to
Stuttgart/Germany, w. “23 IV 01“ backstamp, cover vert. bend not affecting stamps. Scarce early
registration label. - A sign of life of indicia “F“ dater, recorded by Proud 1892/96 ( (type D31, 2nd
ed. p. 307).
48IIb, 58

b

350,-

P 5967

1892. Spanish postal stationery card “Alphonse“ 10c claret upgraded with Yvert 198, 5c blue tied
by Aviles/Oviedo date stamp addressed to Hong Kong with arrival date stamp on face. Nice item of
incoming mail.

GA

200,-

5968

1893. Indian postal stationery envelope 2a 6p orange cancelled by Poona squared circle addressed
to the ‘P & O Office, Hong Kong' with 'Singapore to Hong Kong/B' marine sorter (Webb Type 3) sent
on the steamer 'Peninsular'. Very fine.

GA

100,-

P 5969

1894. Envelope addressed to England written from H.M.S. Edgar at Chefoo routed via Hong Kong
bearing SG 38, 10c purple/red tied by Hong Kong date stamp with Colne/Lanc. arrival on reverse.

b

150,-

5970

1894. Envelope addressed to England written from H.M.S Edgar at Chefoo routed via Hong Kong
bearing SG 38, 10c purple/red tied by Hong Kong date stamp with Colne/Lanc. arrival on reverse.

b

150,-

P 5971•

1896, QV 4 C. grey (2) tied “HONG KONG B JA 28 01“ to small double weight cover (small spots) to
“Major S. S. Long/ Army Service Corps / With The Field Forces Cape Town South Africa“ endorsed
“Please forward“ with violet crayon “Bloemfontein 77th ?Bat.“.
52 (2)

b

200,-

P 5972

1896. Book Post panel endorsed ‚Photo‘s only‘ addressed to Shanghai, China bearing Japan
‚Koban‘ SG 113, 1s green tied by Yokohama/Japan date stamp ‚29th Feb 96‘, forwarded from
Shanghai to Canton via Hong Kong bearing Hong Kong SG 33, 2c carmine (pair) tied by Hong
Kong cds ‚Mr 15 96‘ on face. Scarce item paying the ‚Printed Matter‘ rate and inter-port rate
from Shanghai. Very attractive item.

P 5973•

1898, 10 c. on 30 c. grey-green, unused, fresh colour, tiny spots on reverse, otherwise fine, signed
Scheller and Raybaudi with certificate.

P 5957•

1876, 28 c. on 30 c. mauve, fresh colour, unused, slight crease, otherwise fine, signed Scheller

SG 22; (Mi. 22)

1898, 10 C. auf 30 C. graugrün, Type Ib, farbfrisches, ungebrauchtes Exemplar, rückseitig minimale
Stockpunkte, Fotoattest Raybaudi, geprüft Scheller.
SG 54
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P 5974

1898. Registered envelope (creased, roughly opened) to England bearing SG 48, 20 on 30c yellow/
green (toned) tied by Hong Kong date stamp with circular 'R' hand-stamp and oval 'Registered
London' transit with Sunderland arrival. Nice surcharge stamp on cover.

b

100,-

P 5975

1899 (HONG KONG). Envelope addressed to Liverpool bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 113, 10c
green tied by 'Pa Kua' obliterator in blue with Imperial Post Tientsin date stamp '27th May' routed
via Shanghai with Imperial Post transit 'May 30' bearing Hong Kong SG 38, 10c purple/red tied by
Shanghai cds '31st May' with framed 'I.P.O.' in blue and Liverpool arrival 'July 10'. Cover a little SG 38, China
roughly opened but a very attractive combination with use of the Tientsin 1st Type I.P.O.
SG 113

b

750,-

P 5976

1901. Envelope (small faults) addressed to London bearing Chinese Imperial Post SG 110, 2c red
(5) tied by Swatow date stamp, routed via Hong Kong bearing SG 59, 10c blue tied by boxed
'Swatow' I.P.O. tie print in red (Webb Type 3) and Victoria Hong Kong double ring with hooded
London arrival on reverse. Very fine and attractive.

b

750,-

P 5977

1901. Japan 4s brown postal stationery card cancelled by 'Shanghai/I. J.P.O.' date stamp '4/1'
addressed to India routed via Hong Kong with instructional 'Hong Kong/Too Late' date stamp '8/1'
on reverse (Webb Type BB) with Tuticorn transit '20/1' and Wellesley Street/Calcutta receiver. Fine
example of this scarce instructional.

GA

240,-

5978

1901. Picture post card of 'Chinese Gambling, Hong Kong' addressed to France bearing QV SG 34,
4c grey tied by Hong Kong date stamp. Very fine item.

b

90,-

P 5979

1901. Chinese Imperial Post postal stationery card 1c red upgraded with SG 109, 1c ochre and SG
110, 2c red tied by Canton date stamp 'Jan 12' addressed to Germany routed via Hong Kong
bearing Hong Kong SG 56, 2c dull green (pair) tied by Hong Kong date stamp 'Jan 13' with framed
Canton 'I.P.O.' Tie-Print (small second type) and Frankfurt arrival on face. Lovely combination.

GA

450,-

P 5980

1902. Registered envelope written from the French Consulate at Hong Kong addressed to the
'French Legation, Peking' bearing Hong Kong SG 58, 5c yellow and SG 59, 10c ultramarine tied by
'Registered/G.P.O. Hong Kong' double ring with 'R/Hong Kong/China' registered label, routed via
the Imperial Post Office Shanghai with oval Peking and French Post Office Peking arrival. Lovely item
of registered inter-port mail.

b

350,-

P 5981

1902. Austrian postal stationery (horiz. fold at bottom, creased at top and a few stains) 10h red
upgraded with Yvert 68, 5h green/blue, Yvert 70, 10h rose and Yvert 72, 25h blue tied by Wien
datestamp addressed to the 'Austrian Consulate, Shanghai' with 'Singapore to Hong Kong/C'
marine sorter (Webb Type 4) sent on the steamer 'Ballaarat'. Attractive franking.

GA

150,-

P 5982•

1904, cover from the Shanghai Club to Melbourne/AUSTRALIA, franked with 1900 QV 2c green and
pair of 1903 KEVII. 4c, tied with 'SHANGHAI/JA/4/04' cds, and backstamped Melbourne (10*2*04).
Little stains, otherwise fine.
55, 63

b

110,-

1906. Picture post card written from London addressed to China bearing GB SG 219, 1d red tied by
London roller routed via Hong Kong with marine sorter 'Hong Kong To Shanghai' date stamp (Webb
No 7) sent on the steamer 'Arcadia' with Imperial Post Peking receiver. Very fine.

b

110,-

*

320,-

SPEC

240,-

5983
P 5984•

1912, 10 $ purple and black on red, unused, fresh colour, fine, signed Scheller and Bolaffi.

SG 116

1912, 10 $ schwarz/lila auf rot, ungebraucht, farbfrisch, geprüft Scheller, Bolaffi.

P 5985

1912, KGV 12c, 25c, 50c, $3, $5 ovpt. “SPECIMEN“, mounted mint (SG for normal mint GBP 1341.-).

P 5986

1912. Registered envelope (vertical fold) addressed to London bearing Hong Kong SG 92, 2c dull
green and SG 93, 4c carmine (3) (adhesives slightly toned) tied by Foochow/E date stamp with
framed hand-struck 'R/Foochow.B.P.O' with 'via Siberia' hand-stamp in blue on facce routed via
Shanghai with oval British Post Office transit. Scarce registered hand-stamp. (T)

b

450,-

P 5987

1915. Envelope addressed to London bearing Hong Kong SG 102, 4c carmine (2) tied by Shanghai/
Br P.O. double ring endorsed 'via Pukow'. A very scarce item of mail routed via Pukow a town on the
South Eastern Branch of the line, an alternative to travelling via Hankow rejoining the mainline at
Changchen (Manchuria). (T)

b

450,-

P 5988

1915. Censored envelope (roughly opened) addressed to Shanghai bearing Hong Kong SG 102, 4c
carmine tied by Hong Kong date stamp with 'Opened by Censor/G.R.' censor label in blue and
Shanghai/B.P.O. arrival on reverse. Nice item of WWI censor mail paying the inter-port rate. H.
Ramsey was Vice-Consu/ to Norway in Hankow.

b

100,-

P 5988A

1920. Picture post card of 'Somalis market, Djihouti’ addressed to Shanghai, China bearing Cote
des Somalis Yvert 88, 15c rose and brown (toned) tied by Djibouti double ring with framed 'B.P.O.
To G.P.O./Shanghai/27 Feb 20' on face with Shanghai Br P.O. arrival. Lovely item of incoming mail.

b

100,-

5989

1932. Envelope (roughly opened at left) from Hong Kong addressed to China bearing SG 121, 5c
violet tied by 'From Steamer Box/Canton' date stamp (Webb Type D) with Honglok arrival on front.
Nice item of mail sent by River Steamer from Hong Kong.

b

100,-

5990

1935. Printed Matter rate envelope (toned) written from the Shanghai Defence Force addressed to
Jersey bearing Great Britain SG 439, ½d green tied by 'Army Post Office' double ring endorsed 'via
Siberia'. Fine item paying the unsealed letter rate from Shanghai.

b

100,-

5991•

1935, KGV jubilee set with KGV 12 C. tied “REGISTERED HONG HONG“ resp. “HONG-KONG Air (R)
MAIL“ both 30 JY 35 to France w. Sept. 2 backstamp, also label “MEMORANDUM. From The General
Post Office. / Hong Kong.“ and handwritten “Postage 50 cents short for Air Mail“. Unusual.

b

90,-

104x, 106, 108z, 111, 112z
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P 5992

1936. Envelope addressed to Manila bearing SG 121, 5c violet und SG 124, 10c ultramarine (2)
tied by Yaumati/Hong Kong double ring (Webb Type E), routed via Kowloon and Victoria. Difficult
sub-office on cover.

b

100,-

5993•

1937, KGV $3 tied “HONG KONG 29 AP 37 AIR (R) MAIL“ to registered air mail cover FFC Clipper
first flight HK-TExas, printed return of R.C.A. Communications HK branch. SF transit, Fort Worth
arrival on reverse. (M)

e

50,-

5994•

1938, KGVI 2, 4 and 25 C. light-blue on envelope “1ST DAY COVER“ from “VICTORIA 5 AP 38“ to SG 141, 142,
Sydney, Australia
149

FDC

50,-

1938. Air Mail envelope addressed to 'Poste Restante, Hong Kong' bearing Belgium Yvert 472,
35+5c green and Air Mail Yvert 4, 5f brown/red tied by Eghezee date stamp with boxed cachet
'lnauguration du Service Aerien Hanoi-Hong Kong/Par Air France/4 Aout 1938' routed via Marseille
with Hong Kong arrival with 'Returned Letter Office/Hong Kong' cds (Webb Type Tii) and boxed
instructional ‘Unclaimed/Non Reclame’ and ‘Retour’. Nice item.

b

100,-

P 5996•

1938, KGVI $10, $2 and 20 C. tied two strikes „REGISTERED G.P.O. HONG-KONG 14 NO 38“ to
registerered air mail cover (248x181 mm) at $12.20 rate endorsed „By Imperial Airways“ to Berlin/
Germany w. 23 Nov. backstamp. Pre-WWII usages of the $10 are unusual. (M)

e

100,-

P 5997

1941. Registered Air Mail envelope (traces of water) headed 'On His Majesty's Service' addressed
to Wellington, New Zealand cancelled Official Paid/Hong Kong' date stamp in red with 'Registered/
Hong Kong' double ring with registered label and 'Par Air Mail/Par Avion' label. Very fine.

b

120,-

P 5998

1954. Air Mail envelope written from India addressed to Hong Kong bearing lndia SG 313, 2a
carmine (4) tied by Lakhimpur date stamp, underpaid with circular 'T/16c' hand-stamp and on
reverse 'Postage Due/Hong Kong/0032' meter franking in green. Very rare, only introduced on the
11th January 54.

b

160,-

P 5995

HONGKONG - STEMPELMARKEN
P 5999•

1874/1897: Postal Fiscal stamps $2 olive-green (with perfin), Perf 15½x15 (shifted downwards),
used with “B62“ numeral, $3 dull mauve, unused appearance (w/o gum; no traces of pencancellation visible), and 1897 $1 on $2 used and cancelled with Shanghai cds. Both used stamps 1, 6, 15 (SG F1,
with a light diag. crease and somewhat stained, but still a good trio.
F5, F10)
g/(*)

200,-

P 6000•

1938, fiscal 5 C. (5 inc. block-4) tied three strikes “VICTORIA 16 JA 38“ to cover endorsed “Per s.s.
Conte Biancamano“ to Bremen/Germany, Melchers & Co. correspondence.
16 (5)

b

350,-

HONGKONG - BRITISCHE POST IN CHINA
siehe auch 5185, 5212, 5380

P 6001•

1909, Shanghai to Samoa: KEVII 4 C. scarlet tied “SHANGHAI B.P.O. MA 5 09 to cover to german
cruiser “S.M.S. Leipzig“ c/o consulate Hong Kong and fwd. to Sydney, then Samoa “APIA 30.4.09“,
marked blue crayon “T“ resp. “1.30“ and “25“. The little cruiser was dispatched due to local
upheavals and stayed in the South Seas until end of May, interesting.

b

200,-

P 6002•

1917, 10 C. horizontal pair tied oval „REGISTERED D MAY 26 21 SHANGHAI“ to AR-registered cover
to chinese Student at Berlin/Germany and fwd. internally to Rheydt. London, Charlottenburg and
Rheydt backstamps.

b

100,-

P 6003

1918. Envelope (a few spots) written from 'S.S. “Tuck Wo“ near Hankow' dated 5th March 1918
addressed to London bearing British Post Office in China SG 2, 2c green and SG 3, 4c carmine (pair)
tied by 'British Post Office/Hankow' double ring (Webb Type M) routed via Shanghai/Br. P.O. on
reverse. Nice item on “S.S. Tuck Wo“ envelope and notepaper.

b

150,-

P 6004

1918. Registered envelope (shortened) addressed to Canada bearing British Post Office in China
SG 3, 4c carmine (pair) and SG 7, 12c purple/yellow tied by Canton/B date stamp (Webb Type Eii)
with framed 'R/Canton B.P.O.' on face routed via Hong Kong with Vancouver and Winnipeg arrivals
on reverse. Scarce registered cover from British Post Office in Canton.

b

400,-

P 6005•

1918, the probably unique 6 C. overseas usage: stationery card 1 1/2 C. on 1 C. uprated 1 C., 4
C. canc. “TIENTSIN B.P.O. SP 25 22“ to Reichenbach im Vogtland/Germany. The 4 C. pasted
slightly overlapping w. respective crease and 1 mm closed tear, backed. Less than a handful
real commercially used copies are reported of this card, however most recorded usages appear
cto. A usage of the 6 C. overseas card rate from the ports (1 Jan 1922 till closure of BPO Nov.
1922) seems first reported. Other 1922 usages of this card are are uprated to only 4 1/2 C. and
probably not mailed. Note that no 1/2 C. stamps were available and a “correct uprate“ of a 1
1/2 C. card was not simply possible. Among the great rarities of the BPO in China ovpt. series.

GA

4.000,-

HONGKONG - TREATY PORTS
siehe auch 5186, 5365, 5367

P 6006•

1852. Stampless envelope written from 'Woodcote, Henley' dated 'Au 19 1852' addressed to
Canton, China cancelled by Henley-On-Tames date stamp in blue with London/Paid, rated '1s' in
m/s and endorsed 'via Southampton' with Hong Kong arrival '10th Oct 52' on reverse. Nice item of
mail into Canton with full text.

b

600,-

P 6007•

Foochow: 1880/83, QV 2 C., 5 C. tied “FOOCHOWFOO A JY 13 94“ to small cover to London and
fwd., on reverse HK transit JY 16 and arrival.
32, 35c

b

200,-
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P 6008•

Foochow: 1882, 5 C. ultra pair tied „FOOCHOW A JA 16 01“ to cover (faults) to Manila, Hong Kong
JA 20 01“ transit and Jan. 24 arrival on reverse, unevenly opened.
36a

b

P 6009•
P 6010•

Canton: card QV 1 C. canc. “A CANTON JY 3 82“ to Basel Mission HK w. next day arrival on reverse.

GA

180,150,-

Foochow: 1883, 2 C. rosine tied “FOOCHOWFOO A SP 9 95“ to unsealed envelope endorsed
“Printed Matter“ to London/England.
35c

b

350,-

P 6011•

Foochow: 1883, 2 C. rosine tied “FOOCHOWFOO C JY 8 95“ to unsealed envelope to Beuthen/
Silesia, Germany w. Aug. 19 backstamp.
35c

b

350,-

P 6012

1887. Envelope addressed to France bearing Hong Kong SG 37, 10c deep green (pair) tied by
Shanghai date stamp routed via Hong Kong '19/3' with octagonal 'Poss. An. Paq. Fr No' date stamp
on face in red and Lyon arrival '22nd Avril' on reverse. Lovely quality item paying the double letter
rate to France. Scarce.

b

900,-

6013

1891. Envelope (flap missing) addressed to Hong Kong bearing SG 35, 5c blue (pair, toned) tied by
Shanghai date stamp with Hong Kong receiver.

b

110,-

6014•

Shanghai, 1893, QV 10 C. (3) tied two strikes „SHANGHAI C JU 16 93“ to registered cover to Milano/
Italy, HK JU 20 backstamp and Milan Aug. 24 arrival, embossed seal of „China Traders Insurance
Company Limited“, front dusty.

b

P 6015•
P 6016•

Amoy: 1897, card QV 4 C. grey canc. “AMOY A JA 15 97“ to Germany w. arrival “NEUDAMM 23.2.97“.

GA

100,280,-

1898, coiling dragon 1 C. (3), 2 C. (4), 5 C. tied bisected bilingual „LUNGCHOW 1 AUG 01“ to
both sides of registered red band cover in combination w. French Indochina 40 C. tied „LANG- 48 (3), 49
SON 2 AOUT 01“ to Haiphong/Tonking w. Aug. 4 arrival, a showpiece.
(4), 51

b

3.300,-

P 6017•

1900/02, QV 2 C. green w. KEVII 4 C. lilac on red (3) tied “SHANGHAI C JU2 04“ to small size registered
envelope w. “H. M.S. Vengeance“ imprint on backflapt to c/o HM Naval Yard, Hong Kong w. June 8
backstamp. Letter 2nd weight registered tariff between GPO and agencies in China of Feb. 15, 1902. 55, 63 (4)

b

280,-

6018

1903. Postal stationery envelope (vertical fold, minor faults) 4 cents red/grey cancelled by
Hankow/A date stamp (Webb Type Ji) addressed to 'Miss Bennett, Grimsby' with Hong Kong transit
and Grimsby receiver. Scarce stationery used from Hankow.

GA

110,-

6019

1905. Postal stationery envelope 5 cents purple cancelled by Canton/B date stamp (Webb Type Dv)
addressed to Bombay, endorsed 'per German Mail' routed via Victoria with Tuticorn transit and
Kalbadevi arrival on reverse.

GA

110,-

P 6020

1905. Registered envelope addressed to France bearing SG 83, 20c slate and chestnut tied by
Canton/B date stamp (Webb Type Dv) with hand-struck 'R' in circl/e routed via Hong Kong with
octagonal French paquebot 'Ligne N Paq. Fr. No 4' date stamp on face sent on the steamer “Arm.
Behic“ with Lyon arrival on reverse. Very fine scarce single franking use of the KEVII 20c from
Canton.

b

600,-

6021

1906. Postal stationery envelope (small faults,toned) 5 cents purple/buff cancelled by Canton/B
date stamp (Webb Type Dv) addressed to Bombay, endorsed 'per German Mail' routed via Victoria,
Hong Kong with Tuticorn transit and Kalbadevi, Bombay on reverse.

GA

100,-

6022•

Wei Hai Wei: 1907, KEVII 4 C. tied “LIU.KUNG.TAU A AU 1 10“ to ppc to England and fwd. internal.
Plus same, but “LIU.KUNG.TAU F JU 27 09“. Two ppc.
92

Ak

90,-

6023

1907. Picture post card 'Serving Tea' (a few spots) addressed to London bearing SG 93, 4c carmine
tied by Wei-Hai-Wei/Port Edward date stamp (Webb Type G) with Victoria transit on face. Very fine.

b

100,-

P 6024•

Shanghai: 1907, KEVII 2 C., 12 C. tied oval “REGISTERED SHANGHAI B.P.O. JY 31 12“ to reg. cover
to Mowbray/Cape Town, South Africa, backstamps “REGISTERED LONDON“, “REGISTERED CAPE
TOWN“ and arrival SP 10 12“

b

90,-

6025

1912. Envelope (flap missing) addressed to Hong Kong bearing SG 102, 4c carmine tied by Swatow/
B date stamp (Webb Type Fii) with Hong Kong arrival on reverse. Very fine.

b

100,-

P 6026•

1888, card QV 3 C. canc. “HONG KONG NO 7 88“ to Johaniter Order Hospiz, Jerusalem, Palestine,
transits Suez, Alexandria and on reverse blue arrival russian p. o.

GA

280,-

P 6027•

1897, card QV 4 C. grey canc. “HONG KONG B FE 12 97“ to staff of “S.M.S. Gneisenau“ at Kiel/
Germany w. March 19 arrival, then fwd. c/o german consulate Alexandria with March 28 arrival,
unusual.

GA

280,-

P 6028•

1898, card QV 4 C. grey canc. “HONG KONG K. B. NO. 15 98“ via french mail boat “LIGNE N 19 NOV
98 No. 8“ to German Hospital Beyrouth/Syria, transit “PORT SAID 12 DEC 98“, quite unusual
destination from Kowloon Branch. Sender mentions previous travel Bagdad-Mossul-AleppoConstantinople. Corner bend.

GA

200,-

6029•

1899, double-card question part 4 C. red on 3 C. brown (overprint twisted from NW to SE, correct is
SE to NE) canc. „HONG KONG E MR 14 99“ to Auspitz/Austopec Moravia/Austria w. arrival 15 APR 99

GA

110,-

P 6030•

1901, QV 4 C./3 C. reply part (“reply“ deleted) tied boxed red “I.P.O.“ with bisected bilingual chinese
“SWATOW 17 APR 01 alongside canc. “HONG KONG AP 19 01“ to Leipzig/Germany and fwd. to
Leipzig-Lindenau.

GA

350,-

HONGKONG - GANZSACHEN
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P 6031•

1901, card QV 4 C./3 C. (“reply“ deleted) canc. “Imp. German Navy Mails No. 46 19/1 01“ to
Germany w. arrival “COTTBUS 17.2.01“. Form use, No. 46 was boxer upheaval support ship “S.M.S.
Hansa“. Senders dateline “Hong Kong 16/I 01“.

GA

280,-

6032•

1901, UPU reply card QV 4 C./3 C+4 C./3 C., surcharge running NW-SE, canc. “VICTORIA HONG
KONG DE 21 01“ to Hildesheim/Germany and fwd. to Hannover, reply part adhering unused.

GA

110,-

P 6033

1902, QV stationery envelope 5 C. uprated QV 2 C., 5 C. canc. “VICTORIA HONG KONG MY 11
02“ via french mail steamer “LIGNE N No. 4 19 MAR 02“ to France and fwed. to Switzerland,
in-time usage of this scarcer envelope.

GA

1.200,-

P 6034•

1903, registration envelope KEVII 10 C. uprated KEVII 10 C. canc. „REGISTERED HONG KONG 25
OC 07“ to Manila/Philippines w. Oct 28 backstamp.

GA

100,-

P 6035•

1903, envelope KEVII 10 C. canc. „VICTORIA HONG KONG 13 JU 06“, also security chop s. l.
„CONNAUGHT HOTEL“ to Lockport NY/USA w. Jul 16 backstamp, unevenly opened but complete.

GA

100,-

6036•

1912, registration envelope KEVII 10 C. uprated KEVII 4 C. canc. “REGISTERED G.P.O. HONG KONG
6 JUL 12“ to german consulate Hoihow/Hainan island.

GA

90,-

HONGKONG - BESONDERHEITEN

siehe auch 5196, 5334, 5813, 6520, 6600, 6603, 8040, 10466, 10646

P 6037•

1861, USA to Kanagawa/Japan via HK and forwarding agent: 5 C. straw, 10 C. yellow green and
30 C. orange canc. magenta grid w. large “HARTFORD JUL 25 Ct.“ alongside wi NY paid, London
paid and blue “HONG KONG C OCT 6 62“ to Francis Hall in Kanagawa/Japan. Forwarded by 19v, 20, 24;
Olyphant & Co., Hong Kong. The 45 C. rate per British Packet valid from September 1861. Some Scott 67,
blunted pefs at top due to overlapping. Provenience: ex-Ishikawa, Sothebys New York 1981 lot 107. 68, 71

b

3.500,-

P 6038•

1892, UPU reply part of Bavaria not accepted, marked with blue crayon circles from “HONG KONG
B MR 3 92“with blue “15 ctm“ to Munich w. arrival April 24, no further action taken on arrival but
imprint canc. by Munich delivery messenger “259“, on reverse arrival HK MR 10 92.

GA

350,-

P 6039•

1900, QV 5 C. lemon horizontal pair each w. perfin „D.A./B.“ tied „VICTORIA HONG.KONG OC 2 01“
to cover endorsed „GERMAN MAIL“ to Braunschweig/Germany w. Nov. 3 arrival on reverse, vert.
crease not affecting stamps.
57 (2)

b

100,-

P 6040•

1900, circular framed red “SERVICE / DES / POSTES“ w. “HONG KONG E JY 6 00“ alongside on
OHMS cover to Tsingtau, Kiaochow w. July 15 backstamp. Printed return of “General Post Office,
HONGKONG.“. Indicia “E“ seems unrecorded.

b

280,-

P 6041•

Kowloon-Branch: 1900, envelope QV 2 C. green uprated QV 2 C. green (4 inc. strip-3) canc.
„VICTORIA HONG KONG AU 6 02 11 AM„ but originally posted at “HONG KONG C K.B. AU 6 02“, to
Switzerland w. arrival „WETZIKON 4.IX.02“, amazing

GA

160,-

P 6042•

1907, incoming mail, “SINGAPORE TO HONG KONG C 2 MR 07“ marine sorter on reverse of
stationery card Bavaria 10 Pf. “HEIDENHEIM 3 FEB 07“ to HK, sender administrator of local stamp
club requesting annual membership fee plus approvals for circulation among members, amazing.

GA

160,-

P 6043•

1914/49, OHMS: circular framed “SERVICE/DES/POSTES“ on OHMS cover by GPO from “MONEY
ORDER OFFICE 16 AP 14“ to Marseilles /France with May 7 backstamp. And 1949, red “POSTAGE
PAID HONG KONG 15 JA 49“ with “60 cts“ inscerted by hand on registered OHMS cover from GPO
Accounts Dept. “REGISTERED G.P. O. HONG-KONG 15 JA 49“ to US (Feb. 14/16 backstamps).

b

90,-

P 6044•

1935, “MONEY ORDER OFFICE HONG KONG 16 JA 35“ to stampless OHMS registered cover w.
printed return of MO Office, Hong Kong to director of posts, Den Haag, Netherlands. Same day
transit of HK GPO, cover tear at right. (T)

b

250,-

P 6045

1945. Registered envelope addressed to Korea bearing Japan SG 315, 2s scarlet, SG 391, 1s
brown (block of eight), SG 39, 5s claret (pair) and SG 398, 7s vermilion tied by Kowloon date stamp
with registration label and framed 'Registered'. A spectacular franking.

b

800,-

6046•

1950/1972, underpaid taxed covers (6) inc. triangular boxed “T“ (3), two-line “Return to Sender- /
Insufficiently Prepaid“ 1961, business reply envelope used local with 10 C. due pasted 1972, 1988
inbound from PRC with boxed violet “TO PAY...“ and dues $1 (3), 20 C. affixed and on reverse
bilingual form Pos 51A 'Dear Customer, Unfortunately...“.

b

100,-

INDIEN - VORPHILATELIE
P 6047•

1813 (10 Apr) BENGAL GPO: Large oval “Bengal/G.P.O./JUNE. /POST PAID“ in black (Giles SD2) on
back of letter from Calcutta to London (19 May 1814) per “Diana“, and redirected to Edinburgh,
Scotland (22 May) = 332 days, with respective datestamps, Scottish turnpike charges h/s “Ptd.
1/2“ plus charge mark “2/2“ in m/s.

b

280,-

P 6048•

1816 MADRAS CROWN SHIP LETTER INTAGLIO HANDSTAMP: Entire letter from Madras (30
May) to London (15 Oct) per HM steamer “Zebra“, bearing on front the intaglio Crown “MADRAS
SHIPLETER/181./GPO“ datestamp in black (Giles SD2, “very scarce“) in combination with
boxed “UNPAID“ (Giles SD3), Crowned “INDIA PACKET LETTER/G.P.O./LONDON/15 OC
15/1816“ arrival d/s, and with red “4 o‘Clock/OC 15/1816 EV.“ London evening delivery d/s
on the reverse. The Madras Intaglio stamp was only used for about 3 months (May to July 1816)
on letters carried by H.M. Ships. All such letters were treated as Packet Letters and charged
(here 3s6d) accordingly as per ‚The English Post Office Act of 1815‘. (M)

b

6.500,-
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P 6049•

1817 (28 Mar): “KEDGEREE/POST OFFICE“ double oval handstamp (Giles 1) + date in m/s on back
of folded cover to Batavia 'per (ship) Baroness Van der Capellen' (noted). A fine strike of this scarce
Kedgeree handstamp used in it's first recorded year. Very few known.

b

300,-

P 6050•

1817/18, ''CALCUTTA POST*NOT*PAID / 181 '' hand-stamp in black (Giles SD6) each on two covers
to England: Cover dated 29 Jan 1817 (m/s within h/s) and charged 3/-, and Duplicate dated 19 Feb
1818 (m/s within h/s) charged 4/- (triple rate for ¾ oz with 3x ship rate of 8d and 3x 8d inland
rate), with uncommon boxed ''SHIP LETTER / DEAL'' handstamp in black alongside (Robertson S9,
in use from 1817-26), and both letters with red GB arrival cds. A good/fine pair bearing this scarce
Calcutta handstamp, which was in use between June 1816 and Nov 1819 only.

b

240,-

6051•

1819 (25 June) QUILON: An early letter with “Chilon“ in manuscript to Major De Havilland at Madras,
endorsed “P.P. An 12“ (Postage Prepaid) in m/s, and on the reverse with “MADRAS/GPO/JY
3/1819“ oval d/s (Giles MX2, recorded use from March 1819 to Feb. 1820 only),

b

200,-

P 6052•

1820 (26 May): Entire Soldier letter from Sergeant Major C. Gale 2nd Batt.n 24 Reg. N.1 (Native
Infantry) at Barelly to London via Calcutta and landed at Margate, bearing Calcutta G.P.O. triple-ring
transit d/s, boxed “INDIA LETTER/MARGATE“, London '17 Jan 1821' arrival cds (on back). Letter
reffers to the end of the wars - “The Rajah of Nagpoor has not been taken“ etc.

b

500,-

P 6053•

1822 (5 Jan): Entire letter written 5th January passed through Calcutta on the 25th and was carried
by the ship “Fairlie“ to Southampton and at least to London, with “CALCUTTA/GENERAL POST
OFFICE/(Jan)/18(22)/(25)“ triply circled datestamps and add. in m/s, boxed “INDIA LETTER/
SOUTHAMPTON“ and on the reverse with London 'July 22nd' arrival datestamps. The letter was in
transit for 198 days, and the recipient was charged 4d sea and 9d inland postage. (A typescript of
contents is attached.)

b

100,-

P 6054•

1823: “NEW ANCHORAGE/POST OFFICE“ double oval handstamp in black (Gile No.1) with m/s
date “17 Augt 23“ inside on back of entire letter from Dum Dum (15th August 1823) to Captain
Westphal of H.M.S. “Jupiter“, Government House, Calcutta, re-directed to New Anchorage,
backstamped also by trisected Calcutta oval “G.P.O./AUGt (16)/Pt.Pd. (5)“ (day and rate in
m/s). The letter with two vertical folds otherwise fine. A VERY SCARCE NEW ANCHORAGE
HANDSTAMP, ONLY 3 EXAMPLES RECORDED BY GILES.

b

2.000,-

P 6055•

1823 (26 May) Double-weight letter from Calcutta to London re-directed to Llandillo, Wales bearing
circled datestamp “CALCUTTA GENERAL POST OFFICE/(May)/18(23)/(30)“ and date in m/s along
with boxed “INDIA LETTER/PORTSMOUTH“, deleted charge mark “1/8“ and correct “3/6“ on front,
English '3 Dec 23' arrival cds in red on the reverse, fine.

b

500,-

P 6056•

1823 (4 Jan.) Entire letter from Calcutta to “Lt. Colonel David Forbes/Care of Messrs Smith Ingles
& Co., London“ per “Larkins“, received and forwarded to Cheltenham (on back), with boxed “INDIA
LETTER/DEAL“ in black on front, Crown d/s “FREE/18 JY 18/1823“ in red and London arrival cds
on back, originally charged 1/-. A scarce combination of “FREE“ handstamp on Ship letter mail.

b

400,-

P 6057•

1826. Pre-stamp envelope written from Hyderabad dated 'August 31 1826' addressed to London
endorsed 'P.Paid 12 anna to Madras' on reverse with 'Madras/8 Sep' date stamp and oval 'Out
Station/Madras 8 Sep 8 1826/Ship Letter' with framed 'India Letter/Milford' in black (Robinson In
1) and London arrival '2 March 1827' and rated '1/4' in m/s on arrival. India Ship letters from
Milford Have are very scarce.

b

400,-

6058

1826. stampless envelope (shortened at left) written from 'The Customs House' dated '2nd January
1826' addressed to 'H. Clark, Assistant Surgeon, 3rd Brigade, 2nd' Division, Field Army before
Bhurtpore' with framed 'Agra/Post Paid' on reverse. British and Bengal Troops besieged the city
having arrived on the 7th January but the Fortress was not taken until the 18th June. Scarce item
of the Siege of Bhurtpore!

b

160,-

P 6059•

1826 (28 Mar.) Soldier's letter, countersigned by the Commanding Officer, written by Lewis Carroll
(not the 'Alice's Adventures in Wonderland' writer but a Private of a 2nd Regiment) from KAMPTEE
near Nagpore via Madras (29 Apr.) and London (23 Oct.) to Ennis, County Clare, Ireland (a 213 days
carriage), bearing large circled “INDIA SOLDIERS/LONDON/3“ h/s on front and the SCARCE circled
“MADRAS/SOLDIERS.LETTER/FREE/29 AP 29/1826“ d/s in red (Giles SD10) along with London
transit cds in red on the reverse. Letter with minor imperfections but with fine strikes of scarce
hand-/date-stamps.

b

280,-

6060•

1826 (5 Jan) British Intervention in Bhurtpore (1825-26): Entire letter written by Anne Clark from
AGRA to her husband 'H. Clark, Asst. Surgeon, 3rd Brigade, 2nd Division, Field Army before Bhurtpore'
with doubly framed Ex-Territorial “AGRA/POST PAID“ despatch h/s in black (Giles No.1) on back,
Postage prepaid '2as'. (The Bhurtpore fort was captured by Lord Combermere on 18th Jan. 1826.)

b

150,-

P 6061•

1827 (17 June): Entire letter from Sultanpore to Calcutta posted at Benares with the “BENARES/
POST PAID/18“ double-ring despatch h/s in black (Giles 3) and with red Calcutta “PM“ and large
circled “CALCUTTA/G.P.O./25 JU 25/1827“ datestamp in red (Giles G9) all on back, rate of “8 as.“
noted on front.

b

300,-

6062•

1827: Entire from London to Calcutta per “Charlotte“ from Deal via Kedgeree, bearing on front the
large Crown headed datestamp “POST PAID SHLE/LONDON/30 MY 30/1827“ in red, and on the
reverse with Kedgeree-Calcutta ship letter receipt h/s “Inl.d Ptg..(5)/Ship Do..(2)/...(7)“ plus rates
in m/s for a single letter (Giles SR9). Letter partially toned at top otherwise fine.

b

90,-
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P 6063•

1827, ''CALCUTTA GENERAL POST OFFICE / 18'' handstamp (Giles SD8b) with dates added by hand
each on two covers to Messieurs Dobrée Esq., Nantes, France: Cover endorsed 'Angleterre par Le
Havre', with French arrival cds, and 'Account Sales of Brandy' letter with boxed ''PAYS D'OUTREMER
/ PAR BORDEAUX'' h/s and arrival cds alongside.

b

200,-

6064•

1827, Folded cover from Calcutta to London per ship „Angerona“, and re-directed, with ''CALCUTTA
GENERAL POST OFFICE/(May)/18(27)/(22)'' handstamp (Giles SD8b) and m/s (in parantheses),
and on reverse with uncommon type of boxed ''INDIA LETTER / DEAL'' h/s in black (Robertson In.3,
which was in use from 1827-1828 only), and red London arrival d/s in double-ring (17 DE 1827). A
good cover with fine strikes of two scarce handstamps.

b

80,-

6065•

1827-1850: Four letters to Bordeaux, FRANCE, with 1) 1827 letter from Calcutta bearing
“COLONIES/PAR BORDEAUX“ two-liner and 1827 cds, 2) 1842 letter from Madras with two diff.
Madras datestamps, Marseilles transit and arrival dater, 3) 1849 letter from Belgaum with trisected
“BELGAUM/1849 JUNE 19/Paid.“ d/s in red, and 4) 1850 letter from Cawnpore bearing trisected
“CAWNPOOR/... February 21/PAID“ h/s in red etc.

b

120,-

6066•

1828/29, Two entire letters from Mr Clarke at Fishbourne near Chichester to his son John Clark,
Providence Passenger, Bengal Infantry, both addressed to Calcutta but re-directed to Neemuch, the
first one dated 23 Oct 1828, with Calcutta ''GPO/MAY/pt. pd.'' oval h/s (Giles 15a) and framed
''Inl.d Ptg=5/Ship Do.=2/(1 ) A.s 7'' ship letter receipt h/s (Giles SR11; in use from 1927-29 only)
both in black on reverse, and entire dated April 1829 with red ''POST PAID SHIP LETTER LONDON...''
oval d/s in red along with further London transit d/s in red on front, Chichester despatch cds, red
framed ''CALCUTTA/G.P.O./11 SE 11/1829'' h/s (Giles G8), black ''G.P.O./SEPr (12)/pt.pd.(1)'' oval
h/s and (m/s) (Giles 15) and rect framed ''Inl.d Ptg=5/Ship Do.=2/(1 ) As.=7'' h/s (Giles SR11) on
reverse. A good/fine letter pair, with interesting contents also.

b

100,-

6067•

1833, Entire letter from Merut to Captain J. Cartwright, Artillery, Dum Dum with a very fine and distinct
strike of the trisected ''MERUT/ /Pt. Pd.'' oval hand-stamp in black with m/s date '1 Dece r 33'. This
hand-stamp is from a second setting (without dot after MERUT), and it is listed in Giles as No.3 (in use
1833-37). A little bit fragile paper, but still fine. A scarce distinct strike of this hand-stamp.

b

130,-

P 6069•

1835: “BARELLY/Pt.Pd.“ oval handstamp in purple on back of letter to Inverness, Scotland via
Calcutta and Dover, with Calcutta G.P.O. '21 Sep 35' transit datestamp in black, red boxed “DOVER/
INDIA LETTER“ and UK datestamps in red on back, boxed “1/2“ (Scotish rate) h/s on front, fine.

b

500,-

P 6070•

1836 (21 July): Entire letter (Invoice of Cinnamon shipped by the “Symmetry“) from Colombo to
London by the “Symmetry“, arriving Dover on 1st December with “lost of foretop mast“ (Lloyd's list
reports a Hurricane from South West for 29th November 1836), with boxed “DOVER/INDIA LETTER“
and '2 Dec 1836' arrival cds on back, charge “1/8“ (India letter 4d. + inland double rate 1s4d.), fine
and interesting.

b

400,-

6071•

1836 Entire letter from Bombay (8 July 1836) to London with boxed “DEAL/INDIA LETTER“ and '25
Nov 36' arrival datestamps on back, fine.

b

80,-

P 6072•

1836 (22 Mar) Letter from Ghazeepore to Agra with despatch cds “GHAZEEPORE/pt pd (8)/(22
March)/18(36)“ (Giles 5) + date and postage in m/s, no further postmark. Cover with some tape
strips to stabilize edges, full contents.

b

150,-

P 6073•

1837 (14 Aug.) DANISH SETTLEMENT: Entire letter from SERAMPORE to the Deputy Sheriff of
Calcutta, backstamped octagonal framed “SERAMPORE/POST OFFICE/18...“ datestamp
(Giles No.1) and red Calcutta G.P.O. arrival handstamp, minor imperfection and lightly toned. A
VERY RARE LETTER FROM THE EX-TERRITORIAL SERAMPORE AS PART OF THE DANISH
SETTLEMENT. B.P.A. certificate (2017)

b

2.500,-

P 6074•

1838 Entire letter from Dadoopur to Edinburgh, Scotland via Kurnal, Calcutta and Dover, with
trisected “KARNAUL/1839.../Paid.“ d/s, respective transit datestamps, boxed “DOVER/INDIA
LETTER“ and '12 Jan 39' arrival cds, and with manuscript map inside, fine and interesting. (M)

b

600,-

P 6075•

1838 Forwarded letter from Poona (17 April 1838) to Edinburgh, Scotland “FORWARDED/BY/
REMINGTON Co.“ (octagonal framed h/s) at Bombay, with boxed “INDIA LETTER/DEAL“ h/s and
several charge marks (incl. '2s8d.') on front, '24 Aug.' England arrival cds in red and '26 Aug.' arrival
cds in black on the reverse. Letter with a central vert. fold otherwise fine. One of the earliest known
letters forwarded by Remington & Co., Bombay.

b

500,-

6076•

1841, Two entire letters from the Huth correspondence from Madras (Hall Bambridge) to London
(Frederick Huth) both with the red trisected ''MADRAS/1841 .../Paid.'' d/s (dated Sept 21 and Nov
20, resp.), red ''INDIA'' in oval on front, and arrival back-stamps.

b

60,-

P 6077•

1842 (2 July): Letter from Calcutta per 'Overland Mail via Marseilles' (endorsed in m/s) to Bordeaux
(7 Oct) = 99 days, with red framed “STEAM POSTAGE (9)/INLAND Do. (7)/TOTAL (1-)“ h/s (Giles
SR44 in red!) complete in m/s for 1r. rate for 1/4 tola letter, also with French transit and arrival cds
on the reverse, red framed “PAQUEBOTS/DE LA/MEDITERRANEE“, red boxed “INDIA“ and French
'19' (decimes = 10 d. ship rate and 9 d. inland) on front.

b

150,-

P 6078•

1842 Soldier letter (part inside missing) from a Private of 2nd or Queens Royal Regiment at Deesa
to Shipton near Burford, Oxfordshire, England bearing “DEESA/(12-11-42/FREE“ oval h/s (partially
indistinct stroke), “INDIA“ in red oval and h/s “2“ on front, England arrival cds and Burford '14 JA
43' arrival cds on the reverse, fine and scarce as thus.

b

500,-
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6079•

1843, cover from Mirzapore to Raja of Rewah with 3 page letter (little moth affected) enclosure
(trifle moth affected) signed by postmaster with intaglio official bilingual seal both on cover & letter,
cover with red ''MIRZAPORE/18 January 31/FREE'' trisected oval d/s (Giles type 7, revised in 1993
Supplement). (T)

b

Gebot

P 6081•

1848: Oval datestamp “TRICHINOPOLY/1848 FEBRUARY 7/FREE“ in red (Giles No.13) on back of
Soldier letter to London, with boxed “G.P.O./1848 FE 11“ transit d/s in red and England '31 March'
arrival cds in red alongside, Major's countersign, charge h/s “2“ and note “Wait till called for“ on
front, fine.

b

500,-

1853: Two small native covers from Seringapatam to Madras, both with rect. framed
“SERINGAPATAM/Bearing.“ h/s in blue, dates in m/s, black boxed “AM“ and red boxed Madras
G.P.O. arrival dater, one cover charged 2 As., the other 4 As., one cover small faults otherwise fine.
A scarce pair from this Post Office on an island in the Cauvery river.

b

600,-

P 6082•

INDIEN

siehe auch 5998, 6289, 6816, 8879, 8880, 8986, 9236, 10438,
10442, 10554, 10558, 10570, 10629, 10654, 10661, 10667

P 6082A•

1834 Entire letter from Midnapore to Edinburgh via Calcutta and Dover by the “Lord Lynedock“
bearing large circled “MIDNAPORE/pt.pd.//18“ h/s with '6 annas/11 September 1834“ in m/s,
boxed “DOVER/INDIA LETTER“ in red, transit and arrival datestamps on back, boxed “1/2“ Scottish
add. postage h/s and charge marks on face, accompanied by complete typewritten duplicate of the
letter related to the Himalaya region. (M)

b

400,-

P 6082B•

1844 Entire letter from Bombay to London, dated inside ‚19th July 1844‘, endorsed “P. Steamer“
but deleted and carried privately (by vessel?) to Southampton, blue handstamp “T.P./
SOUTHAMPTON“ applied and franked by LEFT HAND marginal single of Great Britain 1d. redbrown on bluish paper, lettered N-A, (Plate 43?), tied by numeral “72“, London ‚11 Sep 44‘ arrival
d/s in red on the reverse. Letter with folds, one affecting the GB adhesive, otherwise fine.
GB

b

1.300,-

6083

1845. Stampless envelope written from Lailore dated 'Nov 5th 45' addressed to ‘The Postmaster,
Lucnow' cancelled by boxed Lahre/1845/Nov 6/Paid' in red, endorsed 'Paid/4a' with Lucknow/
Paid arrival in green. Very fine item from the Ex Territorial Post Office.

b

120,-

6084

1848. Stampless envelope written from Battala dated 'Dec 28th 1848' addressed to Calcutta
endorsed ‘Bearing' with boxed 'AM' and framed 'Calcutta/1848 Jan 8/Weight Tola/Bearing 7'. Very
fine.

b

100,-

P 6085

1848. Envelope addressed to the '4th Bengal Regiment, Nuserrabad' bearing Great Britain SG 54,
1s green (embossed) tied by Bath numeral with Bath dispatch on reverse, endorsed 'via
Southampton/per steamer' with boxed Calcutta/Paid transit and framed Nuserrabad/Paid' arrival.
Nice item of mail into the 1st Sikh War.

b

150,-

P 6086•

1850 Cover from Calcutta to Brighton by steamer “Haddington“, re-addressed on arrival to
Leamington and franked by Great Britain 1d. red-brown on blued paper (lettered I-A), with respective
datestamps and postmarks, horiz. cover fold, through adhesive also, but still an attractive and early
franked cover from India.
GB 3

b

120,-

P 6087

1854 Lithographed ½a. blue horizontal strip of four, used and each cancelled by black diamond of
dots, and red pen-stroke at bottom, with wide margins all round, a diagonal cut at top right otherwise
fine.
4 (4)

g

200,-

P 6088•

1856 District Post Manargoody: Entire franked by 1854 ½a. deep blue, Die I, wide margins, tied
by oval of 12 bars (Renouf type 2a), large oval handstamp “TANJORE TALOOK TAPPAL/
MANARGOODY“ in red + date ‚8-1-56‘ in m/s on the reverse, remnants of hinges and tape on
back and inside. A RARE DISTRICT POST LETTER with a fine stamp and RARE POSTMARKS. (Ex
Topaz coll.)
4 (SG 4)

b

1.500,-

P 6089•

1855 District Post Manargoody: Entire franked by 1854 ½a. blue pair, Die I, wide margins, tied by
indistinct diamond (or oval?) of bars, large oval handstamp “TANJORE TALOOK TAPPAL/
MANARGOODY“ in red + date '3 12 55' in m/s on the reverse, central vert. fold, fine. A RARE
DISTRICT POST LETTER with a fine ½a. pair and RARE POSTMARKS. (Ex Topaz coll.)
4 (SG 12) (2)

b

800,-

P 6090

1854 Six different pairs used, with even two pairs of different colour shade of ½a. blue, 1a. red and
2a. green, fine used with various types of cancellations.
4-6 (4)

p/g

200,-

P 6091

1854-55 Nine different stamps used, with ½a. blue (Dies I-III), 1a. red (Dies I-III) and three 2a.
green (different shades, one with almost complete outer framelines), fine.
4-6 (2)

g

150,-

P 6092•

1855 District Post Manargoody: Entire franked by 1854 ½a. blue, Die II, wide margins, tied by
diamond of dots, on the reverse with large oval handstamp “TANJORE TALOOK TAPPAL/
MANARGOODY“ in red + date ‚17 6 55‘ in m/s and trisected “...JORE/1855 June 18/Paid.“ h/s
in red, fine. A RARE DISTRICT POST LETTER with a fine stamp and RARE POSTMARKS. (Ex Topaz
coll.)
4 (SG 6)

b

1.500,-

P 6093•

1857 Entire from Penguri to Madura franked by lithographed ½a. blue, Die III, cancelled by
scarce circle of 11 bars (Jal Cooper type 2c), and with rare and unrecorded large red
“POSTOFFICE/PENGURI/PAID“ intaglio circular h/s with date ‚14-9-57‘ in m/s. The stamp cut
at top otherwise fine. A VERY SCARCE CANCELLATION and A VERY RARE PENGURI POSTMARK.
(Ex Topaz coll.)
4 (SG 8)

b

1.000,-
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P 6094

1854 Lithographed 1a. red, Die I, horizontal strip of four, used in Madras and cancelled by numeral
handstamp “C/1“, with complete to wide margins all round, fresh and fine.
5 (4)

g

200,-

P 6095

1854 Lithographed 1a. red, Die I, horizontal strip of three, used in Madras and cancelled by
numeral handstamp “C/1“ and part of foreign cds in red, with complete to wide margins all round,
piece of cover adhered on back, fresh and fine.
5 (SG 12) (3)

g

150,-

P 6096•

1855 (27 Jun) Wrapper from Berhampore to Calcutta franked by 1a. dull red, Die I, Stone A,
wide to huge margins, tied by scarce circle of dots (Jal Cooper Type 1c), on the reverse with
despatch and arrival datestamps both in red, vertical fold at left reinforced from behind. A VERY
SCARCE CANCELLATION. (Ex Topaz coll.)
5 (SG 12)

b

1.000,-

P 6097•

1857 Cover from Mooltan to England 'Via Southampton' franked by two horizontal pairs of
lithographed 1a. red, Die I, tied by numeral handstamp “191“, red boxed “INDIA PAID“ and red
“PAID“ arrival cds on face, Bombay transit cds and Exeter arrival cds on the reverse. Cover soiled
but with a fine and attractive franking.
5 (SG 12) (4)

b

600,-

P 6098•

1857 Manuscript cancellation on 1854 lithographed 1a. red, Die I, on entire from Honzoor Post
Office dated 20 April, 1857 to Tinnevelly, Madras Circle, fine. A scarce 7-line manuscript
cancellation. (Ex Topas coll.)
5 (SG 12)

b

1.000,-

P 6099•

1854 Lithographed 1a. pale red, Die II, left hand marginal single with sheet margin inscription,
used and cancelled by circled of dots (Jal Cooper Type 1c, Renouf Type 1d), very fine. A SCARCE
MARGINAL STAMP USED and a RARE CANCELLATION. (Ex Topas coll.)
5 (SG 14)

g

300,-

P 6100•

1854 Lithographed 1a. pale red, Die II, two horizontal pairs on cover to Bushire, tied by diamonds
of bars, part boxed “.../PAID“ h/s in red alongside. The pairs with close to wide margins all round,
fresh and fine.
5 (SG 14) (4)

b

600,-

P 6101•

1855 REGISTERED cover from Bombay to Madras franked by lithographed 1a. pale red, Die II, tied by
diamond of bars, fine strike of boxed “REGISTERED/LETTER No.“ and “8 as“ in m/s alongside, boxed
“AM“, trisected “BOMBAY/1855 March 30/Paid“ in red and Madras “G.P.O./1855 AP 7“ arrival d/s
on the reverse. Envelope reduced at left but still a most attractive and early registered cover.
5 (SG 14)

b

500,-

P 6102•

1855 District Post Puttoocotah: Wrapper to Calimere franked on the reverse by 1854 1a. pale
red, Die II, wide margins, tied by circle of bars (Jal Cooper type 2c), with red semi-circle handstamp
“TANJORE/T.T./PUTTOOCOTAH“ in red + date ‚11-10-55‘ in m/s and unrecorded boxed
“CALIMERE/Paid.“ h/s + ‚15 10 55‘ in m/s alongside, slightly creases and tears into back-flap.
A RARE DISTRICT POST LETTER with a fine stamp and RARE POSTMARKS. (Ex Topaz coll.)
5 (SG 14)

b

1.000,-

P 6103•

1855 (28 Jun) Small cover from Berhampore to Calcutta franked by 1a. dull red, Die II, touched/cut
margins, tied by scarce circle of dots (Jal Cooper Type 1c), on the reverse with fine strikes of
despatch and arrival datestamps both in red, several hinge remnants on back. A VERY SCARCE
CANCELLATION. (Ex Topaz coll.)
5 (SG 14)

b

800,-

P 6104•

1855 (22 July): Native written cover franked on the reverse by superb pair of lithographed 1a.
dull red, Die II, cancelled with scarce circle of bars (Jal Cooper type 2c), with unrecorded framed
despatch handstamp “.../TALOOK/POST PAID“ (P.O. not identified, description of the Topaz
collections noted “Streeviegundum“) plus date in m/s, small portion of envelope missing. Plus
a second similar cover franked by 1a. single (Die II) with the same framed handstamp
“STREEVI.../TALOOK/POST PAID“ but in red. A very scarce cancellation and an interesting
cover pair. (Ex Topas coll.)
5 (SG 14 (2)

b

1.000,-

P 6105•

1856 District Post Puttoocotah: Entire franked on the reverse by 1854 1a. pale red, Die II, wide
margins, tied by circle of bars (Jal Cooper type 2c), large oval handstamp “TANJORE TALOOK
TAPPAL/PUTTOOCOTAH“ in red + date ‚5-1-56‘ in m/s on the reverse, minor faults. A RARE
DISTRICT POST LETTER with a fine stamp and RARE POSTMARKS. (Ex Topaz coll.)
5 (SG 14)

b

1.000,-

P 6106•

1858 Mixed franking: Cover from Nowshera to Exeter, England via Marseilles franked by lithographed
1a. red horiz. pair in combination with perforated 4a. black all tied by numeral h/s “259“, red boxed
“INDIA PAID“ and London arrival cds on face, and on reverse with boxed “TOO LATE“, “INDIA/PAID“
and circled datestamps of Umballa, Bombay and Exeter. Fine stamps on a partial soiled/stained 5 (2), 13 ; (SG
but still attractive cover.
14, 45)

b

500,-

P 6107•

1856 Entire from Bombay to Broach insufficiently franked by 1854 1a. red only, cancelled by
numeral “1“, red boxed “INSUFFICIENT“ and trisected “BOMBAY/1856 August 4/Bearing“ d/s in
black + “2 as“ in m/s alongside, scarce trisected d/s “BROACH/1857 August 27/Bearing.“
(unrecorded by Giles) on the reverse.
5

b

400,-

P 6108•

1854-55 Lithographed 1a. red, Die III, part sheet watermark, unused without gum, partially cut/
touched outer frameline, close to white margins else, fresh and fine. A SCARCE STAMP UNUSED.
(SG £3750)
5 (SG 15)

(*)

500,-

P 6109

1854, QV 4 A red, wide margins all around tied by octagonal cancel on folded envelope (left side
little reduced) sent “per Essex“ to Mauritius with arrival ..J..1856
5d

b

150,-

P 6110•

1854 Lithographed 4a. blue & red from 2nd printing, sheet pos. 5, used and cancelled by diamond
of 9 bars, cut square with almost complete outer framelines (slightly touched at bottom only), fresh
and fine.
7 (SG 19)

g

300,-
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P 6111•

1854 Lithographed 4a. blue & red, 2nd printing, two cut square singles on cover to London ‚Via
Southampton‘, tied by diamond of 10 bars, boxed “INDIA PAID“ and England ‚5 June 1855‘
arrival datestamp on face, Bombay “MY 1“ cds and fractions of red arrrival cds on the reverse.
The stamps of fresh colours deep blue and pale red with almost complete margins (both slightly
touched only one side) and fine.
7 (SG 19) (2)

b

1.000,-

P 6112•

1857 Cover from Mundlesir, Indore to England 'Via Marseilles' franked with 1854 4a. blue & red
(2nd printing, cut-to-shape) and 2a. green (part outer frameline) both tied by Bombay Circle numeral
“44“, alongside with framed “MUNDLEISIR/Paid.“ h/s in red (unrecorded by Giles) with date '23-757' in m/s, red boxed “INDIA PAID“, charged “8“ and English arrival cds in red, and on the reverse
with Bombay transit cds and red London transit dater.
6, 7 (SG 19, 31)

b

500,-

P 6113•

1856 Cover from Ramandroog to England franked with lithographed 4a. blue & red (2nd printing,
cut-to-shape, good margins) and 2a. green horizontal pair (fine) all tied by Madras type numeral
“C/22“, with “INDIA PAID“ in crescent and London “PAID“ arrival cds both in red on face, unrecorded
framed “RAMANDROOP/Paid.“ h/s in red + '22 May 1856' in m/s as well as Bombay transit cds on
the reverse. Cover opened three sides for presentation and with few minor faults.
6, 7 (SG 19, 31)

b

800,-

P 6114•

1854-55 Lithographed 4a. blue & red, 3rd printing (Head Die III, Frame Die I), sheet pos. 1, Wmk
inverted and reversed, used, removed cancellation, cut-to-shape with almost cut outer frameline,
slightly soiled and cleaned. B.P.A. certificate ('Not possible to certifyas either Head Die III or IIIa,
cannot be certified as unused.') (SG £2250)
7 (SG 21)

g

200,-

P 6115•

1854-55 Lithographed 4a. blue & red, 4th printing, sheet pos. 14, used in Bombay and cancelled
with black numeral “1“ and foreign postmark in red, cut square with complete to wide margins all
round, fine.
7 (SG 23)

g

220,-

P 6116

1854-55 Lithographed 4a. blue & red, 4th printing, sheet pos. 15 with part of sheet's center cross
at top right, used and cancelled by diamond of bars, cut square with complete to wide margins, a
small thin but still fresh and fine.
7 (SG 23)

g

180,-

P 6117•

1854 Lithographed 4a. blue & red two singles from 4th printing, used on entire 1857 from Bombay
to London 'Via Southampton', tied by numeral “1“, with red 'PAID/5 JU 5/1857' arrival d/s alongside,
Bombay '1 May 1857' despatch cds in black on the reverse. Few minor faults on back and inside
(opened roughly) but still a most attractive letter with stamps of intensive colours.
7 (SG 23) (2)

b

500,-

P 6118•

1854-55 4a. blue & red from 4th printing (cut square, touched) along with 2a. green (close to
wide margins with large part outer framelines) tied by diamond of dots to 1857 cover from
Madras to London, also tied by “INDIA PAID“ crescent h/s in black and London ‚14 Nov 57‘ arrival
cds in red, “MADRAS/1857/OC 13“ despatch cds alongside, minor toning. (Ex Topas coll.)
6, 7 (SG 23, 31)

b

1.000,-

P 6119•

1854-55, Lithographed 4a. pale blue & red from 4th printing, sheet pos. 5, used with superb strike
of Calcutta “B/1“ octogonal Bengal type h/s, cut square with complete frame-lines except a short
pre-cut at foot, fresh colours, fine. An attractive example.
7 (SG 24)

g

180,-

P 6120•

1858 (19 May): REGISTERED cover from Secunderabad to Edinburgh, Scotland ‚via
Southampton‘, franked by lithographed 4a. blue & red, Head Die III, Frame Die II, probably from
5th printing as cut square with huge margins up to 4-5 mm, heavily cancelled by numeral
“C/56“, with handstamps “REGISTERED..“ and “INDIA PAID“ in crescent, curved UK
“REGISTERED“ Crown h/s and arrival cds all in red along with black Madras transit dater on
face, despatch cds in red and ‚7 July 1858‘ arrival cds in blue on the reverse, minor soiling but
still a scarce stamp on an attractive registered cover. (Ex Topas coll.)
7 (SG 25)

b

1.000,-

P 6121

1854 Octagonal essay of 2a. in green from a printing of one row of six, Pos. 1, on yellowish wove
paper (see Spence after No. 13), with large margins at top and bottom, sheet margin at left, fresh
and fine. A scarce printing of the essay in one row.
(6) Essay

(*)

100,-

P 6122•

1854, 2a. green with near to complete (7/8) outer framelines, used with fine Bombay type numeral
“3“ of Mumbadevie Registered House, minor toning, fine.
6 (SG 31)

g

50,-

P 6123

1854 2a. green, horizontal strip of three, used in Calcutta and cancelled by numeral handstamp
“B/1“, with complete to wide margins all round, part outer framelines, fresh and fine.
6 (SG 31) (3)

g

150,-

P 6124

1854 2a. green, horizontal strip of four, used in Calcutta and cancelled by numeral handstamp
“B/1“, with complete to wide margins all round, small part outer framelines, fresh and fine.
6 (SG 31) (4)

g

200,-

P 6125•

1855 (1 Aug) Cover from Lord Dalhousie to Major General The Hon. J. Low CB., Calcutta franked
by 2a. green, with large parts outer framelines, cancelled by scarce diamond of 5x4 dots (Jal
Cooper Type 1a), and with “Private Secretary Office“ wax seal on the reverse, fine. (Ex Topaz coll.) 6 (SG 31)

b

1.000,-

P 6126•

1854 Typographed 2a. green vertical pair used on 1858 cover from Barrackpore to London via
Calcutta and 'Via Southampton', tied by octagonal numeral “B/18“, alongside with boxed “INDIA
PAID“, red charge mark “3d“ and red London '20 Feb 58' arrival cds, and on the reverse with
Barrackpore P.O. '8 Jan 58' depatch cds and Calcutta '9 Jan 58' transit cds. The fresh pair of the 2a.
has been separated by hand at right (with a little notch into bottom stamp) with wide margins else.
An attractive franking on a fine cover.
6 (SG 31) (2)

b

500,-
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P 6127•

1854 Lithographed 2a. green horizontal pair, complete to wide margins with ALMOST COMPLETE
OUTER FRAMELINES, used on 1856 cover from Dugshai to Dublin, Ireland via Kussowlee, Bombay
and Southampton, each stamp tied by numeral “151“ and “Stamped“ in m/s, boxed “PM“ and
“INDIA/PAID“, red Kussowlee '2 Aug.' and England “PAID“ arrival datestamps on face, Bombay
transit dater and green '19 Sep 1856' arrival cds on the reverse. Envelope with faulty corners and
edges and backflap but A SCARCE 2A. PAIR WITH OUTER FRAMELINES.
6 (SG 31) (2)

b

800,-

P 6128•

1858 (6 May): Mourning cover from Bombay to England via Marseilles franked by 1854 2a. green
(touched margins) in combination with perforated 1855 4a. black on bluish glazed paper (fine),
both tied by numeral h/s “1“, red boxed “INDIA PAID“ and London arrival cds alongside, red
despatch and red London '4 June 1858' arrival cds on the reverse. A fine cover from the Bloch
correspondence. (Ex Topaz coll.)
6, 8 (SG 31, 35)

b

500,-

P 6129•

1858 (1st Feb.): Mourning cover from Mhow to England via Marseilles franked by 1854 2a. green
(touched margins) in combination with perforated 1856 4a. grey-black (fine), both tied by numeral
h/s “43“, black boxed “INDIA PAID“ and London arrival cds alongside, trisected “MHOW/1858
FEB.../Paid“ despatch d/s in brown, oval paper seal, Bombay transit and red London '10 Mar. 1858' 6, 13 (SG 31,
arrival cds on the reverse. A fine cover from the Bloch correspondence. (Ex Topaz coll.)
46)

b

500,-

P 6130

1854/1892: 6 Reprints of 1854 ½a. essay with crosses in upper corners including single in black (4) Essay
(signed Jal Cooper), single in blue, and block of four in red, fine.
Reprints

(*)

130,-

P 6131•

1854/1894: Lithographed ½a. pale blue, Die I, part sheet Wmk with “O“ of OFFICE, unused, fine,
and 1894 lithographic transfer of the ½a. essay (with crosses in upper corners) in dark blue, block 4, (SG 3 +
of four with letters “I M/I M“ of SPECIMEN on back, fine.
Spence 108)

(*)

150,-

P 6132•

1854/1894 lithographic transfer of the ½a. essay with crosses in upper corners, printed in
brownish red, complete row of eight (sheet pos. 89-96 with the respective plate flaws), “SPECIMEN“
in large capitals on back so spaced that one letter falls behind each impression (Spence 129),
fresh and fine.
(4) Reprints

(*)

200,-

6133

1854/1894 reprint of ½a. in brownish red, complete row of eight with “SPECIMEN“ on back (4) Reprints
(Spence 129), fold between 3rd and 4th stamp, fine.
(x8)

(*)

130,-

P 6134

1854/1894: 5 Reprints of 1854 ½a. essay with crosses in upper corners including single in bright
blue (“SPECIMEN.“ and signed Jal Cooper on back) and marginal block of four in blue with letters (4) Essay
“S“ and “P“ of SPECIMEN on back, fine.
reprints

(*)

130,-

P 6135

1854/1890 Two impressions of 1a. in black on yellowish card, one similar to Die II, the other similar
to Die III, State C of the plate, unused, fine.
(5) Reprints

(*)

100,-

P 6136

1854/1900's: Four imitations of the lithographed 1a. in deep red printed on both sides of a
124x96mm sheet of yellowish wove paper, one upright and one inverted at each side. A spectacular
and attractive imitation.
(5) Imitation

(*)

200,-

P 6137•

(1854/55) Reprint of 4a blue & red with issued Head of Die III, probably Pos.11, narrow setting, on
un-watermarked thin paper, fresh and fine.
7 reprint

(*)

80,-

P 6138

1854/1883 Reprint of lithographed 2a. green on unwatermarked yellowish wove paper (Spence 79),
bottom marginal block of four, with a white line through lower pair (from a hair on the plate?) and
broken letters of the marginal inscription, the two stamps at left hand side with thins otherwise fine. (6) Reprint

(*)

130,-

P 6139•

1855, East India Telegraphs: first telegraphs hand return (Receipt), dated 6th Sep. 1855,
unrecorded! (M)

b

500,-

P 6140•

1856 QV 1a. brown IMPERFORATE verical pair with inscribed and watermarked sheet margin at foot,
unused without gum, slightly stained/toned but still fine, attractive and scarce as marginal pair.
11 U (SG 39b)

(*)

500,-

P 6141

1857. Envelope (small faults) written from Calcutta dated '24th Nov 1857' addressed to Liverpool
bearing SG 44, 2a orange (2) and SG 45, 4a black tied by octagonal B/1 with Calcutta date stamp
in red on reverse, boxed 'Imdia Paid' with London/Paid transit '31st Dec' and Liverpool arrival 'Jan 1st
58' and rated '11d ' in m/s on face. Important new discovery the earliest known 'two anna' cover.

b

600,-

P 6142•

1858 Cover to India, sent from Upper Deal, Great Britain to Lucknow via London, Marseilles to
Alexandria by the “Euxine“ and from Suez to Bombay by the “Ganges“, franked by 1d. red-brown
(Perf 14) and four singles of 2d. blue (Perf 14 from Plate V and Perf 16 from Plate VI) for the 9d. rate
via Marseilles, all tied by numeral “240“ of Deal, with respective despatch, transit and arrival
datestamps on the reverse, fine and attractive.

b

350,-

P 6143

1858. Envelope written from Mhow dated 'Oct 18th 1858' addressed to Drung, Ireland bearing SG
39, 1a brown (2) and SG 45, 4a black tied by '43' in diamond with framed Mhow/Paid' in red on
reverse, routed 'via Marseille' with Bombay with London/Paid on face and Dublin and Cavan transits
on reverse in green. Very fine item with letter from the Indian Mutiny.

b

100,-

1858-81: Four covers from India to Ireland with various frankings (6a. (1858 cover), 4a. (1860),
6a8p. (1864) and 4½a. (1881)), different destinations in Ireland, and with various postmarks, in
somewhat mixed condition.

b

80,-

6144•
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6145•

1859-1873 Three covers from India to the U.S.A. franked with East India adhesives, with 1) Entire
letter 1859 from Calcutta to Boston per steamer “Alma“ via Marseilles and London, franked 8a.
carmine on bluish glazed paper, 4a. grey-black, 2a. orange, ½a. blue and a fifth stamp which
vanished meanwhile, tied by “B/1“ and with respective postmarks, 2) cover from Tirumangalam to
Vermont, USA via Bombay-Aden, Brindisi and New York franked 2a. and ½a. pair, with respective
datestamps, and 3) 1873 cover from Bombay to Newburyport, Mass. via London and New York
franked 1866 4a. strip of three (part surface abraisons) with respective datestamps.

b

120,-

P 6146•

1861-83 Five covers including 1860 QV 2a. dull pink tied by numeral “55“ in BLUE to 1861 cover
from Khandalla to Bombay, printed “VIA MARSEILLES“ envelope 1862 from Mominabad to England
(small part at top and back-flap missing but all resp. datestamps, 1869 cover to Glasgow, printed “VIA
SOUTHAMPTON“ envelope 1870 from Madras to England, and 1882 cover from Oconoor to England.

b

200,-

6147

1861. Envelope (small faults) addressed to England bearing SG 36, 8a carmine on blue glazed
paper tied by '164' in diamond with Meanmeer date stamp in red on reverse 'May 1st’, with boxed
'lndia/Paid', endorsed 'overland/via Bombay & Marseille' with Bombay transit and Clifton arrival
forwarded via Bristol to Cheltenham. Very fine.

b

90,-

P 6148

1861, letter from BOMBAY to Bordeaux. The letter was “Forwarded by FORBES & Co.“ via Marseille.
“INDIA PAID“ crossed out because between March 1857 and Jan. 1862 postage could not be
prepaid for India letters to a foreign destination via Marseille. It was replaced by black INDIA UNPAID
with english taxmark “GB 1 F 62 4/10“

b

160,-

6149

1861, Bombay to Bordeaux with red INDIA PAID for domestic postage rate. Took the following route:
Bomby-Suez per steamer-to Alexandria by camel/boat, to Marseille via Malta by french packet and
overland to Bordeaux. INDIA UNPAID for the postage Bombay to Bordeaux 10 Annas 8 pies with
british postage ! 1Fr 62 4/10

b

160,-

6150

1861. Envelope addressed to England bearing SG 48, 8a carmine tied by '164' in diamond with
Meanmeer date stamp in red on reverse 'August 3rd' and hand-struck instructional 'Too Late' with
boxed 'lndia/Paid', endorsed 'overland/via Bombay & Marseille' with Bombay and Cheltenham
arrival. Very fine.

b

90,-

1861 Forwarded letter from Calcutta to Ferdinand Schiller in HAMBURG, Germany via Trieste,
“FORWARDED BY/JOHN BORRADAILE & Co./CALCUTTA“ (large oval handstamp in blue on reverse,
in use only from 1859 to 1861), franked with India 1855 8a. carmine on bluish glazed paper tied
by “CALCUTTA/JU 22/61“-“1“ duplex, boxed “INDIA PAID“ in red, large “8“ in m/s and handstamp
“6“ alongside, “HAMBURG/26 7/5-6“ arrvial cds and note “Zu Hause alles wohl!“ in m/s on the
reverse. (Note: The 8a. adhesive = 1s. paying the British ship rate Calcutta-Alexandria where the
letter was transferred to Austrian Lloyd ship to Trieste, and from there overland through Austria,
charged “6“ Kronen.)
9 (SG 36)

b

450,-

P 6152•

1861 Printed “PER OVERLAND VIA MARSEILLES“ cover from Burdwan to Cambridge via Calcutta
and (endorsed in m/s) “via Kedgeree/Per after Packet“, franked by 1856-60 1a. brown, 2a. dull
pink and 4a. black all tied by numeral “B/46“ of Burdwan, and boxed “INDIA PAID“ in red, on the
reverse with part of despatch cds, red “Ex Calcutta“ 23 May 1861 doubel-ring d/s in red and
Cambridge '27 June 61' arrival cds. Back-flap missing and traces of ageing but still a good, attractive
cover sent overland from Calcutta to Kedgeree by British packet when the ship left Calcutta recently 11-13 (SG 39,
or was unable to reach Calcutta due to weather/water condition.
41, 45)

b

100,-

P 6153•

1861 Small ornamentic envelope used REGISTERED from Erinpoora to Umritsur, franked on the
reverse by 1856-60 1a. brown and two singles 2a. dull pink all tied by numeral “150“ in diamond
of bars, boxed “REGISTERED/No.“ h/s, Erinpoora despatch cds and arrival cds all in red 11, 12a (SG
alongside, minor imperfections but still a very attractive and lovely registered cover.
39, 41)

b

1.000,-

1862-72 Bombay Forwarder: Three forwarded covers from Bombay to Europe, with 1) 1862
stampless letter to France “FORWARDED BY/EWART LATHAM & Co/BOMBAY“ oval in blue, 2) cover
1870 to London franked 8a. and 8p. and with “FORWARDED BY/SIR CHARLES FORBES & Co./
BOMBAY“ oval in black, and 3) 1872 cover to Glasgow franked 8a. bright carmine tied by
“FORWARDED BY/FINLAY MUIR & Co./BOMBAY“ oval in blue.

b

80,-

P 6155

1863 Cover to Goruckpore, India forwarded from Cape of Good Hope to Madras by m/s Wander
Grayson & Co., and forwarded from Madras to Agra by m/s Marry & Co., franked at Madras with QV
2a. and 1a. tied with Madras duplex and forwarder oval, on reverse with several (indistinct) strikes
of datestamps, Bombay transit dater, arrival cds and curved “TOO LATE“ in red.

b

180,-

P 6156•

1865 Trisected “OOMRAWUTTEE/186 NOV 26/Bearing“ d/s (not recorded by Giles) on small native
cover (+ contents) to Hyderabad, with boxed “1st D“ h/s and circled Hyderabad arrival cds alongside,
fine and scarce.

b

400,-

6157•

1865 Two covers (faults) to Great Britain, one single 6a8p. rate from Meerut to Cardiff and
redirected to London franked 1a. strip of six and 8p., the second as double weight cover franked
13a4p. (pairs of 1865 4a. green, 2a. orange and 8p., with perf faults) from Calcutta to London.

b

80,-

6158

1865-73: Group of 10 mint stamps, Wmk 'Elephant', including 8p. pair and single, 1a. brown, the
singles 2a. orange (diff. shades), 1866 4a., 1868 8a. and 1873 ½a. blue, in slightly mixed condition ex 18/26 (SG
from somewhat stained/toned to very fine.
56/76)

*

60,-

P 6151•

6154•
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P 6159

1865. Envelope (faults) addressed to Mauritius bearing SG 45, 4a black (pair) tied by '65' in lozenge
and Jaulna date stamp on reverse in red 'Sept 9' routed via Nandgaum and Bombay, underpaid with
'6d/To Pay' hand-stamp on face and Mauritius receiver on reverse 'No 22'. Roughly opened,
supported with film strips, parts of flap missing. Nice destination.

P 6160•

1865-76 Group of 27 East India stamps unused, including 1865 2a. five singles (orange or brownorange), 4a. green (removed cancellation but looks like unused, calculated £40), 1866 4a. both
green and blue-green, 1874 1r. slate, and others, in mixed condition (with or without gum, some
stained, few toned, small perf faults). (SG about £1300)
SG ex 54/82

Start

b

100,-

*/(*)

150,-

1865, Small cover with full contents from Barackpore to England via Calcutta and 'via Southampton',
franked with 1864 4a green tied by superb strike of ''BARACKPORE/AP.''-''18'' duplex, with red
boxed ''INDIA PAID'' alongside, ''CALCUTTA INDIA PAID/AP 8/65'' double-ring d/s (Giles 33) and
Ledbury May 20 arrival cds on reverse. Light brownish patches and part of back-flap missing
otherwise fine. A superb strike of this early duplex.
16 (SG 47)

b

50,-

P 6162•

1865 QV 4a. green, Wmk 'Elephant', vertical pair used on 1866 cover from Doobree to Hobywell,
North Wales, England via Marseilles, tied by diamonds of dots and circled “TRAVELLING*BENGAL/
No.2/1 JU. 86/JB“ datestamp, Holywell '7 July' arrival cds alongside, and on the reverse with red
double-ring d/s “DOOBREE P.O./.../MAY/1855“, further strike of T.P.O. cds, small Bombay cds and
two British hexagonal datestamps. Envelope with somewhat soiled and creased edges otherwise fine. 21 (SG 64) (2)

b

200,-

P 6163

1867. Small envelope addressed to Paris bearing India SG 56, 8p mauve (pair) and SG 61, 2a
orange (pair) tied by Pondicherry duplex 'Ap 22 67' with crescent 'India Paid' endorsed 'English
Steamer via Marseille', French entry cachet and Paris arrival on reverse. Superb item. Ex Burra,
Rohson Lowe lot 364 27' Nov 1963.

b

650,-

6164

1868/1876: Group of 8 different Queen Victoria definitives, with 1868 8a. rose three singles of
different shade, 1874 9p. two singles (diff. shade) and 1r. slate, and 1876 6a. and 12a., all mounted 26-30 (SG 73mint, the 8a. stamps and one of the 9p. with slightly toned gum, others fresh and almost fine.
74, 77-82)

*

Gebot

6165

1870: Cover from Bombay to DAMAUN, Portuguese India franked on reverse with QV ½a. tied by
Bombay '4 May 70' duplex, small red “DAMAUN/5 MY/70“ arrival cds alongside. A scarce cover to
Portuguese India.

b

80,-

6166•

1870 Mourning cover from Fatehgarh to Brighton via Bombay, franked by two strips of four of 1a.
brown on back and 8p. on front all tied by “FUTTEHGURH/JA 17/70“-“90“ duplex, with boxed “INDIA
PAID“ and Bombay transit dater in red, unknown circled h/s in blue and Brighton '14 Feb 70' arrival
cds. Opening faults (with some damaged 1a. stamps) but still a very attractive cover.

b

60,-

6167

1871. Stampless Parcel label addressed to Mundsore dated '20th Feb 71' cancelled by heptagon
'Banghy/Bombay/20 Fe/1871/Unpaid' on face. (The banghy was a light pole with a bundle
suspended at each end. This was carried across the shoulder by the Dawk runner. Scarce.

b

100,-

P 6168•

1872 Cover from Bombay to Cairo, Egypt via Suez, franked on the reverse by eleven ½a. pale blue
(strip of four, pairs and a single) tied by Bombay duplex, and franked at Suez with Great Britain 1s.
green (Plate 1, faded/faults) cancelled by “B02“ in oval of bars, with Suez and Cairo datestamps on
front, fine. A SCARCE COMBINATION FRANKING.

b

800,-

6169•

1873 QV ½a. blue, Die II, horizontal strip of eight plus two singles on reverse of registered cover
from Benares Railway T.R.O. addressed to 'The Agent of Governor General of India, with His Majesty
the ex-King of Oudh' (probably Birjis Qadr) at Calcutta, cancelled by “A“ in square of bars, '14 Oct'
depatch cds, Reg. cachet, several transit datestamps,'16 Oct' arrival cds as well as parts of wax
seals alongside. Cover with some peripheral faults but still a good and attractive cover, and a scarce 17b (SG 76)
usage with multiple stamps. (M)
(x10)

b

100,-

6170•

1873-75 Three folded letters from Calcutta to Italy, with 1) 1873 letter to Genoa 'Overland via
Bombay' and 'via Alexandria & Brindisi', franked QV 4a., 2a. and 8p., with oval “SEA POST
OFFICE/B/14.1.73“ Bombay-Aden d/s in blue, transit and arrival dater, 2) 1874 cover to Naples 'via
Brindisi', franked with QV 4a., 2a. and 8p., with despatch, transit and arrival datestamps incl.
“TORRE DEL GRECO/7/NOV/74“ double-ring, and 3) 1875 letter to Genoa 'via Brindisi', franked QV
4a., 2a. and ½a., with respective datestamps.

b

120,-

6171•

1874-85 Two letters and a postal stationery envelope to France, with 1874 letter from Madras to
Bordeaux bearing an attractive three-colour franking, 1877 letter from Calcutta to Nantes franked
2a. pair, 1a. and ½a., and 1885 used p/s envelope 4a6p. orange uprated 1a. and three ½a. with
“R.M.S.“ railway cancellations and sent to Paris.

b

80,-

P 6172

1876. Envelope addressed to France bearing SG 52, 8p purple/white, SG 61, 2a orange and SG 69,
4a green tied by Madras duplex endorsed 'via Bombay/Brindisi' with Sea Post Office transit, French
entry cachet, underpaid with 'T' handstamp and framed 'lnsufficient' with hand-struck '13' three
times on face and Lyon arrival. Lovely item of taxed mail from India to France. Exhibition item.

b

600,-

6173

1877. Stampless envelope written from Calcutta dated '10th July 1877' addressed to France
cancelled by Calcutta date stamp with circular 'T' handstamp, endorsed 'via Brindisi' with Sea Post
Office transit '13/7' and 'Poss. Ang. V. Brind/A. Mod' French entry cachet in red with Bordeaux
receiver and rated with hand-struck '7' on arrival. Taxed mail from lndia to France is rare.

b

150,-

P 6174

1877. Stampless envelope written from Calcutta dated '5th Oct 1877' addressed to France
cancelled by Calcutta date stamp with circular 'T' handstamp, endorsed 'via Brindisi' with Sea Post
Office transit '8/10' and 'Poss. Ang. V. Brind/A. Mod' French entry cachet in red with Bordeaux
receiver and rated with hand-struck '7' on arrival. Taxed mail from lndia to France is rare.

b

150,-

6161•
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6175

1877. Stampless envelope written from Calcutta dated '4th May 1877' addressed to France
cancelled by Calcutta date stamp with circular 'T' handstamp, endorsed 'via Brindisi' with Sea Post
Office transit '7/5' and 'Poss. Ang. V. Brind/A. Mod' French entry cachet in red with Bordeaux
receiver and rated with hand-struck '7' on arrival. Taxed mail from India to France is rare.

b

150,-

6176

1877. Stampless envelope written from Calcutta dated '23rd Nov 1877' addressed to France
cancelled by Calcutta date stamp with circular 'T' handstamp, endorsed 'via Brindisi' with Sea Post
Office transit 'Nov 26' and 'Poss. Ang. V. Brind/A. Mod' French entry cachet in red with Bordeaux
receiver and rated with hand-struck '7' on arrival. Taxed mail from India to France is rare.

b

150,-

6177

1877. Stampless envelope written from Calcutta dated '31st July 1877' addressed to France
cancelled by Calcutta date stamp with circular 'T' handstamp, endorsed 'via Brindisi' with Sea Post
Office transit '3/8' and 'Poss. Ang. V. Brind/A. Mod' French entry cachet in red with Bordeaux
receiver and rated with hand-struck '7' on arrival. Taxed mail from lndia to France is rare.

b

150,-

P 6178

1878, letter from BANDERABAS with full content bearing a really clear “BOMBAY SHIP LETTER
POSTAGE DUE 1 AN“ on front an Bomby arrival on back.

b

180,-

P 6179•

1880's (c.): Special yellow instructional label 'Postal Notes Tadadi/8as, 1Rs & 2Rs 8as Dak Kahne
Me/Hasil Hosaktehai' (in Devanagri - means something like 'India Postal Notes are issued in 8a.,
1r., 2r8a. value and is available at Post Offices') on reverse of postal stationery envelope ½a. blue
from Calcutta to Jeypore via Ramgarh. Envelope slightly reduced at right but an extremely rare item,
only few examples are recorded.

GA

150,-

P 6180•

1883 Special yellow label “Money Orders issued and paid at nearly all Post Offices. Forms supplied
gratis.“ on reverse of official cover from Bombay to Gogo, franked by QV ½a. blue optd. “On H.M.S.“
and tied by Bombay duplex, Gogo 1st Delivery cds on the reverse, and with complete contents
(receipt of Government Central Press). A really scarce item, and very few examples are recorded, in
good condition.

b

200,-

P 6181•

1885 Soldier's cover from a Private serving in 2nd Battallion the North Staffordshire Regiment
Mhow to England, franked by East India 1a. tied by “I“ in square of bars, with “MHOW/...JUL 85“
cds, 'OUTW. Bombay' transit datestamp and Ulceby '11 Aug 85' arrival cds on the reverse,
countersigned by the Commander at front. Cover opened a little bit roughly but still fresh and fine
appearance.

b

100,-

6182•

1886/1892 Two registered covers to Germany, 1882 from Jessore to Hamburg franked QV 1866
4a. and 1a., and 1892 O.H.M.S. envelope used registered by the Official Trustee Bengal from
Calcutta to New Ruppin, franked by QV 4a., 2a. and 1a.

b

80,-

6183

1886. Envelope addressed to England bearing SG 54, ½a blue, SG 84, ½a bluegreen (4) and SG
89, 1a plum (2) tied by bar obliterator with Kucchi/Belgaum cds '1st Aug' routed via Bombay 'Aug 4'
with Seaford and Neckington arrival's on reverse 'Aug 30th. Attractive item and fine mixed issue
franking.

b

100,-

6184•

1887-1902: Four covers and postal stationery items from India to the U.S.A. and one cover (1888)
from Alameda, Cal., USA to Palmaner, India with various frankings, postmarks etc., in mixed condition.

b/GA

120,-

P 6185•

1888 “Lord Dufferin, Viceroy of India“: Letter + cover from the Viceregal Lodge (Rashtrapati Niwas)
in Simla to Charles Dyson Esq., Halifax, England. The letter dated “Viceregal Lodge, Simla, India,
May 20th: 88“ and has been SIGNED by Lord “DUFFERIN“, the Viceroy of India (from 1884-1888),
sent in a cover with violet handstamps “INDIA OFFICE“ and a further one (covered) on lower left, red
“OFFICIAL PAID/JU 15/88“ London transit h/s on front, Halifax arrival cds on the reverse. A
remarkable Indian history letter.

b

300,-

P 6186•

1890/1896 PERFIN “K & Co.“: Two different covers franked with Indian/Great Britain stamps with
perfins “K & Co.“, with 1890 cover from London addressed to 'Mypore', franked 6d., 3d. and 1d.
(double weight) all with perfin of Kelly & Co., London, missent to Mysore but could not delivered
there, with respective D.L.O. and other postmarks, and 1896 cover from Calcutta to England
franked 4a. and 1a plum both with perfin of Kilburn & Co., Calcutta.

b

60,-

P 6187•

1894 Destination RUSSIA/ESTONIA: Registered cover (small faults) from 'King, King & Co., Bombay'
to Reval, Russia (Estonia) via St. Petersburg and redirected to Caterham, England and finally to
Weybridge, franked 1882-90 2a and ½a. both tied by squared 'FE 7/94' cds, Reg. cachet and
respective transit and arrival datestamps on front and back, and with Russian wax seals on the
reverse. Cover with a small opening defect at top right but still fine. A SCARCE DESTINATION AND A
COVER FULL OF POSTAL HISTORY.
31, 35

b

120,-

P 6188•

1899 Cover from Mylapore to Cairo, Egypt via Suez, insufficiently franked by QV ½a. strip of three
only, additionally franked at Suez by Great Britan 2½d. rosy mauve cancelled “B02“, and with
Egyptian postage due 4m. applied and tied at Cairo, with respective datestamps. Cover opened
three side for presentation. A VERY SCARCE COMBINATION COVER. (T)

b

500,-

P 6189•

1903 Destination LIECHTENSTEIN: Picture postcard (stains) 'Chutta Munzil, Lucknow' franked
Queen Victoria ½a. pair, cancelled “LUCHNOW/20 MA 03“, addressed to Monsieur Anton Amann in
MÜHLEHOLZ (part of the City of SCHAAN) in LIECHTENSTEIN, via Sea P.O. Bombay-Aden and
Brindisi, with Sea P.O. transit cds and “SCHAAN 6.4.03“ arrival datestamp. Though topically stained,
an EXTREMELY RARE DESTINATION FROM THE QUEEN VICTORIA PERIOD.

b

400,-
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P 6190•

1904 Destination CUBA: Registered (with acknowledgemet) cover from Maharaj Ranbirganj Bazar
addressed to Philadelphia, U.S.A. redirected to Manzanillo at CUBA, franked on reverse with 13
times QV ½a. green tied by '17 DE 05' despatch cds, US transit datestamps alongside, on front with
Reg. and “AR“ cachets as well as “Certificado No.../JAN 30 1905/Manzanillo, Stgo. de Cuba“ threeliner. An attractive cover and a very rare destination.

b

240,-

P 6191•

1904 Destination JAVA: Registered cover from Thakurowar to Batavia at JAVA, franked on the
reverse with QV 3p. block of six, “¼“ on ½a. pair, KEVII. 4a., 3a., 2a. and 1a. all tied by
“THAKUROWAR/9 MA 04“ cds, “N.-I. AGENT SINGAPORE/19/3/1904“ transit cds and Batavia
arrival cds alongside, Reg. cachet on front. Cover opened three sides for presentation, wax seals
removed, fine so far. (M)

b

130,-

P 6192•

1907, 2a. mauve and 2a.6p. ultramarine on illustrated hotel cover “TAJ MAHAL PALACE HOTEL
BOMBAY“ (vertical centre fold), registered mail from “APOLLO BANDAR 9 FE 07“ to Berlin/Germany
with arrival mark 23.2.07 on reverse, there are also three hotel vignettes “Crowned Elephant“.
SG 125/26

b

80,-

P 6193•

1908 Colour hand-painted picture postcard on Mythology 'The Rising Lotos Blossom' painted by
Maha Lami, used from Pass Hotel in Galle, franked Jaipur 'Chariot' ¼a., India KEVII. ½a. pair and
Ceylon 6c. red, all tied by rectangual boxed Galle Hotel cachet and “COLOMBO/MR 13/08“ cds,
very fine and most attractive.

b

P 6194
P 6195•
6196•

g

150,350,-

1911 KGV. 3p. grey, WATERMARK INVERTED, block of four with original but separated gutter stamps 75 Var. (SG
on foot, mint lightly hinged (two stamps)/never hinged, light toning, fine. (SG from £280)
151w)(x4)

*

80,-

1911 Coronation Durbar: Special folder bearing 12 QV and KEVII. adhesives up to 1r. all tied by
complete strikes of special “CORONATION DURBAR 1911/12 DEC.“ cds, fresh and very fine.

1909, KEVII 10 R.-25 R., clean used (Michel cat. 1390.-)

72/74

b

80,-

1926-33 KGV. 15r. blue & olive two blocks of four, one with Wmk Mult Star upright, the other block
with Wmk inverted, both mint never hinged, slightly toned, one block (Wmk upright) the top stamps 117 (SG 218,
separated partially between, fine so far. (SG from £592)
218w)

v/**

200,-

6198•

1926-33 KGV. 15r. blue & olive two vertical pairs, one with Wmk Mult Star upright, the other pair 117 (SG 218,
with Wmk inverted, both mint never hinged, slightly toned, fine so far. (SG £296)
218w)

**

100,-

6199

1929 First flight to KARACHI from London/UK “8.NO.29“ franked by 1d, 1 1/2 d and 3d King GB: SG 419,
George V
420, 423

b

60,-

6200•

1934 Destination LIECHTENSTEIN: Registered cover franked KGV. 9p.(x2), 1a. and 4a. from “Sri D
Coffee Works“ (envelope printing), City New Market in Bangalore to RUGGELL in LIECHTENSTEIN,
with arrival cds on the reverse, very fine. A SCARCE DESTINATION.

P 6197•

b

80,-

P 6201•

1937-40 KGVI. complete set of 18 stamps, mint lightly hinged or never hinged, few stamps very 146-63 (SG
lightly toned but still fine. (SG £600)
247-64)

*/**

150,-

P 6202

1943, AZAD HIND, a prepared issue for the national government under Subhas Chandra Bose, 1
Rupia black imperforated proof on optical white carton paper with backside imprint, issued without
gum, very rare (only one sheet printed), undervalued in the Michel, very fine conditions, Michel VII
Ba P2, cert. Brunel 2017
VII Ba P2

**

400,-

P 6203

1943, AZAD HIND, a prepared issue for the national government under Subhas Chandra Bose, 1 Rupia
black/orange/green imperforated stamp, with a small light orange band, unknown in the Michel, rare
stamp, mint NH, very fine conditions, cert. Brunel 2017, particularity from Michel Nr. VII Bc
VII Bc

**

150,-

P 6204

1943, AZAD HIND, a prepared issue for the national government under Subhas Chandra Bose, 1
Rupia violett (instead of black)/orange/green imperforated proof, rare (only 200 pieces printed),
undervalued in the Michel, mint NH, very fine conditions, Michel VII P, cert. Brunel 2017
VII P

**

300,-

P 6205

1943, AZAD HIND, a prepared issue for the national government under Subhas Chandra Bose, 1
Rupia black/orange/green imperforated stamp, extremly rare variety with a bright orange band in
the same colour as the rare orange proof, unknown in the Michel, mint NH, very fine condition, cert.
Brunel 2017, Michel for normal (complete red coloured) proof: 2.000,-Euro
VII B c P

**

500,-

P 6206

1943, AZAD HIND, A prepared issue for the national government under Subhas Chandra Bose,
complete set of 21 values incl. the rare 1 Rupia imperforated in all three different varieties: black, VII B a/b/c,
black/orange and black/orange/green, all ** / mint NH and superb condition, Michel: 1.450,I - X A/B

**

500,-

P 6207

1943, AZAD HIND, a prepared issue for the national government under Subhas Chandra Bose, 1
Rupia black/orange/green imperforated stamp, the green overprint shifted to the right, mint NH,
very fine conditions, particularity from Michel Nr. VII Bc, mint NH, signed
VII Bc

**

100,-

P 6208

8.1943, AZAD HIND, a prepared issue for the national government under Subhas Chandra Bose, 1
Rupia black/orange imperforated stamp, the orange overprint shifted to the left, mint NH, very fine
conditions, particularity from Michel Nr. VII Bb, mint NH signed
VII Bb

**

100,-

P 6209•

1948 GANDHI complete set overprinted “SPECIMEN“, affixed to gold leaves, in black velvet
presentation folder with clear cellophane outer, fine. ONE OF THE FINEST EXAMPLES OF THIS 187-90 (SG
SCARCE GANDHI SPECIMEN FOLDER. B.P.A. certificate (2013)
305-308) Spec SPEC

P 6210

1948 GANDHI 1½a., 3½a. and 12a. all overprinted “SPECIMEN“ plus 10r. (without ovpt.) in
special black folder, with card of Dhirajlal Bhulabhai Desai, Minister of India. The three Anna 187-89 (SG
values affixed originally, the 10r. mint lightly hinged, with light traces of ageing but still fine.
305-07) Spec

P 6211•

282

1948 GANDHI complete set, mint never hinged, 1½a. and 12a. top marginal, two very small stains, 187-90 (SG
thus not very fine but still fine.
305-08)

asia
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P 6212•

1948 GANDHI complete set, mint never hinged, small values with minor imperfections as few toned 187-90 (SG
perf tips, good-fine.
305-08)

**

200,-

P 6213•

1948 GANDHI complete set, mint never hinged, small values with very little brownish dots on back 187-90 (SG
of one or two perf tips, fine.
305-08)

**

200,-

6214

1948 GANDHI complete set mint never hinged housed in special Gandhi memorial folder, the 10r. 187-90 (SG
with a very small yellow piece adhered on gum otherwise fresh and fine.
305-08)

**

170,70,50,-

6215
6216
P 6217•

187-90 (SG 305-08)

g

1948 GANDHI complete set used on pieces, cancelled with quarters of double-ring datestamp, fine. 187-90 (SG 305-08)

d

1948 GANDHI complete set on illustrated FDC (Walking Gandhi) sent registered from Bombay
to New Kensington, Pa., USA via New York, cancelled by special “BOMBAY/15 AUGUST 1948“
oval d/s, violet “REGISTERED“ and airmail label alongside, and on the reverse with Reg. label
‚R x 969‘, N.Y. transit and N.K. ‚21 Aug 48‘ arrival datestamps. A very light horiz. fold and slightly 187-190, (SG
creased edges/corners but still a fine example of this scarce FDC.
305-308)

FDC

2.000,-

P 6218•

1948 GANDHI complete set on special mourning FDC sent to AUSTRALIA and redirected, tied
by special oval FD cancel “BOMBAY G.P.O./15 AUGUST 1948“, addressed to Burnie, Tasmania
and redirected to Bondi, N.S.W., bearing on the reverse Bombay Reg. label, Sydney G.P.O. ‚20
Aug 48‘ cds, ‚Registered Branch, Launceston 21 Aug 48‘ Tasmania arrival cds, Sydney ‚4 Sep
48‘ transit cds and ‚Bondi Beach 6 Sep 48‘ arrival cds. Part envelope and 10r. and 12a. stamps 187-90 (SG
lightly soiled (cleanable) otherwise fine. A VERY RARE GANDHI FDC TO TASMANIA/AUSTRALIA. 305-08)

FDC

2.500,-

P 6219

1948, Mahatma Gandhi 1½ A to 10 R on black airmail letter “Homage to ...“ with First Day Cancel 187-190, SG
sent registered from Bombay to Nogaro, France with b/s R-label and arrival (21.8.1948)
305-08

FDC

900,-

P 6220

1948 GANDHI complete set tied by special “BOMBAY G.P.O./15 AUGUST 1948“ First Day cancel to
illustrated 'Gandhi - The Great Patriot' Registered Air Mail FDC addressed to Benoni, Transvaal,
South Africa, with Reg. label on back. The envelope folded crosswise (outside adhesives) otherwise 187-90 (SG
fine. (T)
305-08)

FDC

300,-

1949-52 ‚Archeological series Qutb Minar, Delhi‘ 10r. purple-brown & blue (1952) bottom
marginal BLOCK OF 32, mint never hinged, lightly toned/stained. A RARE MULTIPLE OF THIS 205 (SG 323b)
COLOUR SHADE. (SG from £8800) (M)
(32)

**

2.000,-

1950 Saints & Poets all values on five covers, with 9p on printed matter, 1a on Book-Post, 2a and 221-26 (SG
4½a on Air PS all to Australia, 4a on cover and 12a pair on airmail cover both to USA.
337-42)

b

Gebot

1952 “SAINTS & POETS“: Collection of 17 COLOUR PROOFS & ESSAYS OF PROPOSED DESIGN
each in block of four (68 essay and proofs in total) on India Security Press cards titeled “India
Photogravure Postage Stamps / Colour Proofs of Proposed Design / Submitted for Approval /
1952“ and signed by “Master“, all different, from 9p. to 12a. including two (brown; violet) of
12a. in small square design, 12a. violet in large square design, complete set of six of unadopted
design (oval center) in various colours, 12a. in black of unadopted ‚oval‘ design, and seven of
adopted design (all values except 4a. but three different of 12a.). Few cards with small faults
as maulty stains but good to fine mostly. AN EXTREMELY RARE (or unique?) COLLECTION OF
SAINTS & POETS ESSAYS AND PROOFS accompanied by three pages explaning the essay and 221-26 (SG
proofs of the series including some b/w photographs. (ES) #PDF#
337-42) Proofs

(*)

6.000,-

1952 (1 Oct.): Saints & Poets complete set on illustrated FDC addressed to England, tied by special 221-26 (SG
Calcutta FD cancel, Air label alongside, with lightly stained edges otherwise fine.
337-42)

FDC

90,-

1957 Mutiny Centenary 90n.p., imperforated colour trials on watermarked paper, four blocks of 4,
respectively in orange-red, carmine, magenta and red-purple (issued colour), affixed to official buff
pages with printed colour designation and frames in brown. A RARE, MOST ATTRACTIVE AND 274 (SG 387)
EXCEPTIONAL QUARTET. (M)
Proofs

(*)

800,-

1968, 15p. Art Exhibition, vertical strip of five with slevedge at top/at base, lower two stamps
showing variety „Missing printing of orange colour“, unmounted mint. Certificate BPA.
Extremely rare top variety of India!
SG 564a

**

10.000,-

P 6226•

2007, 'Greetings - Happy New Year' complete sheet of 15 with variety 'colour BLACK OMITTED
(INDIA & value = white/unprinted)', very fine MNH, and a rarity as thus. (M)
2251 (SG 2454)

**

600,-

P 6227•

2010 Commonwealth Games 5r. top marginal pair showing variety “COLOUR BLACK OMITTED“
('INDIA', value etc.), mint never hinged, fresh and fine. Two of only 12 examples known. (Along with 2492 (SG 2723)
a 'normal' pair.)
Var.
p/**

P 6221•
6222•
P 6223•

6224•
P 6225•

P 6225A

6228•

1948 GANDHI cpl. set, used, 10r. with bottom right corner perf shortened but still fine.

2010 Commonwealth Games 5r. showing variety “COLOUR BLACK OMITTED“ ('INDIA', value etc.), 2492 (SG 2723)
mint never hinged, fresh and fine. One of only 12 examples known. (Along with a 'normal' stamp.) Var.

150,-

**

80,-

**/*
**

120,70,-

**

100,-

INDIEN - DIENSTMARKEN
siehe auch 5115

P 6229•
6230
6231•

1883 QV 2a. pale blue, block of four, optd. “On H.M.S.“, each handstamped “CANCELLED“, MINT
NEVER HINGED except a light hinge mark on back of top right stamp, fresh and very fine. A scarce 29 (SG O42)
multiple in this condition.
(x4) Canc.
1950, 2, 5 and 10 Rupies, sheetparts with totally 200 of each value, mnh, CV Mi. 1.800,- € (T)

Mi. 128/30 (200)

1998, 5r deep grey-green complete sheet of 100 IMPERFORATED, MNH, marginal trace of crease,
fine. (M)
231 (SG O272)

asia
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INDIEN - ZWANGSZUSCHLAGSMARKEN
6232•

1971 'Refugee Relief' (Bangalore) on 5p Official, partial sheet of 80 on paper with 'watermark 1 (SG O211w)
reversed', unused without gum. (SG £640) (M)
(80)

(*)

300,-

INDIEN - USED ABROAD

siehe auch 5005, 5006, 5007, 5008, 5010, 5012, 5122, 6073, 6367, 6428, 6453, 6901, 6902,
6903, 6904, 7389, 8186, 8419, 8420, 8421, 8422, 8423, 8425, 8426, 8427, 8428, 8429, 8430,
8431, 8432, 8433, 8434, 8435, 8436, 8437, 8438, 8439, 8440, 8441, 8442, 8443, 8447, 9478,
9479, 10432, 10433, 10434, 10440, 10693, 12443

P 6233•

ABYSSINIA 1868: India 1865 QV 8p. purple used and cancelled by “F.F.“ in diamond of bars by the
Indian Army Postal Corps, slightly toned, fine.
(SG AZ2)

g

90,-

P 6234•

ADEN 1855-60 ca.: Small cover sent from Aden to Bombay franked by India 1855 4a. black on
bluish glazed paper, tied by Aden numeral “124“, large circled “ADEN/BPP/Paid“ h/s in red (Proud
PD1) alongside, red “ADEN-STR.POINT/2 SE/PAID“ cds (Proud PD2) on the reverse. A very fine
cover with the scarce Aden 'Paid' postmarks in red. B.P.A. certificate. (2006)
India 8 (SG 35)

b

350,-

6235

ADEN-CAMP 1860's/1934: Five Indian QV stamps cancelled by Aden-Camp or Aden datestamps,
1924 cover to Surat bearing India KGV. 1a. tied by Aden-Camp cds, and 1934 cover to Denmark 'Per
s/s “Kaisar. I. Hind“' franked pairs of India KGV. ½a. and 1a3p. all tied by Aden-Camp double-ring d/s.

b/g

60,-

ADEN-CAMP 1871: Numeral handstamp “125“ in blue of ADEN-CAMP (Proud K5, recorded use from
22.4.71-7.10.71 only) tying Indian Official 4a. green (optd. “Service“) to part of official cover, superb
strike on a fine stamp, R.P.S. certificate (1960), and numeral “A/124“ in black of ADEN-CAMP
(Proud K6, recorded use from 11.11.71-13.8.72) tying Indian 1866 4a. green to small piece, fine. D19 (SG O29)

d

130,-

P 6237•

ADEN 1889: Registered cover from Aden to Lübtheen, Mecklenburg, Germany franked with India
QV 3a. and 2a. both tied by “B“ in square of bars, circled “R“ and scarce Austrian-German Railway
Registration label “Vom Auslande/über Bahnpost/Kufstein-München/Eingeschrieben.“ alongside,
Aden Reg. despatch cds (15 Sep 89) and Lübtheen '28 9 89' arrival cds on the reverse, fine.

b

350,-

6238•

ADEN 1896 - Destination FINLAND: Indian p/s card 1½a. blue used from Aden to Helsingfors,
Finland, cancelled by squared “ADEN/JL 13/96“ cds, blue St. Petersburg transit cds and '31.VII.96'
arrival cds alongside. A scarce destination fror mail from Aden.

GA

90,-

6239•

ADEN 1899 - Destination BRAZIL: Indian p/s card 1a. on 1½a. blue from Aden to SAO PAULO, Brazil,
cancelled by “ADEN/24 JA 99“ cds, and on the reverse - no message - with two different '3 MAR 99'
S. Paulo arrival datestamps.

GA

90,-

P 6240•

ADEN-DTHALI 1903: “EXPERIMENTAL/B-84/MA 28/03“ cds (Proud D1) tying India KEVII. 1a. to
cover (backflap small fault) from Lt. Col. H.T. Hicks C.B. who commanded the 2nd Battalion Royal
Dublin Fuseliers at Dthali, sent to Barnet, England with Aden '30 March' transit dater and Barnet '11
April' arrival cds on the reverse. When the Aden-Yemini Boundary Commission opened the Post
Office in Dthali in March 1903, the first datestamp was this Experimental cds which was in operation
from March 15th '03 until April 19th '03 only. A VERY RARE DATESTAMP FROM DTHALI.

b

900,-

P 6241•

ADEN-KAMARAN ISLAND 1929: Registered cover to Amsterdam, Holland, (printed Rotterdamsche
Lloyd envelope), franked on the reverse by 7 Indian KGV. definitives tied by “KAMARAN /24 DEC 29“
cds, “ADEN/REG./1 JAN 30“ transit cds alongside, and with blue “R 174“ Reg. label with boxed
“KAMARAN“ h/s in black on face, fine.

b

130,-

P 6242•

ADEN-KAMARAN ISLAND 1926: Registered cover from Kamaran to Residency-Office, SteamerPoints, Aden, franked by India KGV. 3a. ultramarine tied by “KAMARAN/26 MAY 26“ cds, Reg. label
alongside, “ADEN/REG./2 JUN 26“ arrival cds on the reverse, with minor imperfections (opened
somewhat roughly) but an interesting commercial cover from Kamaran island.

b

130,-

1856/1900 (c.): Group of 13 QV stamps used abroad, with postmarks from ADEN, BUSRAH (2
stamps), MUSCAT, SINGAPORE (4 stamps) and ZANZIBAR (5 stamps), in mixed condition.

g

70,-

P 6244•

BURMA 1855: Small cover + full contents from Thyetmyo to Aberdeen, dated inside “Thyetmew
23rd July 1855“ and written by Alex Gibbon, franked by lithographed 1a. red, Die I, tied by diamond
of dots, with boxed h/s “INDIA“ in red and endorsed in m/s “via Marseilles/Thyetmew - July 1855“
and a short message on front, Calcutta '7 Aug 1855' transit cds and UK '18 Sep 1855' arrival cds
both in red on the reverse. The adhesive with touched/complete margins but fresh on an attractive
cover from the Gibbon correspondence.
India 5 (SG 12)

b

500,-

P 6245

BURMA 1854: Five stamps used in Burma, with three singles 1a. red (Die I used Akyab, Die II used
Moulmein, Die III used Rangoon) and two singles 2a. green used in Moulmein, all with complete to 5, 6 (SG 12, 14,
wide margins, good-fine.
16, 31)

g

200,-

P 6246•

BURMA 1854-55: Indian lithographed 4a. blue & red from 4th printing used in TOUNGOO, Burma and
cancelled by octagonal numeral “B/181“, cut-to-shape with complete margins all round, fresh and fine. 7 (SG 23)

g

100,-

P 6247•

BURMA 1857 (7 Mar): Forwarded letter from Akyab to Rangoon by the “Cape of Good Hope“,
forwarded by “John Ogilvy Hay & Co., Akyab“ (oval h/s on back), franked by India lithographed
4a. pale blue & pale red from 4th printing tied by indistinct strokes of numeral “B/5“, with red
Rangoon arrival datestamp on the reverse. The fresh stamp cut square, partially touched outer
framelines and letter with a few holes due to aggressive ink but still an attractive and interesting
letter concerning the availability of vessels etc.
7 (SG 24)

b

1.500,-

P 6236•

6243

284
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6248•

BURMA 1916, WWI censored mail from Burma to China: four pieces with violet 'Passed by Censor,
Rangoon' circled cachets, three with India KGV. frankings, two of them with Teng Yueh arrival cds,
one with Bhamo transit cds, all original letters gone to China via Burma Road.

d

Gebot

P 6249•

Burma 1877: Envelope addressed to Cadiz bearing India SG 58, 1a brown and SG 64, 4a green tied
by Moulmein/B-8 duplex 'July 12', endorsed 'Spain via Gibraltar' routed via Calcutta 'Jul 31' with
Gibraltar transit on face 'Aug 29' and Cadiz receiver. Exceptional destination from Burma.

b

700,-

6250

BURMA 1916. Envelope (backflap small fault) addressed to 'H. Fletcher, Chinese Imperial Customs,
Tengyueh' bearing lndia SG 156, ½a green and SG 166, 2a purple tied by Rangoon/Sorting double
ring '18th Oct' with 'Passed Censor/Rangoon/1' hand-stamp, endorsed 'via Bhamo' with Teng-Yueh
receiver '29th Oct' at the Customs of the Burma/Chinese border. Very fine.

b

100,-

P 6251

BURMA, 1918. Censored envelope addressed to Siam bearing India SG 160, 1a carmine tied by
Rangoon/Sorting double ring with 'Passed Censor/Rangoon' censor cachet routed via Penang with
'Opened by Censor' label tied by Penang transit, underpaid with 'T' hand-stamp and 'Bhuket' handstamp in red.

b

100,-

6252

1925 BURMA: Forwarded cover from Bassein to Copenhagen, Denmark franked with India KGV. 2a.
and 1a. tied by “BASSEIN/8 MAR. 25“ cds, violet “FORWARDED BY BULLOCH BROS. & CO., LIMITED.
BASSEIN, BURMA“ oval h/s alongside, '30.3.25' arrival datestamp on reverse, fine. A scarce
forwarded cover.

b

80,-

6253•

BURMA 1925 - Mail to CHINA via Overland GOLD & SILVER ROUTE: Indian KGV. postal stationery
envelope 1a. uprated 2a. used from Bhamo to 'The Commissioner of Customs in TENG YUEH',
cancelled with “BHAMO/22 APR 25“ cds, and backstamped with bilingual “TENG YUEH/30
APR/25“ cds. (NB: From April 1924, the experimental route from MYITKYIMA to China was opened.
The postage was increased to 3 annas.)

GA

120,-

6254

BURMA 1935. Air Mail envelope addressed to Glasgow bearing lndia SG 201, 3p slate (6), SG 203,
1a brown and SG 204, 1a3p rose (block of four) tied by Rangoon GPO/Sorting with framed
instructional 'Too Late For Air Mail/7 Oct. 35/Rangoon'. Scarce instructional.

b

100,-

6255•

FRENCH INDIA 1841/1849: Two entire letters from PONDICHERRY to Bordeaux bearing different
Pondicherry postmarks, with red framed “PONDICHERY/.../Paid.“ h/s on back of 1841 letter,
completed by '18 Feby 1841' and '1-3 Steamer & Inland Paid in India' in m/s, and trisected
datestamp “PONDICHERY/1849 September 29/Paid.“ in red completed by 'A15' and 'P. Overland
via Suez & Marseilles' on letter sent by Amalrig & Co.

b

80,-

FRENCH INDIA 1854: Three singles 1a. red and one 2a. green all used in Pondicherry and cancelled
by numeral “C/111“, one of the 1a. with part cut margins, complete to wide margins else, good-fine. 5, 6

P 6256

g

100,-

6257

FRENCH INDIA 1856/1900: Group of two covers and five single stamps all used in Pondicherry,
with 1859 cover to Karikal, 1870 letter to Madras, and five stamps bearing various types of
Pondicherry postmarks/datestamps.

b/g

70,-

P 6258•

FRENCH INDIA 1895: Indian postal stationery envelope 2a6p. on 4a6p. to Germany, cancelled
“CHANDERNAGORE/AP 3/95“ cds, and on the reverse with Bombay and Bombay-Aden 'Sea P.O.'
transit datestamps as well as Elberfeld '21.4.95' arrival cds, fine.

GA

350,-

P 6259•

FRENCH INDIA 1924: Picture postcard from CHANDERNAGORE Strand to France, franked on picture
by India KGV. 2a. and 1a. tied by “CHADERNAGORE/6 MAR 24“ double-ring d/s, Alfortville arrival
cds on address side. Postcard with corner creases at top otherwise fine.

b

350,-

P 6260•

FRENCH INDIA 1924: Indian postal stationery envelope KGV. 1a. on ½a. green used from
CHANDERNAGORE to Berlin, Germany, upated by KGV. 1a. on the reverse and cancelled by
“CHANDERNAGORE/28 JUL 24“ cds, with postage due markings incl. German 30 (pf.) paid '13 Aug.
1924' (handstamp in blue) and circled h/s “PORTO“, fine.

GA

350,-

P 6261

1922 HENJAM ISLAND: India KGV. ½a. block of four on small piece, used with fine central strike of
“HENJAM PERSIAN GULF/12 NOV 22“ double-ring datestamp, fine and scarce.
76 (4)

v/g

100,-

P 6262

IRAQ: 1941. Official Air Mail envelope (waterstains) addressed to Simla, India, endorsed 'O.H.M.S.'
bearing 'Service' SG 0128, 1a 3p mauve, SG 0143, 3p slate, SG 0146, 1a carmine, SG 0147, 2a
vermilion and SG 0149, 4a brown tied by 'F.P.O. No 14' date stamp '25 Sep 41', endorsed 'Air Mail' SG O128,
and m/s 'Passed by Unit Censor' on reverse signed with Simla/Dely arrival '6 Oct' and circular O143, O146,
censor cachet in violet on face. Scarce item.
O147, O149

b

150,-

P 6263

Kuwait, 1942. Air Mail envelope (opening faults) addressed to lndia bearing India SG S2, 3a6p
violet tied by Kuwait/Persian Gulf double ring with framed 'Passed by Censor/Kuwait' hand-stamp
with 'Opened by Examiner' label tied by boxed 'Crown/Passed/DHC/80' censor hand-stamp with
Bombay arrival.

b

110,-

6264

KUWAIT, 1942: Air Mail envelope addressed to lndia bearing lndia SG 248, ½a brown and SG 270,
2a vermilion tied by Kuwait/Persian Gulf double ring '10th Dec 42' with 'Opened by Censor/13C'
censor label tied by framed 'Crown/Passed/DHC/30' hand-stamp.

b

110,-

P 6265

1948 NEPAL: Two different and scarce registered covers to the U.S.A./Great Britain, and a cover as
Book Post to Germany, with registered covers bearing similar provisional reg. labels in green and
orange made from “V.P. British Legation Nepal“ labels by striking out the “V“ and changed the “P“
into an “R“ by a stroke by hand. (These Reg. labels are quite scarce, and Dr. Hellrigl mentioned that
the green one is a rare sub-type from which only two examples are known used on cover.)

b

200,-
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6266

PERSIA, 1904. Picture post card (fault/stains) addressed to Germany bearing lndia SG 123, 1a
carmine tied by Bander date stamp with Hann. Münden arrival.

b

100,-

P 6267

PERSIA, 1896. Envelope addressed to Egypt bearing lndia SG 85, ½a blue-green (block of four) and
SG 89, 1a plum tied by Bushire squared circle 'Sep 26th' with Suez and Cairo arrival 'Oct 10'. Very
fine.

b

100,-

P 6268

PERSIA, 1906. Registered picture post card of 'Hindu Woman’ addressed to Belgium bearing lndia
SG 123, 1a carmine and SG 124, 2a violet tied by Linga date stamp '12th Jan 06' with framed
'Linga' hand-struck registered on face with Sea Post Office 'Ja 20’, and Bruxelles transit with
Limbourg arrival ‘3rd Feb’. Beautiful item, very rare usage of Registered Post Card from Linga.

b

450,-

6269

PERSIA, 1906. Registered picture post card of 'Parsi Ladies’ addressed to Belgium bearing lndia SG
123, 1a carmine and SG 124, 2a violet tied by Linga date stamp '12th Jan 06' with framed 'Linga'
hand-struck registered on face with Sea Post Office 'Ja 20’, and Bruxelles transit with Limbourg
arrival ‘3rd Feb’. Beautiful item, very rare usage of Registered Post Card from Linga.

b

450,-

6270

1896 – The Second Suakim Expedition: Indian 'Soldier's and Seaman's postal stationery envelope'
(faults) one Anna red written from Suakim cancelled by 'Base Office/B' date stamp '26th Aug 96'
addressed to India with Sea Post Office 'Se 1st' and Neemuch arrival '8th Sept' on face. Nice item.

GA

150,-

P 6271•

ZANZIBAR 1884: Small cover from Zanzibar to Mundra, India franked on the reverse with East India
½a. pair tied by squared cds “ZANZIBAR/JU .../(84)“, Mandvi Cutch transit cds and '8 JUN 84'
arrival cds alongside, fine.

b

200,-

INDIEN - FELDPOST

siehe auch 5122, 5387, 5402, 6240, 9156, 9158, 9712, 9969, 9970

6272

1895. Letter written from Cpl Maguire serving in the '1st Kings Royal Rifles' headed 'Camp Doslai,
Chitral Relief Force'. A fine item from the North West Frontier.

b

100,-

P 6273•

1896: Soldiers' & Seamen's Envelope 1a. on 9p. used from Suakim to ADEN, sent from a member
of the Field Pay Office at Suakim, Sudan, correctly signed and countersigned, cancelled with “BASE
OFFICE B/15 OCT 96“ cds, Aden arrival cds on the reverse, fine. A scarce cover from the few months
of the 1896 Suakim 'Expedition'.

GA

180,-

P 6274

1900. Soldier's envelope addressed to India bearing Great Britain SG 166 (defective), 1d venetian
red (upper left corner defective) tied by Ballymeny duplex with Simla arrival and forwarded via Bombay
and Lahore with boxed 'D.L.O./Bombay' and 'D.L.O./Lahore' to Mooltan and re-directed to Meeanmeer
with boxed 'Unclaimed' in red and m/s 'No Trace'. Scarce item of soldiers mail from Ireland.
GB SG 166

b

200,-

P 6275

1915. Stampless picture post card of 'Kikuyu Native' addressed to England endorsed 'On Active
Service' cancelled by 'F.P.O./No 25' date stamp with 'I.E.F. “B“ F.P.O. No 25/Postage Free' handstamp in violet on face. Very fine item from Kajaido.

b

180,-

6276•

1942 AZAD HIND: Set of nine perforated and nine imperf Anna values, mint never hinged except a
3a. w/o gum, plus the three different 1r.+2r. mint, one with small piece of paper adhered on back,
another with stains on gum, and the third one with a diagonal crease, but still fine appearance.

**/*

100,-

**

300,-

GA

400,-

P 6277

1943 (ca.), Free India 1 R.+2 R. imperforated in all three colours, mint never hinged MNH in clean
condition, signed (Michel cat. 1350.-)
VIIBa-c

INDIEN - GANZSACHEN

siehe auch 5337, 5968, 6273, 6312, 6660

P 6278

JAMMU & KASHMIR, 1885. Indian postal stationery envelope 'Four Annas Six Pies’ yellow cancelled
by Sialkot date stamp ‘Ap 20 85’ addressed to Yorkshire mixed with Jammu SG 118, ½a red (2) tied
by cork obliterator routed via Bombay with Pontifract receiver ‘My 12’ on reverse. Nice use of
stationery in combination with Jammu & Kashmir.

INDIEN - FLUGPOST
P 6279•

1920 Karachi-Bombay First Flight: British postal stationery envelope 1d. Jubilee used for registered
airmail from Karachi to Bombay, franked by India KGV. 2a6p and 6a on front, ½a. gutter marginal
block of four and two pairs of ½a. and 1a. both surcharged “SPECIMEN“ in violet, all tied by special
“KARACHI AIR POST/22 FEB 20“ Aircraft cds, and with similar Bombay '24 FEB 20' arrival cds. The
envelope has been opened three side for presentation, and lighty soiled, but still a most uncommon
and attractive cover.
80, 83 a.o.

GA

100,-

P 6280

1927. Envelope (corner faults, toned) headed 'via Air Mail Service Basra-Cairo' addressed to London
bearing SG 110, ¼a on ½a green, (block of eight), SG 155, ¼a, green and SG 171, 2a6p blue tied
by Bombay double ring '11th May', hand-stamped 'Urgent' with framed 'Air Mail Service/BasraCairo.(Karachi G.P.O.) in red on face and Basrah transit '19 May' on reverse. Nice item from the SG 110 (8),
Cairo Basrah extended route on Imperial Airways.
155, 171

b

100,-

1931. Air Mail envelope addressed 'c/o Postmaster, Victoria Point, Burma' bearing lndia SG 222,
4a bistre tied by Park Street/Calcutta double ring with cachet 'via Imperial Airways, 1st Experimental
Flight/England to Australia’, signed by 'Stephen Smith' with Victoria Point arrival '22nd Apr 31' on
reverse. Only 30 covers addressed to Tavoy or Victoria Point and forwarded by steamer from
Rangoon. Scarce.

b

110,-

6281

286
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P 6282

Cat-No.
1931. Air Mail envelope addressed to London bearing lndia SG 221, 3a blue and SG 225, 12a rose
red tied by Rangoon GPO/Sorting double ring with framed 'First Airmal/Burma-England' in violet on
face and endorsed 'Per Airoplane “Southern Cross“ with Kensington arrival '14th May'. The
Aeroplane “Southern Cross“ Fokker F-U116 piloted by Charles Kingsford Smith left Darwin on 21h
April routed via Java, Singapore, Burma. Karachi and London 14 May.

Start

b

100,-

INDIEN - RAKETENPOST
P 6283•

1937 ‚Girl Guide Rally in Bengal‘: Cover to Calcutta carried by the Propaganda Rocket No. 8
fired by Lady Dorothy Arther, the local Girl Guides leader, bearing the respective orange vignette
tied by circled “Girl Guides Rally Bengal/Carried by Propaganda Rocket/2-3-37“ datestamp in
violet and franked by India KGV. 9p. tied Calcutta cds, and on the reverse with Park Street
Calcutta Delivery cds and ‚Stephen H. Smith‘ signature, with a small defect in envelope‘s front
at left, still fine. A VERY SCARCE COVER, ONLY 35 WERE FLOWN.

b

2.700,-

P 6284•

1937 ‚Girl Guide Rally in Bengal‘: Cover to Calcutta carried by the Propaganda Rocket No. 7
fired by Lady Olave Baden-Powell, bearing the respective orange vignette tied by circled “Girl
Guides Rally Bengal/Carried by Propaganda Rocket/2-3-37“ datestamp in violet and franked
by India KGV. 9p. tied Calcutta cds, and on the reverse with Park Street Calcutta Delivery cds
and ‚Stephen H. Smith‘ signature, with a small defect in envelope‘s front at left, fine. A VERY
SCARCE COVER, ONLY 30 WERE FLOWN.

b

2.750,-

INDIEN - BESONDERHEITEN
siehe auch 9236, 11875, 11876

P 6285•

1858. Envelope addressed to 'Lt Colonel Radcliff, H.M. XXth Regiment, Lucknow, Bengal, India'
bearing Great Britain SG 40, 1d rose-red (strip of three) and SG 69, 6d lilac tied by Plymouth/620
duplex with Amerton andated circle in blue on reverse, endorsed 'via Marseille' with London transit,
Bombay 'Aug 7' and Lucknow arrival, endorsed 'Gone To England' and forwarded by 'Cox & Co' with
framed 'India Unpaid' with Cawnpore and Lucknow transits '19 Aug' and London arrival and sent on
to Ireland with Dublin 'Oc 22' and Tralee arrival on face 'Oct 23rd' with hand-struck '1d' charge on
face for the internal Irish charge. Very nice cover full of character.

b

350,-

P 6286

1861. Envelope (creases and stains) written from France addressed to the Punjab, lndia bearing
French ‚Napoleon’ Yvert 17b, 80c rose (imperf) tied by ‚3537‘ in dotted lozenge with adjacent
Versailles date stamp ‚3rd Mai 61‘, endorsed ‚via Marseille and Bombay‘ with Marseille ‚4/5‘
and framed Lahore in red ‚June 9’ with Abottabad on face ‚11th June’, underpaid with boxed
‚Affranchissement/lnsuffisant‘ and circular ‚St. Bg./Ad/ 12‘ on face (Indian accountancy). A
very rare early item of incoming mail with rarely seen Indian accountancy.

b

1.500,-

P 6287•

1870-72 COURT FEE: Group of nine Court Fee stamps, with Telegraph stamps 4a. and 1r., Service
stamp 4a. strip of three and (for Court Fee Service) 1a. (vertical pair) and 2a. (horiz. pair) all Barefoot 8,
overprinted “COURT FEE“. (Barefoot 6, 8, 9, Service 1, 2: Total £255)
9 a.o.

P 6288•

India incoming, 1870, Edinburgh to Meerut at the shortlived ¼ rate during the Franco-Prussian
war: QV 1sh., 1d perf. tied tuplex „131 + EDINBURGH OC 27 70“ to small cover via Suez Nov. 7
and Bombay Nov. 20. Boxed „INSUFFICIENTLY PAID / FOR BRINDISI ROUTE / DEFICIENT
POSTAGE / 3“. Only the additional postage was collected, but no fine. – On Oct. 21 1870, mails
for India, China and Australia now sent by new route through Belgium, Germany and Austria
over the Brenner pass to Brindisi resp. Italian packet to Alexandria. Already by Dec. 16th, P&O
took over from Italian packets and postage reduced to 1 Sh. per ½ oz. Backflap incomplete, 4
page letter still included. Rate existed to India only two months, a postal history rarity. (M)

b

2.000,-

P 6289

1898. Envelope written from Calcutta addressed to ‘S.R. Tenbroert, Apprentice Ship “Sheila“ Cork
St., Liverpool’ bearing India SG 104, 2½a green tied by Calcutta date stamp ’23 Jan’ with Liverpool
arrival ‘Ap 9’ on reverse and forwarded to Georgetown, Demeraray with circular Georgetown B.
Guiana ‘4th May’ on reverse and hand-struck instruction ‘ADVERTSED’ on face, endorsed ‘Left Ship
in Demerara’ in red ink with Georgetown squared circle dispatch and endorsed ‘Exchange Trinidad’
with Port of Spain/Trinidad receiver. Very rare instructional; Townsend records only one date in
1911 and Proud has seen two others.

b

600,-

1903. Picture post card of 'Sivaganga Tank, Chidambaram' addressed to Tunisia, North Africa
bearing SG 122, ½a green tied by Calcutta date stamp '25th Nov' with Sea Post Office transit,
underpaid with circular 'T' hand-stamp and bearing Tunisia postage due Yvert 29, 10c brown
applied and tied by Tunis/Regence de Tunis double ring '15th Dec' on face. Lovely item of postage
due mail.

b

170,-

6291

1913 (NORTH WEST FRONTIER CAMPAIGN). Envelope written from 'The 112th Infantry, Nowshera,
North West Frontier' addressed to 'Colonel Jackson, Naval & Military Club, London' bearing India SG
123, 1a carmine tied by 'Nowshera R.M.S./Set No 2' date stamp '3rd June'. Fine item with letter
from the 'CXII Infantry'.
SG 123

b

150,-

6292

1917 (NORTH WEST FRONTIER). Stampless envelope endorsed 'On Field Service' addressed to
'Colonel W. J. Dundee, Nathia Gali, Murree Hills' cancelled by framed 'N. W. Frontier/Postage Free'
hand-stamp with F.P.O. No 88' on reverse with Murree and Nathia Gali arrivals. Fine item.

b

110,-

P 6290

asia

*/g

550,-
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Start

INDIEN - KONVENTIONALSTAATEN
P 6293•
P 6294•

GONDAL Fiscals 1880+: QV 6a Foreign Bill stamp with red ''Gondal State.'' overprint in horizontal
pair used together with four 1a Gondal State Bill Stamps in blue on document. Some toning, traces
of folding and brittle document paper, but a rare combination (first time we recorded). (M)

b

300,-

NAWANAGAR-Fiscals 1941-42: Revenue stamp 1a green block of 9 including 4 TETE-BECHE pairs
together with three singles (one marginal) on sheet with m/s cancellation. Each stamp with ''N S''
(Nawanagar State) perfin. This Tete-beche multiple is (to our knowledge) the largest multiple used
on document. A rarity of Nawanagar State in special and Indian States Fiscals in general. (M)

b

800,-

(*)

150,-

INDIEN - FEUDALSTAATEN
siehe auch 6278

P 6295•

BILKHA 1923, 'Darbar Shri Kanthadvala' 1a fiscal stamp ovpt CANCELLED in violet with pin-holes
and signed by Manager dated 21-9-23, fine unused block of four.

P 6296•

COCHIN 1913/1948: Group of 13 interesting stamps including SG 70 used (small fault), SG 103
(two used singles), SG 106 block of four, and Officials like 1913 1½r. unused, and others, in slightly
mixed condition. (SG about £450)
SG ex 70/O62 g/(*)

100,-

P 6297•

COCHIN 1922/1942: Three interesting stamps overprinted, with 1922 2p. on 3p. blue with ovpt.
shifted to the right (about 8mm), unused, 1942 “THREE PIES“ on 1a.8p. carmine fine used, and (SG 46 Var., 75,
1923 Official 8p. on 9p. carmine with “8“ shifted upwards, Wmk sideways, used.
O20b)
g/*

100,-

P 6298

DUTTIA 1900: Postal stationery envelope ½a. green on laid paper, with circled controle handstamp
in blue, used within Duttia State and cancelled by “D“ in circle of bars and indistinct cds, and on the
reverse with hooded “DUTTIAH STATE/DUTTIAH/1st Dely./8 JU 10“ cds, fine.

GA

250,-

P 6299•

HYDERABAD-Fiscals 1913: Foreign Bill complete set of 12 up to 24r. as imperforated proofs in K&M 401-12
black on thick white card, very fine and rare.
Proofs

(*)

300,-

JAIPUR 1940: Postal stationery envelope ½a. blue used REGISTERED from Todabhim to Hindaun
via Dausa and Sawai Jaipur, uprated on the reverse by 1932 3a. black & green, inscr. “Postage“,
with clear strike of respected despatch, transit and arrival “Sun“-datestamps as well as boxed “R./
TODABHIM S.O.“ Reg. cachet. Envelope with a little damage at top left otherwise fine. A scarce
registered cover with clear strike of postmarks.

GA

60,-

P 6301

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1866 ½a. grey-black used on small native cover from Jammu, dated 14th
March 1867, cancelled by Jammu seal in violet, stamp cut square with cut at bottom and right,
envelope reduced at left otherwise fine. (Ex Masson coll.) (SG from £600)
1

b

400,-

P 6302

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1866 ½a. grey-black used on back part small native cover from Sialkote to
Umritsur, dated 12th June 1867, cancelled by Jammu seal in violet and red Sialkote despatch cds,
further strike of Sialkote cds in black, arrival cds and “2 as.“ in m/s alongside, stamp cut-to-shape
and fine, cover's front missing. (SG from £600 for cpl. cover)
1

b

300,-

P 6303•

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1874-76 4a. deep black, unused w/o gum as issued, cut square with wide
margins all round, fresh and fine. (SG £550)
(SG 16)

(*)

120,-

P 6304•

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1874-76 4a. deep black, unused w/o gum as issued, cut square with wide
margins all round, light vertical crease at right otherwise fine. (SG £550)
(SG 16)

(*)

100,-

P 6305

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1877 Circular ½a. slate blue, oil printing on native paper, unused w/o gum as
issued, unusual cut but caused by the very narrow printing (small overlapping part of neighbour
stamp at top), fine. (SG £325)
33 (SG 32)

(*)

120,-

P 6306

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1868: Six unused singles of ½a. red, printed in watercolor on native paper, of
Type I and II, various shades, fine.
SG 60 (6)

(*)

100,-

P 6307

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1868: Reconstructed printing block of four of ½a. red (Pos. 1,2,4) and 1a. red
(Pos. 3), in watercolor on native paper, unused, fine.
SG 60, 61

(*)

150,-

P 6308

JAMMU & KASHMIR, 1870 1/2 A. red on domestic letter tied by Mahsul cancellation of JAMMU.
Some stains.
SG 60

b

100,-

P 6309

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1866 ½a. black, printed from a single die on native laid paper, used and tied by
red Srinagar circled h/s to small piece, fine. A VERY SCARCE STAMP. Signed Jaretzky. (SG from £850) 52, SG 87

d

750,-

P 6310

JAMMU & KASHMIR, 1867, domestic letter franked with 1/2 Anna black tied by red seal of
SRINAGAR. Dated 12 Muharram 1284 - MAY 22nd 1867.
SG 88

b

300,-

P 6311

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1867 Group of 12 stamps ¼a. black on native laid paper, unused w/o gum as
issued, including complete plate row of five and various shades, good/fine.
SG 90 (10)

(*)

100,-

P 6312

JAMMU & KASHMIR, 1867, 1/2 Anna ultramarine on backside of 1/2 Anna stationery envelope
from Srinagar tied by “5 L-6“ barred square, to Amritsar.
SG 91

GA

100,-

P 6313

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1875 Part registered cover (back only) from Kashmir to Umritsur franked by
1867 ½a. ultramarine vertical pair in combination with British India ½a. blue vertical strip of four
tied by scarce Kashmir duplex datestamp, with boxed 'Registered' h/s and add. in m/s, boxed “TOO 55b (SG 91)
LATE“, indistinct strike of an octagonal (transit) d/s and Umritsur Delivery cds alongside.
(2) a.o.

b/d

120,-

P 6314

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1877, 1 Anna orange-vermillion together with 6 A East India 1876 issue on
cover (faults) from LEH to Brikehead, GB by ship via Brindisi. Cancelled LEH, MURREE, BOMBAY, SG 96, India
BIRKENHEAD with TRAIN POSTMARK. Despite some traces a scarce item.
81

b

300,-

6300•
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P 6315

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1878 ½a. slate-violet vertical bottom right corner pair on horiz. laid paper, Perf 62A (SG 104)
10, unused, extremely fine and scarce.
(2)

p/(*)

150,-

P 6316

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1878: Two covers from Srinagar to Jammu both franked by 1a. slate-violet on
laid paper, imperf, cancelled and tied by pen-strokes and black Srinagar seal, native cds alongside.
(Ex Masson coll.)
SG 105 (2)

b

150,-

P 6317

JAMMU & KASHMIR, 1/2 Annared and 2 Anna red on deep green paper on domestic registered
cover (faults) cancelled by negative duplex GILGIT.
SG 146,152

b

100,-

P 6318

JAMMU & KASHMIR 1890: Forgery of ½a. orange-red to the detriment of the post, used at Srinagar
P.O. and cancelled by “L“ in circle of bars plus pen-cross. This forgery is recorded to be used at 82 (SG 147)
Sringapar P.O. only. The stamp with a repaired tear at bottom and a notch at top but VERY SCARCE. Forgery

g

100,-

P 6319

JAMMU & KASHMIR,1889, 1 Anna greenish grey together with India pair of 1/2 A. and 2 A. lightblue
on cover (name crossed) from LEH to Herrnhut, Saxony with BOMBAY and SEA POST OFFICE SG 148, India
postmarks on back.
31 (2), 35

b

200,-

P 6320

JAMMU & KASHMIR Telegraphs 1884/1887: 1a. green on native paper and Proof of 1a. in black on SG T1, T10
laid paper, both unused, the scarce 1a. proof slightly thinned otherwise fine.
proof

(*)

100,-

JAMMU & KASHMIR Telegraphs 1884: Proof of 2a. brown on wove paper plus 4a. deep blue, both SG T2 (Proof),
unused, the scarce 2a. with two thinny patches otherwise fine.
T3

(*)

100,-

P 6322

JAMMU & KASHMIR Telegraphs 1884: 1a. yellow-green vertical block of six, unused w/o gum as
issued, minor imperfections, fine. A SCARCE MULTIPLE.
SG T1a (6)

(*)

200,-

P 6323

JAMMU & KASHMIR Telegraphs 1884: 8a. yellow block of four, unused w/o gum as issued, fine. A
SCARCE MULTIPLE.
SG T4a (4)

v/(*)

160,-

P 6324•

KISHANGARH 1928-36 5r. claret horizontal strip of three, used and cancelled by circled “RUPNAGAR
RAJ P.O.“ h/s with traces of additions (date?) in manuscript, fine and scarce. (SG from £1425)
SG 50 (3)

g

300,-

P 6325•

MORVI 1931-32: Two registered inland covers (plus contents) both franked by two examples of 1a.
ultramarine, one as a pair, all tied by native datestamps, different shades of, faults (one stamp with
a hole, the cover bearing the pair shortened at right) but still a good pair of covers. (SG from £320) 7 (SG 10) (4)

b

100,-

6326•

MORVI 1931-32: Two registered inland covers (plus contents) both franked by pairs of 1a.
ultramarine tied by native datestamps, different shades of stamps and Reg. labels, small faults
(needle holes, one slightly damaged by opening) but still good/fine. (SG from £320)
7 (SG 10) (4)

b

120,-

P 6327•

MORVI 1932-33: 2a. violet used on back of registered cover (+ contents), tied by 1934 Morvi native
cds, further Morvi datestamps both sides, Reg. label on face, fine. A scarce stamp on cover. (SG
from £420)
8 (SG 11)

b

150,-

P 6328•

MORVI 1936: Two registered covers from Morvi City, one franked on back by 1934 2a. violet, Perf
14, the second one by 1935 2a. violet, Perf 11, both tied by Morvi 1936 native cds, with different
Raji (Registration) labels (perf/imperf), the first one shortened at right, the second one (with
contents) shows little pin-holes at top, but, nevertheless, a good/fine pair with different 2a. 12, 16 (SG
adhesives. (SG from £345)
15, 19)

b

120,-

MORVI 1944: Registered (and returned?) postal stationery envelope 6p. green (1939 issue) with
contents, receipt note (on front) and a further (return) note on back, uprated by two singles of 1934
6p. emerald-green (Perf 14), two singles of 1935 3p. scarlet and 6p. green all tied by oval P.O. 10, 13, 14 (SG
handstamp in black and date '21-4-44' in m/s below. Small faults as usual but almost fine, and 13, 16, 17) +
scarce as thus.
H&G 6

GA

150,-

6330•

MORVI 1941: Registered local cover + contents + receipt used from/to Neknam P.O., franked with
1935-48 6p green (on front) and pair 1a. brown on back all tied by oval h/s in violet with date '111-1941' in m/s, signed by B.P. Dave, Post Master of Neknam, and sender Harjivan Bhagwanji. Cover
and receipt with small faults at top left (from separation) and few needle holes, but still an 14, 15 (SG
interesting registered cover from Neknam, the village of peace.
17, 18)

b

120,-

6331•

MORVI 1935: Three registered covers from Morvi City, with two covers franked by 2a. violet tied by
black Morvi cds to the reverse (covers somewhat reduced by opening), and a third cover franked
1935 1a. brown (corner fault) and 2a. violet tied by Morvi native cds and bearing small oval 15, 16 (SG
handstamp in violet (arrival P.O.), good/fine.
18, 19)

b

120,-

MORVI 1935: Two registered covers (+ contents) from Morvi City franked on back by 1935 2a. violet
(diff. shades) tied by black Morvi cds, good/fine.
16 (SG 19)

b

100,-

P 6333•

MORVI 1933 Postal stationery envelope 1a. brown, wove paper, used registered to Moti-Vavdi, H&G B-3 + Mi.
uprated on back by 1935-48 2a. deep violet, Perf 11, cancelled by manuscript, fine.
16 (SG 19)

GA

100,-

P 6334•

MORVI 1933-39: Three different postal stationery envelopes used registered, with 1) 1933 p/s env.
1a. brown, uprated 1935 2a. violet, 2) 1934 env. 6p. dark green uprated 1935-48 1a. brown and
6p. green, and 3) 1939 env. 6p. yellow-green uprated 1935-48 3p.(x4) and 1a., all envelopes with
reg. labels (perf or imperf), with circled Morvi datestamps and/or oval datestamps in violet from
smaller P.O.s, minor imperfections as usual (from removed receipt or opening) but still a good/fine H&G B-3, 5, 6
trio, and scarce as thus.
+ adh.

GA

200,-

6321

6329•

6332•
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6335•

MORVI 1934: Two postal stationery envelopes, 6p. dark green on laid paper and 6p. light green on
wove paper, both used registered and uprated on the reverse by 1935-48 3p.(x5, one adh. missing,
on env. 6p dark green) and three singles of 1934 6p. emerald-green, respectively. Both envelopes
cancelled with oval native handstamps at smaller Morvi Post Offices, and both shortened at left by H&G B-5, B-5b
opening.
+ adh.

GA

100,-

6336•

MORVI 1940's: Two postal stationery envelopes 6p. yellow-green used registered, one from Morvi
City uprated by 1935-48 1a. brown horizontal pair (with a missing perf hole in center) tied by Morvi
1942 cds, the other env. (with contents) uprated by 1934 6p. emerald-green and 1935-48 3p.(x2)
and 1a. all tied by oval handstamp in violet and date in m/s. Both envelopes almost fine (few traces
of usage and little pin-holes are usual).
H&G B-6 (x2)

GA

100,-

Morvi 1930's: Three different postal stationery cards 3p. carmine or vermilion used registered, one
uprated by pair and single of 1932 6p. emerald green, the second by 1934 6p. green and 1a. brown
(Perf 14), both cards with native cds, and the third one uprated 1931 3p. dull blue (error) and 1934 (SG 4a, 9, 13,
6p green (Perf 14) only cancelled by manuscript, all cards with Raji (= Registered) labels.
14)

GA

150,-

MORVI 1934: Two postal stationery envelopes 6p. green (diff. shades) used registered within Morvi
State, one uprated by three singles of 1931-32 6p emerald-green, the other (with contents) by pair
and single of 1934 6p emerald-green, all tied by respective native cds, and both envelopes with
Raji Reg. label on front. The first env. slightly reduced at right and with few punch holes, the second H&G B-5 + SG
envelope fine.
9b(x3), 13(x2)

GA

100,-

ORCHHA 1939-42: Maharaja definitives set to 10r. (= 15 values), mint very lightly hinged, 5r. 29-43 (SG
unmounted mint with sheet margin at top, fresh and very fine. (SG about £1900)
31-45)

*

400,-

POONCH 1930 (c.): Imperforated colour proof in purple of 1a. Receipt stamp vertical pair, worn
impression at lower left, fine and scarce.
K&M 101 (x2)

(*)

60,-

P 6341

SIRMOOR: 1885, 6 P blue-green imperforated at the top with upper margin, unused with mostly
paper on the gum
4Uo

(*)

80,-

P 6342

SORUTH 1949 1a. Court Fee stamp of Bhavnagar State optd. “SAURASHTRA“ and “U.S.S. REVENUE
& POSTAGE“, used on back of commercial cover, tied by “SAURASHTRA POST JJNAGADH/17 JAN.50“
double-ring d/s, further strike alongside, cover folded cross-wise and slightly reduced at left
otherwise fine. A SCARCE USAGE OF THIS STAMP ON COVER.
30 (SG 60)

b

100,-

TRAVANCORE-COCHIN 1949: 1a. orange optd. “U.S.T.C.“, variety “Raised stop after T“, unused
without gum, fine. A scarce variety. (SG £90 +)
8 Var. (SG 8b)

(*)

50,-

WADHWAN 1888-94 ½a. black on thick wove paper, used on native cover within Wadhwan,
cancelled by native cds, and on the reverse with bilingual “WADHWAN STATE/15/MAY/93“ doublering datestamp. Cover with five little pin-holes (two through adhesive also) and somewhat toned. A
SCARCE WADHWAN COVER.

b

200,-

P 6337•

6338•

P 6339
6340•

6343•
P 6344•

INDONESIEN - VORLÄUFER
siehe auch 6616

P 6345•

1943/48, the assembly of better early materials, inc. 20 S. blue/red proof corner block-4, 50 S.
blue corner pair with mirror imprint on reverse, 40 S. Sukarno with double perf. in top margin
etc., to be inspected. Total 20 stamps.

(*)/g/
v

P 6346•

1946, 20 S., 60 S., 80 S. black matrik proofs in vertical pairs mounted on cardboard, mirror J41AA, J42AA,
images with slight corrections by white ink.
J43AA

(*)

6347•
P 6348•
6349•
6350+
6351+

1946 (ca.), 20 S. guard on seashore, black imperf. proofs (2) on cardboard.

(*)

1.000,-

1946 (ca.), 150 sen blue, an imperforated top margin block-4, unused no gum as issued.

(*)

1946, Revolution period in Java, 15 sen dark mauve imperforated, sheet of 40 with gutters. (MS)

(*)

2.000,450,600,340,160,-

1946, Revolution period in Java, 80 sen red, complete sheet of 50, right 2 columns showing variety
“stamps in larger size due to wide perforation gauge“ (MS)

(*)

60,-

P 6352•

1946 (ca.), boxed blue “REP. IN/DONESIA“ ovpt. on jap. occupation Sumatra 30 C., a horizontal pair
tied violet oval “PALEMBANG“ to Singapore, foxing and part incomplete on reverse.

b

100,-

P 6353•

1946 (ca.), jap. occupation Sumatra 30 C. pair with boxed blue “REP. IN/DONESIA“ ovpt. tied violet
oval “PALEMBANG“ to Singapore, toning.

b

6354•
P 6355•

1946 (ca.), West Sumatra, stationery card with boxed “BEA/DIBAJAR“ hs., unused mint.

GA

100,180,-

1946, two stationery cards 5 S. (crease) or 10 S. used; plus japanese occupation 1942, South East
Celebes anchor on envelope 7 1/2 C., unused,

GA

240,-

6356•

1946/47, three different stationery cards: 5 S. “Peneak“ large size (crease), 10 S. brown and 10 S.
red “Merdeka“, commercially used.

GA

240,-

6357•

1947, 20 S. soldier on guard (2, different shades) and 5 S. blue tied “Temanggoeng 28 11 47“ to
registered cover to Solo (backstamp).

b

130,-

6358•

1948, stationery card 10 S. brown canc. “NGANDJOEK 4.8.48“ to Kediri, creases and imprint
slightly scraped.

GA

70,-

(*)

60,-

1946 (ca.), 80 S. black mirror image proof, a vertical pair mounted on cardboard.

6359+ 1949, Revolution period in Java, 100 sen red imperforated, complete sheet of 50, showing variety
“vertical/diagonal paper fold“ (MS)
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6360+ 1949, Revolution period in Java, 150 sen red imperforated, complete sheet of 50, showing variety
“vertical/diagonal paper fold“ (MS)

Start
(*)

80,-

(*)

60,-

(*)

100,-

b

100,-

INDONESIEN

siehe auch 11192, 11942, 12154, 12557

6361+ 1951, Definitives Cipher/Cotton, 1 sen. to 25 sen., 9 values as imperf. proofs in horiz. pairs, issued 73/81 proofs
(2)

designs and colours, on ungummed paper.

6362+ 1957, Charity issue in favour of disabled persons, 6 values complete, imperf. proofs in issued 190/95 proofs
designs and colours, blocks of 4, on ungummed paper.

(4)

6363•

1967, two stampless parcel cards (Kartualamat) with “postage paid“ markings, used TARAKAN or
TJUKIR.

6364•

1995, collage for not issued design “The 10th Asia Pacific Rehabilitation International Conference“,
essay foto with overlay for inscriptions and perforation, mounted with passepartout on card, overall
size 246x315mm, UNIQUE! (M)
1568 Essay

Gebot

6365•

1997, original artist's painting for the design “300 R - DIPLOCAULOBIUM UTILE“, acrylic on paper,
with overlay for inscriptions and perforation, mounted with passepartout on card, overall size
291x391mm, signed by artist, UNIQUE! (MS)
1736

Gebot

INDONESIEN - RIAU-LINGGA
P 6366•

1954, 5 S.-25 R. Totally 18 imperforated blocks of four (values 10 S, 50 S, 60 S and 1 R not
included) unused no gum ( but 3 R. two pairs, 25 R. horizontal strip-4; 45 S. bottom perforated),
rarities. (M)

(*)/v

2.000,-

IRAK

siehe auch 6262, 6454, 6944, 7077, 11125, 11806, 11807

P 6367

1910, Cover with British India 2 A. 6 P. tied by BAGDAD cds., ottoman official mark alongside,
adressed to Tiflis “via Russia“ and arrival mark on reverse, large flaw on top and minor faults, still
fine, very scarce and unusual destination and usage of India abroad to Georgia, for the specialist! (T)

b

150,-

P 6368•

1912 First German Airmail stamp 'Flugpost am Rhein & Main' 10pf. vermilion in combination with
Germania 5pf. green on special Air-Mail-Card from Darmstadt to BAGDAD via Bombay, cancelled by
special “Flugpost am Rhein und Main/Darmstadt/17.6.12“ cds, sent by Ullstein & Co., publishing
company, propaganda dept., and with somewhat illegible arrival cds on the reverse. The airmail
stamp with a tear at lower left and card with short corner creases but AN EXTRAORDINARY
DESTINATION.
I

b

800,-

P 6369•

1919, Turkey Sc.590-98 Iraq issue to be overprinted printing proofs in bottom margin blocks of
eight with perfins and margins imprints, very fine, scarce and attractive (M)
Proofs

(*)

800,-

P 6370•

1919, Turkey Sc.590-98 Iraq issue to be overprinted printing proofs in blocks of four with perfins,
fine and scarce (M)
Proofs

(*)

300,-

P 6371

1920, 1/2 an. on 20 para postal stationery questen part with additional frankin 1 an. on 20 para
used from “BAGHDAD 13.MAR.22“ with long comercial text to Germany, slight corner creases at
bottom, otherwise fine
H&G P 6 F, 3

GA

100,-

P 6372

1931. Air Mail envelope (Bagdad-London) addresed to England bearing Iraq SG 86, 6a blue/green
tied by Maqil double ring, underpaid with instructional 'Maqil/Due/As' with circular 'T/60c' handstamp, routed via Basrah and bearing Great Britain postage due SG D16, 5d brownish cinnamon
applied and tied by Bournemouth receiver. Lovely combination.

b

110,-

P 6373•

1937. Great Britain postal stationery card 'GV' halfpenny green uprated with SG 462, ½d green tied
by Morley/Leeds double ring '17th Sept 37Ä addressed to Basrah, Iraq framed 'Basrah/Unpaid' on
reverse '26th Sept' with boxed instructional 'Refuse' and 'Return To Sender' with framed 'Postage
due' and m/s 'Insufficiently Stamped/Refused' with hand-stamp 'Undelivered For Reason Stated/
Return To Sender' in violet, sent back via Bagad 'D.L.O.' '27th Sept' and '16th Oct' in Leeds. Very
attractive item.

GA

P 6374•
P 6375

1955 ca., air letter 35 F. orange on blue showing violet overprint, mint, fine

GA

400,80,-

1975. Baghdad Intl. Music Conference. Set of 2 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 49. The set
is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #744/45
archive. In all 98 imperforate stamps. (Mi #827/28) (M)
(49) Imperf.

**

500,-

6376

1976. Army Day. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 35. The set is gummed, in issued
colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 105 Sc #753/55
imperforate stamps. (Mi #845/47) (M)
(35) Imperf.

**

520,-

P 6377

1976. Arab Day Eliminate Illiteracy. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 39. The set is
gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. Sc #756/58
In all 117 imperforate stamps. (Mi #848/50) (M)
(39) Imperf.

**

580,-

6378

1976. Revolution of Ramadan. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 24. The set is
gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. Sc #768/70
In all 72 imperforate stamps. (Mi #851/53) (T)
(24) Imperf.

**

360,-
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6379

1976. Twentieth Intl. Conference of Arab Trade Unions. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets Sc #774/75,
of 39. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the C54 (39)
printers' archive. In all 117 imperforate stamps. (Mi #857/59) (M)
Imperf.

**

580,-

6380

1976. Fourth Anniversary of Oil Nationalization. Set of 2 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 21.
The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #779/80
archive. In all 42 imperforate stamps. (Mi #863/64) (T)
(21) Imperf.

**

200,-

P 6381

1976. Natl. Students Union, 15th Anniversary. Set of 2 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 32.
The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #792/93
archive. In all 64 imperforate stamps. (Mi #864/65) (M)
(32) Imperf.

**

320,-

6382

1977. Birthday of Mohammed. Set of 2 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 25. The set is
gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. Sc #801/02
In all 50 imperforate stamps. (Mi #893/94) (M)
(25) Imperf.

**

250,-

6383

1977. Peace Day. Set of 2 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 40. The set is gummed, in issued
colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 80 imperforate Sc #803/04
stamps. (Mi #895/96) (M)
(40) Imperf.

**

400,-

P 6384

1977. Al Baath Party, 30th Anniversary. Set of 2 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 40. The set
is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #809/10
archive. In all 80 imperforate stamps. (Mi #901/02) (M)
(40) Imperf.

**

400,-

6385

1978. July Festivals. Set of 2 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 39. The set is gummed, in
issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 78 Sc #854/55
imperforate stamps. (Mi #947/48) (M)
(39) Imperf.

**

400,-

6386

1979. Police Day. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 35. The set is gummed, in issued
colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 105 Sc #905/07
imperforate stamps. (Mi #985/87) (M)
(35) Imperf.

**

520,-

6387

1979. Application of Compulsory Education Law. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 35.
The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #908/10
archive. In all 105 imperforate stamps. (Mi #988/90) (M)
(35) Imperf.

**

520,-

6388

1979. Teacher's Day. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 29. The set is gummed, in
issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 87 Sc #911/13
imperforate stamps. (Mi #994/96) (M)
(29) Imperf.

**

420,-

6389

1979. Natl. Comprehensive Compulsory Literacy Campaign. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part
sheets of 25. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. Sc #914/16
From the printers' archive. In all 75 imperforate stamps. (Mi #991/93) (T)
(25) Imperf.

**

370,-

6390

1979. Achievements of the Arabs. Set of 2 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 19. The set is
gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. Sc #917/18
In all 38 imperforate stamps. (Mi #997/98) (T)
(19) Imperf.

**

200,-

P 6391

1979. Iraq's Admission to the UPU, 50th Anniversary. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets
of 19. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the Sc #922/24
printers' archive. In all 57 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1005/07) (T)
(19) Imperf.

**

280,-

6392

1979. Arabian Gulf Soccer Championship. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 16. The
set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #925/27
archive. In all 48 imperforate stamps. (Mi #999/1001) (T)
(16) Imperf.

**

240,-

6393

1979. Inauguration of President Saddam Hussein. Set of 4 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of
32. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the Sc #951/54
printers' archive. In all 128 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1031/34) (M)
(32) Imperf.

**

640,-

6394

1979. Vanguards Activities and Experience. Set of 4 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 15. The
set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #955/58
archive. In all 60 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1035/38) (T)
(15) Imperf.

**

300,-

P 6395

1980. World Meteorological Day. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 35. The set is
gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. Sc #959/61
In all 105 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1039/41) (M)
(35) Imperf.

**

520,-

6396

1980. World Health Day. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 23. The set is gummed, in
issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 69 Sc #962/64
imperforate stamps. (Mi #1042/44) (M)
(23) Imperf.

**

350,-

6397

1980. July Festivals. Set of 2 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 25. The set is gummed, in
issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 50 Sc #965/66
imperforate stamps. (Mi #1045/46) (T)
(25) Imperf.

**

250,-

6398

1980. Fruits. Set of 5 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 15. The set is gummed, in issued
colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 75 imperforate Sc #973/77
stamps. (Mi #1053/57) (T)
(15) Imperf.

**

380,-

6399

1981. Army Day. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 35. The set is gummed, in issued
colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 105 Sc #997/99
imperforate stamps. (Mi #1076/78) (M)
(35) Imperf.

**

520,-
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6400

1981. Battle of Qadisiya. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 35. The set is gummed, in
issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 105 Sc #1006/08
imperforate stamps. (Mi #1085/87) (M)
(35) Imperf.

**

520,-

6401

1981. Popular Industries. Set of 4 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 28 showing Straw Weaver,
Metal Worker, Pottery Maker and Rug Maker. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced
for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 112 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1102/05) Sc #1019/22
(M)
(28) Imperf.

**

560,-

6402

1981. World Food Day. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 35. The set is gummed, in
issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 105 Sc #1026/28
imperforate stamps. (Mi #1113/15) (M)
(35) Imperf.

**

520,-

6403

1981. Intl. Year of the Disabled. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 15. The set is
gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. Sc #1029/31
In all 45 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1116/18) (T)
(15) Imperf.

**

220,-

6404

1981. Fifth Anniversary of United Arab Shipping Company. Set of 2 values in IMPERFORATE part
sheets of 29. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. Sc #1032/33
From the printers' archive. In all 58 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1122/23) (M)
(29) Imperf.

**

280,-

P 6405

1981. Martyrs' Day. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 39. The set is gummed, in
issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 117 Sc #1057/59
imperforate stamps. (Mi #1119/21) (M)
(39) Imperf.

**

580,-

6406

1981. Martyrs' Day. Set of 3 values (official stamps) in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 39. The set is
gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. Sc #O339A-C
In all 117 imperforate stamps. (Mi #D370/72) (M)
(39) Imperf.

**

580,-

P 6407

1982. Al Baath Party, 35th Anniversary. Set of 4 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 32. The set
is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #1038/41
archive. In all 128 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1127/30) (M)
(32) Imperf.

**

640,-

6408

1982. World Telecommunications Day. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 35. The set
is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #1050/52
archive. In all 105 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1142/44) (M)
(35) Imperf.

**

520,-

6409

1982. First Anniversary of Attack on Nuclear Power Reactor. Set of 4 values in IMPERFORATE part
sheets of 32. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. Sc #1065A-D
From the printers' archive. In all 128 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1149/52) (M)
(32) Imperf.

**

640,-

P 6410

1982. Seventh Non-aligned Countries Conference, Baghdad. Set of 5 values in IMPERFORATE part
sheets of 32. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. Sc #1073/77
From the printers' archive. In all 160 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1165/69) (M)
(32) Imperf.

**

800,-

6411

1983. Ninth Natl. Congress of Arab Baath Socialist Party. Set of 4 values in IMPERFORATE part
sheets of 40. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. Sc #1121/24
From the printers' archive. In all 160 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1201/04) (M)
(40) Imperf.

**

640,-

6412

1983. Hussein as Head of Al Baath Party. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 35. The
set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #1134/36
archive. In all 105 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1218/20) (M)
(35) Imperf.

**

520,-

IRAK - STEMPEL
P 6413

1900 ca., Cover reverse only tied by all arabic “HIT HAMID BIDAYET MUHAKEMESI“ court
cancellation, fine and scarce

d

200,-

P 6414

1914, “KERBELA“ c.d.s. on registered cover bearing 1 pia. blue and 2 pia. slate 1913 issue each
clear cancelled and on front registration mark “R“, octogonal turkish “BAGDAD 4“ d.s. and british
registration mark alongside, addressed to Chiraz with arrival mark, fine

b

100,-

P 6415

1915, bilingual blue “KERBELA 1“ cds. (Coles-Walker unrecorded) on money transfer document
to Constantinople, tiny border crease, fine and unique Turkey forerunner!

b

1.500,-

b

600,120,-

IRAN

siehe auch 6261, 6266, 6268, 7388, 13017, 13018

P 6416

1873. Stampless envelope written from ‘F.W. Otter at Resht’ dated ‘August 15th’ addressed to
England Carried privately by ‘Captain Claton’ to London and forwarded to Charing Cross ‘Sp 8 73’
charged with hand-struck ‘2d’ on face and arrival in Horsham on reverse, with enclosed letter
written by F.W. Otter “… commenced survey through the jungle by road which has now been cleared
for 20 miles … we shall be away for a month or more & we take neither horses or mules so our tents
etc must be carried by men of whom we shall require nearly 30. I shall take my rifle with me for the
chance of a shot at wild boars or tigers but not my gun as in the dense jungle there seems to be no
birds“. Very scare item from Resht on the Caspian Sea.

P 6417•
P 6418

1875-76, Two mint and three used stamps of second issue, some mixed
1876/82: Ensemble of two covers: 1) 1876, 5 c. rose and black on cover from “BOUHCHNOURD“
to Teheran with arrival mark, tiny border crease, fine. 1) 1882, 5 c. violet, 10 c. carmine two
single and 5 c. green three single on cover tied by “SCHIMERA“ cds. to Boushire with arrival Yv. 48; Yv.
mark, border flaw on top and some crease, tiny toned, shortened on top, fine and very scarce. 29-30, 41

asia
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P 6419

1879. Nice ensemble of three fantastic covers: 1) 1879, 5 c. green and black three single, 1 k.
brown and black and 5 k. blue and black on cover tied by “ISPAHAN 1/12“ cds. with registration
mark on front, tiny crease and flaw on front, senders black closing seal, fine and very scarce
usage! 2) 1879, 1 c. red and black pair and single and 2 c. yellow and black on cover tied by
violet box type “KAZROUN“ to Boushire with arrival mark, tiny border crease, fine and very
scarce. 3) 1879, 1 c. red and black and two single and 2 c. yellow and black on cover tied by
black “BOUCHIR 26/3“ cds., tiny shortened on two sides, fine and scarce.
ex Yv. 23/28

b

6.000,-

P 6420•

1880, Nasser-eddin Shah issue imperf proof on yellow paper of 10 Sh. violet black in original colors
in a corner margin block of four with full margins, very fresh, fine and scarce.
Proof Sc. 46

(*)

500,-

1880 ca., Two used postal stationery envelopes, one addressed to Paris, toned spots, some crease,
minor faults, fine pair

GA

1887-98, Two used postal stationery cards addressed to India with arrival marks, fine pair

GA

80,100,-

1889, 10 Ch. black single on small envelope from “TEHERAN“ oval ds. to Isphahan with arrival
mark, rough opened at right, fine
Sc.77

b

80,-

6424

1895, 2 Ch. green on greenish double postal stationery replay-card tied by TEHERAN date stamp,
adressed to SULTANABAD, some traces of usage, rubbed spot

GA

70,-

6425•

1896-98, Two used postal stationery cards, both addressed to Germany with arrival marks, some
crease and tiny toned, fine pair

GA

80,-

P 6426•

1896-1902, Two used postal stationery cards addressed to Netherlands and Belgium with arrival
marks, some crease and tiny toned, fine pair

GA

80,-

P 6427

1898, 5ch rose double postal stationery replay-card with additional franking 12ch brown on
greenish and 1ch grey, tied by TEHERAN date stamp, also one-liner “REGISTERED“ and some other
postmarks via Baku to Berlin/Germany and forwarded to Hannover, a very attractive item of
international registered mail

GA

350,-

P 6428

PERSIA 1900. Persian illustrated (boy playing cricket) postal stationery card 5ch rose cancelled
by Djoulfa date stamp, addressed to England endorsed ‘via Bushire’ bearing India SG 114, ½a
green (pair) tied by Bushire squared circle ‘Dec 31’ with Sea Post Office transit ‘Jan 12 01’ and
Manchester arrival on face ‘Ja 28’. Exceptional mixed franking card from Julaon the Azerbaijan/
Armenian border, in 1898 it was a small village of 751 Armenians.

GA

1.000,-

6429

1900-33, three postal stationery cards, one with scarce cancellation “BENDER-LINGUEH“ to
Isfahan (crease) and one 1933 overprinted issue to Australia, some spots and different quality, fine
and attractive trio

GA

100,-

P 6430

1902. Registered envelope addressed to Switzerland bearing Yvert 152, 12c blue (2) tied by
Sultanabad date stamp with framed 'R/Sultanabad' with Registered hand-stamp routed via Teheran
and Russia with Zürich arrival.

b

300,-

P 6431•

1902 Postal stationery picture postcard (Ruins of Persepolis) 5c. surcharged “PROVISOIRE“ used
REGISTERED from Kirmanshah (Kermanshah) to Gera Reuss, Germany in 1904, uprated by 1904
3ch on 5ch pair and 6ch on 10ch, all tied by '9/5 1904' cds, English as well as native registration
handstamps, German Reg. label “Vom Auslande/über Bahnpost 4/Eingeschrieben“ and Gera H&G 17 + Mi.
Reuss '29.5.04' arrival datestamp alongside, lightly toned, still fine.
215, 216

GA

100,-

P 6432

1903-04 5 ch. rose tied by KASCHAN cds on envelope “ON HER MAJESTY´S SERVICE TELEGRAPHS
/ INDO-EUROPEAN TELEGRAPHS“ sent to Teheran with arrival backstamps. A VERY RARE TELEGRAM
COVER FROM IRAN. Very fine.
Scott 354

b

600,-

P 6433•

1904, cover bearing on reverse 9c. / 1k. violet tied by violet “ISPAHAN“ cds., to Chiraz with arrival
mark, tiny border toned, fine
Sc. 402

b

100,-

6434•

1904, 12 Ch. provisoire overprinted rose on cream postal stationery envelope tied by “TABRIZ“ cds.,
on reverse “French Consulate Tauris“ mark in blue, to Lyon with arrival mark on reverse
H&G 13

GA

80,-

6435

1905. Envelope addressed to Teheran bearing Yvert 202, 5c rose and Yvert 243a, Je violet tied by
Astrabad date stamp. Very fine.

b

100,-

P 6436

1905 (ca.). Registered envelope (some tears and other faults) addressed to Tehran bearing on
reverse Persia Registered label Yvert 221a, 1c scarlet (block of ten) tied by Tauris date stamp with
Tehran receiver on front. Rare multiple on cover.

b

750,-

P 6437

PERSIA, 1906. Registered picture post card of 'Fruit Sellers’ addressed to Belgium bearing lndia SG
123, 1a carmine and SG 124, 2a violet tied by Linga date stamp '12th Jan 06' with framed 'Linga'
hand-struck registered on face with Sea Post Office 'Ja 20’, and Bruxelles transit with Limbourg
arrival ‘3rd Feb’. Beautiful item, very rare usage of Registered Post Card from Linga.

b

450,-

PERSIA 1906: REGISTERED picture postcard from LINGA to Membach, BELGIUM franked with KE
2a. and 1a. tied with “LINGA/12 JA 06“ cds, rect. framed Reg. cachet, “SEA POST OFFICE/A/JA
20/06“ cds, Brussels oval transit d/s and Dolhain-Limbourg railway cds alongside. A fine, attractive
and very scarce registered card from Persia to Belgium.
(SG Z360-361)

Ak

200,-

1906. Registered picture post card of 'Snake Charming Fruit Sellers’ addressed to Belgium bearing
lndia SG 123, 1a carmine and SG 124, 2a violet tied by Linga date stamp '12th Jan 06' with framed
'Linga' hand-struck registered on face with Sea Post Office 'Ja 20’, and Bruxelles (Reception) transit
with Limbourg arrival ‘3rd Feb’. Beautiful item, very rare usage of Registered Post Card from Linga.

b

450,-

6421•
P 6422•
P 6423•

6438

6438A
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P 6438B

1906, Tebriz issue 1 Ch. violet complete sheetlet of 12 stamps without overprint, imperf with
margin imprint “25794“ on top, mnh, fine and unusual (T)
Sc. A28

**

300,-

6438C

1906, Tebriz issue 1 Ch. violet complete sheetlet of 12 stamps without overprint, perf with margin
imprint withdrawn by blue crayon and changed to “19976“ on top, tiny crease at top right, fine and
unusual (T)
Sc. A28

**

300,-

6438D

1906, Tebriz issue 3 Ch. green complete sheetlet of 12 stamps without overprint, imperf with
margin imprint “59076“ on top, few red ink spots, fine and unusual (T)
Sc. A28

**

300,-

P 6438E

1906, Tebriz issue 10 Ch. brown complete sheetlet of 12 stamps without overprint, imperf with
margin imprint “19590“ on top, mnh, fine and unusual (T)
Sc. A28

**

300,-

6438F

1906, Tebriz issue 13 Ch. blue complete sheetlet of 12 stamps without overprint, imperf with
margin imprint “11496“ on top, fine and unusual (T)
Sc. A28

**

300,-

1906-13, Two uprated used postal stationery cards, both addressed to England, on with arrival
mark, some crease, fine pair

GA

80,-

P 6440•

1909, cover bearing on reverse 1ch. violet on blue, 6ch. rose on blue and strip of three 10ch. brown
on blue, all tied by “HAMADAN 8/5/09“ oval ds., to Teheran with arrival mark on front, tiny shortened Sc. 428, 431,
at right, fine
433 (3)

b

200,-

P 6441•

1910-20, 2 Ch. brown provisoire overprinted postal stationery card message written in morse and
2 Ch. green stationery card tied by “KACHAN“ cds., fine pair

GA

100,-

1916, Provisional issue 5 Ch. on 1 K. and 1 Ch. together on cover from “SEMNAN 4/6/16“ cds. to
Teheran with arrival mark, tiny shortened at right, fine
Sc. 541

b

P 6443•
6444

1916-17, two covers with censors, one russian, cancelled Hamadan and Tehran, fine pair

b

70,100,-

1917. Envelope bearing Yvert 304, 3c grey and green (pair) tied by Teheran/No 6 double ring with
framed blue rectangular 'Isfahan Censor' and arrival date stamp. Very fine.

b

120,-

P 6445

1917, Registration recipt bearing Mi. 319, 324 tied by clear Teheran c.d.s., scarce 33 Kr. rate,
arrival mark Tauris alongside, tiny toned as usual, flaw at left, fine
319, 324

b

120,-

P 6446

1918. Coat of Arms issue for use on Postal Documents and insured packages. Yvert 398 to Yvert
398g, mint with full original gum. Scarce. Ex Peter Greenway.

*

250,-

P 6447

1918, Registration recipt bearing Mi. 318, 323 tied by clear Teheran c.d.s., scarce 20 Kr. 20 Ch.
rate, arrival mark Guarakan alongside, tiny toned as usual, fine

b

P 6448•
P 6449

1918-19, two covers with censors, cancelled Recht and Zendjan, fine pair

b

100,100,-

1919. The Zinc Plate Provisional issue Yvert 412 to 416 with overprint 'Provisoire 1919' inn block of Yv. 412/416
50 (3 ch only 49). Very fine and scarce multiple. Ex Peter Greenway. (M)
(50)

**

350,-

6450•

1919, zinc plate provisional issue, 3 ch./3 ch. green, a left margin block of 40 (4x10), mint never
hinged MNH (Scott $800.-). (M)
Sc. 618 (40)

**

100,-

P 6451•

1919, zinc plate provisional issue, 12 ch./12 ch. ultra, a left margin irregular block of 38 (10x4/x3),
mint never hinged MNH (Scott $4750.-). (M)
Sc. 621 (38)

**

450,-

P 6452•

1919, three covers bearing 1919 Provisoire overprints, cancellations of Anar, Azvin and Teheran,
minor faults, fine trio (T)

b

150,-

6453

1923. Envelope addressed to Manchester bearing India SG 159, 1a rose and SG 166, 2a purple
tied by Bushire squared circle 'Mr 25th 1923' with received '16 Apr' on reverse. Very scarce before
the Bushire Office closed.

b

110,-

P 6454•

1924, 10 Ch. dark violet two pairs on reverse of cover (few toned perfs), on front violet twoliner
“OVERLAND MAIL Baghdad Haifa“, addressed to Staffs/England, vertical fold, fine
Sc. 672 (4)

b

150,-

P 6455

1926. Provisional Coat of Arms issue of December 1909 overprinted “Specimen“. Yvert 495/505.
Very scarce. Ex Peter Greenway.

*

6456•
P 6457•

1926, Regne Pahlavi issue 6 Ch. black brown cancelled block of four, cto., very fine

g

200,70,-

1926-29, Avec Reponse cover bearing eight values Reza Shah Pahlevi up to 10 Ch. bistre brown
from Teheran to Pretoria South Africa, vertical crease and rough opened on top with minor faults,
fine and scarce
ex Sc. 723-729

b

120,-

P 6458

1927, Airmail overprints, 1ch. to 30kr., complete set of 16 values, fresh colours, mint o.g. with
hinge remnants, few some uneven perfs, signed. Mi. 950,- €++. Rarely seen!
544/59

*

350,-

6459•

1929, 1 Ch. yellow green & carmine single on wrapper from Teheran to Tabriz, scarce single usage,
fine
Sc. 744

b

70,-

6460•

1931, Teheran picture postcard franked Reza Shah Pahlavi to Tallinn Estonia with arrival mark, fine
and scarce destination
Sc.746, 760

Ak

6461•
6462•

1931, Two Junkers first flight covers Bushire-Teheran and Teheran-Buchire, fine pair

f

80,80,-

1936, Katastrophenpost, “DAMAGED BY IMMERS. IN SEA WATER I.S.“, Ra2 rückseitig auf
Luftpostbrief aus Persien mit abgefallener Frankatur und entsprechenden Randmängeln, dazu aus
gleicher Korrespondenz ein zweiter Luftpostbrief

b

80,-

1940, 10 D. violet on green postal stationery card used uprated with 5 D. bright violet and 75 D.
rose lake, tied by “ROUDSER“ cds. and german WW II censor in red to Denmark, fine
Sc. 841, 848

GA

80,1.500,-

6439•

6442•

P 6463•
P 6463A•

1941, Coat of Arms official complete set of 14, mint hinged, fine, Scott catalogue value $4.505

asia
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*
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Start

1942, 10 R. dark brown and ultramarine on air mail cover from Abadan to India with censor and
arrival mark, fine and scarce
Sc. 870

b

70,-

1942, Commercial cover from Teheran to Kingston Jamaica, 1,50 R and 30 R. clear cancelled,
censor marks Iraq and “ANGLO-SOVIET-PERSIAN CENSORSHIP 14“ in blue on farsi censor label,
british censor label on left, some border crease, fine and scrace destination

b

P 6465A•
P 6465B•

1942-46, first and second Shah sets, mint hinged, fine, Scott catalogue value $5.698 (M)

*

300,2.500,-

P 6465C•

1949-54, Avicenna printers archival “SPECIMEN“ overprints 20 different blocks of four,
Sc.#B6-15, B17-21, B31-5, mint no gum as usual, fine and very scarce group (M)
Specimen

(*)

1.000,-

898/902,
913/16

P 6465•

Sc. 876-909
1945, Azerbaijan Soviet Government overprinted 16 different from first and second Shah sets, mint Sc.877//901
never hinged (one no gum), certificate Sadri 2015
var.

**/(*)

500,-

P 6466

1954, Fishing Industry and Forestry, two issues, unmounted mint. Mi. 300,- €.

**

130,-

P 6467

1954, Defintives “Mohammad Reza Pahlavi“ without watermark, 5d. to 200r., complete set of 16
values, unmounted mint, 100r. slight adhesion mark, some with natural gum toning, 5r. to 200r.
private signature. Mi. 850,- €.
917/32

**

240,-

P 6468

1957/1958, Defintives “Mohammad Reza Pahlavi“, 5d. to 200r., complete set of 17 values mint
o.g. neatly hinged (1r. and 1.50r. used). Mi. 450,- € for u/m
999/1015

*

100,-

IRAN - BRITISCHE BESETZUNG BUSHIRE
siehe auch 6629

P 6469

1880, letter from BANDRABAS to YUZ via British Indian Postoffice in Bushire. Small paper addition
on front otherwise fine and attractive.

b

100,-

P 6470•

1915, “BUSHIRE Under British Occupation.“ surcharged 2 Ch. on 5 Ch. red postal stationery
card with imprint “Teecooker & Caravane“, tiny border crease, mint and fine, extremely scarce
showpiece!

GA

1.300,-

P 6471•

1915, “BUSHIRE Under British Occupation.“ surcharged 2 Ch. on 5 Ch. red postal stationery
card with imprint “Ruines Persepolis“, tiny corner crease, mint and fine, extremely scarce
showpiece!

GA

1.300,-

1948, Coins Doar Ivri 3 m. till 50 m. with full tab, six different stamps, mint never hinged 1948,
3-50 M. Alte Münzen je mit Full-TAB, postfrisch Mi. € 418,-1-6 Tab

**

60,-

1948, Doar Ivri, 3m. to 1000m., complete set of nine values, 3m. to 500m. fully tabbed, 1000m.
with half-tab, on piece neatly oblit. by special cancellation “TEL AVIV 6.5.1949“, few faint toning
spots. (T)
1/9

d

300,-

1948, 3-1000 M. Alte Münzen, kompletter Satz mit 9 Werten ohne Tabs, einwandfrei postfrisch,
dabei die Kleinwerte mit Oberrand und Plattennummer!
1-9 A

**

120,-

P 6474•

1948, 500m. Doar Ivri, imperforate proof on ungummed paper, marginal copy, signed at margin,
certificate Sismondo. Bale ED.46
8 proof

(*)

P 6475
6476•

1948, Doar Ivri, 500m. reddish brown, fully tabbed, mint o.g. neatly hinged. Mi. 2.400,- € for u/m

IRAN - BESONDERHEITEN
siehe auch 5355

ISRAEL

siehe auch 12483, 12546, 12665, 12723

6472
P 6472A
P 6473

1948, Coins Doar Ivri 3-100 m. without taps, complete set, 3-50 m. each with sheet margin with
plate numbers on top, mint never hinged.

*

80,300,-

1948, 20m. horizontal téte-béche gutter pair with missing perforation through gutter, mint never
hinged, light diagonal crease through right hand stamp and weak vertical 'wave' through gutter, still
freah and good.
13 KZ Var.

**

80,-

6477•

1948, NAHARIYA LOCAL CANCEL on front and back of cover from Haifa 29/8/48 to Ramat Gan,
some toned spots and some flaw at top border, rough opened, still fine and rare.

b

80,-

6478

1949, Jewish festivals 5-35 pr. with short tabs, 35 pr. stamp with sheet margin at left, mint never
hinged, fine (Mi. 950,- for full tab)
1949, 5-35 Pr. Jüdische Festtage, kompletter Satz mit Halb-TAB, dabei der 35 Pr.-Wert vom linken
Bogenrand, postfrisch (Mi. € 950,-- für Full-Tab)
19-21 Tab

**

90,-

P 6479

1949, Jewish festivals 35 pr. brown with full tab, mint never hinged, fine 1949, 35 Pr. Jüdische
Festtage braun mit Full-TAB, postfrisch, Mi. € 800,-21 Tab

**

120,-

P 6480

1949. Essay 10pr denomination. Imperforate block of 4 in claret on thick ungummed paper, printed
in photolitho prior to the second COINS issue. Photo-Certificate (1987) by Y. Tsachor, Israel:
“Genuine in every respect. In excellent condition. Signed in pencil on reverse of each stamp“.
Essay

(*)

880,-

P 6481

1949, letter from REHOBOT bearing rouletted pair of 3 M with “Postage Due“ stamp 3 M (corner),
5 M and 10 M.
1,2,3

b

200,-
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1950, Bird illustration 5-250 pr. with full tabs, complete set, mint never hinged, fine
1950, 5-250 Pr. Vogeldarstellungen aus dem alten Israel, kompletter Satz mit Full-TAB, postfrisch,
Mi. € 260,-33-38 Tab

6483

Start

**

50,-

1950, Elat 500 pr. brown and orange-brown with full tab, mint never hinged, fine

54 Tab

**

50,-

6484•

1951, AEROGRAMMES: unissued air letter sheet 50pr. red/white/pale blue (design as ALS 5-7)
photogravure TRIAL printing by Chambon Ltd. London with MISCUT showing both side flaps at left,
ungummed and scarce with Muentz certificate (1987)
AE var.

GA

6485
6486

1952, menorah 1000 Pr. with tab, a bottom left corner copy, mint never hinged MNH

66 tab

**

120,50,-

66 Tab

1950, 500 Pr. Eröffnung des Postamtes in Elat (Dromedare) mit Full-TAB, postfrisch, Mi. € 300,--

1952, National coat of arms “Menora“ 1000 pr. with full tab, mint never hinged, fine
**

70,-

1952, 1000pr. Menorah, eleven copies in combination with other adhesives on front and on reverse
of complete parcel despatch form from “TEL AVIV 2.3.53“ to Helsinki/Finland with arrival mark
9.3.53. Some stamps and form showing some unobstrusive faults/postal wear (mentioned for
accuracy only). Very rare and unusual! (T)
66 (11) etc.

b

400,-

P 6487A

1980. Miniature sheet of 15 (3 times 5) for the 10s value of the definitives set with VARIETY: middle
stamp row only with face value print, no design print! Mint, NH.
Sc #769 var.

**

600,-

6487B

1970. Town emblem 18a ultra “Ramla“ in a booklet pane partly without stamp printing. There
are only three full stamp prints and two half stamp prints shifted with touching the perforation.
The other pane fields are blanc. Mint, NH. Spectacular!
Sc #389 var.

**

2.000,-

b

60,-

b

90,-

1952, 1000 Pr. Staatswappen ‚Menora‘ mit Full-Tab postfrisch, Mi. € 400,--

P 6487

ISRAEL - PORTOMARKEN
6488•

1948, 10m. New Year, single franking on local commercial cover from “HAIFA 26.10.48“,
insufficiently paid (should have been 15m.), therefore charged with double amount of lacking
postage and (due to a shortage of dues on that particular day in Haifa) franked by another 10m.
stamp marked by “T“ and postmarked “HAIFA 17.20.48“, slight postal wear as to be expected.
Certificate Tsachor. Very rare entire and most unusual combination!

ISRAEL - BESONDERHEITEN
6489

1948/1949, six locally used covers bearing mostly different FORERUNNER issues incl. one with
mixed usage of 5m coin stamp, unusual and attractive lot

JAPAN

siehe auch 5434, 5852, 5972, 6622, 6893, 7334, 8034, 10444, 12720

P 6490

1871/74, lot of dragons (2) resp. cherry blossoms (6). Inc. dragons 200 mon wove paper mint with
CV plate I pos. 11 no claw (point thin on reverse), dragons 1 S. pl. 2-12 mint, cherry blossoms
Matsuda 2 S. with fancy “Nii“ of Niigata, 6 S. native wove syll. to (7) used Osaka bota (short perf)
etc., Michel cat. ca. 2600.-, four certificates/simplified opinions Eichhorn BPP (2013). (T)
1/23 ex

(*)/*/g

500,-

P 6491

1871, dragons 48 mon plate I pos. 15, native wove paper, unused no gum as issued, two sides fullresp. two sides large margins, tiny rubbing on reverse, pencil sign Eichhorn BPP (Michel cat. 500.-) 1Ix

(*)

100,-

P 6492

1872, cherry blossoms 10 S. govt. printing yellow green ovpt. “mihon“ (specimen) inverted, original
gum mounted mint (JHES 95.ooo Yen for inverted ovpt.)
13b

SPEC

150,-

P 6493

1872, cherry blossoms 30 S. native paper syll. 1, ovpt. “mihon“ (specimen), original gum mounted
mint with few paper adhesions, signed Thier (JHES 450.000 Yen)
24y

SPEC

700,-

P 6494•

1872, 20 s. carmine-rose used on registered cover (front only) from “TOKIO 27.MAY.1882“ with
adjacent violett registered mark “YOKOHAMA REGISTERED MAY 27.1882“ via Paris to Bordeaux,
rare.
1875, 20 S. karminrosa Einzelfrankatur auf Briefvorderseite als Einschreiben 1882 nach
Frankreich, kleiner K1 TOKIO und viol. Stpl. REGISTERED YOKOHAMA, obwohl nur Vorderseite,
trotzdem Seltenheit
33

b/d

900,-

P 6495

1874, Cherry Blossom, 6 sen violet brown, native wove paper, syllabic 3 (“ha“), black dot
specimen, unused without gum, an exceptionally fresh, nicely centered example of this VERY
RARE PLATE SYLLABIC, Very Fine. J.S.C.A. 23. Scott 29, Michel 17x plate 3 = 35.000 EUR in
unused condition.
17x platte 3

SPEC

5.000,-

P 6496

1874, Cherry Blossom, 6 sen violet brown, native laid paper, syllabic 12 (“wo“), black dot
specimen, unused without gum (as usual), a lovely and most collectible example of this
EXCEPTIONALY RARE PLATE SYLLABIC, Very Fine. J.S.C.A. 23. Scott 29, Michel 17y plate 12 =
35.000 EUR (in unused condition)
17y Platte 12

SPEC

5.000,-

P 6497

1874, 6 S. violet brown native quadrille laid paper syll. he (6) with inkdot-specimen (sumiten) still
with gum and partially on paper, clean condition (JHES 350.000 Yen for sumiten).
17y (6)

SPEC

850,-

P 6498

1874, cherry blossoms 2 Sen syll. 6 canc. full strike of fancy cancel in tensho (seal script),
“unreported marking“ according opinion Eichhorn BPP (2013).
20x (6)

g

100,-
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P 6499
P 6500•

1874, 30 S. grey canc. “(NAG)ASAKI JUL 14 .2 M.“, official pinhole top left, signed Thier.

g

60,-

1876, the green TOKEI cover: old Koban 5 S. brown horizontal pair canc. small green flower of
Tokyo with large early FM dater in green “TOKEI 30 DEC - JAPAN“ alongside on double weight
cover via “YOKOHAMA PAID ALL DEC 31“ to Chicago/USA, backstamps Yokohama Dec. 30, San
Francisco Jan. 18 and violet arrival Chicago Jan. 23. Cover minor creasing, the earliest known
date of the green TOKEI postmark and a rare example with only a few covers known. Detailed
description included. (T)
44 (2)

b

2.400,-

P 6501

1876, FRENCH P.O., cover bearing Ceres horiz. pair 10c. brown on rose and single 80c. carmine,
oblit. by c.d.s. “YOKOHAMA Bau FRANCAIS 22 AOUT 76“, endorsed “voie francaise“ and addressed
to Offranville/France with three French receivers 7.10.-9.10. on reverse, some postal wear/marks
as to be expected.
Fr. 52 (2), 55

b

400,-

P 6502•

1877/88, Koban small size envelope 2 S. uprated old Koban 10 S. and UPU-Koban complete set
each stamp tie4d brown thimble “TOKIO 30 OCT 1889 JAPAN“ as registered cover to St. Gallen/
Switzerland, transti “REGISTERED YOKOHAMA 4 NOV 1889“ (pefect strike), on reerse tranits
SF, TPO, NY Zurück and arrival “ST. GALLE§N 6.XII.89“. A flawless beauty and doubtless the
shining star among the UPU Koban full set foreign covers. Cert. Basel/Eichele 2016.
47, 57/59

GA

3.500,-

P 6503•

1878. Folded wrapper endorsed ‚Circular‘ addressed to France bearing ‚Koban‘ SG 82, 4s green
tied by Yokohama/Japan date stamp ‚ May 19‘, endorsed ‚via America‘ with French entry cachet
in red on face ‚ 24 June‘. Beautiful item paying the overseas wrapper rate with the Yokohama/
Japan normally applied on mail from the US Post Office in Yokohama and unique on the 4 sen
Koban. Exhibition item.

b

4.000,-

P 6504

1883/88, UPU Koban 2 S. (3) and New Koban 10 S. (4) tied four strikes of “Yokohama/fusuko“
(insufficiently prepaid) to “Yokohama Posts&Telegraphs Office“ postal affairs envelope with
japanese text line “German Warship / Kaiser“. No datestamps. Cert. Eichhorn BPP (2017) who
suggests this to be a form (not an actual letter), a part of a collective mail including several
underpaid mails (probably from overseas) addressed to the ship, with a total charge to be due
of 46 Sen. SMS Kaiser (II) stays at Yokohama are recoreded for 1895/99 only which gives an
approx. dating of this item. First time we have seen such a usage, very unusual. (T)
57 (3), 63 (4)

b

1.500,-

P 6505•

1883/92, Koban envelope 2 sen uprated UPU Koban 2 sen resp. New Koban 3 Sen (2) canc.
„YOKOHAMA 21 MAY 96“ to Switzerland, backstamp of Zürich
57, 60 (2) etc.

GA

70,-

P 6506•

1883/88, Merian correspondence: two covers to Basel/Switzerland, UPU-Koban 5 S. pair tied
4-digit „YOKOHAMA 27 JUL 1891“ (marked by sender „25 Juli 1891. Ikao.“ resp. new Koban 10 S.
tied 4-digit „YOKOHAMA 12 SEP 1890“, both New York transits.
59 (2); 63

b

200,-

P 6507•

1883/88, New Koban 3 S., 4 S. and 20 S. with UPU Koban 1 S., 2 S. (overlapping, RC) tied
„YOKOHAMA 14 FEB 99“ to small size double weight registered cover to Ulm/Germany w. March 22
arrival on reverse., cover left margin traces of filing. Attractive 5-colour mixed franking.

b

150,-

P 6508

1883/88, UPU Koban complete set with new koban 5 R. (2), 3 S. (3), 4 S., 8 S. tied “Tokyo-Hongo
29.6.8“ to registered cover via “TOKIO 18 JUN 05“ to Vienna/Austria, Yokohama and Wien
backstamps, attractive 7-colour franking, cert. Eichhorn BPP (2003).

b

700,-

P 6509

1883. Envelope addressed to Switzerland bearing ‚Cherry Blossom‘ SG 71, 20s red (toned,
perforation faults) tied by cork obliterator with adjacent Yokohamo/Japan cds ‚23rd Sept‘ on
face, endorsed ‚via America‘ with New York transit ‚Oct 19‘ and Zürich receiver ‚31st Oct 83‘ on
reverse. Very scarce single Cherry Blossom 20 sen franking.

b

2.000,-

P 6510

1884. Envelope written from the French Legation in Yokohama addressed to the Legation in Tokio
bearing 'Koban' SG 114, 2s rose tied by cork obliterator with double ring Yokohama arrival on
reverse. Very fine item of domestic mail.

b

160,-

P 6511

1884. Envelope written from the French Legation in Yokohama addressed to the Legation in Tokio
bearing 'Koban' SG 114, 2s rose tied by cork obliterator with double ring Yokohama arrival on
reverse. Very fine item of domestic mail.

b

160,-

P 6512

1885. Envelope with two page correspondence written from the 'Consulate de France/a Yokohama'
with consular cachet on reverse addressed to the French Legation, Tokyo bearing 'Koban' SG 114,
2c rose tied by cork obliterator with double ring Tokyo arrival. Lovely item of mail from the French
Legation in Yokohama.

b

200,-

P 6513

1885. Envelope written from the 'Legation de France / Tokio' addressed to the French Legation
bearing 'Koban' SG 114, 2c rose (block of four) tied by Tokio vernacular double ring. Superb item of
consular mail.

b

400,-

6514

1885. Local mail envelope addressed to the 'Legation du France, Tokio' bearing 'Koban' SG 114, 2s
rose tied by bar obliterator with circular date stamp. Very fine item paying the local printed matter rate.

b

240,-

P 6515•

1888, small size Koban envelope 2 S. uprated new koban 3 S., 15 S. tied „YOKOHAMA 29 NOV 98“
to registered cover to Stuttgart/Wurttemberg, Germany and returned 1/1 with „insufficient address“
sticker, back at Yokohama 11 Feb. 99.
58, 64 etc.

GA

300,-

P 6516

1888. Rice Paper wrapper addressed to Gaston Pinet, Paris bearing 'Koban' SG 82, 4s green (pair)
tied by cork obliterator with adjacent circular Tokio/Japan cds. Soiled and folded. Very rare use of
Koban paying the news-band letter rate to Paris.
SG 82 (2)

b

800,-

298
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P 6517

1890. Envelope (stains) to France bearing Koban Yvert 63, 2s pale rose and Yvert 81, 10s brown
tied by Nagasaki P. & T.O. date stamp routed via Brindisi with 'Modane a Paris' entry cachet in red
and Paris arrival on reverse.

b

160,-

P 6518

1893. Envelope (small faults) addressed to France bearing 'Koban' SG 113, 1s green, SG 115, 5s
blue and SG 118, 4s bistre tied by 'Nagasaki Japan/Meji' double ring routed via Nagasaki with
Rennes receiver on reverse. Lovely three colour 'Koban' franking from the 'Lebel' correspondence.
Emile Lebel was a French Missionary at Oita-Bungo.

b

200,-

P 6519

1894. Envelope addressed to France bearing 'Silver Wedding ' SG 127, 5s blue (pair) tied by OitaBungo vernacular date stamp in red routed via Kobe and Yokohama with Rennes receiver on reverse.
Nice item from the 'Lebel' correspondence. Emile Lebel was a French Missionary at Oita-Bungo.

b

110,-

P 6520•

1895, UPU koban 2 S. canc. “Kobe 28.9.26“ (Sept. 26, 1895) to Captain of “S.S. Cam“, Moji and
fwd. to Akamagaseki, back to Moji (10 forwarding slips), then to Hong Kong and thus due to foreign
postage, in via “Nagasaki 28.10.1“ (Oct. 1st) marked “NA/T“ plus blue crayon “7 1/2 C.“, via “HONG
KONG A OCT 8“ resp. “C OCT. 9“ again fwd. to Australia w. “SYDNEY NO 1 95“. Well travelled cover,
all strikes readable, file bend at left.
58

b

150,-

P 6521

1895. Envelope addressed to France bearing 'Silver Wedding' SG 127, 5s blue (pair) tied by OitaBungo vernacular date stamp in red routed via Kobe and Yokohama with Rennes receiver on reverse.
Nice item from the 'Lebel' correspondence. Emile Lebel was a French Missionary at Oita-Bungo.

b

110,-

6522

1895. Envelope addressed to France bearing 'Koban 'SG 115, 5s blue (pair) tied by Oita-Bungo
vernacular date stamp in red/brown routed via Tokio with Rennes receiver on reverse. Nice item
from the 'Lebel' correspondence. Emile Lebel was a French Missionary at Oita-Bungo.

b

110,-

P 6523•

1896, princes 2 S. (strip-3) and 5 S. tied “NAGASAKI 25 SEP 96“ to cover to Germany w. arrival
“OLDENBURG 5.11.96“ on reverse. Sender asstd. paymaster german cruiser “Princess Wilhelm“.

b

160,-

P 6524•

“HONGKONG JA 31 98“ small K1 on pair 10S. brown cover from Kobe to Hongkong, japanese
stamps with HONGKONG cancel very rare
63(2)

b

450,-

P 6525

1899/1901, Definitives “Chrysanthemum“, 5r. to 1y., set of 15 values, fresh colours and normally
perforated, 10s. few toned perfs, mint o.g. with hinge remnants. Mi. 1.260,- €.
75/87, 88, 90

*

300,-

6526

1903. Picture post card of 'Asakusa Park, Tokyo' addressed to Manila bearing Yvert 99, 4s rosine
tied by Sannomiya Kobe/Tokyo date stamp in violet routed via Victoria, Hong Kong with Manila/
Recd arrival on front. Nice item of destination mail.

b

90,-

P 6527

1904. Envelope (faults) addressed to France bearing 'Koban' SG 118, 4s bistre mixed with
'Chrysanthemum' SG 138, 3s maroon (2) tied by Oita-Bungo vernacular date stamp with Moji transit
on reverse, routed via Siberia with Rennes arrival on reverse. Nice mixed franking cover from the
'Lebel' correspondence. Emile Lebel was a French Missionary at Oita-Bungo.

b

180,-

6528•

1904/40, ppc (4) and printed matter envelope (1, by Tokyo post office) all used foreign inc. to Norway
(2, 1904/05), pmk. “TATSUTA-MARU / SEAPOST / NIPPON“ 1935 to US, 1940 to Germany censored.

Ak/b

80,-

P 6529

1910. Envelope addressed to France bearing 'Chrysanthemum' SG 140, 4s rosine and SG 142, 6s
maroon tied by Kumamoto/Japan date stamp in violet routed via Kobe with transit on front and sent
via Siberia with Melun arrival on reverse. Superb item from the 'Lebel' corresspondence. Emile
Lebel was a French Missionary at Oita-Bungo.

b

150,-

P 6530

1912. Stampless envelope (some spots and opening fault) addressed to Osaka, Japan written from
Antwerpen dated Anvers '29th May 1912' with Osaka arrival '29/7' with handstruck instructional
'Received in Osaka/Without Stamps' and framed 'Inconnu' in red on face, two Japanese instructional
labels and returned with 'Retour A L'envoyeur' in blue and Belgique/Rebuts date stamp in blue
'23rd Dec 1912'. Stunning item the first recorded example of this very scarce instructional handstamp. (T)

b

450,-

P 6531

1913, 1y. green/brownish lilac, fresh colour, well perforated (round upper right corner due to line
perforation=no fault), mint o.g. with hinge remnant and paper adhesions. Mi. 1.700,- €. Attractive
copy of this rare stamp!
109

*

400,-

6532•

1914, Tazawa 1/2 S. (3), 1 S. (2), 1/2 S., 2 S. (2), 3 S. tied “NAgoya 9.12.6“ (Dec. 6, 1921) to
reverse of registered printed matter wrapper to Berlin/Germany w. 23 Jan 21 arrival, attractive 5
colour franking.

b

80,-

P 6533

1914/22, three registered covers sent April/June 1922 to Vladivostok at 40 S. rates inc. 20 S.
(pair), 10 S. (4) and 30+8+2s mixed frank, all with arrival markings.

b

200,-

6534

1914/28, coronation 10 S. canc. respective LCD with 15 S. uprate for airmail canc. “Okazaki
3.11.10“ to air mail cover via USA to Germany, unclear “...11.11.28“ transit on reverse, also “VARICK
STATION No. 1 N.Y. 28 NOV 28“. - The original endorsement “Moscow Berlin“ was cancelled and
replaced by “via America“.

e

100,-

P 6535

1915/1919, NARASHINO/KIAUBCHOU - Kämpferlager, (entstand 7.9.15 durch Verlegung. Lager
ASKUSA mit ca. 125 Marinesoldaten und 120 O.M:D. TIENTSIN), 3 verschiedene Color-LandschaftsBildkarten. 2x bds. sdpd u. HAN KAWAMIYA bzw. Iwazaki mit allen Stempeln

b

100,-

P 6536

1919, first postal flight, official ppc set issued by Imperial Aeronautics commission: one with ovpt.
issue 1 1/2 S. tied LCD “Tokyo 8.10.4“ (October 4, 1919) to Osaka. And one unadressed wiith
unovpt. 1 1/2 S. and LCD “Tokyo 8.10.20“.
134 etc.

Ak

170,-

asia
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1919, first postal flight 1 1/2 S. tied LCD “Osaka 8.10.6“ (June 10, 1919) to ppc showing pioneer
pilot Takeishi Koha and extra of Osaka Mainichi dated May 4, 1913 of trial flight suspended due to
crash of pilot while landing, who died the same day.
134

Ak

80,-

1924, Definitives “Empress Jingū“, 5y. green and 10y. violett, both values fresh colours and well
perforated, mint o.g. with hinge remnant. Mi. 1.200,- €.
170/71

*

300,-

6539

1926, first flight Osaka-Dairen: three official APSJ cards of sections postmarked Seoul (2) or Dairen,
sent: Osaka-Seoul, Seoul-Dairen and Seoul-Osaka.

e

60,-

P 6540

1927. Registered envelope addressed to Holland bearing SG 185, 1½s olive and scarlet (2), SG
186, 3s violet and brown, SG 187, 4s carmine and SG 188, 10s blue tied by vernacular date stamp
with Tokio registered label, endorsed 'via Siberia' with Russian Censor 'No 103' in blue and Russian
censor label tied by famed censor in scarlet with Enschede arrival. Superb.

b

600,-

P 6541•

1928, coronation set inc. pair of 10 S. etc. total 54 sen tied six strikes “KYOBASHI 6.12.28“ to
registered cover in unusual native “eel“ style to Switzerland and fwd. internal. (M)
209/12 etc.

b

100,-

6542•

1930/37, Showa witepaper 1 Y. etc. with a.o. patriotic aviation fund set tied “IMPERIAL HOTEL P.O.
TOKIO 6.9.37“ to small air mail cover to England, on revrse transit “HSINKING 8.9.37“, envelope 250, 233-35
two creases not affecting stamp.
etc.

b

P 6543
P 6544

1934, communications s/s, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. €3.000.-)

Bl. 1

**

80,950,-

1934, Airmail souvenir sheet, fresh colours, mint o.g. unhinged but some adhesion marks. Mi.
2.000,- €.
Bl. 1

*

700,-

P 6545•

1934, Red Cross Conference set in vertical pairs etc. total 82 Sen affixed tied “Kyobashi 9.12.28“
via “TOKIO 28.12.34“ to registered cover to Switzerland and fwd. internal, 1934 TBC seals (two 209/12 (2),
pairs) on reverse. One 10 S. RC, otherwise clean commercial condition. (M)
192 etc.

b

100,-

P 6546

1936, new year miniature s/s, six stamps show few black paper fibres, otherwise MNH, central
horiz. perf. line slight crease, fresh appearance.
217 Klbg.

**/*

250,-

P 6547•

1936, Fuji-NP and parliament sets (1 1/2 S. each are pairs) tied seven strikes “KOYBASHI
4.12.1936“ to registered cover via TOKIO same day to Switzerland, two 1935/1936 TBC seals and 218/221,
arrival marks on reverse. (T)
225/228

b

120,-

1938, Nikko 10 S. tied “KOBE 16.11.39“ to ppc (Java-China Japan Line, showing female archer in
classic Hindu style) to Surabaya/Java.
274

Ak

50,-

1939/40, Aso NP s/s canc. two strikes “IMPERIAL HOTEL P.O. TOKYO 16.2.40“ to reverse of
registered cover total frank 60 S., Tokyo same day transit, to Germany via Siberia w. arrival
“DARMSTADT 13.3.40“, german censor tape, s/s top is pasted 10 mm around corner, but complete. Bl. 4 , 288 (2)
A rare s/s on cover.
etc.

b

100,-

6550

1940 'Daisetsuzan' National Park souvenir sheet in resp. folder, mint never hinged, few light stains
on gum. (Mi. 480 €)
Bl. 5

**

60,-

P 6551•

1941, Tsugitaka-Taroko NP 20 S. tied „TOKYO 3.4.41“ to small cover (crease not affecting stamp) to
Elmhurst N.Y./USA, commercial usage.
309

b

P 6552
6553
6554

1949, children's day souvenir sheet, MNH. (Sakura Y 70.000, ca. €570,-).

Bl. A 28

**

1950, 5th national athletic meeting, a block of four, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 300.-)

507/10

**/v

150,220,60,-

1950, pheasant 103 Y. etc. total 127 Y. tied “YOKOHAMA 3.7.50“ to Singapore and returned with
respective instructional markings, a.o. “RETURNED LETTER OFFICE HONG KONG 1 AU 50“.

b

90,-

P 6555

1951/1952, Industry and agriculture 2-500 y. complete, mint never hinged, fine ÷ 1951/1952,
2-500 Y. Industrie und Landwirtschaft, komplette postfrische Serie, gut zentriert, Pracht (Sakura für
* bereits Y 211.900, ca. €1.750,-).
555-564

**

850,-

P 6556

1951, 100 Yen unwatermarked, unused mounted mint hinge removed, part original gum (Michel
cat. for MNH 600.-)
563

*/(*)

60,-

(*)

90,-

1952, 55-160 Y. Flugpostmarken Flugzeug über Tateyama, tadellos postfrische Serie (Sakura Y
110.600,-, ca. €890,-).
566 - 571

**

250,-

6559•

1954, philatelic week booklet pane, with booklet and interleaving paper, mint never hinged MNH
(Michel cat. 240.-)
Bl. 51

**

50,-

6560

2016, Greetings Prestige Booklet, two s/s of each y2.000 with 24k gold foil printing in sealed folder
MNH, complete package with envelope, two picture post cards and CARTOR printers certificate.
Plus 2016 Hokkaido-Shinkansen seet (Y800). (M)
Bl. 262/263

**

80,-

6561

2016, Greetings Prestige Booklet, two s/s of each y2.000 with 24k gold foil printing in sealed folder
MNH, complete package with envelope, two picture post cards and CARTOR printers certificate. (M) Bl. 262/263

**

80,-

P 6538

6548•
P 6549•

6557
P 6558

300

1951/52, 100 Yen and 500 Yen unwatermarked, regummed/nachgummiert (Michel cat. for MNH/
für postfrisch 1100.-)
563/564
1952, Airmail Tatejama 55-160 y. complete, mint never hinged, fine
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JAPANISCHE POST IN CHINA

siehe auch 5187, 5189, 5193, 5392, 5427, 6628, 7328, 8008

6562

1888, new koban 10 S. tied “I.J.P.O. SHANGHAI 13 IX 92 MEIJ 25“ to double weight cover to Osaka/
Japan, transit Kobe, arrival “OSAKA JAPAN 17 X 1892“ on reverse, also embossing and lacquer seal
of Mitsui Bussan Shanghai. Scarce double rate usage of the 10 S. for the 1876/98 tariff.

b

100,-

6563•

1892, UPU card 3 S. thick paper canc. “TIENTSIN 26 NOV 96 I.J.P.O.“ via Shanghai IJPO and
Yokohama to Germany, transit Muenchen, arrival Stuttgart.
JSCA FC7

GA

90,-

P 6564•

1892, Tientsin to Azores: UPU card thick paper 3 S. uprated UPU-Koban 1 S. canc. two clear strikes
„TIENTSIN 26 JUL 98 I.J.P.O.“ via „SHANGHAI I.J.P.O“ Aug. 3/5, Yokohama and NY to Ponta Delgada/
Acores Islds. w. Sept. 28 arrival, quite unusual destination.

GA

300,-

6565•

1898, UPU card 4 S. canc. “Dairen 41.4.6“ via bluish greeen “CHANGCHUN-S 5.4.08“ to Segeberg,
Holstein/Germany. Unusual colour for the Changchun transit marking.

GA

70,-

P 6566•

1899, 20 S. tied “PEKING 3.5.16 I.J.P.O.“ to registered cover via “KOBE2 8.5.15“ to Brazil, on
reverse transits Seattle, New York, Porto Alegre and arrival “S. LEOPOLDO 3 JUL 1916“, backflap
unevenly opened, attractive destination.
11

b

200,-

P 6567•

1900, offices 1 S., 1 ½ S. (2, one faults), 2 S., 3 S. tied three strikes „HANKOW 24 JUL 01 I.J.P.O.“
to ppc (Ming tombs) to Würzburg/Germany and fwd. internal with respective german s. l. in violet. 2-5

Ak

100,-

6568

1901. Postal stationery card 1½s blue written from Shitshiome dated '20/10/1901' cancelled by
vernacular date stamp addressed to the German Gunhoat 'Roon' at Yokohama with attached
instructional label. Nice item.

GA

100,-

P 6569

Japanese Offices, 1902. Registered and Advice of Receipt coverfront addressed the United States
bearing Japan Post Office in China SG 10a, 5s yellow-orange and SG 15a, 20s orange tied by
Chefoo/I.J.P.O. date stamp in violet '4th Aug 02' with 'I.J.P.O. Chefoo' registered label with handstruck 'A.R.' in red on face. Very scarce Advice of Receipt cover from Chefoo.

b/d

400,-

6570

1902, UPU-jubilee official ppc complete set of 6 all different, franked w. offices 4 S. tied LCD
“PEKING 35-6-20“ addressed to Germany.

Ak

100,-

P 6571

1903. Registered Official mail envelope (tear at top) from the 'H.R.M. Office of Works, Shanghai'
headed 'On His Britannic Majesty's Service' bearing Japanese Post Office in China SG 3a, 1a pale
brown (block of six plus 2), SG 6a, 2s yellow green (2) and SG 7a, 3s dull maroon (6) tied by
Shanghai/I.J.P.O. date stamp in violet '8th Jan 03' with matching registration Iabel, routed via Hong
Kong with London arrival 'Fe 14' on reverse. Superb Exhibition item paying the double registered
rate of thirty sen.

b

650,-

P 6572

1905. Japan postal stationery card 1½ s blue sent by 'German 1st East Asiatic Inf. Tien-Tsin' bearing
Japanese Post Office in China SG 2a, ½s slate and SG 6a, 2s yellow/green tied by 'Tientsin I.J.P.A.'
date stamp (type 2) addressed to Newcastle, England with Yokohama transit. Scarce military use from
the International Force paying the 4 sen postcard rate. The Postal Agency was located at Tzu-Chu-Lin. SG 2a, 6a

GA

100,-

P 6573•

1905, 4 Sen on coloured military picture card (motives military trench, huge canon) with blue cds
“TIENTSIN 14 JUL 05“ sent to Germany with arrival

Ak

100,-

P 6574

1906. Japan postal stationery letter sheet sent by 'German 1st East Asiatic Inf. Tien-Tsin' bearing
Japanese Post Office in China SG 3a, 1s pale brown, SG 6a, 2s yellow/green and SG 9a, 4s rosine
tied by 'Tientsin I.J.P.A.' date stamp (type 2) addressed to Newcastle, England with Yokohama transit
and Newcastle arrival on reverse. Scarce military use from the International Force paying the 10
sen letter card-registered (3+7) rate. The Postal Agency was located at Tzu-Chu-Lin.
SG 3a, 6a, 9a

GA

110,-

P 6575

1909. Picture post card of 'The Bund and River, Tientsin' addressed to German, Tsing-Tau bearing
Japanese Post Office SG 3a, 1s pale brown (3) and SG 9a, 4s rosine tied by Tientsin/I.J.P.O. date
stamp with Imperial Post Chefoo transit. Attractive.

b

100,-

6576•

1909/37, four cards: Kiku 4 S. tied “DAIREN 3.10.09“ via “CHANGCHUN-S 4.10.09“ to Weilburg/
Nassau; US ppc 1911 to Tainan via (KEE)LUNG; 1933 FFC card cto “FFC Taiwan-Inland 1931“ of
Taipeh; 1937 aviation fund tied “Dairen-Central 12.6.1“ (FD) w. uprate 15 S. on reverse of ppc
“biplane“ by airmail to Tokyo w. same day arrival.

Ak

80,-

P 6577•

1914, 20 S. tied “TSINGTAU11.5.20 I.J.P.O.“ to registered cover via Kobe, Yokohama and USA to
Germany and fwd. internal.

b

180,-

6578

1916, brown postal money order coupon stamped in “30 Yen“ used from “Tientsin Tzuchulin 5.9.26
“ (Sept. 26, 1916 - bottom with pmo code “tsin ru“). Tzuchulin was the foreign settlement IJPA aka
“Tientsin2“. Vermilion s.l. “furyokawase“ (POW transfer), addressed to Fw. Richard Wünsche at
Narashino, slight creases.

b

70,-

1916. Registered envelope addressed to Holland bearing Japanese Post Office in Shanghai SG 13,
10s blue, SG 33, ½s brown (pair), SG 34, 1s orange (pair), SG 35, 1½s pale blue (pair) and SG 36,
2s green (pair) tied by Shanghai/I.J.P.O date stamp ‘13th June 16’ with matching ‘I.J.P.O./Shanghai’
registered label, endorsed ‘via Siberia’ with Changchun/I.J.P.O. (Manchuria) transit ‘18/6’ on
reverse with Russian censor tape tied by boxed Russian censor in violet and Scheveningen arrival
on reverse. Very rare item of commercial mail with the second issue on cover.

b

600,-

P 6579

asia
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Cat-No.
1925, Japan used in Manchuria: Silver wedding 1 1/2 S. (2), 3 S. and 20 S. tied special
commemorative pictorial dater “Moukden 14.5.10“ (May 10, 1925) to registered ppc via “MUKDEN
.. 5.25“ and chinese “HARBIN“ via Siberia to Germany w. arrival “HAMBURG 30.5.25“, a first day
usage from the Manchuria railway zone on official embossed ppc showing the imperial couple.

Start

Ak

350,-

JAPANISCHE POST IN KOREA
siehe auch 6879, 6881, 6884, 6885

P 6581

1898, stationery card Russia 4 K. canc. “GENSAN I.J.P.O. 24 NOV 98“ with boxed “PAQUEBOT“
alongside via “YOKOHAMA 1 DEC 98“ to Germany w. arrival “BREMEN 1.1.99“.

GA

200,-

P 6582•

1898, “I.J.P.O. GENSAN 8 SEP 98“ ties Russia 10 K. to cover w. boxed “PAQUEBOT“ endorsed “Via
Nagasaki“ to USA, transit “YOKOHAMA 15 SEP 98“ on reverse.

b

800,-

6583•

1898, UPU card 4 S. canc. clear “SEOUL 9.7.09 COREA“ via “CHANGCHUN 13.7.09“ to Paris/France
w. big red boxed arrival of Hachette publishers.

GA

P 6584
P 6585•

1898, UPU card 4 S. canc. “SEOUL I.J.P.O. 10 SEP (04)“ to Germany w. arrival “GRUNEWALD 24.10.04“.

GA

80,200,-

1899, chrysanthemum 20 S. tied clear Korea type “Saedaemun 42.7.17“ (July 17, 1909) to small
size registered cover via MOJI and NAGSAKi to Sydney/Australia.
84

b

80,-

6586

1899/1906, Kiku 1 S., 1 1/2 S. violet tied small size “SEOUL 3.8.11“ to ppc (small faults/stains)
via “CHANGCHUN-S“ to England via Siberia.

Ak

50,-

P 6587•

1912. Registered envelope addressed to Scotland bearing Japan SG 134, 1s brown, SG 141, 5s
yellow and SG 146, 20s orange tied by vernacular Dalen date stamp 'April 27 1912' with provisional
'No 71/Dalen/Chosen' registration label, endorsed 'via Siberia', routed via Manchuria with
Changchun-H/I.J.P.O. transit in violet on face, oval London/Registered and Edinburgh arrival.
Attractive and scarce item of registered mail from Dalen.

b

700,-

P 6588

1925. Registered envelope written from Seoul addressed to Sweden bearing 'Chrysanthemum' SG
175, 8s grey and SG 180, 30s chestnut tied by Keijo/Chosen date stamp '21st Nov' with 'Keijo'
registered label endorsed 'via Siberia' with hand-struck 'Registered' in carmine and sent via
Manchuria with Changchun/I.J.P.O. transit on reverse '22/11'. Rare stamps on cover and scarce
destination to Sweden from Korea. (T)

b

350,-

P 6589•

1937, 36 S. frank canc. „Kokai Nantei (Hwanghae Nanti) 12.3.4“ (4.3.1937) on registered cover to
Ireland, transit „HSINKING I.N.P.O. 6.8.37“, rare type of R-label of Nantei, exhibition item

b

700,-

P 6590•

1937, Showa white paper 50 S. (pair) and 6 S. (pair) tied “KEIZYO 27.6.39“ to insured money
letter envelope marked boxed “A.R.“ to Shanghai/China. Insured for 1000 Y., the max amount
possible. Rate is, to China letter 4s, R 14s, AR 4s plus 10s per 120y insured = 1.12. “SHANGHAI
3.7.39“ backstamp. (M)

b

1.300,-

JAPANISCHE VERWALTUNG VON TAIWAN
siehe auch 5435, 5436

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG WK II - BURMA
siehe auch 5121, 9673

P 6591•

1942, Henzada overprinded 1 a. purple brown with inverted overprint, tied by cds.“KYONOAYAW“
with date “C.9.09“ (Burmanese calendar, June 14.1942) manuscript in red to local cover with
arrival mark, fine, very rare stamp on cover
SG J 29 a

b

1.200,-

P 6592•

Malaya Perak used in Burma, 1942, “Dainipponyubin“ vertical kanji on 5 C. brown, a block of 5,
tied “Loikou 18 6 12“ (June 12, 1943) to reverse of registered cover from Loikaw to“KYAUKSE SG J193 in
18 6 17“ (June 17, 1943). Less than five such usages of Malaya in Burma recorded on cover.
Burma

b

3.600,-

b

200,-

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG WK II - CHINA / MENGKIANG - INNER MONGOLIA
P 6593

1939, 8 F./40 F. (3) and martyr 1/2 F. (2) tied three strikes “28.3.30“ (March 30, 1939) to
missionary cover to Belgium

P 6594

1941. Air Mail envelope (small faults) to Luwu bearing Japan Yvert 274, 30s turquoise tied by
vernacular Field Post Office No 125 date stamp with boxed Air Mail instructional in red with circular
Japanese censor in red and boxed vernacular censor in violet. Very attractive cover from the
occupation.

b

100,-

P 6595•

1941, Hopeh 50 C. tied “TIENTSIN 9.11.30“ (Nov. 30, 1941) to reverse of letter to Marienburg/
Western Prussia. Boxed bilingual violet “SERVICE INTERROMPU/RETOUR A L'EXPEDITEUR“
(beginning of Pacific war) and backstamp “TIENTSIN13 31.3.19“ (March 19, 1942).

b

500,-

P 6596•

1942, card SYS half value surcharge 4 C./8 C. uprated half value 10 C./20 C. and 4 C./8 C. (block-4)
canc. „TSINGTAU 31.11.17“ (Nov. 17, 1942) endorsed „Germany via Ankara“ to Berlin, german
censormarks, bumped corners and slight creases.

GA

100,-

P 6597•

1944 (ca.), 50 Ch. martyr ovpt. “North China“ tied bilingual “WEIHSIEN“ on cover to Peitaiho,
sender british civilian internee from Camp Weihsien, violet boxed censor mark “Weihsien alien
persons collection camp/censorship passed“ plus vermilion name seal of censor.

b

240,-

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG WK II - CHINA - NORDCHINA / NORTH CHINA
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JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG WK II - CHINA ZENTRALCHINA / CENTRAL CHINA
siehe auch 5250A, 5250B, 5250C, 5426

P 6598

1942, card SYS 8 C. uprated SYS 2 C., 50 C. canc. “HANKOW 19.11.42“ to Bad Mergentheim/Germany
w. german censorship, X-mas greetings with Nov. 4 dateline. Correct revised 60 C. UPU card rate.

GA

100,-

P 6599•

1943, card SYS 8 C. uprated 15 C., NY print 5 C.canc. “SHANGHAI 7.7.43“ to Stanley Internment
Camp, Hong Kong with boxed blue censor mark “Hong Kong Occupation area Administration /
censorship passed“ plus vermilio censors name seal “Maeshima“.

GA

350,-

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG WK II - HONGKONG
siehe auch 6045, 6599

P 6600•

1942, 5 Sen tied “Kowloontong 18.3.11“ to cover to Kweiling in free China. Transit Canton 32.3.18,
arrival Kweilin 32.4.16 were the japanese adhesive was blackened, also censor tape tied by oval
framed “011“ tie-mark, rare.
Japan 317

b

800,-

P 6601•

1944, mounted warrior card 2 S. uprated 1 S. brown canc. “(Hong) Kong 19.6.24“ (June 24, 1944)
used local. Sent from military internment camp, boxed blue censor mark “Hong Kong Internment
Camp / Censorship passed“ plus vermilion seal of censor “Takamatsu“.

GA

240,-

P 6602•

1945, $5/5 S., a vertical strip-3 tied “Hong Kong 20.6.3“ (June 3, 1945) to registered cover to
Shanghai, possible 4 1/2 months only, commercial usage. (T)
3 (3)

b

1.300,-

P 6603•

1945, $5/5 S. (4 inc. vertical strip-3) tied “Hong Kong 20.7.2“ (July 2, 1945) to registered cover
to Canton w. “Canton 34.7.6“ (July 6) backstamp, possible 4 1/2 months only, commercial
usage with part of chinese delivery tag, turned envelope.
3 (4)

b

2.000,-

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG WK II - MALAYA

siehe auch 6592, 8163, 8172, 8737, 8740, 8878, 8891, 8892, 8894, 8895, 9018, 9019, 9020,
9021, 9022, 9023, 9024, 9025, 9026, 9027, 9028, 9029, 9030, 9167, 9170, 9173, 9175, 9176,
9178, 9180, 9181, 9270, 9271, 9273, 9274, 9275, 9276, 9277, 9278, 9279, 9280, 9282, 9283,
9284, 9285, 9287, 9288, 9290, 9291, 9296, 9319, 9320, 9321, 9323, 9324, 9325, 9326, 9327,
9328, 9329, 9330, 9332, 9333, 9334, 9336, 9337, 9382, 9383, 9384, 9386, 9389, 9390, 9391,
9392, 9393, 9396, 9397, 9399, 9401, 9402, 9403, 9404, 9462, 9464, 9504, 9505, 9506, 9509,
9510, 9511, 9512, 9514, 9515, 9516, 9518, 9519, 9520, 9521, 9522, 9655, 9657, 9658, 9659,
9660, 9662, 9663, 9664, 9665, 9667, 9668, 9669, 9670, 9671, 9672, 9674, 9675, 9675A, 9676,
9677, 9996, 9997, 9998, 10001, 10004, 10005, 10006, 10007, 10009, 10010, 10011, 10012,
10013, 10014, 10015, 10016, 10017, 10018, 10019, 10141, 10142, 10143, 10145, 10473,
10474, 10475, 10476, 10751

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG WK II - NL-INDIEN / NAVY-DISTRICT /
DUTCH EAST INDIES
siehe auch 6345

P 6604•

Celebes, 1944, “red sun“ stationery card 3 1/2 C. (figures in characters) canc. “Dainippon /
Makasser / teikokuminseifu“ w. “24 april 44“ dateline on reverse to Magelang/Java and fwd.
“MAGELANG 23.5.04“ to Kediri
JSCA 10NS4

GA

180,-

P 6605•

Celebes Civil Administration, 1943, Hinomaru card 3 1/2 C. canc. “Dainippon/Makassar/...“ with
boxed vermilion “censorship passed/Makassar p.o.“ alongside, to Surabaya/Java, vert. crease.
Provenience: JSA PA 67 lot 2877.
JSCA 5NS1

GA

180,-

P 6606•

North Celebes, 1942, small black anchor w. Dainipponteikokuseifu from the left on letter card 7
1/2 C. canc. “Dai Nippon / Gorontalo / Teikouseifu“ to Jakarta, boxed “censorship passed /
Gorontalo p.o.“, ex-Boekema, Dr. Zimmer, Dr. Stibbe and Broekman.
4NS5

GA

400,-

P 6607•

Ceram Civil Administration, 1943, card 3 1/2 C. w. red ovpts. of japanese flag on imprint, boxed
vertical three line handstamp of the administration and s. l. “Dainipponteikokuseifu“ (Imperial
Japanese Govt.) in, canc. with dateless Dainippon type “ENDE“, curious latin letter “Kan Sa
Dzuoue Mi“ (censorship passed), local usage. Es-Boekema, Dr. Zimmer, Dr. Stibbe and Broekman. JSCA 8NS2

GA

1.600,-

P 6608•

Ceram Civil Administration, 1942, hinomaru flag with “Dainipponteikokuseifu“ and boxed “Imperial
Navy/Ceram Civil Administration handstamp“ all in red on card 3 1/2 C. canc. “Dainippon/
Singaradja/Teikokuseifu“ with “SINGARADJA -9.4.43“alongside, also boxed “censorship passed/
Singaradja p.o.“ and red han of censor Kuroda, to Soerabaia/Java, all clear strikes inc. senders
company handstamp (Bali Agriculture Co.), a beauty. Singaraja was seat of Ceram govt. fFrom early
1943 to April 1944. Provenience: Japan Stamp Auction PA 67 lot 2876.
JSCA 8NS2A

GA

600,-

P 6609•

General issue, mounted Warrior (Nanko) card surcharged, 1943, card 3 1/2 C. on 2 Sen vermillion
canc. “Dainippon/Anpenan/Teikokuseifu“ from Lombok island to Bandung, red boxed bilingual
“Censorship passed/Anpenan p.o.“ alongside. A showpiece. Ex-Boekema, Dr. Zimmer, Dr. Stibbe
and Broekman.
11NS1

GA

450,-

P 6610•

General issue, mounted Warrior (Nanko) card surcharged, 1943, card 3 1/2 C. on 2 Sen vermillion
canc. “Dainippon/MENADO/Teikokuseifu“ with boxed “censorship passed/Menado p. o.“ to Jonan
district, Osaka city, Japan. Interesting bilingual type postmark Provenience: JSA 67 lot 2879.
JSCA 11NS1

GA

700,-
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P 6611•

Lesser Sunda Isl., 1942, small black anchor on stationery envelope 7 1/2 C. canc. double frame
“Dainippon/Denpasar/teikokuseifu“ with boxed black “Censorship passed/Denpasar p.o.“ and red
han of censor, from Bali to Ampenan/Lombok. Provenience: Japan Stamp Auction PA 67 lot 2873. JSCA 6NS3

GA

800,-

P 6612•

1945, japanese mounted warrior card (unoverprinted, “pocket card“) uprated navy district
general issue 3 1/2 C. (pair) for the 10 C. revised card rate from August 1, 1945. Canc.
“Dainippon/Makassar“teikokuseifu“ to Surabaya/Java. Regular (unoverprinted) mounted JSCA 11N2 (2),
warrior (Nanko) cards used in Celebes are exceedingly rare. Provenience: JSA PA 67 lot 2880. Japan card

GA

1.600,-

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG WK II - NL-INDIEN /
SUMATRA / DUTCH EAST INDIES
siehe auch 8735, 8736, 9466, 9666

P 6613•

Tapanoeli, 1942, boxed red sun on card 3 1/2 C. grey used “BALIGH 18.3.18“ (March 18, 1943) to
Kabandjahr, boxed red “censorship passed/Medan p.o.“, ex-Boekema, Dr. Zimmer, Dr. Stibbe and
Broekman.
JSCA 3S1

GA

500,-

P 6614•

Palembang, 1942, boxed seal on card 3 1/2 C. used “BATOE RADJA 15.1.03“ (Jan. 3, 1943) to Padang
Pandjang, large vertical “censorship passed“, ex-Boekema, Dr. Zimmer, Dr. Stibbe and Broekman.
JSCA 7S6

GA

350,-

P 6615•

Palembang, 1942, seal with 2 on card 3 1/2 C. canc. “BATOE RADJA 18.12.02“ (Dec. 2, 1943) to
Padangpandjang, large violet “censorship passed“, ex-Boekema, Dr. Zimmer, Dr. Stibbe and
Broekman.
JSCA 7S7

GA

450,-

P 6616•

1942, 3 1/2 C. “Dai Nippon“ cards (2) with seal stamp resp. “additional postage fee paid/Sumatra
gunsei bu“ (the latter tonings); also 1947 Indonesia intaglio “N.R.I.“. w. on reverse forerunners 5 S.
(4), 15 S. (4) and 40 S. (2) tied “MEDAN 25.3.47“.

GA

330,-

P 6617•

East Coast, 1942, card 3 1/2 C. w. boxed red “Dai Nippon“ used “TANDJONG-BALEI 18.2.26“ (Feb.
26, 1943) to Medan, green censormark of Tanjongbalei p. o., vert. crease, ex-Boekema, Dr. Zimmer,
Dr. Stibbe and Broekman.
JSCA 1SS17

GA

180,-

P 6618•

East Coast, 1942, envelope 3 1/2 C. ovpt. boxed “Dainippon in black“: type 3 plus an unrecorded
type (the latter signed Boekema). Also removal card with unframed “Dainippon“, total 3 items, all JSCA 1SS3,
unused mint. Ex-Boekema, Dr. Zimmer, Dr. Stibbe and Broekman.
1SS12

GA

350,-

P 6619•

Navy Civil Govt., 1943, anchor card 4 C., “Kartoe pos“ with serifs, canc.“ Dainippon / Majene /
teikokoseifu“, from Madjene to Malili (Central- to South Celebes), red boxed “censorship passed/
Makasser“ and boxed katakana “me“. Commercial usage with long text, clean condition.
JSCA 10NS7

GA

90,-

Navy Civil Govt., 1943, anchor card 4 C. (3): seriffed “KARTOE POS“, in deep red, with typeset sriffed “4“,
unused mint in clean condition. (JSCA 43.ooo yen)
JSCA 10NS7, 10NS8a, 10NS11

GA

90,-

P 6621•

Atjeh, 1943, stationery card 3 1/2 C. wiith large framed “Gunsei bu Atjeh province branch seal“ used
“KOETARADJA 18.(10.).04“ (Oct. 18, 1944) to Tokushima city, Japan. Boxed violet “Censorship passed/
Shonan military police“ with red han “Okayama“. Provenience: Japan Stamp Auction PA 67 lot 2871. JSCA 2S7

GA

600,-

P 6622•

1943, West Coast: Japan 2nd Showa 5 S. Togo tied “LOEBOEK ALOENG 18.5.4“ (May 4, 1943) to
postal transfer form “W“ amount 2,- hfl. to Sumatra Sinbun, Medan. Boxed red Padang censormark,
Medan backstamps.

b

100,-

Tapanoeli, 1942, boxed red sun on card 3 1/2 C. grey used “PADANG 17.12.02“ to Medan, boxed
violet “censored“, two closed stapleholes, ex-Boekema, Dr. Zimmer, Dr. Stibbe and Broekman.
JSCA 3S1

GA

100,-

6620•

6623•

JAPANISCHE BESETZUNG WK II - NORD-BORNEO / NORTH BORNEO

siehe auch 8380, 8381, 8382, 8383, 8384, 8385, 8386, 9839A, 9840, 9841, 9842, 9844, 9845,
9849, 9850, 9858, 10369, 10370, 10371, 10372, 10373, 10374, 10375, 10376, 10380, 10381,
10382, 10383, 10384, 10385, 10386, 10388, 10389, 10390, 10391, 10392, 10395

JAPAN - GANZSACHEN

siehe auch 6563, 6564, 6583, 6584, 6601, 10473

P 6624•

1873, folded card purple frame “beniwaku“ 1/2 S. syll. 4 canc. double circle N1B1 “Tokyo 7.1.5“
(Jan. 1, 1874) inner city usage, small faults, a. o. staple hole on reverse and needle holes in corners,
Japans first postcard, a rarity (JSCA 150.000 Yen)
PC1 (4)

GA

300,-

P 6625•

1873, folded card purple frame “beniwaku“ 1/2 S. syll. 1 resp. 1 S. syll. 1, each with ink-dot
specimen (sumiten), usual string holes from official announcement page (JHES 100.000 Yen).
PC (1), PC2 (1)

GA

200,-

P 6626•

1873, folded card purple frame (beniwaku) 1 S. syll. 1 canc. small boxed tensho (seal) style
„Kawagoe“ w. red boxed „Kawagoe Postal Agency“ w. „P.M. 8“ mark alongside both on reverse,
to Tokyo w. arrival double circle N1B1 7.1.17 (Jan. 17, 1874), also s. l. vermilion on front „delayed
by snow“. Early provincial usage outside Tokyo, as Japans first postcards were distributed to
places outside Tokyo/Yokohama only from March, 1874.
JSCA 2 (1)

GA

1.500,-

P 6627•

1874, folded postcard with frame inscription 1/2 S. syll. 1, unused mint, slight stains; plus same, 1
Sen syll. 1 used Kiban Kanazawa to Tokyo with March 1875 arrival on reverse (JSCA 140.000 Yen) PC3, PC4

GA

140,-

P 6628•

1879, UPU card 2 Sen originating at Shanghai with bold brown non-seriff “SHIP“, canc. on arrival
“Nagasaki 24.1.4“ (Jan. 4, 1891) to Yokkaichi/Japan w. Jan. 8 arrival, corner bend.

GA

130,-

P 6629•

1888/99, to Bushire: Koban small size envelope 2 S. uprated Kiku 8 S., 10 S. tied “Hiroshima
34.11.14“ registered to Bushire/Persia, transits KOBE, YOKOHAMA, MONTREAL, LONDON, “SEA
POST OFFICE DE 30 04“ and arrival “BUSHIRE 16 JA 05“, an extraordinary destination. Cert. Basel/
Eichele 2016.
81, 82 etc.

GA

900,-
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P 6630

1891. Registered postal stationery envelope 2s olive upgraded with 'Koban' SG 114, 2s rose (strip
of three) tied by vernacular date stamp with boxed hand-struck 'Registered' in red, various
instructionals and arrival in Nagasaki. Rare and very attractive item.

GA

600,-

P 6631

1892, UPU double card 3 S. orange uprated Koban 1 S. green canc. “YOKOHAMA 5 FEB 98“ to
Berlin/Germany w. arrival, reply part unused included.

GA

250,-

P 6632•

1892, UPU card thick paper 3 S. canc. “YOKOHAMA 14 IX 94“ via SF and NY to staff of german
small cruiser “S.M.S. Hyäne“, Cameroons, West Africa w. arrival “KAMERUN 25 11 93“. A very
unusuall destination.

GA

200,-

6633

1897. Registered postal stationery envelope 2s olive upgraded with SG 113, 1s green, SG 114, 2s
rose, SG 120, 10s brown and SG 130, 5s violet-blue tied by Tokio/I.J.P.O. date stamp '28 May' with
registered label, addressed to the Netherlands lndies with Yokohama and Hong Kong 'Ju 7' transit
with N.l. Agent Singapore and Weltevreden squared circle '17/6' with Tegal arrival '19/6' on reverse.
Rare destination item from Japan.

GA

600,-

P 6634•

1898, UPU card 4 S. canc. “YOKOHAMA 26 AUG 02“ via Hong Kong, Aden and french mail steamer
“NOUMEA-MARSEILLE 25 SEPT 02“ to Agra Pequena, German South West Africa w. arrival
“LÜDER(ITZB)UCHT 20/I 02“. On reverse interesting three line “Dr. MANSFELD, Genesungsheim
Honmoku-Yokohama“, Mansfeld was the then chief surgeon of the German Navy Hospital and the
“Genesungsheim“ a special detached group of recovering pavillons on a hill nearby the hospital.
Sent by Dr. Alfred Mansfeld to his brother Bernd. Corners with glue residue.

GA

280,-

P 6635•

1900, stationery envelope Kiku 3 Sen small size uprated Kiku 8 sen, 10 sen canc. „YOKOHAMA 20
AUG 01“, registered to Germany w. transit-R label and dater of NY, endorsed „per Tosa maru„„,
pencil signed Eichhorn BPP

GA

150,-

P 6636

1904. Postal stationery card 1½s blue upgraded with SG 134,1s pale brown and SG 135, 1½s pale
ultramarine tied by Osaka/Japan date stamp '20/9', addressed to 'The Postmaster, Apia, Samoa'
routed via Victoria/Hong Kong '30/9' with arrival Apia/Samoa '9/11' of the German Post Office.
Nice item of destination mail.

GA

100,-

P 6637•

Design “Rome“ 1906 International Reply Coupon as block of four Japon (japanese characters).
This block of International Reply Coupons belong to the scarcest postal stationery and is a key
item of any exhibition collection. The importance and real value is still very much underestimated
- highlight of every postal stationery or country collection. This offer comes from the collection
king fuad - this block of four is probably unique in private hands (T)
IAS (4)

GA

1.200,-

P 6638

1918. Registered Japanese postal stationery folded letter card 3s carmine upgraded with SG 160,
3s carmine and SG 161, 4s scarlet written from 'Shinyu Hotel' dated 'Sept 4' cancelled by vernacular
date stamp with adjacent Nagasaki in violet with matching registered label addressed to 'Monsieur
Tarrant, Commissioner Customs House, Wen Chow, Tchongkiang' routed via the Imperial and
Japanese Post Office Shanghai with Wenchow arrival '16th Sept 18' on reverse. A very rare item of
Registered postal stationery to China. Exhibition item.

GA

650,-

P 6639

1940, UPU card castle 10 S. canc. “Nara 16.9.18“ (Sept. 18, 1941) to civilian internment camp
Koetatjane/Sumatra, Dutch East Indies with DEI censormark in red, sent by wife of internee.

GA

80,-

6640•

1941, postal savings card (2), unused mint resp. a second copy cto first day “Tokyo Central 16.7.1“
(July 1, 1941).

GA

80,-

LAGERPOST TSINGTAU
siehe auch 5416, 6578, 6662

P 6641•

Aonoghara, 1916, camp stationery envelope in blue with bilingual camp seal of Aonogahara and
two han of censors Shono and Motomiya alongside w. Dec. 2 postmark to Tsingtau with arrival
“Tsingtau FPO 5.12.8“ (Dec. 8, 1916). Large black handwritten routing mark “Tsingtau“.

GA

180,-

P 6642•

Fukuoka, 1917, preprinted Easter greetings and large vermilion writing permit seal on so called
“baldy man“ card (Glatzkopfkarte) with boxed han of censor “Suzuki“ and violet Fukuoka camp seal
alongside from “Fukuoka 6.2.12“ (Feb. 12, 1917) to Solln near Munich/Germany, the large permit
scale is the rarity of Fukuoka camp. It is assumed that it was struck only on cards for POW under
special strict restrictions of writing.

Ak

270,-

P 6643•

Fukuoka, 1917, preprinted X-mas greetings and clear strike of large vermilion writing permit seal on
so called “baldy man“ card (Glatzkopfkarte) with boxed han of censor “Shibata“ and violet Fukuoka
camp seal alongside from “Fukuoka 6.10.9“ (Oct. 9, 1917) to Wilhelmshaven/Germany, the large
permit seal is the great rarity of Fukuoka camp. It is assumed that it was struck only on cards for
POW under special strict restrictions of writing.

Ak

270,-

6644•

Matsuyama, 1915, blue printed camp stationery card with oval violet camp seal and vermilion han
of censor “Motomiya“, red “SdPdG“ from “Matsuyama 44.12.22“ (Dec. 22, 1915) to Frankfurt/M.,
Germany.

GA

130,-

P 6645•

Matsuyama, 1916, money letter envelope insured for Y.3 to Shanghai/China w. oval camp seal of
Matsuyama and black s.l. senders mark “Matsuyama POW camp“, on reverse “Matsuyama 5.9.3“
and arrival “SHANGHAI I.J.P.O. 6.9.16“, sender K. Fringe, vert. bend but complete. (T)

b

180,-

P 6646•

Matsuyama, 1917, money letter envelope insured for Y.5 from POW camp Matsuyama to Shanghai/
China: violet paper seals tied 5 times by large violet camp seal of Matsuyama, with vermilion han
of censor Konno alongside, also boxed violet route mark “China“ with “SHANGHAI I.J.P.O. 27.1.(1)7“
arrival on reverse. (T)

b

180,-
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6647

Narashino, 1916, oval camp seal, han of censor “Kawado“ on cover ms. endorsed “Sdpdg“ and
violet “to Yokohama“ from “Chiba.Tsudanuma 5.6.12“ (June 12, 1916) to Yokohama w. same day
arrival. Sender POW H. Schröder.

b

50,-

P 6648•

Narashino, 1917, intercamp mail card to Kurume: red oval camp seal of Narashino w. oval vermilion
han of censor “Kawado“ from “Tchiba Tsudanuma 6.4.2“ (April 2, 1917) with violet vertical s. l. “to
Kurume“ and oval violet Kurume camp seal/censormark “b“. Easter greetings from H. Hartmann to
Lt. Breternitz.

Ak

130,-

6649•

Narashino, 1918, camp printed postcard w. oval censormark and indistinct “Tsudanuma“ comb
dater and han of censor w. violet route marking “to Cina“ to Changsha/China, sender Diedrich
Klopp (1883-1971).

b

150,-

P 6650•

Osaka, 1915, money letter envelope insured for Y3.10 to Shanghai/China w. red boxed camp seal
of OSAKA w. red oval “kenetsuzumi“ and han of censor , on reverse arrival “SHANGHAI IJPO
30.8.16“, from the collection of a late specialist from Wales. (T)

b

180,-

P 6651

1917/18, POW camps Nagoya and Aonogahara both to Shanghai/China: large red seal on cover
and han of censor alongside, with full contents from “Nagoya Akatsuka 7.1.25“ with Jan. 30 arrival
on reverse; sender Oberstleutnant von Kofinger. And card with large violet camp seal of Aonogahara
with boxed vermilion han of censor alongside, sender A. Minquand. Two items.

b

100,-

P 6652

1918, POW camps Ninoshima and Bando both to Shanghai/China: boxed bilingual “Ninoshima“
with oval KEZ and circular han of censor “Niwa“, sender frigate captain Hass with Jan. 10 1918
backstamp; camp printed card Bando with large oval camp seal and vermilion han of censor Aoki
from “Bando 7.1.3“ (Jan. 3, 1918), sender major Neumann. Two items.

b

100,-

P 6653•

1918, Lagerpost stamps 2 S., a right margin cop. And 5 S. , a right corner margin copy, signed
Richter and Scholz, both unused no gum as issued.
1, 2

(*)

1.300,-

P 6654

Heimkehrerpost / Return trip mail, 1919, Narashino envelope with SdPDG and camp name on
reverse deleted, w. 10 S. blue pated over part im imprint, tied “KOBE 29.12.19“ to Stuttgart/
Germany, sender “Kapitänleutnant Has Wittmann, z.Z. Hofuku Maru Kobe“. An unusual combination.

GA

120,-

JAPAN - BESONDERHEITEN

siehe auch 5822, 6037, 7331, 7341, 8087, 11103

P 6655•

Incoming mail, 1867, GB, QV 9d straw and 2 Sh. dull blue on entire folded letter “LONDON FE 26
69“ via Marseilles to Yokohama/Japan, transit HONG KONG and arrival “YOKOHAMA AP 30 69“.
“NESTLE, ANDREA&CO. LONDON“ blue senders cachet. From the Thorel correspondence. Cert.
Basel/Eichele 2016.
SG J98, J118

b

900,-

P 6656•

1889, “REGISTERED YOKOHAMA“, two clear strikes of c.d.s. on incoming registered stationery card
Germany 10pf. red uprated by 20pf. blue, from “APOLDA 11.11.89“ addressed to a crew member of
US ship “Drumond Castle“, Italian transit registration mark 14.11. alongside, the Yokohama marks
with two different dates “30 DEC 1889“ and “6 OCT 1890“, retour to Germany with “REBUTS“ in ms.

GA

400,-

P 6657

1889. German postal stationery card 10 Pf red written from Elberfeld to the Grand Hotel, Yokohama
cancelled by Elberfeld date stamp with Yokohama arrival on reverse and hand-struck instructional
'Left Japan' with 'Parti' in red and boxed 'Rifiuto' hand-stamp in black. A loverly item of returned mail
from the British Post Office.

GA

330,-

6658

1895. U.S postal stationery card 1c black upgraded with Yvert 70, 1c blue tied by Sacramento Ca.
duplex addressed to Yokohama with arrival on reverse with hand-struck instructional ‘Non Reclaime’
in red on front.

GA

100,-

P 6659

1895. Printed Matter envelope addressed to Kobe, Japan bearing France 'Type Sage' Yvert 75, 5c
green(corner fault) tied by Paris/5 double ring with bilingual 'lnconnu' hand-stamp in red on reverse
with instructional 'Retour/A L’Envoyeur' on face and returned to Paris.

b

110,-

P 6660•

Incoming mail, 1897, India, Tibet/Nepal border area, card 1 A. canc. “DWARA KUMAON“ via
Tuticorin 14 AP 97, Colombo, “(SINGA)PORE TO HONG KONG AP 26“, “KOBE 11 MAY 97“ to Hirosaki
w. May 14 arrival.

GA

150,-

P 6661•

1899, german navy hospital Yokohama, 5 Pf. tied “OTHFRESEN 22.8.99“ to ppc “Gruß vom
Bärenkopf“ to staff of 1st comp. 3rd batallion at Kiatuschou, then fwd. to Yokohama/German
Hospital, transits german office Shanghai, Tsintau, Nagasaki and Yokohama, vermilion “to
Yokohama“. tear repaired by official japanese repair seal. Well travelled card.

Ak

280,-
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1913: four picture postcards (two without stamps) written in Shanghai, Kobe nad Nagasaki.
1913 : Ansichtskarten Japan geschrieben von dem FT Maat Jannascheck deutsches Torpedoboot
S90, 1913 nach Großenhain aus Shanghai Kobe Nagasaki, 2x Marke ab, Besatzung nur 57 Mann,
S 90 gehörte zum ostasiatischen Kreuzergeschwader und blieb bei Kriegsausbruch in Tsingtau für
den Sicherungsdienst des Stützpunktes in Dienst, den sie zusammen mit dem Kanonenboot SMS
Iltis versah. Sie sicherte das Auslaufen der Schiffe, die Tsingtau zum Kreuzergeschwader als
Versorgungsschiffe oder Verstärkungen (der Kleine Kreuzer SMS Emden, die Hilfskreuzer Prinz
Eitel Friedrich und Cormoran) verließen. Ab Mitte August überwachten Schiffe der britischen China
Station die Ausgänge von Tsingtau enger und brachten etliche Schiffe auf. In der Nacht zum 23.
August 1914 entdeckte der britische Zerstörer HMS Kennet die patrouillierende S 90 und versuchte
sie abzufangen. S 90 erwiderte das Feuer und lockte dadurch die Kennet in den Feuerbereich
einer 105 mm-Landbatterie, die sofort Treffer erzielte. Als auch noch SMS Jaguar auslief, drehte
die Kennet ab, die 3 Tote und 7 Verwundete an Bord hatte und deren Steuerbord-Zwölfpfünder
zerstört war. Als sich das Ende der Verteidigungsmöglichkeiten der Kolonie abzeichnete, versuchte
das Torpedoboot aus einer nächtlichen Überwachungsfahrt heraus, den Überwachungsring der
alliierten Schiffe am 17. Oktober 1914 zu durchbrechen. Dabei gelang die Versenkung des
japanischen Kreuzers Takachiho durch einen Torpedo. Der alte japanische Kreuzer sank mit 271
Toten – Japans größter Verlust durch Feindeinwirkung des Ersten Weltkriegs. Da eine erfolgreiche
Flucht wegen Brennstoffmangel nicht wahrscheinlich erschien, versenkte der Kommandant das
Boot noch in der Nähe Tsingtaus selbst und begab sich mit seiner Besatzung in chinesische
Internierung.

b

80,-

1914, used in Taiwan, Tazawa 3 S. on cover resp. 10 S. on registered cover, the latter tied “Taiwan
Tataocheng 6.4.21“ (April 21, 1917) with respective R-label of Taipeh foreign riverside settlement
alongside, to HSBC staff in Foochow/China. Endorsed “via South Formosa“ resp. “via Amoy“, local
routes. From the Nicholls correspondence.
114, 117

b

300,-

P 6664

1926/31, used in Taiwan, Lake Ashi air 16 1/2 S. (2) etc. total 50 S. tied native “Taipeh 12.7.2“ to 196 (2), 179,
small air mal cover via “TAIHOKU 2.7.37“ to England, bumped corners, from the Orr correspondence. 203

b

200,-

P 6665•

1932, Commercial cover (215x137 mm) to the German South Seas Phosphate Company in Bremen
(arrival pmk.) with landscapes 6 S. crimson + 10 S. blue tied to very fine Japanese-language cds,
provisional registration label with YOKOHAMA h/s + '(“50“) cm./T' h/s in violet, red boxed german
“Nachgebühr“, senders endorsement “Truk / East Karoline Isl.“ on backflap
Truk

b

450,-

P 6666

1936, used in Taiwan, Fuji Hakone National Park 6 S. resp. 10 S., two mixed frankings tied clear
metal type “TAIHOKU 20.11.37 TAIWAN NIPPON“ to small covers used as 20 Sen rates (4/37 tariff)
to England, bit unevenly opened on top, from the Orr correspondence.
220, 221 etc.

b

250,-

6667•

Incoming mail, 1937/41, South Africa resp. French Indochina air mail covers to Yokohama, the letter
charged postage due with respective instructional markings. SA cover crumbled in right margin.

b

80,-

6668

1937/1945, MILITARY POST, 6 fieldpost cards (mostly China), thereof 3 picture cards all with
“Peking Army Secret Police Bureau“.

b

200,-

P 6669

1940, used in Taiwan, 2600th anniversary set 2 S.-20 S. complete tied “TAIHOKU 14.11.40 TAIWAN
NIPPON“ to registered cover to England, large light blue registration label of “TAIHOKU“. Correct 36
Sen rate for UPU letter basic registered. From the Orr correspondence.
288/291

b

200,-

P 6670

1940, used in Taiwan, Imperial rescript 2 S., 4 S. (pair) and 1939, 1st Showa 10 S. tied “Taipeh
15.11.1“ (Nov. 1, 1940) to small size cover endorsed “Via Canada“ to England, from the Orr 300, 301 (2),
correspondence.
262

b

100,-

P 6671

1941, used in Taiwan, Tsugitaka Taroko National Park set 2 S.-20 S. cpl. tied two strikes “TAIHOKU
10.3.41 TAIWAN NIPPON“ to registered FDC via Canada to England, british censortrape tied by oval
transit “LONDON .. MAY 41“. Large light blue registration label of “TAIHOKU“. The Taiwan NP issue
actually used from Taiwan, correct 36 Sen rate for UPU letter basic registered. Traces of commercial
usage. From the Orr correspondence. (T)
306/309

FDC

350,-

P 6672

1942, italien illustrated field post card “Samurai sinks allied warships“, real used from “FPO 3450
30.IV.43“ (Royal Italian Navy at Brindisi) to Taranto, two censor marks. This card is mostly seen
mint, used is uncommon.

GA

60,-

P 6663

JEMEN

siehe auch 5015, 11072, 11890, 11891, 12059, 12345, 12346, 12368

P 6673•

1939, 2nd Anniversary of Arabic Alliance, complete set of six values as plate blocks from the upper
right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint. Rarely seen!
21/26 (4)

**

250,-

P 6674•

1939, 2nd Anniversary of Arabic Alliance IMPERFORATE, complete set of six values as marginal
blocks from the lower right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint. Rarely seen!
21/26 U (4)

**

250,-

6675•

1940, Definitives “Ornaments“, ½b. to 5b., six values each as complete sheet of 50 stamps with
plate number at upper right, unmounted mint. (M)
28/33 (50)

**

180,-

6676•

1940, Definitives “Ornaments“, ½b. to 1i., complete set of 13 values as plate blocks from the upper
right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint. Rarely seen!
28/40 (4)

**

250,-

6677•

1940, 5b. grey/brown, single franking on reverse of commercial cover, oblit. with black seal mark
of BIRA'A, postal wear/faults.
33

b

90,-

asia
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6678•

1942, Inauguration of Mutawakkili Hospital IMPERFORATE, complete set of four values as marginal
blocks of four from the lower left corner of the sheet, unmounted mint. Rarely seen!
41/44 U (4)

**

180,-

P 6679•

1942, Completion of the Mutawakkili Hospital complete set of four in IMPERFORATE blocks of four
from lower margin, mint never hinged, Mi. € 320,-- ++
41/44 U (4)

**

100,-

6680•

1942, Inauguration of Mutawakkili Hospital IMPERFORATE, complete set of four values as plate
blocks from the upper right corner of the sheet, top pair with hinge remnant, lower pair unmounted
mint. Rarely seen!
41/44 U (4)

**/*

180,-

6681•

1942, Hospital, complete set of four values as marginal blocks of four, 4b. and 14b. plate blocks
from the upper right corner of the sheet, c.t.o. “SANA'A 31.5.62“
41/44 (4)

g

70,-

6682•

1942, Inauguration of Mutawakkili Hospital, complete set of four values on cover (horiz. fold not
affecting stamps, but slight corner crease through 14b.) from SANA'A to SanFrancisco/USA,
BEYROUTH transit mark “...46“ on reverse.
41/44

b

50,-

6683•

1947, Prince's Flight to United Nations, black overprint, complete set of four values mint o.g. with
hinge remnant, 6b. and 14b. signed Stolow. Very rare issue, only 800 sets issued!
82/85 II

*

70,-

6684•

1947, Prince's Flight to United Nations, black overprint, complete set of four values mint o.g. with
hinge remnant (10b. slightly round corner due to line perforation), 14b. signed Stolow; in addition
4b. and 14b. used signed Stolow. Very rare issue, only 800 sets issued!
82/85 II

*/g

90,-

P 6685•

1947, Prince's Flight to United Nations, 14b. green/olive with double black overprint, mint o.g. with
hinge remnant, signed Stolow. Very rare variety!
85 II DD

*

130,-

P 6686•

1947, Prince's Flight to United Nations, 1i. with black overprint and 8b. with red overprint on 1954
registered airmail cover from “HODEIDA“ to New York, on reverse transit marks of “TAIZ“, “ADEN 22
OCT 54“ and N.Y. arrivals 28.10/19.10.54.
63 II, 71 I

b

180,-

P 6687•

1947, Prince's Flight to United Nations, five values on arimail cover from “SANA'A 19.4.48“, 70/71 II, 75 II,
addressed to Stolow/New York. (T)
82/83 I

b

350,-

P 6688•

1947, Prince's Flight to United Nations, red overprint, 8b. vertical pair and single 1i., on 1953
registered cover from “HODEIDA“ with ms. endorsed registration mark to New York, on reverse Aden
transit mark 30.10. and N.Y. arrivals 2.11/3.11.
71 I (2), 76 I

b

220,-

1947, Prince's Flight to United Nations, 1i. with black overprint on 1951 registered airmail cover
from “TAIZ“ with ms. endorsed registration mark to New York, on reverse transit mark “ADEN 23
APR 51“ and N.Y. arrivals 28.4./30.4.51
76 II

b

90,-

1948, Arabian mocha coffee 1b. purple with handstamp overprint 'Yemen Post / 4 (in Arabic script)
/ Yemen' in both types each in complete sheets of 50 (vertical folded), mint never hinged, Mi. €
600,-- ++ (M)
97 I+II (50)

**

80,-

1948, Not Issued 10b. rose, 20b. brown and 1i. black, three values each as complete sheet of 50
stamps, unmounted mint. (M)
I/III (50)

**

350,-

1950, 75th anniversary of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) complete set of eight different values
in PERFORATE sheetlets of 20 (16 stamps + four labels), mint never hinged and scarce, UNPRICED
IN MICHEL! (cat. value for the imperf. set € 560,-- +) (M)
114/21 A KB

**

120,-

P 6693•

1950, 75th anniversary of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) six different values (4b., 6b. and 10b. 114/16 +
and airmails of same denominations) in sheetlets of 20 (16 stamps + four labels) with SPECIAL 118/20 A KB
PERFORATION 12 x 6, mint never hinged and very scarce, UNLISTED IN MICHEL! (M)
var.

**

400,-

6694•

1950, 75th anniversary of the Universal Postal Union (UPU) complete set of eight different values in
IMPERFORATE sheetlets of 20 (16 stamps + four labels), mint never hinged and scarce, € 560,-- + (M) 114/21 B KB

**

100,-

1952, four different imperforate sheetlets of eight incl. building definitives 12b. and 20b., 4th
anniversary of King Ahmed's accession 1l. and suppression of the revolution 30b., mint never 139/40, 143 +
hinged and very scarce, Mi. € 472,-- ++ for the single stamps
145 B KB

**

100,-

6696•

1957/1960, lot of four covers to USA resp. Aden, three registered mail, 4b. Arab Postal Union plate 156/57, 162,
number, some postal wear as to be expected.
167

b

50,-

6697•

1959, 40th Stamp Anniversary, 8b. to 1i., complete set of six values as plate blocks from the upper
right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
173/78 (4)

**

50,-

P 6698•

1959, Automatic Telephone, 10b. orange-brown with inverted overprint, marginal block of four from
the upper right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
181 K (4)

**

180,-

P 6699•

1959, Air Mail, 10b. brown, plate block from the lower right corner of the sheet (some imperfections
at right margin), all four stamps showing clear offset on reverse, unmounted mint.
193 (4)

**

220,-

P 6700•

1961, Sabaic finds from marib complete set of ten in IMPERFORATE blocks of six from lower left
corner, mint never hinged, Mi. € 240,-- ++
215/24 B (6)

**

60,-

P 6701•

1962, Arab League 4b. blue-green and 6b. blue with handstamp overprint 'YEMEN ARAB REPUBLIC'
in Arabic in complete sheets of 50 (vertical folded), mint never hinged, Mi. € 1.250,-- ++ (M)
252/53 (50)

**

150,-

P 6702•

1964, Summer Olympics Tokyo four different HANDPAINTED ESSAYS in not realised designs and ex 359/67
different denominations affixed on paper piece, very attractive and scarce probably UNIQUE!
essay

(*)

200,-

P 6703•

1964, Scouts five different HANDPAINTED ESSAYS in not realised designs and different ex 368/76
denominations affixed on paper piece, very attractive and scarce probably UNIQUE!
proof

(*)

250,-

6689•
6690•
P 6691•
6692•

P 6695•
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JEMEN - KÖNIGREICH

siehe auch 11382, 11383, 11384, 11385, 11387, 11388, 11708, 11709, 11710, 11711, 11712,
11713, 11714, 11731, 11732, 11733, 11734, 11735, 11736, 11737, 11738, 11739, 11740,
11741, 11742, 11743, 11744, 11745, 11746, 11747, 11748, 11749, 11750, 11951, 12014,
12015, 12053, 12062, 12063, 12064, 12065, 12066, 12067, 12068, 12069, 12070, 12071,
12072, 12073, 12074, 12075, 12137, 12139, 12667

6704•

1960er. Layout collage on card for a Souvenir sheet showing inscriptions round about. Brutto size
254x304mm. UNIQUE ARTWORK. (M)
Artwork

6705

1962, definitives with opt. 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY' in Arabic and English,
complete set of five values mint never hinged, Mi. € 150,-8/12

**

50,-

P 6706•

1962, “FREE YEMEN...“ machine overprint on 1960 UNO issue, complete set of seven values in
sheets of 50 stamps (folded/partly separated/few toning spots), unmounted mint. Mi. 6.000,- €. (M) 13/19 (50)

**

500,-

P 6707•

1962, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in black on 1960 Olympic Games issue, complete set of five
values in sheets of 50 stamps (folded/partly separated), unmounted mint, on reverse of each
sheet control mark of “1st ARMY POSTAL SERVICE“. Mi. 40.000,- €. (M)
37/41 a (50)

**

4.500,-

P 6708

1962/65, 2 B./20 B. with black ovpt., top margin blocks-4, mint never hinged, 8 B. partial
separation (Michel cat. 3200.-)
37a/41a

**/v

400,-

P 6709•

1963, Consular official stamp 10b. red/black with red handstamp overprint 'YEMEN', mint never
hinged and very fine, scarce stamp! Mi. € 1.000,-57a

**

180,-

P 6710•

1963, Consular official stamp 10b. red/black with red handstamp overprint 'YEMEN' from right
margin, mint never hinged and very fine, scarce stamp! Mi. € 1.000,-57a

**

180,-

P 6711•

1963 Air 'Freedom from Hunger' souvenir sheet with colour yellow-ocre clearly shifted to the left
(about 12 mm), mint never hinged, fresh and fine, accompanied by a normal s/s for comparison. A
spectacular and scarce variety.
Bl. 6 Var.

**

100,-

6712•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp on 1954 Taiz issue, complete set of three values in sheets of
25 stamps (foldedone stamps toning spot), unmounted mint. Mi. 1.875,- €. (M)
82/84 (25)

**

180,-

6713•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp on 1947 Airmails, 10b. light blue and 20b. olive-green, two
sheets of 50 stamps (folded), unmounted mint. Mi. 1.250,- €. (M)
S/T 84 (50)

**

130,-

1964, Airmail stamp set of the Imamate with BLACK bilingual handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN
FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY' in blocks of four from lower left corners with 20b. showing
variety 'INVERTED handstamp on upper right stamp', mint never hinged with minor striped gum, W/Y 84 (4) +
very scarce blocks, Mi. € 900,-- ++
var.

**

200,-

P 6715•

1964, Arab Postal Union complete set of the Imamate with BLACK bilingual handstamp overprint
'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY' in blocks of four from upper margin, mint never
hinged and scarce, Mi. € 700,-- +
Z/AB 84 (4)

**

140,-

P 6716•

1964, 6th anniversary of Arab Telecommunications Union stamp of the Imamate in two marginal
blocks of four with BLACK or VIOLET bilingual handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD,
IMAM & COUNTRY' (instead of blue opt.), mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 800,-- ++
85 var. (8)

**

160,-

P 6717•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in black on 1959 Telcom issue, complete sheet of 50 stamps
(folded/toning spots at right margin), unmounted mint, on reverse of each sheet control mark of
“G.H.Q. CAMP al MANSUR“. Mi. 2.500,- € (no surplus calculated). (M)
85 (50)

**

250,-

6718•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in violet on 1959 Telcom issue, complete sheet of 50 stamps
(folded/toning spots at right margin), unmounted mint, on reverse of each sheet control mark of
“G.H.Q. CAMP al MANSUR“. Mi. 2.500,- € (no surplus calculated). (M)
85 (50)

**

250,-

P 6719•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in black on 1959 UAR issue, complete set of six values in
sheets of 50 stamps (partly folded), unmounted mint, on reverse of each sheet control mark of
“G.H.Q. CAMP al MANSUR“ (resp. 1b. value on front). Mi. 20.000,- € (M)
A/F 85 (50)

**

2.800,-

P 6720•

1964, 1st anniversary of the United Arab States complete set of the Imamate with BLACK bilingual
handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY' in vertical pairs, mint
never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 800,-- +
A/F 85 (2)

**

160,-

P 6721•

1964, 1st anniversary of the United Arab States complete set of the Imamate in vertical pairs with
bilingual handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY' in VIOLET on upper
stamps and in BLACK on lower stamps, mint never hinged and very scarce pairs, Mi. € 800,-- ++
A/F 85 + var.

**

200,-

6722•

1964, Completion of the Arab League Centre stamp of the Imamate in perf. and imperf. marginal
blocks of four with BLACK bilingual handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM &
COUNTRY', mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 400,-- ++
86a (4) + var.

**

80,-

P 6723•

1964, Completion of the Arab League Centre stamp of the Imamate in perf. and imperf. marginal
blocks of four with VIOLET bilingual handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM &
COUNTRY', mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 800,-- ++
86b (4) + var.

**

160,-

P 6724•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in violet on 1960 Refugee Year issue, complete set as sheets
of 50 stamps (folded/partly separated), unmounted mint. Mi. 7.500,- € (M)
87/88 b (50)

**

700,-

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in black on 1960 UNO issue, complete set of seven values as
marginal blocks of four, unmounted mint. Mi. 1.200,- €
89/95 a (4)

**

130,-

P 6714•

6725•
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P 6726•

1964, Day of the United Nations complete set of the Imamate in vertical pairs from lower margin
with BLACK bilingual handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY', mint
never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 1.000,-- +
96/102 (2)

**

200,-

P 6727•

1964, Day of the United Nations complete set of the Imamate with VIOLET bilingual handstamp
overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY', mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. €
500,-- +
96/102 var.

**

100,-

P 6728•

1964, Sabaic finds from Marib definitive set of the Imamate with VIOLET bilingual handstamp
overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY', mint never hinged and a scarce set,
Mi. € 500,-106/15b

**

100,-

P 6729•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in violet on 1961 Archaeology issue, complete set of ten values
as marginal blocks of six, unmounted mint. Mi. 3.000,- €
106/15 b (6)

**

350,-

P 6730•

1964, Sabaic finds from Marib definitive set of the Imamate with VIOLET bilingual handstamp
overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY' in IMPERFORATE horizontal strips of 106/15b var.
three, mint never hinged and very scarce, Mi. € 1.500,-- ++
(3)

**

300,-

P 6731•

1964, UNESCO campaign to preserve Nubian monuments complete set of the Imamate with BLACK
bilingual handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY' in blocks of four
from upper left corners, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 400,-- +
124/25a (4)

**

80,-

P 6732•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in black on 1962 UNESCO issue, both values in units of 30
stamps (folded) incl. printer's mark, unmounted mint. Mi. 3.000,- € (M)
124/25 a (30)

**

350,-

P 6733•

1964, UNESCO campaign to preserve Nubian monuments complete set of the Imamate with VIOLET
bilingual handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY' in blocks of four
from left margins, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 680,-- +
124/25b (4)

**

140,-

6734•

1964, UNESCO campaign to preserve Nubian monuments two complete sets of the Imamate with
BLACK and VIOLET bilingual handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM &
COUNTRY', mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 270,-124/25 a+b

**

50,-

6735•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in black on 1962 Arab League issue, both values as complete
sheets of 50 stamps (folded), unmounted mint, on front of each sheet control mark of “G.H.Q.
CAMP al MANSUR“. Mi. 2.500,- € (M)
126/27 a (50)

**

250,-

6736•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in black on 1962 Arab League issue, both values as complete
sheets of 50 stamps (folded), unmounted mint, on reverse of each sheet control mark of “G.H.Q.
CAMP al MANSUR“. Mi. 2.500,- € (M)
126/27 a (50)

**

250,-

6737•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in violet on 1962 Arab League issue, both values as complete
sheets of 50 stamps (folded), unmounted mint, on reverse of each sheet control mark of “G.H.Q.
CAMP al MANSUR“. Mi. 2.500,- € (M)
126/27 b (50)

**

250,-

6738•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in violet on 1962 Malaria issue, both values as complete
sheets of 50 stamps (folded), unmounted mint, on reverse of each sheet control mark of “G.H.Q.
CAMP al MANSUR“. Mi. 2.500,- € (M)
126/27 b (50)

**

250,-

6739•

1964, Maternal and Child centre two complete perforated sets of the Imamate with BLACK and
VIOLET (lower right corner set) bilingual handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD,
IMAM & COUNTRY', mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 500,-128/31 A a+b

**

90,-

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in violet on 1962 Children‘s Relief issue, complete set of
four values as complete sheets of 50 stamps (folded/partly separated), unmounted mint. Mi.
12.500,- € (M)
128/31 b (50)

**

1.300,-

1964, Maternal and Child centre complete imperforated set of the Imamate with BLACK bilingual
handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY', mint never hinged and
scarce, Mi. € 250,-128/31 Ba

**

50,-

1964, Maternal and Child centre complete imperforated set of the Imamate with BLACK bilingual
handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY' in horzontal pairs from
left margin, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 500,-- +
128/31 Ba (2)

**

100,-

P 6743•

1964, Maternal and Child centre complete imperforated set of the Imamate with VIOLET bilingual
handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY' in blocks of four from
lower left corners, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 1.000,-- +
128/31 Bb (4)

**

200,-

P 6744•

1964, “FREE YEMEN...“ handstamp in black on 1962 Malaria issue, both values as complete
sheets of 50 stamps (folded), unmounted mint, on reverse of each sheet control mark of “G.H.Q.
CAMP al MANSUR“. Mi. 2.500,- € (M)
132/33 a (50)

**

250,-

P 6745•

1964 (5.10.), registered airmail cover bearing 9 different stamps incl. Red Cross stamps with two
imperf., two optd. 'Freedom from hunger' stamps and the Red Cross miniature sheet (unpriced
used!) on both sides used from Camp Mansur with red cachet 'Delayed in Transit through enemy
lines to USA with arrival cds. (22.10.) on reverse, scarce and attractive cover! (T)
ex 50/Bl. 7

b

70,-

P 6746•

1964 'The Patriotic War': Three souvenir sheets with overprint varieties, one with ovpt. shifted
upwards, one with traces of ovpt. (shifted to the right) and a third one without overprint, unused
without gum, fresh, fine and attractive as thus.
Bl. 8 Var.

(*)

100,-

P 6747•

1964, 15th anniversary of the United Nations two miniature sheets of the Imamate with BLACK or
VIOLET bilingual handstamp overprint 'FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY', mint
never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 500,-Bl. 11 a+b

**

100,-

P 6740•
6741•
P 6742•
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1965, 4b. violet-blue/red “Seif al-Islam Prince Ali al-Hosein“, imperforate, complete sheet of 50
stamps (one outer corner missing/some wrinkling) without overprint, unmounted mint. Michel cat.
value for normal stamp with overprint: 6.000,- €. (M)
144 B var. (50)

**

700,-

1965, Death of the Imam's son 4b. blue/red two imperforate stamps with RED and BLACK bilingual
overprint 'IN MEMORY OF SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL 1874-1965', mint never hinged, scarce stamps,
Mi. € 240,-144 B a+b

**

50,-

1965 (30.1.), Freedom from hunger with red opt. FREE YEMEN FIGHTS FOR GOD, IMAM & COUNTRY'
four different values incl. two surcharges (imperf. or perf.) and 18 on ¼b. airmail stamp used
together on commercial registered airmail cover from CAMP MANSUR with red martial cachet
'Delayed in transit / THROUGH ENEMY LINES' addressed to Germany, very scarce commercial cover 46/47 B, 50/51
(used stamps unpriced in Michel)
A, 67

b

100,-

1965. Artist's drawing for the 4B value of the definitives set showing State Symbols (Imam
Mohammed al-Badir). Acrylic and ink on card with inscription overlay. Some printer's notes. Netto
size 107x180mm. UNIQUE ARTWORK. (M)
161 Artwork
1967, Asian paintings seven different imperforate PROOFS affixed to black and white paper, scarce ex 355/64
and attractive!
proof

160,(*)

140,-

6753•

1967. Artist's drawing for the 1B value of the set ARABIC PAINTINGS showing ““Ladies“ by Torii
Kiyomitsu. Acrylic on card with inscription overlay. Printer's remarks on the reverse of the card.
Netto size about 175x210mm. UNIQUE ARTWORK. (M)
359 Artwork

P 6754•

1968, UNESCO campaign to save Florentine works of art complete set of paintings in six imperforate
PROOFS in miniature sheet forms, mint never hinged and scarce
503/08 proof

**

120,-

P 6755•

1968, Martin Luther King with two children 20b. with DOUBLE OVERPRINT '24 B' and bars in a
complete imperforate sheet of 25, mint never hinged and very scarce (M)
589 B var. (25)

**

150,-

P 6756•

1968, Imam Mohammed Al Badr 1½b. yellow-green/black IMPERFORATE PROOF affixed on official
card of 'Harrisons and Sons Limited/London', scarce item!
A 159 A proof

(*)

80,-

P 6757•

1968, UNESCO campaign to save Florentine works of art imperforate miniature sheet with missing
COLOURS incl. missing black inscriptions, mint never hinged and a scarce proof item
Bl. 80 var.

**

80,-

1968 (10.8.), Summer Olympics (National flags and venues) 9 different imperf. miniature sheets
each used on envelope with black 'Camp Al-Manus' cancels and additional blue-green cachet 'Royal
G.P.O. Branch Qara G.P.O.', philatelic but unusual and scarce
ex Bl. 83/92 B

b

60,-

1968, International Year of Human Rights 'Martin Luther King, Pope Paul VI. and John XXIII.' two
imperforate PROOF miniature sheets printed together in sheet form, mint never hinged and very
scarce (M)
Bl. 120 proof

**

100,-

6758•
P 6759•
6760•
P 6761•

6762•

120,-

1968. Artist's drawing “Coat of arms“ for the set “Martyrs of al-Islam“. Design approved for printing.
Netto size 136x238mm. Signed and dated 10/8/68. UNIQUE ARTWORK. (M)
Artwork
1969, The history of space flight 'Apollo 12 crew' and 'Astronauts on the moon' two different
imperforate miniature sheets with gold foil in a PROOF SHEET printed se-tenant together (as tetebeche) with marginal ms. markings, mint never hinged but heavy creases however a very scarce Bl. 178/79
and attractive item (M)
proof

120,-

**

150,-

1969. Artist's drawing for the souvenir sheet (frame) of the set “Al-Aqsa Mosque, Jerusalem“
showing “Al-Aqsa Mosque“ on frame. Pen and ink on card with inscription overlay. Some printer's Bl. 186
notes. Netto size 152x202mm. UNIQUE ARTWORK. (M)
Artwork

160,-

P 6763•

1969. Artist's drawing for the 4+2B value of the set “Al-Aqsa Mosque, Jerusalem“ showing “Burning
Mosque“. Acrylic and collage on card with inscription overlay. Some printer's notes. Netto size
147x190mm. UNIQUE ARTWORK. (M)
931 Artwork

160,-

P 6764•

1969. Artist's drawing for the 6+3B value of the set “Al-Aqsa Mosque, Jerusalem“ showing “Inner
View“. Acrylic and collage on card with inscription overlay. Some printer's notes. Netto size
147x190mm. UNIQUE ARTWORK. (M)
932 Artwork

160,-

P 6765•

1969. Artist's Layout Drawing for the airmal stamps Mi. #731/40 APOLLO MISSION. Ink and collage
on card. With printer's remarks. Netto size 190x148mm. UNIQUE ARTWORK. (M)
Artwork

120,-

6766•

1969. Artist's Layout Drawing (non-adopted design) for stamps Mi. #670/71. Ink on paper on card.
With printer's remarks. Netto size 147x189mm. UNIQUE ARTWORK. (M)
Artwork

120,-

JEMEN - REPUBLIK

siehe auch 12519, 12599

JORDANIEN

siehe auch 10779

P 6767•

1920, 9 M. olive yellow in scarce perforation 15:14, mint hinged, fine, signed, Michel catalogue
value 1.400,- Euro
Mi.9A, SG 8

*

450,-

P 6768•

1922, 5 M. orange two blocks of four showing overprints in red and violet, both mint hinged,
one few gum spots, fine, Michel catalogue value 616,- Euro
Mi. 27Ab, 27Ac, SG 43, 43b

**/*

130,-

*

90,-

6769•

1922, 5 P. deep violet block of four showing overprint in violet, mint hinged, two stamps few gum Mi.30Ac,
spots, fine, Michel catalogue value 380,- Euro
SG43b

asia
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6770•

1923, Hukumet El Shark overprinted five values up to 20 P. grey, all perf.14 showing
overprints in black and gold, all mint hinged, fine, Michel catalogue value 500,- Euro Mi.34Ca, 39Ca, 42Cb, 43Ca, 44Ca

*

90,-

P 6771•

1923, 20 P. grey gold overprint shifted so “AL ARABIA“ is on top and “HUKUMET EL SHARK“ at Mi.44Ca, SG68
bottom, mint hinged, very fine, an attractive and scarce variety!
var.

*

180,-

P 6772•

1923, 5/10 P. on 5 P. violet with double violet handstamp and normal black overprint, mint hinged, Mi.50DD, SG
only few of this variety are recorded, very scarce
79 var.

*

180,-

P 6773•

1923, 5/10 P. on 5 P. violet with normal violet and inverted black overprint, mint hinged, only few Mi.50K, SG
of this variety are recorded, scarce showpiece
79 inv.

*

180,-

P 6774

1923: Transjordan 5/10p on 5p Deep Purple, perf. 15x14 tied by “AMMAN 29.7.1923“ cds on
registered cover front to Homs with arrival. The stamp is in very fine condition. The postage rate
has as usual (see Najjar handbook) not been respected on this cover as it should have been 2 p.
Abed H. Najjar in his book “the postal history of Jordan 1400-1959“ estimates the number of
existing covers franked with this issue to 25 “covers from which dreams are made of“. A MAJOR
JORDAN RARITY. Certificate RPS.
SG 79

b

1.200,-

P 6775

1923. Envelope (small faults/bend) addressed to Yemen bearing Transjordan Yvert 45, ¼p carmine
(3) and Yvert 49, 1½p violet tied by oval Arabic date stamp in violet routed via Saudi with Sanaa
receiver. Very rare item.

b

600,-

P 6776•

1924, Saudi Arabia King Ali issue six values in overprinted imperf blocks of four, no gum.
As listed in S.G. 135-139, 141, 142, fine and rare.S.G.
135-139, 141, 142 var. (4)

(*)

180,-

6777•

1924, Saudi Arabia King Ali issue six values all showing inverted overprint, no gum. As listed in S.G. S.G.
135b-139b, 141b, 142a, 5 pi imperf and inverted. Only 100 Recorded. Ex King Farouk, fine and 135b-139b,
rare. SG catalogue value 400 GBP
141b, 142a

(*)

90,-

6778•

1924, Saudi Arabia King Ali issue six values all showing inverted overprint, no gum. As listed in S.G. S.G.
135b-139b, 141b, 142a, 5 pi imperf and inverted. Only 100 Recorded. Ex King Farouk, fine and 135b-139b,
rare. SG catalogue value 400 GBP
141b, 142a

(*)
*

90,120,-

b

650,-

1930-39, 20m. olive-green, Perf 13½x13, block of four, mint never hinged, fresh and fine. (Mi. for 164D (SG
sigle stamps 640,- €)
201a)

v/**

180,-

6782

1939-1947, ordinary stamps „Emir Abd Allah Ibn al-Hussain“, single stamps horizontal pairs and
block of four, 32 stamps with the better perforations 13 1/2. (Michel D) from 1939
ex 155-170, 185-92, 202-05

**/*

200,-

P 6783•

1941, Definitives “Emir Abdullah“, 1m. to £P1, set of 14 stamps on large sized (folded) registered
cover, oblit. by oval “AMMAN REGISTERED 18 DE 41“, violet hexagonal censor mark. Rarely seen SG 194b/207
franking! (M)
ex

b

220,-

P 6784•

1941, Offical cover with imprint “Imarat Sharki Al Urdun“ used stampless with all arabic negative
seal of Amman in violet to Haifa with arrival mark on reverse, tiny crease, extremely rare

b

90,-

6785

1941. Air Mail envelope addressed to England bearing SG 199, 10m scarlet, SG 200, 15m blue
(pair) and SG 201, 20m olive tied by Jebel Ajlun bilingual date stamp with framed 'Passed by
Censor/Transjordan/4' censor hand-stamp in violet on face routed via Amman. Very fine item from
this small Jordan town.

b

100,-

1942/47, two covers with nice franking to Switzerland, one of them with unusal censorship cancel 185,188, 204,
in the form of a hexagon “PASSED BY CENSOR“
205

b

50,-

P 6787•

1946, Declaration of Independence and Opening of Parliament in complete IMPERFORATE sets 193/201 U,
with the 2nd set from upper right corners, MNH, Mi. € 300,-- +
206/14 U

**

70,-

6788•

1946, Declaration of Independence complete IMPERFORATE set from left margins, MNH (hinged in
margins), Mi. € 200,-- +
193/201 U

**

50,-

6789•

1946, Declaration of Independence, complete set (few irregular perfs/12m. corner crease) on f.d.c.
oblit. by oval “AMMAN REGISTERED 25 MY 46“. (M)
193/201

FDC

6790•
6791•

1947, Parlament imperf set 1947 in margin pairs, mint never hinged, very fine

P 6779
P 6780•

P 6781•

6786•

1925, overprint provisionals on Hedschas stamps, five values imperforated, lightly hinged.

96,98,100,102,105 U

MADABA (type D1): 1925 (9.12.), cut down cover bearing four optd. Palestine stamps used with two
fine strikes of the violet negative seal pmk. of Madaba adressed to USA with Haifa transitmark, and
a registered cover (19.3.21) with 5m block/4 on reverse with two fine strikes of same postmark and
unusual large black/white reg. label used to New York with Jerusalem (21.3.) and New York (11.4.)
transitmarks, parts of both covers missing but a rare postmark and usage!

Start

**

60,90,-

1952, Jordan Unity, 1f. to 200f., complete set of nine values as plate blocks of four from the upper
right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
242/50 (4)

**

50,-

1953, overprinted definitives eight different values with DOUBLE overprint of bars in centre incl.
three with narrow and five with wide space, mint never hinged and scarce
ex 259/65 var.

**

100,-

6793•

1953, 200f. violet/orange, plate block of eight from the upper right corner of the sheet (partly
separated perfs), lower left stamp showing variety “lower bar of surcharge missing and double
impression of bar below“, unmounted mint.
267 I var.

**

70,-

6794•

1953, Accession to the Throne, 1f. and 4f., two values each as (folded) sheet of 50 stamps with
imprint and plate number “1A“ resp. “1B“ (1f. roughly cut at right), unmounted mint. (M)
284/85 (10)

**

Gebot

P 6792•

312
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Cat-No.

Start

1953, Ottoman Bank commercial window cover bearing on front 10 F. and 15 F. and on reverse Beyt
El mal El Arabi 3 Mil. brown purple tied by violet oneliner “Beyt El mal El Arabi“ to Beyrouth with
arrival mar, fine and very scarce

b

90,-

6796•

1964, Manned Space Flights, perforate issue, complete (folded) se-tenant sheet, unmounted mint.
(M)
427/36 A

**

Gebot

6797•

1965, King Hussein's World Trip, imperforate issue, complete set of four values as plate blocks of
six from the lower right corner ofr the sheet, unmounted mint.
557/60 B (6)

**

Gebot

6798•

1966, Christmas perf. and imperf., complete set of three values each, as sheet of 15 with printer's 629/31 A/B
mark, sheet and plate number and traffic lights, unmounted mint. (M)
(15)

**

50,-

6799•

1966, Christmas, imperforate issue, complete set of three values as sheets of 15 stamps with
printer's mark, sheet number “102“, plate number and traffic lights, unmounted mint. Mi. 375,- € +
(M)
629/31 B (15)

**

50,-

6800•

1967, 10f. Nehru, marginal block of four from the lower left corner of the sheet, upper left stamp
showing variety “FILS missing“, unmounted mint.
634 var.

**

70,-

6801•

1967, Animals, perforated, complete set of six values as sheets of 15 stamps with printer's mark,
sheet and plate number and traffic lights, unmounted mint. (M)
669/74 A (15)

**

50,-

6802•

1967, Animals, imperforate, complete set of six values as marginal plate blocks of six, unmounted
mint.
669/74 B (6)

**

130,-

1967, Animals, imperforate, complete set of six values as marginal plate blocks of ten, unmounted
mint.
669/74 B (10)

**

220,-

1969, “The Tragedy and the Plight of the Pilgrims“/“Tragedy in the Holy Land“, complete set of
twelve mini sheets of ten stamps each (two se-tenant strips of five) with plate number and traffic
lights, unmounted mint. (M)
714/73

**

90,-

1976 (24.3.), registered airmail cover bearing 2 x 100f. Mosque and 10f. UPU building in Berne on
pre-printed envelope with royal coat of arms at top commercially used from AMMAN ROYAL PALACE
to Ladenburg/Germany with AMMAN pmks. on reverse, scarce and unusual usage
813, 835 (2)

b

50,-

P 6806•

1976, “The Tragedy and the Plight of the Pilgrims“/“Tragedy in the Holy Land“ revaluation overprints,
complete set of twelve mini sheets of ten stamps each (two se-tenant strips of five) with plate
number and traffic lights, unmounted mint. Rarely offered! (M)
998/1057

**

450,-

P 6807•

1981, World Telecommunications Day. Lot of proofs for the complete set (3 values) in blocks of 4
and in blocks of 6 and one pair for 50f all lacking green and yellow color in centerpiece and
progressive proofs in blocks of 8 (4 phases) for the 40f value and one block of 8 for the black phase Sc #1077/79
for the 50f value. Mint, NH. In all 72 proof stamps.
Proofs

**

750,-

P 6808•

1981, Blindness. Complete set (3 values) in 3 proof blocks of 4 lacking red color (Heart), wide Sc #1089/91
margin on the left each. Mint, NH.
(4) Proofs

**

350,-

P 6809•

1981, Telecommunication ITU complete set in three separate imperforate PROOFS in sheet form
incl. the lower value with 24 Fils denomination (instead of 25 Fils as issued) on gummed paper, fine
and scarce
1146/48 proof

**

120,-

P 6810•

1981, World Food Day FAO complete set in three separate imperforate PROOFS in sheet form on
gummed paper, fine and scarce
1155/57 proof

**

100,-

6811•

1981, International Year of disabled people complete set in three separate imperforate PROOFS in
sheet form on gummed paper, fine and scarce
1161/63 proof

**

100,-

P 6812•

1982, Archeological finds in Jordan complete set in three separate imperforate PROOFS in sheet
form on gummed paper, fine and scarce
1169/71 proof

**

100,-

P 6813•

1982, Yarmouk troops PROOF miniature sheet in miniature design (30 x 21 mm) on gummed paper
ms. endorsed 'REJECTED', fine and scarce
Bl. 45 proof

**

80,-

P 6814•

1983, Massacre of the Palestinian Refugees in Sabra and Shalila Camps miniature sheet showing
'wounded boy' IMPERFORATE PROOF affixed to official card of Bradbury Wilkinson and Company
Limited, scarce!
Bl. 46 proof

(*)

60,-

P 6815•

1992, Jordanian Monuments. Progressive proofs (3 phases) in 3 corner blocks of 4 for the 40f Sc #1096 (4)
value showing “Hand holding Jug and Stone Tablet“. Mint, NH.
Proofs

**

250,-

P 6816

1934. Envelope written from India addressed to 'Lt. Colonel Miller, Commanding Officer of the
Transjordan Force, Yerka' bearing India SG 204, 1½a lilac (pair) tied by Lahore double ring '25 May'
underpaid with circular 'T' hand-stamp and framed Arabic instructional bearing on reverse SG D189-D191,
Transjordan postage due SG D189, lm red-brown, SG D190, 2m orange and SG D191, 4m green India SG 204
applied and tied by El Zarqa receiver '7 Ju'. Very rare item of postage due mail.
(2)

b

600,-

P 6803•
6804•
6805

JORDANIEN - PORTOMARKEN

6817•

1942/44, Postage due stamps, 20 Mills olive-bistre, perf 12 block of four and 1942 set cancelled
and in block of four with sheet margin. (Michel cat Val. 240,--)
P33C, P35-37 **/*/g

asia
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Start

JORDANIEN - STEUERMARKEN
P 6818•

1953, Compulsory surtax stamp 5f. lilac in three horiz. strips/4 from lower margin with imprint
'THOMAS DE LA RUE & COMPANY. LIMITED. LONDON' and a strip of three from upper margin with
overprint varieties as double opt. etc., and the 10f. carmine (unlisted in Michel) in three horiz.
strips/4 from lower margin with same imprint with single, double and triple opts., mint never hinged,
fine and scarce group
1 etc.

**

130,-

REVENUES: 1981, King Hussein II. revenue set of five different values (5f. brown, 10f. grey, 15f. red,
20f. blue and 30f. green) in blocks of ten from lower right corner with imprint 'THOMAS DE LA RUE
& CO. LTD.' and ms. '1-4-81' in lower margin indicating the 2nd printing of the issue (original set
issued 1979), mint never hinged and scarce
revenues

**

200,-

1898. French Indo-China postal stationery envelope 5c green cancelled by Pnompenh/Cambodge
double ring '6th Jan 98' addressed to France with Le Puy arrival 'Feb 14th' on reverse. Nice item
paying the unopened printed matter rate.

GA

100,-

P 6821

1899. Mourning envelope addressed to Paris bearing French Indo-China SG 9, 5c blue/green tied
by Soairieng/Cambodge double ring routed via Tanan/Cochinchine. Scarce item paying the unopened printed matter rate.

b

110,-

P 6822

1903. French Indo-China postal stationery envelope 5c yellow- green cancelled by Soairieng /
Cambodge double ring '26/12' addressed to Prey-Veng with Bannam/Cambodge '28/12' transit on
reverse. Very rare item paying the unopened letter rate for domestic use. Superb usage from PreyVeng Province.

GA

200,-

P 6823

1904, 5 C green with cds CHLONG CAMBODGE, 9 SEPT 06, on picture postcard “Pont sur le canal
de Verneville“, sent via transit Pnompenh and maritime-mail dater Yokohama a Marseille to Lyon. Fr. Indochina
VF condition.
27

b

300,-

P 6824

1906. Picture postcard of the 'Water Festival, Phom Penh' addressed to Kratie bearing Indo-China
Yvert 27, 5c green tied by Kampot, Cambodge double ring routed via Hatien and Chaudoc,
Cochinchina and routed back to Cambodia with Pnum-Penh transit and Kratie arrival. Very scarce
transit due to the French Occupation in Cambodia and the boundary commission change of borders. Indo-China
Fine item for the exhibitor.
Yv. 27

Ak

240,-

P 6825

1922. Registered envelope addressed to the 'Bank of Indo-China, Haiphong' bearing Brazil Yvert
173, 200r blue (block of four) tied by Rio de Janeiro date stamp '22nd June' with matching registered
label routed via Alexandria '23rd Aug', Port-Said '24th Aug', Singapore '18th Sept' and Saigon '27th
Sept' with Haiphong/Tonkin arrival '4 Oct' and forwarded to Battambang/Cambodia with arrival Brazil Yv.
'14/10' on reverse. Rare item of incoming mail from Brazil.
173 (4)

b/v

240,-

P 6826

1930. Envelope addressed to Saigon bearing Indo-China SG 140,1c orange (gutter pair) tied by
Pnom-Penh/Cambodge date stamp with hand-struck 'T' and bearing Indo-China postage due SG
D165, 4c chocolate and blue applied and tied on arrival by Saigon-Central/Cochinchine date Indo-Chine SG
stamp. Nice item of Taxed mail from Cambodia.
140 (2), D165

b

140,-

P 6827

1931. Indo-China postal stationery card (toned/faults) 4c purple (C.F. 18) cancelled by Pnompetih/
Cambodge date stamp addressed to Paris. A very rare item of stationery used in Cambodia.

GA

200,-

P 6828

1931. Envelope (horiz. and vert. fold) headed 'Etablissements Boy-LandrySaigon' addressed to
Saigon bearing French Indochina SG 144, 5c violet tied by Battambang/Cambodge date stamp
'13th Sept 31' with Saigon arrival on reverse. Scarce item of local mail. (M)

b

220,-

P 6829

1948. 'Mandate de Post' Air Mail card addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 182, 10c blue/
pink (pair) and SG 195, $1 green tied by Kompongthom/Cambodge double ring with 'Kompongthom
/ Charge' registered label and 'Par Avion' label and Loire arrival. Scarce item.

b

110,-

6830

1949. Stampless envelope addressed to Prek-Kam, Cambodia written from the French Navy ship
'Aviso “Amyot d'lnville“' with handstamp in blue and cancelled 'Poste/Navale' cds with circular
'Marine Nationale/Service a la Mer' and Phnom-Penh/Cambodge arrival on reverse.

b

110,-

6831•

1951/1952, definitives Aspara, Throne Hall and King Sihanouk complete set of 17 in corner blocks
of four, majority MNH with a few stamps mint hinged and little toned, scarce blocks! Mi. € 440,-- + 1/17 (4)

**/*

80,-

6832

1954, Registered airmail-letter (small tear) bearing 10 $, 3x 1 $ and 50 C with imprint + red cachet
“Royaume du Cambodge Secretate du etat a L'Information“ sent from “PHOMH PENH 14-12 54“ to Yv. 22,24(3),
New York, USA
34

b

90,-

1967, “7 R Journee Internationale de Alphabetisation“ on 15 R with imprint on stamp and on lower
frame (overprint was shifted one stamp downward) mint NH.
227 var.

**

60,-

1992, Joint space flight Russia - Germany 12 k. deep lilac-ultramarine, horizontal pair with two
overprint type I and II on registered airmail cover from “ALMA-ATA“ with additional franking to
England, fine
1 - 2 u.a.

b

100,-

1992, 1992, Joint space flight Russia - Germany 12 k. and 13 k., two block of 4 with overprint type
I and II (each as vertical pair), tied by special event cancel to commemorative envelope, fine
3-6

b

60,-

P 6819•

KAMBODSCHA

siehe auch 5650, 5659, 5673, 5675, 5678, 5679, 5683, 5689, 5690, 5693, 5694,
5716, 5732, 5758, 5797, 5798, 5809, 5845, 8024, 8121, 8122, 8125, 8140

6820

P 6833

KASACHSTAN
P 6834
6835

314
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6836

1992, Joint space flight Russia-France 0,30 r. - 1 r., three horizontal pairs, left stamp without
overprint, each tied by special event cancel to commemorative envelope, fine
8 A, 9, 10

P 6837•
P 6838•

Start
b

60,-

1961, definitives 'Country impressions etc.' complete set of 11 in blocks of four from upper left
corners, MNH and scarce, € 500,-26/36 (4)

**

100,-

1966, Space Rendevouz Gemini, 3np. as marginal block of four (one stamp adhesion marks on
front) from the lower right corner of the sheet with plate number “1B“, all stamps with DOUBLE
overprint and single offset on reverse, unmounted mint.
96 a DD (4)

**

220,-

6839•

1966, Space Rendevouz Gemini, 4np. as marginal block of four from the lower right corner of the
sheet with plate number “1A“ and traffic lights, all stamps with INVERTED overprint, unmounted mint. 97 a K (4)

**

130,-

6840•

1966, Coins, embossed issue on gold/siver film, 1np. to 10r., complete set of twelve values,
unmounted mint. Mi. 100,- €.
102/13

**

Gebot

1966, 20 Years of International Cooperation (J.F.Kennedy etc.), perf. and imperf. issue, each as
complete gutter sheet with four se-tenant blocks of four each, unmounted mint. Michel 300,- €
(price for the blocks of four, no surplus for complete sheet) (M)
114/17 A/B

**

60,-

1966, 20th Anniversary of United Nations, perforate issue with black overprint, complete se-tenant
sheet (folded horizontally), unmounted mint. (M)
118/26 Aa

**

70,-

P 6843•

1966, 20 Years of U.N. (J.F.Kennedy etc.), perf. and imperf. issue with black overprint, each as
complete gutter sheet, unmounted mint. Michel 504,- € (price for single stamps, no surplus for
complete sheet) (M)
118/26 A/Ba

**

150,-

P 6844•

1966, 20 Years of U.N. (J.F.Kennedy etc.), perf. and imperf. issue with carmine overprint, each as
complete gutter sheet, unmounted mint (imperf. sheet with faults at margin only, not affecting
stamps). Michel 756,- € (price for single stamps, no surplus for complete sheet) (M)
118/26 A/Bb

**

6845•
P 6846•
6847•
P 6848•

1966, J.F.Kennedy perforate, two complete sheets with five sets, unmounted mint. (M)

1966, 3rd death anniversary of John F. KENNEDY complete overprint set of five in blocks of four,
MNH and scarce, € 900,-173/77 (4)

P 6849•

1966, 3rd Death Anniversary of J.F.Kennedy, revaluation overprints, complete set of five values with
grey (50d.) resp. red overprint (not valid for postage), mint o.g. with hinge remnants.
173/77

6850•

1966, 3rd Death Anniversary of J.F.Kennedy, revaluation overprints, complete set of five values
mint o.g. with hinge remnants.
173/77
1966, Olympic Games Mexico revaluation overprints, imperforate issue, two complete sheets with
five sets, unmounted mint. (T)
259/64 B (5)
1966, Space Research revaluation overprints, imperforate issue, two complete sheets, unmounted
mint. (M)
266/73 B

P 6853•

KATAR / QATAR

P 6841•
6842•

128/33 A (5)

**

1966, Olympic Games Mexico imperforate, two complete sheets with five sets, unmounted mint. (T) 135/40 B (5)

**

1966, Space Research imperforate, two complete sheets, unmounted mint. (M)

**

150,90,220,180,-

**

180,-

*

220,-

*

130,-

**

180,-

**

180,-

1966, Football World Championship, perf./imperf. issue, two se-tenant sheets (perf. issue with 288/95 A/B
foldings, imperf. issue some wrinkling/creasing and tear at base), unmounted mint. (M)
sheet

**

250,-

P 6854•

1971, Famous Persons of Islam, 1d. to 2r., complete set of six value, imperforate proof sheet in
brown, issued design on gummed paper.
439/44 proofs

**

220,-

6855•

1971, Famous Persons of Islam, 1d. to 2r., complete set of six value, imperforate proof sheet in
blue, issued design on gummed paper.
439/44 proofs

**

220,-

6856•

1971, Famous Persons of Islam, 1d. to 2r., complete set of six value, imperforate proof sheet in
green, issued design on gummed paper.
439/44 proofs

**

220,-

6857•

1971, Famous Persons of Islam, 1d. to 2r., complete set of six value, imperforate proof sheet in red,
issued design on gummed paper.
439/44 proofs

**

220,-

P 6858•

1971, Famous Men of Islam six values in four imperf color proof sheetlets, different colors, Sc. Mi.439-444
A232-237, mint never hinged, very fine and scarce
proof

**

750,-

6859•

1971, Famous Men of Islam six values in four imperf color proof sheetlets, different colors, Sc. Mi.439-444
A232-237, mint never hinged, very fine and scarce
proof

**

750,-

P 6860•

1973, 25th anniversary of the World Health Organization (WHO) 5dh. in an imperforate PROOF in
unissued colour red and black on normal ungummed paper, fine and scarce
558 proof

(*)

80,-

P 6861

1995. Artist's drawing for the 100t value of the issue “Natural Wonders of the Wold“ showing
“Sahara Desert with Camel, Algeria“. Acrylic on card. Inscription overlay. Netto size about
170x80mm. Signature and seal on the front of the card. Passepartout framing with stamp xerox on Sc #91
frame. Additional signature and seal on the reverse of the card. UNIQUE. (M)
artwork

200,-

6862

1995. Artist's drawing for the 140t value of the issue “Natural Wonders of the Wold“ showing
“Amazon River, Brazil“. Acrylic on card. Inscription overlay. Netto size about 80x170mm.
Passepartout framing with signature, seal and stamp xerox on frame. Additional signature and seal Sc #92
on the reverse of the card. UNIQUE. (M)
artwork

200,-

P 6851•
6852•

142/49 B

KIRGISIEN / KIRGISISTAN

asia
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Start

1995. Artist's drawing for the 150t value of the issue “Natural Wonders of the Wold“ showing
“grand Canyon, USA“. Acrylic on card. Inscription overlay. Netto size about 80x170mm. Passepartout
framing with signature, seal and stamp xerox on frame. Additional signature and seal on the reverse Sc #93
of the card. UNIQUE. (M)
artwork

200,-

KOREA

siehe auch 6581, 6583, 6584, 6585, 6586, 6587, 6589, 6590, 13185

6864

1884/1902, “COREAN POSTAGE STAMPS“, page (290x370 mm) with 19 forgeries mounted from
Mun to jubilee issue, page two folds (not affecting stamps) but complete. (M)

100,-

P 6865•

1895/96, 5 P. 2nd printing tied brown “Seoul Kwangmu 3.9.6“ to cover to Chemulpo, large brown
circular framed “T“ w. on reverse 5 P. 1st printing horizontal pair (left copy faults) tied two strikes
brown “insufficient“. To the best of our knowledge, a mixed franking between 5 P. 1st and 2nd
printings is unrecorded. A spectacular usage from the E. Meyer correspondence.
3I, 3II

b

800,-

P 6866•

1895/96, Tae Geuk 5 P. bluish green resp. 10 P. dull blue (3 mm pulled perfs and handwriting
of addressee) tied bisected circle “Impa Kwangmu 5.7.11“ (July 11, 1901) to reverse of cover
(creases) via “Oggang 5.7.13“ to Seoul w. arrival “Hansung 5.7.18“. Impa was a temporary p.o.
(imchisa) in Cheonrapukdo province. 15 P. old currency account for 3 Ch. new currency, so basic
domestic letter rate. Not many entires of Tae Geuk stamps with Imchisa markings survived,
cert. Eichhorn BPP (2013) (T)
3II, 4II

b

1.600,-

1895/1900, Tae Gaeuk (5 inc. 5 P., 25 P. 1st printing) resp. overprints (2, inc. 5 P. black Dae Han
canc. ), all w. slight thins on reverse, as is.

g

80,-

P 6868

1896, Tae Geuk 5 P. 2nd printing (3 inc. pair, single on reverse) tied “Daegu Kwangmu 5.7.12“
(July 12, 1902) to small cover to Seoul with 7.18 arrival.
3II (3)

b

1.300,-

P 6869•

1896, Tae Geuk 10 P. 2nd printing tied vernacular “Pyongyang Kwangmu 3.4.24“ to cover to Seoul
w. arrival alongside, stamp crease. Commercial usage to govt. official.
4II

b

800,-

P 6870

1896, Tae Geuk 50 P. (2) tied unreadable domestic style dater probably of Kimpo w. boxed or s.
l. vermilion registry markings on reverse, via “SEOUL 10 (FE)VR 03“ on small size registered
cover via french p.o. “SHANG-HAI 25 FEVR 03“ to France w. April 2 arrival. On reverse ms. note
of Shanghai french p.o. postmaster “Receveux en mauvais etat / a Shanghai (signature)“; the
cover was closed by a tape (now lost) at left with 8 tie-marks “SHANG-HAI 27 FER 03“.
6II (2)

b

3.500,-

P 6871•

1896, 10 P. 2nd printing tied “SEOUL 18 JANV 00“ to ppc “Journey around the world“ showing “The
Palace Garde of the empress at Soul“ resp. “The Royal Palace“, arrival “EBINGEN 9 MRZ 00“, early
usage after Koreas UPU entry as 2 Ch. rate.
34II

Ak

120,-

P 6872•

1899, incoming mail, Kiautschou forerunner 5 Pf. tied “TSINGTAU 30/12 99“ to ppc (Tsintau village
street, but also showing german navy and navy infantry personell) to Chemulpo/Korea. boxed “T.“
and transit “CHEEFOO 8 JAN 00“, corner crease, blue endorsement “Inchon“.

Ak

280,-

1900, 10p. blue (partly toned perfs) on ppc “Gruss aus Korea“ (Greetings from Korea) from “SEOUL
13 JANV 00“ to Berlin with arrival mark 10.3.00 alongside.
4

Ak

350,-

P 6874•

1900/01, plum blossoms 6 Ch., 10 Ch. (2) tied “SEOUL 27 JUN 04“ to registered cover to
Tokyo(Japan with July 4 backstamp. The special tariff to Japan (1901 treaty): letter 4 Ch. quadruple
weight and 10 ch. registration. Cover rugged and small tears in margin not affecting stamps.
18, 19 (2)

b

800,-

P 6875•

1901, 2 Ch./25 P. cursive style tied “SEOUL 20 SEPT 3“ to unsealed printed matter envelope to
Metz/Germany w. “METZ 26.10.03“ backstamp. (M)
29II

b

800,-

P 6876

1901. Postal stationery card 1ch blue upgraded with SG 22a, 2re grey and SC 23a, 1ch green tied
by Chemulpo/Coree double ring addressed to the 'Consulate de France, Yokohama’. Very fine.

GA

240,-

P 6877

1902. Postal stationery card 1c blue upgraded with Yvert 20, 3c orange tied by Fusan Coree double
ring addressed to France, routed via Chemulpo with French Post Office Shanghai Chine double ring
transit. Scarce item of mail from this office.

GA

450,-

P 6878

1903 SEOUL local cover front with VERY RARE POSTAGE DUE & “RETOUR A L´ ENVOYEUR,
AFFRANCHISSEMENT INSUFFISANT“ manuscript postal marking. Envelope “THE KOREA REVIEW /
H.B HULBERT EDITOR“ with a special opening system “pull on either sides“ (maybe the reason why
the cover is only a front) sent locally in Seoul 1903 (03 with inverted 3),franked only at 1 Cheun =
UNDERPAID, a defective 2 Ch. stamp was applied as POSTAGE DUE and tied by “T“ postmark.
Because of the postage due the letter was not accepted by the receiver and the post had to apply
the very rare manuscript postal marking (in french = UPU language) “RETOUR A L' ENVOYEUR,
AFFRANCHISSEMENT INSUFFISANT“. THE MAJORITY OF KOREA POSTAGE DUE COVER SEEM TO
COME FROM ABROAD, AN INLAND POSTAGE DUE COVER WITH A “RETOUR A L' ENVOYEUR“ (RETURN
TO SENDER) MARKING IS A MAJOR RARITY (NO SUCH COVER IN THE WALLBERG, KONDO OR
MITZUHARA COLLECTION). Note in the Kondo collection standart postage due covers from abroad
sold for sold for 4000-5000 CHF

b/d

900,-

P 6879

1903. Registered envelope (small faults/stains) written from 'P. de Kerberg, Seoul, Korea' addressed
to Hungary bearing Japan SG 146, 20s orange tied by Seoul date stamp and endorsed 'Registered',
routed via Japan with Kobe registration labels and Budapest receiver on reverse. Parts of flap
missing. Very fine and scarce.

b

350,-

6867

6873•
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P 6880

1905. Registered Rice paper envelope (opening faults, creased and toned) addressed to Paris
bearing Yvert 26, 20ch brown (pair) tied by Seoul/Coree double ring with boxed hand-struck
'Registered', routed via the French Post Office Shanghai/Chine. Scarce franking.
Yv. 26 (2)

b

330,-

P 6881

1908. Picture postcard of 'Prince Tto' addressed to France bearing Japan SG 135,1½s ultramarine
tied by Seoul/Corea date stamp in violet, routed via Yokohama, underpaid with framed Korean
instructional in red with 'Ctms/T' hand- stamp in purple and bearing French postage due Yvert 30,
15c yellow-green applied and tied by Angers arrival. A lovely combination. Very rare item of postage Japan SG 135,
due mail from Korea.
France Yv. P30

Ak

800,-

P 6882

1910, incoming mail, Norway: 10 Oe. (one more fallen off en route, envidenced by Inchon datestamp
in space) tied “CHRA-BERGEN 11 VIII 10“ to sailor c/o british consul “Chenampo/Korea“, transits
Inchon, Chinampo (four times inc. on paper slips), finally “return to sender“ plus “Chinampo 43.9.7“
(Sept. 7, 1910). Ostensibly sender mixed up Chinnampo and Chemulpo.
NW No. 10

b

300,-

P 6883

Incoming mail, 1910, Germany, wrapper with 5 Pf. tied “LEIPZIG 30.10.10“ to Seoul, s. l. “PARTI“ or
“INCONNU“, korea-type dater “Seoul 43.12.13“ (Dec. 13, 1910) on paper slip.

b

100,-

P 6884

1915. Envelope headed 'Severance Union Medical College, Seoul, Korea' addressed to Canada
bearing Japan SG 171, 3s carmine tied by Seoul vernacular date stamp, underpaid with circular 'T/35
CTMS' in violet with hand-struck '7' charge in Toronto. Scarce item of underpaid mail from Korea.

b

250,-

P 6885

1934. Envelope written from Junten (Soonchun) addressed to Chicago bearing Japan SG 231, 1s
yellow (10) tied by vernacular Junten date stamp '28 July 1934' with Chicago receiver on reverse.
Nice franking.

b

250,-

KOREA-NORD

siehe auch 11024, 11126, 12041, 12568, 12685, 12707, 12791

P 6886•
P 6887•

1949, Kim Il Sung university 1 W. green, a horizontal right margin pair, unused no gum as issued. 23 (2)

(*)

2.000,-

1953, 8th anniversary of liberation 10 W. reddish orange, imperforated, a horizontal top margin
pair, unused no gum as issued. Probably the greatest rarity among the regular issues of NK.
72 (2)

(*)

2.800,-

P 6888•

1954, PA 6th anniversary 10 W. red imperforated with 1953 4th world youth games 20 W. imperf.
tied “54.5.5“ to piece from air mail cover, the 10 W. is unpriced used, rarity, ex-Wallberg, NNSC officer. 76aB, 70B

d

160,-

P 6889

1955/1956, two stationery envelopes, one unused with some stains, one uprated sent to EastGermany (10 th anniversary of DPR Korea). This envelope is taped on back.

GA

P 6890
P 6891•

1958/64, ppc (2) and cover (1) to France, England and East Germany.

Ak/b

120,100,-

(*)

300,-

P 6892•

1950, Korean unification, 100 W. Syngman Rhee and 200 W. map s/s, unused no gum as
issued, only 300 issued, very fresh condition (Mi 12.000.-)
Bl. 19, 21

(*)

1.400,-

Korean War, UN Neutral Supervisiory Commission NNSC, 1954, covers with respective returns of
Lt. Peter Wild c/o WAPO 6500 (cover two tears not affecting stamps) or Jungerbühler c/o same to
Switzerland, better japnese stamps used. (T)

b

80,-

**/(*)

150,-

d

80,-

1966. Lot of 3 souvenir sheets “Prof. Kim Bong Han“ with scarce perforation varieties: 1. perf. Sc #702b (3)
holes at left and right, 2. perf. holes at left only, 3. perf. holes at right only. No gum as issued.
var.

KOREA-SÜD
6893•
P 6894

1955, Rotary International : s/s set unused no gum as issued; also stamp set perforated mounted Bl. 81/83;
mint and imperforated NG (Michel cat. 1500.- +).
190/93A, C.

KUWAIT

siehe auch 6263, 6264, 7607, 7623, 11557, 12386, 12387

P 6895•
P 6896

1923, 5r. ultramarine and violet, fresh colours, well perforated, on piece. SG £275.
1931. Envelope (light bend) addressed to lndia bearing SG 20, 3a blue tied by Kuwait double ring
routed via Basra with Bombay arrival. Nice single franking.

b

120,-

P 6897•

1934, Airmails 2a. deep blue-green (5) and 3a. blue, attractive franking on arimail cover from
“KUWAIT 24 MAY 34“ to England, lower left 2a. stamp showing distinctive flaw “balloon over pilot“. 31 (5), 32

b

100,-

6898

1936. Air Mail envelope addressed to India bearing SG 17, 1a brown (7) tied by Kuwait double ring
with boxed 'Cancelled/Bombay' arrival Nice franking.

b

120,-

P 6899

1938. Air Mail envelope addressed to England bearing SG 17, 1a brown (2), SG 19b, 2a vermilion
and SG 21, 1a carmine tied by Kuwait double ring routed via Basra. Very nice franking.

b

120,-

6900

1938. Air Mail envelope (top shortened) addressed to India bearing SG 21, 3a carmine and SG 23,
8a purple tied by Kuwait double ring routed via Basrah/Iraq with Bombay arrival.

b

100,-

P 6901•

1941, India 6a. turquoise-green, bottom marginal copy (slight imperfections), clearly oblit. by full
strike of c.d.s. “EXPERIMENTAL P.O. K79 24 AUG. 41“
SG India 256

g

80,-

P 6902•

1941, India 3pi. slate (3), 1a. red and Kuwait ½a. red-brown on reverse of airmail cover oblit. by
“EXPERIMENTAL P.O. K79 4 SEP 41“ to Bombay with arrival mark “MANDVI BOMBAY WINDOW 9 SG 36, India
OCT 41“, censor mark and label.
247 (3), 250

b

200,-

P 6903•

1941, India 3pi. slate and Kuwait 2a. vermilion on reverse of airmail cover oblit. by c.d.s.
“EXPERIMENTAL P.O. K79 10 AUG. 41“ to Bombay with arrival mark “MANDVI BOMBAY WINDOW 11 SG 39, India
SEP 41“, censor label and mark, cover inaccurately opened at right/missing parts.
247

b

100,-

asia
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1941, India 3pi. slate and Kuwait 2a. vermilion and 3a. yellow-green on reverse of registered airmail
cover oblit. by c.d.s. “EXPERIMENTAL P.O. K79 9 AUG. 41“ to Bombay with arrival mark “MANDVI SG 39, 41,
BOMBAY 17 SEP 41“, censor label and mark, lower right corner missing.
India 247

b

150,-

6905

1943. Air Mail envelope addressed to India bearing SG 53, ½a purple and SG 57, 2a vermilion tied
by Kuwait machine type date stamp. Very fine.

b

100,-

P 6906

1947. Air Mail envelope addressed to the United States bearing SG 52, 3p slate (pair), SG 57, 2a
vermilion and SG 62, 12a lake (2) tied by Kuwait machine type date stamp. Nice destination.

b

100,-

6907

1947. Air Mail envelope (usual small opening faults) addressed to India bearing SG 52, 3p slate
(pair) and SG 57, 2a vermilion tied by Kuwait machine type date stamp with Bombay receiver on
reverse.

b

100,-

6908

KUWAIT, 1947. Air Mail envelope addressed to lndia bearing SG 53, ½a purple and SG 57, 2a
vermilion tied by Kuwait machine type date stamp with framed 'Air Mail' cachet and Bombay
receiver on reverse.

b

100,-

P 6909

1947. Envelope (small faults) to Glasgow bearing SG 63, 14a purple tied by Kuwait roller, endorsed
'by Sea Mail'. Good stamp on cover.

b

100,-

P 6910

1948, olympic games and 10th anniversary each 2 1/2d tied “KUWATT 11 SEPT. 48“ to small size
cover to England, the “TT“ spelling error.

b

220,-

P 6911

1948, incoming cover from Bahrein w. London Olympics 2 1/2d w. arrival “KUWAITT 4 NOV 48“, the
“TT“ error of spelling in the postmark, rare

b

P 6912
P 6913

1952/53, QEII, four different FDC, one real used to US.

FDC

170,150,-

1953. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Bardez Goa, Portuguese India bearing SG 70, 6a
on 6d purple (pair) tied by Ahmadi-Kuwait date stamp with matching registered label and Goa
arrival on reverse. Scarce item of destination mail from Kuwait.

b

140,-

P 6914•

1955/1956, QEII definitives, set of twelve values as blocks of four, unmounted mint. SG 107/09,
110/19
108/A118 (4)

**

60,-

P 6915•

1959. Imperforate color trial proof for definitive 5r in blue instead of issued green, thick paper,
no gum. Photo certificate by Guy du Vachat from 2009. UNIQUE. (ex ‚Pearls of Arabia‘)
Sc #151 Proof

(*)

2.000,-

P 6916•

1960. Artist‘s proof for the 60 NP Accession issue with a rejected flag design on cardboard with
pencilled “Approved except for FLAG (see memo dated 23/1/59)“ and color instructions.
UNIQUE. (from the De La Rue archives)
Sc #154 Proof

2.500,-

P 6917•

1960. UNIQUE handpainted essays for an unissued set. Designed by Neil Donaldson at the
request of Ibrahim Abdul Razaak, Head of the Postal Directorate. Painted by Ramzi Kayello,
artist at the Kuwait Oil Co. Essay for 5 f showing a gazelle, for 60 f a map of Kuwait, for 75 f an
oil tanker and for 1 d H.H. The Ruler. As 60 f was the rate to Europe, it was decided to have the Essays (4)
place names in English only. (ex Neil Donaldson collection)
artworks

2.500,-

P 6918•

1960. Lot of 9 different black and white ESSAY PHOTOS (several times each) with the
corresponding NEGATIVES for an unissued set. Essays designed by Neil Donaldson showing for 5
f a Lizard or a Hubara or a Jerbda or a Wolf or a Fox or a Gazelle, for 75 f an Oil Tanker and for 1d
H.H. The Ruler. For 60 f there are xeroxs only and no negative. (ex Neil Donaldson collection) (T) Essay Photos

P 6919•
P 6920•

1965. Complete FALCON set (8 values) in vertical gutter pairs. Mint, NH. (Mi #285/92)

6921•

Sc #291/98 (2) gutter

**

1965. The UNIQUE 45 f handpainted essay on De La Rue archive card, showing a “Saker Falcon“ Sc #296
in the accepted design and issued colors.
artwork
1968, International Literacy Day 15f. with variety 'WHITE FLAW beside UN emblem' with normal
stamp for comparison, MNH and attractive
409 var.

1.500,600,1.500,-

**

Gebot

P 6922•

1968, the UNIQUE 1 Dinar proof. Imperforate final proof, as submitted and approved, in issued
color on De La Rue card. Signed “Approved 13/11/73 K. Watson“ in manuscript. Proof number
at lower left and submission date 27.9.73. Manuscript on the right “Strengthen color of
background as Pantone 221. All block left and value to be strengthened. Separate plates for Sc #473B
black portrait & text“.
Proof

1.200,-

P 6923•

1969, Amir Sheikh Sabah issue 8f-90f. Imperforate final proofs, as submitted and approved, on
eleven De La Rue cards, each handstamped on the reverse “Director of Posts“ and signed.
Handstamped again on the front “Approved Proof“ in red with biro 20.9.68 at top and file Sc #462/72
numbers beneath each stamp. UNIQUE ASSEMBLY ex De La Rue archives. (T)
Proofs

5.000,-

P 6924•

1969, Amir Sheikh Sabah Issue. 250 Fils imperforate marginal final proof on De La Rue card.
Handstamped on the reverse by the Kuwait Ministry of PTT with handwritten “Approved subject
to the amendment referred to in your letter dated 7th Nov. 1968“. On the front handstamped
“APPROVED PROOF“, dated 10.10.68 and with file number. UNIQIUE.
Sc #473 Proof

1.000,-

P 6925•

1970, National Day 9th Anniversary. Set from printer's archive with two hand-drawn designs and Sc #490
one color proofing. In all three items. UNIQUE. (M)
artwork

P 6926•

1970, National Day. Handpainted essays from the Printers‘ archive in larger size with different
designs and an unadopted face value and in stamp size with values as issued but in partly Sc #490/91
different designs and colors. UNIQUE.
artworks

1.000,-

P 6927•

1970, National Day. 20 Fils composite transparency from the printers' archive, showing the Sc #491artinscriptions, Ruler's photo and face value. UNIQUE. (T)
work

900,-
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P 6928•

1970, National Guard set on printer's die proofs sheet dated 15.5.1970, se-tenant with Fujeira
“Personalities of German History“ (ex Mi #495/98). UNIQUE combination with two different Sc #519/20 +
countries!
Fujeira Proofs **/*

750,-

P 6929•

1971, World Telecommunications Day. Both values in issued colors in larger-than-issued size. Sc #527/28
Printers' proofs with handwritten annotations and corrections. UNIQUE.
Proofs

400,-

P 6930•

1974, Amir Sheikh Sabah Issue. 500 Fils imperforate final proof on De La Rue card, signed Sc #473A
“Approved 6.9.73 K. Watson“. Proof number and submission date 20.8.73. UNIQUE.
Proof

P 6931•

1974, Centenary of UPU 20f & World Communications Day. Composite single die proof
in a strip of 4 for two different issues! Other colors than issued partly.
Sc #608 + #611/13 Proofs

P 6932•

1976, Amir Sheikh Sabah 3 Dinar. Unadopted and unissued value imperforate proof on De La
Rue card, submitted but not approved, dated 29.9.76 with file number below. UNIQUE and
UNRECORDED.
unissued

P 6933•

1977, World Rheumatism Year. Final imperforate proofs for this issue on gold rimmed archive card Sc #707/10
from the De La Rue printers, dated 11.11.76 and with file numbers under each proof. UNIQUE.
Proofs

P 6934•

1977, National Day 16th Anniversary 80f. Progressive proof in black in marginal block of 16. With Sc #714 (16)
corrections to be made marked on eight stamps. Signed and dated 13-1-77. UNIQUE. (M)
Proofs

P 6935•

1977, Arab Postal Union, 25th Anniversary. The imperforate proofs for this issue on gold rimmed
card from the De La Rue printer's archive, dated 8.12.76, and with file numbers under each proof,
but with 3 stamps in different values than those issued (20, 25, 50 Fils instead of 15, 30, 80 Fils). Sc #717/20
UNIQUE.
Proofs

P 6936•

1979, Year of the Cild. Progressive color proof in red in a corner block of 36. With printing errors to Sc #776/77
be corrected marked in ink. UNIQUE. (M)
Proof

**

750,-

6937•

1979, Year of the Cild. Progressive color proof in blue in a corner block of 36 with color bar and Sc #776/77
printing errors marked in red. Signed and dated 20.12.78. UNIQUE SHOWPIECE. (M)
Proof

**

750,-

P 6938•

1979, Agriculture Congress and Kuwait Airlines. Both issues in se-tenant dated printer's proofs in Sc #780/81+
partly unissued colors with detailed notes and corrections concerning the design and text. UNIQUE. 805/06 Proofs

**

750,-

P 6939•

1979, Children‘s paintings. Collective single die proofs for the complete set (6 values) in 5 Sc #784/89
blocks of 6. Different frame colors! (T)
Proofs

**

1.200,-

P 6940•

1979, Children's paintings 30f showing “Girl and Doves“. Plate proof sheet of 24 lacking black color
(therefore no inscriptions) from upper sheet corner with color bar. Signed and dated 14-10-78 by Sc #786 (24)
printer. UNIQUE. (M)
Proofs

**

500,-

P 6941•

1980, Kuwait Municipality 50th Anniversary. Collective progressive single die proofs (11 phases) Sc #813/15
for the complete set in strips of 3. Mint, NH. In all 33 proof stamps.
Proofs

**

700,-

P 6942•

1981, First Islamic Medical Conference. The two original artist's drawings: conference emblem, Sc #839/40
differently colored, both overlays. UNIQUE. (MS)
artworks

P 6943•

1981, Islamic Pilgrimage. Double single die proof for the set's 30f design, one proof with frame and Sc #872
one proof without frame. Color bars. Mint, NH.
Proofs

**

100,-

P 6944•

1981, Pilgrimage joint proof with Iraq. Se-tenant collective proof with Iraq 1981 Air Force issue (Sc Sc #872/73
#1010/12, C66). Color bars. Extraordinary joint proof of two different countries! (T)
+ Iraq

**

500,-

P 6945•

1981, 20th ANNIVERSARY OF KUWAIT TELEVISION, - 9 items, Progressive plate proofs for the 80
F- denomination, in block to sixteen, respectively large margined lower with register mark! Complete
set in all nine several color prints, all the same sheet position! 144 stamps! Very scarce! (M)
919

**

500,-

P 6946•

1982, Soccer World Cup. Se-tenant printer's color proof of both values with detailed annotations Sc #892/93
and corrections (in Spanish) regarding the text and the size. Signed and dated 30.4.82. UNIQUE. Proofs

**

400,-

6947•

1983, International Maritime Organization imperforate proofs blocks of 4 in rejected and in issued Sc #910/11
colors. Mint, NH.
(16) Proofs

**

500,-

P 6948•

1983, IMO set in adopted and in rejected colors on printer's proof sheet with instructions to Sc #910/11
increase the size of the Arbic numerals. UNIQUE. (M)
(2) Proofs

**

750,-

6949•

1983, International Maritime Organization three progressive proof sheets in rejected and in issued Sc #910/11
colors. UNIQUE. (M)
Proofs

**

400,-

P 6950•

1984, Science Club. Collective progressive die proofs (10 phases) in 10 strips of 3. Mint, NH. In all Sc #966/68
30 proof stamps.
Proofs

**

600,-

P 6951•

1986, World Health DAy. Collective progressive die proofs (9 phases) in 9 strips of 3. In unissued Sc #1010/12
face values: 15f, 30f, 80f. Mint, NH. In all 27 proof stamps.
Proofs

**

600,-

1987, Islamic Pilgrimage to Miqat Wadi Mihrim 50f. Progressive proof in black in marginal gutter
block of 16. With correction to be made marked on one stamp. Signed and dated 10-7-87. UNIQUE. Sc #1041 (16)
(M)
gutter Proof

**

300,-

P 6953•

1987, Al Qurain Housing Project. Collective single die proofs for the complete set (3 values) in strips Sc #1049/51
of 3. There are 3 proofs differing in the color frame of the 25f design: green, brown, orange.
Proofs

**

300,-

P 6954•

1989, PILGRIMAGE TO MECCA - 12 items; triple collective, progressive single die proofs for the
set, with color indications and register marks, 36 stamps. (Scott# 1105/07) (M)
1197/99

**

1.500,-

6952•

asia
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6955•

1989, PILGRIMAGE TO MECCA - 30 items; single die proofs for the set, different color variations
and combinations for each stamp of the set (mostly shifted), color indications and register
marks, 30 stamps, unique. (Scott# 1105/07) (T)
1197/99

**

1.200,-

6956•

1990, “FALCON“ issue all three values in complete sheets of 50 with margins, mint never hinged, 1230-1232
very fine, Michel catalogue value 900,- Euro (M)
(50)

**

150,-

P 6957•

1994. Industrial Bank set in imperforate proof blocks of 10 with centre omitted. (from the unique Sc #1237/39
sheets of 50)
Proofs

**

800,-

P 6958•

1994. ILO Anniversary set in imperforate proof blocks of 10 with centre omitted. (from the unique Sc #1244/46
sheets of 50)
Proofs

**

800,-

P 6959•

2004, 50th Anniversary of Kuwait Airways, souvenir sheet perforated and imperforate,
unmounted mint. This issue was withdrawn from sale very shortly; only 179 pieces were sold.
MODERN GULF STATES RARITY! (T)
Bl. 14 A/B

**

1.500,-

*

90,-

b

350,-

KUWAIT - DIENSTMARKEN
P 6960

1923-24 KGV. Officials 1a. chocolate, 4a. olive-green and 5r. ultramarine & violet all with
OVERPRINT DOUBLE, ONE ALBINO, mint lightly hinged, fresh and very fine.
2, 8, 12 Var. (SG O2a, O8 var., O12a)

KUWAIT - PORTOMARKEN
P 6961•

1963 Kuwait postage due stamps 1f., 2f. and 25f. tied by bilingual “AL AHMADI KUWAIT/23 AP 67“
cds to reverse of insufficiently franked 1967 cover from Belfast, Ireland (franked 4d, cancelled 5
Apr. 1967), with half-circled bilingual “POSTAGE DUE/FILS...“ handstamp in violet and hexagonal 1, 2, 6; (SG
“T“ h/s on front. Cover with a vertical bend at left otherwise fine. A VERY SCARCE USAGE OF KUWAIT D199, D200,
POSTAGE DUE STAMPS.
D204)

LABUAN

siehe auch 8316, 8345, 8612, 9773, 10265, 10714, 10773

LAOS

siehe auch 5664, 5667, 5692, 5701, 5702, 5705, 5709, 5713, 5714, 5719, 5722, 5725, 5736,
5744, 5752, 5772, 5788, 5803, 5805, 5807, 5831, 5835, 8024, 8142, 11144, 12539

P 6962

Luang Prabang, 1890 (ca.). Siam postal stationery card 1 att orange cancelled by Luang
Prabang date stamp addressed to Bangkok. Very rare on 1st issue card.

GA

1.000,-

P 6963•

1901 used wrapper to Luang Prabang, redirected to Thiers (Puy-de-Dôme), France, insufficiently
franked with 1892 1c. tied with indistinct “.../TONK“ cds, small “T“ in triangle alongside, on reverse
with Laotian Luang-Prabang and Vien-Tiane datestamps, franked in france with five postage due
stamps 1c. (strip of three and pair) tied with Thiers '13 Mars 01“ datestamp.
Fr. Ind. 3 a.o.

b

700,-

P 6964

1901. Envelope addressed to Saravane, Laos bearing Great Britain SG 174, 1d lilac and SG 201,
2½d blue tied by London duplex ‚Sp 3rd, with framed ‚L/1‘ in red for Late Fee sent to
Carcassonne, France ‚6th Sept‘ and forwarded to Hanoi/Tonkin ‚9 Oct‘ and Hue/Annam ‚12th
Oct‘ with Saigon ‚22nd Oct‘ and redirected to Laos with Bassac/Laos receiver ‚6th Nov 01‘ on
reverse. Very little mail has survived into Laos. A superb item into the French Military involved
with the French Occupation of the Mekong in Southern Laos.

b

1.000,-

P 6965

1904, 5 C green with cds PAC-HIN-BOUN / LAOS, 13 JUIN 09, on picture postcard “Jeune Fille Fr. Indochina
Laotienne...“, sent to St. Saulve in France. F/VF condition.
27

b

250,-

P 6966•

1905, used Indochina postal stationery double card (1892 issue) from BASSAC, LAOS to Rennes,
France cancelled by “BASSAC LAOS/11 OCT 05“ double-ring d/s, part of transit cds alongside,
Saigon-Central transit dater on reverse of unused reply card. Light corner crease at lower left Indochina
otherwise fine. A scarce usage of the Indochina double card from Bassac, Southern Laos.
H&G 2

GA

700,-

P 6967

1907. Picture postcard of 'Le Chutes de la St Noi' (Saravane Province) addressed to France bearing
Indo-China SG 34, 10c rose tied by Xieng-Khouang/Laos double ring '18th Juil' with Paris arrival
'4th Sept' and forwarded to Pouliguen. Scarce cancel from Xieng-Khouang Province.

b

160,-

P 6968

1907, MUONGNGOI / LAOS, 20...07, double-circle dater on French-Indochina 15 C blue/red
postal stationery envelope, sent to Hanoi. VF condition. R!

GA

1.200,-

P 6969

1910. French Indo-China postal stationery envelope 'Type Annamite' 10c red cancelled by LuangPrabang/Laos double ring '2nd Sept' addressed to Paris with Vien-Tiane/Laos '10th Sept' and
Saigon Central/Cochinchine '24th Sept' on reverse with Paris arrival. Very fine item of stationery
used in Luang-Prahang.

GA

160,-

P 6970

1914. Envelope addressed to Paris bearing French Indo-China SG 55, 10c scarlet tied by Sam-Nua/
Laos double ring '4th Oct 14' routed via Sonla/Tonkin '8/10' and Hanoi/Tonkin '14/10' on reverse. Indo-China
Very fine item from this small village in Hua Phan Province, Northern Laos.
SG 55

b

200,-

P 6971

1917. Stampless Military mail envelope (name deleted) endorsed 'F.M.' addressed to Marseille
cancelled by 'Xieng-Khouang/Laos' double ring '19/4' with military cachet 'Indo-Chine Française
Laos/Service de Santé Xien-Khouang/Le Medecin de L 'Ambulance', routed via Thanh-Hoa/Annam
and Vinh/Annam. Rare item of military mail from this Upper Laos town.

b

330,-

1946. Stampless Air Mail envelope (faluts/tears) written from 'BPM 405A' French Troops in Pakse,
Laos dated '2nd July 46' addressed to France endorsed 'F.M.’ cancelled by 'Postes Aux Armees/411A'
date stamp '7/5’. Scarce item from the French Occupation of Laos.

b

160,-

6972
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P 6973

1949. Air Mail envelope (upper flap missing) addressed to France bearing Indo-China SG 174, 4c Indo-China
yellow (block of four and block of six) and SG 213, $1 black (pair) tied by Paksane/Laos date stamp SG 174 (10),
routed via Savannakhet and Saigon/Cochinchine. Nice item of mail from this small Mekong town. 213 (2)

b

120,-

P 6974

1956, Souvenir sheets No. 18/20 on registered airmail-letters, all sent from “VIENTIANE 5.8.56“ to Blocks s/s
New York, USA, few minimal crinkles, s/s comercial used are very seldom offered. (M)
18/20

e

100,-

P 6975

1959/62, Eleven imperforated colour proofs: 1959 Budh. Temples 0,50 K to 12,50 K, 1961 Death 97/102,109/12,
of King Sisavang 4 K to 25 K an 1962 King Savang Vatthana 10 K, all mint NH.
120 proofs U

**

100,-

1976, Republic-Foundation 1 K to 200 K five souvenir-sheets and five imperforated single stamps, 437/41B, s/s
totally ten central canceled values, very rare!
A72-E72

g

100,-

P 6977

1976, Republic-Foundation souvenir-sheet stamps 1 K to 200 K, 60-Years-October-Revolution 5 Kr. 437/41B,
to 250 K and “AOPU“ 5 K to 100 K, totally 15 imperforated central canceled values, very rare!
452/7B,474/7B

g

100,-

P 6978

1963. Envelope written from Chieng Khong addressed to ‘The Thomas Dooley Hospital, Ban Houei
Sai, Laos' bearing Thailand SG 423, 10s blue-green (2) and SG 424, 15s brown tied by Bangkok
date stamp, underpaid and bearing Laos postage due SG D24, 50c carmine, SG D27, 5p purple
and SG D28, 10p indigo tied by Vientane/Laos double ring with Housai arrival on reverse. A scarce
item of Laotian postage due mail. Only a few Laos postage dues are known.

b

250,-

6976

Start

LAOS - PORTOMARKEN

LIBANON

siehe auch 7731, 7963, 10681, 12724, 13278, 13343

P 6979•

1901, “MASHGARE POSTA SUBESI 1300“ all arabic cancellation (Coles - Wlker no.103) on envelope
bearing 1 pia. violet blue to Maine, shortened at left and toned, vertical crease and minor faults,
fine and very scarce

b

270,-

P 6980

1901, Registered cover from Beirut to Istanbul with pair 1 pia. und 20 Para (faults), tied by “Beyrouth
Iskelesi posta Subesi 2“ port cancel, bilingual Beyrouth alongside and Istanbul arrival mark on
reverse, some faults but very scarce registered mail with very clear cancellations.

b

100,-

P 6981

1917 BEIRUT (BEYROUTH): Sheet of five receipts for 'Ottoman Empire' telegrams used in Beirut,
franked with 18 stamps of 20p. surcharged '1331' Star & Crescent (blocks of 8, 6 and 4) all tied
with scarce octogonal “BEYROUTH 30 1 17“ bilingual d/s. Few stamps damaged and sheet was
folded, but still a scarce telegram receipt multiple used in Beirut with a scarce cancellation. (M)

b

270,-

6982

1920. Military mail envelope front Akkar, Lebanon addressed to Paris cancelled by bilingual 'S+Le
Captain/F-Mieg/Gouverneur D'Akkar' cachet in violet with Paris receiver on reverse.

b

110,-

P 6983•

1924, 21 Jan, GRAND LIBAN overprints, 10c. to 25pi., 13 values complete with SPECIMEN overprint,
on piece with additional annulment mark each. UPU archive copies for Great Britain. Certificate E.
Diena. Maury 1/13 (T)
1/14 ex

d

150,-

P 6984•

1924, 10pi. on 2fr. orange/blue, DOUBLE overprint, mint o.g. previously hinged, faint indication of
corner crease, signed Calves. Maury 12 var. (not listed variety), estimated to 500,- €.
13 DD

*

180,-

P 6985•

1924, 25pi. on 5fr. (2mm spacing), right marginal vertical pair, top stamp showing “LIABN“ which
was garbled by black ink, mint o.g. with adhesion marks/irregular gum structure. Maury 13IIa,
598,- €. Only 180 pieces known.
14 var.

*

250,-

6986•

1924, Airmails, 2pi. on 40c. and 3pi. on 60c., two vertical pairs, each top stamp showing widely
spaced surcharge (3mm between figure and PIASTRES instead of 2mm), mint o.g. previously
hinged. Maury lists a 4mm variety (nos. PA1a, PA2a, 224,- €)
15/16 var.

*

60,-

6987•

1924, Airmails, 5pi. on 1fr. red/olive with double overprint, mint o.g. with hing remnant, signed.
Maury PA3b
17 DD

*

50,-

P 6988•

1924, Olympic Games, complete set as blocks of four, 50c. on 10c. with variety “Small fat A in
LIBAN“, 1.50pi. on 30c. and 2.50pi. on 50c. each with variety “Small G in GRAND“, mint o.g.
previously hinged. Maury 18/21 incl. 18a, 20a, 21a, 1.778,- €
22/25 (4)/var.

*

500,-

P 6989•

1924, Olypic Games, complete set each with “Small G in GRAND“, mint o.g. with hinge remnant/
partly melted gum structure. Maury 18b, 19b, 20a, 21a, 1.324,- €.
22/25 var.

*

300,-

P 6990

1924, Olympic Games, complete set of four values with inverted overprints, mint o.g. previously
hinged/with hinge remnants, certificate Behr (which pictures only the 2.50pi. stamp but names all
four stamps). Maury 18d, 19c, 20b, 21c. 2.100,- €+
22/25 K

*

800,-

P 6991•

1924, Olympic Games, complete set showing INVERTED overprints, mint o.g. previously hinged,
signed. Maury 18d, 19c, 20b, 21c, 2.100,- €.
22/25 K

*

700,-

P 6992•

1924, Olympic Games, 1.25pi. on 25c. with clear double overprint, mint o.g. previously hinged.
Maury 19 var., not listed (the 2.50pi. value is listed with double overprint and priced 945,- €).
23 DD

*

200,-

P 6993•

1924, Olympic Games, 1.25pi. on 25c. vertical pair, top stamp showing variety “missing 1 of
surcharge“ (only faint traces visible), mint o.g. previously hinged/adhesion marks, signed, normal
stamp u/m. Maury 19a, 580,- €++ (less than 800 copies can exist)
23 var.

*/**

130,-

1924, Olympic Games, 1.50pi. on 30c. showing variety “Small G in GRAND“, mint o.g. previously
hinged. Maury 20a, 331,- €.
24 var.

*

70,-

P 6994•
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P 6995•

1924, Olympic Games, 2.50pi. on 50c., horiz. pair left stamp showing variety “Small G in GRAND“,
unmounted mint, normal stamp previously hinged. Maury 21a, no price given for u/m, estimated to
500,- €
25 var.

**/*

130,-

6996•

1924, 0.10pi. on 2c. lilac-brown, bottom marginal plate block of 20 (slightly separated at top and
uneven margin), unmounted mint. Maury 22 II
26 (20)

**

50,-

P 6997•

1924/1925, Bilingual overprints, 14 values with inverted surcharge (1.50pi. on 30c. orange slight
toning), mint o.g. previously hinged. Maury 22/35 ex, apprx. 600,- €.
26/38 K, 41 K

*

180,-

P 6998•

1924/1925, Bilingual overprints, ten values as horiz. pair (8) resp. block of four (2), one stamp
each showing “Dropped d in Gd“, mint o.g. previously hinged resp. u/m, three pieces minor thinning
resp. stuck margin on reverse. Unlisted variety, attractive group! Maury 22/23, 26/29, 41, 45,
48/49, estimated to 500,- €.
26/39 ex

*/**

220,-

P 6999•

1924, Bilingual overprints, seven values with double surcharge (of various occurrences),
mint o.g. previously hinged, some signed. Maury 22/34 ex, 320,- €.
26/27 K, 29/31 K, 33 K, 40 K

*

100,-

7000•

1924, Airmails, 2pi. on 40c. and 10pi. on 2fr. each with double overprint, 5pi. on 1fr. with inverted 49 DD, 51 K,
overprint, mint o.g. previously hinged. Maury PA5 var., PA7a, PA8a, estimated to 170,- €.
52 DD

*

60,-

P 7001•

1925, Pierre de Ronsard 75c. blue on pale blue block of four from upper margin (gutter) with
INVERTED bilingual opt. 'Gd. Liban / 4 Piastres', unused with gum faults, scarce block, Yvert 49a, €
320,-- +
57 var. (4)

*

80,-

P 7002•

1925, Definitives “Views of Lebanon“ incl. postage dues, approval pane of 25 empty fields on
ungummed cardboard with applied cutouts of original designs. Most attractive and unusual! (T)
58/70, P 11/15

(*)

P 7003•
P 7004•

1925 (ca.), combined proof sheet of not realised designs, toning spots.

(*)

500,250,-

1925, Airmails, carmine “Plane“ surcharge on green “AVION“ overprints, not isused, complete set of Maury
four stamps, mint o.g. with hinge remnants, 10pi. some thinning and this stamp signed Calves, 606,- €. PA9/11A

*

180,-

P 7005•

1925, Airmails, INVERTED carmine “Plane“ surcharge on green “AVION“ overprints, not isused,
complete set of four stamps, mint o.g. with hinge remnants, 5pi. small toning spots. Maury lists only Maury
the 10pi. value with inverted overprint (in used), estimated to 1.200,- €.
PA9/12A(a)

*

350,-

P 7006•

1925, Airmails, carmine “Plane“ surcharge on green “AVION“ overprints, not isused, complete
set of four stamps, 10pi. with INVERTED overprint, on addressed envelope oblit. “BEYROUTH
CANONS 7.XII.37“. The 10pi. with inverted overprint is priced 788,- € for a single used copy, the Maury
other values are listed in mint condition only, none ot he stamps is listed on cover! Most unusual PA9/11A,
rarity of Lebanon!
PA12a

b

1.100,-

1926, Airmails, red “Plane“ overprint, complete set of four values, attractive franking on cover from
“BEYROUTH 3.7.26“ to Damascus with arrival mark 4.7. on reverse.
75/78

b

50,-

1926, Airmails, 2pi. to 10pi., complete set of four values with inverted overprint, each as marginal
block of four, unmounted mint. Maury PA17/20, 1.584,- €.
75/78 K (4)

**

180,-

1926, Airmails, 5pi. violett, overprint on front and on reverse, unmounted mint, signed Calves.
Maury PA19 var (not listed variety), estimated to 250,- €.
77 var.

**

60,-

1926, War Refugee's Relief, 0.25pi. to 25pi., eleven values (excl. 2pi.) with SPECIMEN overprint on
piece (few imperfections are typical for that kind of material). UPU archive copies for Great Britain.
Certificate E.Diena. Maury 63/74 ex (T)
79/90 ex

d

150,-

P 7011•

1926, War Refugee Relief, group of five values with inverted overprint, unmounted mint. Maury
64c, 66d, 67d, 68d, 70c, 495,- €.
80/86 K ex

**

130,-

P 7012•

1926, War Refugee Relief, 1pi. + 0.50pi. red, vertical blue overprint (which was used for the vertical
designs of Syria), unmounted mint, few toning spots. Maury 66 var., estimated to 600,- €. Most
unusual.
82 var.

**

250,-

1926, War Refugee Relief, group of three stamps with differing colours of overprint (essai): 1pi. +
0.50pi. red with BLACK ovp., 1.25pi. + 0.50pi. green with BLACK ovp. and 3pi. + 1pi. brown with
GREEN ovp., mint o.g. with hinge remnants. Maury 66a, 67a, 71a, 311,- €.
82/83, 87 var.

*

130,-

P 7014•

1926, War Refugee Relief, 1.25 pi. + 0.25pi. green with INVERTED BLACK overprint in differing
surplus “0.25pi.“ (essai), mint o.g. with hinge remnants (fingerprints). Maury 67 var, estimated to
500,- €.
83 var.

*

180,-

P 7015•

1926, War Refugee Relief, 3pi. + 1pi. brown with INVERTED BLACK overprint (essai), unmounted
mint. Maury 71, not listed in that version, estimated to 300,- €.
87 var.

**

130,-

P 7016•

1926, War Refugee Relief, 3pi. + 2pi. brown, horiz. pair, left stamp showing variety “Missing 2 in
surcharge“, mint o.g. with hinge remants and toning spots. Maury PA14a, 1.890,- €++. Only 20
issued.
92 I

*

500,-

P 7017•

1926, Revaluation overprints, 4pi. on 0.25pi. olive-black, type II, (folded) pane of 25 stamps with
inverted overprint, unmounted mint (few toning spots). Maury 76IIj, 2.750,- €. (M)
96 var. (25)

**

200,-

P 7018•

1926, 4.50pi. on 0.75pi. brownish red, INVERTED overprint, (folded) sheet of 50 stamps with
gutter, unmounted mint, few slight toning spots (irrelevant). Maury 77e, 4.950,- € (price for single
stamps, no surplus for unit/gutters). (M)
98 K (50)

**

500,-

1926/1928, 10 definitives with OVERPRINT VARIETIES incl. inverted and double opts. and one with
additional opt. on gum side, MNH and a nice specialist lot!
ex 99/122 var.

**

80,-

7007•
P 7008•
7009•
P 7010•

7013•

P 7019•
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P 7020•

1926, 7.50pi. on 2.50pi. greenish blue, horiz. pair, left stamp without overprint (albino printing
only), unmounted mint. Maury 79 var., estimated to 500,- €.
100 var.

**

130,-

P 7021•

1926, 7.50pi. on 2.50pi. greenish-blue, horiz. pair, right stamp with inverted overprint, left stamp
without overprint (albino impression), unmounted mint. Attractive unlisted variety! Maury 79 var.
100 var.

**

150,-

P 7022•

1926, 7.50pi. on 2.50pi. greenish-blue, horiz. pair, left stamp with overprint, right stamp without
overprint (albino impression), mint o.g. with hinge remnant. Attractive unlisted variety! Maury 79
var.
100 var.

*

100,-

P 7023•

1927, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 0.10pi. blue with DOUBLE BLACK overprint, IMPERFORATE
top marginal copy, unmounted mint.
104 var.

**

150,-

P 7024•

1927, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 0.10pi. blue, IMPERFORATE left marginal horiz. strip of
three, unmounted mint. Maury 83 nd, not listed!
104 U (3)

**

P 7025•
P 7026•

1927, 0.10pi. blue with BLACK overprint, block of 15, unmounted mint. Maury 83b, 1.650,- €.

**

300,180,-

1927, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 0.50pi. yellow-green, pane of 25 stamps, six stamps
without overprint (=four pairs with/without overprint), all stamps showing slight offset on reverse
(thereof one inverted!), unmounted mint (few toning spots). Maury 84f, 1.212,- €++. (M)
105 var.

**

200,-

P 7027•

1927, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 0.50pi. yellow-green, pane of 25 stamps with double
overprint, unmounted mint (few toning spots in margin only). Maury 84a, 1.925,- €. (M)
105 var. (25)

**

200,-

P 7028•

1927, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 4pi. on 0.75pi. brownish red, wrongly/mistakenly
surcharged, block of nine, unmounted mint (some slight gum wrinkling). This 4p. revaluation was refers to
designated for the 0.25pi. value. Maury refers to 89/90, unlisted variety!
110/11

**

P 7029•
P 7030•

1927, 4.50pi. on 0.75pi. brownish red showing “4.05pi.“, unmounted mint. Maury 90e, 468,- €.

**

500,130,-

1928, 0.10pi. blue, mistakenly overprinted stamp of Syria, top marginal block of 20 (top row with
oversaturated “Republique“), unmounted mint. Maury 97A, 3.640,- €.
121 var. (20)

**

400,-

P 7031•

1928, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 0.50pi. green, pane of 25 stamps showing variety “Arabic
inscription and lower bar in RED“, unmounted mint (few toning spots mainly in margin and slight
fingerprints). Maury 98 var., not listed (M)
122 var. (25)

**

400,-

P 7032•

1928, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 0.50pi. yellow-green, pane of 25 stamps with inverted
overprint, unmounted mint (few toning spots in margin only and some gum irregularities). Maury
98e, 2.475,- €. (M)
122 var. (25)

**

250,-

P 7033•

1928, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 0.50pi. yellow-green, pane of 25 stamps with inverted
Arabic overprint, unmounted mint (few toning spots). Maury 98b, 2.750,- €. (M)
122 var. (25)

**

300,-

P 7034•

1928, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 0.50pi. yellow-green, (folded) pane of 25 stamps with
inverted Arabic overprint, unmounted mint (few toning spots). Maury 98b, 2.750,- €. (M)
122 var. (25)

**

300,-

P 7035•

1928, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 1pi. lilac-rose, pane of 25 stamps with inverted Arabic
overprint, unmounted mint (few toning spots). Maury 99b, 3.450,- €. (M)
123 var. (25)

**

350,-

P 7036•

1928, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 1pi. red with double overprint of Arabic inscription, block
of 25, unmounted mint. Maury 99a, 1.925,- €.
123 DD (25)

**

200,-

P 7037•

1928, definitive 2pia. brown with black opt. 'Republique Libanaise' and additional red arab opt., two
stamps incl. one with INVERTED arab opt., mint hinged and scarce, unlisted in Michel and Yvert
(102 var.)
125 + var.

*

80,-

P 7038•

1928, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 4pi. on 0.25pi. olive-black, pane of 25 stamps with
double Arabic overprint, unmounted mint. Maury 103 var., not listed variety, estimated to 3.500,- €.
(M)
127 var. (25)

**

350,-

P 7039•

1928, definitive 0.25pia. olive black with red bilingual opt. 'Republique Libanaise' and new value '4
P.' horiz. strip of three from right margin with centre stamp with INVERTED '4' in opt., mint never
hinged (variety stamp lightly hinged), Yvert 76b, € 220,-- ++
127 + var.

**/*

80,-

P 7040•

1928, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 7.50pi. on 2.50pi. greenish blue, block of 25 stamps with
double Arabic overprint, unmounted mint (slight toning spot). Maury 106a, 2.750,- €.
130 var. (25)

**

300,-

P 7041•

1928, definitive 2.50pia. turquise with black opt. '7P. 50 / Republique Libanaise' and additional
DOUBLE red arab overprint in a block of four, mint never hinged (lower left stamp with gum faults),
Yvert 107a, € 240,-- ++
130 var. (4)

**/*

100,-

P 7042•

1928, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 10pi. lilac-brown, block of 25 stamps with double Arabic
overprint, unmounted mint. Maury 107 var., not listed variety, estimated to 5.500,- €.
131 var. (25)

**

600,-

P 7043•

1928, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 15pi. on 25pi. ultramarine, pane of 25 stamps with
double and inverted Arabic overprint, unmounted mint. Maury 108c var., not listed combination,
estimated to 5.500,- €. (M)
132 var. (25)

**

600,-

P 7044•

1928, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 15pi. on 25pi. ultramarine, block of 25 with correctly
applied black overprint but red overprint (Arabic inscription and bars) DOUBLE AND INVERTED,
mainly unmounted mint (few with gum disturbances). Maury 108c var., 3.575,- € (for single inverted
red overprint)
132 KDD (25)

**/*

400,-

P 7045•

1928, Airmails, 2pi. to 10pi., complete set of four values each as block of four with double overprint
of Arabic inscription, unmounted mint. Maury PA25/28a, 2.384,- €.
134/37 DD (4)

**

250,-
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7046•

1928, 2pi. on 1.25pi. green, vertical pair lower stamp “missing “p“ in surcharge“ mint o.g. previously
hinged (not listed in mint condition); in addition a used copy showing variety “missing “e“ in
surcharge“ (not listed). Maury 115 ba, 115 var., estimated to 300,- €.
144 var.

*/g

100,-

P 7047•

1928, 4pi. on 0.25pi. greenish black, horiz. strip of three, centre stamp showing variety “inverted
“4“ of surcharge“, unmounted mint. Maury 116 b, not listed in u/m.
145 var.

**

180,-

7048•

1928, 4pi. on 0.25pi. greenish black, marginal block of four from the lower right corner of the
sheet, top left stamp showing variety “French and Arabic inscription transposed“, unmounted mint.
This variety is not listed for that value; within a unit especially attractive! Maury 116 var., estimated
to 400,- €.
145 var.

**

130,-

7049•

1928, 4pi. on 0.25pi. greenish black, marginal block of four from the lower right corner of the
sheet, upwards shifted overprint leaving the two lower stamps nearly without surcharge, unmounted
mint (few faint fingerprints and slight toning in margin only). Maury 116 var., estimated to 250,- €. 145 var.

**

70,-

7050•

1928, definitive 0.25pia. olive black with red bilingual DOUBLE opt. '4P. / Republique Libanaise' in
a block of four from lower left corner, mint never hinged (lower right stamp with some tonespots),
Yvert 119c, € 200,-- ++
145 var.

**

70,-

P 7051•

1928, group of four varieties: 05 on 0.10pi. “ovp. on reverse“, “ovp. on front and on reverse“; 4pi.
on 0.25pi. and 7.50pi. on 2.50pi. “ovp. on front and on reverse“ each, mint o.g. Maury 114 b/c, 116 145/46 var.,
i, 118 e.
148 var.

**/*

100,-

P 7052•

1928, 7.50pi. on 2.50pi. greenish blue showing “5.70pi.“, unmounted mint. Very rare variety!
Maury 118A. 1.418,- € for m/m, no price given for u/m, estimated to 2.500,- €.
146 var.

**

500,-

7053•

1928, 7.50pi. on 2.50pi. greenish blue, vertical pair, lower stamp “missing bar at base“, unmounted
mint. Unlisted variety! Maury 118 var, estimated to 300,- €.
146 var.

**

130,-

7054•

1928, 7.50pi. on 2.50pi. greenish blue, two stamps with varieties: “Inverted overprint“ unmounted
mint and “Double overprint“ unmounted mint (slight gum irregularity). Maury 118c, 118f, 237,- €. 146 var. (2)

**

50,-

P 7055•

1928, “Republique Libanaise“ overprints in red, 7.50pi. on 2.50pi. greenish-blue, mistakenly
overprinted value (Maury 106), bottom marginal vertical pair, unmounted mint. Maury 118C, 770,- €. 146 var. (2)

**

150,-

7056•

1928, 7.50pi. on 2.50pi. greenish blue, horiz. pair, left stamp showing “French and Arabic ciphers
transposed“, mint o.g. with normal stamp hinge remnant and variety unmounted mint. Very rare
variety, especially as a pair. Maury 118 a, 330,- €+.
146 var.

**/*

130,-

7057•

1928, 7.50pi. on 2.50pi. greenish blue, vertical pair, top stamp showing “French and Arabic ciphers
transposed“, mint o.g. with normal stamp unmounted mint and variety previously hinged. Very rare
variety, especially as a pair. Maury 118 a, 210,- €+
146 var.

*/**

90,-

1928, 7.50pi. on 2.50pi. greenish blue, block of four with inverted overprint, lower right stamp with
downwards shifted “0“ of “50“, mint o.g. with hinge remnant/adhesion marks, some thinning.
Maury 118 f/var, 316,- €+
146 var.

*

90,-

P 7059•

1928, 5pi. on 0.10pi. blue, unit of 50 stamps (lower part of the sheet - folded and partly separated)
showing a grossly displaced overprint, which results in several unoverprinted stamps resp. parts of
selvedge being overprinted. (M)
148 var. (50)

**

300,-

P 7060•

1928, Airmails, 3pi. brown with double overprint of Arabic inscription, block of 25, unmounted mint.
Maury PA26a, 3.725,- €
154 DD (25)

**

400,-

P 7061•

1928, Airmails, 5pi. violet with double overprint of Arabic inscription, block of 15, unmounted mint.
Maury PA27a, 2.235,- €
155 DD (15)

**

250,-

P 7062•

1928, airmail stamp 25pia. ultramarine optd. in red with airplane and bilingual 'Republique
Libanaise' and new value '15' in larger type I, three stamps mint lightly hinged, scarce! Mi. € 780,- (Yvert 36, € 750,--)
157 I (3)

*

120,-

P 7063•

1928, Airmails, 2pi. brown, mistakenly overprinted Syria stamp, unmounted mint (natural dull gum
spots=no fault), signed Calves, no price given for u/m, estimated to 800,- €.
Maury PA29B

**

250,-

P 7064•

1928, Airmails, red “Republique Libanaise/Plane“ surcharge on green “AVION“ overprints, complete Maury
set of four values, mint o.g., signed Calves, 2.624,- €.
PA29/32A

**/*

900,-

P 7065•

1928, Airmails with red “Republique Libanaise“ overprints, 2pi., 3pi., 5pi. and 10pi., four values
complete with additional green bilingual overprint “AVION“, mint o.g. with hinge remnants. Maury Maury
2.624,- €. Very rarely offered!
PA29/32 A

*

900,-

P 7066•

1928, Airmails, 3pi. yellow-brown, mistakenly overprinted stamp of Syria, block of six, unmounted Maury PA30B
mint. 3.300,- €.
(6)

**

400,-

P 7067•

1928, Airmails, 3pi. brown, mistakenly overprinted Syria stamp, mint o.g. with hinge remnant,
signed Calves and Champion, 656,- €.
Maury PA30A

*

180,-

7068•

1928, Airmails, red bilingual “Plane“ surcharge on green “AVION“ overprint, 10pi. lilac-brown, mint
o.g. with hinge remnant and thin spot, signed, 656,- €.
Maury PA31A

*

90,-

P 7069•

1928, Airmails, 5pi. violet, mistakenly overprinted Syria stamp, unmounted mint (natural inclusion/
adherence=no fault), signed Calves, no price given for u/m, estimated to 800,- €.
Maury PA31B

**

250,-

P 7070•

1929, Airmails, 0.50pi. yellow-green, mistakenly overprinted stamp with black “Republique
Libanaise“, marginal block of four from the upper right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint (one
stamp and upper margin with adhesion mark). Maury PA33A, 886,-€+
149 var. (4)

**/*

100,-

7058•
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P 7071•

1929, Airmails, 0.50pi. on 0.75pi. brownish red with RED airplane, (folded) block of nine, unmounted
mint (two stamps slight toning spots). Maury PA34a, 1.485,- €.
150 var. (9)

**

120,-

P 7072•

1929, Airmails, 0.50pi. on 0.75pi. brownish red, three varieties each as multiple of four stamps:
“RED airplane“ (two stamps very faint toning spots), “double airplane“ and “inverted airplane“,
unmounted mint. Maury PA34a/c, 1.452,- €.
150 var.

**

150,-

P 7073•

1929, Airmails, 15pi. on 25pi. ultramarine, type I “large 15“, block of four, unmounted mint (left
stamps slight fingerprint and one adhesion point). Maury PA36I, 2.304,- €.
157 I (4)

**

250,-

P 7074•

1929, Airmails 15pi. on 25pi. “Small Cipher 15“, fresh colour, well perforated, unmounted mint,
signed Calves. Only 100 surcharged! Maury PA36II, 1.470,- € for m/m, no price given for u/m,
estimated to 2.500,- €.
157 II

**

900,-

P 7075•

1929, Airmails, 15pi. on 25pi. ultramarine, type II “small 15“, marginal block of four, unmounted
mint, certificate APS. Maury PA36II, 5.880,- € for m/m, estimated to 10.500,- €.
157 II (4)

**

2.000,-

P 7076•

1929, Airmails 15pi. on 25pi. “Small Cipher 15“, fresh colour, well perforated, mint o.g. previously
hinged, signed Herbert Bloch/Friedl Expert Committee. Only 100 surcharged! Maury PA36II, 1.470,- €. 157 II

*

500,-

P 7077•

1929, Airmails 15pi. on 25pi. “Small Cipher 15“ in combination with 1928 15pi. on 25pi. type II, on
registered airmail cover from “BEYROUTH 15.12.1930“ addressed to Harry Leaton Edwards, Senior
Officer, Royal Air Force, Hinaidi, Iraq with Baghdad arrival 17.12.30 on reverse. Stamps and envelope
showing some imperfections but utmost extremely rare franking! Certificate Bernard Behr (1983).
Maury PA36 II (1.540,- € used single stamp, not listed on cover!), 119 II. Only 100 airmail stamps
surcharged!
157 II, 147

b

P 7078•
P 7079•

1929, Airmails, 25pi. ultramarine, block of four, unmounted mint. Maury PA37, 1.540,- €.

158 (4)

**

900,300,-

1929, Airmails, 25pi. ultramarine, marginal block of four from the lower left corner of the sheet,
unmounted mint (slight fingerprints). Maury PA37, 1.540,- €.
158 (4)

**

300,-

P 7080•

1930, Silkworm Growers Congress, 4pi. to 25pi., complete set of six values as IMPERFORATE
marginal vertical strips of five, unmounted mint (natural gum creasing=no fault). Maury 121/26
nd (5). 3.850,- €. Only 500 issued.
159/64 U (5)

**

1.300,-

P 7081•

1930, Silkworm Growers, 4pi. to 25pi., complete set of six values imperforate from the lower right
corners of the sheet, mint o.g. mainly u/m. Maury 121/26, 770,- € for u/m, only 500 issued.
159/64 U

**/*

250,-

7082•

1930, Silk Worm Grower's Congress, right marginal set IMPERFORATE, mint o.g. previously hinged
in margin, stamps mainly unmounted mint. Only 500 sets issued. Maury 121/26 nd, apprx. 650,- €. 159/64

**/*

250,-

7083•

1930, Silk Worm Grower's Congress, 4pi. brown showing clear offset on reverse, mint o.g. hinged
(some toning); 4½pi. with distinctive vertical paper fold used. Maury 121/22 var.
159/60 var.

*/g

70,-

P 7084•

1930, Silkworm Growers, 4pi. to 25pi., complete set of six values imperforate from the corners of the
sheet, neatly oblit. “AIN SAADE 23 IX 39“. Maury 121/26, no price given for used, only 500 issued. 159/64 U

g

250,-

P 7085•

1930/1931, Definitives Pictorials, 0.10pi. to 100pi., complete set of 21 values imperforate,
unmounted mint. Maury 127/44, 550,- €.
165/85 U

**

100,-

7086•

1930/1935, Definitives “Views of Lebanon“, 0.10pi. to 100pi. complete set of 21 values
IMPERFORATE, mainly unmounted mint (previously hinged in margin only). Only 300 sets issued.
Maury 127/44 nd, 146/47 nd, 149 nd, apprx. 590,- €.
165/85 U

**/*

220,-

7087•

1930, definitive 100pia. grey black 'Acropolis of Baalbek' block of four from right margin, mint never
hinged, Mi. € 260,-- ++ (for single hinged stamps)
185 (4)

**

80,-

P 7088•

1930-36, 11 values showing “SPECIMEN“ overprints in blue and red, 5 Pia. faults, mint never SG ex.
hinged, a scarce offer
163/178

**

P 7089•
P 7090•

1936, Tourism definitives complete set mint never hinged, Mi. € 200,-- + (for a hinged set)

**

90,60,-

**

450,-

P 7091•

1936, Tourism, 0.50pi. to 25pi., complete set of eight values, IMPERFORATE from the (mainly upper
right) corners of the sheet, mint o.g. with hinge remnants/adhesion marks/thinnings (chiefly in
margin), signed Brun, Kessler and Oriol. Rare set, only 150 issued. Maury PA49/56, 840,- €.
196/203 U

**/*

350,-

P 7092•

1936, Tourism (designs “Skiing“ and “Coastline“), 0.50pi. to 25pi., complete set of eight values
imperforate with lower margin, mint o.g. with adhesion marks. Maury PA49/58, 840,- €++, only
150 issued!
196/203 U

*

200,-

7093•

1936, Tourism and Sports complete set of 8 imperf pairs, mint light hinged, very fine, a very scarce
offer
196U - 203U

*

450,-

7094•

1936, Tourism (designs “Skiing“ and “Coastline“), 0.50pi. to 25pi., complete set of eight values
imperforate, unused no gum, some signed Brun. Maury PA49/58, only 150 issued!
196/203 U

(*)

100,-

P 7095•

1936, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, 10pi. greenish blue, IMPERFORATE marginal block
of four from the lower right corner of the sheet, each stamp with CLEAR DOUBLE IMPRESSION Maury 149D
of VALUE FIELDS, mint o.g. unhinged with some adhesion marks. MOST ATTRACTIVE VARIETY! nd var. (4)

*

1.800,-

P 7096•

1936, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, 10pi. greenish blue imperforate, right marginal copy Maury 149D
with double impression of value field, mint o.g.
var. nd

*

250,-

196/203

1936, Tourism, complete set of eight values as IMPERFORATE top marginal vertical pairs,
unmounted mint and hinged in margin only, four pairs with toning. Only 150 imperforate sets were
issued. Maury PA49/56, 2.860,- €.
196/203 U (2)
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P 7097

1936, not issued French-Lebanese Treaty 0.50 p-10 p. incl. airmail stamp, complete imperforated
souvenir set with each 25 stamps, mint never hinged, one stamp 0,50 p. with faults, otherwise Maury 149A/D,
fine, very rare, probably unique (MS)
Pa56A

**

55.000,-

P 7098•

1936, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, complete set of five values as epreuve de luxe, some Maury 149A/D,
slight imperfections (irrelevant). 6.000,- €. (T)
PA56A

(*)

P 7099•
P 7100•

1936, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, complete set of five values, unmounted mint. 2.065,- € Maury 149A/D, PA56A

**

1.500,400,-

1936, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, complete set of five values with upper margin, Maury 149
unmounted mint. 2.065,- €.
A/D, PA56A

**

500,-

7101•

1936, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, complete set of five values, unmounted mint (4pi. slight Maury 149A/D,
gum irregularities). 2.065,- €.
PA56A

**

400,-

7102•

1936, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, complete set of five values, unmounted mint (4pi. slight Maury 149A/D,
gum irregularities). 2.065,- €.
PA56A

**

400,-

P 7103•

1936, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, complete set of five values as IMPERFORATE blocks
of four, unmounted mint (0.50pi. and 1pi. some slight gum disturbances resp. slight toning irrelevant). Maury 33.000,- €. EXTREMELY RARE ISSUE, ESPECIALLY AS A UNIT - SPECTACULAR Maury 149A/D,
SHOWPIECE!
PA56A nd (4)

**

12.000,-

P 7104•

1936, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, complete set of five values IMPERFORATE, Maury 149A/D,
unmounted mint (10pi. greenish-blue slight gum irregularities). 8.250,- €.
PA56A nd

**

3.000,-

P 7105•

1936, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, complete set of five values as IMPERFORATE top
marginal vertical pairs, unmounted mint (partly some slight and almost invisible adhesion
marks/fingerprint), 10pi. blue with clear DOUBLE IMPRESSION of value field. Maury 16.500,- Maury 149A/D,
€++. EXTREMELY RARE ISSUE, ESPECIALLY AS PAIRS - A SPECTACULAR SHOWPIECE!
PA56A nd (2)

**

6.000,-

P 7106•

1936, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, complete set of five values IMPERFORATE with right
margin, mint o.g., 10pi. greenish-blue showing double impression of value field (vertical natural Maury 149A/D,
gum creasing), two values very faint toning spots in margin. 5.250,- €+
PA56A nd
*/**

1.500,-

P 7107•

1936, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, complete set of five values imperforate and with
BLANK VALUE FIELD, unmounted mint, 4pi. slight natural irregular gum structure (no fault), Maury 149A/D,
10pi. greenish blue slight ink mark on face.
PA56A var. nd

3.500,-

P 7108•

1936, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, complete set of five values imperforate and with Maury 149A/D,
BLANK VALUE FIELD, bottom marginal set, mint o.g., some faults.
PA56A var. nd */**

2.500,-

P 7109•

1936, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, complete set of five values, mint o.g. (0.50pi., 1pi. and Maury 149A/D,
4pi. unmounted mint). Maury 1.765,- €.
PA56A
**/*

700,-

P 7110•

1946, Franco-Lebanese Treaty, not issued, airmail stamp 10pi. green, top marginal copy with o.g.
and violet control mark.
Maury PA56A

g

250,-

P 7111•

1937/1940, Definitives 0.10pi. to 100pi., 16 values complete (excl. 7.50pi.), IMPERFORATE blocks 204/19 U (4)
of four, unmounted mint. Only 300 imperforate sets issued. Maury 150/56, 167/75 nd, 1.212,- €. ex, 253 U (4)

**

450,-

7112•

1937, Definitives Pictorials, 0.10pi. Cedar Tree, IMPERFORATE block of 45, unmounted mint. Maury
150 nd, (M)
204 U (45)

**

90,-

P 7113

1937/1938, Definitives, 0.10pi., 0.50pi., 3pi., 4pi., 4.50pi., 10pi., 15pi., seven epreuve de luxe,
imprint “Atelier de Fabrication des Timbres-Poste Paris“. Very rare, only few known! (T)
204/15 ex

(*)

500,-

P 7114•

1937/1940, Definitives 0.10pi. to 100pi., 17 values complete incl. the rare 7.50pi., set of 17
epreuve de luxe. Maury 150/56, 156A, 167/75, 3.206,- €. (T)
204/19, 253

(*)

1.300,-

1937, Definitives Pictorials, 0.50pi. Cedar Tree, IMPERFORATE block of 45, unmounted mint. Maury
151 nd (M)
207 U (45)

**

90,-

P 7116•

1937, 7.50pi. blue “PAYSAGE LIBANAIS“, fresh colour, mint o.g. with hinge remnant. Only one sheet
of 50 copies escaped overprinting which converted the old internal first class rate of 7.50pi. to the
new rate of 12.50pi. MAJOR RARITY OF LEBANON, ONLY 50 COMPLETE COLLECTIONS CAN EXIST!
Maury 156A, 1.750,- €.
212

*

P 7117•
P 7118•
7119

1937, Definitives “Views of Lebanon“, 7.50pi. blue, epreuve de luxe. Maury 156A.

212

(*)

1937, Definitives “Views of Lebanon“, 7.50pi. blue, epreuve de luxe, slight marks. Maury 156A.

212

(*)

700,800,700,-

1937, 7.50pi. blue, epreuve de luxe (few unobstrusive marks) with imprint “Atelier de Fabrication
des Timbres.Poste.PARIS“. Very rare epreuve of the rare 7.50pi. stamp, only very few are known!
212

(*)

800,-

1937, World Exhibition, complete set of eight values as imperforate horiz. pairs, mint o.g. with
hinge, some toning. Only 300 imperforate sets were issued. Maury PA59/66 nd, 526,- €.
220/27 U (2)

7115•

7120•

**

*

180,-

P 7121•

1937, World Exhibition, complete set of eight values on f.d.c. “BEYROUTH R.P. 1.VII.37“. Maury
PA59/66
220/27

FDC

80,-

7122•

1937, World Exhibition, complete set of eight values on registered f.d.c. “BEYROUTH 1.VII.37“.
Maury PA59/66
220/27

FDC

1937, 0.50pi. blue “Beit-Eddine“, epreuve d'artiste, with signature.

(*)

90,150,-

(*)

700,-

P 7123•
P 7124•
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1937/1940, Airmails “Beit-Eddine“ and “Baalbek“, 0.50pi. to 100pi., complete set of ten values as
epreuve de luxe. Maury PA57/58, PA72/79, 1.680,- €. (T)
228/37
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7125•

1938, Medical Congress, complete set as IMPERFORATE marginal horiz. pairs from the upper left
corner of the sheet, unmounted mint (hinged in margin only). Only 300 imperforate sets issued.
Maury PA67/70 nd, 330,- €.
238/41 U (2)

**

100,-

P 7126•

1938, Medical Congress, complete set as IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of four from the upper
right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint (hinged in margin only), 3pi. and 10pi. toning spots in
margin, 10pi. also one stamp affected. Only 300 imperforate sets issued. Maury PA67/70, 660,- €. 238/41 U (4)

**

220,-

7127•

1938, Medical Congress complete IMPERFORATE set, mint lightly hinged, scarce set as only 300
were issued
238/41 U

*

60,-

7128•

1938, Medical Congress complete set on registered air mail cover with special cancellation““JOURNEES
MEDICALES BEYROUTH 10/5/38“ to France with arrival mark on reverse, fine
238-41

b

90,-

P 7129•

1938, Medical Congress, complete set (3pi. toned perfs) on registered airmail f.d.c. (pre-printed
envelope, blue cachet and special event postmark) from “BEYROUTH 9.V.38“ to New York with
transit and arrival marks 23./24.5.38 on reverse. Rare and attractive!
238/41

FDC

90,-

P 7130

1938, 10pia. Airmail “10th Anniversary Marseille-Beyrouth“, imperforated horizontal pair, mint o.g.,
signed (Maury PA 79 nd).
242 U (2)

*

100,-

P 7131•

1938, 10th Anniversary First Flight Marseille-Beirut, 10pi. brownish lilac, IMPERFORATE bottom
marginal vertical pair, unmounted mint. Only 300 imperforate stamps were issued. Maury PA71 nd,
880,- €.
242 C U (2)

**

350,-

1938, 10th Anniversary First Flight Marseille-Beirut, 10pi. brownish lilac, two copies (toned perfs) on
registered airmail f.d.c. from “BEYROUTH 15.VII.38“ to Paris with transit and arrival marks on reverse. 242 C (2)

FDC

50,-

P 7133•

1938, 10th Anniversary First Flight Marseille-Beirut, IMPERFORATE souvenir sheet, unmounted
mint. Only 120 sheets were issued imperforate. Maury BF1 nd, 2.750,- €. (T)
Bl. 1 B

**

800,-

P 7134•

1938, 10th Anniversary First Flight Marseille-Beirut, IMPERFORATE souvenir sheet, unmounted
mint. Only 120 sheets were issued imperforate. Maury BF1 nd, 2.750,- €. (T)
Bl. 1 B

**

800,-

7135•

1938, 10th Anniversary First Flight Marseille-Beirut, IMPERFORATE souvenir sheet, mint o.g. with
adhesion marks and slight thin spot. Only 120 sheets were issued imperforate. Maury BF1 nd,
1.750,- €. (T)
Bl. 1 B

*

300,-

7136•

1939, 12½pi. on7.50pi. ultramarine with DOUBLE overprint, unmounted mint, signed Calves.
Maury 163 var. (not listed variety), estimated to 300,- €.
249 var.

**

90,-

P 7137•

1939, Definitives “BEIT-EDDINE“, 7.50pi. carmine with re-entry, most clearly seen in the bottom
imprint at right, block of four with adjoining gutters, unmounted mint (one stamp toning spot).
Maury 166, the variety not listed.
252 DD (4)

**

P 7138
7139•

1940. Set of 8 Epreuves d'Atelier for the complete 1940 air mail series “Beit-Eddine & Baalbeck“. Yv 66/74 PA Epreuves

(*)

350,470,-

1940, commercial airmail cover from “TRIPOLI 17 I 40“ to Philadelphia/USA, backstamped by
Beyrouth machine mark “17 I 40“ and boxed “VOIE AERIENNE A PARTIR / DE NEW YORK“ alongsinde, 183, 250/51,
some marks/postal wear as to be expected. Maury 142, 164/65, 166 (2)
252 (2)

b

50,-

1940, 20pi. brown “PAYSAGE LIBANAIS“ with clear re-entry at left, commercially used copy. Maury
172 var.
216 DD

g

1942, one year of Independence set of four IMPERFORATE, mint lightly hinged, fine and scarce!

7132•

7140•
7141•
P 7142•
7143•

Start

254/57 U

*

90,70,-

1942 'Independence' complete set of six incl. Air (top marginal), IMPERFORATED, mint never
hinged, fresh, fine and scarce.
254-59 U

**

100,-

1942, 1st Anniversary of Independence, 0.50pi. to 50pi., complete set of six values imperforate,
unmounted mint (10pi. previously hinged). Only 300 issued.
254/59 U

**/*

100,-

P 7144•

1942, 1st Anniversary of Independence, all six souvenir sheets, unused no gum as issued, few
imperfections. Mi. 3.500, - €. Only 200 printed!
Bl. 2/7

(*)

700,-

P 7145•

1942, 1st Anniversary of Independence, all six souvenir sheets, unused no gum as issued. Mi.
3.500, - €. Only 200 printed!
Bl. 2/7

(*)

800,-

P 7146

1942, 1st Anniversary of Independence, 10pia. and 50pia. Airmails, each in imperforated marginal
blocks of four, unmounted mint (50pia. weak horizontal crease - most probably due to production
process), both units signed at margin.
358/59 U (4)

**

200,-

P 7147•

1942, 1st Anniversary of Independence, airmails 10pi. brownish violet and 50pi. green, two
souvenir sheets, unused no gum as issued. Mi. 1.500, - €. Only 200 printed!
Bl. 6/7

(*)

350,-

P 7148•

1943, 2pi. on 4pi. brown, overprint proof block of four, upper left stamp with INVERTED BLUE ovp.,
upper right stamp GREEN ovp. and two lower stamps RED ovp., mint o.g. top pair previously hinged,
lower pair u/m, several signatures. Maury 180, not listed in that combination.
260 var.

**/*

300,-

P 7149•

1943, 2pi. on 4pi. brown, overprint proof block of four, upper two stamps with BLACK ovp., lower
two stamps with RED ovp., unmounted mint. Maury 180a (2), 180b (2), 880,- € (price for the four
single proofs)
260 var.

**

180,-

P 7150•

1943, 6pi. on 7.50pi. carmine with double impression of design, marginal copy from the upper left
corner of the sheet, unmounted mint (slight toning marks in margin only), signed. Maury 181a,
413,- €++
263 var.

**

80,-

asia
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P 7151•

1943, 6pi. on 7.50pi. carmine, overprint proof vertical pair, top stamp with INVERTED GREEN ovp.,
lower stamp with BLUE ovp., mint o.g. top stamp previously hinged, lower stamp u/m. Maury 181,
not listed in that combination.
263 var.

**/*

200,-

P 7152•

1943, 6pi. on 7.50pi. carmine, overprint proof vertical pair, top stamp with INVERTED BLACK ovp.,
lower stamp with RED ovp., mint o.g. with hinge remnant/adhesion marks. Maury 181, not listed in
that combination.
263 var.

*

200,-

7153•

1943, 6pi. on 7.50pi. carmine with DOUBLE overprint, unmounted mint, few flat perfs, signed
Calves. Maury 181var. (variety not listed), estimated to 400,- €.
263 var.

**

90,-

P 7154•

1943, 6pi. on 7.50pi. carmine with BLACK overprint instead of “Green“, unmounted mint, signed
Calves. Maury 181b, 495,- €.
263 var.

**

130,-

7155•

1943, 6pi. on 7.50pi. carmine with DOUBLE overprint (one inverted and reversed), unmounted
mint, signed Calves. Maury 181 var. (variety not listed), estimated to 500,- €.
263 var.

**

130,-

P 7156•

1943, 6pi. on 7.50pi. carmine, two varieties: INVERTED green overprint (few short perfs) and BLACK
overprint instead of green, unmounted mint. Maury 181b, 181c, 880,- €.
263 var. (2)

**

150,-

P 7157•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in red on gummed paper, showing
the four surface mail stamps 25pi. to 200pi. and airmails 300pi. and 500pi., size 141 : 212 mm. 267/70,
Maury 183/86, PA86/87 (T)
275/76

**/*

600,-

7158•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in lilac-brown on white bristol,
showing the four surface mail stamps 25pi. to 200pi. and airmails 300pi. and 500pi., size 162 : 267/70,
222 mm. Maury 183/86, PA86/87 (M)
275/76

(*)

600,-

P 7159•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in carmine-rose on white bristol,
showing the four surface mail stamps 25pi. to 200pi. and airmails 300pi. and 500pi., size 161 : 267/70,
225 mm. Maury 183/86, PA86/87 (M)
275/76

(*)

600,-

7160•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in green on white bristol, showing
the four surface mail stamps 25pi. to 200pi. and airmails 300pi. and 500pi., size 160 : 223 mm. 267/70,
Maury 183/86, PA86/87 (M)
275/76

(*)

600,-

P 7161•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in brownish purple on white bristol,
showing the four surface mail stamps 25pi. to 200pi. and airmails 300pi. and 500pi., size 163 : 267/70,
223 mm. Maury 183/86, PA86/87 (M)
275/76

(*)

600,-

P 7162•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, 25pi. to 500pi., complete set of ten values imperforate
with upper margin. Only 500 issued.
267/76 U

*

200,-

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, 25pi. to 500pi., complete set of ten values as imperforate
vertical pairs from the upper left corner of the sheet, unmounted mint (few slight imperfections).
Maury 183/86, PA82/87 nd, 1.530,- €
267/76 U (2)

**

300,-

P 7164•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in orange on gummed paper,
showing four airmail stamps 25pi. to 200pi., size 212 : 143 mm. Maury PA82/85 (T)
271/74

**

600,-

7165•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in yellow-brown on gummed paper,
showing four airmail stamps 25pi. to 200pi., size 211 : 143 mm. Maury PA82/85 (T)
271/74

**

600,-

P 7166•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in yellow-green on gummed paper,
showing four airmail stamps 25pi. to 200pi., size 211 : 142 mm. Maury PA82/85 (T)
271/74

**

600,-

7167•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in ultramarine on gummed paper,
showing four airmail stamps 25pi. to 200pi., size 212 : 143 mm, slight imperfections. Maury
PA82/85 (T)
271/74

**

600,-

P 7168•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in carmine on gummed paper, showing
four airmail stamps 25pi. to 200pi., size 211 : 142 mm, slight toning spots. Maury PA82/85 (T)
271/74

**

600,-

7169•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in brownish purple on gummed
paper, showing four airmail stamps 25pi. to 200pi., size 212 : 142 mm, slight marks. Maury
PA82/85 (T)
271/74

**

600,-

7170•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in yellow-green on bristol, showing
four airmail stamps 25pi. to 200pi., size 212 : 169 mm. Maury PA82/85 (M)
271/74

(*)

600,-

7171•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in ultramarine on bristol, showing
four airmail stamps 25pi. to 200pi., size 214 : 169 mm. Maury PA82/85 (M)
271/74

(*)

600,-

P 7172•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in carmine on bristol, showing four
airmail stamps 25pi. to 200pi., size 212 : 169 mm, slight marks. Maury PA82/85 (M)
271/74

(*)

600,-

7173•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in purple on bristol, showing four
airmail stamps 25pi. to 200pi., size 212 : 169 mm. Maury PA82/85 (M)
271/74

(*)

600,-

7174•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in yellow-brown on bristol, showing
four airmail stamps 25pi. to 200pi., size 213 : 169 mm. Maury PA82/85 (M)
271/74

(*)

600,-

P 7175•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in orange on bristol, showing four
airmail stamps 25pi. to 200pi., size 213 : 168 mm. Maury PA82/85 (M)
271/74

(*)

600,-

P 7176•

1943, Independence airmails 25pia. to 500pia. IMPERFORATE set from lower right corner, mint
never hinged with small gum problems in margin otherwise fine and scarce!
271/76 U

**

100,-

7163•
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P 7177•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in carmine-rose on gummed paper,
showing two copies each of airmails 300pi. and 500pi., size 208 : 138 mm, slight toning spots.
Maury PA86/87 (T)
275/76

**

600,-

7178•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in carmine-rose on bristol, showing
two copies each of airmails 300pi. and 500pi., size 224 : 158 mm. Maury PA86/87 (T)
275/76

(*)

600,-

P 7179•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in purple-brown on bristol, showing
two copies each of airmails 300pi. and 500pi., size 225 : 158 mm. Maury PA86/87 (T)
275/76

(*)

600,-

7180•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in brownish purple on gummed
paper, showing the four surface mail stamps 25pi. to 200pi. and airmails 300pi. and 500pi., size 267/70,
141 : 210 mm (slight imperfections). Maury 183/86, PA86/87 (T)
275/76

**

600,-

7181•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in deep brown on gummed paper,
showing the four surface mail stamps 25pi. to 200pi. and airmails 300pi. and 500pi., size 141 :
211 mm. Maury 183/86, PA86/87 (T)
267/70, 275/6

**

600,-

P 7182•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in sage-green on gummed paper,
showing the four surface mail stamps 25pi. to 200pi. and airmails 300pi. and 500pi., size 141 : 267/70,
211 mm. Maury 183/86, PA86/87 (T)
275/76

**

600,-

P 7183•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, 25pi. to 500pi., complete set of ten values as
IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of four from the upper left corner of the sheet, unmounted mint
(100pi. slight toning). Maury 183/86 nd, PA82/87 nd, 3.060,- €.
267/76 U (4)

**

900,-

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, 25pi. to 500pi., complete set of ten values as
IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of four from the lower right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint
(one stamp 25pi. gum disturbance). Maury 183/86 nd, PA82/87 nd, 3.060,- €.
267/76 U (4)

**

900,-

P 7185•

1943, 2nd Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet in purple-brown on gummed paper,
showing two copies each of airmails 300pi. and 500pi., size 207 : 139 mm. Maury PA86/87 (T)
275/76

**

600,-

P 7186•

1943, Medical Congress, complete set of five values as imperforate proofs with blank value fields
and no overprint, mint o.g. (partly toned)
277/81 proof

**/*

200,-

P 7187•

1943, Medical Congress, 10pi. to 100pi., complete set of five values as imperforate pairs,
unmounted mint (20pi. slight gum disturbances). Maury 187/88, PA88/90, 1.122,- €.
277/81 U (2)

**

200,-

P 7188•

1943, Medical Congress, 10pi. to 100pi., complete set of five values WITHOUT overprint as
imperforate veritcal pairs, unmounted mint. Only one imperforate sheet of 50 stamps didn‘t 277/81 var.
receive an overprint. Maury 187/88a (2), PA88/90a (2), 8.530,- €
U (2)

**

1.800,-

P 7189•

1943, Medical Congress, 10pi. to 100pi., complete set of five values WITHOUT overprint as
imperforate horiz. pairs from the lower corners of the sheet, unmounted mint (adhesion mark in
margin near one 20pi. stamp). Only one imperforate sheet of 50 stamps didn‘t receive an 277/81 var.
overprint. Maury 187/88a (2), PA88/90a (2), 8.530,- €
U (2)

**

1.800,-

P 7190•

1943, Medical Congress, 10pi. to 100pi., complete set of five values WITHOUT OVERPRINT as
IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of four, unmounted mint. Maury 187/88a/nd, PA88/90a/nd, 277/81 U/
17.060,- €.
var. (4)

**

5.500,-

7191•

1943, Medical Congress, IMPERFORATE bottom marginal set, unmounted mint. Maury 187/88 nd,
PA88/90 nd, 561,- €.
277/81 U

**

130,-

P 7192•

1943, Medical Congress, 10pi. to 100pi., complete set of five values WITHOUT OVERPRINT as
IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of four from the corners of the sheet, unmounted mint. Maury 277/81 U/
187/88a/nd, PA88/90a/nd, 17.060,- €.
var. (4)

**

5.500,-

P 7193•

1943, Medical Congress complete set in IMPERFORATE vertical pairs, mint never hinged with some
gum problems
277/81 U (2)

**

200,-

1943, Medical Congress, 10pi. to 100pi., complete set of five values, imperforate from the lower
right corner of the sheet, mint o.g. previously hinged. Maury 187/88, PA88/90 nd, 389,- €
277/81 U

*

80,-

P 7195•

1943, Medical Congress, combined proof sheet in red on bristol, showing five se-tenant pairs of
designs for the surface mail stamp and the airmail stamp each with blank value fields, size 139 :
168 mm. Maury 187/88, PA88/90 (T)
277/81

(*)

600,-

7196•

1943, Medical Congress, combined proof sheet in slate on bristol, showing five se-tenant pairs of
designs for the surface mail stamp and the airmail stamp each with blank value fields, size 139 :
167 mm. Maury 187/88, PA88/90 (T)
277/81

(*)

600,-

P 7197•

1943, Medical Congress, combined proof sheet in purple on bristol, showing five se-tenant pairs of
designs for the surface mail stamp and the airmail stamp each with blank value fields, size 139 :
167 mm. Maury 187/88, PA88/90 (T)
277/81

(*)

600,-

7198•

1943, Medical Congress, combined proof sheet in blue on bristol, showing five se-tenant pairs of
designs for the surface mail stamp and the airmail stamp each with blank value fields, size 139 :
167 mm. Maury 187/88, PA88/90 (T)
277/81

(*)

600,-

P 7199•

1943, Medical Congress, combined proof sheet in orange on bristol, showing five se-tenant pairs of
designs for the surface mail stamp and the airmail stamp each with blank value fields, size 139 :
168 mm. Maury 187/88, PA88/90 (T)
277/81

(*)

600,-

7200•

1943, Medical Congress, complete set on sheet (some imperfections) oblit. by special event
postmark 11.VII 44 (T)
277/81

d

60,-

7184•

7194•
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P 7201
P 7202•

1944. Série de 5 épreuves collectives. Avec valeur faciale. (Yv Pa 85/90) (M)

Cat-No.

Start

Yv 189/92 et al. Epreuves

440,-

1945, 2pi. on 5pi. greenish blue with DOUBLE overprint in BLACK instead of “Violet“, unmounted
mint, signed Calves. Maury 193 var. (not listed variety), estimated to 500,- €.
261 var.

**

130,-

7203•

1945, 2pi. on 5pi. greenish blue with DOUBLE overprint, unmounted mint, signed Calves. Maury
193 var. (not listed variety), estimated to 200,- €.
261 var.

**

60,-

7204•

1945, 6pi. on 12½pi. ultramarine with DOUBLE overprint, unmounted mint, signed Calves. Maury
195a, 182,- €.
264 var.

**

60,-

P 7205•

1945, 6pi. on 12½pi. ultramarine with INVERTED overprint, unmounted mint, signed Calves. Maury
195 var. (not listed variety), estimated to 200,- €.
264 var.

**

60,-

7206•

1945, 7½pi. on 12½pi. ultramarine with INVERTED overprint, unmounted mint, signed Calves.
Maury 196 var. (not listed variety), estimated to 200,- €.
265 var.

**

60,-

P 7207•

1945, definitives 'Byblos and Tripoli' complete set of four on grey paper in IMPERFORATE vertical
pairs from lower left corner, MNH (hinged in lower margin), scarce pairs!
292/95 U (2)

**

100,-

7208•

1945, Definitives “Byblos“ and “Tyros“, 15pi. to 50pi., complete set of four values as imperforate
right marginal blocks of four, unmounted mint (some slightly streaky gum toning). Maury 197/200
nd, 816,- €.
292/95 U (4)

**

180,-

7209•

1945, Definitives “Byblos/Tripoli“, grey paper, complete set of four values as IMPERFORATE right
marginal blocks of four (15pi. creasing), unmounted mint.
292/95 U (4)

**

180,-

P 7210•

1945, Definitives, airmails and postage dues, combined proof sheet in blue on gummed paper,
showing all twelve stamps issued in 1945, sized 231 : 148 mm. Maury 197/200, PA97/100, Taxe 292/99, P
37/40 (M)
37/40

**

800,-

7211•

1945, Definitives, airmails and postage dues, combined proof sheet in brownish red on gummed
paper, showing all twelve stamps issued in 1945, sized 229 : 162 mm. Maury 197/200, PA97/100, 292/99, P
Taxe 37/40 (M)
37/40

**

800,-

P 7212•

1945, Definitives, airmails and postage dues, combined proof sheet in purple on gummed paper,
showing all twelve stamps issued in 1945, sized 226 : 149 mm. Maury 197/200, PA97/100, Taxe 292/99, P
37/40 (M)
37/40

**

800,-

7213•

1945, Definitives, airmails and postage dues, combined proof sheet in slate on gummed paper,
showing all twelve stamps issued in 1945, sized 228 : 147 mm. Maury 197/200, PA97/100, Taxe 292/99, P
37/40 (M)
37/40

**

800,-

P 7214•

1945, Definitives, airmails and postage dues, combined proof sheet in violet on gummed paper,
showing all twelve stamps issued in 1945, sized 226 : 149 mm. Maury 197/200, PA97/100, Taxe 292/99, P
37/40 (M)
37/40

**

800,-

7215•

1945, Definitives, airmails and postage dues, combined proof sheet in greenish grey on gummed
paper, showing all twelve stamps issued in 1945, sized 225 : 161 mm. Maury 197/200, PA97/100, 292/99, P
Taxe 37/40 (M)
37/40

**

800,-

7216•

1945, Definitives, airmails and postage dues, combined proof sheet in brownish grey on gummed
paper, showing all twelve stamps issued in 1945, sized 227 : 149 mm. Maury 197/200, PA97/100, 292/99, P
Taxe 37/40 (M)
37/40

**

800,-

1945, Definitives, airmails and postage dues, combined proof sheet in purple brown on gummed
paper, showing all twelve stamps issued in 1945, sized 226 : 149 mm. Maury 197/200, PA97/100, 292/99,
Taxe 37/40 (M)
P37/40

P 7217•

**/*

800,-

7218•

1945, definitive 25pia. blue 'Tripolis fortress' block of four with HEAVY MISPLACED horiz. perforation,
mint never hinged, scarce and very attractive
294 var. (4)

**

60,-

7219•

1945, Litani Waterfall and Skiing Place 'Les Cedres' complete IMPERFORATE set on greyish paper
from right or upper margin, mint never hinged and scarce!
296/99 U

**

80,-

7220•

1945, Airmails “Litani Fall/Winter Sports Les Cedres“, grey paper, complete set IMPERFORATE with
margin, unmounted mint.
296/99 U

**

60,-

P 7221•

1946, 1st Anniversary of WWII Victory 'Flag' complete IMPERFORATE definitive set (NO airmails) in
vertical pairs, upper stamps mint hinged and lowerr stamps MNH, scarce pairs
300/07 U (2)

**/*

150,-

7222•

1946, 1st Anniversary of WWII Victory, 7.50pi. to 100pi., set of eight values each as IMPERFORATE
bottom marginal blocks of four, unmounted mint.
300/07 U (4)

**

300,-

7223•

1946, 1st Anniversary of WWII Victory 'Flag' complete IMPERFORATE definitive set (NO airmails)
from left margins, mint never hinged and scarce
300/07 U

**

100,-

P 7224•

1946, 1st Anniversary of WWII Victory complete set of 14 PROOFS incl. airmails in UNISSUED 300/13 U
COLOURS on thick ungummed paper mostly from margins, mint hinged and very scarce
proof

(*)

300,-

7225•

1946, 1st Anniversary of WWII Victory complete set of 14 PROOFS incl. airmails in UNISSUED 300/13 U
COLOURS on normal gummed paper mostly from margins, mint hinged and very scarce
proof

*

300,-

7226•

1946, 1st Anniversary of WWII Victory, complete set of 14 values, IMPERFORATE top marginal
copies, unmounted mint (six stamps toning spots).
300/13 U

**

180,-

7227•

1946, 1st Anniversary of WWII Victory, complete set of 14 values, IMPERFORATE pairs, mint o.g.
with hinge remnant.
300/13 U (2)

*

150,-
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7228•

1946, airmail issue 'Heron over Sannin mountain' complete set of four in blocks of four from upper
left corner, mint never hinged and scarce, Mi. € 320,-- +
337/40 (4)

**

70,-

7229•

1946, Arab Postal Conference, complete set of four values as IMPERFORATE blocks of four from the
lower left corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
346/49 U

**

180,-

P 7230•

1946, Arab Postal Conference complete set of four in IMPERFORATE horizontal pairs from left
margin, mint hinged and signed Kessler
346/49 U (2)

*

80,-

P 7231•

1946, 1st Anniversary of WWII VICTORY, souvenir sheet with blue inscription on white paper (slight
round corner), neatly oblit. “BEYROUTH R.P. 6.IX 46“. Used souvenir sheets are rarely seen and
undercatalogued. (M)
Bl. 8 xa

g

P 7232•
7233•

1946, Arab Postal Congress, souvenir sheet, unmounted mint (slight fingerprints). (T)

**

60,250,-

1947, Airmails Withdrawal of Foreign Forces, complete set of four IMPERFORATE marginal copies
from the upper left corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
350/53 U

**

70,-

P 7234•

1947, airmail issue 'Jounieh Bay and Serail Beirut' complete set in vertical pairs, mint never hinged,
Mi. € 260,-- +
361/70 (2)

**

60,-

P 7235•

1947, airmail stamp 'Jounieh bay' 20pia. orange-red IMPERFORATE block of six from upper left
corner with DOUBLE IMPRESSION of design, mint never hinged and scarce
364b U var. (6)

**

300,-

P 7236•

1947, 12th U.P.U. Congress, complete set of six values as IMPERFORATE blocks of four from the
lower corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
371/76 U (4)

**

350,-

1947, Lebanon at 12th Congress of United Postal Union (UPU) complete set of six IMPERFORATE
from upper margin, mint hinged
371/76 U

*

60,-

1947, RED CROSS complete set in vertical pairs (12.50pia. and 100pia. from margin), mint never
hinged, Mi. € 320,-- +
377/81 (2)

**

70,-

1947, Red Cross, complete set of five values, IMPERFORATE from the lower right corner of the
sheet, mint o.g. with hinge remnant.
377/81 U

*

70,-

*/**

200,-

1948, UNESCO, 10pi. to 75pi., complete set of ten IMPERFORATE marginal copies, mint o.g. with
some gum irregularities.
398/407 U

*

90,-

1948, UNESCO airmails complete set of five in IMPERFORATE blocks of four from different corners,
upper stamps mint hinged otherwise MNH, scarce blocks as only 500 sets were issued
403/07 U (4)

**/*

7237•
P 7238•
7239•
P 7240•
7241•
P 7242•

Bl. 9

1948, UNESCO, 10pi. to 75pi., complete set of ten values as imperforate pairs, mint o.g. previously
hinged. Only 500 issued.
398/407 U (2)

Bl. 11

(*)

200,130,-

1948, UNESCO miniature sheet unused on ungummed paper as issued (minor marginal blemishes),
Mi. € 320,-Bl. 11

(*)

50,-

P 7245•

1949, 75th Anniversary of UPU, 5pi. to 12.50pi. Camel Horseman, imperforate horiz. pairs from the
upper left corner of the sheet, unmounted mint (previously hinged in margin). Only 500 issued
408/10 U (2)

**

200,-

P 7246•

1949, Definitives “Byblos“, 7.50pi. to 50pi., complete set of five values, imperforate horiz. pairs,
unmounted mint. Only 200 issued.
416/20 U (2)

**

400,-

P 7247•

1949, airmail issue 'Jounieh Bay' set of five in changed colours, mint hinged and scarce, Mi. € 400,- for MNH
421/25

*

60,-

7248•

1949, 75th Anniversary of U.P.U., souvenir sheet with green inscription and without price indication
(slight round corner), neatly oblit. “BEYROUTH CANONS 18.XII 49“. Used souvenir sheets are rarely
seen and undercatalogued.
Bl. 12 a

g

1949, UPU souvenir sheet without value at base, unused no gum as issued.

7243•
7244

1948, UNESCO souvenir sheet, unused no gum as issued (slight creasing at upper left).

Bl. 12 b

(*)

60,300,-

1949, 75th Anniversary of UPU, souvenir sheet with brown inscription and omitted price indication,
unused no gum as issued. Only 500 printed.
Bl. 12 b

(*)

300,-

1949, 75 years of United Postal Union (UPU) miniature sheet with inscriptions in brown and without
value at base, unused without gum as issued and signed, very scarce as only 500 were issued,
underrated in Michel with € 650,-Bl. 12b

(*)

200,-

P 7252•

1950, definitives 'Bridge over Nahr el-Kelb' complete set in blocks of four from right margin, mint
never hinged, Mi. € 300,-- +
430/34 (4)

**

70,-

P 7253•

1950, conference of leban. migrants complete set of six in IMPERFORATE blocks of four from lower
right corners, mint never hinged, scarce blocks as only 600 sets were issued
435/40 U (4)

**

300,-

P 7254•

1950, conference of leban. migrants complete set of six in IMPERFORATE blocks of four from lower
right corners, upper stamps mint hinged otherwise MNH, scarce blocks as only 600 sets were
issued
435/40 U (4)

P 7249•
7250•
7251•

**/*

250,-

7255•

1950, Emigrant's Conference, 5pi. to 35pi., complete set of six values imperforate, mint o.g.
previously hinged. Only 600 issued.
435/40 U

*

100,-

7256•

1950, Migrants conference airmail set with swallows on two stamps IMPERFORATE from lower left
corners, mint never hinged and scarce
437/40 U

**

7257•
7258•

1950, Emigrant's Conference, souvenir sheet unused no gum as issued.

Bl. 13

(*)

80,70,-

1950, Emigrant's Conference, souvenir sheet neatly oblit. “BEYROUTH R.P. 7.VIII 50“ (one day prior
to issue). Used souvenir sheets are rarely seen and undercatalogued.
Bl. 13

g

80,-
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1952, definitives 'Cedar, Acropils of Baalbek and Beaufort' complete set in marginal blocks of four,
mint never hinged, Mi. € 440,-- +
463/72 (4)

**

100,-

7260•

1952, airmail issue 'Airport Beyruth and Roman theatre Byblos' complete marginal set mint never
hinged, Mi. € 180,-473/82

**

50,-

P 7261•

1952, Post airplane 5pia. yellow-green PERFORATED and printed on gum side, mint never hinged
and scarce.
492 var.

**

80,-

P 7262•

1952, Post airplane 100pia. dark brown IMPERFORATE and printed on BOTH SIDES, mint never
hinged and scarce
499 U var.

**

100,-

P 7263•

1953, definitive 'CEDAR' 0.50pia. pale blue IMPERFORATE block of 15 with margins on both vert.
sides, mint never hinged and scarce
483 U (15)

**

100,-

P 7264•

1954, Beyrouth Airport, 10pi. to 65pi., complete set of four values imperforate, unmounted mint
(25pi. previously hinged). Only 500 issued.
520/23 U

**/*

100,-

7265•

1954, Beyrouth Airport, set of four IMPERFORATE marginal copies from the lower right corner of the
sheet, mint o.g. previously hinged.
520/23 U

*

90,-

7266•

1956, Festival of Baalbek complete set IMPERFORATE mostly from margins, mint never hinged and
scarce
572/77 U

**

60,-

7267•

1956, Baalbek Festival, complete set of six values as IMPERFORATE marginal pairs, unmounted
mint, two pairs previously hinged.
572/77 U (2)

**/*

1956, Festival of Baalbek complete set IMPERFORATE from margins, MNH or lightly hinged, scarce set 572/77 U

**/*

90,50,-

1957, Pan-Arabic Sport Games, 35pi. Fencing, unit of 30 from the lower section of the sheet,
comprising 15 designs and 15 empty fields. Unusual. (M)
599

**

150,-

1957, Pan-Arabic Sport Games, 50pi. Stadium, unit of 30 from the lower section of the sheet,
comprising 15 designs and 15 empty fields, some toning spots. Unusual. (M)
600

**

7271•
7272•
P 7273•

1957, Arab State's Conference, souvenir sheet unused no gum as issued.

Bl. 16

(*)

1957, Pan-Arabic Sport's Games, souvenir sheet unused no gum as issued.

Bl. 17

(*)

100,50,60,-

1959, 3rd Mediterranean Sport Games, souvenir sheet without value at base, booklet with green
design on cover, unused no gum as issued. Very rare!
Bl. 18 I var.

(*)

220,-

P 7274•

1960, Cedar and pigeons 40pia. with MISSING GREEN COLOUR (parts of tree), mint never hinged
and scarce
689 var.

**

60,-

P 7275•

1960 ca., Tulip 23 Pia. unissued value color trial proof on both sides of sheetlet and single 25 Pia.,
fine and very scarce
Proof

(*)

7276•
7277•
P 7278•

1960, Martyr's Commemoration, souvenir sheet unused no gum as issued.

Bl. 21

(*)

1960, Visit of the King of Morocco, souvenir sheet unused no gum as issued.

Bl. 22

(*)

100,50,70,-

1960, Visit King of Morocco two S/S on different colored cards, one showing variety misplaced
color, (Michel Block 22), fine and scarce
Bl.22 (2)

(*)

160,-

P 7279•

1960, Pan-Lebanese Unification miniature sheet without value at base, unused without gum as
issued, Mi. € 350,-Bl. 23 I

(*)

7280•
P 7281•

1960, Pan-Lebanese Unification, souvenir sheet without value at base, unused no gum as issued. Bl. 23 I

(*)

120,120,-

1961, airmail stamp 200pia. 'Maameltein Bay' imperforate PROOF block of four in ultramarine/
black from upper right corner, the issued stamp in an IMPERFORATE horiz. pair from left margin and
another imperf. vert. pair with light printing and OFFSET, MNH or mint lightly hinged, unusual and 707 U +
scarce group!
proofs

7268•
P 7269•
7270•

*/**

250,-

1961, 15 years of United Nations complete set in IMPERFORATE blocks of four from different
corners, mint never hinged, Mi. € 300,-- +
709/11 B (4)

**

70,-

P 7283•

1961, Waterfalls of Afka 50pia. blue vertical pair from lower right corner with double perforation
with one DIAGONAL through both stamps, mint never hinged, scarce and attractive variety!
747 var. (2)

**

70,-

P 7284•

1961, UNESCO building in Paris 50pia. with MISSING BLACK COLOUR (value and parts of
inscriptions) with normal stamp for comparison, mint lightly hinged and scarce
752 var.

*

80,-

P 7285•

1961, Olympic Games Rome, souvenir sheet, two progressive proofs “missing 25pi. value“ resp.
“missing 35pi. value“ (slight toning spots).
Bl. 24 var. (2)

**

100,-

1961, 15th Anniversary of U.N., souvenir sheet with weak impression of value designs, unmounted
mint.
Bl. 25 var.

**

50,-

1962, 1960 Rome XVII Olympic Games shot put issue 7,5p.+7,5p. double overprinted brown color,
mint never hinged, fine and scarce
697 DD

**

100,-

7288•

1962, Arab League 20pia. and 30pia. in IMPERFORATE PROOF blocks of four from lower margin on 771/72 proof
thicker ungummed paper, scarce blocks!
(4)

(*)

100,-

P 7289•

1962, Arab League complete set in IMPERFORATE PROOF blocks of four from lower right corner on 771/73 proof
thicker ungummed paper, scarce blocks!
(4)

(*)

150,-

1962, Arab League, 30pi. and 50pi. each as marginal horiz. pair from the upper right corner of the
sheet, verticall imperf. and horizontally perf. 10½ (issued with perf. 13), unmounted mint.
772/73 var. (2)

**

50,-

7282•

7286•
P 7287•

7290•
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7291•

1962, Arab League, 30pi. and 50pi., two IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of four from the upper left
corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
772/73 U (4)

**

70,-

7292•

1962, Arab League 30pia. and 50pia. in IMPERFORATE blocks of four from lower margin, mint
never hinged and scarce
772/73 U (4)

**

P 7293•
P 7294•

1962, Arab League 30pia. with MISSING COLOUR (rose background), mint never hinged and scarce 772 var.

**

70,100,-

1962, Fruits 'FIGS' 5pia. with HEAVY SHIFTED YELLOW colour to top, mint never hinged, scarce and
attractive
800 var.

**

60,-

P 7295•

1964, flower definitive UNISSUED 25pia. TULIPS single and block of four from lower right corner,
mint never hinged but some gum toning and creases, scarce stamp!
to 847/62

**

P 7296•
7297•

1965, butterflies complete set in blocks of four, MNH, Mi. € 480,-- +

**

150,100,-

1965, Pope's Visit, souvenir sheet, group of three pieces: two copies on different papers and in
slightly differing sizes; proof in issued colour/design on cardboard.
Bl. 28 (3)

**/(*)

100,-

P 7298•

1972, bird definitive 32.50pia. with DOUBLE SURCHARGE '25 P.' with normal stamp for comparison,
mint never hinged and scarce
1150 var.

**

70,-

P 7299•

“BAALBEK“ violet negativ seal cancel on stationery 20 P. turkey to germany, backside L3 “WÜRTH
VON WÜRTHENAU Deutsche Militärmission“ and interesting message about Tripolis and Beyrouth P

GA

270,-

900/09 (4)

Start

LIBANON - PORTOMARKEN
7300•
7301•

**

70,-

1925, 3pi. on 50c. lilac-brown oblit. “SAIDA 25.4.25“ on cover with bisected 1pi. on 20c. from “TYR
25.4.25“, few toning spots, apparently philatelically inspired but nice.
4

b

50,-

1928, 0.50pi. brown on yellow, marginal block of eight showing variety “Arabic overprint on front
and on reverse“, unmounted mint (few slight imperfections). Maury 21, unlisted variety!
21 var. (8)

**

80,-

1928, three stamps showing varieties of overprint, mint o.g. with hinge remnants/some
imperfections: Maury 21a (double Arab ovp.), 24 var. (double ovp.) and 26 var. (inverted ovp.),
estimated to 150,- €.
21, 24, 26 var.

*

50,-

P 7304•

1928, 1pi. black on rose, block of ten with inverted Arabic overprint, unmounted mint (few faint
toning spots). Maury 22 var., unlisted variety!
22 var. (10)

**

80,-

P 7305•

1928, 1pi. black on rose with Arabic overprint in RED, block of 15, unmounted mint (two stamps Maury 22A
slight imperfections). Maury 3.750,- € for 15 used stamps, unused not priced!
(15)

**

400,-

P 7306•

1928, 2pi. dark green on bluish green, block of 25 with inverted Arabic overprint, unmounted mint
(toning spot at upper right). Maury 23, unlisted variety!
23 var. (25)

**

250,-

P 7307•

1928, 2pi. dark green on bluish green, block of 25 with inverted Arabic overprint, unmounted mint
(toning spot at base). Maury 23, unlisted variety!
23 var. (25)

**

250,-

P 7308•

1928, 3pi. dark brown on red, block of 25 showing variety “inverted Arabic overprint“, unmounted
mint (few slight impefections). Maury 24, unlisted variety!
24 var. (25)

**

250,-

P 7309•

1928, 5pi. black on green, block of twelve showing variety “double Arabic overprint and red bars
missing“, unmounted mint (few slight imperfections) Maury 25, unlisted variety!
25 var. (12)

**

150,-

**/*
**

130,60,-

P 7302•
7303•

7310•
7311•

1924, French overprints, complete set as blocks of four, unmounted mint. Maury 1/5, 264,- €.

1/5 (4)

1931/1940, 0.50pi. to 15pi., complete set of eight values IMPERFORATE, except 10pi. from the
upper right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint (previously hinged in margin only), 10pi. green
previously hinged. Maury 29/36 nd. Only 300 issued.
29/36 U
1945, National Museum, complete top marginal IMPERFORATE set, unmounted mint.

37/40 U

MACAU

siehe auch 5951

P 7312

1847, lettersheet written “Macao, fevrier 19/47“ with complete comprehensive message,
addressed to Paris and initially endorsed “via Marseilles“ and corrected into “Southampton“, by
British steamer with ms. British/French postage due marking resp. receiving marks on front, transit
via Hongkong with c.d.s. “26 FE 1847“ and London arrival “29AP 1847“ on reverse; some slight
postal wear as to be expected.

b

600,-

P 7313

1857. stampless envelope written from Macau dated '22nd Sept 1857' addressed to 'Jose Matia,
Cadiz, Spain via the Forwarding agent “M. Power, Gibraltar“ cancelled by 'Crown/ Paid/at/ Hong
Kong' (Webb Type 11) routed via Hong Kong with Hong Kong transit '5th Oct' rated '1/10 ' in red
crayon and Gibraltar transit in blue/green on face 'Dec 1st'. A very nice destination item from
Macau. Superb exhibition quality.

b

900,-

P 7314

1863. stampless envelope written from Macau dated '12th June 1863' addressed to 'Jose Matia,
Cadiz, Spain via the Forwarding agent “M. Power, Gibraltar“ routed via Hong Kong with Hong Kong
date stamp 'Ju 12' and charged with hand-struck '1/-' on face with Gibraltar arrival adjacent 'Au 51'.
Lovely item of destination mail from Macau with rare tax hand-stamp.

b

750,-

P 7315

1902, 10 A. “PROVISORIO“ with 1898 4 A. tied “MACAU 7 JUL 11“ to registered cover to agent of
french shipping co. MM, Hong Kong with HK registered arrival on reverse, bit unevenly opened,
unusual Macau boxed registration handstamp.
127, 83

b

400,-

P 7316

1906 6 A./15 A. with 1911, 2 A. and 4 A. “PROVISORIO“ tied “MACAU 14 FEB 12“ to registered
cover to agent of french shipping co. MM, Hong Kong with HK registered 16 FE arrival on reverse. 107, 144, 146

b

500,-

asia
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7317•

Cat-No.

Start

1910, bisect of 6 A./200 Rs. tied “MACAU 2 OCT 10“ to cover to HSBC Hong Kong with next day
arrival on reverse.
111H

b

60,-

P 7318

1911, 2 Avos on 4 Avos rose/black, diagonally bisected stamp, single franking on cover (faults/
shortened bottom)from Correio Central de Macau to Canton in China, arrival mark on reverse. F/VF 159

b

250,-

P 7319

1911, 2 Avos/4 A. bisect tied “MACAU 11 DEZ. 11“ to cover to Kowloon/Hong Kong, on reverse
clear “CUSTOMS LAPPA DEC 11 1911“, “HONG-KONG 12 DEC 11 II“ and arrival “HONG KONG D 12
DE 11 K. B.“ of Kowloon branch p.o.
159H

b

80,-

P 7320

1911, Three bisected stamps “5 Avos“ on 10 A and 2x “2 Avos“ on 4 A in addition 5x “1 Avos“ on 5 160,159(L+R),
A on registered letter sent from “MACAO 19 AGO 11“ to Hongkong with b/s arrival 20.8.11
158(5)

b

150,-

7321•

1951, airletter 40 A./60 A. tied “MACAO 17-XII-51“ to Germany french zone, long privatel text from
Grandfather who just escaped “to the good side of the (iron) curtain“, real used non-philatelic item.

GA

50,-

7321A

1895, provisional double card, reply part commercially used from Germany to Macau: 5 avos/30 R.
tied “WILHELMSHAVEN 14.4.95“ via “SINGAPORE TO HONG KONG A MY 12 95“ w. on reverse
arrival “MACAU 17 MAI 95“, senders dateline “Wilhelmshaven 14.IV.95“. To german engineer of
Green island Cement Co., form some stains, stamp not affected, commercial usages of this reply
card are merely a handfull, rarity.

GA

500,-

P 7322

1898, card 3 Av./20 R. canc. “MACAU 7-FEB 98“ via “HONG KONG C FE 7 98“ to Germany w. arrival
“TRIER 13.3.98“, 5-line message plus Feb. 6 dateline, commercial usage.

GA

100,-

P 7323•

1897, 5 avos/ 30 R. canc. “MACAO 27 FE 97“ w. “CUSTOMS LAPPA FEB 27 1897“ alongside to
Brossman, IMC Kowloon w HK. FE 27 97 arrival on reverse, sender Ab. Breitenfeld of Customs Lappa.

GA

350,-

P 7324•

1898, jubilee card ovpt. provisorio 1 Avo uprated Republica 2 A. canc. “MACAU 10 AGO 12“ to
Prague/Bohemia, marked postage due and on reverse affixed austrian dues 1 Kr. (4), 2 Kr. (3) tied
“PRAG 8.IX.12“, great combination.

GA

400,-

P 7325

1907, UPU card 4 Av. canc. “MACAU 18 OUT 07“ via Hong Kong 19 OCT to Paris/France, bumped
corners; and ppc w. 1/2 A. (2) used “MACAU 15 MAR 06“ to Hong Kong, special local rate of 1 A.

GA/b

100,-

P 7326•

Lebanon/Ottoman Empire: 1891, Turkey UPU card 20 P. canc. bilingual „BEYROUTH SEPT 9 91“ via
„HONG KONG OC 7 91“ to Macao w. same day arrival on reverse, a most unusual origin to Macao.

GA

500,-

MACAU - GANZSACHEN

MACAU - BESONDERHEITEN

Special Auction MALAYA – Malaysian States
19th February 2018 | The Auction starts at 2pm
Please view our special catalogue!

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
siehe auch 8419 - 8757, 10519 - 10540

MALAIISCHER STAATENBUND

siehe auch 8758 - 8873, 10541 - 10551

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - JOHOR
siehe auch 8918 - 9057, 10553 - 10571

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - KEDAH
siehe auch 9061 - 9214, 10572 - 10584

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - KELANTAN
siehe auch 9215 - 9313, 10585 - 10592

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - MALAKKA
siehe auch 9314 - 9354, 10593 - 10603

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - NEGRI SEMBILAN
siehe auch 9355 - 9416, 10604 - 10619

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PAHANG
siehe auch 9417 - 9477, 10612 - 10620

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PENANG
siehe auch 9478 - 9549, 10621 - 10650

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - PERAK
siehe auch 9550 - 9699

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SARAWAK
siehe auch 9735 - 9884, 10704 - 10716

MALAIISCHE STAATEN - SELANGOR
siehe auch 9885 - 10057, 10717 - 10754
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MANDSCHUKO (MANCHUKO)

siehe auch 5266, 5397, 5413, 6580, 13187

P 7327

1905. Picture post card of 'Japanese Troops crossing the plans of Manchuria' cancelled by PrePaid/War Post hand-stamp in red. Scarce.

b

100,-

P 7328

JAPANESE POST OFFICES IN MANCHURIA 1916. Japanese postal stationery card 1½s blue
upgraded with Japan SG 160, 3s carmine tied by Antung/I.J.P.O. date stamp in violet addressed to
Denmark, endorsed 'via Siberia' with framed Russian censor 'No 835' and Kobenhavn arrival on
face. Scarce item from the Japanese Occupation of Manchuria.

GA

450,-

P 7329

1916. Native envelope for Official use with boxed 'Postage Paid' hand-stamp. Scarce item from
Manchuria.

b

100,-

P 7330•

10 F. (pair) tied republican date „PINGKIANG (HARBIN) 21.8.23“ (Aug. 23, 1932) to illustrated salad
oil company cover in combination with, on reverse, China Junk 10 C. (3, inc. bottom imprint margin)
and SYS 4 C. (RC) canc. „TSINGAO 21.9.3“ by Express to Tsingtau. Early Manchuko express
combination covers are unusual.
11 (2) etc.

b

300,-

P 7331•

1932, Japan 1 S., 3 S. tied „Mukden 7.8.21“ (Aug. 21, 1932) to reverse of cover in combination w.
China 1 C./3 C. (strip-4) with boxed „CANCELLED“ and SYS 1 C. tied „TSINGTAU 21.8.27, first to
Shanghai and then fwd. to Tsingau.

b

200,-

P 7332

1934. Registered envelope addressed to Dairen bearing SG 5, 3f chestnut tied by commemorative
cachet in violet (to commemorate division of the country into 10 provinces) with Harbin/2 registered
label. Nice item paying registered domestic rate.

b

100,-

P 7333

1936. Air Mail envelope (backflap missing) addressed to England bearing Japan SG 168, 1s orange,
SG 169, 1½s pale blue (pair), SG 171, 3s carmine (pair), SG 243, 10s blue and SG 254, 20s purple
(2) tied by vernacular date stamp routed via Hsinkiang/I.N.P.O., underpaid with circular 'T/50 Ctms'
hand-stamp and hand-struck '5d' applied on arrival. Scarce item of postage due mail from the
Japanese Post Office in Manchuria.

b

350,-

P 7334

1936. Registered envelope written from the 'German Consulate in Mukden' with seal on reverse
addressed to Germany bearing Japan SG 241, 2s green and SG 243, 10s blue (3) tied by Mukden
vernacular date stamp with registered label and framed hand-stamp, endorsed 'via Siberia’, routed
via Hsinking with Hsinking registered label and Wiesbaden arrival on reverse. Very fine.

b

250,-

P 7335

1936. Air Mail envelope addressed to Harbin bearing Manchuria SG 55, 10f deep-blue (pair) and
SG 58, 4f olive tied by vernacular Fugien date stamp with boxed bilingual 'Air Mail' cachet in red and
Harbin receiver. Scarce item.

b

230,-

P 7336

1937, Peiling mausoleum 4f. yellow-olive in four complete booklet panes (each pane stuck with wax
interleave) and additional the empty cover with ink notation on front, scarce booklet!
100 MH

(*)

P 7337•
P 7338•

1937, stationery card 2 F. uprated China-mail 8 F. tied “HARBIN 26.2.(39)“ via Siberia to Finland.

GA

Gebot
110,-

1940 (Dec 4) 2 fen Scenic domestic postal card from Lungkiang Province to Trondheim in GermanOccupied Norway uprated with 4 fen Scenic pair tied by 'Noho' postmarks. German Wehrmacht
Censor's cachet in red. Extensive handwritten message in Norwegian on reverse. Rare wartime
usage from Manchukuo to Norway. Noho is located 90 miles southwest of Tsitsihar.
Scott 88 (2x)

GA

270,-

P 7339

1941, two covers from HARBIN endorsed “via Siberia“ to Hamburg/Germany: one canc. “16.6.41“
with due note (double weight) and german due boxed mark/crayon “30“ and arrival “8. Dez. 1941“
(begin of Pacific War), grossly delayed en-route; one canc. “22.6.41“ (begin of german-sovjet war),
both with german censor tape and both definitely did not went via Siberia route ad endorsed. An
interesting pair.

b

100,-

P 7340

1941. Air Mail Japanese postal stationery card (fold/bend) 2s red upgraded with SG 300, 5s violet
and SG 322, 10s carmine tied by vernacular date stamp with boxed 'Air Mail' cachet in carmine on
face. Nice Air Mail franking on Postal stationery.

GA

250,-

P 7341

1942 (ca). Illustrated envelope from 'Ryojun' bearing Japan SG 316, 3s bright green tied by roller
dater in violet with framed censor cachet and circular censor seal in violet and red. Very scarce item
of military mail.

b

500,-

1943 (ca.). Special Prisoner of War card written from ‘Sgt Hanson (1181), The Mukden Prisoner of
War Camp, Mukden, Manchuria, addressed to Shropshire, England with boxed 'Service Des
Prisonniers de Guerre' in violet and framed 'Hoten POW Camp Headquarters Censored' with circular
seal in red (unrecorded by Davit Tett) and violet hand-stamp ‘Furyo Yubin’ (Prisoner of War Post)
with 'Crown/Passed/P.W.6456' British censor hand-stamp applied on arrival. Only three POW cards
are known from Hoten Camp Manchuria this with unrecorded censor and only known POW handstamp in violet. Exhibition item.

b

580,-

P 7342

asia
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MONGOLEI

siehe auch 6593, 11090, 11091, 11127, 11127A, 11203, 11204, 11205, 11206, 11207, 11208,
11209, 11240, 11503, 11838, 11874, 12131, 12132, 12260, 12297, 12298, 12301, 12423,
12424, 12499, 12566, 12567, 12658, 12686, 12690, 12691, 12692, 12797, 12798, 12800,
12851, 12856, 12898

P 7343•

1924 $1, Perf 13½, surcharged by circled fiscal h/s in red but used postally on Dec. 1928
registered cover from Altan Bulak to Harbin, China tied by “ALTANBULAK MONGOLIA/3 12 28“
cds, Reg. cachet on front, and with China Province Manchuria 1928 ‚Marshall Chang Tso-lin‘
10c. blue bottom marginal pair applied at Harbin arrival and tied by bilingual Harbin cds. The $1
with a vertical crease and cover with several folds otherwise fine. A very scarce usage of the $1
overprinted for fiscal use but authorised for postal use again after the issue of special revenue 7A + China
stamps (few such covers known, mostly from Altan Bulak to Harbin), in scarce combination with Prov. Manchuthe Manchuria stamps.
ria 23 (2)

b

5.000,-

P 7344•

1926 50c. yellow & brown with bilingual “POSTAGE“ overprint in violet used on cover from Ulan
Bator to Moscow, tied by “ULANBATOR MONGOLIA/3.VII.26“ double-ring d/s. Cover with a
central vert. fold otherwise fine.
13a

b

1.000,-

P 7345

1926, Local handstamps on fiscals, $1 brown/orange with violet surcharge, fresh colour, well
perforated, mint o.g. with hinge remnant, signed Theodore Champion. Very rare stamp in perfect
quality!
14a

*

500,-

P 7346

1927 Red-band cover from Ulan Bator to Kalgan, China franked by 1926 25m. on the reverse, tied
by 9.11.27 cds, and with Kalgan arrival cds alongside.
22

b

250,-

P 7347

1927 Red-band cover from Uliasutai to Harbin, China franked by 1926 25m. on the reverse, tied by
rect. framed “ULIASUTAI/21-5-27“ datestamp, also with Chinese 4c. tied Harbin '14.6.27' bilingual
arrival cds, and Tientsin transit cds on front.
22 + China

b

250,-

P 7348

1928, 5m. greyish-lilac/black, five copies as correct 25m. rate on cover from “ULANBATOR 13.XII
28“ to Kalgan/China (Zhangjiakou), charged upon arrival 20.12.28 by China 10c. blue, stamps and
entire some postal wear/imperfections.
20 (5)

b

500,-

P 7349•

1929 Registered cover with Russian/Mongolian/Chinese mixed franking from a Russian P.O.
to Harbin, China ‚Via Wladivostok / Dairen“ (endorsed in m/s on front), franked by Russian
1927 ‚Decade of Oct. Revolution‘ 28k. tied by ‚23.9.29‘ double-ring datestamp, in comination
with Mongolia 1924 2c.(x3), 5c. and 20c vertical pair tied by “ALTANBULAK MONGOLIA/23.9.29“
double-ring d/s, and with China postage due stamps 5c. blue top (gutter) marginal block of four
and 10c. pair and single tied by bilingual Harbin ‚21.10.29‘ cds, with Altanbulak Registered h/s 2,3,5 + Soviet
in black and boxed Chinese “T...“ due handstamp on front. A philatelic cover addressed to 334 + China
Shooliack but nevertheless a rare combination franking.
Dues

b

8.000,-

P 7350

1931 Red-band cover from Ulan Bator to China franked by 1926 10m. on 1m. black on yellow and
20m. black on blue on the reverse, both tied by '8.V.31' cds, with large double-ring (sender?) h/s in
violet, Manchouli transit cds and Chinese Tax h/s “T“ in circle. A scarce stamp of the late 20. Dec.
1926 provisional issue.
32, 17

b

250,-

P 7351

1931, 5m. on 5c. greyish-purple and 20m. on 20c. bistre, two values on cover from “ULANBATOR
25.XI 1931“ to Kalgan/China (Zhangjiakou), charged upon arrival by Chinese postage dues 20c.
blue and 30c. blue, slight postal wear as to be expected. Unusual.
43, 45

b

500,-

P 7352•

1931 10m. on 10c. green IMPERFORATED and with SURCHARGE INVERTED along with
perforated 20m. on 20c. block of four and two singles plus 1931 50c. optd. “Postage“ on
registered airmail cover from Ulan Bator to Harbin, China cancelled by “ULANBATOR
MONGOLIA/29.X.31“ cds, rect. framed Reg. cachet and airmail h/s both in violet alongside,
and on the reverse franked by Chinese postage dues 10c. and 30c. strip of three at arrival and
tied by bilingual Harbin cds, fine. A VERY RARE STAMP IMPERFORATED AND WITH INVERTED 44 Var. Et al.
SURCHARGE and IN COMBINATION with perforated ‚mɵngɵ‘ stamps and the 1931 50c. + Chinese
‚Postage‘.
dues

b

10.000,-

P 7353•

1931 10m. on 10c. green with SURCHARGE INVERTED along with 5m. on 5c. and 20m. on 20c.
block of four and two singles, all with interrupted perforation, plus two single of 1926 50m. on
registered airmail cover from Ulan Bator to Harbin, China cancelled by “ULANBATOR
MONGOLIA/15.XI.31“ cds, rect. framed Reg. cachet and airmail h/s both in violet alongside, 44 Var. et al.+
and on the reverse franked by Manchuria 1927 $1, 50c. and 10c. at arrival and tied by bilingual China Prov.
Harbin cds. Envelope with a small cut-out at bottom of front otherwise fine.
Manchuria

b

P 7354
P 7355
7356
7357
P 7358

336

1961, The rare souvenir sheet No. 3 “40 Y. Revolution“ mint NH, undervalued in new Michel 160,- Bl. 3, s/s 3

**

5.000,250,180,50,50,-

1961, The rare souvenir sheets Nr. 4, 5 and 6 “Stock Farming“ mint NH, undervalued in new Michel
with 240,Bl. 4-6, s/s 4/6

**

90,-

1956, 30m brown Revolution, unused.

121

*

1961, The rare souvenir sheets Nr. 1 to 6, all mint NH, undervalued in new Michel with 480,- (M)

Bl. 1-6, s/s 1-6

**

1961, The rare souvenir sheets Nr. 1 and 2 mint NH, undervalued in new Michel with 160,-

Bl. 1-2, s/s 1/2

**

asia
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NEPAL

siehe auch 6265, 6660, 8175, 8183

P 7359
P 7360

1887, “Horse“ (typ 5) postal stationery card, used, fine

GA

100,-

1898/1917, 4a green (Scott #17), complete sheet of 64, unused as issued, with inverted cliché at
position 54. An extraordinary exhibition item. Catalogue for singles and tete-beche pair $4,690. (M) Sc 17

(*)

800,-

P 7361

1898/1917, 4a dull green pin-perf, unused upper margin block of 15. Some scissor separation
cutting into the perfs in a few places, normal for these issues and not detracting from this
magnificent multiple. Scott #22, cat. $2250 for singles.
Sc 22

(*)

400,-

P 7362

1898/1917, 4a dull green pin-perf part sheet of 32 unused (without gum as issued), including a
tete-beche pair. Scott #22, catalog $5,400 as 30 singles plus #22a pair. A very scarce exhibitionquality multiple.
Sc 22, Sc 22a

(*)

600,-

1899/1917, ½a black Siva’s Bow and Khukris, Scott #10, two complete sheets used with telegraph
office cancels, representing plate settings 8 and 10, with the five inverted cliché positions on each
sheet. Small faults as inevitable with such large frankings. Cat. as singles plus 10 tete-beche pairs
over $2000. (M)
Sc 10

g

300,-

P 7364

1917, Bow and Khukris ½a vermilion tete-beche pair, unused (without gum as issued), with full
margins showing position lower left corner of the sheet. Visible natural inclusions due to the
coarseness of the native paper. One of the rarest items of Nepalese philately with only four
unused examples known. (with Peter Holcombe certificate).
Sc 11a

(*)

8.000,-

P 7365

1917/18, 4a green setting 7 complete imperf sheet of 64, unused, showing the 1a cliché error at
position 8 (top right corner), as well as inverted cliches at positions 54 and 56. Total Scott catalogue
as singles and two tete-beche pairs $5330. A rare and spectacular sheet. (M)

(*)

800,-

P 7366

1917/30, 1a green error of colour in extraordinary used block of 42, pale emerald shade, with
inverted clichés making tete-beche pairs in several positions. A magnificent exhibition piece
and rarity of Nepal philately. Damage to one corner stamp not detracting. Scott 17b, cat.
$16,800 as singles with no consideration of tete-beche pairs which are not listed. (with Hellrigl
certificate). (M)
Sc 17b

g

2.000,-

7367

1920/28, telegraphic period 1a deep blue complete sheet of 64 of setting 27, used with Birganj
telegraph cancels. Inverted clichés in 9 positions. This is one of only three known complete sheets. (M)

(*)

400,-

7368•

1959 Aerogrammes: All the four types of first aerogramme 8p. blue, Type 1 (without corner
ornaments) unused but cancelled-to-order by '15.04.59' First Day cds and UPU postmark, and
Types 2-4 unused, fine. (Ex J. Kasper coll.)
H&G 1-4

GA

80,-

P 7369•

1959 Five Aerogrammes 8p. blue, Type 1 (without corner ornaments), all different in Wmk, one
without Wmk, others with Watermark “ROHTAS BOND“ upright, inverted, reversed and inverted &
reversed, respectively, all cancelled-to-order by '15.04.59' First Day cds and special UPU postmark,
good/fine. (van de Wateren No.1: US$ 1300) (Ex J. Kasper coll.)
H&G 1 (5)

GA

200,-

P 7370•

1959 First Aerogramme 8p. blue, Type 4, used from Kathmandu to Chillicothe, Ohio, USA “VIA AIR
MAIL“ (handstamp), uprated 1957 'King's Crown' 1r. orange, 1954 'Map' 20p. and 1959 'Rhino'
12p. all tied by “NEPAL G.P.O. KATHMANDU/5 AUG 59“ double-ring d/s, fine. A FINE AND EARLY
USAGE OF THIS FIRST AEROGRAMME. (Ex J. Kasper coll.)
H&G 4

GA

150,-

P 7371•

1959 First Aerogramme 8p. blue, Type 4, used from Kathmandu to Lovington, Ill., USA and uprated
1954 'King' 1r. and 1946 32p., cancelled by Kathmandu '2...1960' double-ring d/s, lightly creased
but still fine.
H&G 4

GA

100,-

7372•

1959 First Aerogramme 8p. blue, Type 4, used from Kathmandu to South India and uprated by
1959 'Krishna' 2p., cancelled by Kathmandu native double-ring d/s, with Ambur 'Reply By
Telegram/17.9.60' arrival dater on the reverse, lightly stained but still good.
H&G 4

GA

80,-

7363

H&G P 1

NIEDERLÄNDISCH-INDIEN

siehe auch 5052, 6191, 6604, 6621, 6622, 6633, 7626, 8111, 8651,
9487, 10452, 10453, 10463, 10624, 11011, 11013, 11014

P 7373

1753, very early letter dated “Batavia den 2. November 1753“ sent to Amsterdam. Only very few
letter from that time known. (T)

b

250,-

P 7374•

1822, document (contract) from MALAKKA written in dutch on 20th September 1822 with
different signatures and faulty red wax seal, several faults but an important and rare document
from the dutch occ. period of Malacca (1641 to 1824) (M)

b

P 7375
P 7376
P 7377

1864. 10 cent carmine, a lovely fresh mint example with strong colour.

*

1868. SG 2, 10ce carmine a nice mint example. Cat 2000 GBP. Ex Col. Harvey.

*

2.300,160,400,-

1880. Registered Portugal postal stationery envelope (faults,soiled, tears) 25r blue upgraded with
Funchal SG 57, 5r black (and on reverse) SG 81, 25c grey (4) tied by oval Correio/Funchal date
stamp '6th Abr' with hand-struck 'Registado' addressed to Soerabaja, endorsed 'via lnglaterraa',
routed via London with oval 'Registered/London' transit in red '15/4 ' and Singapore 'My 21' in red
on reverse. Env. with small faults at edges (short tears, creases, cut bttom right corner) but still a
good and attractive exhibition item.

GA

900,-

1890, 5 C. stationery reply card uprated with 2 1/2 C. sent from WELTEVREDEN via Singapore to
the German consulte in Columbo, Ceylon. Reply card unused.

GA

120,-

P 7378•

asia
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P 7379

1892-97 (ca.). Netherlands lndies SG 94 to SG 101 very fresh mint set(some small faults) with
additional SG 97 25c ultramarine. Ex CoL Harvey.

P 7380•

1892 World around: Belgian PS card back to Belgium via New York (franked US 2c) and Neth. Indies
with respective datestamps, horiz. fold at foot, scarce.

Start
*

110,-

1892, Belgien 5 C. Ganzsachenkarte mit 5 C. Zufrankatur als “Rund um die Welt“-Karte aus
“BRUXELLES 21.SEP.“ via New York mit 2 C. Freimarke und Niederl.-Indien mit 5 C. und 2 1/2 C.Freimarke retour mit allen Stempeln, Karte unten mit waagerechter Faltung und entsprechende
Beförderungsspuren im Rand, seltene Variante!

GA

270,-

P 7381

1896, stationery double-card 5 + 5 C violet uprated 2½ C yellow sent from “SOERABAYA 14 8
1896“ via Weltfreden to Targoviste, Romania with arrival 15.9.96, reply card mint, a rare destination!

GA

400,-

P 7382

1896, Stationery envelope 15 C occre uprated 2½ C, 5 C and 12½ C sent registered from
“SOERABAYA 13 11 1896“ to Targoviste, Romania with b/s transits “WELTFREDEN 15.11.95“ and
arrival “TIREU-VESTTI 17 DEC 96“, envelope with minor paper adhesive, otherwise very fine.

GA

500,-

P 7383

1903, business letter franked with 50 Cent. Wilhelmina in strip of three, left stamp folded. With line
mark “PER FRENCH MAIL“ sent from SAMARANG to Amsterdam. (T)
36 (3)

b

160,-

P 7384•

Design “Rome“ 1906 International Reply Coupon as block of four 14 C. Nederlandsch-Indie.
This block of International Reply Coupons belong to the scarcest postal stationery and is a key
item of any exhibition collection. The importance and real value is still very much underestimated
- highlight of every postal stationery or country collection. This offer comes from the collection
king fuad - this block of four is probably unique in private hands (T)
IAS (4)

GA

1.300,-

7385•

1938/46, British Forces in NL-Indies, N.A.A.F.I letter form used “RAFPOST 209 1 OCT. 46“ (SEAAF
N.E.I. base Batavia) to England. Plus KGVI 1d, 1/2d tied clear “TANDJONG-PRIOK 30.3.38“ w.
“PAQUEBOT“ alongside to ppc “Javanese“ to USA, card tear not affecting stamps.

GA/Ak

70,-

P 7386•

1941/47 series, 10 C.- 25 Gld., imperforated ungummed proofs in horizontal pairs (15), 10 with
sheet margins and imprinted numerals.

(*)/p

1.100,-

b/f

180,-

NIEDERLÄNDISCH-INDIEN - PORTOMARKEN
siehe auch 8844

P 7387

1946, air mail letter from ZWOLLE, Netherlands only franked with 7 1/2 Cent Wilhelmina sent to P 41 (2), 43,
MAKASSAR, Netherlands Indies. Taxed there with 2 1/2 C. (2), 20 C. and 40 C. (2) “Te Betalen“
44 (2)

NORDBORNEO

siehe auch 10241 - 10427, 10756 - 10770

OMAN
P 7388•

PERSIA 1895: Indian official postal stationery card used from BUSHIRE to MUSCAT with small
“BUSHIRE/AP. 2/95“ despatch cds and “MUSCAT/AP. 18/95“ arrival cds on front, slightly stained,
but still good. A VERY SCARCE USAGE OF AN OFFICAL PS CARD FROM PERSIA TO MUSCAT (OMAN).

GA

240,-

P 7389•

1898, Postal stationery card Portuguese India 1/4 de tanga tied by clear “SALIGAO ABR“ cds.
addressed to Muscat (erased) and on reverse arrival mark “MUSCAT AP/20/98“ cds., some border
crease, fine and very unusual, for the specialist!

GA

90,-

P 7390

1949. Air Mail envelope written from 'R.A.F. Salalah, Aden Command, Saudi Arabia' addressed to
England bearing Aden SG 21, 2½ a blue tied by Aden double ring 'Oct 10 1949' sent 'Forces Air
Mail'. Military mail was collected daily on the Base and flown by R.A.F. transport to Aden. Salalah,
Saudi Arabia is now in Oman. A very rare item.

b

600,-

P 7391

1956-57 Muscat QEII. 1½a. on 1½d. green, Wmk St. Edwards Crown, used with part strike of cds.
A VERY FINE EXAMPLE OF THIS RARE STAMP. BPA certificate. (Mi. 3500 €, SG £1200)
59 (SG 58a)

g

500,-

P 7392•

1971, Nov., 5b. on 3b. purple, revaluation overprint on 3b. stamp of 1966 issue (old hexidecimalbased currency), unit of 120 stamps (folded/partly separated), unmounted mint. Mi. 15.600,- €
++ (price for normal single stamps, no surplus for unit and varieties of overprint). Extremely rare
multiple! (M)
A 138 (120)

**

4.000,-

P 7393•

1978 Provisionals 40 on 150b (with bottom gutter ‚stamp‘), 50 on 150b and 75 on 250b, mint
never hinged, 40 on 150b with usual production related gum ‚wave‘ (near to vertical), fresh and 190-92 (SG
fine. (Mi. 3000 €)
212-14)

**

1.000,-

P 7394•

1978 'National Day' 40 on 150b. pair and single used on part of airmail envelope, the single tied by
bilingual “MUTRAH 16 OCT 78“ machine d/s, the pair cancelled by bilingual “MATRAH/16 OCT 78“
double-ring d/s, on the reverse with “Karachi '21 OCT 78' cds. The single stamp with a perf fault at 190 (SG 212)
left otherwise fine. A scarce franking with two different datestamps.
(x3)

d

P 7395•
P 7396•

1978, 50b. on 150b. Woman's Year commercially used. Rare!

g

900,180,-

**

150,-

338

191

1998, International Peace Award/Sultan Qaboos bin Said al Said, 500b. miniature sheet of ten
stamps with marginal imprint, numbered “00677“, unmounted mint. (T)
447 (10)

asia
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7397•

1998, International Peace Award/Sultan Qaboos bin Said al Said, 500b. miniature sheet of ten
stamps with marginal imprint, numbered “00662“, unmounted mint. (T)
447 (10)

**

150,-

7398•

1998, International Peace Award/Sultan Qaboos bin Said al Said, 500b. miniature sheet of ten
stamps with marginal imprint, numbered “00675“, unmounted mint. (T)
447 (10)

**

150,-

b

120,-

b

PAKISTAN - BAHAWALPUR
P 7399

1948, 1 1/2 A. tied “SADIGBARH PALACE 15 OCT 48“ to unsealed OHH cover adressed to the palace.

PALÄSTINA

siehe auch 5120, 5927, 11321, 13086

P 7400

1917, envelope with “RISTALLAMENTO ITALIANO DI PALÄSTINA COMMANDO“ with censor “VRIFICATO
PER CENSURA“ nad “Censore No. 1“ sent to Italy.
1918. 1pi blue corner control block of 4 with #A18. Without gum as usual. (Sc #1)

Yvert 1

(*)

1918. Definitive 5m on 1p cobalt blue, central cancellation “18 FE / 18“. Rare!

Yv 3A

g

120,700,570,-

1918, A very unusual steamship cover with 1 m olive block of 4 of the typographed issue tied by the
French “Anchor“ in diamond. Four neat red-violet strikes and oneliner “Paquebot“ alongside,
Palestine censor no.2 to Egypt, with Alexandria arrival on reverse. Only a few French steamship
covers are known to have been carried from Haifa. We have never seen one like this on the British
mandate issue. Flap and sender address removed, vertical fold and tiny toned, nevertheless, an
attractive rare cover.

b

130,-

7403

1918. Private post card written from Jerusalem dated '24 June 1918' addressed to Alexandria
bearing Palelstine SG 4, 5m on 1p ultramarine tied by 'Army Post Office/SZ44' date stamp with
boxed 'Palestine/Censorship/No 3' hand-stamp in blue and adjacent Alexandria arrival. Very fine.

b

100,-

7404

1918. Picture post card mailed from the French Croiseur 'Santa-Anna' addressed to France
cancelled by 'Postes Navales/Medit' date stamp with military cachet 'Cavalerie du Detachement
Francaise de Palestine/Le Vaguemestre' double ring in violet. Very fine.

b

100,-

P 7405

1919. Envelope (faults/stains) to France written from Tarous bearing Palestine SG 10, 1p indigo
tied by ‘Tresor et Postes/600a' date stamp with Cognac receiver on reverse. Scarce.

b

P 7406
P 7407

1920. Definitives complete 6 values perforated 14 and color variation 5m additionally. All used.

P 7400A
P 7401
P 7402•

g

150,800,-

1921. Third Jerusalem overprint, 1mil perforated 14, overprint type 4, used copy with lower part
of single circle postmark dated 9 SP 21. Photo certificate (1984) by Geo. H. Muentz, Israel.
SG 58

g

1.650,-

7408

1922, “PALÄSTINE“ 1 M brown, 2 M yellow and 5 M orange on picture card “Tombeau de Rachel“
sent from “NAZARETH A 18 JU 23“ to Rome with arrival 26.6.23
37,38,41

Ak

7409•
7410

1922/42, covers (3 inc. registration envelope), ppc (2) all used to foreign inc. censorship. (T)

Yv 15/22 AB

b/GA

80,120,-

1927 (ca.), Rachel's Tomb 3m. in an imperforate horizontal PROOF PAIR in black from right margin SG. 91 proof
on ungummed thin paper, small creases but looks very attractive
(2)

(*)

50,-

P 7411

1929, 13 M. stat. envelope (156 x 95) with additional franking sent registered from JERUSLEM to
Berlin. Arrival mark on reverse.
RE 04 S

GA

240,-

P 7412

1930. Large size Registered Postal stationery envelope (vertical fold) 13m indigo upgraded with SG
92, 4m rose and SG 93, 5m orange/brown (6) tied by Tiebrias date stamp with matching registered
label addressed to Germany with Haifa transit and Stuttgart arrival. (M)

GA

270,-

7413•

1935/47, stationery letter cards 8 C. (3, two with uprates used foreign inc. air mail) and 15 C. (mint,
used and finally uprated for inland express). Total 6 items.

GA

120,-

P 7414

1936. Picture post card of 'The Wailing Wall, Jerusalem' written from Jerusalem dated '20th April
1936' bearing Palestine SG 91, 3m yellow-green tied by 'Postes Aux Armees/610' date stamp.
Lovely item from the French Detachment in Palestine.

b

7415•
7416

1936/37, UPU card 8 C. uprated 2 C. for airmail used to Germany from Jerusalem and Haifa.

GA

200,80,-

1942 (ca.), Rachels Tomb 10m. grey used on cover with light 'THE DEAD SEA' pmk. (indistinct date)
addressed to Tel Aviv, scarce postmark!
SG. 97

b

90,-

7417•

1943/47, three covers used registered from Hadera with stationery cut-outs, also IRC reply coupon
pmkd. “HAIFA HADAR HAGARMEL P.O. 11 FE 47“.

b/GA

90,-

P 7418•

1943 ca., AIRGRAPH form with imprint “Palestine Airgraph Service POSTAGE PAID 15 Mills“, scarce
mint, folded as usual

GA
GA

270,80,-

1945, Tel Aviv philatellic exhibiton stationery cards used (6): air mail registered to London (2), air to
London (1), registered inland (1) all with uprates; and used inland (2), without uprate.

GA

90,-

1947, stationery envelope (200 x 125 mm) with additional franking sent to USA. Held by US RE 17-1, 64
Customs and collected 10 Cent postage due. One stamp teared completely.
(2),66

GA

80,-

7419
7420•
P 7421

1945, 15 M registered stationery envelope with “SPECIMEN“ imprint.

asia
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P 7422•

1947, cover from (“HAIFA) 9 AP 47“ with stamps removed on airmail cover to Austria, taxed “T 33
Gr.“ and Austria dues 3 Gr., 30 Gr. margin copy applied tied “Wien 50 18.IV.47“, also censor tape/
censormark, letter included with interesting german language text on situation, also with censor
marks applied.

b

80,-

7423•

1948 Interim Period: Local NAHARIYA stamp 20m. red, imperf, used on cover, tied by bilingual
“NAHARIYA/25 APR 1948“-“BY SEA“ machine datestamp, in combination with Palestine 10m. grey
tied by Haifa machine datestamp, fine. Signed Ising BPP.

b

80,-

7424

1948, private registered letter from BRITISH FLEET MAIL 12 to Haifa. On back Haifa arrival mark
and “FLEET MAIL OFFICE HAIFA“

b

80,-

1953. Egypt Occupation. Aswan High Dam, Airplane and King Farouk - Egypt Airmail Postage Yv 13+15/16,
Stamps of 1948 DOUBLE OVERPRINTED “PALESTINE“ in English and Arabic, 3+3 bars.
19/21, 25 var.

**

700,-

P 7424A

PALÄSTINA - PORTOMARKEN
P 7425

1924, imperforated Foto-Essays 2 m. - 5 p. on card with violet cachet “Thomas de La Rue“ on
reverse, handwritten endorsement “Duplicate“ and date “16-6-24“ on front, fine, very rare
Bale PD 7/11

1.900,-

PALÄSTINA - STEMPEL
7426•

LYDDA AIRPORT (type D3): 1947 (26.3.), registered letter from India with very fine 'LYDDA AIR PORT'
transitmark on reverse, and two picture postcards (10.11. and 24.12.47) used by airmail to USA
with very fine postmarks of same type, attractive trio!

GA/Ak

70,-

PHILIPPINEN

siehe auch 5418, 6035, 9493, 10442, 11298, 11332, 11337, 11822, 11823, 12886

P 7427

1861: 5 cu vermillion, vertical pair, touched on three sides, tied by cds “MANILA 25. OCT. 61
FILIPINAS“ endorsed “Via Marsella“ on printed matter sheet to BILBAO 18 DEC 61. The content
of this letter is a printed price report for Manila harbour (fruits etc.). The letter rate from Manila
to Spain in the tarif from 1 June 1854 is 12 4/8 cuartos (= 1 real de plata) plus 1 real de vellón
(= 8 cuartos) for the captain of the ship = 20 4/8 cuartos. The rare printed matter rate is half of
this letter rate = 10 1/4 cuartos.
9

b

1.500,-

P 7428

1869: 12 4/8 c. blue with overprint “HABILTADO POR LA NACION“, tied by colonial grill, on letter
(small tears, folded) from “MANILA 12 AGO 69“, endorsed “Via Marseille“ to BILBAO 8 OCT 96.
34 (Edifil 20 O)

b

220,-

P 7429

1879. Envelope addressed to the French Scientific Mission in Manila, Philippines bearing French
Type Sage Yvert 45, 35c violet/yellow tied by Toulouse/Haute Garonne double ring routed via
Marseille with Manila (Spanish) arrival on reverse. Lovely item from the correspondence of Monsieur
St Pol Lias and de la Croix of the French Scientific Mission to Sumatra and Perak.

b

270,-

7430

1879. Envelope addressed to the French Scientific Mission in Manila, Philippines bearing French
Type Sage Yvert 45, 35c violet/yellow tied by Montastruc/Haute Garonne double ring with Limoges
transit on reverse. Lovely item from the correspondence of Monsieur St Pol Lias and de la Croix of
the French Scientific Mission to Sumatra and Perak.

b

270,-

P 7431

1879. Envelope addressed to the French Scientific Mission in Singapore bearing French Type Sage
Yvert 45, 35c violet/yellow tied by Toulouse/Haute Garonne double ring '19th July' routed via
Marseille with French paquebot 'Marseille Paq.Fr. N No 10' date stamp (Salles 1943). Lovely item
from the correspondence of Monsieur St Pol Lias and de la Croix of the French Scientific Mission to
Sumatra and Perak. The Marseille Paquebot on reverse was used on the Marseille-Hong Kong
route. Salles 'Pieces d'amateur'.

b

450,-

7432

1879. Envelope addressed to the French Scientific Mission in Manila, Philippines bearing French
Type Sage Yvert 45, 35e violet/yellow tied by Toulouse Gare/Haute Garonne double ring routed via
Marseille with Manila (Spanish) arrival on reverse. Lovely item from the correspondence of Monsieur
St Pol Lias and de la Croix of the French Scientific Mission to Sumatra and Perak.

b

270,-

7433

1879. Envelope addressed to the French Scientific Mission in Manila, Philippines bearing French
Type Sage Yvert 45, 35e violet/yellow tied by Paris/Rue Monge double ring routed via Marseille and
Saigon with Manila (Spanish) arrival on reverse. Lovely item from the correspondence of Monsieur
St Pol Lias and de la Croix of the French Scientific Mission to Sumatra and Perak.

b

270,-

7434

1880. Envelope addressed to the French Scientific Mission in Manila, Philippines bearing French
Type Sage Yvert 45, 35c violet/yellow tied by Paris/Place de Ia M'Bourg double ring with Manila
(Spanish) arrival on reverse and forwarded to Davas. Lovely item from the correspondence of
Monsieur St Pol Lias and de la Croix of the French Scientific Mission to Sumatra and Perak.

b

270,-

P 7435•

1898 “SALUD DE MANILA“ illustration on back of German Navy ship mail postal stationery card
10pf. sent to Kirn, Germany and bearing “KAIS. DEUTSCHE MARINE-SCHIFFSPOST 10/10 98“ cds
as well as '14.11.98' arrival cds, fine and scarce.
MSP 1

GA

450,-

P 7436•

1899, US 2 C. unovpt. tied oval bars to colour ppc “Private Mailing Card“ showing on reverse
“Greetings from Manila“ from “MIL. STA. NO. 1 PHILIPPINE ISLANDS APR 20 1899“ to Hong Kong
w. “HONG KONG B APR 25 99“ arrival, then fwd. w. Hong Kong QV 2 C. rosine (pair) tied “HONG
KONG MY 6 99“ endorsed “Ernest Simons“ (MM mail steamer) to Königsberg/Germany w. June 5 US + HK
arrival. Quite an unusual combination.
35c (2)

Ak

280,-

340
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P 7437

1899. Military mail envelope (small faults) from the Kansas Volunteers in the Spanish/American
War addressed to Kansas bearing Philippines Yvert 177, 2c rose tied by 'Milt. Stat. No 1 Manila
duplex and hand-stamped 'Soldier's Letter/Capt. And Adjt. 37th Inf. U.S. V.' in violet with Mc Cune/
Kansas receiver on reverse. Very fine.

b

110,-

P 7438

1917(1925, definitives 13 different values 2c. green to 4p. blue and Special Delivery stamp 20c. Sc. 290/303S R
violet blue all with black opt. 'Specimen', mint hinged, Scott $ 705
+ E5S R

*

100,-

(*)/
SPEC

50,-

7439

1952/80 (ca.), lot imperfs (fishery council, PANAPEX) or part perf (Nakasone visit) unused no gum;
and two fiscals ovpt. SPECIMEN w. punchholes, MNH.

7440

1978, Andres Bonifacio monument 30s. in an IMPERFORATE PROOF block of 15, unused MNH with 1229 proof
some creases and gum faults but a spectacular and scarce block (M)
(15)

7441

1984, ESPANA '84 exhibition, s/s stamps ovpts. in black imperf. (4) or perf. (4) resp. ovpts. in red
imperf. (4).

**

1984, ESPANA '84 world stamp exhibition s/s, imperforated, rare

**

1984, ESPANA '84 exhibition s/s, imperforated, rare

**

70,240,240,-

1985, Olympic Summer games Montreal 15 on 10s. with additional opt. in gold (normal) and black
'45th ANNIVERSARY GIRL SCOUT CHARTER' (INVERTED and misplaced) complete set of three in 1692/94 var.
blocks of four from lower margin, mint never hinged and scarce!
(4)

**

90,-

v/*

150,-

1898, card 1 C. uprated 1 C. blue canc. violet double circle “PHILIPPINE STATION BRANCH SEP 21
1898 SAN FRANCISCO CAL.“ to Germany w. arrival “BONN 29.10.98“, on reverse senders dateline
“Manila 17. Sept. 1898“.

GA

240,-

1905, stationery envelope 1c. green, used to Germany, oblit. by rare machine cancellation “MANILA
P.I. DEC22 1905“.
H&G P7

GA

50,-

P 7442
7443
7444

80,-

PHILIPPINEN - PORTOMARKEN
P 7445•

1899-1901 Postage Due 30c deep claret top marginal block of four, mint with glassine paper
partially adhered on back, few bottom perfs apart and lightly stained but still an attractive multiple
with deep sharp colour. (Mi. from 1280 €)
6 (Scott J7)(4)

PHILIPPINEN - GANZSACHEN
siehe auch 5378, 5404

P 7446•
7447•

PORTUGIESISCH-INDIEN
siehe auch 6165, 7389

P 7448
P 7449

1881-83, Three mint and one used stamp in fine condition, Scott catalogue value $290.

*/g

100,-

1911. Registered envelope addressed to France bearing Portuguese lndia Yvert 183, 1t carmine
(4) tied by Nova Goa double ring with framed hand-struck 'R/Nova Goa' registered in violet and
Paris receiver. Very fine with stains.

b

100,-

P 7450•

1912/13, two letter cards with paid reply registered to Prague/Bohemia: 2 T. uprated 2 Rs., 9 Rs.,
1 R. and 1 T. canc. “NOVA GOA 17 JUN 13“ w. arrival “15.VII.12“; and 1 T. uprated eight stamps (inc.
1 bisect) canc. “NOVA GOA 17 FEB 13“ w. arrival “14.III.13“.

GA

110,-

7451•

1912/13, letter card reply (“RESPOSTA“) 1 T. canc. “NOVA GOA 22 MAR 12“; and letter card with
paid reply 2 T. uprated 2 Rs., 9 Rs., 1 R. and 1 T. canc. “NOVA GOA 13 FEB 13“ registered, both to
Prague/Bohemia.

GA

90,-

7452•

1912/13, two letter cards registered to Prague/Bohemia: 2 1/2 T. uprated 9 Rs., and on reverse 4
1/2 Rs. (pair) canc. “NOVA GOA 27 FEB 13“; and 2 T. uprated 9 Rs., 1 Real and on reverse 2 Rs. and
1 T. canc. “NOVA GOA 27 JU 13“. Both with Prague arrivals.

GA

90,-

P 7453•

1913, letter card 2 T. with paid reply uprated 6 R. and 6 R./ 8 T. bisect and 1 T. canc. “NOVA GOA
11 JUN 13“ registered to Germany w. arrival “HANNOVER 30.6.13“, reply card adhering unused.

GA

80,-

7454•

1913, letter card 2 T. with paid reply uprated 3 R., 9 R. and bisects 6 R./8 R. resp. 6 R./4 1/2 R.
canc. “NOVA GOA 8 MAR 13“ registered to Germany w. arrival “HANNOVER 4.4.13“, reply card
adhering unused.

GA

80,-

7455•

1913, double card 3 R. uprated 4 1/2 R. (no ovpt.) and 2 R., 1 1/2 R. and 2 T. ond 2 1/2 T. canc.
“NOVA GOA 5 AUG 13“ registered to Germany w. arrival “HANNOVER 23.8.13“, reply part adhering
unused.

GA

80,-

P 7456•

1913, double card 3 R. uprated 4 1/2 R. (no ovpt.), 2 T. and bisect 3 R. on 25 R. canc. “NOVA GOA
18 MAR 13“ registered to Germany w. arrival “HANNOVER 4.4.13“, reply part adhering unused.

GA

80,-

7457•

1913, double card 10 R. uprated 4 1/2 R. (no ovpt.) and 9 R., 1 T. canc. “NOVA GOA 5 AUG 13“
registered to Germany w. arrival “HANNOVER 23.8.13“, reply part adhering unused.

GA
*

80,100,-

b

90,-

P 7458
7459•

1913/1925, 8 T Schnitterin mit Doppeltem Aufdruck, ungebraucht.

Sc. 75, 79, 110, 169

352 XA DD

1935/1937 Two registered covers from Nova Goa to Munich, Germany as 1) 1935 printed envelopes
(incl. airplane on back) franked 1933 1½t. and 3t. with 'NOVA-GOA' reg. label in black on yellow, and
2) 1937 cover bearing 1933 2t. and 2½t. and 'Nova Goa' reg. label in black on yellow-buff, both
with Munich railway arrival datestamp on back.
385-88

asia
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P 7460

1936. Envelope addressed to Zanzibar bearing Portuguese lndia SG 510, 1½t carmine tied by Nova
Goa double ring '2nd Feb', underpaid with T' hand-stamp '20c' in m/s and bearing Zanzibar postage
dues SG D25, 5c violet and SG D26, 10c scarlet tied by Reg/Zanzibar receiver '19 Feb'. Scarce
postage due mail from Zanzibar.

b

400,-

P 7461

1942 (15.4.), large piece of REGISTERED SAMPLE POST franked on reverse with definitives 2tgs.
and 5tgs. used from MORMUGAO to London with yellow/black reg. label and british censormark on
front, some faults but a very unusual and scarce usage
401, 404

d

80,-

**

60,-

PORTUGIESISCH-INDIEN - ZWANGSZUSCHLAGSMARKEN
7462•

1961 Postal tax stamp (Assistência Pública) 20c. surcharged “3 n.P.“ in black, complete sheet of
100, mint with thin paper partially adhered on gum, some stamps with mirror print on back. This
stamp was overprinted (but never used) when the Indian army took over Goa in late 1961 and
allowed people to use some stamps for limited period. (M)
21 Var. (100)

RAS AL KHAIMA

siehe auch 11510, 12055, 12150

7463•

1965/1966, J.F.Kennedy, both issues (without/with overprint), each as mini sheets of six stamps 9/11 (6), 80/82
with plate number and traffic lights, unmounted mint.
(6)

**

Gebot

7464•

1965, Olympic Games Tokyo overprint, complete set of three values as sheet of 25 stamps with
plate number, unmounted mint, some flaws/particularities noted (on pos. 2, 22, 25). (M)
21/23 (25)

**

1965, “OLYMPIC TOKYO 1964“ overprints, complete set with double overprint, unmounted mint.

21/23 DD

**

1965, “OLYMPIC TOKYO 1964“ overprints, complete set with inverted overprint, unmounted mint.

21/23 K

**

50,90,90,-

1965, Arab dhow set of three with DOUBLE opt. 'Abraham Lincoln 1809-1865' in vertical pairs from
upper margins, MNH and scarce, listed but unpriced in Michel
24/26 var. (2)

**

80,-

7468•

1965, Abraham Lincoln overprint, complete set of three values as sheet of 25 stamps with plate
number, unmounted mint, some flaws/particularities noted (on pos. 22, 25). (M)
24/26 (25)

**

50,-

7469•

1965, Franklin D. Roosevelt overprint, complete set of three values as sheet of 25 stamps with
plate number, unmounted mint, some flaws/particularities noted (on pos. 22, 23, 25). (M)
27/29 (25)

**

7470•
P 7471•
7472•
7473•
7474•

1965, “FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT“ overprints, complete set with double overprint, unmounted mint. 27/29 DD

**

P 7475•

P 7465•
7466•
7467•

30/35 A/B, Bl. 7

FDC

48/55 (5)

**

50,90,90,50,90,-

**

60,-

1966, American Astronauts, perforated issue, four complete se-tenant gutter sheets (comprising
five sets), unfolded, unmounted mint. (M)
48/55 A (5)

**

130,-

7476•

1966, American Astronauts, perforated issue, four complete se-tenant gutter sheets (comprising
five sets), unfolded, neatly c.t.o. 20.3.67 (M)
48/55 A (5)

g

130,-

7477•

1966, American Astronauts, perf./imperf. and both souvenir sheets (these small imperfections), on 48/55 A/B, Bl.
six official f.d.c. 30.6.66. (T)
9/10

FDC

50,-

7478•

1966, ITU revaluation overprints, imperforate issue, complete set of six values as marginal blocks
of ten from the upper right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint (15d. some creasing/wrinkling
chiefly at margin)
106/111 (10)

**

Gebot

7479•

1966, International Cooperation revaluation overprints, perf./imperf., complete sets each as sheet of 132/39 A/B
25 stamps with plate number and traffic lights (no. 139 A only unit of 20 stamps), unmounted mint. (M) (25)

**

50,-

P 7480•

1967, American Astronauts/Apollo 1, perforated issue, four complete se-tenant gutter sheets
(comprising five sets), unfolded, unmounted mint. (M)
195/202 A (5)

**

130,-

P 7481•

1968, 2 - 3 R. 5, Todestag von John F. Kennedy Goldprägung auf Folie, alle zum Satz gehörenden
36 Werte und die dazu gehörigen Ausgabefolder. Michel 300,- € (T)
263-266

**

100,-

P 7482•

1969, 4r. “Wernher von Braun“, gold issue, perf. and imperf. stamp plus the souvenir sheet on
registered airmail cover from “RAS AL KHAIMA 13.8.69“ to White Plains/USA with arrival marks
17.8.69 on reverse. Very scarce cover! (T)
297 A/B, Bl. 68

b

180,-

7483•

1969, Apollo 11, golden overprint “NEIL ARMSTRONG FIRST MAN ON THE MOON“, souvenir sheet
perforate and imperforate plus INVERTED OVERPRINT on perf. sheet, unmounted mint.
Bl. 73 A/B

**

70,-

7484•

1970, Olympic Games Sapporo, perforate and imperforate se-tenant sheet, each with two blocks of
six and ornamental field, unmounted mint. (M)
377/82 A/B

**

70,-

7485•

1970, Olympic Games Munich, perforate and imperforate se-tenant sheet, each with two blocks of
six and ornamental field, unmounted mint. (M)
384/89 A/B

**

70,-

7486•

1972 (27.5.), Summer Olympics Munich GOLD issue perf. and imperf. stamp used on individual
registered covers from RAS AL KHAIMA to Forest Hills/New York with arrival pmks. (31.5./1.6.) on
reverse, very scarce and attractive commercial usage! (M)
655 A+B

b

60,-

7487•

1972 (27.5.), Summer Olympics Munich SILVER issue perf. and imperf. stamp + miniature sheet
used on registered cover from RAS AL KHAIMA to Flushing/New York with arrival pmks. (31.5./1.6.) 655 A+B, Bl.
on reverse, very scarce and attractive commercial usage! (M)
A116

b

60,-

342

1965, “FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT“ overprints, complete set with inverted overprint, unmounted mint. 27/29 K
1966, ITU, perf./imperf. set and the souvenir sheet, each on illustrated f.d.c. (few marks).
1966, American Astronauts, four sheets with five sets in gutter pairs, unmounted mint. (M)
1966/1967, American Astronauts/Apollo 1, three issues complete each as (folded)
vertical se-tenant gutter pairs, unmounted mint. (M)

asia
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7488•

1972, Olympic Games Munich, perforated issue, complete set of six values as sheets of 20 stamps,
unfolded, unmounted mint. Rare and attractive units! (M)
724/29 A (20)

**

50,-

7489•

1972, Olympic Games Munich, imperforate issue, complete set of six values as sheets of 20
stamps, unmounted mint. Rare and attractive units! (M)
724/29 B (20)

**

70,-

P 7490•

1972, Gold Medal Winners Olympic Games Sapporo, DE LUXE SHEETS with pale green margin,
country name and number, complete set of six values on front/on reverse on registered cover from
“RAS AL KHAIMA 21.8.72“ to USA with transit mark “DUBAI 22 AU 72“ and U.S. arrival mark 28.8.72
on reverse. Rare and attractive! (M)
731/36

b

180,-

7491•

1972, Gold Medal Winners Olympic Games Sapporo, DE LUXE SHEETS with white margin, complete
set of six values on front/on reverse on registered cover from “RAS AL KHAIMA 21.8.72“ to USA with
arrival mark 28.8.72 on reverse, some postal wear. Rare and attractive! (M)
731/36

b

180,-

7492•

1972, Gold Medal Winners Olympic Games Sapporo, perforated issue, complete set of six values as
sheets of twelve stamps, unfolded, unmounted mint. Rare and attractive units! (M)
731/36 A (12)

**

50,-

7493•

1972, Gold Medal Winners Olympic Games Sapporo, imperforate issue, complete set of six values
as sheets of twelve stamps (slight corner creasing), unmounted mint. Rare and attractive units! (M) 731/36 B (12)

**

70,-

7494•

1972, Apollo 16, perforated issue, complete set of six values as sheets of 20 stamps, unfolded,
unmounted mint. Rare and attractive units! (M)
738/43 A (20)

**

50,-

1972, European Football Players, DE LUXE SHEETS with bluish grey margin, country name and
number “000090“, complete set of six values on front/on reverse on registered cover from “RAS AL
KHAIMA 21.8.72“ to USA with transit mark “DUBAI 22 AU 72“ and U.S. arrival mark 28.8.72 on
reverse, some postal wear. Rare and attractive! (M)
745/50

b

180,-

7496•

1972, European Football Players, perforated issue, complete set of six values as (folded) sheets of
20 stamps, unmounted mint. Rare and attractive units! (M)
745/50 A (20)

**

50,-

7497•

1972, European Football Players, imperforate issue, complete set of six values as sheets of 20
stamps, unmounted mint. Rare and attractive units! (M)
745/50 B (20)

**

70,-

1972, Skylab Program, perf./imperf. issue, complete set of six values each on two f.d.c., oblit. by
red resp. violet hexagonal “RAS AL KHAIMA 27 AUG 1972“, each with signature, both envelopes
with toned glue of self-adhesive flap (not affecting stamps) (T)
752/57 A/B

FDC

90,-

7499•

1972, Skylab Program, imperforate issue, complete set of six values as marginal blocks of 16
stamps, unmounted mint. (M)
752/57 B (18)

**

50,-

7500•

1972, President Pompidou at Cape Kennedy, perf. and imperf. issue, complete sets of three values
each on three unaddressed envelopes, neatly oblit. by violet c.d.s. “RAS AL KHAIMA 27.8.72“ (T)
766/68 A/B

b

100,-

1972, President Pompidou at Cape Kennedy, three values each as imperforate archive's block of refers to
four, incl. pencil annotations and printer's marks, ungummed paper with typical wrinkling. (M)
766/68 B

(*)

100,-

7502•

1972, 15r. “INTELSAT“, perf. and imperf. stamp plus two different DE LUXE SHEETS (white margin
| yellow margin, country name and number), on three unaddressed envelopes, oblit. by violet resp.
blue c.d.s. “RAS AL KHAIMA 27.8.72“, one sheet with wrinkling. (T)
778 A/B

b

130,-

P 7503•

1972, TV Broadcasting of Olympic Games, DE LUXE SHEETS with coloured margin, country name
and number, complete set of seven values on four unaddressed envelopes, neatly oblit. by violet
c.d.s. “RAS AL KHAIMA 27.8.72“ (M)
824/30

b

220,-

7504•

1972, TV Broadcasting of Olympic Games, DE LUXE SHEETS with white margin, complete set of seven
values on four unaddressed envelopes, neatly oblit. by violet c.d.s. “RAS AL KHAIMA 27.8.72“ (M)
824/30

b

180,-

7505•

1972, TV Broadcasting of Olympic Games, perf. and imperf. issue, complete sets of seven values
each on four unaddressed envelopes, neatly oblit. by blue c.d.s. “RAS AL KHAIMA 27.8.72“ (T)
824/30 A/B

b

130,-

P 7506•

1972, Apollo 17, DE LUXE SHEETS with coloured margin, country name and number “00.040“,
complete set of six values on two unaddressed envelopes (one with some wrinkling), neatly oblit. by
violet c.d.s. “RAS AL KHAIMA 27.8.72“. The 8r. value shows wrong inscription “Apollo XVI“! (M)
840/45

b

220,-

7507•

1972, Pioneer Project, DE LUXE SHEETS with coloured margin, country name and number, complete
set of five values on three unaddressed envelopes, neatly oblit. by violet c.d.s. “RAS AL KHAIMA
27.8.72“ (T)
846/50

b

220,-

7508•

1972, Pioneer Project, DE LUXE SHEETS with white margin, complete set of five values on two
unaddressed envelopes (one cover some imperfections), neatly oblit. by violet c.d.s. “RAS AL
KHAIMA 27.8.72“ (M)
846/50

b

130,-

7509•

1972, Pioneer Project, complete set of five values (4r. imperf.) on two registered airmail covers from
“RAS AL KHAIMA 19.12.72“ to New York with Dubai transit 20.12. and N.Y. arrival mark 25.12.72 846/48 A, 849
on reverse. (T)
B, 850 A

b

50,-

7510•

1972, Pioneer Project, perf. and imperf. issue, complete sets of five values each on three
unaddressed envelopes, neatly oblit. by violet c.d.s. “RAS AL KHAIMA 27.8.72“ (T)
846/50 A/B

b

100,-

7511•

1972, Skylab Program, DE LUXE SHEETS, complete set of three values in three different designs:
(1) white margin, (2) yellow margin, country name and number, (3) yellow margin, country name, no
number; unmounted mint. Scarce and attractive group! (Nine pieces) (T)
851/A 852 A

**

100,-

P 7512•

1972, Skylab Program, DE LUXE SHEETS with coloured margin, country name and number,
complete set of three values on three unaddressed envelopes, neatly oblit. by violet c.d.s. “RAS AL
KHAIMA 27.8.72“ (T)
851/A 852 A

b

180,-

P 7495•

P 7498•

P 7501•

asia
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7513•

1972, Skylab Program, DE LUXE SHEETS with white margin, complete set of three values on three
unaddressed envelopes, neatly oblit. by violet c.d.s. “RAS AL KHAIMA 27.8.72“ (T)
851/ A 852 A

b

130,-

7514•

1972, Skylab Program, perf. and imperf. issue, complete sets of three values each on three
unaddressed envelopes, neatly oblit. by violet c.d.s. “RAS AL KHAIMA 27.8.72“ (T)
851/A 852 A/B

b

100,-

7515•

1972, Skylab Program, 15r. “Crew“ (creasing at top) and 15r. “Shuttle to Space“ each on registered
airmail cover from “RAS AL KHAIMA 19.12.72“ to New York with Dubai transit 20.12. and N.Y.
arrival mark 25.12.72 on reverse. (T)
851 A, A 852 A

b

70,-

7516•

1972, Roses, 5dh. to 85dh., two horiz. se-tenant gutter pairs (folded in between), unmounted mint.
Unlisted! (M)
853/56 B (2)

**

Gebot

7517•

1970, Holy Sites of Islam, 2r. “Jerusalem“ and 3r. “Dome of the Rock“, sliver frame, imperforate
issue, both values as marginal block of nine, unmounted mint. (M)
904/05 a B (9)

**

70,-

P 7518

1970, Holy Sites of Islam 2r. 'Jerusalem' and 3r. 'Dome of the Rock' with silver frame both in
complete imperforate panes with 15 stamps each, MNH and scarce, unpriced in Michel (M)
904/05a B (15)

**

150,-

GA
**

300,500,160,-

RIUKIU - INSELN / RYU KYU
P 7518A•

1951 deigo 15 S. withtype A “85 S. additionally paid“ boxed red mark and uprated 2 Y. tied “Naha
Central 51.4.18“ to Germany, correctly used overseas first time noted by us (the philatelic agency
used them just as officially paid form).
PC7a etc.

P 7519•
P 7520•

1952, 100 Y./2 Y., mint never hinged MNH, top value of Ryukyus (MIchel cat. 2600.-)

P 7521•

1904, Postcard commemorating completion of the Damascus Ma´an section September 1, 1904,
fine and scarce (M)

Ak

500,-

P 7522•

1916, 1/4 Pia. green and 1/2 Pia. red perf 12 and 1 Pia. blue perf 10 together on cover tied by
“MEKKE EL MUKEREME“ cds. to Cairo, tiny vertical crease, fine
1C, 2C, 3D

b

200,-

P 7523•

1916, 1/4 Pia. green perf 12 and 1 Pia. blue perf 10 (few spots) together on cover tied by late used
ottoman “DJEDDA 5 - 1/11/916“ cds. to Port Said with arrival mark on reverse, blue pen script at
bottom left, fine
1C, Sc. L3

b

100,-

1916, 1/2 Pia. red perf 12 on cover tied by all arabic “MEKKE EL MUKEREME“ cds., vertical tiny
crease, flap missing, fine
2, Sc. L2

b

100,-

P 7525•

1916, Two 1/2 Pia. red perf 12 together on cover tied by “MEKKE EL MUKEREME“ cds. to Jedda,
tiny vertical crease, fine
2C, Sc. L2

b

100,-

P 7526•

1916, 1 pi. powder blue proof on card, roul. 20, fine mint no gum, only four sheets recorded, very Proof 3, Sc.L3,
scarce
SG 3

(*)

90,-

P 7527•

1916, 1 Pia. blue perf 10 on cover tied by all arabic “MEKKE EL MUKEREME“ cds. to Cairo, two tiny
folds, flap missing, fine
3D, Sc. L3

b

P 7528•
P 7529•

1916, 1 Pia. blue perf 10 on cover from “MEKKE 29/11/916“ to Cairo, fine

b

150,100,-

1917, Mix franking between first and second issue, first issue 1/2 Pia. red and 1 Pia. blue perf 12
and second issue 1/8 Pia. orange (corner faults) and 1/4 Pia. green roulette 20 together on cover
tied by “DJEDDA 5 - 31/9/917“ cds. to Port Said, fine
2C, 3C, 4, 5

b

150,-

P 7530•

1917, Mix franking between second and third issue, second issue 1/8 Pia. orange and 1/4 Pia.
green (roulette 20) and third issue 1 Pa. brownlilac and 1/2 Pia. red (roulette 13), together on card
tied by “MEKKE EL MUKEREME 1336“ cds. to Algier, fine
4, 5, 8, 11

Ak

150,-

P 7531•

1917, two 1/4 Pia. green, 1/2 Pia. red and 1 Pia. blue roulette 20 together on cover tied by
“DJEDDAH 3“ cds. to Port Said with arrival mark on reverse, tiny spots, blue pen script at bottom
left, fine
5-7

b

100,-

7532•

1917, pair 1/4 Pia. green, 1/2 Pia. red and 1 Pia. blue roulette 20 together on cover tied by
“DJEDDAH 3“ cds. to Port Said with arrival mark on reverse, few tiny toned perfs, fine
5-7

b

P 7533•
P 7534•

1918, 1 Pia. blue roulette 13 on censored cover with commercial imprint from “DJEDDA“ to Cairo, fine 12

b

100,100,-

1922, 2 Pia. magenta frameless overprinted issue complete sheet of 50 with margins, most mint
never hinged but few perfs apart hinged, very fine, a scarce offer, Scott catalogue value $1.750++ (M) 19 (50), Sc.L19 **/*

450,-

P 7535•

1922, 1 pi. blue, block of four showing variety “double overprint“, fine mint never hinged, few perfs
apart, part disturbed gum, very scarce
Mi.26 (4)

**

130,-

P 7536•

1922, 2 Pia. magenta overprinted issue complete sheet of 50 with margins, mint never hinged, very
fine, a scarce offer (M)
27 (50), Sc.L29

**

250,-

P 7537•

1922, “THE HASHEMITE ARAB GOVERNMENT RAILWAY TAX ISSUES OF HEJAZ“ revenues in mint
blocks of six and nine showing plate flaws, 5 Qr. green and 500 Qr. red brown on original album
page, fine and very scarce study for the specialist (M)

**/*

600,-

1959, 6 C. on 15 Y., surcharge inverted, mint never hinged MNH (Michel cat. 850.-)

**

178K

SAUDI-ARABIEN - HEDSCHAS

7524•
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P 7538•

1922, “THE HASHEMITE ARAB GOVERNMENT RAILWAY TAX ISSUES OF HEJAZ“ A set of eleven
revenues, 1 Qr. to 5.000 Qr. were provided to levy as a tax required for various types of documents.
The purpose was “Special for the Benefit of the Railway“. Again, the implication to facilitate the
transport of Pilgrims to the Holy City. During the war T.E. Lawrence and the Arab forces laid waste
to much of the track to prevent the transport of turkish troops and supplies to the Hejaz. To the
Moslem faithful, the tax was for a good cause and raised no objections. In reality, none of the funds
were earmarked to repair the line. Including a strip of three showing type II “Train position 12 open
shaft“, a fine and very scarce group (M)

**/*/g

800,-

P 7539•

1922, “JEDDAH PROVISIONALS / RAILWAY TAX ISSUES OF HEJAZ“ overprinted revenue 1 Qr. deep
blue in blocks of four and nine, five singles showing different colors of overprint on original album
page, fine and interesting study for the specialist, large blocks of this revenues are extremeley
scarce. (M)

**/*/g

P 7540
P 7541•

1923, ¼pa. on ⅛pa. brown, inverted overprint, mint o.g. with hinge remnant. Yvert 37 var., SG 47a 38 K

*

600,120,-

1923, 1/4 Pia. on 1/8 Pia. orange brown with black overprint, part sheet of 18, mint never hinged,
very fine and scarce, Scott catalogue value $1.080+
Sc. L40, SG 47

**

300,-

P 7542•

1923, 1/4 Pia. on 1/8 Pia. orange brown with black overprint, part sheet of 18, mint never hinged,
very fine and scarce, Scott catalogue value $1.080+
Sc. L40, SG 47

**

300,-

1924, 2 Pia. orange two blocks of 18 with margins, overprinted in gold, mint never hinged, very fine
and a scarce offer (M)
44a, L46

**

130,-

7543•
P 7544•

1924, “Caliphate“ issue 3 Pia. olive instead of brown sheet of 36 stamps with overprint in gold,
one stamp in brown color enclosed for comparison. Showpiece for an advanced collection, ex 45 var. (36),
Thoden (M)
Sc. L47

**/*

7545•

1925, 1/8 Pia. orangeyellow complete sheet of 50 with margins, red overprinted, mint never
hinged, very fine and a scarce offer, Scott catalogue value $2.000+ (M)
49a, Sc. L51

**

450,-

P 7546•

1925, 1/8 Pia. orangeyellow complete sheet of 50 with margins, red overprinted, mint never
hinged, very fine and a scarce offer, Scott catalogue value $2.000+ (M)
49a, Sc. L51

**

450,-

7547•

1925, 1 Pa. lilacbrown complete sheet of 50 with margins, red overprinted, mint never hinged, few
toned spots, fine and a scarce offer, Scott catalogue value $1.500+ (M)
53a, Sc. L55

**

350,-

P 7548•

1925, 1/4 Pia. green complete sheet of 50 with margins, red overprinted, mint never hinged, very
fine and a scarce offer, Scott catalogue value $1.875+ (M)
55a, Sc. L57

**

350,-

P 7549•

1925, 1 Pia. blue complete sheet of 50 with margins, red overprinted, mint never hinged, few toned
spots, fine and a scarce offer, Scott catalogue value $3.000+ (M)
57a, Sc. L59

**

600,-

P 7551

1925, 1/8pi Orange, Jeddah Overprint on 1922 Provisional Issue in Blue (Scott L69). Position
22, mint original gum, incredibly well-centered, bright fresh color. A Very Fine HEJAZ RARITY.
Signed Wilson and with 1996 Filatco certificate, Hedschas Michel 61, SG 78 £4,000.
61

*

2.000,-

P 7552

1925, “Al Hukumat“, reversed red overprint on ¼pi. green,, superfinely rouletted 20, fresh colour,
mint o.g. with hinge remnant.
70 a var.

*

400,-

P 7553

1925, “Al Hukumat“, blue overprint on ¼pi. green, superfinely rouletted 20, fresh colour, mint o.g.
with hinge remnant. Mi. 750,- €+
70 b

*

250,-

P 7554

1925, “Al Hukumat“, blue overprint on ¼pi. green, zig-zag rouletted 13, fresh colour, mint o.g. with
hinge remnant. Mi. 450,- €+
71 b

*

200,-

P 7555•

1925, 1/2 Pia. red two single (one showing shifted perf) overprinted “Al Hukumat al / Hejasija / 5
Rubai-al-Aual 1343“ on postcard tied by “DJEDDA“ cds. to port Said, fine and scarce
74a (2)

Ak

300,-

P 7556•

1925, 1/2 Pia. red two single (one showing left margin imprint), 2 Pia. orange and 3 Pia. brown,all
horizontal overprinted “Al Hukumat al / Hejasija / 5 Rubai-al-Aual 1343“ on postcard tied by
“DJEDDA“ cds. to Port Said, fine and very scarce
74b, 77b, 78b

Ak

500,-

P 7557•

1925, Cover with six stamps overprinted “Al Hukumat al / Hejasija / 5 Rubai-al-Aual 1343“ each
tied by “DJEDDA 21/4/25“ cds. and boxed “RECOMMANDEE“ alongside, addressed to Alexandria 74b, 77b-80b,
with arrival mark 28/4/25 on reverse, fine and attractive
81c

b

300,-

P 7558•

1925, Overprinted issue seven values showing variety inverted overprint, all fine used,
catalogue value over 700,97cK, 99cK, 99bK, 100aK, 100bK, 101aK, 102aK

*

90,-

P 7559

1925, Definitives “Ornaments“, ⅛pi. to 5pi., set of eight values imperforate and without surcharge,
mint o.g. with hinge remnant. Yvert 68/75 var.
103/100 var.

*

100,-

P 7560

1925, Definitives “Ornaments“ with black surcharge, two sets of ten stamps each (incl. 10pi. with
inverted centre), year date on left resp. on right, fresh colours, well perforated, mint o.g. with hinge
remnant. Yvert 68/76 (2), 76a (2)
103/11 a (2)

*

7561•
P 7562•

1925, “1343“ overprint in red on 1/4 Pia. blue, complete sheet with margins, very fine and scarce (M) 104B (50)

**

120,100,-

1925, 1/2 pi. red and 1 1/2 pi. orange showing variety “horizontal overprint“,
mint never hinged, fine and scarce
Mi. 105c, 107c, Sc. L179,L181, SG 179B, 181B

**

90,-

P 7563•

1925, 2 Pia. magenta complete sheet of 50 with margins, blue overprinted, mint never hinged, very
fine and a scarce offer, Scott catalogue value $2.250+ (M)

**

450,-

P 7564•

1925, “HEJAZ RAILWAY STAMPS“ : 500 Pia. brown red complete sheet of 18 with margins (few
perfs apart) showing Type II train variety recorded by R.J. Thoden, a very attractive showpiece (M)

*

1.500,-

asia
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P 7565•

1925, “HEJAZ RAILWAY STAMPS“ : 1 Pia. blue to 5.000 Pia. violet, the only complete set of
Hejaz railway revenues in blocks of four recorded to date. Each block with a central seal of
“Hisabat al Malia Mekke-i Mukerreme“ (Ministery of Finance Mekka), ex grand child of the
finance minister of Hejaz, a unique set and showpiece for an advanced collection! (M)

g

5.000,-

P 7566

1925. Envelope addressed to Jeddah bearing Hejaz SG 101, 3pi brown tied by bilingual Djedda/5
date stamp. Very fine and scarce.

b

330,-

SAUDI-ARABIEN - HEDSCHAS - PORTOMARKEN
P 7567•

1924, “CALIPHATE“ overprint in gold on three values Scott #43, 44, 46 with additional postage
due overprint “MUSTAHAK“ (as LJ11-13), extremely scarce trio (SG D57-59), showpieces for an Sc.LJ11 - 13
advanced collection, signed D.Graham
gold

*

5.000,-

P 7568•

1922, postage due 1 Pia. deep blue overprinted “Mustahak“ issue sheet of 6x6, mint never hinged,
tiny crease, very fine and a scarce offer (M)
P11a, Sc. LJ12

**

250,-

P 7569•

1922, postage due 2 Pia. orange overprinted “Mustahak“ sheet of 3x6 (vertical apart in center),
mint never hinged, very fine and a scarce offer, Scott catalogue value $1035+
P12b, Sc. LJ16

**

180,-

7570•

1922, postage due 2 Pia. orange, overprinted “Mustahak“ sheet of 3x3, mint never hinged, very
fine and a scarce offer, Scott catalogue value $517+
P12b, Sc. LJ16

**

90,-

7571•

1922, postage due 2 Pia. orange overprinted “Mustahak“ sheet of 3x3, mint never hinged, very fine
and a scarce offer, Scott catalogue value $517+
P12b, Sc. LJ16

**

90,-

P 7572•

1922, postage due 1 Pia. blue complete sheet of 50 with margins, red overprinted, mint never P14a, Sc.
hinged, very fine and a scarce offer, two pin holes, Scott catalogue value $1.600+ (M)
LJ24a

**

450,-

P 7573•

1925, postage due 20 para red showing variety inverted overprint, mint hinged with two toned gum Mi.P16U, Sc.
spots, fine and very scarce, expretised Graham, Michel catalogue value for normal stamp 550,- LJ22a, SG
Euro
D93a

*

130,-

7574•

1925, postage due two type overprinted issue four blocks of four, strip of four 5 Pia. olive (left
stamp thin) and 3 Pia. brown block of four vertical apart, all overprinted “Mustahak“, most mint P19 II, P20 II,
never hinged, very fine and a scarce offer, Michel catalogue value 600,- Euro+ (M)
P22 II - P25 II

**/*

100,-

7575•

1925, postage due two type overprinted 1/2 Pia. red brown block of six, showing variety double
overprinted “Mustahak“, mint never hinged, very fine and a scarce offer, Michel catalogue value P 20 II DD (6),
600,- Euro+
Sc. LJ26

**

90,-

SAUDI-ARABIEN - NEDSCHD
P 7576•

1925, Turkey 5 Pa. ocher with red overprint, sheet of 50 and Nejd blue overprint, one row at center 1 (50), Sc. 1
apart, mint never hinged, fine and scarce showpiece, Scott catalogue value $2.500+ (T)
(50), SG 190

**

700,-

P 7577•

1925, Turkey 5 Pa. ocher with red overprint, sheet of 48 and Nejd violet overprint, mint never 1c, Sc. 4 (48),
hinged, fine and scarce showpiece, Scott catalogue value $2.400+ (T)
SG190b

**

700,-

P 7578•

1925, Turkey 10 Pa. green with blue overprint, part sheet of 30 with margins, mint never hinged, Sc. 5 (30), SG
tiny crease at top left, fine and scarce showpiece, Scott catalogue value $1.800+ (M)
216a

**

400,-

P 7579•

1925, 3 Pia. brown three stamps with red, blue and violet Nejd overprints on cover tied by “DJEDDA“ 8a, 8b, 8c, Sc.
violet cds. to Cairo with arrival mark on reverse, fine and very scarce
18, 19, 20

b

800,-

P 7580•

1925, Hejaz Bill stamp 1 Pia. violet, sheet of 36 with Nejd red overprint, mint never hinged, fine and 9a, Sc. 22 (36),
scarce showpiece, Scott catalogue value $2.160+ (T)
SG194

**

P 7581•
P 7582•

1925, 10 mint stamps ex Mi.8-32 with overprints including railway stamps Mi.12, 13c, fine group

*/**

500,80,-

1925, Hejaz Railway revenue complete sheet of 18 with margins and without overprint, no gum and
few perfs apart, two stamps surface thins on front, fine and very scarce (M)

(*)

500,-

P 7583•

1926, Hejaz Railway Locomotive issue 1 Pia. blue with black Nejd overprint on commercial cover
tied by violet “DJEDDA“ cds. to Mecque with arrival mark, ink ms. at bottom left, crease on top, fine
and scarce
12a, Sc.50

b

300,-

P 7584•

1925, 2 Pia. yellow buff overprinted in black instead of red, mint never hinged, very fine and a top
rarirty of early Saudi Arabia, ex Thoden
Sc. 16 var.

**

500,-

P 7585•

1925, 2 Pia. yellow buff overprinted in red sideways, mint hinged, fine and a rarity of early Saudi
Arabia
Sc. 16 var.

*

P 7586•
P 7587•

1925, Pilgrimage issue set of five values, 4 Pia. orange mint and used, Scott catalogue value $1.275 Sc. 30-34

*/g

300,300,-

1925, Pilgrimage issue set of five values cancelled “MEKKE EL MUKEREME“ cds. in blue on sheet,
Scott catalogue value $570++
Sc. 30-34

d

150,-

P 7588•

1925, Turkey 5 Pa. ocher with red overprint, sheet of 45 and Nejd blue overprint, mint never 22, Sc. 35 (45),
hinged, fine and scarce showpiece, Scott catalogue value $3.375+ (T)
SG 215

**

1.000,-

P 7589•

1925, Hejaz 2 Pia. magenta with black overprint, sheet of 25 with margins and Nejd blue
overprint, mint never hinged (two stamps paper remains), few perfs apart, fine and very scarce Mi. 25, Sc.38
showpiece, Scott catalogue value $4.500+ (T)
(25)

**

1.500,-

P 7590•

1925, pair 1/2 Pia. red blue overprinted on cover tied by “DJEDDA 20/9/1344“ cds. to Mecca,
some violet ms., faults
27 (2)

b

100,-

P 7591•

1926, pair 1/2 Pia. red with blue Nejd overprint on cover tied by “DJEDDA“ cds. to Mecque with
arrival mark on reverse, fine and scarce
27 (2)

b

200,-
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P 7592•

1926, commercial cover bearing pair 1/2 Pia. red and 2 Pia. ocher railway postage all tied by
“MEKKE MUKERREME“ cds., transit marks „DJEDDA“ in violet and “PORT TAUFIQ A.“ on reverse 27 (2), 38 Sc.
and arrival mark Cairo, tiny shortened at right. Fine and a very attractive showpiece!
39 (2), 52

b

1.000,-

P 7593•

1925, 3 Pia. brown and 5 Pia. red, both blue Nejd overprinted on cover tied by “DJEDDA 20/9/1344“ 32-33, Sc.44cds. in black to cairo with arrival mark on reverse, vertical crease, fine and very scarce
45, SG 230-31

b

500,-

P 7594•

1925, 1/2 Pia. red with blue Nejd overprint and second overprint “Kurush Vahd“ on cover tied by
“MECQUE 6 - 11/8/26“ cds. to Jedda with arrival mark on reverse, tiny shortened at left, fine and
scarce
34

b

200,-

P 7595•

1925, 1/2 Pia. red with blue Nejd overprint and second overprint “Kurush Vahd“ on commercial
cover (faults) tied by “MECQUE MUKEREME“ cds. to Jedda, ink ms. at bottom right, fine and scarce 34

b

200,-

P 7596•

1925, “NEJD OVERPRINTED RAILWAY TAX ISSUES OF HEJAZ“ 5 overprinted revenue stamps and five
blocks of four, all mint, overprints in different colors, on original album page, fine and scarce (M)
Sc. Ex 50-54

**/*

800,-

P 7597•

1926, a letter bearing 1 Pia. blue and 2 Pia. ocher railway postage mailed in „DJEDDA“ on 17/ 2/
26 from St. John Philby to his mother in England, on reverse transit mark Port Taufiq, Two tiny pin
holes and light corner crease. Philby, a British national, became the private confidant of Sultan
Abdul Aziz Ibn-Saud, converted to Islam and married a Saudi woman. He traveled extensively in
Saudi Arabia and performed the Pilgrimage to Mecca. An interesting historical document
Sc. 51, 52

b

500,-

P 7598•

1925, cover bearing 1 Pia. blue and 2 Pia. ocher railway postage tied by “MEKKE MUKERREME
12/RAJAB 1344“ cds., transit marks „DJEDDA“ and “PORT TAUFIQ F.T.“ on reverse and arrival 37a, 38 Sc.
mark Cairo, tiny border crease. Fine and very attractive showpiece!
51, 52

b

1.000,-

P 7599•

1925, 3 Pia. lilac type I “Nejd“ blue overprinted block of 12 Railway Tax Issue Of Hejaz, mint never 39 (12), Sc. 53
hinged, few perfs apart, very fine, a scarce multiple
(12)

**

500,-

P 7600•

1925, “NEJD OVERPRINTED RAILWAY TAX ISSUES OF HEJAZ“ 11 overprinted revenue stamps mint,
few overprinted in different colors on original album page, fine and interesting set (M)

**/*

300,-

P 7601•

1926, Kingdom of Hejaz & Nejd complete set of six values on registered cover tied by small type
“DJEDDAH 26/5/44“ cds. and late used ottoman “AR“ mark alongside, to Cairo with arrival mark on
reverse, fine and scarce
58-63

b

200,-

P 7602•

1926, Kingdom of Hejaz & Nejd complete set of six imperf values on registered cover tied by
“DJEDDA 26/4/28“ cds. and late used ottoman “AR“ mark alongside, to Cairo with arrival mark on
reverse, fine and very scarce
58U - 63U

b

400,-

P 7603•

1926, “PAN ISLAMIC CONGRESS“ complete mint set and 5 Pia. brown in complete sheet of 20 with
margins, very fine and scarce (M)
Sc. 92-97

**/*

200,-

P 7604•

1927, registered cover bearing nine stamps “Tughra of King Abdul“ issue on front all tied by
“MECQUE 4 / MEKKE El-MUKERREME 10/2/31“ cds., one stamp 1/8 Pia. on reverse,
performing 4 1/2 Pia. rate, (1 Pia. faults), very scarce registration label “MECQUE“ black on
white with ms. number and transit marks “DJEDDAH“, „ALEXANDRIA“ and “PORT TAUFIQ R1“
with red wax seals on reverse, addressed to Cairo, corners taped and some border crease, fine
and very attractive cover, showpiece! (M)
Sc. 98-102

b

1.000,-

P 7605•

1929, postcard showing pilgrims bearing two stamps “Tughra of King Abdul“ issue 1/2 Pia. red and
1/8 Pia. ocher both tied by “MECQUE 3 / MEKKE El-MUKERREME“ cds.,fine
Sc. 98, 100

Ak

100,-

P 7606•

1932, registered cover bearing 3 Pia. olive green and nine stamps all tied by “MECQUE 1 / MEKKE
El-MUKERREME 22/6/32“ cds., very scarce registration label “MECQUE“ black on white with ms.
number on reverse, transit marks “DJEDDAH“, „ALEXANDRIA“ and “PORT TAUFIQ R1“ on reverse,
addressed to USA with arrival mark, a scarce destination, corner crease at top right, fine and very
attractive cover (M)

Sc.
101,103,130
(4), 133, 135
(3)

b

800,-

P 7607•

1930, “Tughra of King Abdul“ issues 1/2 Pia. red and two 1 3/4 Pia. grey blue performing 4 Pia.
rate on air mail cover with green label, stamps tied by “MECQUE 4 / MEKKE El-MUKERREME“ cds.,
transit marks „ALEXANDRIA“, “PORT TAUFIQ R1“ “BASRAH“ on reverse, addressed to Kuwait with
arrival mark, tiny border crease, fine and scarce
Sc. 100, 117

f

300,-

P 7608•

1931, “Tughra of King Abdul“ issues 1/2 Pia. red and two 1 3/4 Pia. grey blue performing 4 Pia.
rate on cover with air mail label and bilingual threeliner “RECEIVED BY OVERLAND“ on front, stamps
tied by “MECQUE 3 / MEKKE El-MUKERREME“ cds., transit marks “DJEDDAH“, „ALEXANDRIA“,
“PORT TAUFIQ FT“ “BASRAH“ on reverse, addressed to Kuwait with arrival mark, two border flaws Sc. 100, 117
and some border crease, vertical fold, fine and very scarce air mail routed overland mail! (M)
(2)

f

600,-

P 7609•

1927, registered declared value cover bearing five stamps “Tughra of King Abdul“ issue all tied
by barred “MECQUE / MEKKE El-MUKERREME“ small type cds., two stamps 5 Pia. brown
orange and very scarce high value 10 Pia. dark brown, together performing 21 1/2 Pia. rate,
very scarce “Valeur declare“ label in red ink ms. “frs. 1000“ and registration label “MECQUE“
black on white with ms. number alongside, transit marks “DJEDDAH 2“, „ALEXANDRIA“ and
“PORT TAUFIQ R1“ with removed wax seals on reverse, addressed to Istanbul with arrival mark, Sc. 100, 101,
small flaw at bottom right, fine and very attractive cover, showpiece!
104 (2), 105

b

1.000,-

P 7610•

1929, Registered cover bearing three 1 1/2 Pia. grey tied by red “MEKKE-I MÜKERREME 24/12/26“
cds. and red registration mark alongside with ms. “1635“, on reverse transit marks small type
“Djeddah 15/6/45“ and Port Taufiq, “HAIFA-KANTARA“ ambulant mark and Damas arrival mark, on 74 (3), Sc.102
reverse red wax seals, very fine and attractive showpiece! (M)
(3)

b

600,-
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P 7611•

1929, Registered cover bearing three 1 1/2 Pia. grey tied by red “MEKKE-I MÜKERREME 13/6/45“
cds. and red registration mark alongside with ms. “1633“, on reverse transit marks “Djeddah
15/6/45“, “HAIFA-KANTARA“ ambulant mark and Damas arrival mark, flap missing and tiny flaw at
left, very scarce and attractive showpiece!
74

b

400,-

P 7612•

1927, registered cover bearing 3 Pia. olive green tied by “MECQUE 1 / MEKKE El-MUKERREME
19/11/27“ cds., very scarce registration label “MECQUE“ black on white with ms. number and
violet transit mark “DJEDDAH“ small type alongside, „ALEXANDRIA“ and “PORT TAUFIQ R1“ transits
with red wax seals on reverse, addressed to Sweden, a very scrace destination, two tiny pin holes
and some border crease, fine and attractive cover from well known Philby corrospondance
Sc. 103

b

700,-

P 7613•

1932, registered declared value cover bearing three stamps “Tughra of King Abdul“ issue all
tied by barred “MECQUE 2 / MEKKE El-MUKERREME“ cds., 5 Pia. brown orange, 3 Pia. olive
green and 1/2 Pia. scarlet performing 8 1/2 Pia. rate, very scarce “Valeur declare“ label in red,
“By first class Insurances mail“, violet crayon ms. “frs. 250“ and registration label “MECQUE“
black on white with ms. number alongside, transit marks “DJEDDAH 2“, „ALEXANDRIA“, “PORT
TAUFIQ F.C.“ & “NAPOLI“ with red wax seals on reverse, addressed to Hamburg Germany with Sc. 103, 104,
arrival mark, tiny shortened on top, fine and very attractive cover, certificate Sorani 1980 (M) 136

b

1.000,-

P 7614•

1930, cover bearing 1 Pia. grey blue tied by “MECQUE 3 / MEKKE El-MUKERREME 12/11/30“ cds.,
transit marks „DJEDDA“ and “PORT TAUFIQ F.T.“ on reverse, addressed to England, two tiny pin
holes, fine and attractive cover from well known Philby corrospondance
Sc. 117

b

200,-

P 7615•

1929, registered commercial cover bearing two 1 3/4 Pia. grey blue tied by “MECQUE 1 / MEKKE
El-MUKERREME 28/12/29“ cds., very scarce registration mark “MECQUE“ in black ms. number
alongside, “DJEDDAH“, „ALEXANDRIA“ and “PORT TAUFIQ R1“ transits with removed wax seals on
reverse, addressed to Istanbul with arrival mark, flaw on flap, fine and very attractive cover
Sc. 117 (2)

b

500,-

P 7616

1928. Registered and Advice of Receipt envelope addressed to Egypt bearing Hejaz SG 256a, 1 pia
indigo, SG 257, 2 pia turquoise, SG 259, 3 pia rose and SG 263, 1 pia red (strip of three) tied by
Djeddah date stamp with framed hand-struck 'A.R./No' on face and Port Taufio transit with Cairo
arrival. Very nice item of Advice of Receipt mail from Saudi Arabia.

b

600,-

1931, Cover bearing pair 1/8 Pia. ocher and 1 1/2 Pia. gray blue tied by “MEDINE 3 -31/11/31“
cds., on reverse transit mark Port Taufiq, two folds and some border faults, fine and scarce
Sc. 98 (2), 102

b

200,-

P 7616A

SAUDI-ARABIEN - NEDSCHD - PORTOMARKEN
P 7617

1925, Hejaz postage dues with additional arab opt. complete set of five values with 1pia. and 2pia.
in both shades, mint hinged and a very scarce set! Mi. € 450,-3/5a+b

*

90,-

P 7618•

1925, NEJDI ADMINISTRATION OF HEJAZ POSTAGE DUE STAMPS : 3 Pia. brown red with blue
overprint, sheet of 18 with margins, mint never hinged (four stamps paper remnants), fine and Sc: J8, SG D207
scarce, Scott catalogue value $400+
(18)

**

100,-

P 7619•

1925, “NEJD & MUSTAHAK OVERPRINTED RAILWAY TAX ISSUES OF HEJAZ“ 6 overprinted revenue
stamps and three blocks of four, all mint, overprints in different colors, on original album page, fine
and very scarce (M)
Sc. J12-J15

**/*

600,-

P 7620•

1925, 2 Pia. ocher “Nejd & Mustahak“ both in blue overprinted Railway Tax Issues Of Hejaz, mint
hinged, fine and very scarce, signed ex Patterson
Sc. J13 var.

*

400,-

P 7621•

1925, MEDINA & JEDDA issues mint and used on album page including twelfe mint and two very
scarce used stamps, very fine sets (M)
Sc. Ex 59-68 **/*/g

500,-

SAUDI-ARABIEN

siehe auch 7390, 12725

P 7622•

P 7623•
P 7623A
P 7624•
7625•
P 7626•

348

1902, bilingual “MEDINE-I MÜNEVVERE“ cds. (Uexkull fig.78, 3.000) on registered envelope
with return receipt and very scarce 5 Pia. violet (top right corner defect) plus 1 Pia. blue
performing 6 Pia. rate, to Constantinople, few spots (cleaned) and faults, fine and very scarce
“avec reponse“ cover from Arabia!

b

2.000,-

1927, Hejaz railway stamp 1 Pia grey blue cancelled on piece (folded) “ALHUKUMA AL ARABIA AL
HECAZIA KATEB ADL BI-MAKKA AL MUKARRAMA“ ms. “1411“ alongside, on reverse three revenue
stamps 10 Pia. red and 5 Pia. blue with same cancellation

d

200,-

1934. Complete IMPERFORATED set “Emir Saud“. Unused. Certificate by Holcombe for Sc #138/49
#148/49.
Imperf.

*

1.250,-

1934-57, Tughra of King Abdul complete set of 14 values in blocks of four with margins, mint never 13-23, 58-60,
hinged, fine to very fine, very scarce, Scott catalogue value $1.800++ (M)
Sc. 159-172 (4)

**

500,-

1934, ¼g. green, complete sheet of 25 stamps, unmounted mint, excellent, fresh and pristine
quality! (M)
14 (25)

**

50,-

1940. Air mail envelpe addressed to Hedjaz bearing Netherlands Indies SG 341, 5c ultramarine
and SG 349, 30c indigo tied by Bandjernsin (Borneo) date stamp endorsed 'By K.L.M.' with 'Per
Luchtpost' label, routed via Egypt with 'Opened by Censor' label and framed 'Postal censor/15' in
violet on face with Hedjaz receiver and bilingual 'Parti' Saudi label and forwarded to Mecque with
arrival on reverse. Rare item.

b

700,-
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P 7627•

1940, air mail cover bearing 1 Pia. road and rail tax, Hospital Charity and Documentary, unusually
cancelled with an official “CUSTOMS SALT & EXCISE ADEN“ in violet, addressed to the Friday Auction
Market in Aden, shortened at left, fine

b

200,-

P 7628

1942, Definitives “Symbols“, 100g. purple and 200g. brown, fresh colours and normally perforated,
mint o.g. with hinge remnants.
22/23

*

100,-

P 7629•

1942-50, Two pilgrim air mail envelopes “AL-HAJJ“ with imprints, postally used from Mecque to USA,
fine pair (M)

b

500,-

P 7630•

1946, Two pilgrim envelopes “AL-HAJJ“ with decorative imprints Holy Kaaba, one postally used from
Mecque to Tripoli Libya, other from Medina with violet cancellation to Aleppo Syria, air mail imprint,
fine pair (M)

b

500,-

P 7631•

1948, 1 Pia. light blue on greyish paper, perf 11, complete sheet of 25 with margins, very scarce,
ex Thoden (M)

**

600,-

P 7632•

1948-55, Two pilgrim envelopes “AL-HAJJ“ postally used from Mecque to Marocco and Palestine, air
mail and censor marks, fine pair (M)

b

500,-

P 7633•

1948-58, Two pilgrim envelopes “AL-HAJJ“ with decorative imprints postally used from Mecque to
Natal South Africa and France, air mail marks, fine pair (M)

b

600,-

P 7634•

1952, Railway section Riyadh-Damman, complete set of five values plus charity tax stamps on
airmail cover (with faint illeglible postmark) to Woodbridge/USA, envelope opened at three sides.
Quite rare on cover! (T)
44/48

b

100,-

P 7635•

1954-74, Two pilgrim envelopes “AL-HAJJ“ with decorative imprints Holy Kaaba postally used from
Mecque to USA and Germany, air mail imprints, fine pair (M)

b

400,-

P 7636•

1956, Display folded air letter with various scenes of the middle east with x-mas imprint and
attractive franking tied by “DJEDDAH“ cds. to US, fine
13, 15, 19, 60

b

80,-

1960-62: Presentation folder by the P&T General Director containing top values of Wadi Hanifa, Oil
and Air sets, even 50p., 100p. and 200p. affixed to folder unused, Wadi Hanifa 100p. with a
scratched spot and 200p. affixed with a tear at foot otherwise fine. (T)
ex 83/117

(*)

P 7638•
P 7639•
P 7640•

1960, Airmails complete set of 15 values, mint never hinged, Michel catalogue value 220,- Euro

Mi.103-117

**

1963, University Medina five imperf color trial proofs each 6 Pia. value, very fine and scarce

130-32 proofs

(*)

130,90,500,-

1963-72, Two pilgrim envelopes “AL-HAJJ“ with decorative imprints Holy Kaaba, one postally used
from Mecque to USA, other FDC Medina University, air mail imprints, fine pair (M)

b

500,-

P 7641•

1964-70, Oil & Gas three values 2 P., 6 P. and 20 P. in margin blocks of four, mint never hinged,
a scarce offer, Michel catalogue value 464++ Euro
Sc. 315, 319, 333 SG 530, 534, 548

**

P 7642•
P 7643•
P 7644•
P 7645•

1965, Holy Kaaba issue 6 P. pink color omitted, only one sheet recorded, very fine and scarce

197 var.

**

1965, Holy Kaaba issue proof 4 P. imperf margin pair in black, very fine and scarce

Proof 196

(*)

P 7646•

1966-78, Airmails 18 values mint never hinged, Michel catalogue value 440++ Euro

P 7647•

1968, Boeing 720 B, 2 Pia. green violet two blocks of 25 with margins, Wm.2, mint never hinged,
very fine, Michel catalogue value 550,- Euro (T)
356x (50)

P 7648•

1973, Road Tax issue three mint perf stamps and two imperf corner margin blocks of four 25 H.
orange black and 4 R. green black, last issue of Hejaz railway issues, extremely scarce, ex
Thoden (M)
1973 (17.4.), Wadi Hanifa Dam 7pia. brown/black vertical pair on airmail cover from JEDDAH to
Ingolstadt/Germany, minor blemishes
221 (2)

P 7650•
P 7651•

7637•

1965, Two air letter 4 P. & 10 P. each tied by “MECCA 30/12/65“ cds. to Egypt and England, fine pair

GA

130,200,300,100,-

1966, Wadi Hanifa Dam 10 P. blueishgreen redbrown corner margin blocks of four, mint never 224, Sc.295,
hinged, a very scarce offer, Michel catalogue value 240++ Euro
SG 566

**

90,-

**

90,-

**

150,-

**

1.000,-

b

Gebot

1976-81, Holy Kaaba definitive issue set of 13 plus three values showing variety “white minarets“.
40 H. imperf corner margin block of six with imprint (only four sheets exist), very scarce and fine
study (M)

**

800,-

1976-81, Holy Kaaba definitive issue set of ten imperforate pairs 10 H. to 1 R. (only one sheet of
hundered exist), very scarce and fine (M)

**

800,-

1977, King Chalid, 20h. and 80h., type I, each as marginal block of four from the lower right corner
of the sheet (20h. folded perfs at base), 80h. showing variety “extra dot next to year date“,
unmounted mint.
622/23 I (4)

**

90,-

P 7653•

1977/1979, Definitives “Kaaba/Mecca“, 5h. to 2r., complete set of 13 values each as gutter blocks
of 32 stamps (partly folded/slightly separated), unmounted mint. Mi. 1.120,-€ (price for single
stamps, no surplus for units/gutters) (M)
629/42 (32)

**

280,-

P 7654•

1978, Pilgrim issue 80 H. with border and inscription omittet, only one sheet recorded, very fine and
scarce
654 var.

**

200,-

P 7655•

1979, Palestine issue 20 H. imperf corner margin pair, tiny crease in top margin not affecting the
stamps, only one sheet of 50 recorded, fine and scarce
662 U (2)

**

600,-

7649

7652•

SG 716-19, 721-22, 726-26, 728-34, 736, 741

asia
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P 7656•

1979, Palestine issue 20 H. with border and inscription omittet, only one sheet of 50 recorded, fine
and scarce
662 var.

**

300,-

P 7657•

1979, Doors of Holy Kaaba issue 20 H. (tins crease) and 80 H. imperf pairs, mint never hinged, only 663U - 664U
one sheet of 50 recorded, fine and scarce
(2)

**

400,-

P 7658•

1979, Holy Kaaba issue 20 H. and 80 H. (tiny crease) imperf pairs, mint never hinged, only one 665U - 666U
sheet of 50 of each recorded, fine and very scarce
(2)

**

500,-

P 7659•

1982, Holy Kaaba experimental booklets issued for a booklet machine dispenser in Riyadh which
broke down after a few days and the whole issue was withdrawn, one cover and two complete
booklets with each five panels, very scarce (M)

b/**

Bl. 16/17

**

800,50,-

P 7661

1897, “DJEDDA 14/3/97“ (Coles Walker No.10) in blue on cover bearing 1 Pia. greyish blue, on
reverse Suez transit mark and Austria arrival mark, tiny toned, fine
TR Sc.97

b

150,-

P 7662•

1908, Postcard “Palais du Gouvernement JEDDAH“ postally used with “DJEDDA“ cancellation via
Suez to Amsterdam with arrival mark, scarce 10 Para imprime rate, fine

Ak

150,-

P 7663•

1907, postal stationery card struck by violet “EL ULA MEVKIFI POSTA SUBESI HATTI ALI (19)
AGUSTOS 323“ (COLES-WALKER 3, RRR) negative seal used on Hejaz Railway station, used as
commemorative cancellation unaddressed, very fine and scarce.

GA

400,-

P 7664•

1916, Stampless cover tied by octogonal “MEKKE 3 - 28/8/16“ ds. (Uexkull Type 3) and arabic
twoliner “FEE PAID“ (Khales Al-Ujrah) alongside with blue crayon “108“, on reverse “DJEDDAH
3“ arrival mark, tiny shortened and flaw at left, fine and very scarce usage during the stampless
period, showpiece!

b

1.500,-

P 7665•

1916, Stampless cover tied by octogonal “MEKKE 2 - 30/8/16“ ds. (Uexkull Type 3) and arabic
twoliner “FEE PAID“ (Khales Al-Ujrah) alongside with blue crayon “126“, on reverse “DJEDDAH
3“ arrival mark, shortened and flaw at right, fine and very scarce usage during the stampless
period, showpiece!

b

1.200,-

P 7666•

1916, Stampless cover tied by “MEKKE I MUKEREME - 2/12/16“ ds. (Uexkull Type F) and
arabic threeliner “FEE PAID“ (Khales Al-Ujrah) alongside with violet crayon “171“, on reverse
“DJEDDA“ arrival mark, flaw at left and two spots, fine and very scarce usage during the
stampless period, showpiece!

b

1.500,-

P 7667•

1916, Stampless cover tied by “MEKKE EL MUKEREME - 26/2/17- 1335“ cds. (Uexkull Type G)
and octogonal boxed arabic threeliner “FEE PAID“ (Khales Al-Ujrah) alongside with crayon “57“,
“DJEDDA“ arrival mark alongside, vertical crease and shortened at right, fine and very scarce
usage during the stampless period, showpiece!

b

2.000,-

P 7668•

1914, Mecca Pilgrim postal stationery envelope 1 Pia. blue written in dutch tied by clear “MECQUE
2 - 17/10/14“ cds. (Uexkull Type M1, Fig.52) addressed to Dutch East Indies, on reverse transit
mark “DJEDDAH 3 - 18/10/14“ and arrival mark “TJIANDJOER 18/11/14“, fine cover and a very
scarce destination! (M)

GA

400,-

P 7669•

1926, Stampless cover tied by “MECQUE 6 - 29/11/26“ ds. (Uexkull Type 1) and bilingual boxed
threeliner “FEE PAID“ in red (Khales Al-Ujrah) alongside, on reverse part of “DJEDDA“ arrival
mark, folded on top and flap missing, some blue pen notes, fine and very scarce showpiece!

b

2.000,-

P 7669A•

1926, Two stampless pieces showing “MECQUE El MUKEREME“ cds. and bilingual boxed threeliner
“FEE PAID“ in red (Khales Al-Ujrah) alongside, fine pair

d

100,-

7660•

1983, King and Crown Prince 'Bin Saud' miniature sheets, MNH, Mi. € 300,--

SAUDI-ARABIEN - STEMPEL

SCHARDSCHA / SHARJAH

siehe auch 11785, 11786, 12083, 12084, 12085, 12086, 12087, 12088, 12089, 12090, 12091,
12092, 12093, 12094, 12095, 12096, 12097, 12098, 12099, 12100, 12101, 12102, 12103,
12104, 12105, 12106, 12107, 12108, 12109, 12110, 12111, 12112, 12511, 12512, 12513,
12514, 12515, 12572, 12573, 12574, 12575, 12576, 12594, 12595, 12596, 12597, 12598,
12669, 12670, 12671, 12672, 12673, 12698, 12699, 12700, 12701, 12702, 12738, 12739,
12740, 12741, 12742

P 7670•

1964: Registered Airmail cover from Sharjah to Hamburg cancelled 9.11.64 bearing Sharjah &
Dependencies 100np Sharjah Fortress and 5np Trucial States map on the front with 10np Trucial
States map on the reverse.

b

200,-

P 7671•

1965 (ca.), HANDPAINTED ESSAY showing young Sheikh and winged letter probably for another
emirate nevertheless an UNIQUE item
essay

(*)

100,-

7672•

1965, ITU, perf. issue, complete set of eight values in sheets of 25 stamps with plate number and
traffic lights, unmounted mint, unfolded. (M)
185/92 A (25)

**

Gebot

P 7673•

1966, Country impressions 100np. 'Sharjah Fortress' complete sheet of 25 with head of Sheikh
optd. with four bars and 2nd INVERTED OPT. and additional seven stamps with 3rd diagonal opt.
etc., folded between 3rd and 4th row with perf. separation, mint never hinged, unusual and
attractive sheet! (M)
165 I var. (25)

**

200,-

P 7674•

1966, Fishes, 1np. to 10r., complete set of 17 values as (folded) sheets of 20 stamps with plate
number and traffic lights, unmounted mint (5np. parts of right margin missing). Rare and attractive
set! (M)
229/45 A (20)

**

250,-

350
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P 7675•

1966, Football World Championship London nine different imperforate coloured metal foil stamps
in blocks of four (total 36 stamps) from upper margin all with MISSING COLOURS mostly black,
unused without gum, scarce and attractive!
ex 337/43 var.

(*)

180,-

P 7676•

1966, Sharjah airletters 20 NP, 30 NP and 40 NP with bar mark over face, watermark V, each FD
“SHARJAH 19.1.66“, clean condition.

GA

180,-

P 7677•

1967, Olympic Games Mexico ‚68, three imperforate photographic b/w proofs, issued design
but differing values 25dh. “Water Fountain“, 50dh. “University Library“ and 75dh. “Mexican refers to
Art“, mounted on presentation card (black cardboard), with pencil annotations. UNIQUE!
356/62

(*)

2.800,-

P 7678•

OFFICIAL STAMPS: 1968, Sheikh Khalid, flag and coat of arms five different values (35dh., 75dh. to D 12 + 14/17
5r.) in corner blocks of four, mint never hinged, Mi. ~ € 600,-- +
(4)

**

120,-

P 7679•

1968, Egypt Art, 15dh. to 95dh., eight values on two combined archive's proofs sized 30:26 cm refers to
(ca.) on gummed paper, some pencil annotations. Rare and attractive! (M)
456/63

**

250,-

7680•

1968, Olympic Games Mexcio, complete set of six values, imperforate combined proof sheet on
gummed paper (some wrinkling in margins). (M)
489/94 B

**

90,-

7681•

1968, History of Olympic Games, complete set of six values, imperforate combined proof sheet on
gummed paper (some wrinkling/tear in margins). (M)
496/501 B

**

90,-

7682•

1968, History of Olympic Games, 25dh. and 1.50dh., imperforate combined proof sheet on
gummed paper with printer's mark (some wrinkling at right). (M)
496 B, 499 B

**

50,-

P 7683•

1969, 35dh. “R. Chaffee“, gold issue, perf. and imperf. stamp plus the souvenir sheet on registered
airmail cover from “SHARJAH 29 JU 69“ to White Plains/USA with oval transit mark 4.7.69 and U.S. 543 A/B, Bl.
arrival mark 7.7.69 on reverse, some postal wear/corner bends. Very scarce cover! (T)
51 B

b

180,-

P 7684•

1970, EXPO in Osaka/Japan imperf. PROOF miniature sheet affixed to black carton, scarce and
attractive! (T)
Bl. 63 proof

(*)

80,-

P 7685•

1970, History of space research set of five normal stamps printed together with label in
IMPERFORATE PROOF SHEETLET affixed to black carton, scarce and attractive! (M)
696/700 proof

(*)

150,-

P 7686•

1970, 200th birthday of composer Ludwig van BEETHOVEN six different imperf. NEGATIVE PRINTED
PROOFS (3dh. musical score and piano and airmail set of five) on plastic cards, very unusual and
scarce!
713/18 proof

(*)

200,-

P 7687•

1970, composer Wofgang Amadeus MOZART six different imperf. NEGATIVE PRINTED PROOFS
(3dh. music room and airmail set of five) on plastic cards, very unusual and scarce!
727/32 proof

(*)

200,-

P 7688•

1971, European and American CARS (oldtimers and modern cars) nine different imperf. PROOFS
affixed into 3 official folders of 'Kultura Hungarian Trading Company/Budapest' (3 proofs each) incl. ex 770/88
Daimler, Peugeot, Ford, Dodge etc., unusual and scarce
proof

(*)

200,-

P 7689•

1971, Gamal Abdel Nasser, airmail stamps, 20dh. to 2r., five values complete each as imperforate
sheet of eight stamsp (two blocks of four with inscription), unmounted mint, few toning spots. (M) 808/12 B (8)

**

180,-

1971, Gamal Abdel Nasser, souvenir sheet, two stage proofs sheets (28,2:15,4 cm resp. 23,4:15,7
cm), one without black colour, one in final design. (M)
Bl. 83 proof (2)

**

70,-

P 7691•

1971, Sports (golf, basketball, tennis, table tennis and cricket) complete set of ten different imperf.
FOTOGRAPHIC PROOFS of black colour only all on foto paper, some blemishes nevertheless very
unusual and scarce!
864/73 proof

(*)

400,-

P 7692•

1971, Sports (golf, basketball, tennis, table tennis and cricket) complete set of ten different imperf.
NEGATIVE PRINTED PROOFS and additional the miniature sheet (rugby) in same condition all 864/73 + Bl.
printed on plastic cards, very unusual and scarce!
94 proof

(*)

500,-

P 7693•

1972, Charles de GAULLE with sights of Paris (Eiffel Tower, Opera House, Notre Dame etc.) complete
sets of six imperforate PROGRESSIVE PROOFS in yellow and red in sheet form on gummed paper,
scarce and attractive!
875/80 proof

**

100,-

P 7694•

1972, Charles de GAULLE with different aeroplanes complete sets of six imperforate PROGRESSIVE
PROOFS in yellow and red in sheet form on gummed paper, scarce and attractive!
882/87 proof

**

100,-

P 7695•

1972, John F. KENNEDY complete set of six in imperforate PROOFS with missing Kennedys head
and black inscriptions (+ addit. proof of reversed head alone) all affixed to black carton, scarce and
attractive!
896/901 proof

(*)

220,-

P 7696•

1972, John F. KENNEDY complete set of six in imperforate PROOFS with missing Kennedys head
and black inscriptions but with handpainted brown-orange margins (+ addit. proof of reversed head
alone) all affixed to black carton, scarce and attractive!
896/901 proof

(*)

220,-

P 7697•

1972, John F. KENNEDY two complete sets of six in se-tenant imperforate PROOF sheetlets with
white or gold margins in issued types affixed on front and reverse side to black carton, scarce and 896/901 proof
attractive!
(2)

(*)

350,-

P 7698•

1972, John F. KENNEDY two complete sets of six imperforate PROOFS with white margins (missing
Kennedys head and black inscriptions) or gold margins in issued types in two se-tenant strips of 896/901 proof
three affixed together on black carton, scarce and attractive! (M)
(2)

(*)

350,-

P 7699•

1972, John F. KENNEDY complete set of six imperforate PROOFS with white margins (missing
Kennedys head and black inscriptions) and additional imperf. proof stamp from miniature sheet
with missing black inscriptions affixed on black carton, scarce and attractive! (M)
896/902 proof

(*)

240,-

7690•
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P 7700•

1972, John F. KENNEDY two complete sets of six imperforate PROOFS with white margins (missing
Kennedys head and black inscriptions) or gold margins in issued types and additional two imperf.
proof stamps from miniature sheet with one missing black inscriptions, all affixed together on black
carton, scarce and attractive! (M)
896/902 proof

(*)

380,-

P 7701•

1972, John F. KENNEDY two complete sets of six imperforate PROOFS with white margins (missing
Kennedys head and black inscriptions) or gold margins in issued types (se-tenant) and additional
two imperf. proof stamps from miniature sheet with one missing black inscriptions, all affixed 896/902 proof
together on black carton, scarce and attractive! (M)
(2)

(*)

380,-

1972, John F. KENNEDY two imperforate PROOFS from miniature sheet with one missing black
inscriptions affixed together on black carton, scarce and attractive! (M)
902 proof (2)

(*)

1971, Boy Scouts, 2dh. proof sheet with mirror-inverted design on photographic paper, some toning. 903 proof

(*)

1971, Boy Scouts, 35dh. proof sheet with mirror-inverted design on photographic paper, some toning. 908 proof

(*)

100,180,180,-

1969, 3r. Nasa Distinguished Service Medal, gold issue, perf./imperf., from the corner of the sheet,
each on official f.d.c. 10.8.69
941 A/B

FDC

50,-

P 7706•

1972, APOLLO 8 two airmail stamps 3r. moon walk and 4r. splashdown IMPERFORATE PROOFS and
additional the miniature sheet showing flight path around moon IMPERF. PROOF (minor blemishes) A 968/69 A
with marginal ms. inscriptions all affixed together in black carton map, very scarce probably UNIQUE + Bl. A 109
(M)
proof

(*)

200,-

P 7707•

1972, Horses, complete set of five values and the souvenir sheet, two mirror-inverted
proofs on photographic paper.

(*)

250,-

P 7708•

1972, Monkey 20dh. 'Rhesus monkey' perf. vert. pair from lower right corner with MISSING BLACK
(inscriptions etc.), mint never hinged and very scarce
1012 A var. (2)

**

100,-

P 7709•

1972, Monkey 75dh. 'mandrill' imperf. block of four from upper right corner with MISSING BLACK
(inscriptions etc.), mint never hinged and very scarce
1014 B var. (4)

**

200,-

P 7710•

1972, Birds, 20dh. “Black Grouse“ showing variety “Missing value and country name“, complete 1036 A var.
sheet of 25 stamps (folded), unmounted mint, some toning spots. (M)
(25)

**

250,-

7711•

1972, Birds, 25dh. “Stock Dove“ showing variety “Missing value and country name“, complete 1037 A var.
sheet of 25 stamps (folded), unmounted mint, some toning spots. (M)
(25)

**

250,-

P 7712•

1972, Birds, 2r. “Eurasian Tree Sparrow“ showing variety “Missing value and country name“, 1040 A var.
complete sheet of 25 stamps (folded), unmounted mint, some toning spots. (M)
(25)

**

250,-

7713•

1971, “SAFE RETURN/Apollo 13“ overprints on “Apollo 8“, perf./imperf. issue, complete sets of six 1136/41 A/B
values as mini sheets of six stamps each with DOUBLE OVERPRINT, unmounted mint, gum toning. (T) var. (6)

**

90,-

7714•

1971, “SAFE RETURN/Apollo 13“ overprints on “Apollo 8“, perf./imperf. issue, complete sets of six 1136/41 A/B
values as mini sheets of six stamps each with INVERTED OVERPRINT, unmounted mint, gum toning. (T) var. (6)

**

90,-

1972, Jules Rimet Cup, group of eight imperforate stage proof sheets (with ten values se-tenant
each), the sheet in black is printed on reverse of another proof sheet (with imprinted postmark), refers to
others on gummed paper (one with adhesion marks). Rare and attractive ensemble! (M)
1142/51

**

350,-

7716•

1972, Jules Rimet Cup (Football) complete set in an imperforate sheetlet of ten with MISSING
BLACK COLOUR (cup and inscriptions), CTO used and scarce (M)
1142/51 B var.

g

100,-

7717•

1972, Fishes, both issues, imperforate combined proof sheet on gummed paper, vertical fold in
gutter. (M)
1194/1203 B

**

130,-

P 7718•

1972, Zodiac Signs/Flowers/Space, three different imperforate proofs on ungummed paper: one refers to
single die proof and one combined tête-bêche proof sheet.
1320/31

(*)

P 7719•
P 7720•

1972, Zodiac Signs/Flowers/Space, combined tête-bêche proof sheet on ungummed paper.

(*)

220,180,-

1972, Zodiac Signs/Astronauts, hand-drawn/hand-coloured essay with applied Astronaut's portrait refers to
(cut out print product), mounted on black cardboard sized 17,3:10,6 cm. Most attractive unique item! 1338/73

(*)

500,-

P 7721•

1972, Scientists Marie CURIE 75dh. two imperforate PROOFS on gummed paper incl. one with
colour shift, scarce and attractive!
1374 proof (2)

**

60,-

P 7722•

1972, Scientists Galilei 1r. and Edison 3r. printed together in sheet form in six mostly different
PROGRESSIVE PROOFS on gummed paper, scarce and attractive!
1375/76 proof

**

200,-

7723•

1972, Horsemen, 5r. souvenir sheet (Delacroix painting), four copies with sliver “Apollo 16“
overprint: “SAFE DEPARTURE“, “SAFE RETURN“, “SAFE RETURN“ inverted and “SAFE RETURN“
double, unmounted mint, some toning.
Bl. 154 var. (4)

**

70,-

7724•

1972, Horsemen, 5r. souvenir sheet (Delacroix painting), four copies with golden “Apollo 16“
overprint: “SAFE DEPARTURE“, “SAFE RETURN“, “SAFE RETURN“ inverted, “SAFE DEPARTURE“
double, “SAFE DEPARTURE“ inverted, unmounted mint, some toning.
Bl. 154 var. (5)

**

90,-

P 7725•

1973, Football World Championship '74, 10dh., 30dh. to 3r., eight values with four imperforate 1391/1399 ex
stage proofs each, until final design.
proofs

**

220,-

P 7726•

1971, Foundation of UAR, matt paper, 25dh. to 2r., complete set of six values as mini sheets of
ten stamps, unfolded, unmounted mint (few toning spots). Extremely rare issue, especially as
unit! (M)
1392/97 x (10)

**

1.300,-

P 7702•
7703•
7704•
7705•

P 7715•

352
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7727•

1971, Foundation of UAR, matt paper, 25dh. to 2r., complete set of six values on unaddressed
envelope neatly oblit. by bilingual c.d.s. “SHARJAH & DCIES 27 FE 72“, some ageing marks/toning
spots. (T)
1392/97 x

b

180,-

7728•

1971, Foundation of UAR, 75dh. on glazed paper, mini sheet of ten stamps showing shift of 1395 y (10)
perforation, c.t.o., some imperfections (M)
var.

g

Gebot

P 7729

1972 (ca.), original ARTWORK for a not realised Apollo 11 stamp issue showing astronaut and crab/
lobster (ca. 150 x 140 mm) affixed to carton, very attractive and UNIQUE! (M)
artwork

100,-

SINGAPUR

siehe auch 10428 - 10511, 10771 - 10779

SYRIEN

siehe auch 6028, 7012, 7063, 7067, 7069, 10681, 11274, 11621, 12400

P 7730•

1856/1867 Two stampless letters from a commercial correspondence from Winterthur, Switzerland
to Aleppo both FORWARDED by BELFANTE, CANTONI & LEVANTE in Alexandrette, 1) 1856 via Zürich,
St. Louis (Swiss/French border), Mulhouse, Marseilles and Beyrout, and 2) 1867 by train
Romanshorn-Zürich, via Geneve, by train to Marseilles, and via Smyrne to Alexandrette, and with
blue oval of the forwarding Agency there. Both letters with respective despatch, transit and arrival
datestamps.

b

270,-

P 7731•

France: 1862, Empire Lauré 40 c. orange, two horizontal pairs and 5 c. green and Ceres 15 c.
yellow-brown, each tied by GC “5082“ to front with adjacent cds. “BEYROUTH SYRIE 9.AOUT.72“
and red boxed “PAQUEBOTS DE LA MÉDITÉRANNÉE“ to Winterthur, Switzerland, slight faults, Frankreich 30
otherwise a nice combination
(4), 19, 50

d

400,-

7732•

1919, T.E.O. 2 Pia. on 25c. blue block of 20 with line imprint gutter margin at bottom and left
margin, mint never hinged, fine and scarce multiple
Sc. 7

**

250,-

P 7733•

1919, T.E.O. 2 Pia. on 25c. blue block of 25 with bottom margin and numeral gutter margin “7“ at
left, mint never hinged, fine and scarce multiple
Sc. 7

**

250,-

P 7734•

1919, T.E.O. overprints, 9pi. on 50c. brown/blue, right marginal block of 20 (partly separated) with
adjoining gutters, showing several particularities of overprint like “broken O“ and “missing stop
after E“, mint o.g. with slight adhesion marks resp. some even u/m. Maury 9 (20), 1.700,- € for
m/m (normal stamps without surplus for particularities/unit) (T)
100 (20)

*/**

200,-

P 7735•

1919, french Levant 1c. grey vertical pair from lower margin (gutter) with DOUBLE overprint 'T.E.O.
1 MILLIEME' on upper stamp and normal opt. on lower stamp, mint never hinged and scarce
102 var.

**

100,-

P 7736•

1919, T.E.O. 20 Pia. on 5 Fr. blue beige block of four with margin at bottom, mint never hinged, very
fine and scarce multiple, Michel catalogue value 2.000++
111 (4)

**

P 7737•
P 7738•
7739•

1920, 20pi. on 5fr. with red overprint, mint o.g. previously hinged, signed Stolow etc. Maury 30. 400,- €. 116 II b

*
*

500,100,100,-

**/*

50,-

P 7740•

1920, 75c. on 3c. orange, 1pi. on 5c. green and 2pi. on 25c. blue, three values each with DOUBLE 119, 120 a,
overprint (of various occurrences), unmounted mint, Maury 36c, 38b, 40e, 315,- €.
122 DD

**

90,-

P 7741•

1920, O.M.F. 1pi. on 5c. green, gutter block of 18 with inverted overprint (one stamp pin hole fallen out enclosure), unmounted mint. Maury 38c, 1.440,- € (price for single stamps)
120 a K (18)

**

400,-

7742•

1920, 5c. dark green with black opt. 'O.M.F. Syrie 1 PIASTRE' block of eight from lower margin with
HEAVY SHIFTED OVERPRINT to bottom (into margin), unused without gum, spectacular block! (Yvert
50 var.)
120a var. (8)

1920, 20pi. on 5fr. with red overprint, mint o.g. hinged, signed Calves

116 II b, Maury 30

1920, 25c. on 1c. grey, plate block of 28 from the lower left corner of the sheet incl. four gutter
pairs and millesime “8“, unmounted mint resp. three stamps previously hinged (several
particularities of surcharge included). Maury 34
117 (28)

(*)

90,-

1920, 2pi. on 25c. blue, block of four, both left stamps showing multiple varieties (apparently due
to debris when surcharged): top stamp mutilated “O“ of O.M.F. and “PI“ of PIASTRES, lower stamp
mutilated “S“ of SYRIE and “AS“ of PIASTRES, unmounted mint, upper right stamp previously
hinged. Most attractive! Maury 40 var., estimated to 500,- €.
122 var.

**/*

130,-

7744•

1920, 2pi. on 25c. blue, two copies on commercial cover from “BEYROUTH 19.6.20“ to Jaffa with
arrival mark 25.6.20 on reverse, envelope some postal wear/faults. Maury 40
122 (2)

b

50,-

7745•

1920, Merson 5fr. blue/creme with opt. 'O.M.F. Syrie 100 PIASTRE' in BLACK and RED, mint lightly
hinged and both signed Bahr (red opt. stamp with gum crease, scarce stamps, Mi. € 430,-- (Yv.
43/44)
128 a+b

*

90,-

P 7746

1920, Airmails, 5pi. on 15c. Semeuse and 10pi. on 40c. Merson, fresh colours, well perforated,
mint o.g. previously hinged. Maury PA2/3, 1.140,- €.
133/34

*

200,-

7747•

1920, Squared Alep overprints, 50c. on 2c. lilac-brown, horiz. pair used, left stamp WITHOUT ovp.,
toning spots on reverse. Maury 49N var., estimated to 300,- €.
136 var.

g

90,-

P 7743•
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P 7748

1920, Fleurons d'Alep, 50pi. on 1fr. red/green “Merson“, black surcharge, fresh colour, well
perforated, mint o.g. previously hinged, signed Calves etc. Maury 55N, 1.100,- €.
142

*

200,-

P 7749•

1921, Air Mail violet handstamped issue “POSTE PAR AVION“ pair 1p./5c. green, 5p./15c. olive
green and 10p./40c. red blue on cover cancelled “HALEP 8/2/21“ on reverse “ALEXANDRETTE /
ISKENDERUN“ cds. arrival mark, two times fold and some crease, faults, fine and scarce, expertised
Calves
Yv. 1-3

b/f

90,-

7750•

1921, Air Mail violet handstamped issue “POSTE PAR AVION“ 10p./40c. red blue and 1p./20c.
violet overprinted “AVION“ on cover cancelled “HALEP 14/9/21“ on reverse “ALEXANDRETTE /
ISKENDERUN 17/9/21“ cds. arrival mark, tiny hinge remains, fine and scarce
Yv. 3, 7

b

90,-

P 7751•

1921, Air Mail violet handstamped issue “POSTE PAR AVION“ pair 1p./20c. lilac-brown, 5p./1F.
carmine olive and 10p./2F. orange blue on cover cancelled “ALEXANDRETTE / ISKENDERUN
13/10/21-11“ violet ds. to Aleppo with arrival mark “HALEP 14/10/21“ on reverse, toned and
horizontal crease, minor faults, fine and scarce, expertised Calves
Yv. 4-6

b

250,-

1921, Aïn-Tab issue, black overprint, 1pi. on 10pa. on 20pa. carmine, horiz. strip of three with
different positions of surcharge, fresh colour, normally perforated, unmounted mint, signed Calves
(right stamp showing a very faint indication of toning at base). This issue was authorised by the
District Governor of Aïn-Tab for mail to Aleppo and locally and was in use until 27 August 1921.
Though Aïn-Tab (now Gaziantep) lay in Cilicia, 20 miles north of the Syrian border, in an area where
French troops were fighting the Turkish Nationalists, the stamps were overprinted 'Syrie'. MAJOR
RARITY OF SYRIA, ISSUED IN LOW QUANTITY OF 3500 STAMPS ONLY (both surcharges counted),
especially valuable as a unit! Maury gives no price for u/m, estimated to 800,- €++.
Maury 67N (3)

**

250,-

7753

1921, attractive franking on (faulty) cover from “HALEP 13.10.21“; in addition censored airmail
cover “Tresor et Postes 506 22.9.19“ (Constantinople), franking oblit. by boxed “ARMEES ALLIEES 156 (2),
EN ORIENT POSTE AERIENNE“ to Paris with arrival mark 28.9.19 (some marks).
161/62

e

80,-

7754•

1921, 2.50pi. on 50c. brown/blue showing variety “Missing 50 of surcharge“, unmounted mint
(slightest fingerprints). Maury 91a, 180,- €.
165 var.

**

50,-

P 7755•

1921, Air Mail violet handstamped issue “POSTE PAR AVION“ 10pia./2 Fr. orange-red blue, 5pia./1
Fr. lilac green and 1p./20c. lilac-brown on cover cancelled “HALEP 22/9/21“ on reverse
“ALEXANDRETTE / ISKENDERUN 29/9/21“ cds. arrival mark, fine and scarce, Michel catalogue
value for used stamps 950,- Euro
170-172

f

200,-

P 7756•

1921, Airmails, vertical “AVION“ overprints, complete set of three values, mint o.g. previously
hinged, signed. Maury PA7/9, 665,- €+. Only 11.000 (1pi.) resp. 5.500 (5pi. and 10pi.) surcharged. 173/75

*

220,-

7757•

1921, Airmails, vertical “AVION“ overprints, complete set of three values used, some irregular perfs.
Maury PA7/9, 165,- €+. Only 11.000 (1pi.) resp. 5.500 (5pi. and 10pi.) surcharged.
173/75

g

60,-

P 7759•

1921, Airmails, vertical “AVION“ overprints, FIRST DAY COVER (small faults/min. toning) bearing
1pi. on 20c. (two copies), 5pi. on 1fr. and 10pi. on 2fr., oblit. “HALEP 5.10.21“, endorsed
“Alexandrette / par avion / poste civile“ and backstamped 8.10.21, some toning spots. Maury
PA7/9. Only 11.000 (1pi.) resp. 5.500 (5pi. and 10pi.) surcharged, as a f.d.c. extremely rare!
173/75

FDC

450,-

P 7760•

1921, 1 Pia. + 1 Pia. postal stationery letter card complete with answering part each overprinted
“O.M.F. Syrie 2 Piastres“ in black, mint unused, few toned spots, fine and extremely scarce,
showpiece for an advanced collection!

GA

500,-

7761•

1922, Air Mail overprinted issue “POSTE PAR AVION“ complete set on cover cancelled “DAMAS
25/10/23“ ds., ms. “par Avion Militair“ to Soueida with arrival mark “Soueida 26/10/23“ on
reverse, fine
Yv. 10-13

b

90,-

7762•

1922, Airmails, “Poste par Avion“ overprints, complete set of four values, mint o.g. with hinge
remnants. Maury PA10/13, 180,- €.
176/79

*

50,-

7763•

1922/1923, two different airmail sets of four 'type Merson' with opt. 'Poste par Avion', mint hinged, 176/79,
Mi. € 310,-- (Yv. PA 10/13, 18/21)
202/05

*

50,-

P 7764•

1922, 5c. orange gutter block of four (millesime '1') with DOUBLE overprint 'O.M.F. Syrie 25
CENTIEMES', mint never hinged and scarce, unlisted in Michel (Yvert 85c, € 240,-- ++)
182 var. (4)

**

80,-

P 7765•

1923, Two Air Mail overprinted sets on covers from DAMAS to ALEXANDRETTE and Egypt, one
stamp 3pi. with shifted overprint, fine pair
202 I - 205 I

f

80,-

P 7766•

1923, Airmails “Syrie-Grand Liban“, wide spacing 3¾mm, 3pi. on 60c. violet/blue, horiz. pair, left
stamp showing variety “spacing between country name and value 4½mm“, unmounted mint,
normal stamp with hinge remnant. MAJOR RARITY, ESPECIALLY AS A PAIR WITH ADJOINING NORMAL
STAMP - ONLY 30 VARIETIES DO EXIST! Maury PA15IIb, 1.650,- € for m/m, no price given for u/m,
estimated to 3.000,- €.
203 II var.

**/*

900,-

P 7767•

1923, Airmails “Syrie-Grand Liban“, wide spacing 3¾mm, 5pi. on 1fr. red/green, horiz. pair, left
stamp showing variety “spacing between country name and value 4½mm“, unmounted mint,
normal stamp with hinge remnant. MAJOR RARITY, ESPECIALLY AS A PAIR WITH ADJOINING NORMAL
STAMP - ONLY 30 VARIETIES DO EXIST! Maury PA16IIa, 1.650,- € for m/m, no price given for u/m,
estimated to 3.000,- €.
204 II var.

**/*

900,-

P 7752•
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P 7768•

1923, Airmails “Syrie-Grand Liban“, wide spacing 3¾mm, 10pi. on 2fr. orange/blue, vertical
strip of three, lower stamp showing variety “spacing between country name and value 4½mm“,
unmounted mint, top stamp with hinge remnant, centre stamp u/m. MAJOR RARITY, ESPECIALLY
AS A MULTIPLE WITH ADJOINING NORMAL STAMPS - ONLY 30 VARIETIES DO EXIST! Maury
PA17IIa, 1.650,- € for m/m, no price given for u/m, estimated to 3.000,- €.
205 II var.

P 7769

1923. Value Declared envelope (backside partly missing) addressed to Damas bearing French
Occupation Yvert 66, 10pi on 2f orange and blue tied by bilingual Damas date stamp with framed
bilingual 'Charge/V.D.' in blue on face and negative seal on reverse. Rare item of Charged mail from
the French Occupation. Very attractive.

b

110,-

P 7770•

1924, 2pi. on 40c. red/blue, horiz. pair (vertical perf. fold), left stamp showing attractive variety
“Large parts of surcharge missing, only faint parts of it visible“, on piece neatly obliterated. Maury
117 I var., estimated to 400,- €.
215 var.

d

130,-

P 7771•

1924, Olympic Games, complete set of four values each as (mainly marginal) block of 25
stamps, 1.25pi. on 25c. with printer‘s mark “K 704 24“ (top right stamp toning spot), 1.50pi. on
30c. with printer‘s mark “U 805 9“, unmounted mint, several (unlisted) particularities of
overprint noted. Enclosed are four certificates Trachtenberg (1987). EXTREMELY RARE
MULTIPLES OF THIS POPULAR ISSUE! Maury 127/30, 8.000,- €++. (T)
227/30 (25)

**

2.200,-

1924, Olympic Summer Games Paris two complete sets of french stamps with the different opts. 227/30,
'SYRIE' or 'Syrie' and new values, mint hinged, Mi. € 440,-- (Yv. 122/25, 149/52)
254/57

*

70,-

P 7773•

1924, 0.50pi. on 10c. green, DOUBLE OVERPRINT, block of six, unmounted mint (left pair crease).
Maury 134a, 280,- €.
248 DD (6)

**

70,-

P 7774•

1924, Olympic games Paris complete set in blocks of four, mint never hinged, Michel catalogue
value 880,- Euro+
254-57 (4)

**

200,-

1924, Airmails, bilingual overprint with vertical “AVION“ surcharge, complete set of four values on
airmail cover from “ALEP 5.4.25“, backstamped “DEIR-EZ-ZOR 5.4.25“ (envelope some imperfection
on reverse - irrelevant). Very attractive! Maury PA22/25
258/61

b

50,-

P 7776•

1925, Airmails, red “Plane“ surcharge on green “AVION“ oveprints, not issued, complete set of four Maury
values, mint o.g. with hinge remnants, signed, 800,- €+.
PA26/29A

*

220,-

P 7777

1925. Epreuve d‘artiste collective “États de Syrie“ (collage) for 1925 definitives issue and 1925
postage due stamps on perforated cardbord. Issued colors. Lilac cachet “Contrôleur CRF“ on Sc# 173/85,
the reverse. (Yvert 154/66, Taxe 32/36) (M)
J33/37 Proof

7772•

7775•

**/*

1.100,-

1.300,-

P 7778•

1925, Flight cover “PALMYRA - DAMASCUS“, dated Aug. 1925, franked with air mail set of four
values, arrival mark Damas 10/Aug. on reverse, vertical fold and tiny border toned, shortened at
left, fine and scarce
276-79

f

100,-

P 7779•

1925, airmail stamps 2pia. sepia, 3pia. brown and 10pia. violet brown all in horiz. or vert. corner 280/81 + 283
strips of three with INVERTED overprint of airplane, MNH and scarce strips!
var. (3)

**

150,-

P 7780•

1926, Flight cover “ARNOUS - DAMASCUS - BEIRUT“, dated 2/July 1926, franked with air mail set of
four values, transit mark Damas 2/Jul. and arrival mark Beirut 3/Jul., horizontal fold, fine and scarce 280-83

f

100,-

P 7781•

1926, Airmails, 2pi. brown, bottom marginal block of six with INVERTED overprint, unmounted mint.
Maury PA35a (6), 450,- €.
281 K (6)

**

130,-

1926, Airmails, 5pi. violet with DOUBLE overprint, vertical pair, unmounted mint. Attractive multiple!
Maury PA36a (2), 250,- €.
282 DD (2)

**

70,-

P 7783•

1926, Airmails, 5pi. violet with INVERTED overprint, marginal block of nine, unmounted mint (four
stamps affected by some toning spots). Attractive multiple! Maury PA36b (9), 675,- €.
282 K (9)

**

100,-

P 7784•

1926, Harbour of Latakia 1.25pia. with BLACK bilingual opt. 'SECOURS ÁUX RÉFUGIÉS / Aff 0P.50'
(instead of red colour opt.) single and vertical pair, MNH and signed Sanabria, scarce stamps
unlisted in Michel, Yvert 171a, € 360,-- +
288 var. (3)

**

80,-

P 7785•

1926, Refugee airmail set of four 2pia. to 10pia. with DOUBLE overprint of airplane, MNH and a
scarce set
296/99 var.

**

60,-

P 7786•

1926, Flight cover “KATANA - DAMASCUS - RAYAK“, dated 11/July 1926, franked with air mail set of
four values for Refugees, transit mark Damas 11/Jul. and arrival mark Rayak 12/Jul., shortened at
bottom and rough opened, fine and scarce
296-99

f

100,-

7787•

1926, War Refugee's Relief, airmail 3pi. + 2pi. brown, left marginal vertical pair, top stamp without “2“
of surcharge, mint o.g. previously hinged, normal stamp unmounted mint. Maury PA31a, 235,- €+.
297 var.

*/**

70,-

7788•

1926, War Refugee's Relief, airmail 10pi. + 5pi. violet, block of four, lower left stamp without “x“ of
“aux“, mint o.g. previously hinged. Maury PA33d
298 var.

*

50,-

P 7789•

1926, War Refugee Relief, 10pi. + 5pi. lilac-brown, two copies with variety “Missing x in aux“:
vertical pair in combination with normal stamp; single stamp with black overprint more intense and
thicker (incl. slight partial colour blur), unmounted mint, single stamp signed Sanabria. Maury
PA33d (2), 280,- €++.
299 var. (2)

**

90,-

7790•

1926, 12pi. on 1.25pi. green, single stamp with inverted ovp. and vertical pair with ovp. on both 306 K, 306
sides, unmounted mint, the pair signed Sanbria. Maury 189e (2), 189f, 260,- €.
DD (2)

**

60,-

P 7791•

1928, Kalat Yamour 2.50pia. greenish blue with INVERTED opt. of new denomination '7.50pia.' in
a block of nine, MNH (one stamp small dot on gum) and a scarce block
312 var. (9)

**

150,-

7782•
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1928, 7.50pi. on 2.50pi. greenish blue, red overprint on LEBANON stamp, mint o.g. with hinge
remnant, signed Brun. Attractive unlisted variety! Syrian stamps being mistakenly surcharged by
Lebanon overprints are known, but not this combination. Maury refers to 195
refers to 312

*

350,-

7793•

1929, Airmails, red “Plane“ overprint on 0.50pi. green, block of four with attractive variety “overprint
on front and on reverse“, unmounted mint. Maury PA38c, 280,- €.
313 var. (4)

**

90,-

7794•

1929, Airmails, two stamps with double overprint: 0.50pi. green (slight corner crease) signed
Sanabria, 25pi. ultramarine (with additional offset of one surcharge on reverse), unmounted mint. 313 DD, 317
Maury PA38a, PA 41a, 305,- €.
DD

**

90,-

1929/1930, Airmails, 0.50pi. to 25pi., set of five values with “SPECIMEN“ overprint, originating from 313/17
presentation sheets for foreign PTT/U.P.U., signed and certificate E.Diena. Maury PA38/41, PA49
Specimen

(*)

90,-

7796•

1929, Damascus Fair, 0.50pi. green (slight thinning) and 5pi. violet, each with missing 2nd “I“ in 318 var., 322
“INDUSTRIELLE“, two values c.t.o. Maury 196a, 200a. 200,- €.
var.

g

50,-

7797•

1929, Damascus fair seven values with OVERPRINT ERRORS incl. double opts., inverted opts.,
inverted or double airplane etc., attractive group MNH or mint hinged
ex 320/31 var. **/*

P 7795•

P 7798•

70,-

1930, First Flight “DAMASCUS - BEIRUT - ATHENS“, dated 6/MAY 1930, franked with air mail
stamps and very scarce air mail label “PAR HYDRAVION Via Beyrouth to ATHENS“, transit mark
Beirut 6/MAY and arrival mark Athens 7/MAY, fine and scarce
281-82

f

150,-

P 7799•

1929-39, Two first flight covers Beyrouth - Marseille 1929 from Aleppo and Beyrouth - Athens Varsovie 1939 from Damas, fine pair

f

90,-

P 7800•

1930/1936, Definitives “Views of Syria“, complete set of 23 values, marginal IMPERFORATE blocks
of four, unmounted mint. Maury 204/25 nd, 246 nd, 3.400,- €. (T)
333/55 U (4)

**

900,-

1930/1936, Definitives “Views of Syria“, complete set of 23 IMPERFORATE marginal stamps, mint
o.g. with hinge remnant, few toning spots. Maury 204/25 nd, 246 nd, 550,- €.
333/55 U

*

180,-

P 7802•

1930, Landscapes 22 imperf stamps, few with margin, mint never hinged in very good quality, 333U - 341U,
scarce (M)
343U - 355U

**

180,-

P 7803•

1930, Definitives “Views of Syria“, vertical design “Mosque of Homs“, proof for a postage due
stamp in brownish orange and denominated 0.50pi., mounted on cardboard with applied 13½
perforation. A similar horizontal design was used for the 0.75pi. value, new postage due stamps
weren't issued. Maury refers to 213
refers to 340

(*)

130,-

P 7804•

1930/1936, Definitives “Views of Syria“, design “Fortress of Aleppo“ (used for 1pi. value), proof in
brownish orange and denominated 10pi., mounted on cardboard with applied 13½ perforation. refers to
Maury refers to 208, 246
341/42

(*)

130,-

P 7805

1930, Buildings and Landscapes 50 Pia, 2x 15 Pia, 10 Pia and 3 Pia (issue 1925) on regitered
package-label “930 Gramm Broderie (embroidery), Valeur 1890 P.S.“ sent from ““ALLEPO 27.9.33“ 354, 352(2),
to Stockholm with arrival 3.10.33, very rare high-franked item!
351,272

b

200,-

1930, Buildings and Landscapes 50 Pia and 1925 25 Pia and 10 Pia on regitered package-label
“935 Gramm Broderie (embroidery), Valeur 875 P.S.“ sent from Aleppo (unclear cancel) to
Stockholm, very rare high-franked item!
354, 275, 274

b

140,-

P 7807•

1931/1933, Airmails, 0.50pi. to 100pi., complete set of eleven values, IMPERFORATE left marginal
pairs, unmounted mint, few some slight imperfections. Extremely rare set! Maury PA50/60 nd,
2.620,- €.
356/66 U (2)

**

700,-

P 7808•

1931/1933, Airmails. 0.50pi. to 100pi., complete set of 13 values, IMPERFORATE marginal
blocks of four from the lower left corner of the sheet, unmounted mint. Extremely rare set!
Maury PA50/60 nd, 5.240,- €
356/66 U (4)

**

1.400,-

P 7809•

1931/1933, Airmails, 0.50pi. to 100pi., complete set of eleven values, IMPERFORATE marginal
pairs from the upper left corner of the sheet, mint o.g. previously hinged resp. even unmounted
mint. Extremely rare set! Maury PA50/60 nd, 1.750,- € for m/m.
356/66 U (2)

7801•

7806

*/**

400,-

7810•

1931/1933, Airmails, 0.50pi. to 100pi., complete set of eleven values, mint o.g. with hinge
remnants, 10pi. and 100pi. creased. Maury PA50/60 nd, 800,- €.
356/66 U

*

180,-

7811•

1931/1933, airmail issue complete set IMPERFORATE, mint lightly hinged. Maury PA50/60nd,
800,- €.
356/66 U

*

100,-

P 7812•

1934, 10 years Republic four PROOFS WITHOUT DENOMINATIONS incl. Parliament in violet, Abu el
Alla el Maari in brown and Mohammed Ali Abed in dark blue all imperforate and additional ex 367/83
Mohammed Ali Abed in scarlet with perforation, mint lightly hinged and scarce
proof

*

100,-

P 7813•

1934, 10 Years Republic complete imperf single die proof set of 18 values without value Proofs 367U imprint, very fine and a scarce offer, Michel catalogue value for imperf set 3.000,- Euro (M)
385U

(*)

1.500,-

P 7814•

1934, 10 Years Republic complete perf set 29 values blocks of four, mint never hinged, very fine
and a scarce offer, Michel catalogue value 1.800,- Euro+ (M)
367-395 (4)

**

600,-

1934, 10 Years Republic complete set in blocks of four, mint never hinged, Michel catalogue value
1.800,- Euro+ (M)
367-395

**

600,-

P 7816•

1934, 10 Years Republic complete imperf margin set, mint never hinged, very fine and a scarce
offer, Michel catalogue value 3.000,- Euro+ (M)
367U - 395U

**

1.300,-

P 7817•

1934, 10 Years Republic complete imperf margin set, mint never hinged, very fine and a scarce
offer, Michel catalogue value 3.000,- Euro++ (M)
367U - 395U

**

1.300,-

7815•
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7818•

1934, 10 Years Republic complete imperf set blocks of four, mint never hinged, very fine and a 367U - 395U
scarce offer, Michel catalogue value 12.000,- Euro++ (M)
(4)

**

5.500,-

7819•

1934, 10 years of Republic complete set incl. airmails stamps, mint lightly hinged, scarce set! Mi.
€ 450,-- (Yv. 221/39 + PA60/69, € 410,--)
367/95

*

70,-

7820•

1934, 10 years of Republic complete set incl. airmails stamps, mint lightly hinged, scarce set! Mi.
€ 450,-- (Yv. 221/39 + PA60/69, € 410,--)
367/95

*

70,-

1934, 10th Anniversary of Republic, 0.10pi. to 100pi., complete set of 29 values as marginal
blocks of four from the corners of the sheet (few blocks separated and partly some minor
imperfections in margins only), each full o.g. and obliterated by bilingual “DAMAS-SALHIE 31 JL 34“
(15pi. airmail stamp not cancelled). Extremely rare units with obliteration TWO DAYS PRIOR to
official first day. Maury 226/44, PA61/70. 2.060,- €++ (T)
367/95 (4)

g

700,-

P 7822•

1934, 10 Years Republic President Ali Abed imperf proof blocks of 10 without value, margins on Proofs 381three sides, paper remain on margin, fine and very scarce (M)
383

**

900,-

P 7823•

1934, 10 Years Republic 50 Pia. sepia imperf proof sheet of 50 without value imprint with
margins, very fine and an important rarity (M)
Proof 384

(*)

2.200,-

P 7824•

1934, 10 Years Republic Sultan Saladin imperf proof blocks of 10 without value, margins on three
sides, paper remain on margin, fine and very scarce (M)
Proofs 384-85

**

450,-

P 7825

1934 'Sultan Saladin' 100p. red, variety “values omitted“ at lower left and right, mint never hinged,
fresh and fine.
385 Var.

**

80,-

P 7826•

1934, 10 Years Republic air mail issue 10 proofs without value in issued colors, mint hinged, very Proofs 386
fine and a scarce offer, expertised Sanabria
- 395

*

300,-

P 7827•

1934, 10th Anniversary of Republic, Airmails 0.50pi. to 100pi., complete set of ten values as
IMPERFORATE top marginal copies, mint o.g. with hinge remnants (100pi. crease in margin only and
some stamps at margin only slight adhesion marks). Very rare set! Maury PA61/70 nd, 2.000,- €.
386/95 U

*

500,-

P 7828•

1934, 10th Anniversary of Republic, Airmails 0.50pi. to 100pi., complete set of ten values,
IMPERFORATE horiz. pairs, mint o.g. with hinge remnants (50pi. one stamp faint thin spot). Very
rare set! Maury PA61/70 nd, 4.000,- €.
386/95 U (2)

*

1.000,-

P 7829•

1934, 10 Years Republic air mails imperf set of ten margin stamps on four registered covers to
London, very fine and a scarce offer
386U - 395U

b

900,-

P 7830•

1934, 10 Years Republic air mail issue seven die proofs without value on thin paper in different
colors, very fine and scarce
Proofs

(*)

500,-

P 7831

1934. Epreuve du poincon in black for the airmail series showing “Airplane over Village of Bloudan“
(Sc #C57/66). No face value. Sky and corner fields blanc.
Proof

(*)

700,-

P 7832•

1934, 10 Years Republic Air mails perf proof set of 8 values without value imprint, mint never
hinged, very fine and a scarce offer
Proofs

**

450,-

7833•

1934, 10 Years Republic air mail issue green sunk die proofs without value on thin paper, very fine
and scarce
Proof 387

(*)

130,-

P 7834•

1934, 10 Years Republic air mail issue violet sunk die proofs without value on thick paper, very fine
and scarce
Proof 391

(*)

130,-

P 7835•

1934, 10 Years Republic air mail issue three sunk die proofs without value on thick paper, colors
violet, black and ultramarine, very fine and a scarce offer
Proofs 394

(*)

450,-

P 7836•

1934, 10 Years Republic five different values, black imperf die proofs without value mounted on
presentation card, fine and extremely scarce
Proofs

(*)

500,-

7837•

1934, 10 Years Republic five different values, light green imperf die proofs without value mounted
on presentation card, fine and extremely scarce
Proofs

(*)

500,-

P 7838•

1934, 10 Years Republic five different values, redbrown imperf die proofs without value mounted
on presentation card, fine and extremely scarce
Proofs

(*)

500,-

P 7839•

1936, FOIRE DE DAMAS Airmails 1pi. to 5pi., complete set in blocks of 25, mint never hinged,
Michel catalogue value 550,- Euro+ (M)
406-409 (25)

**

150,-

P 7840•

1937, World Exhibition Paris, IMPERFORATE, complete set of eight right marginal values, unmounted
mint (15pi. natural gum creasing=no fault). Maury PA76/83 nd, 1.500,- €.
410/17 U

**

500,-

P 7841•

1937. Complete airmail set “Paris International Exposition“ (8 values) in IMPERFORATE corner Sc #C72/79
stamps. Unused, hinged. Maury PA76/83 nd, 1.500,- €.
Imperf.

**

500,-

P 7842•

1937, EXPO PARIS complete set of 8 values imperf pairs, mint never hinged in very good quality, 410U - 417U
scarce. Maury PA76/83 nd, 3.000,- €.
(2)

**

P 7843•
7844•

1937, Airmails, complete set of eight values as epreuve de luxe. Maury PA84/91, 620,- €. (T)

(*)

1.000,250,-

1937, Airmails, IMPERFORATE, complete set of eight right marginal values, mint o.g. with hinge
remnants. Maury PA84/91 nd, 250,- €.
418/25 U

*

90,-

P 7845•

1938, Anniversary 10th year of first flight Marseille-Beyrouth Block 1 on registered air mail cover
tied by “Damas 19/7/38“ red cds. to Marseille with red special cancellation and arrival mark, few
spots, boxed “RETOUR“ on block and “T“ alongside, fine (T)
Bl. 1A

f

80,-

P 7821•

asia
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7846•

1938, Anniversary 10th year of first flight Marseille-Beyrouth Block 1 on registered air mail cover
from Damas 19/7/38 to Marseille with violet special cancellation and arrival mark, few spots,
boxed “RETOUR“ & “T“ on block, fine (T)
Bl. 1A

f

80,-

P 7847•

1938, 10th Anniversary of 1st Flight Marseille-Beyrouth, souvenir sheet IMPERFORATE, unmounted
mint. Very rare item! Maury BF1 nd, 2.250,- €+ (T)
Bl. 1 B

**

800,-

7848•

1940, 5pi. lilac, IMPERFORATE block of six from the upper right corner of the sheet, unmounted
mint, one stamp faint toning. Maury 266 nd, 192,- €.
438 U (6)

**

50,-

7849•

1940, definitives 'landscapes' complete IMPERFORATE set, MNH or mint hinged with small gum
faults (Yv. 250/59)
439/48 U

**/*

50,-

P 7850•

1940, Air Mail complete set of 7 values in “EPREUVE DE LUXE“ seven sunk die proofs, very fine and Proofs 449scarce. (M)
455

(*)

250,-

P 7851•

1940, Airmails, 0.25pi. to 50pi., complete set of seven values IMPERFORATE in pairs, mint o.g. with
part disturbed gum. Maury PA93/99 nd, 900,- €.
449/55 U

**/*

120,-

7852•

1940, Airmails, 0.25pi. to 50pi., complete set of seven values IMPERFORATE, mint o.g. with hinge
remnant. Maury PA93/99 nd, 450,- €.
449/55 U

*

70,-

P 7853•

1941, Setta Zubayda unadopted proof set of 9 values up to 500 Fils including color trial proofs of
2 Fils, mint no gum, very scarce and fine, showpiece for an advanced collection! (M)
Proofs

(*)

800,-

P 7854•

1942, Independence President El-Husni seven proofs on card in different colors without value, fine
and very scarce
Proofs 456-59

(*)

130,-

P 7855•

1942, Proclamation of Independence, 0.50pi. to 50pi., complete set of eight values, (folded) sheets
of 50 stamps showing complete offset on reverse, unmounted mint. Maury 277/80, PA100/101, 456/61 var.
2.200,- € for normal stamps. (M)
(50)

**

500,-

P 7856•

1942, Independence President El-Husni two proof pairs on card in different colors without value,
fine and very scarce
Proofs 459-60

(*)

100,-

P 7857•

1942, Independence President El-Husni die proof on card without value, two printing crosses at left
and right, fine and very scarce
Proof 460

(*)

100,-

P 7858•

1942, 1st Anniversary of Independence, combined proof sheet showing both designs in green,
blank value field, on ungummed thicker paper sized 9,2:7,6 cm. Rare and attractive! Maury refers refers to
to 281/82, PA102
462/64 A

(*)

350,-

7859

1943, Syria Proclamation complete set IMPERFORATE from upper margin, mint never hinged with
minor gum blemishes, scarce set
465/73 U

**

60,-

7860•

1943, Proclamation of Republic President El-Husni complete set of nine values, mint never hinged, 465U - 473U
imperf margin pairs, very fine
(2)

**

90,-

P 7861•

1943, Proclamation of Republic President El-Husni 11 proofs on margin cards in different colors Proofs 465without value, including unadopted colors, fine and very scarce (M)
473

(*)

450,-

P 7862•

1943, Proclamation of Syrian Unity, 1pi. to 50pi., complete set of nine values as IMPERFORATE
sheets of 25 stamps, unmounted mint. Rarely seen! Maury 283/87, PA103/06 nd, 6.250,- €. (M) 465/73 U (25)

**

900,-

P 7863•

1943, Proclamation of Syrian Unity 10pia. orange-red block of four from right margin with variety
'JANVIFR' (instead of 'JANVIER') on lower left stamp, mint never hinged with small gum creases
468 var.

**

60,-

7864

1943, Map of Syria with black margins ('Death of the President') complete set IMPERFORATE from
lower margin, mint never hinged with minor gum blemishes and toned gum on 4pia. and 10pia.,
scarce set
474/82 U

**

70,-

7865•

1943, Mourning issue, IMPERFORATE, complete set of nine left marginal values, unmounted mint,
some gum toning. Maury 288/92 nd, PA107/10 nd, 250,- €.
474/82 U

**

70,-

P 7866•

1944, President Schukri el-Kuwatli 500p. brown and 500p. blue imperforate PROOFs on card,
signed, fine and scarce
483/84 proof

(*)

200,-

P 7867•

1944, President Schukri el-Kuwatli 200p. brown and 500p. blue imperforate PROOF on part 483/84 proof
gummed paper (lightly toned), fine
(2)

(*)

150,-

P 7868•

1944, President Schukri el-Kuwatli four imperforate PROOF SETS of two on thick ungummed paper 483/84 proof
in four different colours (dark brown, red brown, blue and turquise), fine and scarce
(4)

(*)

350,-

7869•

1944, President Schukri el-Kuwatli 500p. imperforate PROOF in dark brown on gummed paper
(lightly hinged)
484 proof

*

50,-

7870•

1944, Law Congress complete set in blocks of 15, mint never hinged, Michel catalogue value 570,Euro+ (M)
485-489 (15)

**

100,-

P 7871•

1945, Congress el Maari complete set in blocks of 15, mint never hinged, Michel catalogue value
690,- Euro+ (M)
490-494 (15)

**

120,-

P 7872•

1945, President Shukri al-Quwatli, 4pi. to 200pi., complete set of 13 IMPERFORATE values on two
envelopes, neatly oblit. by Damascus c.d.s. Maury 295/300, PA121/27, 625,- € for u/m, not listed
in used condition! (T)
495/507 U

b

350,-

P 7873•

1945, President Shukri al-Quwatli, 4pi. to 200pi., set of 13 mini sheets of four stamps each
(issued imperforate), unmounted mint (200pi. gum spot), signed (partly also on front). Maury
BF5/9A, BF10/16 - 9.150,- €. Major Rarity of Syria! Only 250 issued!
Bl. 8/20

**

2.500,-
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P 7874•

1945, President Shukri al-Quwatli, 4pi. to 200pi., set of 13 mini sheets of four stamps each
(issued imperforate), unmounted mint, signed. Maury BF5/9A, BF10/16. 9.150,- €. Major
Rarity of Syria! Only 250 issued!
Bl. 8/20

**

2.500,-

P 7875•

1945, President Shukri al-Quwatli, 5pi. green, imperforate mini sheet with four stamps (slight
nicks/marks) on registered airmail cover (additional franking on reverse) from “DAMAS-SALHIE 29
JA 49“ (wrongly adjusted year!) to Uzerche/France with Damascus transit 1.2.48 and Uzerche
arrival mark 4.2.48 on reverse. RARITY OF SYRIA, ESPECIALLY ON COVER! ONLY 250 ISSUED (YOU
DO NOT NEED TO HAVE MUCH PHANTASY TO IMAGINE HOW MANY - OR HOW FEW - OF THEM DO
EXIST ON COVER)! AN UNMOUNTED MINT COPY IS PRICED WITH 750,- €, NEITHER MICHEL NOR
MAURY GIVE PRICES FOR USED/ON COVER! Maury BF10
Bl. 14

b

500,-

P 7876•

1945, President Shukri al-Quwatli, 5pi. to 200pi., all seven airmail mini sheets, each on
registered airmail cover from “DAMAS-SALHIE 23 OC 47“ to Dover/NJ/USA, on reverse charity
tax stamps and 5pi./10pi./15pi. covers with additional franking, Damascus transit and US
arrival marks 26./27.10.; some faults (stronger glueing marks/toning spots). Only 250 of each
mini sheet issued, extremely rare on cover! Maury BF10/16, 5.250,- € for mint, not priced for
used resp. on cover! (T)
Bl. 14/20

b

2.800,-

P 7877•

1945, President Shukri al-Quwatli, 10pi. red, imperforate mini sheet with four stamps (slight nick)
on registered airmail cover (additional franking on reverse) from “DAMAS-SALHIE 29 JA 49“ (wrongly
adjusted year!) to Uzerche/France with Damascus transit 1.2.48 and Uzerche arrival mark 4.2.48
on reverse. RARITY OF SYRIA, ESPECIALLY ON COVER! ONLY 250 ISSUED (YOU DO NOT NEED TO
HAVE MUCH PHANTASY TO IMAGINE HOW MANY - OR HOW FEW - OF THEM DO EXIST ON COVER)!
AN UNMOUNTED MINT COPY IS PRICED WITH 750,- €, NEITHER MICHEL NOR MAURY GIVE PRICES
FOR USED/ON COVER! Maury BF11
Bl. 15

b

500,-

7878•

1945, President Shukri al-Quwatli, 15pi. orange, imperforate mini sheet with four stamps (slight
nicks) on registered airmail cover from “DAMAS-SALHIE 29 JA 49“ (wrongly adjusted year!) to
Uzerche/France with Damascus transit 1.2.48 and Uzerche arrival mark 4.2.48 on reverse. RARITY
OF SYRIA, ESPECIALLY ON COVER! ONLY 250 ISSUED (YOU DO NOT NEED TO HAVE MUCH PHANTASY
TO IMAGINE HOW MANY - OR HOW FEW - OF THEM DO EXIST ON COVER)! AN UNMOUNTED MINT
COPY IS PRICED WITH 750,- €, NEITHER MICHEL NOR MAURY GIVE PRICES FOR USED/ON COVER!
Maury BF12
Bl. 16

b

500,-

P 7879•

1945, President Shukri al-Quwatli, 25pi. blue, imperforate mini sheet with four stamps on registered
airmail cover from “DAMAS-SALHIE 29 JA 49“ (wrongly adjusted year!) to Uzerche/France with
Damascus transit 1.2.48 and Uzerche arrival mark 4.2.48 on reverse. RARITY OF SYRIA, ESPECIALLY
ON COVER! ONLY 250 ISSUED (YOU DO NOT NEED TO HAVE MUCH PHANTASY TO IMAGINE HOW
MANY - OR HOW FEW - OF THEM DO EXIST ON COVER)! AN UNMOUNTED MINT COPY IS PRICED
WITH 750,- €, NEITHER MICHEL NOR MAURY GIVE PRICES FOR USED/ON COVER! Maury BF13
Bl. 17

b

500,-

7880•

1945, President Shukri al-Quwatli, 50pi. violet, imperforate mini sheet with four stamps (slight
nicks/marks) on registered airmail cover from “DAMAS-SALHIE 29 JA 49“ (wrongly adjusted year!)
to Uzerche/France with Damascus transit 1.2.48 and Uzerche arrival mark 4.2.48 on reverse.
RARITY OF SYRIA, ESPECIALLY ON COVER! ONLY 250 ISSUED (YOU DO NOT NEED TO HAVE MUCH
PHANTASY TO IMAGINE HOW MANY - OR HOW FEW - OF THEM DO EXIST ON COVER)! AN UNMOUNTED
MINT COPY IS PRICED WITH 750,- €, NEITHER MICHEL NOR MAURY GIVE PRICES FOR USED/ON
COVER! Maury BF14
Bl. 18

b

500,-

7881•

1945, President Shukri al-Quwatli, 100pi. brown, imperforate mini sheet with four stamps on
registered airmail cover from “DAMAS-SALHIE 29 JA 49“ (wrongly adjusted year!) to Uzerche/France
with Damascus transit 1.2.48 and Uzerche arrival mark 4.2.48 on reverse. RARITY OF SYRIA,
ESPECIALLY ON COVER! ONLY 250 ISSUED (YOU DO NOT NEED TO HAVE MUCH PHANTASY TO
IMAGINE HOW MANY - OR HOW FEW - OF THEM DO EXIST ON COVER)! AN UNMOUNTED MINT COPY
IS PRICED WITH 750,- €, NEITHER MICHEL NOR MAURY GIVE PRICES FOR USED/ON COVER! Maury
BF15
Bl. 19

b

500,-

P 7882•

1945, President Shukri al-Quwatli, 200pi. reddish brown, imperforate mini sheet with four stamps
(slight nicks/marks) on registered airmail cover from “DAMAS-SALHIE 29 JA 49“ (wrongly adjusted
year!) to Uzerche/France with Damascus transit 1.2.48 and Uzerche arrival mark 4.2.48 on reverse.
RARITY OF SYRIA, ESPECIALLY ON COVER! ONLY 250 ISSUED (YOU DO NOT NEED TO HAVE MUCH
PHANTASY TO IMAGINE HOW MANY - OR HOW FEW - OF THEM DO EXIST ON COVER)! AN UNMOUNTED
MINT COPY IS PRICED WITH 750,- €, NEITHER MICHEL NOR MAURY GIVE PRICES FOR USED/ON
COVER! Maury BF16
Bl. 20

b

500,-

P 7882A

1945/1946. Complete IMPERFORATE airmail set “President Shukri el Kouatly“ (7 values) on 7 Sc #C117/
covers cancelled “11.1.46“ each. (Yvert 115/21)
C123 Imperf.

b

500,-

P 7883•

1946, Definitives, 0.50pi. to 200pi., complete set of 13 values as IMPERFORATE pairs, mainly
marginal copies incl. 5pi. plate number, mint o.g. with hinge remnant resp. some even u/m. Rarely
seen!
515/27 U (2)

**/*

220,-

7884•

1946, Ears Bundle 5 Pi. green imperf proof mounted on die sunk card, produced for King Farouk
Egypt. Marken “cancelled“ on reverse and signed Bileski, very fine and scarce
Proof 518

(*)

220,-

7885•

1946, Definitives President Shukri al-Quwatli, 7.50pi., 10pi. and 12.50pi., three values each as
IMPERFORATE bottom marginal horiz. pair, unmounted mint (one stamp 7.50pi. corner crease).
519/21 U (2)

**

90,-
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P 7886•

1946, President Shukri El Kuwatli 10 Pi. deep blue imperf proof mounted on die sunk card, produced
for King Farouk Egypt. Marken “cancelled“ on reverse and signed Bileski, very fine and scarce
Proof 520

(*)

P 7887•
P 7888•

1946, 3pi. reddish-brown, complete sheet of 50 stamps, printed on both sides, unmounted mint. (M) 528 var. (50)

**

220,200,-

1946/1947, Airmails 'airplane over landscapes' complete set IMPERFORATE from left or right
margins, mint never hinged, fine and scarce!
528/38 U

**

100,-

7889•

1946/1947, Airmails, 3pi. to 500pi., complete set as IMPERFORATE vertical pairs, unmounted mint
(few stamps some slight imperfections).
528/38 U (2)

**

180,-

7890•

1946/1947, Airmails, 3pi. to 500pi., IMPERFORATE, complete set of eleven right marginal values,
mint o.g. hinged.
528/38 U

*

90,-

7891•

1947, 6pi. airmail stamp, imperforate proof in lilac-brown, issued design, marginal block of four
from the lower right corner of the sheet.
530 proof (4)

(*)

70,-

P 7892•

1947, 6pi. orange, complete sheet of 50 stamps (folded, slightly separated), each stamp showing
clear offset on reverse. (M)
530 var. (50)

**

100,-

7893•

1946, 25pi. blue, complete sheet of 50 stamps (folded, slightly separated), each stamp showing
clear offset on reverse. (M)
533 var. (50)

**

100,-

P 7894•

1948, Military set with DOUBLE PRINT of coat of arms (eagle) on two lower values and red stars in
flag on two airmail stamps, MNH and scarce
564/67 var.

**

7895•
7896•
P 7897•

1948, Military Service miniature sheet, mint never hinged, Mi. € 350,--

**
**

80,60,60,-

Bl. 25

1948, President Schukri el-Kuwatli miniature sheet, mint never hinged, Mi. € 350,--

Bl. 24
1949, 75 years United Postal Union (UPU) three imperforate PROOFS in LILAC incl. 12.50pia. and ex 578/81
25pia. without value and the airmail stamp with value 50pia., mint never hinged and scarce
proof

**

100,-

7898•

1949, Definitives Pictorials (Tel Chehab Waterfalls/Damascus), complete set of four values as
IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of four from the upper right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint
(5pi. partly toned gum).
586/89 U (4)

**

130,-

P 7899•

1949, definitives 'Tel Chehab Waterfall & Damascus' complete set of four in IMPERFORATE strips of
three with margins on one side, mint never hinged and scarce
586/89 U (3)

**

7901•
7902
P 7903•

1949, Coup d'etat, souvenir sheet, mint o.g. with adhesion mark/gum disturbance. Rare item!

Bl. 27

*

1949, General Husni al-Zaim miniature sheet, mint never hinged, Mi. € 300,--

Bl. 28

**

100,130,50,-

1950, Definitives Coat of Arms/Pictorials, IMPERFORATE, complete set of six values as marginal
blocks of four, unmounted mint.
590/95 U (4)

**

180,-

1950, 12.50pi. green, (folded) sheet of 50 stamps, each showing clear offset on reverse,
unmounted mint. (M)
593 var. (50)

**

100,-

1952, Definitives “Buildings“, complete set of 13 values, IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of four
from the lower right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
604/16 (4)

**

350,-

1952, Palmyra triumphal arch and Aleppo citadel complete IMPERFORATE set, mint never hinged
(25pia. small gum fault), scarce set!
612/16 U

**

80,-

P 7907•

1952, Palmyra triumphal arch 15pia. violet with INVERTED opt. 'U.N.S.W.S. Damascus 20 Dec.
1952' for United Nations Social Welfare Seminar in Damascus, very fine used and scarce
618 var.

g

60,-

P 7908•

1954, Definitives “Family/Agriculture/Industry“, complete set of nine values as IMPERFORATE
blocks of four, unmounted mint.
629/37 U (4)

**

629U - 637U (2)

**

180,90,-

1955, Arab Postal Union, complete set as IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of four from the upper
right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
650/52 U (4)

**

90,-

1955, Damascus Congress of Middle East Rotary International, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, 653/54 proof
35pi. brown and 65pi. carmine each as marginal block of four on gummed paper.
(4)

**

130,-

1955, Damascus Congress of Middle East Rotary International, IMPERFORATE left marginal copies,
unmounted mint.
653/54 U

**

70,-

P 7913•

1955, Damascus Congress of Middle East Rotary International, IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of
four from the lower right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
653/54 U (4)

**

220,-

P 7914•

1955, Rotary six souvenir sheets in unissued colors without frameprint (Kleinbogen) and set of four
imperf stamps, fine and scarce (M)
653U - 656U,

**

350,-

1955, 50 years Rotary international and Rotary congress in Damaskus in two different special
imperforate miniature sheets in different colours, mint never hinged, scarce and listed in Michel
but unpriced
653/56 SB

**

70,-

7904•
P 7905•
7906•

7909•
7910•
P 7911•
7912•

7915

1954, Agriculture complete set of nine imperf pairs, very fine and scarce (M)

P 7916•

1955, Rotary Congress 65pia. dark green IMPERFORATE block of six with DOUBLE IMPRESSION of
design, mint never hinged and scarce
654 U var. (6)

P 7917

1955, 65 p. Rotary Congres and 25 p. 50th Anniversary, group of twelve mainly imperf. proofs in refers to
different colours, also double impressions.
654/55

P 7918•

1955, 50th Anniversary of Rotary International, IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of four from the
lower right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
655/56 U (4)
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7919•

1955, 50th Anniversary of Rotary International, IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, 25pi. orange and 655/56 proof
75pi. green each as marginal block of four on gummed paper.
(4)

**

7920•
7921•

1955, 50th Anniversary of Rotary International, IMPERFORATE left marginal copies, unmounted mint. 655/56 U

**

130,70,-

1955, Mother's Day 'mother with child' complete set of three in vertical pairs from upper left corner
with REVERSED printing on gum side with normal set for comparison, unusual and scarce!
659/61 var. (2)

**

90,-

7922•

1955, Mother's Day 'mother with child' complete set of three in IMPERFORATE pairs with printing on
gum side, unusual and scarce!
659/61 var. (2)

**

90,-

7923•

1955, Mother's Day, complete set as IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of four from the upper left
corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
659/61 U (4)

**

70,-

7924•

1955, Emigrant's Congress, both values as IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of four from the upper
left corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
662/63 (4)

**

60,-

P 7925•

1955, International Children's Day complete set in IMPERFORATE blocks of four from lower margin,
mint never hinged and scarce
668/69 U (4)

**

60,-

7926•

1955, Children's Day, complete set as IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of four from the upper right
corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
668/69 U (4)

**

60,-

P 7927•

1955, 10th Anniversary of United Nations complete set in imperf. COLOUR PROOFS in issued
design and denomination but differing colours, mint never hinged
670/73 proof

**

100,-

7928•

1955, 10th Anniversary of U.N., IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, complete set each as mini sheet of 670/73 proof
four stamps on gummed paper: 7½pi. brownish orange, 12½pi. slate-blue, 15pi. violet, 35pi. purple. (4)

**

180,-

7929•

1955, 10th Anniversary of U.N., IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, complete set each as marginal 670/73 proof
block of four on gummed paper: 7½pi. green, 12½pi. carmine, 15pi. bluish green, 35pi. brown.
(4)

**

130,-

P 7930•

1955, 10th Anniversary of U.N., IMPERFORATE COLOUR PROOFS, complete set each as mini sheet 670/73 proof
of ten stamps on gummed paper: 7½pi. green, 12½pi. carmine, 15pi. bluish green, 35pi. brown. (M) (10)

**

350,-

7931

1955, 10th Anniversary of United Nations, 4 imperf. proofs in issued design and denomination but
differing colours, mint o.g., mainly u/m (hinged at margin only).
670/73 proof

**/*

100,-

7932•

1955, 10th Anniversary of U.N., complete set as IMPERFORATE marginal blocks of four from the
upper right corner of the sheet, unmounted mint.
670/73 U (4)

**

90,-

7933•

1955, UN complete set of four imperf blocks of four, FDC, trial color proofs and four trial color
proofs in sheetlets of four, fine and a very scarce offer (M)
670U - 673U

**

1955, New Aqueduct, complete set as IMPERFORATE marginal vertical pairs, unmounted mint.

**

130,50,-

1955, River Euphrat with citadel and dam complete set of three miniature sheets, mint never
hinged and very scarce, Mi. € 1.050,-Bl. 29/31

**

180,-

1956, 10th Anniversary of Withdrawal of Foreing Forces, complete set as IMPERFORATE top
marginal pairs, unmounted mint.
683/85 U (2)

**

50,-

1956, 10 years retreat of british and french troops complete set of three miniature sheets, mint
never hinged and very scarce, Mi. € 1.050,-Bl. 32/34

**

180,-

7938•

1957, Mother's Day both values in blocks of four with strong OFFSET on reverse in blocks of four,
MNH and an attractive variety
715/16 var. (4)

**

90,-

7939•

1957, 4th International fair in Damascus complete set in IMPERFORATE special miniature sheets
with four stamps each, mint never hinged, not listed in Michel
727/31 U KB

**

130,-

P 7940•

1957, International letter writing week 5pia. green with strong OFFSET on reverse, mint never
hinged marginal stamp, fine and attractive
745 var.

**

50,-

7941•

1957, Lawyer conference in Damascus 50pia. violet from right margin with HEAVY MISPLACED
horizontal perforation, mint never hinged, fine and attractive
750 var.

**

50,-

7942•

1958, Foundation of Arab Republic both values in imperforate special miniature sheet, mint never
hinged
V 1/2 Bl.

**

70,-

P 7943•

1958, Treasures from syrian museums complete IMPERFORATE set mostly from corners, mint
lightly hinged and scarce
V 13/21 U

*

60,-

P 7944•

1958, Gliding Festival, combined proof sheet (vertical fold in between) of four IMPERFORATE sets
in issued designs and colours on gummed paper PRINTED ON THE GUMMED SIDE! Most attractive refers to
and extremely rare showpiece! (M)
V28/29

**

900,-

7945•

1958, Gliding Festival, both values as complete sheets of 50 stamps (folded), 7½pi. lower left
stamp corner crease, unmounted mint. (M)
V28/29 (50)

**

50,-

7946•

1958, 10 years of Human Rights complete set IMPERFORATE with each value in miniature sheet
form with wide margins around, mint never hinged
V 30/32

**

70,-

7947•

1958, GPO Damascus and telegraph complete set of three in IMPERFORATE pairs with printing on
gum side, unusual and scarce!
767/69 var. (2)

**

90,-

7948•

1958, GPO Damascus complete set in IMPERFORATE special miniature sheets with four stamps
each, mint never hinged, not listed in Michel
767/69 U KB

**

90,-

7949•

1959, 2½pi. on 1pi. olive, complete sheet of 50 stamps (folded), showing different intensities of
red colour of surcharge (from intense to pale), unmounted mint. (M)
V47 (50)

**

Gebot

7934•
P 7935•
7936•
P 7937•

asia
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7950•

1959, Day of the Army 50pia. brown IMPERFORATE block of four, upper stamps lightly hinged
otherwise MNH, scarce block!
V 66 U (4)

7951•

1960, World Refugee Year, both values each as complete sheet of 50 stamps (folded), with printer's
mark “A/60“, unmounted mint. (M)
V75/76 (50)

**

Gebot

7952•

1967, Antique art 'head of a joung man' 45p. orange-red from left margin PRINTED ON GUM SIDE,
mint never hinged and scarce
987 var.

**

50,-

7953

1985/1989, four different stamps with ERRORS as misplaced perforations or misplaced colours,
mint never hinged, attractive and unusual quartet
ex 1628/1768

**

50,-

P 7954•

1988, President Assad 175pia. blue-violet block of twelve from lower left corner with vertical and
horizontal DOUBLE PERFORATION, mint never hinged with some creases but a spectacular block! 1703 var. (12)

**

120,-

P 7955•

1990, Tree Day 550p. 'boy waters tree' printed in BLACK and RED only with all other colours missing,
with normal stamp for comparison, mint never hinged
1796 var.

**

60,-

P 7956•

1990/1992, President Hafis al-Assad 150p. brown and 300p. light purple both in IMPERFORATE 1801 + 1857
horiz. pairs, MNH and scarce
U (2)

**

7957•
P 7958•

1995, £10 carmine-lilac, IMPERFORATE sheet of 50 stamps, unmounted mint. (M)

**

60,90,-

1995, President Hafis al-Assad 500p. orange block of ten from left margin with vertical SHIFTED
and DOUBLE perforation through left column, and a block of four from upper margin with part
perforation only leaving the two right stamps completely IMPERFORATE, attractive and scarce MNH
blocks!
1958 var. (14)

**

100,-

P 7959•

1995, £500 orange, completely misperforated sheet of 50 stamps (misplaced strike of perforation
comb) resulting in 15 imperforate stamps, five imperf. at right and five with double perforation,
unmounted mint. (M)
1958 var. (50)

**

1998, £17 Dromedary, block of 25 stamps, completely misperforated, unmounted mint. (M)

**

450,180,-

1920, O.M.F. overprints on French Levant, complete set of four values, mint o.g. with stronger hinge
remnants/some thinnings, signed Calves. Maury 1/4, 1.060,- €. Only 900 sets issued!
6/9

*

250,-

1921, Postage Due 3p./50c. lilac block of four showing variety inverted and shifted overprint, mint Mi.P17K,
no gum, fine, Yvert unrecorded
Yv. 12

(*)

90,-

1922, 50 c. on 10 c. brown, horiz. strip of 4 with gutter, charging an insufficiently paid cover 2 pi.
on 40 c. Merson from “SAIDA (ECHELLE) 7.11.22“ (violet postmark) to Beyrouth (both towns today
Lebanon, then part of Grand Syria), one stamp partly removed/some imperfections, but rare
franking!
14 (4)

b

140,-

P 7964•

1923, 2.50pi. on 50c. lilac-brown, not issued, block of four, unmounted mint. Maury 21A (4),
1.100,- €.
26 var. (4)

**

250,-

P 7965•

1931, 8pi. black on bluish green and 15pi. black on brownish orange, two IMPERFORATE marginal
blocks od four from the lower left corner of the sheet, unmounted mint (15pi. slight fingerprint).
Maury 38/39 nd, 800,- €.
43/44 U (4)

**

220,-

7960•

1937 U (50)

2024 var.

**/*

50,-

SYRIEN - PORTOMARKEN
siehe auch 7803

P 7961•
7962•
P 7963

TANNU-TUWA
P 7966

1932, Revaluation overprints, 3kop. on 70kop. carmine/olive, inverted surcharge, unmounted
mint, few flat perfs. Yvert 31a
31 K

**

200,-

P 7967

1934, letter from KIZIL with biligual cancellation sent directly to Moskow. Two different arrival
marks.
20,21,24,25

b

1.500,-

7968•

1935 'Landscape' complete set on registered envelope to Paris, tied by Turan '25.III.35“ cds, a Reg.
cachet alongside, Paris '11.IV.1935' arrival datestamp on the reverse. Envelope opened somewhat
roughly at top and a few perfs stained, but still a good cover and a rather uncommon destination
France. (T)
59-65

b

100,-

P 7969•

1935, 10k. lilac, 15k. olive and 25k. blue, attractive franking on registered cover 26.III.35 to Vienna
without arrival mark, slight postal wear.
62/64

b

200,-

1883 Incoming mourning cover from Levenworth, Kansas, USA to Bangkok via England, Naples and
Singapore franked by 1882 5c. brown strip of three tied by cork cancel and Levenworth cds, with
Napoli June and Singapore July transit datestamps on the reverse, no arrival datestamp as the
Bangkok P.O. opened in August 1883. Cover with a tear at top let and back-flap missing otherwise fine. US 51 (3)

b

100,-

P 7970A•

1883-1910, 18 classic stamps with unusual cancellations including Kedah, Puket, Chaiya,
Singapore, fine group

g

100,-

P 7970B•

1883-1910, 15 classic stamps with unusual cancellations including Korat, Bangkok Paid,
Cochinchine, fine group

g

100,-

THAILAND

siehe auch 5848, 6978, 8424, 8748, 8750, 8751, 8752, 8753, 8754, 8756, 9061, 9062, 9064,
9064A, 9065, 9066, 9067, 9068, 9069, 9070, 9072, 9215, 9216, 9217, 9218, 9219, 9220, 9221,
9222, 9224, 9502, 11925, 11926, 11927, 11928, 11929, 12250, 12657, 12803, 12804

P 7970•
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1883-1910, 12 classic stamps with unusual cancellations including Banpong, Singapore, fine group

g

80,-

1885, “1 TICAL“ handstamp surcharge in the rare type 1 with all letter in capital on 1 solot, unused
without gum and with a light thin, otherwise in good condition. A RARE SIAM STAMP. Certificate
Pascal Scheller (2015). Michel 6 I = 4800 EUR
6I

(*)

850,-

P 7972

1885, “1 Tical“ surcharge type 5 on 1 solot, mint original gum with hinge remnant, fresh and fine.
Certificate Pascal Scheller (2015). Michel 6 V
6V

*

180,-

P 7973•

1889, 1a. on 1sio red, 17 mint copies, a fresh unused block of thirteen (partly separated) and a
vertical and horizontal pair (upper left corner of sheet), mint o.g. Rarely seen multiples! SG 19
15 (17)

*/**

500,-

P 7973A•

1889, 1 Att. on 2 Att. green carmine type I showing variety double surcharge of “1“, mint hinged, 16 I DD, SG
fine and fresh, SG unpriced
20 var.

*

80,-

P 7973B•

1889, 1 Att. on 2 Att. green carmine type II showing variety double surcharge of “1“, mint no gum,
fine and fresh, Michel catalogue value 580++ Euro
16 II DD

(*)

200,-

P 7973C•

1889, 1 Att. on 2 Att. green carmine type II, mint hinged with new gum, fine and fresh, Michel
catalogue value 580,- Euro
16 II

*

100,-

P 7973D•

1889, Study on four stamps 1 Att. on 2 Att. green carmine type II, three mint hinged (two stamps
showing different handstamps) and one used showing variety double sucharge, fine and scarce
group, Michel catalogue value 2.130+++ Euro
16 II

*/g

400,-

P 7973E•

1889, 1 Att. on 2 Att. green carmine type II & III, both clear cancelled, fine and fresh pair, Michel
catalogue value 450,- Euro
16 II & III

g

100,-

P 7973F•

1889, 1 Att. on 2 Att. green carmine type III, mint hinged with new gum, fine and fresh, Michel
catalogue value 350,- Euro
16 III

*

100,-

P 7973G•

1889, Study on three stamps 1 Att. on 2 Att. green carmine type III, two mint hinged (showing
different handstamps) and one used showing variety double sucharge of arabic “1“, plus used
block of four, fine and scarce group, Michel catalogue value 1.500,- Euro
16 III (7)

*

300,-

P 7973H•

1889, 1 Att. on 2 Att. green carmine type IV, mint hinged with new gum, fine and fresh, a very scarce
offered stamp in fine and fresh appearance, Michel catalogue value 2.000,- Euro
16 IV

*

500,-

1889, 1 Att. on 2 Att. green carmine clear “Bangkok“ cancelled, fine and fresh, Michel catalogue
value 900,- Euro
16 IV, Sc. 25

g

200,-

P 7974•

1890's ca.: Mourning cover from Bangkok to Bamberg, Germany franked by 1887 12a. lilac &
carmine (UPU letter rate) tied by Bangkok native cds, and with arrival cds on the reverse, very lightly
stained, fine.
12

b

100,-

P 7975•

1890, reply part of Germany 10 pfg. postal stationery card sent back to Cöln, oblit. “BANGKOK
27 10 90“ and manuscript at base of card in red ink “returned by mistake to Bangkok 26/10/90“
on reverse Brindisi transit and two Cöln arrivals 3.12./4.12. on front. Scarce usage.

GA

1.200,-

P 7976•

1893 Royal mourning cover + letter from H.M. King Chulalongkorn (Rama V) addressed to his
younger brother Krom Mun Damrongrachanupab related to the death of a Mr. Ithidamrong, with
Royal seal embossed colourless on back-flap and letter, and with letter accompanied by
translation to English, fine. A SCARCE ROYAL MOURNING COVER + CONTENTS. (M)

b

1.200,-

P 7977•

1894, 1 Att./64 Att. tied “BANGKOK1 15 1 95“ to envelope “REUTER'S TELEGRAM“, backstamps
“BANGKOK2 15 1 III“ and all native, incomplete on reverse.
22

b

160,-

P 7978•

1894, 2a. on 64a. lilac/brownish orange, overprint type II, fresh colours, well perforated, mint
o.g. previously hinged, extremely fresh preservation. Only one piece in a sheet of 120 stamps
shows this rare type=only 500 can exist! SG 42, £2250++
23 II

*

1.500,-

P 7979•

1895 Mourning cover from Bangkok to Paris, re-directed to Florence, Italy franked by 1887 12c.
lilac & carmine tied by “BANGKOK/1/6 2/95“ cds, with octagonal French maritime d/s “LIGNE N/
PAQ. FR. No.6/12 FEVR 95“ on face, Paris '9 Mar 95' and Rome '11 Mar 95' transit datestamps on
the reverse, minor imperfections but still good.
12

b

300,-

P 7980•

1895 Incoming mourning cover from Boston, Mass., USA to John Barrett, U.S. Consul General at
Bangkok, franked by 1892 'Grant' 5c. brown tied by flag d/s at 10th June 1895, sent via London
(20 June transit dater) and arriving Bangkok 21 July 95 (arrival cds on the reverse), fine.
USA 93

b

100,-

P 7981•

1899 Registered mouring cover from Bangkok to Scotland franked by 1887 24c. violet & blue tied
by Bangkok '2/26 10/99' cds, boxed “R“ alongside, London and Edinburgh transit datestamps on
the reverse, cover's edges with short creases and tears otherwise fine.
13

b

400,-

P 7982

1899. Siam postal stationery card 1 att upgraded with SG 11, 1a green and SG 44, 2a on 64a
purple and brown tied by Kosichang date stamp addressed to the United States with New York
recveiver on face. Rare item of mail from this small Thai island to the United States.

GA

1.100,-

P 7983•

1900 Registered mourning cover from Bangkok to Rumilly, France franked by 1887 24c. lilac & blue
tied by 'Dec 1900' Bangkok cds, with octagonal French maritime d/s “LIGNE N/PAQ. FR. No...“ and
boxed “R“ on face, Annecy transit datestamp and Rumilly 'Jan 1901' arrival cds on the reverse, area
around adhesive soiled otherwise fine.
13

b

300,-

P 7973J•
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P 7984

1900: 2 atts and 10 atts on 24 atts tied by “BANGKOK 1 / 25.6.1900“ cds to envelope addressed
to “H.R.H PRINCE RANGSIT OF SIAM, HALBERSTADT, GERMANY“ backstamped with arrival
31.7.1900. Very fine and ONE OF THE FEW COVERS KNOWN FRANKED WITH THE
CHULALONGKORN OVERPRINTED ISSUE ADDRESSED TO A MEMBER OF THE ROYAL FAMILY.
Rangsit Prayurasakdi, Prince of Chai Nat (12 November 1885 - 7 March 1951) was the Thai
Founder of the Public Health Ministry and as Regent of Thailand. Prince Rangsit was born as
the 52nd child of King Chulalongkorn. He started his education at the Royal School in the Grand
Palace. At the age of 14, he was sent to Germany for his education. At first the Martineum
gymnasium in Halberstadt where he graduated with Abitur in 1905 and later HeidelbergUniversity in Heidelberg.

b

1.000,-

P 7985•

1904, 1a. on 14a. blue with ULTRAMAR overprint; this stamp was sent from the UPU to the
Portuguese Postal Authority who did apply the surcharge for administrative use, corner creasing,
certificate “The Classic Collector, Ottawa“. Possibly unique!
45

(*)

140,-

P 7986

1904. Picture post card of 'Shipping on the Menam River near Windsor & Co“ bearing Siam SG 75,
8a green and orange tied by bilingual Chantaburi date stamp with adjacent Chantaboon cds '24th
May 04' and vernacular seal on reverse. Card published by 'Robert Lens & Co, Bangkok'.

b

100,-

P 7987•

1905, 1 A olive-green and 4 A carmine, tied by double-circle SINGAPORE, JU 5 1905, on ppc posted
in KELANTAN and cancelled on maritime transit, sent to Southsea in England. F/VF condition.
28, 33

b

350,-

P 7988•

1905 Royal mourning cover + letter from H.M. King Chulalongkorn (Rama V) addressed to Chao
Phraya Thevetvongvivat, The Commissinair of Sanitation Dept., with Royal seal embossed on backflap, and with letter accompanied by translation to English. Cover with two punch holes at left and
minor imperfections. A SCARCE ROYAL MOURNING COVER + CONTENTS. (M)

b

800,-

7989

1905. Picture post card of 'Thai, Tropical Fruits' addressed to France bearing SG 72, 4a carmine and
SG 90, 1a on 14a blue tied by Bangkok date stamp with Marne arrival. Scarce surcharge on card.

b

110,-

Design “Rome“ 1906 International Reply Coupon as block of four Siam (native characters - so
not known till now?). This block of International Reply Coupons belong to the scarcest postal
stationery and is a key item of any exhibition collection. The importance and real value is still
very much underestimated - highlight of every postal stationery or country collection. This offer
comes from the collection king fuad - this block of four is probably unique in private hands (T) IAS (4)

GA

2.800,-

P 7991•

1907 Mourning cover from Bangkok to TUNIS, franked 1905 1c. and left hand marginal 2c. grey &
violet tied by Bangkok native cds, and on the reverse with Tunis arrival cds, very fine. A SCARCE
DESTINATION.
47, 48

b

300,-

P 7992•

1907, 1a. on 24a. purple/ blue used on small local mourning cover “Bangkok“ c.d.s. in blue (March
11), slight toning. Scarce and attractive cover. SG 109
64

b

250,-

P 7993•

1907, stampless cover with red ms. “One Att stamp run / short postage paid / Manit. PO5.„ with
„Bangkok, 5 14.12.07“ dater alongside. commercial usage on unsealed envelope (staple holes,
affixing circular inside; vertical crease) with deleted „Royal Railway Department Bangkok“. Delivery
datestamp of “Bangkok.2 15.12.07„ on reverse. P. O. 5 used this emergency handling only one day,
Dec. 14th 1907. 6-7 covers of p.o. 5 are believed to exist. This is the cover ex-Ian McQueen, pictured
and explained in his article in “Stamp Collecting„ of March, 1982 (copy enclosed with the lot). It
seems to be the only cover where postmaster Manit wrote “One Att“„ instead “1 att“. Exhibition
item.

b

500,-

P 7994

1907. Registered postal stationery letter card 10b carmine upgraded with SG 93, 2a grey and violet
(2) and SG 97, 4a sepia and pale red tied by bilingual Bangkok/4 date stamp with framed handstruck 'R' addressed to the United States routed via London and New York with Boston/Reg arrival
on reverse. A very attractive registered letter card to the United States. Exhibition quality.

GA

800,-

P 7995•

1908, attractive franking on cover from “BANGKOK 11.10.08“ to Singapore with arrival mark 47, 48 (2),
17.10.08 on reverse.
66 (2)

b

200,-

P 7996•

1908, group of three covers/card: 5a. red and 4 on 5a. red on Paquebot cover to Italy oblit. by
Singapore c.d.s.; 4 on 5a. red on ppc to USA; 4 on 5a. red on local Bangkok cover, some postal wear. 54, 66 (3)

b/Ak

120,-

P 7997•

1908 Royal mourning cover + letter from H.M. King Chulalongkorn (Rama V) addressed to Phraya
Sukhum Naivinit, Minister of the Metropolitan, with Royal seal embossed on back-flap, and with
letter accompanied by translation to English. Cover with two punch holes at left and partial toning.
A SCARCE ROYAL MOURNING COVER + CONTENTS. (M)

b

800,-

P 7998•

1909, 9a. on 10a. ultramarine, two covers with single franking each, from “Bangkok 2“ to Haiphong
(Tonkin) resp. to England.
67 (2)

b

P 7999
P 8000•

1909, Printed envelope bearing 7x “2 Satang“ on 2 Atts green sent from Bangkok to Sinagpore.

82 (7)

b

150,140,-

1909 Registered double-weight mourning cover from Bangkok to Sarajevo, Bosnia & Herzogovina
franked on back by 1909 14s. on 9a. blue vertical pair and bottom marginal single all tied by
bilingual '27.12.09' Bangkok cds, with '24.1.10' transit cds and '27.1.10' arrival dater on back,
bilingual Reg. label on face, fine. A SCARCE DESTINATION.
90 (3)

b

300,-

P 8001

1910. Picture post card of 'Annamites sail boats on the Mekong' written from Saigon dated 'Saigon
4th Mars 1910' addressed to France bearing Thailand SG 76, 10c ultramarine (faults/damaged)
tied by 'Vapeur/No 1' date stamp (Salles 2013) with negative seal 'Messageries Fluviales' in black
on face. Very scarce use of Siam stamps on steamship mail along the Mekong River.

b

330,-

P 7990•
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P 8002

1910. Envelope addressed to Germany bearing SG 127, 2s on 2a yellow-green and SG 135, 12s on
8a olive and black tied by bilingual Bangkok/2 date stamp with Kenzingen arrival on reverse. Very
fine franking.

b

100,-

P 8003•

1910, Registered cover 32 St. rate including 2 St. orange & green block of four on reverse, with
black label “BANGKOK 6“ alongside and cds. “BANGKOK 6“ with transit mark “PENANG“ to Aden Sc. 128, 139
Camp with arrival mark, few tiny spots, fine and scarce
(6), 140, 168

Ak

400,-

P 8004•

1911 REGISTERED cover from Langsuen to Frankfurt, Germany franked on the reverse by pair and
single of 1909 2s. on 1a. green & yellow and 1910 12s. strip of three all tied by bilingual “Langsuen“
cds, Bangkok '27.10.11' transit cds and Frankfurt '26.12.11' and '27.12.11' arrival datestamps
alongside, boxed “R“ on front. The printed envelope slightly reduced at right but still a fine
commercially used registered cover..
80, 97

b

160,-

P 8005•

1911/1921/1931 Three local/interprovincial mourning covers each franked 2s., 1911 front of
cover from Bangkok to 'North East region' addressed to nobility 'Luang Sri-Ar-Ya, 1921 local Bangkok
printed matter to Phra Boriharnnitikaset, and 1931 printed announcement of the schedule of a
funeral ceremony at Wan Ban Pong, in mixed condition.
94, 164, 199

b

100,-

P 8006•

1911 Mourning cover from Bangkok to Cambridge, Mass., USA franked by two singles of both 1910
2s. and 12s. tied by bilingual Bangkok '14.4.11' cds, with black Regal Crest and black wax seal on
back-flap, sent from Phya Kalyan Maitri, fine.
94(x2), 97(x2)

b

200,-

P 8007•

1911 Mourning cover from Bangkok to Cambridge, Mass., USA and re-directed to Weymouth, Mass.
franked by two singles of 1910 2s. and 6s. strip of four tied by Bangkok '1.6.11' cds, with black Regal
Crest on back-flap, a 2s. stamp used damaged and the last 6s. with bottom corner perf faults. (T)
94(x2), 96(x4)

b

100,-

P 8008•

1911: Picture postcard (Korat) used from Bangkok to Tien-Tsin, CHINA franked on picture by Siam
1910 3s. green vertical pair tied by bilingual Bangkok cds in mixed franking with Japanese Post in
China ½s. cancelled by 'Tientsin IJSO 20.1.12' cds, addressed to a soldier serving '16e Colonial, 1er
Compagnie, Arrenal de l'Est but redirected, with black “T“, crossed out and noted “TCV“, and with
French P.O. Tien-Tsin '17 MAY 11' cds and violet three-liner “G O V CAVADE/No. 125 Custom Lane“ 95 + Jap. Post
on front.
in China

b

400,-

P 8009•

1911 Mourning cover from Bangkok to Cambridge, Mass., USA franked by two 1910 24s. tied by
bilingual Bangkok 4 '28.11.11' cds, with black State Crest and Bangkok 2 transit cds on the reverse,
fine.
99

b

200,-

P 8010•

1912 Mourning cover from Bangkok (27.6.12) to London (27.7.12) and the forwarded to Paris,
franked by 1910 2s. and 12s. for UPU international letter rate 14s, fine.
94, 97

b

80,-

P 8011•

1912 Small mourning cover from TRANG to Milano, Italy via Penang, franked on the reverse by
1910 2s. and 12s. for UPU letter rate of 14s., tied by “TRANG/13.12.12“ cds, Penang transit dater
alongside, fine. (The transit route via Penang is unusual as all outbound mail was normally directed
via Bangkok.)
94, 97

b

100,-

P 8012•

1912 Double-weight mourning cover from Bangkok (26.1.12) to Chicago, Ill., USA, franked 1910
2s., 12s. and 14s. tied by bilingual Bangkok cds, fine. (The cover was sent by Jens Westengard
using his royal Siamese title 'Phya Kalyan Maitri' as sender.)
94, 97, 98

b

100,-

P 8013•

1912 Registered mourning cover from British P.O. Constantinople to Bangkok, franked KEVII. 1p. on
2½d. pair tied by respective British P.O. '24 Feb 12' cds, resp. Reg. label alongside, transit
datestamps (Alexandria, Port Taufiq, Singapore) and arrival cds on the reverse. Colour of stamps
faded and cover lightly toned but still a fine cover, and scarce as thus.

b

P 8014•
P 8015

1915, King Chulalongkorn, Wat Jang 2 S. on 1 A., a block of 16 (4x4), mint never hinged MNH (T)

**

150,160,-

*

160,-

P 8016•

1920, Scout funds 2 s.-1 b. complete, tied by bilingual cds. “Nagor Pathom“ to telegram form,
fine 1920, 2 S. bis 1 B. (T)
1920: “Pfadfinderfonds I“ (großer Tigerkopf-Aufdruck) komplett auf ungebrauchtem TelegrammblattFormular, je einzeln sauber gestempelt (Nagor Pathom). (T)
152/57

b

1.100,-

1920, Scouts, 2nd issue, 5+5s. carmine on pink on tiny 1920 envelope addressed to Dusit
Palace, oblit. by “Bangkok / 1P“ datestamp in black (May 5), on reverse “Bangkok / 7“
datestamp (the Palace Post Office). Rare and fine, a lovely rarity of Scout‘s philately. SG 207
160

b

3.000,-

P 8018•

1920 - Destination Ital. SOMALILAND: Postal stationery card 3s. green used from Roi Et to
Mogadishu, Italian Somalia, cancelled by bilingual “ROI ET“ cds, Bangkok '27.10.20' transit cds and
Mogadishu '14.3.21' arrival cds alongside. Minor imperfections and somewhat tropical condition
but a scarce commercial mail from Roi Et and a VERY RARE DESTINATION.

GA

400,-

P 8019•

1921, Scouts, 2s. brown on yellow, block of 60 stamps with selvedge at right/at left (folded/
slightly separated), unmounted mint with oval control handstamp on reverse, few toning spots,
extremely fresh and rare multiple! (M)
176 (60)

**

1.300,-

P 8020•

1921, Scouts, 3s. green on greenish, block of 60 stamps with selvedge at right/at left (folded/
slightly separated), unmounted mint with oval control handstamp on reverse, few toning spots,
extremely fresh and rare multiple! (M)
177 (60)

**

1.300,-

P 8017•

116 (16)
1917 2s. yellow-brown horizontal pair, variety IMPERFORATED BETWEEN, mint lightly hinged, fresh 119 Var., (SG
and fine. (SG £950)
166a)
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P 8021•

1923 Mourning cover from Bangkok to Ajaccio, CORSICA 'via Penang' (endorsed in m/s), franked by
1920 5s. strip of five (for 25s. UPU letter rate) tied bilingual Bangkok '15.10.23' cds, part strike of
'Nov. 23' cds on back. Stamps with creases as affixed reaching over the small cover's adges and
part of back-flap missing but still an attractive cover and A RARE DESTINATION.
167 (5)

b

150,-

P 8022

1923. Air Mail envelope addressed to Tonkin bearing SG 217, 10s bistre and black and SG 221,
25s indigo tied by Bangkok date stamp '9/12' with instructional 'By AirMail/via Nongkai' with NongKhay Air Mail transit on face routed via Savannakhet/Laos '15/12' and Hanoi/Tonkin '25/12' with
Haiphong receiver on reverse. Very fine.

b

100,-

1925-27 Two 'On Post & Telegraph Service' official mourning envelopes from Bangkok to Berne,
Switzerland, with 1926 stampless cover to the Director of the UPU International Bureau, and 1926
registered airmail cover franked by 1925 airmail stamp 10s. vert. strip of three, fine. Plus top
fragment of registered mourning cover from Bangkok to one H.R.H. of Prussia (Germany) franked
1920 15s. pair.
186 (3), 171 (2)

b

200,-

1925. Registered Air Mail envelope (vertical fold) addressed to Paris bearing SG 230-237 set of
eight tied by Nagor Ralchasima (Korat) airmail cachet '16th Dec 25' with registered label, routed
east over the Mekong via Ubol and Laos with Pakse/Cambodge transit '6th Jan 26' with Paris
receiver. Pakse was in fact located in Laos the Pakse/Cambodge cancel is an error only recorded
by Desrousseaux between 1924 & 1927. Scarce item, very few recorded.

b

110,-

P 8025•

1926 Mourning cover from Bangkok to Boston, Mass., USA franked 1920 10s. and 1925 Air 5s.
tied by bilingual '9.2.26' cds, State Crest “Garuda“ and Bangkok transit datestamp on the reverse,
fine. (T)
170, 185

b

80,-

P 8026•

1926 Official registered airmail mourning cover from Bangkok to Copenhagen, DENMARK franked
1925 Air 10s. strip of three tied by first slogan cancel “Telegram rate reduced...“, Reg. label
alongside, State Crest “Garuda“, transit and arrival datestamps on the reverse, fine. (T)
186 (3)

b

100,-

P 8027•

1926/1929 Two domestic mourning covers, with 1926 cover from Samudasagor to Bangkok
franked by 1925 Air 10s., reduced at left and slightly creased, and 1929 Royal mourning cover from
Bangkok to Sriraja, franked 1928 10s., and on the reverse with the “Swastica“ and Thai word “2nd
Palace“, opened roughly otherwise fine.
186, 202

b

100,-

P 8028•

1929 ORNAMENTIC printed mourning letter from Bangkok as an invitation to a Bhuddist furneral,
franked 1928 5s. tied by bilingual Bangkok cds, with a few stains but still MOST ATTRACTIVE AND
DECORATIVE.
201

b

200,-

P 8029•

1930 Royal Command mourning letter with colourless embossed emblem signed by H.M. King
Prajadhipok to donate 300 Baht for a monk ordainment, fine. (M)

b

400,-

P 8030

1930 18 october: First Flight cover with “FIRST ARRANGEMENT VIA K.L.M ROYAL DUTCH AERIAL
LINES BANGKOK / AMSTERDAM“ send registered from Thailand with Bangkok 18.10.30 cds to
Francis Field, Sutton Coldfield, England with arrival backstamp 27 OC 30. ONLY 78 COVERS FLOWN.
Netherlands air mail cat. number VH B51c LP (Liebhaberpreis) = unpriced because of rarity.

b

400,-

1931 Mourning cover to H.R.H. Krom Phraya Damrong Rajanubhab, a younger brother of King
Chulalongkorn, with pencil message 'Invited to deposit the ashes ceremony of the “Chantaburi
Governor“ on 26/07/74 (= 26. Oct. 1931) at 5:30 pm“. (Messages to the Royal family were sent
hand to hand at that time.)

b

100,-

1932, 1 B. and 25 S. tied “BANGKOK G.P.O. g 14.11.33“ to insured (valeur declaree.) front cover
with respective pale rose sticker to Batavia/Java, Dutch East Indies, slight toning. Bank
correspondence. (M)
221, 223

d

60,-

P 8033

1932. Air Mail envelope addressed to Berlin bearing SG 129, 3s on 3a yellow-green (2), SG 132, 6s
on 4a scarlet (pair), SG 136, 14s on 9a blue (pair), SG 146, 28s brown, SG 147, 2s brown (pair), SG
159, 2s on 14s ultramarine (pair) and “Victory“ S G 192, 15s blue (pair) tied by Bangkok date
stamp with 'By Air Mail/Par Avion' label and hand-stamp 'By Air Mail to Amsterdam' with Berlin
arrival. Lovely franking.

b

170,-

P 8034

1937/42, Japan 1st Showa total Y1.75 and Malaya occupation 15 C. tied circular grid to cover to
Thailand with censormark “10“, the fwd. local w. Thailand 5 C. (strip-3) tied “BANGKOK G.P.O.
19.8.44“, very unusual

b

240,-

P 8035•

1938 - Mail to Singapore per train SOUTH EXPRESS: Printed bilingual envelope + full contents used
from Bangkok to Singapore, franked by 1928 'King Prajadhipok' 5s. two pairs and 15s. all tied by
bilingual “SOUTH EXPRESS/5.1.38“ cds, red straightliner “PER TRAIN“ alongside, slightly toned but
still fine. A scarce routed commercial cover.
201, 203

b

240,-

P 8036

1941. Registered Air Mail envelope (faults) to England bearing SG 242, 25s blue (3), SG 244, 1t
green and lilac and SG 289, 15s blue (pair) tied by Bangkok G.P.O. date stamp with registered Label
and circular ‘3' censor cachet in violet, routed by ‘B.O.A.C.' via Durban with Indian ‘Passed by
Censor' tape transit. Nice item of mail sent via the 'Horse-Shoe' route.

b

100,-

P 8037

1941. Registered envelope to Penang bearing SG 287, 5s purple (pair) and SG 288, 10s carmine
(pair) tied by Trang railway date stamp with registered label, routed via Haad-Yai with transit, censor
tape and boxed 'Opened by Censor/34' cachet in violet applied in Penang. Nice item.

b

100,-

1941. Censored envelope to Holland bearing SG 289, 15s blue tied by bilingual Bangkok G.P.O.
date stamp with circular '8' censor cachet in violet, routed via Japan with Kobe transit and German
censor cachet and label applied on arrival.

b

110,-

P 8023•

8024

P 8031•

8032•

8038
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P 8039

1941. Air Mail envelope addressed to England bearing SG 289, 15s blue, SG 295, 25s orange and
slate (3) and SG 297, 1b blue and grey tied by Bangkok date stamp with 'Post & Telegraph/Officially
Sealed' labels (used as censor label) tied by circular censor cachet '9 ' in violet on face and reverse.
Very fine.

b

300,-

P 8040

1941. Censored envelope addressed to San Francisco bearing SG 294, 15s grey and blue tied by
Bangkok/G.P.O. date stamp with circular '6' censor cachet in violet, routed via Hong Kong with
'Opened by Censor/Hong Kong' censor label in blue tied by boxed '43' censor chop. Nice item of
censored mail.

b

100,-

P 8041

1941. Registered Envelope to Penang bearing Yvert 233, 15s blue (2) tied by bilingual Takuapa
date stamp with registered label, routed via Singapore with boxed 'Passed by 13 Censor' cachet and
double censor tape with Penang arrival on reverse. Very fine item from Phang Nga Province.

b

150,-

8042

1943. Censored envelope (roughly opened at two sides, creased) headed 'Prisoner of War Post'
addressed to 'Sergeant J. Howard, H.Q. 53rd Infantry Brigade, c/o A.P.O. No 1635, Singapore,
British Prisoner of War, c/o The Japanese Red Cross, Tokyo' cancelled by London date stamp '25
June 1943' with 'Opened by Examiner 3909' label, with framed 'Ken'etsuzumi' censor and boxed
censor of 'Adachi' (applied in Thailand) and endorsed 'B' 'OVL/T' '29/10 42' indicating Sergeant
Howard had been transferred from Changi to the Burma-Thai railway on 29th October with T
Company under Lieutenant Col. Dean. The envelope is endorsed 1st Sept 44 on reverse the arrival
in Thailand.

b

100,-

P 8043

1945. Envelope (tears) headed 'Thye Peng Hotel, Chiengmai' addressed to Panakon bearing SG
304, 5s purple tied by bilingual Chiengmai date stamp with hand-struck '1' censor in crimson on
face. Very rare Provisional censor during WW2.

b

330,-

P 8044

1945. Air Mail envelope (roughly opened, creased) addressed to Denmark bearing SG 242, 25s
blue (pair), SG 244, 1t green and lilac and SG 283, 10s carmine tied by Bangkok date stamp with
'KLM/Par Avion' label routed via India with 'Passed by Censor/Calcutta/C 10' on face in violet. Nice
routing.

b

110,-

P 8045•

1946 ORNAMENTIC printed mourning letter from Trang, franked 1943 3s. green tied by bilingual
TRANG cds, with a few stains and stamp was used damaged but still a MOST ATTRACTIVE AND
DECORATIVE MOURNING LETTER.
257

b

200,-

P 8046

1948. Red Cross envelope to Switzerland bearing Yvert 240, 50s orange and green (pair) tied by
Bangkok date stamp with hand-stamp cachet 'International Red Cross Committee Geneva/
Delegation For Siam' in violet with Geneva arrival. A scarce Red Cross item from Thailand.

b

140,-

8047•

1949, King 10 Baht w. 25 S. (4) tied “BANGKOK G.P.O. 17.3.49“ to registered air mail cover rated
in pencil “R11.“ to Denmark, endorsed “via S.A.F.E.“, vert. crease not affecting stamps.

b

80,-

P 8048•

1952/1959/1962 Three inland/local mourning covers, 1952 from Bangkok to Jolburi and back,
and two 1959/1962 local Bangkok covers.
275 a.o.

b

100,-

P 8049

1953. Photographic card of 'K.L.M. Resthouse, Plaswijck, Laksi, Bangkok' bearing SG 345, 2b bluegreen tied by Donmuang date stamp addressed to Holland. Attached 'Royal Dutch Airlines/Far
Eastern & Australian Route·passenger leaflet for the 'Piaswijck Guesthouse'. Lovely item.

b

110,-

P 8050•

1985, 13th South East Asia Games souvenir sheet with variety “without number“, mint never
hinged, very fine, this special souvenir sheet was an official present, only 20 known, very scarce! Bl. 16 var

**

200,-

P 8051

1996. Progressive proof (9 phases inclusive original) in horizontal gutter pairs for two 3b values Sc
of the GOLDEN JUBILEE series showing “Royal Ablutions Ceremony“ and “Audience from #1663+1667
Balcony“ respectively. Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. #1700+1704)
gutter Proofs

**

1.200,-

P 8052

1996. Progressive proof (9 phases inclusive original) in horizontal gutter pairs for twice the 3b Sc#1665+1665
value of the GOLDEN JUBILEE series showing “Grand Audience“. Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. #1702+1702) gutter Proofs

**

1.200,-

P 8053

1996. Progressive proof (11 phases inclusive original) for the first souvenir sheet of the set
“King Bhumibol Adulyadej, 50th Anniversary of Assession to the Throne“ (Golden Jubilee)
containing the 3b stamp GRAND AUDIENCE. Variation: original sheet WITHOUT SHEET NUMBER! Sc #1665a
Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. Bl.81)
Proofs

**

3.500,-

1996. Progressive proof (10 phases) for the souvenir sheet “The Royal Barge Nari Song Suban Sc #1692a
H.M. King Rama the Ninth“. Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. Bl.88) (M)
Proofs

**

2.800,-

1997. Progressive proof (9 phases inclusive original) in vertical gutter pairs for the two 3b values of
the WATERFOWL set showing “Pheasant-tailed jacana“ and “Bronze-winged jacana“ respectively. Sc #1730/31
Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. #1770/71)
gutter proofs

**

800,-

P 8056

1997. Progressive proof (9 phases inclusive original) for the souvenir sheet of the WATERFOWL
set showing the stamps “3b Pheasant-tailed jacana“, “3b Bronze-winged jacana“, “7b Painted
storck“ and “7b Black-winged stilt“. Variation: original sheet WITHOUT SHEET NUMBER! Mint, Sc #1733a
NH, VF. (Mi. Bl.95) (M)
Proofs

**

2.500,-

P 8057

1997. Progressive proof (11 phases inclusive original) for a souvenir sheet of the ASALHAPUJA
DAY series containing the 3b stamp “Mahosathajataka“. Variation: original sheet WITHOUT Sc #1747a
SHEET NUMBER! Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. Bl.97)
Proofs

**

2.300,-

8058

1997. Progressive proof (11 phases inclusive original) for a souvenir sheet of the ASALHAPUJA
DAY series containing the 4b stamp “Bhuridattajataka“. With stamp exhibit emblem “SHANGHAI Sc #1748b
‚97“ at top middle. Variation: original sheet WITHOUT SHEET NUMBER! Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. Bl.98 I) Proofs

**

2.300,-

P 8054
8055
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1997. Progressive proof (11 phases inclusive original) in vertical gutter pairs for the 6b and 7b
values of the ASALHAPUJA DAY series showing “Candakumarajataka“ and “Naradajataka“ Sc #1749/50
respectively. Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. #1789/90)
gutter Proofs

**

1.000,-

8060

1997. Progressive proof (11 phases inclusive original) for a souvenir sheet of the ASALHAPUJA
DAY series containing the 6b stamp “Candakumarajataka“. With stamp exhibit emblem
“BANGKOK ‚97“ at top middle. Variation: original sheet WITHOUT SHEET NUMBER! Mint, NH, VF. Sc #1749b
(Mi. Bl.99 I)
Proofs

**

2.300,-

P 8061

1997. Progressive proof (11 phases inclusive original) for a souvenir sheet of the ASALHAPUJA
DAY series containing the 7b stamp “Naradajataka“. With stamp exhibit emblem “BANGKOK ‚97“ Sc #1750b
at top middle. Variation: original sheet WITHOUT SHEET NUMBER! Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. Bl.100 I)
Proofs

**

2.300,-

P 8062

1997. Progressive proof (9 phases inclusive original) as vertical gutter pairs for the two 3b values of
the set “Intl. Letter Writing Week“ showing “TRICYCLE, combining rickshaw and tricycle“ and Sc #1767/68
“TRICYCLE with side seat“. Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. #1809/10)
gutter proofs

**

800,-

P 8063

1997. Progressive proof (10 phases inclusive original) for the souvenir sheet of the set “Intl.
Letter Writing Week“ containing the stamps “3b Tricycle, combining rickshaw and tricycle“,
“3b Tricycle with side seat“, “9b Motor tricycle“ and “9b Motor tricycle with light on roof“. Sc #1770a
Variation: original sheet WITHOUT SHEET NUMBER! Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. Bl.104) (M)
Proofs

**

2.800,-

P 8064

1997. Progressive proof (9 phases inclusive original) in vertical gutter pairs for the first 2b value of Sc #1771
the set SHELLS OF THAILAND AND SINGAPORE showing “Drupa morum“. Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. #1813) gutter proofs

**

650,-

8065

1997. Progressive proof (9 phases inclusive original) in horizontal gutter pairs for the two 2b values
of the set SHELLS OF THAILAND AND SINGAPORE showing “Drupa morum“ and “Nerita chamaelon“ Sc #1771/72
respectively. Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. #1813/14)
gutter proofs

**

800,-

P 8066

1997. Progressive proof (9 phases inclusive original) for the souvenir sheet of the set SHELLS
OF THAILAND AND SINGAPORE containing the stamps “2b Drupa morum“, “2b Nerita
chamaelon“, “9b Littoraria melanostoma“ and “9b Cryptospira elgans“. Variation: original Sc #1774a
sheet WITHOUT SHEET NUMBER! Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. Bl.105) (M)
Proofs

**

2.500,-

P 8067

1997. Progressive proof (11 phases inclusive original) for the souvenir sheet “Christening of
Suphannahong Royal Barge, 86th Anniversary“. Variation: original sheet WITHOUT SHEET Sc #1776a
NUMBER! Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. Bl.106) (M)
Proofs

**

3.000,-

8068

1997. Progressive proof (9 phases inclusive original) as vertical units with blank field and margin at
bottom for the 2b value showing “Building sailboat“ of the set KING BHUMIBOL ADULYADEJ'S 70th Sc #1783 Bf
BIRTHDAY. Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. #1825 Lf)
Proofs

**

800,-

P 8069

1997. Progressive proof (11 phases inclusive original) as vertical units with blank field and
margin at bottom for the 9b value showing “Working at computer“ of the set KING BHUMIBOL Sc #1787 Bf
ADULYADEJ‘S 70th BIRTHDAY. Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. #1829 Lf)
Proofs

**

1.000,-

8070

1998. Progressive proof (9 phases inclusive original) in vertical gutter pairs for the two 2b values of
the set “Intl. Letter Writing Week“ showing Himavanta mythical animals created by ancient Thai Sc #1836/37
artists: “Kraisara Rajasiha“ and “Gajasiha“ respectively. Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. #1877/78)
gutter Proofs

**

800,-

1998. Progressive proof (9 phases inclusive original) for the souvenir sheet of the set “Intl.
Letter Writing Week“ showing four different paintings of Himavanta mythical animals created
by ancient Thai artists. Variation: original sheet WITHOUT SHEET NUMBER! Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. Sc #1839a
Bl.114) (M)
Proofs

**

2.500,-

1999. Progressive proof (9 phases inclusive original) in cross gutter pairs for complete set
“King Bhumibol Adulyadej‘s 72nd Birthday“ showing the Royal palaces: “Chitralada Villa at Sc #1871/74
Dusit Palace“, “Phu Phan Ratchaniwet Palace“, “Phu Phing Ratchaniwet Palace“ and “Thaksin cross gutter
Ratchaniwet Palace“. Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. #1920/23)
Proofs

**

1.800,-

1999. Progressive proof (11 phases inclusive original) for the souvenir sheet of the set “King
Bhumibol Adulyadej‘s 72nd Birthday“ containing the 6b stamps “Chitralada Villa at Dusit
Palace“, “Phu Phing Ratchaniwet Palace“, “Phu Phan Ratchaniwet Palace“ and “Thaksin
Ratchaniwet Palace“. Variation: original sheet WITHOUT SHEET NUMBER! Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. Sc #1874a
Bl.121) (M)
Proofs

**

3.000,-

8074

1999. Progressive proof (9 phases inclusive original) as horizontal units with blank field and margin
on the left for the 3b value showing “With brother, in suits“ of the set KING BHUMIBOL ADULYADEJ'S Sc #1894 Bf
72nd BIRTHDAY. Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. #1943 Lf)
Proofs

**

800,-

P 8075

1999. Progressive proof (11 phases inclusive original) as horizontal units with blank field and
margin on the left for the 6b value showing “With wife on wedding day“ of the set KING Sc #1896 Bf
BHUMIBOL ADULYADEJ‘S 72nd BIRTHDAY. Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. #1945 Lf)
Proofs

**

1.000,-

1999. Progressive proof (11 phases inclusive original) as horizontal units with blank field and
margin on the left for the 12b value showing “Wearing royal robe“ of the set KING BHUMIBOL Sc #1900 Bf
ADULYADEJ‘S 72nd BIRTHDAY. Mint, NH, VF. (Mi. #1949 Lf)
Proofs

**

1.000,-

P 8071

8072

P 8073

8076
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THAILAND - BESETZUNG MALAIISCHER GEBIETE

siehe auch 9075, 9180, 9182, 9185, 9292, 9293, 9295, 9297, 9338, 9517

THAILAND - GANZSACHEN

siehe auch 8134, 9063, 9071, 10463, 10717

P 8077•

1885, card 1 Att. uprated 2 Atts/24 A. and 1 A. canc. “KOS.CHANG 1.7.99“ to New York, transit
San Francisco, slight toning.

GA

1.100,-

P 8078

1888. Siam First issue postal stationery card 1 att orange cancelled by Krung Kao date stamp
addressed to Chantaboun with Bangkok/2 transit and vernacular Chantaboun receiver on face.
Superb item of inter provincial mail the Exhibitor.

GA

1.500,-

P 8079•

1893, stationery card 1a. red/yellow uprated by 3a. green/blue from “BANGKOK 28/9 93“ to
Erlangen/Germany with arrival mark 31.10.93 alongside, comprehensive message on reverse.
H&G 1

GA

300,-

1894, UPU card 4 Att. “Bangkok,1b 22.3.07“ to Hamburg/Germany, triangular framed “T“ and blue
crayon “2 cts“ resp. “5“ (german pf asessed) w. “HAMBURG 24.4.07“ alongside, name of addressee
and sender erased.

GA

60,-

1900, stationery card 1½a. brown red/yellow uprated by 1a. olive-green and 2a. yellow-green
from “BANGKOK 7.7.00“ to Frankfurt/Germany with arrival mark 5.8.00 alongside,
comprehensive message on reverse.
H&G 5

GA

1.000,-

P 8082

1901. Postal stationery letter card (few spots) 4a blue upgraded with SG 17, 24a purple and blue
tied by Bangkok date stamp addressed to Germany with Trebel arrival on reverse. Lovely franking.

GA

240,-

8083

1901. Postal stationery letter card 2att carmine cancelled by Korat date stamp addressed locally
paying the 2att domestic rate. Stains.

GA

120,-

1902 Postal stationery card 1½a. on 1a. used REGISTERED within Bangkok in 1905, uprated 4a.
and tied by “BANGKOK/24.10.1905“ cds, with straightliner “REGISTERED“ and Reg. cachet
alongside, backprint “Bangkok United Club“. A little piece of paper adhered at top left and traces of
usage, but still fine so far. A SCRACE EARLY REGISTERED POSTCARD.
H&G 8

GA

500,-

P 8085

1903, surcharged card uprated 3 A. canc. all native (29.9.03 dateline on reverse) to Shanghai/
China with triangular “T“ and blue crayon “3“, BPO arrival “SHANGHAI C OC 16 03“.

GA

200,-

P 8086

1903. Postal stationery letter card 2a carmine upgraded with SG 77, 12a brown and carmine
cancelled by Bangkok/2 date stamp addressed to Holland with s'Gravenhage arrival on front. Very
fine, stains.

GA

110,-

P 8087

1906, stationery card 1 1/2 A. uprated 1 A., 2 a. tied “BANGKOK 29.5.1906“ to Singapore and fwd.
to Hongkong, then Shanghai and finally Japan, Kobe then Tokyo “29.9.06“ where the sender was
located at the “Imperial Hotel“ with respective transit marks and japanese paper tags, also
triangular “T“ and violet crayon “1c“, also japanese “DUE/SEN 1“. Corner crease affecting 2 A., a
well travelled card.

GA

200,-

8088•

1909, 4 K. canc. “BANGKOK 23.12.1909“ to german ship officer of NGL to Bremerhaven/Germany,
fwd. there plus three-line german “without name of ship can not be allocated...“ and finally “retour
24/3“ and back “Bangkok,2 23-4-10“ resp. “Bangkok,1“ same date, vert. bend, a well travelled
card.

GA

110,-

P 8089

1911. Postal stationery card 6 satang on 4a red cancelled by bilingual Kanburi date stamp
addressed to Germany with Bangkok transit. Very fine.

GA

120,-

P 8090•

1912, 6 Satang uprated 4 S. postal stationery card tied by “BANGKOK 2c - 19.11.1912“ cds., via
Singapur and Port Said addressed to Deutsche Post Palästina Sarona / Jaffa, very scarce
destination to Holy Land / Palestine.

GA

160,-

8091

1913 Postal stationery cards 5s. brown, 6s. deep rose and double card 6+6s. deep rose all fine
unused.
H&G 21-23

GA

80,-

8092

1913/1943 Postal stationery card 5s. brown overprinted (locally) “3 Satang“ (in Siam) and “5“
optd. by two bars, c.t.o. with Bangkok G.P.O. bilingual cds, fine. A SCARCE POSTCARD, unlisted by
H&G.
(H&G 21) Var.

GA

60,-

8093

1918-19 Postal stationery card 3s. green on creamy white card, used in 1919 and cancelled by
Bangkok cds, fine.
H&G 41

GA

50,-

8094

1919 Postal stationery card 5s. red, with printer “Waterlow & Sons Ld. London.“ on lower left,
unused, fresh and fine. A SCARCE POSTCARD, only small number printed.
H&G 44

GA

50,-

8095

1919 Postal stationery card 5s. red, with printer “Waterlow & Sons Ld. London.“ on lower left,
unused, very llightly toned edges, still fine. A SCARCE POSTCARD, only small number printed.
H&G 44

GA

50,-

1919. Postal stationery card (small corner fault) 5 satang red surcharge cancelled by Bangkok date
stamp addressed to Belgian Congo, routed via Singapore with Bandundu arrival on reverse. Very
rare item of destination mail from Thailand.

GA

160,-

8097

1920 Postal stationery card 2s. brown on creamy card, used locally Bangkok in 1926 with despatch
and arrival cds, lightly stained.
H&G 47

GA

50,-

8098

1920 Postal stationery card 3s. green, used from outside Bangkok with native cds to Bangkok in
1925, with arrival cds alongside.
H&G 48

GA

60,-

8080•
P 8081•

P 8084•

P 8096
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P 8099

1928 Postal stationery envelope 15s. blue, used registered from Chaxoengsao to Bangkok in 1943,
uprated on the reverse with two singles 5s. violet, all tied/cancelled by Chaxoengsao bilingual cds,
Reg. label alongside, arrival cds on the reverse. Piece of paper adhered at top left (on seal)
otherwise fine.
H&G B-1

GA

80,-

8100

1928 Postal stationery envelope 15s. blue, used registered within Bangkok, uprated on reverse by
two marginal singles 5s. deep violet all tied by Bangkok cds, with Bangkok 8 Reg. label and Bangkok
G.P.O. datestamp.
H&G B-1

GA

60,-

8101

1928 Postal stationery envelope 15s. blue, used registered from Chaxoengsao to Bangkok, uprated
on the reverse with pair 5s. violet, all tied/cancelled by Chaxoengsao bilingual cds, Reg. label
alongside, arrival cds on the reverse. Traces of something adhered at top left otherwise fine.
H&G B-1

GA

80,-

8102

1933 Postal stationery card 2s. brown bearing Bangkok datestamp and special datestamp and
cachet on the occasion of the constitutional celebrations, with little brownish dots at top but still
fine and scarce.
H&G 59

GA

60,-

8103

1933 Postal stationery card 2s. brown, with 'The Siam Society' and Elephant Head printing on
reverse, used Bangkok locally in 1937, cancelled with Bangkok G.P.O. slogan datestamp, fine.
H&G 59

GA

50,-

P 8104

1933 Postal stationery card 3s. green bearing Bangkok datestamp and special datestamp and
cachet on the occasion of the constitutional celebrations, with little brownish dots at top but still
fine and scarce.
H&G 60

GA

60,-

1935: Postal stationery envelope 15s. blue, issued in 1928, overprinted and franked with the new
stamp 10s. red, as a provisional envelope just after the King's abdication, addressed locally and
cancelled by Bangkok G.P.O. cds, fine. A SCARCE UNLISTED PROVISIONAL ENVELOPE.
(H&G B-1) Var.

GA

80,-

P 8106

1935: Postal stationery card 2s. brown, issued in 1933, with diagonal overprint in black and with
the new stamp 3s. brown, as a provisional card just after the King's abdication, cancelled to order
by Bangkok G.P.O. 1943 cds, fine. A SCARCE UNLISTED PROVISIONAL POSTCARD.
(H&G 59) Var.

GA

90,-

8107

1935: Postal stationery card 2s. brown, issued in 1933, overprinted and franked with the new
stamp 3s. brown, as a provisional card just after the King's abdication, cancelled to order by Bangkok
G.P.O. 1943 cds, a short tear at left, fine so far. A SCARCE UNLISTED PROVISIONAL POSTCARD.
(H&G 59) Var.

GA

50,-

8108

1935: Postal stationery card 3s. green, issued in 1933, overprinted and franked with the new
stamp 3s. green, as a provisional card just after the King's abdication, addressed locally and
cancelled by Bangkok G.P.O. 1943 cds, fine. A SCARCE UNLISTED PROVISIONAL POSTCARD.
(H&G 60) Var.

GA

60,-

8109

1939 Postal stationery envelope 10s. carmine, with embossed imprint in Siamese of the Survey
department under flap, used registered from Bejraburi (now Phetchaburi) to Bangkok, uprated by
1939 15s. blue, cancelled with 1939 Bejraburi cds, Reg. label alongside, Bangkok arrival cds on
the reverse. Envelope reduced at left, fine so far.
H&G B-3

GA

50,-

8110

1939 Postal stationery envelope 10s. carmine, without embossed imprint in Siamese of the Survey
department under flap, cancelled with bilingual “UBOL“ (Ubon) cds, addressed but no further
postark, fine and scarce.
H&G B-3a

GA

50,-

1940. Postal stationery envelope 15 satang blue endorsed 'On Active Service' written by Dutch
Sergeant in Sumatra, Netherlands Indies, cancelled by Palembang date stamp, addressed to
Soembawa and forwarded to Makasser. Very fine.

GA

330,-

8112

1941 Postal stationery card 3s. green used from Bejraburi (now Phetchaburi), cancelled by bilingual
Bejraburi cds, fine.
H&G 68

GA

50,-

8113

1942 Postal stationery card 2 on 3s. green, addressed locally to R.P. Schauss and cancelled by
Bangkok 1943 slogan datestamp, with violet handstamp “1“ in small circle alongside, fine. A scarce
postcard.
H&G 72

GA

60,-

P 8114

1942 Postal stationery card 2 on 3s. green, addressed locally to R.P. Schauss and cancelled by
Bangkok 1943 slogan datestamp (with further traces of stamp ink by the stamp machine at top),
with violet handstamp “1“ in small circle alongside, fine. A scarce postcard.
H&G 72

GA

60,-

8115

1942 Postal stationery card 2 on 3s. green, addressed locally to F.M.S. Stern Esq. and cancelled by
Bangkok 1942 slogan datestamp, with violet handstamp “1“ in small circle alongside, fine. A scarce
postcard.
H&G 72

GA

60,-

1943 Postal stationery reply card 5s. red overprinted “3 Satang“ (in Siamese), addressed locally
and cancelled by Bangkok G.P.O. 1943 cds, fine.
H&G 76a

GA

60,-

GA

160,-

1907, Provisorium mit rotem Frankierungsvermerk “One att stamps run short postage paid“ und
schwarzem Stempel “Bangkok.2 14.12.07“ auf sauberem Brief

b

500,-

1910 UPU special circled datestamp on locally addressed Bangkok cover franked with 1909 2s. on 82(x2), 90,
2a. pair, 14s. on 9a. and 1910 2s. pair, very lightly stained, fine.
94(x2)

b

60,-

8105

P 8111

8116

THAILAND - STEMPEL

siehe auch 6962, 8089, 9073, 9074, 9223, 9225, 9707, 9709

P 8117•

Bangpain: 1890, small single circle all-native “Bangpain“ via “BANGKOK 12/5 90“ to Hungary,
slight corner crease and some tonings.

P 8118•

1907, provisional prepayment of postage in cash on local cover with handwritten endorsement
“One att stamp run short postage paid“ in red and billingual cds. “Bangkok. 2 14.12.97“, fine

8119
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1936: Special datestamp and cachet on the occasion of the constitutional celebrations, on cover
franked with 1928 2s. and 3s., backstamped with Bangkok 1936 cds, minor toning (perfs) but fine
strikes of the special d/s and cachet.
199, 200

b

50,-

SIAMESE POST OFFICES IN CAMBODIA 1907. Indo-China SG 34, 10c rose (top right corner) cancelled
by Battambang date stamp '3-7-1907' in blue. A lovely item from the Siamese Occupation of
Cambodia.

g

120,-

P 8122

SIAMESE POST OFFICES IN CAMBODIA 1907. Indo-China SG 36, 20c green/red (bottom left sheet
corner) cancelled by Battambang date stamp '3-7-1907' in blue. A lovely item from the Siamese
Occupation of Cambodia.

g

170,-

P 8123•

Hilap: 1895, UPU card 4 C. with straight-line type „Hilap“ via “BANGKOK1 31 10 95„ to Technical
University Charlottenburg/Berlin, Germany w. arrival “9.12.95„, with “Hilap 24. Oktober 1895„
dateline, very scarce marking
P

GA

900,-

P 8124

“KAMPHAENG PHET“ native cds on 1894-99 4a. on 12a. horizontal strip of three, two superb
strikes, fine, and scarce as thus.
25 (x3)

g

120,-

P 8125

1907, 2 Atts violet/grey, tied by double-circle KRATT / CAMBODGE, 14 AVRIL 07, on ethnic picture
postcard sent to Paris in France. Scarce usage of a cambodian dater on siamese stamps, since the
French returned Kratt (Trat) to Thailand on March 23rd 1907. VF condition
48

b

350,-

1916, KUALA MUDA, 26.2.16, single circle dater on cover franked with Kedah 1 C black/green and
3 C black/red, along with circular “PASSED BY CENSOR No.11“ via transit Penang to Karaikudi in
India. Envelope slightly shortened, else fine condition. Scarce!
Kedah SG 1, 2

b

200,-

P 8126

1911, 3 S green with maritime dater LIGNE BANGKOK A SAIGON, 1 MARS 11, on ppc “Saigon Palais
de Justice“, sent to Toulouse in France. F/VF. R!
50

b

600,-

P 8127

“LOPBURI“ native cds on 1894-99 4a. on 12a. block of four, clear central strike (plus small part of
further strike on foot), stamps somewhat toned and top left stamp with a light crease and a pinhole,
but still an attractive multiple.
25 (x4)

v/g

60,-

P 8128

“MANOROM“ native cds on 1894 2a. on 64a. block of four, clear strikes, stamps lightly toned, fine.
A scarce datestamp from this Siamese P.O.
23 (x4)

v/g

160,-

P 8129•

1931.MISSENT TO BANGKOK: Cover from India addressed to Batu Bahat, Johore State, Malaya.
Missent to Bangkok, arriving 14 Nov 31 and rectangular „MISSENT TO BANGKOK“ plus „T“applied,
however overstroken by pen. „10“ in crayon. Forwarded via Singapore and Penang, 19 Nov. A most
unusual routing!

P 8121

P 8125A•

b

800,-

8130

“NAKHON SAWAN“ native cds on 1894 2a. on 64a. block of four, clear strikes (one complete and
two part strikes), stamps somewhat toned, fine.
23 VII (x4)

v/g

80,-

8131

“NAKHON RATCHASIMA“ (or Nagor Rajasima) native cds as full central strike and part strikes on
1896 4a. on 12a. block of four, lightly toned and traces of usage but still an attractive multiple and
an readable strike.
25 (4)

v/g

P 8132
8133
P 8134

“NAKHON SAWAN“ native cds on 1894-99 4a. on 12a. block of four, two clear strikes, fine.

25 (x4)

v/g

“PETRIEW“ 1899 cds (British P.O.) on 1894-99 4a. on 12a. block of four, one superb central strike, fine. 25 (x4)

v/g

50,80,60,-

8135
P 8136

“PHRA PATHOM“ native cds on 1894-99 4a. on 12a. block of four, one clear central strike, fine.

1894. Siam postal stationery card 1 att orange cancelled by Prachinburi single ring date stamp
(Chula Sakarat) addressed to Bangkok with Bangkok/2 arrival. Superb item of Provincial mail
from Pranchinburi Province.

25 (x4)

v/g

1.000,80,-

“PHITSANULOK“ native cds on 1894-99 4a. on 12a. block of four, two complementary clear strikes
next to each other, stamps lightly toned and slightly scratched surface of top right stamp, but still a
good/fine multiple. A VERY RARE CIRCLED DATESTAMP FROM THE SIAMESE P.O. IN PHITSANULOK. 25 (x4)

GA

v/g

240,-

8137

“SAWAN KHALOK“ native cds on 1894 2a. on 64a., clear part strike, stamp toned, fine. A scarce
datestamp from this Siamese P.O.
23

g

8138
P 8139

“SAWAN KHALOK“ native cds on 1894-99 4a. on 12a., clear and identifiable strike, fine and scarce. 25

g

60,60,-

1902. Siam postal stationery card 1 att orange cancelled by Ubon date stamp ‚10th Feb 02‘
with French Post Office circular cachet Oubone with m/s date ‚24/2 1902‘ on reverse,
addressed to Paris, France, underpaid with ‚T‘ hand-stamp and m/s ‚7½‘ in blue crayon and
bearing French postage due Yvert 30, 15c green applied in Paris on face. A remarkable new
discovery from the French Post Office in Ubon. Exhibition item.

GA

4.000,-

P 8140•

SIEM REAP (Cambodia/Cambodge): bold strike of all native „Siem Reap“ dater (near Angkor
Wat) on UPU card 4 Atts. via „BATTAMBONG 21.10.1901“ to Paris w. “31.10.01“ arrival, minor
corner crease, rarity

GA

2.000,-

THAILAND - BESONDERHEITEN

siehe auch 5662, 9700, 9701, 9703, 9704, 10526

P 8141

1893, 3 Cent stationery card sent from HONOLULU MAY 13 1883 via San Francisco to BANGKOK
with arrival 7/7 83 on front. Attractive item in very good condition.

GA

400,-

P 8142•

Used in LAOS 1895, 4A. stat. postcard used to Germany with incomplete native cds of LUANG
PRABANG, arrival pmk. Hayingen on frontside, scarce usage
H&G PC3

GA

500,-
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P 8143

1904. Indo-China postal stationery envelope 5c green cancelled by Ligue de Saigon a Bangkok
date stamp in blue (Salles 2011). Very fine and rare item paying the printed matter rate.

GA

500,-

P 8144

1904. Registered picture post card of Ajuthia addressed to French Indo China bearing Yvert 37, 10
a blue, Yvert 44,. 3 a green and Yvert 45, 4 a brown and carmine tied by Bangkok date stamp with
boxed Registered hand-stamp in blue, routed via Singapore with transit cds. Very scarce item of
registered mail.

b

200,-

8145

1904, FRENCH OCCUPATION OF CHANTABOON. 1904. Picture post card of 'Wild Elephants crossing
the Menam River at Ajuthia' bearing Siam SG 75, 8a green and orange tied by bilingual Chantaburi
date stamp with adjacent Chantaboon cds '24th May 04' and vernacular seal on reverse. Card
published by 'Robert Lens & Co, Bangkok'.

b

100,-

P 8146•

1905, card canc. „BANGKOK 2 31.8.05“ w. typewritten note „Wireless telegram from Koh-si-chang“,
early document of the wireless telegraphy just introduced to Siam in 1904, with the receiver placed
in the painting room of the King. Koh-si-chang was the only telegraph reception station in Siam,
great rarity - only very few items known.

GA

500,-

P 8147•

1905, German Consular Mail cover sent stampless to Landau, Germany with reverse showing
yellow wafer seal “Kaiserlich Deutsche Minister Residentur / in Bangkok“, struck on despatch with
“Bangkok“ c.d.s. (June 6). Struck with triangular “T“ marking but on arrival in Landau (July 6) no fee
collected. Scarce and unusual usage.

b

400,-

P 8148•

1908, postcard mailed unfranked from Cologne/Germany to Bangkok, struck with “Cöln“ despatch
c.d.s. (June 6) and framed 'T' marking in black, on arrival the card was cancelled by “Bangkok“
datestamps (four different, three are in blue) and “Krungkao“ c.d.s. dated between July 7-16. The
addressee not found and the card struck by “INCONNU / UNKNOWN“ and “RETOUR / RETURNED“
handstamps in blue. Cologne re-arrival c.d.s. in blue (Nov 5) having been held for the required
month in Bangkok. Scarce and attractive!

Ak

600,-

P 8149•

1909, King Chulalongkorn provisional issue small group incl. 7 stamps with mostly different
BAMBOO-CHOPS and six stamps with PRIVATE PERFINS, mixed condition but very unusual and
interesting study lot!
ex 80/86

g

80,-

P 8150•

1914/18, two red cross cards with original signatures of KING RAMA VI and crown prince PARIBATRA
of Siam, rare.

Ak

450,-

P 8151

1924. Air Mail envelope addressed to Tonkin bearing SG 217, 10s bistre and black and SG 221,
25s indigo tied by Bangkok date stamp '19/1' with instructional 'By AirMail/via Nongkai' with NongKhay Air Mail transit on face routed via Savannakhet/Laos '28/1' and Hanoi/Tonkin '5/2' with
Haiphong receiver on reverse. Very fine.

b

100,-

P 8152

1929, BURMA. Envelope written from 'The Prince Royal College, Chiengmai, Siam' addressed to
Washington D.C. bearing Great Britain SG 419, 1d scarlet and SG 421, 2d orange tied by Keng Tung
double ring, stamps deemed invalid and outlined with blue crayon with 'T/50c' applied in Burma
and 'New York/Due 10 Cents' duplex applied in transit. Very fine item from the Siamese/Burma
border as Keng Tung was under British and at other times Siamese depending on the border
conflicts in the region. Kengtung is presently in the Eastern Shan State of Burma though historically
it was closely tied to the Lanna Kingdom of Northern Thailand. Very interesting item.

b

100,-

P 8153

1935. Registered Air Mail envelope addressed to Bangkok bearing lndo-China SG 143, 4c pink and
SG 206, 36c carmine tied by Hanoi R.P./Tonkin date stamp with registered label and Bangkok
receiver on reverse with boxed instructional 'Non Reclame/Not Called For' and 'Retour/Returned'
hand-stamp and sent back overland with Saigon/Cochinchine transit and Hanoi arrival.

b

100,-

P 8154

1941. Censored envelope (faults, tears/toning) written from 'Tung Fong Dispensary, Bhuket'
addressed to the United States bearing SG 282, 5s purple (strip of three) tied by Bhuket date
stamp, routed via Penang with framed 'Passed by/3/Censor' cachet with 'Crown/Passed by Censor'
label. A very fine item of censored mail.

b

140,-

P 8155

1942, PRISONER OF WAR MAIL BURMA THAI RAILWAY, stampless envelope (heavy faults) written by
Driver Hill's brother (Wal) in Cairo, Egypt dated '23rd Aug 42' addressed to 'Driver Hill, 54th Infantry
Brigade, R.A.S.C. Malaya, British Prisoner of War, c/o Japanese Red Cross, Tokyo' and endorsed in
manuscript 'OVL 18 Jun' indicating Driver Hill had been sent to Burma or Thailand. The envelope
has an Egyptian double ring 'Deputy Chief Field/Censor' cachet in blue and boxed 'Ken'etsuzumi'
censored hand-stamp in red and the circular censor seal of “Kamematsu“. The enclosed letter from
Cairo is endorsed 'N.P.T12.3.44' indicating when the letter was received at Non Pladuk by Driver
Wes Hill. Very rare item of mail (in the usual condition with some tears) into the Camp from Egypt.

b

400,-

P 8156

1942. Prisoner of War mail envelope written from Cardiff with 'Opened by Examiner/7953' censor
label addressed to 'Lient. Col. J. Dow Sainter, 6/1st Punjab Regt. British Prisoner of War, Singapore,
c/o Japanese Red Cross Tokyo' with boxed censor cachet and endorsed 'OVL/N 4/11/42' in pencil
indicating Sainter had been sent to the Burma/Thailand railway in N Party under Lieutenant Colonel
S.C. Scott with boxed censor of 'Kanematsu' in red and m/s 'Received 4/11/43'.

b

150,-

8157

1942. Prisoner of War envelope written from London with censor label addressed to ‘Signal Man D.L.
May Signal Section, Field Regiment A.P.O. Singapore, British Prisoner of War c/o Japanese Red Cross
Tokyo' with boxed censor cachet and endorsed 'OUS 29/10 'for mail forwarded to Thailand. Very fine.

b

150,-
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8158

1942, PRISONER OF WAR MAIL. BURMA THAI RAILWAY. Stampless envelope endorsed 'Prisoner of
War Post/Service des Prisonniers de Guerre' written by Driver Hill’s parents in Putney dated 'Sept
20th 42' addressed to 'Driver Hill, 54th lnfantry Brigade, R.A.S.C/Bombay Base, lndia, A.P.O. 1635,
British Prisoner of War, c/o Japanese Red Cross Tokyo' with 'Opened by Examiner 4027' censor
label and endorsed in manuscript 'OVL 18/6/42' and 'N/P' indicating Driver Hill had been sent to
Burma or Thailand. The envelope has a framed hand-stamp in red 'Ken'etsuzumi' with circular seal
of “Kanematsu“. The enclosed letter is endorsed ‘R/23.12.43 Nong Pladuk, Thailand' indicating
when the envelope was received at Non Pladuk by Driver Wes Hill. The·’KANEMATSU' censor in red
is only recorded by David Tett on four incoming covers.

b

100,-

8159

1942, PRISONER OF WAR MAlL. BURMA THAI RAILWAY. Stampless envelope endorsed 'Prisoner of
War Post/Service des Prisonniers de Guerre' written by Driver Hill’s parents in Putney dated 'Oct
25th 42' addressed to 'Driver Hill, 54th lnfantry Brigade, R.A.S.C/Bombay Base, lndia, A.P.O. 1635,
British Prisoner of War, c/o Japanese Red Cross Tokyo' with 'Opened by Examiner 2266' censor
label and endorsed in manuscript 'OVL 18/6/42' and 'N/P' indicating Driver Hill had been sent to
Burma or Thailand. The envelope has a framed hand-stamp in red 'Ken'etsuzumi' with circular seal
of “Kanematsu“. The enclosed letter is endorsed ‘R/23.12.43 Nong Pladuk, Thailand' indicating
when the envelope was received at Non Pladuk by Driver Wes Hill. The·’KANEMATSU' censor in red
is only recorded by David Tett on four incoming covers.

b

100,-

P 8160

1942, PRISONER OF WAR MAlL. BURMA THAI RAILWAY. Stampless envelope endorsed 'Prisoner of
War Post/Service des Prisonniers de Guerre' written by Driver Hill’s parents in Putney dated 'Oct 4th
42“ addressed to 'Driver Hilf, 54th lnfantry Brigade, R.A.S.C./Bombay Base, lndia, A.P.O. 1635, c/o
Japanese Red Cross Tokyo' (endorsed Singapore) with 'Opened by Examiner 1788' censor label and
endorsed in manuscript 'OVL 18/6/42’ and 'N/P' indicating Driver Hill had been sent to Burma or
Thailand. The envelope has a framed hand-stamp in red 'Ken'etsuzumi' with circular seal of
“Kanematsu“. The enclosed letter is endorsed 'R/23.12.43 Nong Pladuk, Thailand' indicating when
the envelope was received at Non Pladuk by Driver Wes Hill. The 'KANEMATSU’ censor in red is only
recorded by David Tett on four incoming covers.

b

100,-

8161

1943. Censored envelope headed 'Prisoner of War Post/ Senrvice des Prisonniers de Guerre'
addressed to 'Sgt. L. C Burton, British Prisoner of War, Camp 2, Thailland. c/o Japanese Red Cross
Tokyo, Japan' cancelled by Crewe/Cheshire roller ‘4th Nov 1943' with 'Opened by Examiner 7810'
label, censored on arrival with boxed 'Ken’etsuzumi and ‘Tai Fu hon' and 'Nonka' censor handstamp in carmine on face. Sergeant Burton had been sent to the Burma-Thailand railway on
2/10/42 with T. Party under Lt Col J. Dean. Very fine item of incoming mail.

b

100,-

P 8162

1943. Second P.O.W. Card written from Lieutenant Moise in Camp No 4 based at Tamuang
addressed to England with boxed 'Thai Prisoner of War Camp' with censor seal of 'Suzuki' und boxed
‘Crown/Passed P.W. 4642' hand-stamp applied on arrival. Nice item ex 'David Tett' and illustrated
on Page 76 of his hand-book.

b

100,-

P 8163•

1943, Siam-Burma Death Railway: Jap. occupation Malaya stationery 4 C. canc. “Kachanaburi
2603.11.24 Military Mail Agency“ (Nov. 24, 1943) type JD2 to Penang, boxed “Kachanaburi /
Military Mail Agency/ censorship passed“ with red signature of censor, vertical crease.

GA

3.000,-

P 8164

1944, PRISONER OF WAR MAlL. Sixth P.O.W. Card (creases, stains and tears) dated 25th December
1944 written from Camp No 4 addressed to Malang, Java and forwarded on arrival with circular
censor seal of 'lshikura' and additional circular orange seal of 'Adachi’. The card has a receipt date
of '24/4/45' noted on reverse. Scarce stationery written from Dutch Prisoner to his wife in Java.

b

160,-

8165

1944. Fourth P.O.W: Card written from 'Sergeaut Howard, Camp No 2, P.O.W. Camp, Thailand'
addressed to England headed 'Service Des Prisonniers de Guerre’, hand-stamp ‘Furyo Yubin' in red
(Prisoner of War Post) and censored by “Komai“ with framed 'Crown/Passed/P.W. 2518' British
censor on arrival and m/s receipt 4th July 1944'. Camp No 2 was headquartered at Chungkai on
the Burma-Thai railway.

b

100,-

8166

1945, PRISONER OF WAR MalL. BURMA THAI RAILWAY. Blue Air Letter written by 'Driver Hill, No 1
(Ex) P.O.W. Camp, Ubon, Thailand' dated '13th Sept 1945' addressed to his parents in London. The
card is endorsed 'Received 24th Sept 45' indicating when the card was received by Wess Hill's
parents in London.

b

100,-

8167

1945, PRISONER OF WAR MalL. BURMA THAI RAILWAY. Blue Air Letter written by 'Driver Hill, No 1
(Ex) P.O.W. Camp, Ubon, Thailand' dated '20th Sept 1945' addressed to his parents in London. The
card is endorsed 'Last from Wes Oct 1st 45’ indicating when the card was received by Wes Hill's
parents in London.

b

100,-

8168

1945, LIBERATED DUTCH P.O.W.s BURMA-THAI RAILWAY. Stampless envelope (corner fault)written
from Hotel Horman, Bandoeng, Netherlands lndies (The Hotel Horman was an internee camp)
addressed to Sergeant Severijn, Cholburi, Siam endorsed '17.11.45' indicating when the mail was
received. Mail to the spur railway in Chonburi is scarce.

b

110,-

8169

1945, LIBERATED DUTCH P.O.W.s BURMA-THAI RAILWAY. Stampless envelope (opening faults)
written from Hotel Horman, Bandoeng, Netherlands Indies (The Hotel Borman was an internee
camp) addressed to Sergeant Severijn, Cholburi, Siam endorsed '29.11.45' indicating when the
mail was received. Mail to the spur railway in Chonburi is scarce.

b

110,-
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P 8170

1945, LIBERATED DUTCH P.O.W.’s. BURMA-THAI RAILWAY. Blue Air Letter endorsed 'On Active
Service' written from 'Sergeant H. Severij, Transit Camp, Bangkok, Siam' dated '7st Juin 46'
addressed to his wife in Juliana Camp, Nakorn Pathom, Siam. Mrs Severijn had been an internee of
the Japanese in Bandoeng, Java but was not liberated and in a Dutch Camp in Thailand. Mail from
one liberated ex P.O. W. to another must be scarce.

b

100,-

8171

1945, LIBERATED DUTCH P.O.W.’s. BURMA-THAI RAILWAY. Blue Air Letter endorsed 'On Active
Service' written from Nakom Pathon (Hospital Camp) addressed to ‘Transit Camp, Bangkok'
endorsed 'TK' in blue crayon and '9.6.46' indicating when the mail was received by Sergeant
Severijn.

b

100,-

P 8172•

1945, Siam-Burma Death Railway: Jap. occupation Malaya stationery 4 C. canc. “Purankashi
2605.1.16 Military Mail Agency“ (Jan. 16, 1945) type JD2 to Penang, boxed “Purankashi /
Military Mail Agency / censorship passed“ with signature of censor, transits of “Konkoitah
2605.5.1.27“ with manuscript “5“ for the year, “Kanchanaburi 2605.2.6“ and “Niike 2065.2.15“.
Pasted on reverse is photograph of actual train on railway viaduct, four different Death Railway
Military Agency postmarks, spectacular showpiece.

GA

8.000,-

P 8173•

1969 Judical Fiscals: Imperforated proof of Judical fiscal stamp 40b., mounted on 'Thomas De La
Rue & Co. LTD., London' card, with “Approved/(signature)/16.6.69“ in m/s (with Postal Official's
signature). A SCARCE PROOF PRESENTED FOR APPROVAL.

(*)

100,-

TIBET
P 8174•

TIBETAN-NEPALESE WAR (1858-61), 1918/2/9/ Bikram Sabat.(= May 1861) field cover sent by
Captain Ausat Sing Thapa (a member of the the famous Thapa Family) showing a very clear strike
of the negative seal „Shree Dantakali“ from Bishu Dutta.

b

600,-

P 8175•

1906, Kerong: envelope on government service registered from Tibet to Nepal with large court seal,
originating at Nepalese court in Kerong/Tibet, to Chief Magistrate in Katmadu. Early Kerong cover,
mounted on exhibition page with detailed explanations. (M)

b

P 8176•
P 8177•

1912, 1/6 T. dull emerald tied “LHASSA P.O.“ (32 mm, Wang type V) to reverse of inland cover.

1

b

450,100,-

1912, 1/6 T. deep bluish green tied all native dater (probably Phari) to reverse of small cover to
Gyantse with bilingual intaglio type arrival adjacent.
1

b

300,-

P 8178•

1912, 1/6 T. bluish green (3, inc. bottom left corner copy) tied blue intaglio „LHASA P.O.“ to reverse
of inland cover with violet bilingual arrival of “GYANTSE P.O.“ on address side.
1 (3)

b

500,-

1912, 1/4 T. cliché 3 tied “Phari“ (date ms.) to reverse of inbound India envelope 1 A. canc.
“NEPAL25 AP 30“, transit indian p. o. “PHARIJONG 1 MAY 30“, stamp paper fibre 1mm split off,
envelope backed along fold and opened out for display/faults.
1 + India

GA

Gebot

1926 Registered cover from Phari to Kathmandu, Nepal, franked on the back by Tibet 2/3t. carmine
tied by “PHARI“ cds in combination with India KGV. 1a. brown tied “PHARIJONG/15 JLY 26“ cds, with
“KATHMANDU“ oval h/s and “NEPAL/22 JUL 26“ arrival cds alongside. The envelope reduced at
right and usually soiled, but still a good and scarce registered cover.
4 + India

b

100,-

1933, 2 T. red, two inland registered covers with corner margin pairs: vertical right corner margin pair
clich. 7 resp. 11 from plate 3 or 4 tied “GYANTSE“ to reverse. Also horizontal top right corner margin
pair clich. 6 + 4 (this 7 mm tear) from plate 3 or 4 tied to reverse, pair has been lifted and reaffixed. 11 (2)

b

Gebot

P 8182•

1933, 1 T. rose-carmine with 2 T. red tied large bilingual „PHARI“ to reverse of inland cover to
Lhasa, unusual combination.
11, 12

b

500,-

P 8183•

1933-38 1t. rose-carmine vertical strip of three, top & bottom marginal, tied by “PHARI“ double-ring
d/s to reverse of cover from Nepal to Pharijong, franked also by Nepal 1941 8p rose, with 11aB (3) +
“PHARIJONG/27 SEP 48“ arrival dater.
Nepal 54

b

100,-

1933, 2 T. red, a horizontal pair pl. II pos. 7-8 (clichés 5+3, pos. 3 slightly cut-in) tied “LASSA“ to
reverse of registered inland cover.
12 (3)

b

Gebot

P 8185•

1933/50, two inland covers: 4 T. emerald tied “GYANTSE“ resp. 4 T. yellowish green, a left margin
cop,y tied “LHASA“ both to reverse of cover.
13aA, 13c

b

100,-

P 8186•

1936, Yatung BPO: India ½ A. (2), 1 A., 1 ½ A., 2 A., 3 P. tied seven strikes „YATUNG TIBET VIA
SILIGURI 12 OCT 36“ to registered real photo ppc with view of Lhasa to Olomouce/Czechoslovakia
w. Nov. 2 arrival on reverse, attractive 5-colour franking.

b

600,-

P 8187•

1941-47 2t. carmine-red horizontal pair tied by Gyantse double-ring d/s to reverse of illustrated
cover 1953 from Oyster Bay, N.Y., USA (the home of Theodore Roosevelt) to Gyantse, franked by 3c
commemoratives pair tied by '14 SEP 1953' dater, Gyantse '3 NOV 53' arrival cds on back. Cover
partially toned but still a good cover with scarce franking and clear strikes of postmarks.
12b (2) + USA

b

100,-

8188•

1949/50, 2 T. yellowish brown, a vertical pair clichés 2+3 tied “LHASA“ to reverse of registered
cover (faults) to Gyantse.
12c (2)

b

Gebot

8189•

1949/50, 2 T. yellowish brown, a horizontal pair pl. II pos. 5-6 (clichés 6+4) tied “PHARI“ to reverse
of registered inland cover (faults)
12c (2)

b

Gebot

8179•
P 8180•

8181•

8184•
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P 8190•

1953: Two airmail covers from Woodstock, VT, USA to Gyantse, Tibet franked at arrival by right hand
marginal single 1t. orange-red (cover sent Jan 19th) and 2t. carmine-red (registered cover sent in
February) respectively, both Tibetan stamps tied by “GYANTSE“ double-ring d/s, respective transit
and arrival datestamps alongside. Both covers slightly stained and reduced by opening but still an 11c, 12b +
attractive pair.
USA

b

100,-

P 8191•

1954 Cover from the Isle of Man to Gyantse, Tibet franked by GB QEII. ½d. orange strip of five tied by
“DOUGLAS ISLE OF MAN/12 DEC 1954“ datestamp and Tibet 4t. emerald tied by “GYANTSE“ doublering dater, on the reverse with Isle of Man advertising vignette. A lightly soiled but unusual cover.
13aB + GB

b

100,-

TIMOR
P 8192•

Design “Rome“ 1906 International Reply Coupon as block of four 15 avos Timor. This block of
International Reply Coupons belong to the scarcest postal stationery and is a key item of any
exhibition collection. The importance and real value is still very much underestimated - highlight
of every postal stationery or country collection. This offer comes from the collection king fuad
- this block of four is probably unique in private hands (T)
IAS (4)

GA

1.200,-

8193

1954, 70 Avos 1950 Holy Year as a block of five on back of a registered airmail letter. Envelope with
some slight transportation and opening faults. The letter was sent from DILI to La Hague in Holland.
Letter like that are not often to be seen from Timor. (M)
282 (5)

b

80,-

b

100,-

b

400,-

**

90,-

b

120,-

1957 (ca.), ESSAYS of the British Postal Agency with QEII stamps 5np. on 1d. blue, 10np. on
1½d. green, 15np. on 2½d. red and 20np. on 3d. violet (complete sets of four) as issued for
Bahrain or Kuwait but with additional opt. AJMAN, FUJAIRAH or UMM AL QAIWAIN all in blocks
of four, mint never hinged, scarce blocks!
essays

**

1976, 50f. UPU Postal Response Coupon, used “DUBAI 22 MR 76“.

GA

1.000,70,-

**

700,-

TRANSKAUKASIEN
P 8194

1923, 500000 r. and vertical pair 150000 r. red tied by cds. “TIFLIS 1.10.23“ to reverse to
registered cover to Rostow with arrival mark, tiny waterspots and opened out for display with small
cut, signed Mikulski
24, 20 (2)

TURKMENISTAN
P 8195

1915. Censored envelope headed 'D. Eleteriadis, Kokand, Turkestan, Russe' addressed to France
bearing Russia Yvert 67, 10k blue tied by Kokant double ring routed via Tashkent with framed
censor in red and transit cachet. Very fine.

UMM AL QAIWAIN

siehe auch 11158, 11259, 11260, 11261, 11262, 11263, 11264, 11265, 11434, 11751, 11752,
12510, 12518, 12555, 12603, 12604, 12605, 12606, 12607, 12607A

P 8196•

1968, Olympic Games Mexico, souvenir sheet with INVERTED OVERPRINT, unmounted mint, signed. Bl. 13 K

USBEKISTAN / UZBEKISTAN
P 8197

1916, P.O.W. card from “KOKAND LAGER“, today situated in Usbekistan, with Russian and Austrian
censor sent to St. Pölten, Niederösterreich.

VEREINIGTE ARABISCHE EMIRATE
siehe auch 7676, 11845

VEREINIGTE ARABISCHE EMIRATE - BESONDERHEITEN
P 8198•

8199•

VIETNAM-NORD (1945-1975)
P 8200

1945, fiscals/timbre fiscal 4 C. 1937 issue ovpt. “VIET-NAM / DAN CHU CONG HOA“, a left half
sheet of of 50 (5x10), mint never hinged MNH (sheet interleaving paper pasted, but only on
margins), scarce. (M)

P 8201

1945/46, fiscals/timbre fiscal with VIET-NAM ovpt. on receipts: 2 C., 8 C. dated Oct. 1946 resp. 10
C. dated Sept. 1946.

P 8202

1946, 25 C. w. red ovpt., a horizontal top-margin strip of 5 with variety “extra semi cycle“ in pos. 1,
4 and 5, mint never hinged. This variety appears only in the ovpt. sheets top-row.
1 I (5)

**

200,-

P 8203

1946, 15 C. ovpt. horizontal pair tied “HAIPHONG 27-7-46“ to self-made cover, “Hanoi 29-9-46“
transit on reverse, to Ninhbinh.
19 (2)

b

200,-

P 8204

1946, 1 H. yellow green, a horizontal strip-3 tied “HAIPHONG 28 - 9 46“ to self-made envelope
to Hanoi with next day arrival on reverse.
56 (3)

b

3.500,-

P 8205

1948/1956, Definitives “Ho Chi Minh“, 2d. brown, 5d. red, 50d. on 5d. red, three complete
sheets of 50 stamps each, some signed Calves. Mi. 3.500,- €++ (price for single stamps in 2/3 (50), 53
cheapest types, no surplus for unit/particularities etc.) (M)
(50)

(*)

1.400,-

1948/1956, president Ho Chi Minh 2d. pale brown, 5d. orange-red and 5d. orange-red with black
opt. '50 DONG' all on handmade brown paper in blocks of four from upper margins, unused without
gum as issued, very scarce blocks! Mi. € 280,-- +
2b/3b+53b (4)

(*)

60,-

1953, 100 D and 500 D “increase production“ on illustraded envelope sent from “HA-NOI 4.11.57“
to Hong-Kong with b/s arrival 8.11.57
7, 8

b

240,-

8206
P 8207•

asia
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P 8208•

1954, Vietnam-China-Sowjetunion friendship 50 D, agrar reform 20 D and increase production 500
D brown on airmail-letter sent from “HA-NOI 9-3 56“ to Karl-Marx-City (today Chemnitz), East Germany. 10,8,28

b

300,-

P 8209•

1954, Vietnam-China-Sowjetunion friendship 100 D (some glue traces) and railway-line Hanoi/
Muc-Nam-Quan 500 D red-brown on airmail-letter sent from “HA-NOI 20.6.56“ to Karl-Marx-City
(today Chemnitz), East Germany.
11, 34

b

300,-

P 8210•

1954, Airmail-envelope with 4x Dien-Bien-Phu 150 D imperforated (pair and two single stamps)
sent from “HA-NOI 22.1.57“ to Berlin, East Germany.
14 B (4)

b

500,-

P 8211•

1954 (ca.) Prince Bao Long 25 $ WITHOUT ACCENT over “E“ of “VIET-NAM“ single die proof /
Epreuve de Luxe /Ministerblock in brown-black of non issued design, produced without gum.
91 Epreuve

(*)

300,-

P 8212•

1954 (ca.) Prince Bao Long 25 $ WITH ACCENT over “E“ of “VIET-NAM“ single die proof/Epreuve de
Luxe /Ministerblock in brown-black of non issued design, produced without gum.
91 Epreuve

(*)

P 8213•
P 8214•

1954, Prince Bao Long 40 C, 70 C and 80 C on illustrated First Day Cover “HANOI 15-6 1954“

FDC

300,160,-

1955, Agrar-reform 4x 5 D green, 50 D rose and Railway-line Hanoi/Nuc-Nam-Quan 500 D brown
on airmail letter sent from “HA-NOI 12-3 1955“ to Berlin, East Germany.
26(4),29, 34

b

240,-

P 8215•

1955 Agrar-reform 20 D two different shades, one with yellow barr-overprint(?) dito 50 D, DienBien-Phu 10 D perforated ant opair of 100 D “increase-production“ on envelope sent from “HA-NOI 28(2), 29, 7(2),
15-2 55“ to Dresden, East Germany.
12 A

b

400,-

1956, Railway-line Hanoi/Muc-Nam-Quan 100 D and 500 D on airmail-letter sent from “HA-NOI 4-7
1956“ to Karl-Marx-City (today Chemnitz), East Germany.
31, 34

b

300,-

P 8216•
P 8216A

91-93 FDC

1956, opening of the line Hanoi-Muc Nam Quan unused margin blocks of four without gum, as
issued. Michel 640,- Euro.
31/34 (4)

(*)/v

100,-

P 8217•

1956, Vietnam-Nord Railway-line Hanoi/Nuc-Nam-Quan 100 D blue and embankment-dam 300 D Nord 31,52
on airmail-envelope with additorial a pair of Vietnam 1946 Ho-Chi-Minh 4 H+6H blue sent from + Vietnam
“HAI-PONH 16.12.56“ to Hongkong, an extremly rare envelope bearing mixed franking!
59 (2)

b

800,-

P 8218•

1956, Railway-line Hanoi/Muc-Nam-Quan 300 D vertical pair on airmail-letter sent from “HA-NOI
24-8 1956“ to Karl-Marx-City (today Chemnitz), East Germany.
33(2)

b

300,-

P 8219•

1956, Mac-Thi-Buoi 1000 D rose/lilac, embankment-dam 300 D perf. 11½ and Dien-Bien-Phu 50
D perforated on airmail-letter (left side little reduced) sent from “HA-NOI 14-5 57“ to Berlin, East
Germany.
46, 52A, 13 Aa

b

300,-

P 8220•

1956, 100 D, 200 d and 300 D Restauration of Bai-Thuong embankment-dam with perf. 11½
complete set on illustrated cover cancelled “HANOI 20.9.57“
50 A - 52 A

b

240,-

P 8221

1958. Airmail letter with named franking (on the reverse) via “Berlin“ from “Ha-Noi 28.2.58“ to
France. Cover little damage and creased.
Sc #5, 14A

b

400,-

P 8222

1958. Airmail letter with named franking (on the reverse) via “Berlin“ from “Ha-Noi 26.3.58“ to
France. Cover little damage and folded.
Sc #5, 65

b

200,-

P 8223•

1958, 300 D. tied “HANOI 11 3 58“ to cover to Randers/Denmark, sender “The Voice of Vietnam“
state broadcasting station.

b

80,-

P 8224
P 8225•

1952, Rice growers 0,200 yellow, unused without gum, very rare stamp

Yvert 70

(*)

1.600,-

1953, NON ISSUED 0,200 (kilo rice) yellow on light tracing ribbed paper with usual perforation,
issued without gum, a mayor rarity !
before 1

(*)

1.600,-

P 8226•

1953, NON ISSUED 0,200 (kilo rice) yellow on light tracing ribbed paper IMPERFORATED from
the right lower corner, issued without gum, a mayor rarity !
before 1 (U)

(*)

P 8227
P 8228•

1955/1956, two issues: 1955 overprints and 1956 Army Heroes, unused no gum as issued.

(*)

4.000,80,-

P 8229

1952, air mail set 3.30-6.30 each ovpt. “SPECIMEN“ and mounted to page “2nd stamp emission /
independence series“, scarce. (M)
74, 76/77

P 8230

1952, Bao Dai 40th birthday 1.50 P., imperforated, on sunken cardboard with translucent page
“With the compliments of...“
89U

8231
8232
P 8233•

1955, one year of arrival of evacuate compl. set mint never hinged, Mi. € 160,-1955, one year of arrival of evacuate compl. set incl. optd. stamp, mint never hinged, Mi. € 170,--

8234
8235
P 8236

1966, UNESCO, epreuves de luxe (3) w. imprint of SCTV - Roma, the 7d slight fault in margin.

375/77 epr.

1975, electricity, development etc. unissued sets (4): epreuves de luxe (11). (T)

V-XIV epr.-ex

1975, electricity, development etc. unissued sets (4): epreuves de luxe (8). (T)

VII-XIX-ex epr.

VIETNAM-NORD - DIENSTMARKEN

8/16

1956, Peoples-Army-Hero Cu-Chin-Lan 20 D to 3000 D in seven mint blocks of four, issued without
gum, very rare items in superb condition, Michel: 1.000,10-16 (4)

v/(*)

160,-

SPEC

100,-

102/07

**

102/07, 126

**

100,Gebot
50,-

VIETNAM-SÜD (1951-1975)

376

1955, Arrival of Evacuated 0,70 - 100 $, six stamps on two single die proofs/Epreuves de Luxe /
Ministerblocks in normal colours, produced without gum.
102-7 Epreuve

asia
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VIETNAM-SÜD - PORTOMARKEN
8237

1952, 1 P., an imperforated bottom margin block-6 with bottom pair normal and the silver colour
gradually fading to the top, mint never higned MNH
6U (6)

**

P 8238
P 8239

1952. 1$ bleu dragon. Panneau complet de 50 non dentelés. Sans couleur argent. (M)

**

80,800,-

**

1.100,-

P 8240

1956, 20 D./100 D., yellow colour missing; and 100 D., error print in colour of 50 D., each in
horizontal pair mint never hinged MNH, each stamp signed Brun. Total 5 pairs.
11/14F

P 8241

1954, EMPEROR BAO-DAI. Epreuve d'artiste signée in black for the 40c value of the Crown Prince
Bao-Long series. (Mi #91)
Sc #20 Prrof

P 8242

1958, epreuves de luxe (14 of 5 issues) w. imprint de la Rue London, some with tone spots. (T)

1955/1956. 6 panneaux complets de 50 avec marges non dentelés. (non répertoriés) (M)

Yv 6 (50)
Yv 7/8+11/14
(50)

**/p

240,-

VIETNAM - BESONDERHEITEN
400,160,-

LATE ARRIVAL: KUWAIT

siehe auch 6263, 6264, 7607, 7623, 11557, 12386, 12387

P 8243•

1970. First National Guard Graduation. Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50.
The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #519/20
archive. Upper sheet margins creased slightly. In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #513/14) (MS) (50) Imperf.

**

500,-

8244•

1971. Third World Telecommunications Day. Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50
and in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 24. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for Sc #527/28
presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 148 imperforate stamps. (Mi #521/22) (MS) (74) Imperf.

**

750,-

8245•

1974. Centenary of Universal Postal Union. Set of 3 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50.
The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #608/10
archive. In all 150 imperforate stamps. (Mi #626/28) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

750,-

P 8246•

1974. World Telecommunications Day, May 17. Set of 3 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of
50. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the Sc #611/13
printers' archive. In all 150 imperforate stamps. (Mi #629/31) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

750,-

8247•

1983. Third Intl. Conference of the Impact of Viral Diseases (...). Set of 3 values in complete
IMPERFORATE sheets of 50. Each sheet folded once (stamps untouched). The set is gummed, in
issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 150 Sc #612/14
imperforate stamps. (Mi #999/1001) (M)
(50) Imper.

**

750,-

8248•

1975. World Standards Day. Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50. The set is
gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. Sc #636/37
In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #662/63) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

8249•

1976. Fifth Summit Conference of Non-aligned Countries, Colombo. Set of 3 values in complete
IMPERFORATE sheets of 50. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation Sc #670/72
purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 150 imperforate stamps. (Mi #688/90) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

750,-

P 8250•

1977. Sixteenth National Day. Set of 4 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50. Each
sheet folded once (stamps untouched). The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced
for presentation purposes. From the printers‘ archive. In all 200 imperforate stamps. (Mi Sc #711/14
#729/32) (M)
(50) Imperf.

**

1.000,-

8251•

1977. Inauguration of Kuwait Tower. Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50. The
set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #715/16
archive. In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #733/34) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

P 8252•

1977. Children‘s Paintings. Set of 6 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50. Each sheet
folded once (stamps untouched). The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for
presentation purposes. From the printers‘ archive. In all 300 imperforate stamps. (Mi #750/55) Sc #734/39
(M)
(50) Imperf.

**

1.500,-

8253•

1978. Tenth World Telecommunications Day. Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of
50. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the Sc #754/55
printers' archive. In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #796/97) (M)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

8254•

1979. Intl. Year of the Child. Set of 2 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 50 and 49 respectively.
(for each value). The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. Sc #776/77
From the printers‘ archive. In all 198 imperforate stamps. (Mi #818/19) (MS)
(99) Imperf.

**

1.000,-

P 8255•

1979. Children‘s Paintings. Set of 6 values in almost complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 99.
Each sheet folded once (stamps untouched). The set is gummed, in issued colors and was
produced for presentation purposes. From the printers‘ archive. In all 594 imperforate stamps. Sc #784/89
(Mi #826/31) (MS)
(99) Imperf.

**

3.000,-

8256•

1979. World Telecommunications Day. Set of 2 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 50 and
49 res. (at each value). The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation Sc #790/91
purposes. From the printers‘ archive. In all 198 imperforate stamps. (Mi #832/33) (M)
(99) Imperf.

**

1.000,-

1979. Kuwait Airport 25th Anniversary. Set of 2 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 50. The set
is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #805/06
archive. In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #847/48) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

8257•

asia
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P 8258•

1980. Kuwait Municipality, 50th Anniversary. Set of 3 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets
of 100. Each sheet folded once (stamps untouched). The set is gummed, in issued colors and
was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers‘ archive. In all 300 imperforate Sc #813/15
stamps. (Mi #855/57) (M)
(100) Imperf.

**

1.500,-

8259•

1981. First Islamic Medical Conference. Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50.
The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #839/40
archive. In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #881/82) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

8260•

1981. Intl. Year of the Disabled. Set of 2 values in IMPERFORATE (part) sheets of 50. The set is
gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. Sc #841/42
In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #883/84) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

8261•

1981. Islamic Pilgrimage Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50. The set is
gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. Sc #872/73
In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #914/15) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

8262•

1981. National Television, 20th Anniversary. Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of
50. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the Sc #876/77
printers' archive. In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #918/19) (M)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

8263•

1982. Twenty-first National Day. Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50. The set is
gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. Sc #880/81
In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #922/23) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

P 8264•

1982. Arab Postal Union, 30th Anniversary. Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50.
The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #888/89
archive. In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #930/31) (M)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

8265•

1982. Arab Day of the Palm Tree. Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50. The set
is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #898/99
archive. In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #940/41) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

8266•

1983. Intl. Maritime Organization, 25th Anniversary. Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE
sheets of 50. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. Sc #910/11
From the printers' archive. In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #997/98) (M)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

8267•

1983. World Communications Year. Set of 3 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50. The
set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #918/20
archive. In all 150 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1005/07) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

750,-

8268•

1983. Intl. Palestinian Solidarity Day. Set of 3 values in almost complete IMPERFORATE sheets of
49. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the Sc #930/32
printers' archive. In all 147 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1017/19) (M)
(49) Imperf.

**

750,-

P 8269•

1984. Inauguration of Amiri and Al-Razi Hospitals. Set of 3 values in complete IMPERFORATE
sheets of 50. Each sheet folded once (stamps untouched). The set is gummed, in issued colors and
was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 150 imperforate stamps. Sc #936/38
(Mi #1023/25) (M)
(50) Imperf.

**

750,-

8270•

1984. Tenth Anniversary of the Science Club. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 25
(twice for each value). The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation Sc #966/68
purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 150 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1052/54) (M)
(50) Imperf.

**

750,-

8271•

1984. Intelsat '84, 20th Anniversary. Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50. The
set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #971/72
archive. In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1057/58) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

8272•

1985. First Arab Gulf Week for Social Work. Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50.
The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' Sc #985/86
archive. In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1071/72) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

8273•

1985. World Health Day. Set of 2 values in complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50. The set is
gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. Sc #991/92
In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1077/78) (MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

8274•

1985. Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) 25th Anniversary. Set of 2 values in
complete IMPERFORATE sheets of 50. The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for
presentation purposes. From the printers' archive. In all 100 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1089/90) Sc #997/98
(MS)
(50) Imperf.

**

500,-

1987. Al Qurain Housing Project. Set of 3 values in IMPERFORATE part sheets of 25 (twice for each
value). The set is gummed, in issued colors and was produced for presentation purposes. From the Sc #1049/51
printers' archive. In all 150 imperforate stamps. (Mi #1141/43) (M)
(50) Imperf.

**

750,-

P 8275•
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Steigerungsstufen – Bidding Increments
Die unverbindlichen Steigerungsstufen liegen im Ermessen
des Versteigerers und betragen 5 bis 10 % vom Ausruf:
Wir bieten für Sie bei Geboten wie „bestens“, „höchst“, „kaufen“, „auf jeden Fall“, „bis ultimo“ oder ähnlichen Formulierungen bis zum zehnfachen Ausruf!

The non-committal bidding increments are subject to the
assessment of the auctioneer, they are between 5 to 10% of
the bidding price:
We bid on your behalf such as “best“, “at the most“, “buy“,
“in any case“, “without limit“ or similar description up to 10fold of the bidding price!

bis / to 100,- €

5,- €

von / from 100,- € bis / to 250,- €

10,- €

von / from 250,- € bis / to 700,- €

20,- €

von / from 700,- € bis / to 1.500,- €

50,- €

von / from 1.500,- € bis / to 3.000,- €

100,- €

von / from 3.000,- € bis / to 10.000,- €

200,- €

ab / over 10.000,- €

500,- €

Impressum – Imprint
AUKTIONSHAUS
Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG
Steinbeisstraße 6 + 8
74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen / GERMANY
Tel +49 - (0)7142 - 789 400
Fax +49 - (0)7142 - 789 410
www.auktionen-gaertner.de
info@auktionen-gaertner.de

Druckerei – Print Office
Media-Print Informationstechnologie GmbH
Eggertstrasse 28, 33100 Paderborn / GERMANY
Tel +49 - (0)5251 - 522 300
Fax +49 - (0)5251 - 522 485
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contact@mediaprint-druckerei.de
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Christoph Gärtner

Allgemeine Versteigerungsbedingungen
Durch die Abgabe von Geboten werden nachfolgende Geschäftsbedingungen des Versteigerers anerkannt:
1. Die Versteigerung erfolgt öffentlich und freiwillig in eigenem Namen und
für eigene Rechnung gegen sofortige Bezahlung in Euro. Devisen und
Schecks werden zum Tageskurs der Bundesbank angenommen. Handel und
Tausch sind im Auktionssaal nicht gestattet.
2. Die Steigerungssätze sind dem jeweils aktuellen Auktionsprogramm zu
entnehmen und betragen 5 bis 10% des Ausrufwertes bzw. des angesteigerten Wertes. Der Zuschlag ergeht nach dreimaligem Ausruf an den Meistbietenden. Der Versteigerer hat das Recht, ohne Angabe von Gründen Personen von der Auktion auszuschließen, den Zuschlag zu verweigern, Gebote
abzulehnen, Lose zurückzuziehen, zu vereinigen, aufzuteilen, umzugruppieren, bei Unklarheiten oder Missverständnissen nochmals aufzurufen oder
in begründeten Fällen unter dem Vorbehalt der Genehmigung des Einlie
ferers zuzuschlagen. Untergebote mit VorbehaltsZuschlägen bleiben für
den Bieter vier Wochen verbindlich, sind aber für den Versteigerer frei
bleibend. Bei gleich hohen Geboten entscheidet die zeitliche Reihenfolge
des Gebotseinganges, bei zeitgleichem Eingang das Los. Lose, die „gegen
Gebot“ ausgerufen werden, bedingen ein Mindestgebot von 20, Euro und
werden zum Höchstgebot zugeschlagen.
3. An den Versteigerer übermittelte (schriftliche) Gebote werden streng
interessewahrend nur in dem Umfange ausgeschöpft, der notwendig ist,
um anderweitig vorliegende Gebote zu überbieten, werden jedoch ohne
Gewähr ausgeführt.
4. Telefonische Bieter müssen mindestens den Ausruf bieten und eine
schriftliche Bestätigung nachreichen. Im Falle einer Nichterreichbarkeit gilt
das Mindestgebot als geboten. Bei Telefongeboten übernimmt der Versteigerer keine Gewähr für das Zustandekommen einer Verbindung.
5. Der Versteigerer erhält vom Käufer ein Aufgeld von 23,8% des Zuschlagspreises sowie 2, Euro pro Los. Für Lose, die mit • gekennzeichnet sind, wird
für den Zuschlagspreis und das Aufgeld die gesetzliche Umsatzsteuer erhoben. Lose ohne Kennzeichnung unterliegen der Differenzbesteuerung nach
§25a UStG; es erfolgt kein gesonderter Umsatzsteuerausweis. Bei Losen mit
+ (Plus) hinter der Losnummer handelt es sich ebenfalls um differenz
besteuerte Lose, jedoch werden zusätzlich die mit dem Import verbundenen Kosten in Höhe von 7% des Zuschlags ( = Importspesen, die Bestandteil des Kaufpreises sind ) an den Käufer weiterberechnet. Bei Zusendung
der Ware werden Porto und Versicherungspauschale zuzüglich gesetzlicher
Umsatzsteuer gesondert in Rechnung gestellt. Käufe, die in ein umsatzsteuerliches Drittland ausgeführt werden, sind von der Umsatzsteuer befreit.
Steuern/Abgaben für die Einfuhr der Käufe im Zielland gehen zu Lasten des
Käufers.
6. Mit dem Zuschlag kommt ein Kaufvertrag zwischen dem Versteigerer und
dem Bieter zustande. Er verpflichtet den Käufer zur Abnahme und Bezahlung am Versteigerungsort. Wer für Dritte bietet, haftet selbstschuldnerisch
neben diesen. Gleichzeitig geht mit der Zuschlagserteilung die Gefahr für
nicht vom Versteigerer zu vertretende Verluste oder Beschädigungen auf
den Käufer über. Das Eigentum an der ersteigerten Sache wird erst nach
vollständigem Zahlungseingang beim Versteigerer auf den Käufer über
tragen. Schriftliche Bieter erhalten in aller Regel eine Vorausrechnung, die
sofort fällig ist. Erst nach vollständiger Bezahlung der Rechnung besteht ein
Anspruch auf Aushändigung der gekauften Lose.
7. Sind Lose vereinbarungsgemäß vom Versteigerer zu versenden, hat der
Käufer dem Versteigerer zu Nachforschungszwecken spätestens zehn Wochen nach dem Ende der Auktion (bei Vorkasse: nach der Bezahlung der
Ware) schriftlich mitzuteilen, falls die zu versendende Ware nicht oder nicht
vollständig zugegangen ist.
8. Alle Beträge, welche 14 Tage nach der Versteigerung bzw. Zustellung der
Auktionsrechnung nicht beim Versteigerer eingegangen sind, unterliegen
einem Verzugszuschlag von 2%. Dazu werden Zinsen in Höhe von 1% pro
Monat erhoben, es sei denn, der Käufer weist nach, dass ein geringerer
oder kein Schaden entstanden ist. Im Übrigen kann der Versteigerer wahlweise Erfüllung oder nach Fristsetzung Schadenersatz wegen Nichterfüllung verlangen; der Schadensersatz kann dabei auch so berechnet werden,
dass die Lose verkauft oder in einer neuen Auktion nochmals angeboten
werden. Der säumige Käufer muss hierbei für den Mindererlös gegenüber
der früheren Versteigerung und den damit verbundenen zusätzlichen Kosten einschließlich der Gebühren des Versteigerers aufkommen. Auf einen
eventuellen Mehrerlös hat er jedoch keinen Anspruch.

9. Die zur Versteigerung kommenden Lose können vor der Auktion besichtigt und geprüft werden. Sie werden in dem Zustand versteigert, in dem
sie sich bei der Auktion befinden. Die nach bestem Wissen und Gewissen
vorgenommenen Katalogbeschreibungen sind keine zugesicherten Eigenschaften. Der Käufer kann den Versteigerer nicht wegen Sachmängeln in
Anspruch nehmen, sofern dieser seiner obliegenden Sorgfaltspflicht nachgekommen ist. Sammlungen, Posten etc. sind von jeglicher Reklamation
ausgeschlossen, ansonsten verpflichtet sich der Versteigerer jedoch, wegen
begründeter Mängelrügen, die ihm bis spätestens vier Wochen nach Auk
tionsschluss angezeigt werden müssen, innerhalb der Verjährungsfrist von
einem Jahr seine Gewährleistungsansprüche gegenüber dem Einlieferer
geltend zu machen.
Im Rahmen von Reklamationen ist bei der Rücksendung an den Versteigerer
die OriginalLoskarte beizufügen. Die Lose müssen sich in unverändertem
Zustand befinden. Dies betrifft auch das Entfernen von Falzen, das Wässern,
sowie chemische Behandlungen. Lediglich das Anbringen von Prüfzeichen
der Mitglieder eines anerkannten Prüferverbandes gilt nicht als Veränderung. Der Versteigerer kann verlangen, dass bei Reklamationen ein entsprechender schriftlicher Befund eines zuständigen Verbandprüfers eingeholt
wird. Will der Käufer eine Prüfung vornehmen lassen, so ist dies dem Versteigerer vor der Auktion mitzuteilen. Die Reklamationsfrist verlängert sich
entsprechend. Dies betrifft jedoch nicht die Verpflichtung zur sofortigen
Bezahlung der Lose. Die Kosten einer Prüfung werden dem Käufer in Rechnung gestellt, wenn das Prüfergebnis mit der Losbeschreibung übereinstimmt oder der Käufer das Los trotz abweichendem Prüfungsergebnis
erwirbt. Mängel, die bereits aus der Abbildung ersichtlich sind, berechtigen
nicht zur Reklamation. Lose, bei denen Fehler beschrieben sind, können
nicht wegen eventueller weiterer geringer Fehler zurückgewiesen werden.
Im Falle erfolgreicher Inanspruchnahme des Einlieferers erstattet der Versteigerer den gezahlten Kaufpreis einschließlich Aufgeld zurück; ein darüber
hinausgehender Anspruch ist ausgeschlossen. Der Versteigerer ist berechtigt, den Käufer mit allen Reklamationen an den Einlieferer zu verweisen.
Durch die Abgabe eines Gebotes auf bereits von anerkannten Prüfern
signierte oder attestierte Lose werden die vorliegenden Prüfzeichen oder
Atteste als maßgeblich anerkannt. Werden Lose unter dem Vorbehalt der
Gutachten anderer Prüfer beboten, so ist dies dem Versteigerer mit dem
Gebot anzuzeigen.
Bezeichnungen wie „Pracht“, „Kabinett“, „Luxus“ etc. stellen die subjektive
Einstellung des Versteigerers und in keinem Falle eine Beschaffenheitsan
gabe im kaufrechtlichen Sinne dar. Lose, die mit „feinst“ oder „fein“ beschrieben sind, können Fehler aufweisen. Stücke, deren Wert durch den
Stempel bestimmt wird, können wegen anderer Qualitätsmängel nicht beanstandet werden.
10. Ansichtssendungen sind nur von Einzellosen möglich. Postfrische Marken sind von der Versendung ausgeschlossen. Die Lose sind innerhalb von
24 Stunden zurückzusenden, wobei die von uns gewählte Versendungsart
anzuwenden ist. Gefahr und Kosten gehen zu vollen Lasten des Anforderers.
Sollten die Lose am Auktionstag nicht vorliegen, so werden sie eine Steigerungsstufe über dem nächsthöheren Gebot, mindestens jedoch zum Ausruf, dem Anforderer zugeschlagen.
11. Ihre personenbezogenen Daten erheben, speichern und nutzen wir,
soweit und solange es für die Geschäftsbeziehung erforderlich ist.
12. Erfüllungsort ist BietigheimBissingen. Gerichtsstand für den vollkaufmännischen Verkehr ist Ludwigsburg. Es gilt ausschließlich deutsches Recht.
Das UNAbkommen zu Verträgen über den internationalen Warenverkauf
(CISG) sowie das Widerrufsrecht von Verbrauchern bei FernabsatzVer
trägen finden keine Anwendung. Bei allen Texten in mehreren Sprachen ist
bei Auffassungsunterschieden ausschließlich die deutsche Fassung maßgeblich. Änderungen dieser Versteigerungsbedingungen bedürfen der
Schriftform.
13. Sollten eine oder mehrere der vorstehenden Bedingungen ganz oder
teilweise unwirksam sein oder werden, berührt dies nicht die Gültigkeit der
übrigen Bedingungen. Es soll dann das gelten, was dem ursprünglich wirtschaftlich verfolgten Zweck entspricht oder ihm am nächsten kommt.
14. Vorstehende Bestimmungen gelten sinngemäß auch für den Nachver
kauf und den freihändigen Verkauf.

General Auction Conditions
By the submission of bids the following Auctions Conditions of the Auctioneer are recognized and accepted:
1. The auction is voluntary and held in public in the name of the auctioneer
on his own behalf for his own account against immediate payment in Euro.
Foreign currency and cheques are accepted at the daily exchange rate of
the German Federal Reserve. Trading and exchange are not allowed in the
auction rooms.
2. Bidding increments are published in the actual Auction Manual and
are from 5 to 10% of the starting price or the actual submitted bid price
respectively. The lot is sold to the highest bidder after threefold call. The
Auctioneer reserves the right to bar persons from the auction at his sole
discretion, to refuse knocking a lot down or to withdraw, pool, recombine
or divide lots, to call lots once more in case of equivocality or misunderstandings or to knock a lot down subject to consignor’s approval. Bids below
the starting price with a knockdown subject to consignor’s approval are
binding for the bidder for a period of four weeks but are nonbinding for
the auctioneer. In case of even bids the chronological order of their receipt
is applicable; in case of simultaneous receipt of even bids the auctioneer
decides by drawing lots.
3. Bids transmitted to the auctioneer (in written form) will be treated with
confidence and will only be used to top the other previous bid. However
the auctioneer cannot take responsibility for this procedure. Lots without
a particular starting price require a minimum bid of 20, Euro and will be
knocked down to the highest bid.
4. Telephone bidders must offer at least the starting price and submit a written confirmation thereafter. In the event of unavailability of the bidder on
the phone the minimum bidding price is valid. The auctioneer is not responsible for the setting up and/or persistence of the telephone connection.
5. The auctioneer receives a premium of 23.8% of the hammer price from
the buyer plus 2.00 Euro per purchased lot. For all lots which are marked
with • behind the lot number Value Added Tax (VAT) will be added to the
hammer price and to the buyers premium. Lots without marking are sold
under the margin system (§25a UStG); there will be no turnover tax statement. Lots marked with + are sold under the margin system as well but
additional expenses for importing the items in the amount of 7% of the
hammer price are charged (= Import Expenses, which are part of the total
sales price ). If shipment is requested by the buyer or becomes necessary,
costs for postage, packing and insurance plus VAT will be charged separately. For purchases from abroad, which will be exported to a third country
(nonEU), VAT will not be invoiced after receiving an evidence of expor
tation. Duty and/or other charges related to importing the purchases into
the country of destination are on buyer‘s account.
6. The purchase contract between the auctioneer and the buyer is closed
on the knockdown of the lot. Based on this contract the buyer is obliged to
accept and pay for the goods at the point of sale. In case of bidding for a
third party, the bidder is liable as a principal as well as the third party. At the
moment of knockdown all risks concerning loss or damage of a purchased
lot is the responsibility of the buyer. The ownership of the auctioned goods
will only be transferred to the buyer when full payment has been effected.
Bidders making written bids will in general receive a prepayment invoice,
which is due for immediate payment. Only if the invoice has fully been paid,
the buyer has the right to claim ownership of the purchased lots.
7. If it is agreed, that the auctioneer will ship the purchased lots, and they
are not or not completely received within ten weeks after the end of the
auction (in case of prepayment: after the payment of the goods) latest, the
buyer has to inform the auctioneer in writing about this incident for purposes of investigation.
8. Outstanding debits, which have not been paid 14 days latest after the
auction and/or receipt of the invoice, will be subject to a default charge of
2%. Furthermore 1% interest per month will be charged unless the buyer
can provide evidence that only a lower or no damage has been caused.
Furthermore it is in the auctioneer’s sole discretion whether he insists on
performance or on compensation due to nonfulfillment after a set period.
Compensation will be calculated after the lots have been sold directly or
on another auction to a third party. In this case the defaulter has to compensate the loss of the auctioneer resulting from a lower sales price and
additional costs. The defaulter is not entitled to additional proceeds earned
by the auctioneer when selling the lots to a third party.

9. The objects for auction may be viewed and inspected prior to the auction. They will be auctioned in the condition as they are at the time of auction. The catalogue descriptions were made in all conscience and do not
warrant any characteristics. The buyer cannot hold the auctioneer liable for
any faults provided that the auctioneer has not infringed his duty to take
care. Collections, batches etc. are excluded from any complaint, apart from
that the auctioneer is obliged to hold the consignor liable for any complaint,
which is made by the buyer within a period of 4 weeks after the auction,
within a limitation period of one year. Complaints concerning a lot must be
sent to the auctioneer together with the original auction lot card. The lot
must be presented in its unchanged condition. This applies to the removal of hinges, submersion in water as well as chemical treatment. Only the
application of sign information by a member of an acknowledged auditor
association will not be regarded as tampering. In the event of complaints
the auctioneer can demand a written expertise of an acknowledged auditor.
If the buyer intends to get an expertise, he will inform the auctioneer about
it prior to the auction. The period for complaint will be prolonged respectively. However, this does not inflict the right of the auctioneer to be timely
paid. Any appraisal fees will be charged to the buyer, if the result matches
the lot description or if he acquires the lot in spite of dissent opinion. Any
faults, which are obvious at the time of photography, are excluded from the
right of complaint. If faults of a lot are described in the auction catalogue,
this lot will not be rejected and returned by the buyer because of further
smaller faults. In the event of a successful claiming of the consignor the
auctioneer refunds the paid purchase price and buyer’s premium; the buyer
is not entitled to further claims. The auctioneer has the right to refer the
buyer with all of his complaints to the consignor.
By bidding on lots, which were already signed or certified by acknowledged
auditors, the buyer accepts these approval marks or certificates as decisive.
If bids are placed with reservation of an appraisal of another auditor, the
bidder will inform the auctioneer about this reservation when placing his
bid.
Descriptions such as „Pracht“, „Kabinett“, „Luxus“ etc. are a subjective
opinion of the auctioneer and under no circumstance a statement in regard
to warranted characteristics. Lots which bear the description „feinst“ or
„fein“ may possibly have small faults. Objects having a value which is defined
by their postmark are excluded from complaint of any other defects.
10. Only single lots can be shipped for viewing. They must be returned to
the auctioneer within 24 hours, in doing so our mode of dispatch must be
utilized. Any risks and costs are for the account of the requesting party. If
these lots are not present in the auction house on the day of the auction,
they will be knocked down in favour of the requesting party one increment
above the highest bidding price but at least for the starting price.
11. We collect, store, and utilize your personal data as far and as long it is
necessary in connection with the execution of the business relationship.
12. Place of fulfilment is BietigheimBissingen. Place of jurisdiction for the
full trading is Ludwigsburg. Only German Law shall apply. The UN Treaty
For Contracts Concerning International Goods Sales (CISG) and the right
of rescission for consumers according German Distance Selling Act are not
applicable. Changes of these General Auction Conditions are only valid in
written form.
13. Should one or more of the conditions above or a part of them become
invalid, the validity of the other conditions will remain unchanged. The
invalid conditions shall be replaced by valid conditions, which conform to
their economic purpose.
14. The conditions above shall also apply to after sale and private treaty.
(This translation of the „Allgemeine Versteigerungsbedingungen“ is provided for information only; the German text is to be taken as authoritative)

Auktionsagenten – Auction Agents
Ihre Gebote können Sie gerne auch über einen der folgenden Agenten ausführen lassen.
Your bids can also be placed through the following auction agents.
Horst Eisenberger

Ute Feldmann

Thomas Häußer

Kastanienallee 21
16567 Mühlenbeck / GERMANY

Kreidelstr. 4
65193 Wiesbaden / GERMANY

Charlottenstr. 12
40210 Düsseldorf / GERMANY

Tel +49 - (0)33056 - 8 18 02
Fax +49 - (0)33056 - 2 00 41

Tel +49 - (0)611 - 567289
Fax +49 - (0)611 - 560347

Tel +49 - (0)211 - 3694608
Fax +49 - (0)211 - 1795505

horst.eisenberger@t-online.de

feldmannauctionagents@gmx.de

info@phila-agent.de

Jochen Heddergott

Lorenz Kirchheim

Dr. Peter Müller

Bauerstr. 9
80796 München / GERMANY

Op de Höh 21
22395 Hamburg / GERMANY

Müllenborner Str. 62
54568 Gerolstein / GERMANY

Tel +49 - (0)89 - 272 1683
Fax +49 - (0)89 - 272 16 85

Tel +49 - (0)40 - 64532545
Fax +49 - (0)40- 64532241

Tel +49 - (0)6591 - 954495
Fax +49 - (0)6591 - 954499

jh@philagent.com

lorenz.kirchheim@t-online.de

peter@mueller-muellenborn.de

Herbert Fischer

Johann Fürntratt

Hanspeter Thalmann

Neumühlstr. 39
63636 Brachtal / GERMANY

Plüddemanngasse 83a
8010 Graz / AUSTRIA

Langrütistr. 9
8820 Wädenswil / SWITZERLAND

Tel +49 - (0)6054 - 917598
Fax +49 - (0)6054 - 917599

Tel +43 - (0)66 43 57 60 77
Fax +43 - (0)3 16 4638 31

Tel +41 - (0)44 - 780 6067
Fax +41 - (0)44 - 780 5078

postcards-stamps@t-online.de

hannes.fuerntratt@gmail.com

LoveAuctions - Nick Martin

Firma Tony Lancaster

Trevor Chinery

Angel House, Station Road
Sutterton, Boston, Lincolnshire
PE20 2JH / GREAT BRITAIN

1 Langley Cresccent
Kings Langley Herts WD4 8EW
GREAT BRITAIN

9 St. Laurence Way
Stanwick NN9 6QS / GREAT BRITAIN

Tel +44 - (0)1205 460968
mobil +44 - (0)7703 766477

Tel +44 - (0)1923 - 262260
Fax +44 - (0)1923 - 262260

Tel + 44 - (0)1205 - 330026
mobil + 44 - (0)7527 - 444825
Fax +44 - (0) 1933 - 622808

nick@loveauctions.co.uk

jean.lancaster@lineone.net

trevortrilogy@aol.com

Giacomo F. Bottacchi

Theo Bakker

Ronald Bouscher

Via Bronzetti 21
20129 Milan / ITALY

Scholtensweg 37
8124 AG Wesepe / NETHERLANDS

Messchaerstraat 12
1077 WS Amsterdam / NETHERLANDS

Tel +39 - 027 180 23
mobil +39 - 339 730 931 2
Fax +39 - 027 384 439

Tel +31 - (0)5706 - 3 32 58
Fax +31 - (0)5706 - 3 62 93

Tel +31 - (0)20 - 679 5952
Fax +31 - (0)20 - 679 47 80

th.c.bakker@orange.nl

info@bouscher.nl

Charles E. Cwiakala

Jonathan Orenstein

Frank Mandel

1527 South Fairview Ave.
Park Ridge,
IL 60068 - 5211 / USA

Purser & Associates, LLC
84 Webcowet Road #2
Arlington, MA 02474 - 2323 / USA

Mandel Auction Network
P.O. Box 157
NEW YORK NY 10014 - 0157 / USA

Tel +1 - (0)847 - 823 8747
Fax +1 - (0)847 - 823 8747

Tel +1 - (0)857 - 928 5140
Fax +1 - (0)781 - 658 2567

Tel +1 - (0)212 - 6750819
Fax + 1 - (0)212 - 3666462

cecwiakala@aol.com

info@pursers.com

gbstamps@iol.it

Zahlungsmöglichkeiten – Payment Options
BANKÜBERWEISUNG / BANK TRANSFER

KREDITKARTEN / CREDIT CARDS

Begünstigster / Beneficiary Name:
Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG

Wir akzeptieren Zahlungen mit folgenden Kreditkarten:

Deutsche Bank PGK AG Ludwigsburg

Für VISA und Master Card berechnen wir zusätzlich 3%
Gebühren auf den Rechnungsbetrag, für American Express
zusätzlich 5% Gebühren.

Myliusstraße 16
71638 Ludwigsburg, Germany
IBAN: DE06 6047 0024 0088 8016 00
BIC: DEUTDEDB 604
Kreissparkasse Ludwigsburg
Schillerplatz 6
71638 Ludwigsburg, Germany

pVISA pMASTER CARD pAMERICAN EXPRESS

Bitte beachten Sie, dass wir für jede Rechnung, die Sie
per Kreditkarte bezahlen möchten, Ihr schriftliches
Einverständnis benötigen.
Folgende Angaben sind erforderlich:
Karteninhaber, Karten-Nummer, Ablaufdatum,
3-stellige Sicherheitszahl

IBAN: DE16 6045 0050 0030 0162 15
BIC: SOLADES1 LBG

Accepted credit cards

Postbank Stuttgart

For payments by VISA and MasterCard we charge
an additional transaction fee of 3% on the total
sum invoiced, for American Express the additional
transaction fee is 5%.

Postfach 600464
70304 Stuttgart, Germany
IBAN: DE69 6001 0070 0108 3637 07
BIC: PBNKDEFF XXX
UniCredit Bank AG Hamburg
Neuer Wall 64
20354 Hamburg, Germany
IBAN: DE17 2003 0000 0015 8309 92
BIC: HYVE DE MM 300

Bitte beachten Sie, dass Bankgebühren zu Ihren
Lasten gehen.

Wenn sich Ihr Konto außerhalb des SEPARaumes befindet und / oder die Überweisung in einer Fremdwährung
getätigt wird, geben Sie bitte bei der Überweisung im Feld
„Entgeltregelung“ den Hinweis „alle Entgelte z.L. Konto
inhaber“ ein.

Bank fees are at your cost.

If your account is located outside the SEPA zone and / or
payment is made in foreign currency (not EURO), please
mark in the field “Fee Arrangement“ within the remittance
slip “OUR“ (all charges shall be paid by principal / account
holder).

BARZAHLUNG (vor Ort) / CASH PAYMENT

pVISA pMASTER CARD pAMERICAN EXPRESS

Please be aware that we need a short note that we
are allowed to charge your credit card for every
transaction.
Following information is required:
Credit Card Holder, Card Number, Expiry Date, CVC number

SCHECK / CHEQUE
Bei Zahlung per Scheck erhöhen Sie bitte den zu
zahlenden Betrag um 15,00 EUR.
Der Versand der Lose erfolgt nach Gutschrift des Schecks
auf unserem Konto. Bitte beachten Sie, dass Bankgebühren
zu Ihren Lasten gehen.
If you pay by cheque please add EUR 15,00 (cheque-fee).
Shipment of the lots after credit entry.
Bank fees at your cost.

PAYPAL
Wir bitten um Ihr Verständnis, dass wir mit PayPal
nicht zusammenarbeiten.
We kindly ask for your understanding that we do not
collaborate with PayPal.

Zeichenerklärung und Qualitätsbeschreibung
Key and Quality Description
Légende et description de qualité

**

postfrisch

mint (never hinged) (MNH)

neuf sans charnière

*

ungebraucht

unused (MH)

neuf avec gomme originale

(*)

ungebraucht ohne Gummi

unused without gum (MNG)

neuf sans gomme

g

gestempelt, Stempel

used, cancell, handstamp (hs.)

oblitéré, cachet

h

handschriftliche Entwertung

pen-stroke, manuscript (ms.)

trait de plume

x

gefälligkeitsgestempelt

canceled to order

oblitération de complaisance

d

Briefstück

on piece

fragment

b

Brief

cover, envelope

lettre

FDC

Ersttagsbrief

First Day Cover

lettre de premier jour

e

Flugpostbrief

air mail cover

lettre poste aérienne

f

Flugpost

air mail

poste aérienne

Ak

Ansichtskarte, Karte

picture postcard, card

carte-vue, carte illustrée

ETB

Ersttagsblätter

First Day Sheetlets

feuilles premier jour

GA

Ganzsache

postal stationery

entier postal

Mk

Maximumkarte

maximum card

carte maximum

p

Paar

pair

paire

v

4er Block

block of four

bloc de quatre

s

schön

f (fine)

b (beau)

ss

sehr schön

vf (very fine)

tb (très beau)

vz

vorzüglich

ef (extremely fine)

superbe

ST

Stempelglanz

Mint State

FDC (fleur de coin)

PP

Polierte Platte

proof

flan bruni

Notizen

Fachausdrücke / technical vocabulary / vocabulaire technique / vocabulario tecnico
Abart

variety

variété

varietà

angeschnitten, berührt

touched

touché, coupé

intaccato, toccato

Aufdruck

overprint, surcharge

surcharge

soprastampa

belanglos

insignificant

insignifiant

insignificante

berührt

touched

touché

toccato

beschädigt

demaged

endommagé

danneggiato

Bogen

sheet

feuille

foglio

Bogenecke

sheet comer

coin de feuille

angolo di foglio

Bogenrand

sheet margin

bord de feuille

bordo di foglio

breit

wide

large

largo

Brief

letter, cover,

lettre

lettera

Briefstück

on piece

fragment (sur)

frammento (su)

Bruch (Spur)

crease, creased

pli, trace de pli

piega

Bug

slight crease

légèrement plié

leggera piega

dezentriert

off centre

mal centré

mal centrato

Dienstmarke

official stamp

timbre de Service

francobollo di servizio

Doppeldruck

double Impression

double impression

doppia stampa

Dreier-, Viererstreifen

strip of three, four

bande de trois, quatre

striscia de 3 pezzi, 4 pezzi

dünn

thin

mince, aminci

assottigliato

durchstochen

rouletted

percé

perforato ad archi

entwertet

cancelled

oblitéré

annullato

Erhaltung (unterschiedlich)

condition (mixed)

état (différent)

stato di conservazione (mista)

ESST, Erstagssonderstempel

first day commemorative cancel

cachet spéciale (1° jour)

timbro speziale (1° giorno)

F, P, Foto, Photo

illustration

photo

foto

Falz

hinge

charnière

linguella

Federzug

pen-stroke

trait de plume

tratto di penna

Fehldruck

error

erreur

errore

fehlerhaft

defective

défectueux

difettoso

fein

fine

fin

fine, squisito

Fleck

spot, stain

fache

macchia

gepr., geprüft

expertised

expertisé

firmato

geschnitten

imperforated

non dentelé

non dentellato

gleiches Los

id., same lot

id., même lot

analogo lotto

gezähnt

perforated

dentelé

dentellato

Gummi (ohne)

gum (without)

gomme (sans)

gomma (senza)

halbiert

bisected

coupe en deux

tagliato a metä

handschriftlich, hs.

in handwriting

par écrit

scritto a mano

Handstempel

handstamp

cachet à main

soprastampa a mano

hinterlegt

repaired

réparé

riparato

K1, K2, Ein-(Doppel-)kreisstempel

one (two) circel cancel

oblitération avec 1,2 cercle (s)

timbro circolare (1,2 circolare)

Kabinettstück

superb copy in every respect

pièce hors ligne

pezzo soperbo

Kehrdruck

tete-beche

tête-bêche

tete-beche

komplett, kpl.

complete

complet

completo

knapp

short, cut close

court

scarso

kopfstehend

inverted

renversé

invertito

Kreidepapier

chalky paper

papier de craie

carta gessata

Lokalausgabe

local issue

émission locale

emissione locale

Lupenrand

very small margin

marge tres étroite

margini corti

Luxusstück, Lux.

luxury quality

pièce de luxe

pezzo di lusso

Mangel, Mlg.

defective

défaut

difetto

Michel. Mi.

Michel catalogue

catalogue Michel

catalogo Michel

Nadelstich

pin hole

trou d’épingle

foro di spillo

nachgummiert

regummed

regommé

rigommato

Nennwert

face value

valeur faciale

valoref acciale

Neudruck (ND)

reprint

réimpression

reimpressione

ohne Gummi

without gum, no gum

neuf sans gomme

nouvo senza gomma

Originalgummi

original gum

gomme originale

gomma originale

Paar

pair

paire

coppia

Plattenfehler

plate error

erreur de gravure

errore d’incisione

Portomarke

postage due (stamp)

timbre-taxe

segnatasse

postfrisch

mint never hinged

neuf avec gomme

nouvo con gomma integra

Ra1, Ra2, Rahmenstempel

boxed or frame cancel

oblitération du cadre

timbro incorniciato

Rand

margin

marge, bord de feuille

margine - bordo di foglio

repariert, rep.

repaired

reparé

riparato

Riß(chen)

(very small) tear

fente (minime)

taglietto, crepa (piccola)

rückseitig, rs.

back side

à l’envers

la parte posteriore

Sammlung

collection

collection

collezione

Satz

set

série

serie

(sehr) selten

(very) rare

(tres) rare

(multo) raro

signiert, sign.

signed

expertisé

firmato

Sonderstempel

special cancel

cachet special

annullo speciale

Stempel

cancellation

oblitération

annullo

Stockfleck

stain

tache jaunie (tache de rouille)

punto di ruggine, macchia di ossido

Streifen

Strip

bande

striscia

Stück

piece

pièce, exemplaire

pezzo

Tintenentwertung (entfernt)

pen cancellation (removed)

oblitération à l’encre (effacée)

annullo a penna (cancellata)

ungebraucht, ungebr.

unused, original gum with hinge

neuf

nuovo, non usato

Überdruck

overprint

surcharge

soprastampa

überrandig

very large margins

marges de luxe

margini enormi

ungezähnt

imperforate

non dentelé

non dentellato

unterlegt

repaired

réparé

riparato

vollrandig

full margins

marges de tous côtes

margini completi

vordersetig, vs.

front

en face

la parte annteriore

Vorläufer

forerunner

précurseur

precursore

Wasserzeichen, Wz.

watermark

filigrane

filigrana

Zähnung

Perforation

dentelure

dentellatura

Zahnfehler

Perforation fault

dentelure défectueuse

dentellatura difettosa

zentriert (gut, de-)

centered (well, badly)

centré (bien, mal)

centrato

Zierfeld

ornamental coupon

ornement fermant cadre

appendice ornamentale

Zusammendruck

se-tenant

se tenant

in coppia con

Zwischensteg

gutter

interpanneau

interspazio

So können Sie bieten

Submitting your bids

persönlich im Saal

personally in the auction hall

Unsere internationalen Auktionen finden in unserem eigenen Auktionssaal statt. Um vor Ort bieten zu können, benötigen Sie eine Saalbieternummer – diese erhalten Sie an
unserer Rezeption.

Our international auctions are held in our own auction hall.
To be able to bid at the auction, you will need a hall bidder
number which you will recieve at our reception desk.

SENDEN SIE IHRE GEBOTE FRÜHZEITIG AB!
Ihre Gebote werden streng vertraulich und interesse
wahrend bearbeitet. Dazu ist es notwendig, dass diese
spätestens am Tage vor dem jeweiligen Versteigerungstag
vorliegen!

PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR BIDS EARLY!
Your bids will be processed and handled confidentially.
It is necessary for the bids to be submitted at least on the
day prior to the day of auction!

Auskünfte über bereits vorliegende Gebote, insbesondere deren Höhe, werden generell nicht erteilt.
Falls Sie nicht persönlich an der Auktion teilnehmen können, gibt es mehrere Möglichkeiten uns Ihre Gebote mitzuteilen:

(Es gibt zusätzlich die Möglichkeit über einen professionellen
Auktionsagenten zu bieten, auf der folgende Seite finden Sie die
Kontaktdaten der Agenten unseres Vertrauens.)

In general, information concerning offers already submitted, especially their values will not be released.
If you are unable to attend the auction in person, you
have several other possibilties to submit your bids to us:
(In addition you can bid through a professional auction agent.
On the following page you will find the contact details of our
trusted agents.)

online

online

Auf unserer Hompage www.auktionen-gaertner.de können
Sie in nur wenigen Schritten ganz einfach und sicher Ihre
Gebote abgeben. Die online abgegebenen Gebote werden
mit derselben Sorgfalt behandelt wie schriftlich abgegebene Gebote.

Bids can be placed directly and secure in just several steps
on www.auktionen-gaertner.de.
Your online bids will be treated in the same way and with
the same acuraccy as traditional written bids.

Oder schicken Sie uns Ihre Gebote per E-Mail an:
info@auktionen-gaertner.de

Alternatively, you can send us your bids by e-mail:
info@auktionen-gaertner.de

schriftlich

in written form

Schriftliche Gebote geben Sie bitte auf dem beiliegenden
Auktionsauftrag ab, und schicken uns diesen per Post oder
Fax zu.
Als schriftlicher Bieter werden Sie vom Auktionator so vertreten, als wären Sie im Saal anwesend, d.h. vertraulich
und interessewahrend.

Written bids can be placed by mail or fax using the enclosed
auction bid form.
As a written bidder, you will be represented by the auctioneer as if you are in the auction hall yourself, which
means confidential and discreet.

live per Telefon

live by telephone

Wenn Sie eine Teilnahme von zu Hause bevorzugen, bieten
wir Ihnen unseren telefonischen Bieter-Service an. Telefonbieter sollten sich frühzeitig mit uns in Verbindung setzen.

If you prefer to take part from your home, we offer you a
telephone bidding service. Telephone bidders should contact us in time.

Bitte beachten Sie, dass telefonische Gebote immer nur
mit schriftlicher Bestätigung angenommen werden. Das
Mindestgebot für Telefonbieter beträgt 300,- €.
Untergebote werden von Telefonbietern grundsätzlich
nicht akzeptiert.

Please note, that bids submitted by telephone require a
written confirmation. The minimum starting price for telephone bidders is 300,- €. Underbids can not be accepted
by telephone.

Füllen Sie bitte das Feld Telefonbieter auf der Rückseite

Please fill in in the field for telephone bidding on the back
of the bid form or write us an e-mail. We will call you the
day of the auction in sufficient time before your lot is due
to be called. Please ensure that you can be reached on the
auction day.

des Auktionsauftrages aus oder schreiben Sie uns alternativ eine E-Mail. Am Tag der Auktion rufen wir Sie rechtzeitig
bevor das Los ausgerufen wird an. Bitte stellen Sie sicher,
das Sie an diesem Tag telefonisch erreichbar sind.

CG

BESICHTIGUNGSFORMULAR – VIEWING FORM 39. Auktion / Februar 2018

Name – name ________________________________________________________________________________

Kunden-Nr. – customer No. __________________________________

Telefon/Fax – phone / fax _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Straße – street

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLZ /Ort / Land – post code / city / country
e-mail

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

BEGINN DER BESICHTIGUNG:
START OF VIEWING:

ENDE DER BESICHTIGUNG:
END OF VIEWING:

Ich würde gerne folgende Lose besichtigen. Ich bin damit einverstanden, daß während dieser Zeit Videoaufnahmen erstellt werden.
I´d like to see the following lots. I agree that during this time, I will be filmed by video.

IMPORTANT

WICHTIG
Um schneller bedient zu werden, füllen Sie
bitte die Spalte „KB“ wie im Beispiel aus.

for being served fast with bulky lots, please fill in
the gap in column „KB“ as seen in the example.

Bitte tragen Sie bei Großlosen zusätzlich den Buchstaben ein,

der hinter der Losbeschreibung im Katalog in Klammern steht.

Please fill in the different letter which you may find in brackets
after the description of the lot in the catalogue.

Beispiel:

example:

P 32144

collection of approx. 40 envelopes.... (M)

LosNr. – Lot No.

KB

1234

M

A = Album
K = Karton
M = Mappe
S = Schachtel
T = Tasche

KB = Kurzbezeichnung / A = Ausgabe

LosNr. – Lot No.

KB

Datum – Date: _________________

100,

A

LosNr. – Lot No.

P 32144

collection of approx. 40 envelopes.... (M)

LosNr. – Lot No.

KB

1234

M

KB = Storage (Short Description) / A = conferred

KB

A

LosNr. – Lot No.

100,

A = binder
K = big box
M = folder
S = box
T = envelope

KB

A

Unterschrift – Signature: __________________________________________________________________________________________________

LosNr. – Lot No.

KB

A

LosNr. – Lot No.

KB

A

LosNr. – Lot No.

KB

A

CG

AUKTIONSAUFTRAG – BID FORM 39. Auktion | 19. - 23. Februar 2018

Name – name ___________________________________________________________________________ Kunden-Nr. – customer No. ___________________________________
Telefon/Fax – phone/fax _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Straße – street

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PLZ /Ort / Land – post code / city / country
e-mail

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

privat – private

Firma / UStIdNr. – company / VAT number ________________________________________________________________________

Ich ermächtige die Firma Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, BietigheimBissingen, für mich und auf meine Rechnung die unten aufgeführten Lose zu den mir bekannten und anerkannten „Allgemeinen Versteigerungsbedingungen“ im Auktionskatalog bis zu den nachstehenden Preisen
zu kaufen. Ich beauftrage die Firma Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, in meinem Namen und auf meine Rechnung, den Versand der Lose
an mich vorzunehmen. Die Zusendung der Lose erfolgt grundsätzlich nach Vorauskasse, falls Sie in unserer Kartei nicht anders registriert sind.
I authorize the firm Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG, BietigheimBissingen, to buy the lots for my account up to the limits stated. I have
read and agree to the „General Conditions for auction“ in the auction catalogue. I request the firm Auktionshaus Christoph Gärtner GmbH & Co. KG to
forward the lots to me and on my account to the above address. Unless otherwise agreed lots will only be dispatched after the receipt of payment in full.

Ich begrenze die Summe meiner Zuschläge (ohne Provision und Spesen) auf:

(Minimum 300,- €)

I limit the sum of my bids (without commission and fees) to:

EUR (10% Toleranz)

_________________________________________________

Wenn notwendig erhöhen Sie meine Gebote wie folgt: – If necessary please increase my bids as following:

10 %

20 %

30 %

_____

%

Gebotslose unter 20,- € werden nicht eingegeben – Minimum bid for lots named as „Gebot“ is 20,- €
Los-Nr. – Lot No.

Gebiet – country

Gebot € – bid €

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

Gebiet – country

Gebot € – bid €

Ich hole die Lose persönlich ab – I will pick up the lots personally

Datum – Date ______________

Unterschrift – Signature

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Referenzen – References: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Bitte belasten Sie meine Kreditkarte / Please debit the total invoice amount to my credit card
(zzgl. 3 % Kreditkartengebühr /additional 3 % credit card charge)

Karten-Nr./Card No.
Ablaufdatum/expiry date: ______________________________

Kartenprüfnummer (CVC)* :

(* Die Kartenprüfnummer (KPN) wird auch CVC (Card Validation Code) genannt, ist dreistellig und auf die Rückseite Ihrer Kreditkarte gedruckt)

Unterschrift für Kreditkartenzahlung – Signature for credit card payment : _________________________________________________________

Ich möchte telefonisch bieten. Bitte kontaktieren Sie mich rechtzeitig. (Mindestgebot für Telefonbieter beträgt 300,- €)
Ich bin unter folgenden Telefonnummern zu erreichen

____________

/ ________________________ oder

____________ / _______________________

I wish to bid by telephone. Please contact me in time. (Minimum bid for telephone bidders is 300,- €)
I am available at the following telephone numbers
Für diese Lose: / For these lots:

____________

/ __________________________ or

____________

/ __________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Datum – Date: ______________ Unterschrift – Signature: __________________________________________________________________________________
Referenzen – References: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Kunden-Nr. – customer No.

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

_____________________________

Gebiet – country

Los-Nr. – Lot No.

Gebiet – country

Gebot € – bid €

Gebot € – bid €

WICHTIGER HINWEIS FÜR UNSERE EU-PRIVATKUNDEN:
Nach Zuschlag eines Loses werden wir Sie für die Versandformalitäten anschreiben. Dies ist auf Grund der gesetzlichen
EU-Versandhandelsregelung notwendig.
IMPORTANT NOTE FOR OUR EU-CUSTOMERS:
After knocking down and acceptance of your bid, we will contact you for the special shipping formalities. This is necessary
because of EU legal regulations for distance sales.
NOTE IMPORTANTE POUR NOS CLIENTS PRIVÉS EUROPÉENS:
Après l‘attribution d‘un lot, nous vous écrirons pour les formalités d‘expédition. Ceci est nécessaire en raison de dispositions
légales communautaires sur la vente par correspondance.

19 th February 2018 / 39th AUCTION Christoph Gärtner
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